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Preface 

 

The subject, “Çakti Cult in Orissa” has been studied after thorough survey of the 
Çàkta sites of archaeological, historical and religious importance in the State in a 

span of three years. My research work, based on a historical approach, covers 

chronologically the period going from the pre-and proto-historic epoch to the close of 

the medieval epoch touching upon the continuity of the cult till the modern period. 

My study shows that Çàktism, both in the all-India and Orissa’s contexts, not 
only developed as an independent religious fact, but also crept into the mainspring of 

Indian religions. I have attempted to systematically depict the rise and spread of 

Çakti cult with its multifarious, both national and local manifestations in the sacred 

land of Orissa, incorporating the non-Aryan and Aryan trends which evolved and 

developed in the country over the ages. 

The work is based on my field study as well as the reference to the published 

and unpublished works in the line that were available to me. Interpretations and 

conclusions made in the appropriate places are of mine, based on my observations 

relating to the theoretical concepts and the viewpoints of the scholars. 

I may make it clear here that I have not used the diacritical marks on the 

place or locality  names (towns, villages, rivers, mountains, sites, etc.) but used them 

appropriately in the names of the deities, temples, literary works, rites and festivals 

and Sanskrit or typical Oriya words. As regards the footnotes referring to articles 

from journals or miscellaneous works, I have used the abbreviation “art. cit.” (article 
cited) instead of “op. cit.” (work cited) as generally used in the case of referring to 
books. The abbreviation “ca.” (circa) has been here used instead of “c.” as customarily 
used by many scholars. Finally, I have discussed the Çakti cult of Orissa with 

reference to the old thirteen districts (which have in the meantime been divided into 

thirty). 

I feel it expedient to extend my heart-felt thanks to scholars, friends and the 

institutions for their help and assistance in undertaking this work. I am extremely 

grateful to Dr. H. C. Das, my Ph.D. Guide, for extending his unstinted help and 

guidance from the beginning till the completion of the work. I am thankful to Dr. K. 

S. Behera, Senior Professor of History, Utkal University for inspiring me to take up 

this subject for Ph.D. My thanks are due to Prof J. K. Das, Vice Chancellor, Utkal 
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University for allowing me to register as a Ph.D. candidate in his University. My 

special thanks are accorded to Dr. G. G. Filippi, Professor of History and Indology, 

Ca’ Foscari University, Venice for his suggestions and ungrudging help, particularly 
in regard to providing Italian source books for my research work. I am extremely 

grateful to the Superintendent of the Orissa State Museum, the Librarian, Çrì M. K. 

Samal, and the photographer of the Museum, Çrì S. K. Patnaik, for providing 

bibliographic indications, library facilities and allowing me to photograph the 

sculptures preserved in the Museum. Particularly Çrì Patnaik, who is well 

acquainted with most of the archaeological sites of Orissa, has helped me a lot in 

providing me the background materials. My thanks are due to several friends of Old 

Town, Bhubaneswar who have given me encouragement in the work as well as 

accompanied me to visit several sites. Lastly I accord my thanks to my wife Roberta, 

my brother, father, mother and family members, and finally to my father-in-law for 

their constant encouragement and support, save which the work could not have been 

completed. 

 

 

Francesco Brighenti 
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Introduction 

 

In course of my visits to the Indian sub-continent and studying the books on Indian 

culture, I was attracted to Çàktism and other important facets of Hinduism or 

Brahmanical religion. India is a land of multifaceted religions; in all such forms, 

whether it is folk, tribal or classic one, Çakti is present and over the ages it became an 

integral part of the different religious systems which together earned the distinction 

of what we term Indian religion. 

I have travelled many States of India, from South to North, and visited the 

archaeological and historical sites and also the museums of archaeology. Gradually I 

was attracted to the subject Çàktism and the anthropomorphic emanations of the 

Goddess found in different parts of the country, depicting the art styles of various 

schools and the peculiar iconographic features. It was, no doubt, an awe-inspiring 

experience, but illusive to comprehend the subject and the deep rootedness of Çakti 

cult in India. 

In my second visit to the present state of Orissa, which is known as the land of 

excellence of art and famous for the cult of Jagannàtha, the ràšxradevatà of the 

country and the quintessence of the mainspring of Indian religions, and which is also 

the land of tribals (forming about one fourth of its total population), I was surprised to 

see the myriads of sculptures in nooks and corners of the State and the magnificent 

temples, monasteries and caves. I am tempted to note here that the statement of 

Fergusson that Orissa preserves about half of the total Hindu monuments of India is 

true here as one goes round the places. 

It was under these circumstances I deemed it wise to concentrate my study 

upon the cult of Çakti in this sacred land of art, which astonishingly preserves the 

archaeological treasures from about the 3rd century B.C. to the late medieval period. 

But I was at a loss to decide what to do, how to study this unknown and complicated 

subject in a land alien to me. Fortunately Dr. K. S. Behera, Senior Professor of 

Ancient History and Archaeology, whom I met in 1994 to find out a solution to my 

inquisitiveness, suggested me to contact Dr. H. C. Das, Superintendent of Museums, 

Orissa, who has done some work on Çakti cult and the tribals based on thorough field 

work. Then actually came the chance for me to study the subject. The guidance of Dr. 

Das, with the suggestion to take up this subject in a comprehensive manner, keeping 
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in view to the chronology and typology of Çaktis historically, rendered an invaluable 

service to me. Accordingly, the prepared scheme for my Ph. D. “Çakti Cult in Orissa” 
under the guidance of Dr. H. C. Das was submitted to the Utkal University, 

Bhubaneswar for approval. 

It was then my responsibility to go through the books and journals relating to 

the subject in the Indian and Orissan contexts and to take up the field study site by 

site from one district to the other. Gradually I equipped myself with theoretical 

knowledge on Çàktism and the interrelated religions, supplemented by the field 

experience. In this connection, J. N. Banerjea’s Development of Hindu Iconography, N. 

N. Bhattacharyya’s History of the Çàkta Religion, P. Kumar’s Çakti Cult in Ancient 

India, D. Kinsley’s Hindu Goddesses: Visions of the Divine Feminine in the Hindu 

Religious Tradition, R. C. Hazra’s Studies in the Upapuràòas, D. C. Sircar’s The Çakti 

Cult and Tàrà and The Çàkta Pìxhas, the English translations of some Mahàpuràòas, 

etc. were of immense help in my work. 

The theoretical aspects along with the mythological stories and legends have 

been used indirectly as the bases of my work, but my main concentration has been to 

trace out the origin and evolution, historical development, iconography, ritualistic 

pattern, etc. of the Çakti cult in the context of Orissa as a separate entity. In fact, 

overlapping in this respect is but natural inasmuch as the political demarcation of 

Orissa, which formed in the past parts of the Owra, Utkala, KaliÞga, Koçala regions, 

varied from time to time. It is expedient to mention that Owra, in the 8th-9th 

centuries A.D., was a small kingdom in the coastal region, Utkala a vast kingdom 

under the Bhauma-karas and the Somava®çìs, Koçala a kingdom in the hinterland 

under the Pàòwuva®çìs, Çarabhapuriyàs, Nalas and Cauhàns, and KaliÞga, a vast 

empire under the Imperial GaÞgas and the Sùryava®çìs. All of these Orissan royal 

dynasties have, in course of ages, nurtured the religious faiths, developed and erected 

the monuments, carved the intricate sculptures based on iconography, introduced the 

complicate ritualistic patterns, elaborated and associated the all-India and local 

myths in their own styles to turn their faiths more acceptable to the people at large. 

In my work, however, I have frequently used the term “KaliÞga”, which finds mention 
on works at least from the time of the Mahàbhàrata, to indicate legibly the coastal 

belts of present Orissa, Andhra Pradesh and part of West Bengal. 
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For the above reasons, it is profitable to highlight the Çàkta tradition, which is 

more or less the same in the geographical region conventionally termed as KaliÞga, 

without referring to the trends prevalent in other regions of India. 

I sincerely felt as the work progressed, though slowly, that Orissa is an 

enchanting land of art, religion and culture, which are preserved in pristine forms 

despite the impact of modern forces. But it is surprising to me that, so far, most of the 

scholars of Orissa as well as of India have written volumes unfortunately without 

visiting many interesting sites connected with Çakti cult. The field notes of western 

scholars such as Kittoe, Stirling, Fergusson, Hunter, Beglar, Risley and a few others 

were mainly the bases of earlier works done by Indian and Orissan scholars on the 

religious aspects of Orissa. Thanks to Prof. K. C. Panigrahi, Prof. N. K. Sahu, P. 

Acharya, K. N. Mohapatra, Dr. S. N. Rajaguru, Dr. R. P. Mohapatra, Prof. K. S. 

Behera, Prof. M. N. Das, Dr. M. P. Dash, Dr. P. K. Ray, Dr. H. C. Das, Prof. S. C. 

Panda, and a few others some substantial works were produced in the line. The works 

of these scholars, though not complete to my view, are significant for my study, 

providing a lot of information to understand the sites and icons along with their 

history. Particularly the stupendous work of T. E. Donaldson entitled Hindu Temple 

Art of Orissa, in three volumes, which has been done for the first time through 

thorough survey and exploration of many archaeological sites of Orissa, is a 

compendium for further study of Çakti cult. The recently published book of Dr. H. C. 

Das Iconography of Çàkta Divinities, in two volumes, could not unfortunately be 

utilized for my purpose as I got it after I had completed my Ph. D. work. 

Despite these most valuable works, I feel, much remains to be touched upon 

sincerely and systematically. I believe, the present thesis of mine is the result of my 

three years sincere and laborious attempt. 

 

II 

It is in this context I take up the subject of my study. The scholars in the 

disciplines of religion and culture, particularly in the Indian context, will agree with 

me that Çakti, the primordial energy of the universe, has been an immanent force 

both in the animate and inanimate aspects of life. Such an inconceivable, unknowable, 

omnipotent, omnipresent force is taken as the basis of all religious faiths. Çakti or 

cosmic energy is the binding force particularly in respect of the Indian religious 

arcane, which is multilinear in its scope unlike the unilinear Muslim or Christian 
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thought. In a multilinear religious system, this conceived concept interacts 

intermittently keeping the former alive and continue, uninterruptedly growing in 

dimensions. 

Various schools of thought of Indian religions have put forth their views in 

regard to the origin and spread of Çakti in the religious phenomena in their own 

ways, but no consensus has emerged yet. It is significant to note here that, of all the 

schools of thought in this regard, the viewpoint of the Çiva-Çakti school is more 

appropriate to understand the significance of the Çakti. The Àgamas, Nigamas, Çàkta 

Puràòas and Upapuràòas, while elucidating the all-powerful Çakti, have gone far to 

relate that minus her, in any form, the male manifestations of the godhead are 

powerless. 

Another school of thought is of the opinion that the concept of Çakti was 

directly originated from the primitive mother-goddess cult, which was a prominent 

feature in the prehistoric religions, and that it gradually crept into the tribal and folk 

communities and subsequently into the mainstream of Indian religions, incorporating 

through a slow process local godlings, diverse heterogeneous elements, customs, rites, 

worship patterns, myths and legends of multifarious nature. Thus, in the view of this 

school, no other living religion can claim to have such an ancient, continuous and 

colourful history with richest sources of mythology and theology along with numerous 

manifestations depicting malevolent and benevolent aspects of the Çakti. 

The peculiarity of Çàktism, in contrast to other Indian religions, lies in its 

prolificity and universality by throwing its doors open invariably to the people of all 

castes, creed and sects. As a result, the Çàkta religion could have devotees or followers 

from all strata of the society and had wider acceptability to other religions (and vice 

versa). Tantrism in particular, a well-known trend in religious efflorescence, finds its 

flowering in amalgamation with Çàktism. At a particular time of history, indeed, both 

the trends of thought were so inextricably integrated that one could not possibly be 

separated from the other. 

In the early medieval period the Puràòas (composed and compiled mostly 

during the Gupta period) and Upapuràòas highlighted the female principle to such an 

extent that Çàktism could flourish as an independent religion. The Mahàçakti, 

Mahàdevì Durgà, born out of the concerted energies of the great gods as conceived in 

the Devì-Màhàtmya section of the Màrkaòweya Puràòa and also in other Puràòas, 

became the all-powerful and all-pervasive great Goddess capable to annihilate the 
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dangerous and powerful demons. This is just one example bespeaking the glory of the 

Mahàçakti that pervaded the whole religious arcane of the Hindu world. All the other 

gods, who created her, became subservient to her, acting upon at her direction. In 

order to help the Mahàdevì in her combat against the turbulent enemies and to 

protect the universe and dharma, many more female manifestations were created by 

the gods and also by the Mahàdevì herself at particular situations in accordance with 

necessity. Historically speaking, around the 5th-6th centuries A.D. the pantheon of 

Çàkta goddesses in Hinduism with iconographic and literary sources was remarkably 

far excelling the manifestations of other allied religions. This indicates a wider 

acceptance of goddess-worship in the Hindu world. As a consequence of proliferation 

of the faith, some of the older goddesses of the Vedas, who were subordinate to the 

male gods, emerged with new vigour. The pantheon was further multiplied with the 

addition of sanskritized and anthropomorphized tribal and folk goddesses of ancient 

origin. 

The concept of bhakti inculcated in Vaišòavism, which became a part of the 

Çakti-sàdhana, further heightened its importance. Thus Çàktism became the most 

popular religion, having the highest following. Therefore, the study of Çàktism is not 

just merely a study of one aspect of Indian religious thought, but, in essence, it is the 

depiction of Indian tradition itself. With this at the background, I have touched upon 

the Çakti cult of Orissa microcosmically. 

 

III 

It may be reasonable to point out that my approach to Çakti cult, which is an 

admixture of heterogeneous elements of the non-Aryan and Aryan origin through 

permutation and combination coming to a stage – what we term as standardized Çakti 

cult of a particular region, more appropriately in the historical period -, is a little 

digression from the traditional historical approach; in essence, it is an ethno-historical 

approach. 

The historians of Orissa who have studied this interesting but complicated 

Çakti cult have concentrated themselves to its development only during the historical 

period, leaving aside the aspects in the pre- and proto-historic epoch and in the pre-

literate and primitive tribal communities that also nurtured the faith in different 

forms. Keeping in view to my scope of study, I have initiated my discussion from the 

pre- and proto-historic and folk-tribal levels. Thus the first chapter, entitled 
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“Autochthonous Roots of Orissan Çàktism”, deals in short with the migrations and 

emigrations of the Austro-Asiatic, Dravidian and lastly Aryan ethnic groups, tracing 

their origin to the pre- and proto-historic epoch, the worship of the female principle in 

the matriarchal societies, the propitiation of female deities among the primitive tribal 

communities, the origin and development of goddesses in aniconic forms, tracing the 

similar developments in other civilizations of the world, the interrelations of Çakti 

with Nàga and Yakša cults, that found their emergence in the early historical period, 

the multifarious contributions of tribal shamanism to the development of the Çàkta 

efflorescence and, finally, the worship of pillar- and pole-goddesses of the pre-literate 

societies and the incorporation of these deities into the fold of Çàktism. My 

concentration in this section is basically limited to Orissa in the wider context of the 

neighbouring regions of eastern India, which has been the cradle-ground of Çàktism. 

The history of Orissa virtually starts from the 4th century B.C. with the 

invasion of a Nanda king of Magadha for the purpose of taking away the KaliÞga-

jinàsana (the national religious symbol of the then kingdom). This was perhaps the 

first known event of the contact of KaliÞga with some other region of the country. The 

second invasion, led by the Magadhan emperor Açoka in 261 B.C., was the greater 

landmark, not only in the history of Orissa but of India too, and also in the religious 

history, as this was a turning point in the spread of Buddhism in particular, in the 

country as well as abroad. It is extremely important that Açoka led the foundation of 

Buddhistic sculptural art, particularly at Bhubaneswar, wherein we come across the 

depiction of female figures in the railing stones (recovered in large number from 

Bhubaneswar and its environment) and the voluptuous figures of nàga-nàgì and 

yakša-yakšì (the earliest Çàkta icons of the historical period in Orissa), belonging to 

the post-Mauryan epoch. 

The next stage of development of this sculptural representation is noticed in 

the caves of Udaygiri and Khandagiri (Bhubaneswar), dug out during the reign of 

Mahàmeghavàhana Khàravela in around the 1st century B.C. These caves, which 

were exclusively meant for Jaina recluses, give in rilievo style the development of 

sculptural art, which in the subsequent period was the main medium of depicting the 

gods and goddesses. Thus this peculiar ancient cave art and architecture of Orissa is 

basically the precursor of the temple art and architecture that emerged successively 

from the following centuries. 
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Unfortunately after Khàravela till the rise of the Guptas the history of Orissa 

as well as of its religions is somewhat hazy, as no systematic attempt has been made 

by the scholars to enlighten us. To our good fortune, a stone inscription of Mahàràja 

Gaòa discovered from a tank near the present shrine of Bhadrakàlì at Bhadrak, 

inscribing the name of the goddess Paròadevatì (the Female-Deity-of-Leaves) and 

datable to the 3rd century A.D., speaks of the continuity of Çakti cult in Orissa in its 

so-called “dark period”. Some copper plate grants of the Màxharas, Vaçišxhas, etc., 

who were ruling in small principalities, give a faint idea of the cult of Višòu that 

developed in those regions in about the 4th century A.D. (Gupta period). 

It is an established fact that the Guptas, in the 4th century A.D., built a far-

flung empire bringing about a renaissance in all aspects of culture. We are not sure 

whether the Guptas invaded Orissa, but the impact of their cultural insurgence was 

certainly felt in this region during their times as well as in the subsequent periods. 

The Gupta style of art and architecture was very much developed during this period. 

The two-armed Mahišamardinì image representing the goddess Virajà at Jajpur and 

the flat-roofed brick temple (the remains of which are to be seen at Kalaspur, the 

original shrine of Virajà at a distance of two kms to the south of Jajpur), assigned to 

the early Gupta period, respectively depict the evolution of Çakti cult and form the 

nucleus of early Hindu architecture in the first centuries of the Christian era. In the 

first section of the second chapter I have attempted to pay special attention to the 

origin of the cult of goddess Virajà, being the earliest known Çàkta deity of Orissa. 

In the next sections my attention is respectively focused on the cult in the post-

Gupta period and in the Bhauma-kara epoch, which was responsible in incorporating 

the Tantric elements into the fold of Çaivism, Çàktism and Buddhism and carving out 

the iconic images of numerous gods and goddesses; the Çaiva-Çàkta sects, particularly 

those of the Kàpàlikas and Kaulas, were associated in the same epoch with the Çàkta 

temples in performing the hideous Tantric rituals. 

The next section in the chronological order discusses the development of 

Çàktism under the Somava®çì rulers who succeeded the Bhauma-karas with their 

capital at Jajpur, the famous seat of Virajà. They were responsible in bringing about a 

revolutionary change in the sphere of religion by eliminating most of the vàmàcàra 

Tantric elements but also by developing Çakti cult in a more prolific way by carving 

the masterpieces of images of Mahišamardinì, Saptamàt¡kàs, Pàrvatì and numerous 

other sculptures with exquisite workmanship. These monarchs also built up the most 
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magnificent Hindu temples of Orissa, citing for example the Mukteçvara, Ràjaràòì, 

Brahmeçvara, and finally the sky-kissing LiÞgaràja temple at Bhubaneswar, and 

surprisingly introduced the images of nàyikàs, the erotic couples in various seductive 

poses, and the dancing and singing by the damsels (known as devadàsìs) as a part of 

the temple rituals (first introduced in the temple of Brahmeçvara at Bhubaneswar). 

In essence, the illustrious Somava®çì kings developed and spread Çàktism to an 

unprecedented degree on the foundation of which, during the rule of the successive 

dynasties of Orissa, the flowering of Çàktism as well as of other religions reached the 

zenith. 

The Imperial GaÞga and Sùryava®çì epochs (ca. A.D. 1110-1540) are marked 

for territorial expansion to all sides of the KaliÞgan empire, economic prosperity, 

development of art and architecture (particularly during the GaÞga period), rise of the 

bhakti movement with the advent of the great religious savants like Ràmànuja, Çrì 

Caitanya, etc. to Puri (the seat of the far-famed cult of Jagannàtha), the emergence of 

syncretistic cult with Çrì Jagannàtha at the apex, the spread of Jagannàtha culture 

far beyond the borders of the KaliÞgan empire, military expansionism, unification of 

the feudal hierarchy, etc. In the true sense, the long period of reign of these two 

dynasties for a span of about five hundred years, which may rightly be termed as the 

golden period in the history of Orissa, witnessed remarkable development in all 

aspects of culture. 

Architecture in this period reached the highest watermark of development, as 

can be envisioned, for example, in the stupendous monuments of Jagannàtha temple 

at Puri and the world-famous Sun temple at Konarak. The accumulated experience of 

the artists for centuries was reflected in the life- or over-life-size sculptures of the cult 

images and in other divine and human figures along with numerous narrations and 

motifs in the temple walls. In fact, the sculptural depiction in the temples was 

remarkably superb and enchanting. 

This period also witnessed the amalgamation of Çaivism and Çàktism with 

Vaišòavism (the main trend of the age), bringing to light a sort of syncretistic religion 

accepting Jagannàtha as the pivot. The trends of thought prevalent in Çàktism found 

place in the Vaišòavite ritualistic pattern. The preaching of eminent religious saints, 

the composition of Vaišòavite literature in regional language, and especially the 

spread of kìrtan (singing of devotional songs in accompaniment of m¡daÞga and 
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cymbal by the Vaišòava devotees), introduced by Çrì Caitanya, further accelerated the 

Vaišòava movement, thus making it a mass religion. 

Similarly, in the sculptural representation Mahišamardinì Durgà, Çiva liÞga 

and Jagannàtha were depicted together to mark the syncreticism. With the 

construction of the great Sun temple, the Pañcadevatà-upàsana (adoration of the five 

deities of the traditional Hindu penthad, namely, Çiva-Çakti-Višòu-Sùrya-Gaòeça) 

became a fundamental aspect of Orissan religious culture. Çrì Jagannàtha, the cult 

hero, conceived by the later GaÞgas and the Sùryava®çì Gajapatis as the head of the 

State or ràšxradevatà, became the supreme religious authority sanctioning the 

political actions of the monarchs of Orissa. This strong religious policy in the name of 

Çrì Jagannàtha was essential to control and unite the heterogeneous feudatories of 

the empire. 

The manifestations of Çakti in this period mostly find their expression in 

association with Vaišòavite male deities in the composite forms of Lakšmì-Nàràyaòa, 

Lakšmì-Varàha, Lakšmì-N¡si®ha, leaving aside, of course, the Çiva-Çakti union, 

although independent Çàkta shrines were also established and temples erected. 

In the last section of the second chapter I have dealt with several other ruling 

families of Orissa who had their patron goddesses under different names, but all 

propitiated as the protectress goddess Mahàdevì Durgà. Most of the Çàkta goddesses 

installed or highlighted in the medieval period are still continuing as the presiding 

deities of the living shrines of Orissa. 

In the third chapter, entitled “Important Çàkta Centres of Orissa”, I have 
attempted to discuss those which have earned eminence with large following and 

those which are still in working order as the Çàkta pìxhas. I have in the discussion not 

touched upon the traditional concept of the so-called Çàkta pìxhas, which are usually 

associated with fallen portions of the Devì’s body from the shoulders of Mahàdeva 

while roaming madly with the dead body of Satì and with forms of Bhairava. From 

this point of view, the kšetras of Virajà, Ekàmra and Purušottama with Vimalà find 

mention in the lists of Çàkta pìxhas enumerated differently by different Puràòas (from 

eight to one hundred-eight pìxhas), but in Orissa some other great Çàkta centres, 

although they have not been linked with a form of Bhairava (supposed to be in the 

pìxha as the consort of Çakti), are nonetheless the great centres of Çàktism as well as 

of other associated religions. I have avoided to speak of the minor Çàkta centres, 

numerous in Orissa, as these have been directly or indirectly discussed in 
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appropriated places. The eight so selected far-famed religious centres discussed in the 

thesis are described in Orissa as the eight traditional Caòwì pìxhas with important 

goddesses enshrined in the strategic locations of the State. 

Chapter 4 deals with the main manifestations of Çakti in Orissa such as 

Mahišamardinì Durgà, Si®havàhinì Durgà, Càmuòwà, the Divine Mothers, Vàràhì, 

Sixty-four Yoginìs, serpent-goddesses, Pàrvatì and Lakšmì, delineating their 

development with different iconographic features – having of course the regional 

variations based on mythology and local traditions – and their spread over different 

areas of the State. For each such manifestation I have endeavoured to offer my 

viewpoint in the regional and all-India contexts as these deities are prevalent in all 

parts of the country, showing the differences in the artistic representation and mode 

of worship. As regards the river goddesses GaÞgà and Yamunà, who are depicted in 

the role of doorkeepers in almost all the medieval Çaiva and Çàkta temples of Orissa 

as auspicious symbols, I have omitted to deal with them as they have not enjoyed here 

the cult status. I may also benignly mention that I have avoided, as far as possible, 

the complicated iconographies of the goddesses recorded in the Puràòas and Tantras, 

emphasizing only those which are essential in the context of the iconographic 

representation of the goddesses of Orissa. 

The last chapter of the book discusses the interesting Çàkta festivals and the 

intricate rituals, some of which are still in vogue in Orissa, signifying the continuity of 

Çàktism here as a mass religion. The Çàkta festivals of Orissa are numerous, but I 

have selected for discussion the important ones in cyclic order starting from the 

month of the New Year, Caitra (March-April), and ending with the horrifying human 

and animal sacrifices connected with Çakti cult as a part of rituals. Once again, I may 

humbly relate that, in course of the discussion, I have often given my personal 

interpretations of some typical rites and festivals theologically and sociologically in 

the wider context. 

Lastly I believe that my sincere attempt to deal with the complicate subject, 

which was totally alien to me in the beginning, will be of some help to the scholars 

and students in history, archaeology, history of art and of religion as well. I crave the 

indulgence of the scholars for errors of omissions and commissions, which must have 

come in the course of my discussion. 

 

 



1 

Autochthonous Roots of Çakti Cult in Orissa 

 

Çakti cult, either in its culturally elevated expressions and in the popular ones, 

appears, to a great extent, to sink its own roots in some non-Vedic regional religious 

traditions of India. Such a historical postulate, generally applied to the study of the 

origins of Çakti cult in the all-India context, seems particularly valid in the case of 

Orissa, a land in the eastern sea-board of India. 

Female-oriented religions – which best expressed, in Orissa as everywhere in 

the Ancient World, the primitive spiritual beliefs of the neolithic cultivators inasmuch 

as they were generally centred round the worship of some form of Mother Earth, 

conceived as the “chthonic womb” out of which the seeds were grown thanks to the 
nourishing substances furnished by the dead creatures1 – could grow undisturbed for 

a long time in Orissa before being absorbed into the fold of Brahmanical religion in 

the historical period. It seems, in fact, that the sanskritization process of tribal 

religions was brought to an end in Orissa’s alluvial lowlands only in about the 4th 
century A.D., when the allied Çaiva and Çàkta creed ultimately asserted their 

authority over the region.2 

Orissa’s long isolation from northern India also explains why some of the 
goddesses who were originally worshipped by the indigenous peoples of that region 

have gained in course of time a fairly prominent position in local Hinduism and have 

been unintermittingly worshipped there as Çàkta deities, without any distinction of 

caste, from the Gupta age till today. This fact is also noticed in Bengal and Assam, 

which were similarly long isolated by jungles and swampy river valleys from the rest 

of North India. 

Prior to giving the proper historical picture of Çakti cult in Orissa as it resulted 

from the above sketched process, it is necessary to expound some theories regarding 

the prehistory and protohistory of eastern India in order to trace Orissa’s place within 
the neolithic culture complex that developed in that area before the beginning of the 

Aryan ethnic and cultural penetration. Such neolithic complex appears, on the whole, 

                                                                 
1  N. N. Bhattacharyya, History of the Çàkta Religion, New Delhi, 1974, p. 2. 
2  D. P. Pattanayak, “Aryanisation of Orissa”, Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol. VII, No. 1, pp. 51-

55. 
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to have formed the basic characteristics of the Çàkta religion in the regions extending 

from Assam to Madhya Pradesh and from Bihar to Bengal. 

 

The Austro-Asiatic cultural heritage of Orissa 

The very likely existence of prehistoric cultural interrelations between South-east 

Asia and eastern India has long represented, and still today represents, a matter of 

great controversy among scholars. In both those ethno-geographic areas, indeed, we 

record the presence of similar megalithic traditions, of techniques of workmanship of 

stone implements and, above all, of linguistic elements that seemingly testify to the 

development, in a very remote past, of common cultural features in the vast countries 

surrounding the Bay of Bengal. Yet a theory, founded on solid archaeological bases, 

being able to explain these objective cultural similarities is at present still lacking. 

What appears certain is that the Proto-Australoid racial type, as classified by 

B. S. Guha,3 represents one of the main components, and most likely the most ancient 

one, either of the admixture of peoples inhabiting the greater part of the Indian sub-

continent and of that inhabiting South-east Asia; nevertheless, the original area of 

expansion of the so-called Proto-Australoids, as well as the time and the ways of their 

spreading over the Indian sub-continent, Indo-China and Indonesia, are not clear to 

science yet. The same is valid in regard to Guha’s Paleo-Mediterranean racial type, to 

which the ethnic groups who diffused the Dravidian languages over India could have 

originally belonged. In the course of a series of successive migratory waves the Paleo-

Mediterraneans, probably coming from the Near East, greatly intermingled their own 

genetic patrimony with that of the Proto-Australoids, which had spread throughout 

the Indian sub-continent at a much earlier date; therefore, nowadays it is practically 

impossible to draw on a scientific basis a demarcation line between the dark-skinned 

and broad-nosed Indian descendants of those two human stocks. As a matter of fact, 

in course of millennia the Proto-Australoids and the Paleo-Mediterraneans mixed on 

the Indian soil to so great an extent, that the original differences between the two 

ethnic types, though still present on the linguistic plane, are now scarcely identifiable 

on the genetic one. 

The linguists generally agree in identifying the Paleo-Mediterraneans with the 

carriers of the Dravidian languages into India, while they are in possession of too 

                                                                 
3  Reference is here made to the racial classification proposed in B. S. Guha, “Racial Affinities of the 
Peoples of India”, Census of India,1931, Simla, 1935. 
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scanty scientific data to ascertain which were the languages originally spoken by the 

peoples belonging to the Proto-Australoid ethnic stock, who probably began to settle in 

the Indian sub-continent during the paleolithic age. The Austro-Asiatic speeches, that 

were largely diffused among the latter peoples prior to the advent of the Paleo-

Mediterraneans and their forms of speech, were, in fact, introduced into India only in 

the neolithic age along with a more advanced agriculture-based form of civilization. 

An Indo-Chinese branch of the Proto-Australoids was most likely responsible for these 

linguistic and cultural migrations.4 

The areas of the Indian sub-continent where the racial and cultural encounter 

between the Proto-Australoids and the Paleo-Mediterraneans took place were, in all 

probability, the whole Deccan up to the Vindhyas and the greater part of the Gangetic 

lowlands. The successive Aryan migrations did not alter very much the basic racial 

substratum common to both those regions, where an admixture of Proto-Australoid 

and Paleo-Mediterranean racial features, with the predominance of the former, is still 

largely prevalent among either the aryanized low-caste people and the surviving 

aboriginal tribes.5 

The structure of the population in the present-day State of Orissa, where one 

person out of four is taken into census by the government of India as the member of a 

Scheduled Tribe, and whose native inhabitants are, as elsewhere in Middle India, an 

admixture of Hindu and tribal communities speaking different languages and dialects 

belonging to the Indo-Aryan, Austro-Asiatic and Dravidian families, perfectly fits to 

the above expounded ethnical picture. Also in Orissa, as in the rest of the Deccan and 

in the Gangetic lowlands, racial characters of the Proto-Australoid type predominate 

among both low-caste Hindus and the tribals.6  

According to most of archaeologists, the earliest Indian neolithic cultures are 

marked for the manufacturing of the so-called shouldered stone axes, whose original 

seat of production was seemingly located somewhere in southern China, whence they 

spread toward Indo-China and the Malaya peninsula. In the opinion of a section of 

scholars, the manufacture techniques employed to produce these axes could have been 

introduced into eastern India through the valleys of upper Burma during the first 

millennium B.C. by groups of neolithic farmers coming from Yunnan, a region 

presently situated in China. Yet, the hypothesis has also been put forward, that some 

                                                                 
4  R. Biasutti (et al.), Le razze e i popoli della terra, 4th edn., Torino, 1967, II, p. 589. 
5  A. Daniélou, Storia dell’India, Roma, 1984, pp. 14-47. 
6  R. Biasutti (et al.), op. cit., II, pp. 595-96. 
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early maritime contacts with Burma and Malaya across the Bay of Bengal might have 

likewise favoured the diffusion of the lithic industries in question over eastern India. 

In the latter case, the coastal strip of Orissa could have played an important role in 

the technical acculturation process at issue.7 In fact, the art of oversea navigation 

was, most likely, already known in Orissa in prehistoric times, as it may be evinced 

from a study of the archaic pirogues, built without the use of metal techniques, that 

are still in use among the fishermen settled along the coast of the State.8 

The eminent scholar R. Heine-Geldern identified the neolithic culture stream 

of the shouldered axe with the supposed great prehistoric migration of the Austro-

Asiatic (Munda and Mon-Khmer) peoples to India from the east. His hypothesis is yet 

untenable, since most of modern archaeologists are prone to believe that the neolithic 

culture complex of eastern India developed much before the hypothesized farmers (or 

seamen) coming from Indo-China started to introduce their lithic industries into the 

region during the 1st millennium B.C.9 Therefore, so far as the study of the neolithic 

religions of eastern India, including the cultus of Mother Earth, is concerned, it is not 

so important to ascertain whether the Indian tribes presently speaking Munda and 

Mon-Khmer languages migrated en masse from Indo-China to India, or were rather 

originated by degrees owing to the influence exerted by Austro-Asiatic cultures over a 

pre-existing Proto-Australoids racial substratum. 

The Austro-Asiatic (otherwise known as Kolarian) stream coming forward from 

the east, either in the form of a series of human migrations or in that of a progressive 

cultural conquest, is believed to have met, somewhere in Middle India, the Dravidian 

stream coming forward from the west and to have been partly absorbed by the latter 

and partly dispersed in the hill jungles and the river valleys of the Vindhyas and of 

the Eastern Ghats. These prehistoric migrations finally led to the settlement of the 

Dravidians over the whole of the Deccan Plateau, including Orissa, on whose territory 

the Dravidian-speaking Kondhs, Gonds and Oraons are now found settled amidst the 

more numerous Munda-speaking tribes.10 The different branches of the Munda ethnic 

family are generally mentioned in the ancient Sanskrit texts of northern India under 

the all-inclusive name of Çavaras. The latter denomination, presently spelt as Saora, 

nowadays designates only a section of Munda-speaking tribes settled in Orissa and 

                                                                 
7  D. N. Majumdar, Races and Cultures of India, New York, 1961, p. 21; M. Wheeler, Civiltà dell’Indo e 
del Gange, Milano, 1960, pp. 83-89; A. H. Dani, Prehistory and Protohistory of Eastern India, Calcutta, 

1960, p. 100. 
8  A. Daniélou, op. cit., p. 16. 
9  A. H. Dani, op. cit., pp. 223-24. 
10  L. P. Vidyarthi and B. K. Rai, The Tribal Culture of India, New Delhi, 1976, pp. 26-27. 
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Madhya Pradesh.11 The ancient Çavaras – of whom the present Hill Saoras of Ganjam 

and Koraput districts of Orissa might be the descendants – were feared and hated by 

the Aryans, who considered them as barbarous and half-demoniacal savages. They 

were described as warlike border tribes who militarily resisted the advance of the 

Aryan invaders. They made their individuality very strongly felt in ancient India and 

earned for themselves, in the Mahàbhàrata, the title of “terrible Çavaras”.12 

The tribes settled in south-western Orissa and in Bastar find mention in some 

Açokan rock edicts, from which it is evinced that those hilly and forest-clad tracts, 

unlike the coastal plains of KaliÞga, were never brought under the direct Mauryan 

imperial administration and continued to enjoy their internal sovereignty under tribal 

chiefs.13 

Among the present Hill Saoras of Orissa, as well as some other eastern Indian 

tribes speaking Austro-Asiatic, Dravidian or Tibeto-Burman languages or dialects, 

megalithic cultures are a still living tradition, although they are now undergoing a 

fatal and rapid process of decline. The origin of such cultures, based on the erection of 

big stones for funerary, memorial or ritualistic purposes, still represents a mystery. 

The earliest megaliths discovered in north-eastern India, Chota Nagpur and Orissa, 

in fact, do not appear to be culturally associable with the far better known megalithic 

tombs of the Deccan, which in shape and function differ very much from the former 

and were, most likely, erected by Dravidian peoples at a very late date, comprised in 

the 1st millennium B.C. On the contrary, the megalithic monuments of eastern India 

were associated by M. Wheeler and others to the interrelated neolithic complexes of 

Indonesia, the Philippines, Formosa and Oceania, the eastern areas of diffusion of the 

Austric linguistic super-family, of which the Austro-Asiatic languages spoken in India 

represent the western branch.14 Yet, dating the earliest megaliths found in eastern 

India still represents a problem. None of them, indeed, has been so far associated on 

an archaeological basis to cultures of the neolithic type.15 It seems, on the whole, 

legitimate to relate the ancient megalithic monuments of eastern India, as well as the 

forms of religion attached to them, to the Austric culture stream coming from Indo-

                                                                 
11  V. Elwin, The Religion of an Indian Tribe, London, 1955, pp. LI-LII. 
12  W. W. Hunter, “Orissa under Indian Rule”, in N. K. Sahu, ed., A History of Orissa, Calcutta, 1956, p. 

52. 
13  K. C. Panigrahi, History of Orissa (Hindu Period), Cuttack, 1981, pp. 14-15; R. P. Mohapatra, “Forts and Palaces of Orissa”, in H. C. Das, ed., Cultural Heritage of Orissa, Cuttack, 1993, pp. 121-22. 
14  M. Wheeler, op. cit., pp. 157, 160, 170-71 and 176-77, J. R. McIntosh, “Dating the South Indian Megaliths”, in South Asian Archaeology: Papers from the Seventh International Conference of the 

Association of South Asian Archaeologists in Western Europe, Napoli, 1985, II, pp. 467-93 
15  A. H. Dani, op. cit., p. 102. 
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China, which invested the region in a remote stage of the neolithic period (possibly 

starting from the 4th-3rd millennium B.C.). 

The objection, put forward by some scholars16, that the sole monsoon climate, 

common to both southern and south-eastern Asia, may have determined the parallel 

and independent development of similar cultural features in those two areas, does not 

seem to take sufficiently into account the analogies, very striking indeed, between the 

megalithic rituals still observed in the course of this century among some tribal 

peoples of Orissa, the Khasis and Nagas of Assam, and the Gonds of Bastar on the one 

side, and among the most archaic tribes of Indonesia and Oceania on the other. This 

kind of megalithic activity, meant for the propitiation of the dead ancestors and 

centring round chthonic-funerary rituals consisting in the erection of menhirs, 

dolmens, circles of stones, wooden poles, etc., is often associated with the sacrifice of 

buffaloes or other bovines, which is, among other things, also one of the distinctive 

features of the Çàkta ritual in India.17 The anthropologists believe that the main 

purpose of these funerary monuments was to “fix” the souls of the dead to the soil so 

as to influence positively the fertility of the fields, as well as to give the shades of the 

dead a temporary abode on the earth in order to prevent their “dangerous” wandering 
among the living. The megalithic funerary monuments of eastern India were thus way 

of protection of life against death.18 

The earliest stages of Çakti cult in India, during which different manifestations 

of an earth goddess, originally worshipped by the non-Aryan tribes, were represented 

in the form of shapeless stones or of wooden poles, appear to be deeply rooted in the 

above discussed megalithic traditions, mainly associated with Austro-Asiatic cultures, 

but also present in some archaic Dravidian cultures (see, as an instance, the Kondh 

representation of the earth goddess, Tari Penu, as a darni, i.e., a cairn of three stones 

covered by a fourth, whose shape recalls a dolmen’s one). It is, however, still not clear 
how far the tribal megalithic traditions meant to honour the dead ancestors may be 

related to the cultus of Mother Earth. In India, indeed, there is generally no direct 

connection between megalithic monuments and the stones or poles worshipped as 

symbols of the Goddess.19 

                                                                 
16  D. G. E. Hall, Storia dell’Asia sudorientale, Milano, 1972, pp. 37-38. 
17  M. Wheeler, op. cit., pp. 157-58. 
18  M. Eliade, Trattato di storia delle religioni, Torino, 1954, pp. 224-26. 
19  W. Koppers, “Monuments to the Dead of the Bhils and Other Primitive Tribes in Central India”, 
Annali Lateranensi, Vol. VI (1942), pp. 200-04. 
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Many primitive communities of India have always worshipped their village 

goddesses – the female personifications of both life-giving and death-giving power – 

under the name of màt¡kàs, a word of Austric origin (Polynesian matariki) that was 

later on adopted by the Aryans to designate their Divine Mothers. These tribal female 

deities, who still nowadays manifest themselves in a protruding rock, a dark cave, a 

heap of stones painted in red, a monolith or a pole planted in the soil, an isolated tree 

surrounded by a platform or fence, are the “ancestresses” of Hindu village goddesses, 
who are often represented by similar cult objects. It is possible that even the worship 

of the male generative principle was originally part of the religious traditions of the 

Austro-Asiatic-speaking peoples. The latter, indeed, used a common term (variously 

spelt as lakuxa, laguwa or liÞga), later on adopted in the Indo-Aryan vocabulary, to 

denote their digging sticks as well as their probable cult object, the stone phallus (cf. 

the Sanskrit term làÞgala, meaning a plough).20 Large upright monoliths regarded as 

phallic symbols and connected with fertility rites are also found in Indonesia, thus 

evincing a further nexus between the most archaic Austro-Asiatic and Austronesian 

cultures.21 

Tribal beliefs of the animistic type, having originated from prehistoric cults 

devoted to the dead ancestors and to the spirits or divinities dwelling in nature and, 

most likely, originally connected with the neolithic cultures associated by the scholars 

to the Austric peoples, appear to have deeply influenced the development of popular 

Hinduism in eastern India. Animism, chthonic-funerary cults, ancestor-worship, the 

worship of a divinity of soil (the so-called “Mother” of this or that variety of cereal) 
and the domestication of bovines (perhaps destined also to ritual sacrifice, as it is still 

nowadays customary, for instance, in Vietnam and Indonesia) are also known to have 

characterized the early phases of agricultural civilization in South-east Asia before 

the Indian cultural influence manifested itself there in the historical period.22 

In Orissa, as it will be shown below, propitiatory rites meant to appease the 

feared forefathers and other malevolent spirits, figures of shamans interpreting the 

will of the deified entities who are believed to populate the world, and cruel bloody 

sacrifices, generally offered before female deities in order that the latter do not alter, 

or restore, the precarious natural equilibrium which the survival of agricultural 

communities depends on, have long since become an integral part of folk Hinduism, 

                                                                 
20  N. N. Bhattacharyya, op. cit., p. 18. 
21  R. Biasutti (et al.), op. cit., II, p. 779. 
22  D. G. E. Hall, op. cit., p. 36. 
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and in particular of its Çàkta ramifications, thanks to the process of sanskritization of 

earlier tribal religions. 

The above considerations (which are, of course, not exhaustive) are meant to 

show that the earliest stages of Çakti cult, especially in so far as the territories of 

eastern India are concerned, should be studied in connection with that vast culture 

complex that most of scholars associate to the earliest speakers of the Austro-Asiatic 

languages. In the neolithic age Austro-Asiatic cultures and speeches were spread over 

the Indian sub-continent and South-east Asia, yet their original territory of diffusion 

was slowly fragmented in later epochs due to the expansion of more aggressive and 

better organized peoples, such as the Dravidians and the Aryans in India, and the 

Tibeto-Burman and Siamese-Chinese tribes in Indo-China. The formation of a chain 

of detached cultural islands, which are presently found in a state of regression and 

decadence, was the final result of this historical process. At any rate, some of the 

elements belonging to the Austro-Asiatic culture stream deeply influenced the later 

civilizations built by the new-comers. The cultus of Mother Earth is perhaps one of 

the most significant religious features inherited, at least in part, by the historical 

cultures of India and Indo-China from the Austro-Asiatic ones. 

As is shown by the entire history of mankind, community of speech among 

bodies of men, rather than the latter’s belonging to one and the same “racial” group, 
often implies that they originally had similar material cultures, economies, social 

usages and values, customs and religions, all of which, as a rule, find expression in 

the development of similar languages.23 Despite this, the anthropologists have so far 

laid much stress upon the analogies between the modes of production prevailing, 

respectively, among the Austro-Asiatic-speaking tribes settled in India and the ones 

settled in Indo-China – based, in both cases, on nomadic agriculture or primitive 

peasant agriculture – without undertaking an overall historico-comparative study of 

the religions of all those tribes. Such a study would probably allow the indologists to 

better understand which was the specific role played by the Austric cultures, and 

which was, on the contrary, the one played by the Dravidian ones in the formative 

phases of Çakti cult in India. For now this distinction, given the scarcity of exhaustive 

archaeological and anthropological data about the matter, can be almost exclusively 

traced on the basis of some inductive hypotheses. In the present work the Munda and 

the Dravidian contributions to the evolution and development of Çakti cult in Orissa 
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are, therefore, generally termed as “pre-Vedic” or “non-Aryan” elements, without any 
further specification as to their ethno-cultural and historical peculiarities. 

 

The Dravidian cultural heritage of Orissa 

In the opinion of many anthropologists, the peoples who diffused the Dravidian 

languages over India during the neolithic period were an eastern ramification of the 

Mediterranean race or better, to use the terminology of R. P. Heras, of the great Indo-

Mediterranean area of civilization, which seems to have extended from Spain in the 

west to the whole of the Indian sub-continent in the east prior to the beginning of the 

Indo-European and Semitic migrations.24 

The most up-to-date studies of comparative linguistics show that Dravidian 

languages were originally connected with the form of language spoken in ancient 

Elam, a region situated in south-western Iran. The neighbouring region of the Zagros 

mountains, that was part of the so-called “Fertile Crescent” of the Near East since the 
beginning of the great neolithic agricultural revolution, has been indicated by the 

archaeologist C. Renfrew as the possible place of origin of proto-Dravidian languages. 

The Dravidian “demic” wave, along with the adoption of neolithic agriculture, could 
have advanced from thence to south-east and finally reached India.25 The advance of 

Dravidian languages across the Indian sub-continent from north-west to south-east 

appears to have been connected with the progressive diffusion of a new kind of food-

producing economy (agriculture associated with the breeding of bovines), as well as 

with the art of metal-working (copper, bronze), pottery-making, and the beginning of 

the urbanization process. 

The widespread Mediterranean stratum of population seems to have played a 

fundamental role in the birth of all of the great civilizations of the Ancient World from 

India to western Europe.26 In this connection, A. K. Coomaraswamy states that an 

ancient art, whose traces are equally found in Europe, in the Near East and in India, 

impressed its own mark on all the great civilizations that developed in Eurasia in the 

historical period. This hypothesized great protohistoric art movement, in its general 

traits, probably constituted a form of spiritual expression common to all of the Indo-
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Mediterranean peoples.27 More recently, the existence itself of a Mediterranean area 

of civilization – it would be incorrect to call it a “race” – has been doubted by some 

scholars. C. Renfrew, for instance, has put forward the hypothesis of an early neolithic 

civilization of Europe and the Near East led by the Indo-Europeans. Without entering 

this complex question, it can only be said here that the existence, in those areas of the 

Ancient World, of a vast substratum of pre-Indo-European forms of speech termed as 

“Mediterranean” by the old school of linguists, which in certain cases present some 
striking linguistic affinities, seems to contradict Renfrew’s theory. 

It appears logical to infer that the so-called Mediterranean neolithic cultivators 

may have influenced the later developed civilizations of the Ancient World in other 

manifestations of the human spirit than artistic creativity, including among these the 

religious sphere. As regards specifically the origins of Çakti cult in India, there is a 

vast scientific literature dealing with the possible common roots of the numerous 

female-oriented cults that were part of different religions of the Ancient World. Such 

cults are esteemed by many a scholar to have developed, more or less independently, 

in south-eastern Europe, western Asia and the Indian sub-continent in connection 

with the growth of agricultural societies. In such a view – which also assumes as a 

historical truth the existence of goddess-cults in fully developed form in the ancient 

Indus Valley civilization (a fact that is questioned by a section of scholars due to the 

lack of decisive archaeological evidence)28 – the Indian forms of cult based on the 

worship of the female principle are inevitably traced back, for the most part, to the 

Dravidian ethnic or cultural stream. 

Dravidian cultures, as above stated, appear to have originated in close contact 

with the neolithic culture complex of the Near East, to which the discovery itself of 

agricultural techniques, possibly due to woman’s inventiveness, is generally ascribed. 
Some scholars assert that the neolithic West Asian cultures were similar to the early 

Dravidian ones in their being characterized by the worship of an earth goddess with a 

young subordinate god (the so called proto-Çiva?) as her “husband”, by a matriarchal 
tradition based on the principle of mother-right, and by a complex of magic fertility 

rituals, perhaps performed for the most part by women, which possibly included blood 

offerings made before the cult images of female deities. The latter ritual practice was 

probably conceived as a way to potentiate the fecundity and vigour of plants, animals 
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and men by the imitation of the flux of menstrual blood, regarded since the neolithic 

age as the chief manifestation of the life-giving power inherent in the female body. 

Also erotic rites, aimed at increasing the generative powers of the earth goddess on 

the basis of the establishment of a mystic-sympathetic correlation between the vital 

functions of human beings and the rhythms of nature, might have been part of the 

hypothesized common form of religion of the Indo-Mediterranean neolithic peoples. 

This is also one of the most probable cultural sources of the later Tantric sexual rites, 

which typified the Sàkta religious sects in India in the historical period. Erotic rites 

associated with goddess-cults are generally esteemed to be older than the Tantra 

literature, so that the so-called primitive Tantrism is now regarded by some scholars 

as an universal complex of religious ideas and practices rather than a specifically 

Indian phenomenon.29 At any rate, it must be mentioned here that the contributions 

of the early Dravidian civilization to the evolution of Hinduism form the object of an 

old controversy among scholars. 

The possible pre-Vedic contributions to historical Hinduism, particularly in so 

far as the origin and development of Çakti cult are concerned, are enumerated by N. 

N. Bhattacharyya – a follower of the theories pivoted upon the idea of a prehistoric 

goddess-cult having extended from the eastern Mediterranean basin to India – as 

follows:30 

(a) Worship of the female generative principle that was believed to be inherent 

in the soil as well as in all women, she-beasts and plants, and to which was attributed 

a much more important role than the male one (a conception that seems to have been 

introduced into India by the supposedly matriarchal Dravidian cultivators). 

(b) Worship of liÞga and yoni (representations of the male and female sexual 

organs which originated, perhaps in an independent way, within both the Dravidian 

and the Austro-Asiatic cultural streams to be subsequently adopted by Brahmanical 

Hinduism as the symbols of Çiva and the Devì respectively). 

(c) Pilgrimage to holy places (which, in the case of Çàktism, gave origin to the 

tradition of the Çàkta pìxhas). 

(d) The rituals of pùjà performed inside the temple before the image of a god or 

goddess as opposed to the ritual of Vedic sacrifice. 
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(e) Magic fertility rites associated, in some cases, with erotic rites 

(subsequently conserved and crystallized in the Tantras). 

(f) Religio-philosophical ideas pivoted upon the dualism, typical of the 

SàÞkhya-darçana as well as of the allied Çaiva and Çàkta creeds, between the male 

principle of Puruša and the female principle of prak¡ti (the latter having a more 

significant role than the former in the eternal process of creation, as it must have 

appeared logical in a female-dominated society, such as the ancient Dravidian one 

supposedly was). 

(g) The practice of yoga (possibly starting from the kuòwalinì one, the ancient 

Yoga of the Serpent, which may have been originally connected with some pre-Vedic 

serpent cult, and which in historical times became one of the two principal methods of 

spiritual reintegration proposed by Tantrism, the other one being ritual love-making). 

The above outline, despite its intrinsic coherence, is based on a “tendentious” 
reading of some of the archaeological data provided by the excavations at Harappa 

and Mohenjo-daro and on the “negative” evidence represented by the absence of the 
cultural elements in question from early Vedic texts. Some other scholars are thus 

inclined to take such speculative theories as exaggerations, firstly because they trace 

back to non-Aryan cultures all the post-Vedic religious phenomena not mentioned in 

Vedic literature31, and secondly because they take it for granted, even in the absence 

of any decisive evidence, that there must be a continuity between the ancient Indus 

Valley religion and Brahmanical Hinduism.32 

Coming now to Orissa, a land situated on the eastern margin of what is called 

Middle India, it is extremely difficult to determine, in our present state of knowledge, 

the importance of the influence of the Dravidian civilization in this part of the country 

in the course of the protohistoric epoch. In fact, apart from the ethnological evidence 

represented by the presence of some Dravidian-speaking tribes (the Kondhs, Gonds 

and Oraons) on the territory of the State – the date of beginning of which cannot, at 

any rate, be established with certainty -, there is complete lack of archaeological 

evidence about this matter. 

According to a section of scholars the protohistoric kingdom of KaliÞga (what is 

now South Orissa), mentioned in several passages of the Mahàbhàrata along with the 

adjoining kingdoms of Utkala and Owra, remained one of the most important centres 
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of the Dravidian civilization till its annihilation at the hand of the Maurya emperor 

Açoka in consequence of the famous KaliÞga War (ca. 261 B.C.), during which, as is 

stated in Açoka’s Rock Edit XIII, 100,000 inhabitants of the country were killed and 

150,000 were made captive.33 The excavations conducted at the protohistoric fort of 

Çiçupàlagarh in close proximity to Bhubaneswar, whose construction started as early 

as the end of the 4th century B.C. – namely, before Açoka’s invasion of Orissa -, have 

shown a noteworthy homogeneity with other coeval sites of South India (the historical 

area of population of the Dravidians), which is possibly indicative of the fact, that the 

socio-economic system adopted by the inhabitants of that fort was more “southern” 
than “northern”. Yet, curiously enough, the earliest levels of Çiçupàlagarh show more 

affinities with the excavated sites of North India.34 At any rate, neither the possible 

early influence from North India on the Çiçupàlagarh culture, nor the still not proved 

influence of the Vedic Aryans on the pre-Açokan kingdom of KaliÞga, authorize one to 

exclude the hypothesis that the protohistoric cultures of Orissa, for a long time before 

Açoka’s invasion, were dominated by a mix of Dravidian and Austro-Asiatic elements. 

In this respect, K. C. Panigrahi does not consider unlikely that languages and dialects 

of the Dravidian and Munda origin were widely spoken in Orissa before the invaders 

from Magadha imposed their languages of the Sanskritic origin  – Pali and Prakrits – 

on the KaliÞgan people.35 

As a consequence of Açoka’s conquest of Orissan lowlands and of the gradual 

penetration of Aryan elements into the region, some tribal groups of KaliÞga (Munda 

and Dravidian alike) were probably forced, in order to maintain their independence, 

to migrate into the hill tracts situated along the Eastern Ghats.36 Among those, there 

were probably the ancestors of the Kondhs, a Dravidian-speaking people whose proto-

Çàkta traditions have no doubt influenced the historical development of Çakti cult in 

southern and western Orissa. The practice of sacrificing human beings as a means to 

propitiate a great Goddess, that the Kondhs share with other important Dravidian-

speaking tribes of Middle India (Gonds, Oraons), but not at all with the Munda tribes, 

constitutes in Orissa one of the relevant points of contact between the most extreme 

currents of Çàktism and the earth-goddess cult as was historically practised by some 

influent Dravidian-speaking tribes settled in the north-east quadrant of the Deccan. 

Human sacrifice, however, might also have not represented an original feature of the 
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religion of the Kondhs, Gonds and Oraons, but rather, have been adopted as a central 

ritual practice owing to the influence exerted by Hindu Çàktism on the cultic system 

of those tribes during the medieval period. 37 Be that as it may, a point of equilibrium 

in this debate seems to be that of admitting a continuous interchange of principles, 

rites and magic practices between Çàktism and the cults professed by the Dravidian 

peoples of Orissa starting from the period of ascent of sanskritized Çàktism in that 

part of India. The same hypothesis appears to hold good also as regards the relations 

that may be found between Orissan Çàktism and the different sorcery, witchcraft, 

shamanistic and megalithic traditions of the Munda tribes. As a matter of fact, in 

Orissa as everywhere in India the “primitive” tribes of the hills never lived totally 
separate from the “civilized” populations of the plains, for which reason it can be 
inferred that a complex mechanism of interrelations between the multifaceted 

religious systems pertaining to those two human groups existed since very ancient 

times. 

It thus appears more than probable that the contributions of the hypothesized 

mixed form of civilization of protohistoric KaliÞga, resulting from the encounter of 

Dravidian and Munda cultural elements, were very determinant as to the rise and 

development of Çàkta cults (mainly Brahmanical, but also Buddhist and Jaina) in 

Orissan alluvial plains in the course of the process of sanskritization that invested the 

region starting from Açoka’s invasion. Such contributions regard those aspects of 

Çakti cult which, in Orissa as elsewhere in India, find no mention in the Vedas. The 

most important among them are discussed in the next sections. 

 

Worship of the female principle in pre-patriarchal societies 

The debate revolving round the problem of the existence or not, in prehistoric India, of 

human communities founded economically and culturally on mother-right has been 

going on for decades and is still not concluded. Without entering this complex 

question, it will be pertinent here to suggest, that female-oriented cults may have 

been introduced into ancient KaliÞga in an elaborate form by the Dravidians, who 

possibly also integrated into such cults some of the pre-existing religious beliefs and 

practices of the Munda peoples. This new phase of Indian religious history, as earlier 

stated, had probably much more to do with the agriculture-based economy and the 
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matrifocal society, which probably prevailed among the neolithic populations of the 

entire Indo-Mediterranean cultural basin, than with the pre-agrarian economy and 

cultural forms that still today characterize the Munda peoples. The anthropologist D. 

N. Majumdar states that “the Mediterranean must have been matriarchal and none of 
the proto-Australoid tribes, except those who have been influenced by the dominant 

matriarchal people of Malabar, are matriarchal or were so in the protohistoric 

times”.38 

Matriarchal cultures have left the most evident traces of their ancient diffusion 

in India in the matrimonial customs of some communities settled in the south-western 

regions of the Deccan. Polyandry, a matrilineal descent system, the easy dissolution of 

marriage links, the scarce faithfulness of married women, and some female initiatory 

rites, observed by the anthropologists in that part of South India either among some 

Dravidian-speaking primitive tribes and among some elevated Hindu castes such as 

the Nairs of Malabar, might represent the last vestiges of the hypothesized Dravidian 

matriarchal cultures of the protohistoric period. The fact that some remainders of 

mother-right and polyandry are found, along with some elements of sex-worship, also 

among the Oraons, a Dravidian tribe settled in eastern India, is of great interest in 

this connection.39 It is admitted by some scholars that the Oraons, as indicated by 

their ancestral traditions, may have migrated from Karnataka to the Chota Nagpur 

Plateau, where they are presently settled, in the last centuries of the pre-Christian 

era or in the first ones of the Christian era.40 They might, therefore, have represented 

a branch of the Dravidian culture complex of the south, which, in protohistoric times, 

might have extended as far as eastern India, Orissa included. 

As regards the position of woman in the ancient KaliÞgan society, the early 

sculptures in the Udayagiri and Khandagiri caves near Bhubaneswar, carved in a 

period roughly comprised between the 2nd century B.C. and the 1st century A.D.,41 

may be of some help to the scholar. The position of woman, as depicted in those old 

Jaina rock-cut caves, appears to have been very important in the then aristocratic 

society. Ladies accompany their royal or noble husbands, perform dance sequences 

(possibly the earliest surviving sculptural representation of Owissi dance), take part in 

orchestra with playing musical instruments, are engaged in mortal combat, ride over 

elephants and horses, kill ferocious lions, climb tall trees; but they are also shown as 
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devoted wives nursing the wounded or sick soldiers, or while attending religious rites 

in a pious mood.42 It appears rather evident that aristocratic men and women enjoyed 

the same status and took part in all walks of life in that period of Orissan history. 

Moreover, the depiction of girls dancing before the emperor Khàravela or round the 

sacred tree, found in one of the caves at issue,43 show that the women of those times 

had already initiated the tradition of sacred dance, which in subsequent times will 

progressively evolve into that of the temple dancing maidens (devadàsìs). In a word, 

women occupied a relevant place also in the religious ceremonial of ancient KaliÞga, 

as it seems to have been the norm in the ancient Dravidian societies of South India. 

Despite this, one must not think that the high status enjoyed by women in the 

protohistoric KaliÞgan society, which appears to be linked with the highlighting of the 

female principle, is ascribable to the Dravidian civilization only. As a matter of fact, 

the Munda tribes, whose cultural traditions are generally esteemed to antedate by far 

the earliest penetration of the Dravidian element into Orissa, must have played an 

equally important role in the emergence of the centrality of the female principle in the 

region. 

The marriage customs observed by most of Orissan tribes in the present days 

still indicate the sexual freedom and high status traditionally enjoyed by women in 

the tribal society, both of which probably date from the prehistoric period. Unlike the 

Hindu custom, there is no dowry system among the aboriginal communities of the 

State, whereas it is the bridegroom who must pay a price for the bride at the time of 

marriage. Among some tribes, the female child enjoys a greater respect and prestige 

than the male one. Pre-marital chastity is not considered as the sexual norm; rather, 

the tribal society often permits the free mixing of unmarried boys and girls in the 

well-known youth dormitories, representing a place for nocturnal adventures (love, 

sex) and merrymaking (dance, songs) not only for the male, but for the female too.44 

Also among the Nagas of Assam, whose culture has much in common either 

with the cultures of the Austro-Asiatic tribes and with those of some Austronesian 

tribes of Indonesia and Oceania, there are special buildings where unmarried girls 

freely receive their lovers. The remainders of matrilineal descent system are reported 

to survive in Assam among the Austro-Asiatic Khasis and the Tibeto-Burman Garos 
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and Bodos. In this regard, Assam appears to have formed a culture bridge between 

prehistoric India and South-east Asia. In fact, the remainders of primitive societies 

based on mother-right are, rather significantly, also found among some Austronesian 

tribes settled in Sumatra and the surrounding islands, the Nicobars, Borneo, Celebes, 

the Malaya peninsula, Formosa and southern Vietnam.45 

 

Worship of malevolent female deities and spirits 

The central tendency of tribal religions, in Orissa as elsewhere in Middle India, is the 

propitiation of malevolent spirits or divinities to whom sacrifices, involving in most 

cases an outpouring of blood, are offered as a means to appease them and soothe their 

wrathful character. In primitive religions sacrifices are generally linked to earth 

cultus, both in relation to the agricultural cycle and to the spirits of the dead, who are 

imagined to reside in the bowels of the earth and are thus identified with the earth 

itself. Various kinds of domestic animals are sacrificed to ancestral spirits or terrific 

deities dwelling in nature, to whom alcoholic drinks are often offered too.46 

In this connection, it must be remembered that the Devì, as described in the 

two Durgà-stotras of the Mahàbhàrata and in the Hariva®ça, is associated to the 

non-Aryan tribes residing in the Vindhya mountains, who are there said to worship 

her through offerings of meat and wine. The ferocious and destructive virgin goddess, 

referred to in those texts, was probably a composite figure, formed by the coalescence 

of several non-Aryan malignant female deities.47 

The malevolent attitude often ascribed to tribal and Hindu goddesses in India 

is generally traced back in their respective myths to their having been, in a previous 

cycle of existence, women who were killed, or suffered some violence or outrage, at the 

hand of men. This fact, besides showing the original connection of primitive female-

oriented cults with the propitiation of the spirits of the dead (in this case, female), 

might even be interpreted as the persistence of a mythological substratum in which 

the memory of an atavic violence, committed by the male towards the female through 

the establishment of a patriarchal and warlike society in the greater part of India, is 

preserved. The tribal communities of Middle India, despite their having originally had 

nothing to do with this kind of social order (which was, on the contrary, peculiar to 
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the Aryan invaders, as is stated by many scholars), must have felt this great epochal 

change very much; therefore, they may have recorded it in their stories and legends. 

Thus one finds in the myths of the Munda-speaking tribes of Orissa a great 

deal of references to women who, after having died a violent death or having unfairly 

suffered for starvation, were believed to have turned into the supernatural dispensers 

of various diseases, to be appeased by the offering of blood. The Gadabas, for instance, 

believe that smallpox was brought among them by Buwhi Mà (the Old-Mother), a 

deity depicted as a filthy old woman, once the latter had been driven out of a village 

by its inhabitants, to whom she had just asked some food for her and her daughters. 

In another Gadaba myth, it is stated that the goddess of cholera was originally a 

mother, who was devoured by her hungry children (numbering thousands) after the 

latter had escaped from the pot in which she had shut them up. The children were 

subsequently sent by her ghost to propagate cholera among men. A Jhoria legend 

runs that the sister of the two founders of that tribe, left alone and without food by 

her brothers, turned into a filthy crone avoided by all tribesmen and took her revenge 

with giving some diseases to the latter. Another Jhoria story ascribes the origin of 

diseases to the menstrual blood of a girl, who had been violated by two boys of that 

tribe. Rugaboi, the goddess of smallpox of the Hill Saoras, is said to have started to 

give men that particular disease after some criminals had robbed her of the pulses she 

was going to sell at the market. Finally, it can be mentioned here that the owl, 

considered a messenger of certain death by the tribals of Orissa and associated with 

the gruesome crone-goddess Càmuòwà in some early Hindu sculptures to be found in 

the State, is said in some Bondo, Gadaba and Hill Saora legends to hold the soul of a 

murdered girl or witch.48 

The theme of the injustice done to woman by man, perhaps referring to the 

passage from pre-patriarchal social structures to patriarchal ones, has an important 

function also in the class of myths concerning the origins of Hindu village goddesses 

(gràmadevatàs). These deities, universally esteemed to belong to a non-Vedic religious 

substratum, were, in times past, increasingly propitiated with blood offerings during 

the outbreaks of epidemics, like the equivalent tribal female deities. “These myths, 
with their theme of village goddesses’ having suffered injustices at the hands of men, 

help us to understand certain central characteristics of village goddesses: namely, the 

fiercely ambivalent nature of these goddesses, which manifests itself in sudden 

outbursts of rage, and the goddesses’ relative independence from or superiority over 
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male consorts. Such goddesses’ terrible retributive wrath continues to be expressed in 
festivals in which a male animal, often identified as a ‘husband’, is sacrificed. These 
goddesses are angry deities and need appeasing. Furthermore, they rarely provide a 

traditional model for women in their relationships with males. The village goddesses 

are often not married at all, and if they are, they dominate their male consorts – the 

reverse of what sexual roles should be according to Indian cultural models. It could be 

said of these fiercely independent goddesses that they have ‘learned their lesson’, that 
they have learned that they only receive injustice from males; consequently they are 

determined to remain independent from men in their transformed position as 

goddesses”.49 

More generally speaking, the propitiation of maleficent spirits dwelling in the 

natural world is a characteristic feature of folk Hinduism. The links of these demons 

and furies with the tribal and pre-Vedic strata of Hinduism are rather evident. The 

tribal peoples of Orissa still today venerate a vast body of lesser deities, ghosts and 

supernatural beings who appear to be the direct ancestors of the malevolent spirits 

propitiated by the Hindu folk. The worship of gràmadevatàs in each Hindu village 

appears to have a similar origin. The same is partially valid in regard to the origin of 

Sixty-four Yoginì cult, whose primary area of diffusion coincided with the tribal belts 

of Middle India. In fact, yoginì is still nowadays one of the favourite terms used by the 

Oriyas to indicate the deified ogresses and sorceresses who are generally considered 

responsible for unmotivated illness, delirium or madness attacks. 

Among the tribal religions of Orissa, it is especially the Saora one, with its 

legions of deities, spirits and demons, its easy explanation of the origin of evil from 

malignant spirits whom one must appease with offerings to avert their attacks, and 

its magic lore in the matter of propitiation of deified ghosts, that appears to have 

exerted in the past ages the strongest influence on religious beliefs in rural Orissa. 

Moreover, it is interesting to note that many of the evil spirits propitiated by the 

Oriya villagers are considered to be female. In fact, natural perils, inasmuch as they 

are powers operating in nature, are regarded as a special class of çaktis. This is also 

one of the constituting elements of the worship of the Mahàdevì, who, as it is well-

known, can alternatively show a benevolent or malevolent attitude towards mankind. 

In the whole territory of Orissa the fierce and ambivalent village goddesses 

(gràmadevatàs) or plague-goddesses, the most eminent among whom are named as 

                                                                 
49  D. Kinsley, op. cit., pp. 201-02. 
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Xhàkuràòìs (Our-Ladies), are often worshipped jointly by the Hindu folk and semi-

hinduized tribal communities, who offer them animal sacrifices on some particular 

ritual occasions. They are generally represented by shapeless stones smeared with 

vermilion or attached with eyes, a nose, a tongue, etc. so as to suggest the idea of a 

feminine head. Such features, along with the restriction of priestly functions to çùdra 

castes only, indicate that the cult of gràmadevatàs, in Orissa as everywhere in India, 

has originated in the pre-Vedic society to be adopted, in course of time, by the mass of 

low-caste people, most of whom were of the non-Aryan origin. This folk cult, with its 

easy explanation of the origin of diseases from a malevolent “foreign” gràmadevatà, 

who can be driven out the village by the help of the local benevolent gràmadevatà 

(admitted that the latter be correctly worshipped), appealed in all epochs to Indian 

village people’s simple minds, and may be considered as one of the archetypal sources 
of Çakti cult in Orissa as in the whole of India.50 

Every village of Orissa, even every individual household, has nowadays its own 

tutelary goddess worshipped under a variety of local names. These independent 

female deities, often associated in groups of two, three or as many as sixteen or more, 

are closely associated with the territory, the village or the house, of which they are 

regarded as the protectresses. The incredible proliferation of such tutelary goddesses 

is the best evidence of the popularity of Çakti cult in Orissa from the early times to 

the present age. 

 

Aniconic representation of goddesses 

Iconism and aniconism, with reference to the representation of deities, existed side by 

side In India from a very remote period. The aniconic mode of representation, which 

still survives in the present days, is undoubtedly the reminiscence of a more ancient 

practice.51 The oldest and most popular aniconic mode of representation of a goddess 

in India is certainly the sacred stone block, whether protruding from a solid rock or 

being detached from the latter to be installed within a shrine. The stone or rock acting 

in many cases as the presiding deity of a Çàkta sanctuary is generally regarded by the 

Hindus as a svayambhù-mùrti (self-generated image) of the Goddess, the same way as 

the so-called svayambhù-liÞgas are believed to be the self-generated manifestations of 

Çiva’s phallus. 
                                                                 
50  L. S. S. O’Malley, Puri District Gazetteer, New Delhi, reprint 1984, pp. 77-78. 
51  J. N. Banerjea, The Development of Hindu Iconography, 2nd edn., Calcutta, 1956, p. 82. 
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Some among the most celebrated and revered goddesses of Orissa have been 

worshipped in aniconic form since the establishment of their respective cults. These 

goddesses can be represented by an uncarved stone block, a rock outcropping from the 

top of a hillock or from a river-bed, a pillar-shaped monolith, or a head-shaped piece of 

stone endowed with artificial anthropomorphic features so as to suggest the idea of a 

goddess’ face. Such aniconic idols, on the whole, make the eminent Çàkta goddesses at 

issue similar to the rough stone simulacra – it does not matter whether small or large 

in size – by means of which both the Hindu folk and the tribals of Orissa use to 

represent their village goddesses. 

A different kind of Çàkta aniconic cult object is constituted by the sacred pot 

filled with water, representing, as unanimously attested by the scholars, the Goddess’ 
womb holding the sap of life. This form of worship, known in Orissa as kalaça-pùjà, 

probably started soon after the invention of pottery-making in the neolithic period, 

which revolutionized the economic life of the aborigines of India.52 The worship of the 

sacred pot filled with water is adopted in Orissa especially on the occasion of some 

great Çàkta festivals, and will be accordingly discussed in the chapter dedicated to 

such festivals. 

In consideration of village-goddess cult, aniconism sometimes appears to be the 

ineluctable (or rather pursued?) result of regular worship activity. The continued pùjà 

rituals, based on application of vermilion paste and aspersion with water, can, in fact, 

determine, in course of centuries, the almost total defacement of the ancient images of 

Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina deities, both female and male, that it was customary in 

times past to install as the presiding deities of Orissan gràmadevatà-shrines. 

It appears, on the whole, that aniconic goddess-cults be the dearest to the low-

caste Hindu people of Orissa. Such a religious feature may indicate the latter’s strong 
attachment to the traditions initiated by their tribal forefathers. The çùdra and semi-

tribal Çàkta priestly castes, such as the Bhandàris, Màlis, Ràuls, Dhobàs, etc.,53 who 

are by tradition responsible for cult practices either in the gràmadevatà-shrines and 

in some major Devì-temples of the State, are the main keepers of the ancient Çàkta 

popular traditions of Orissa. Moreover, it is worth noticing that, as a general law, the 

semi-tribal communities of Orissa generally use to join the holy functions celebrated 

in the Çàkta shrines at which the Goddess is represented in aniconic form, while they 

do not seem at all to be as much interested in worshipping regular images of Hindu 

                                                                 
52  R. N. Dash, “Fasts and Festivals of Orissa”, in H. C. Das, ed., Cultural Heritage of Orissa, cit., p. 191. 
53  L. S. S. O’Malley, op. cit., p. 76. 
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goddesses. The rites performed in those eminent Çàkta shrines of Orissa, at which the 

Goddess is worshipped in aniconic form, do not appear to differ to a great extent from 

those performed in the shrines at which the great Goddess is represented according to 

regular iconographic canons. In other words, the shapeless Çàkta idols made of crude 

uncarved stone are identified by the Hindus with those Çàkta deities, such as Durgà, 

Càmuòwà and others, who have by tradition an iconography of their own. Even the 

draped clothes with which the temple priests use to adorn all Çàkta cult images are in 

either case identical, with this making it difficult for the observer to perceive, at first 

sight, any difference between the dressed regular image of a Hindu goddess and the 

dressed stone simulacrum which typify the autochthonous goddesses-cults of Orissa. 

 

Aniconic goddesses of Orissa — To draw a list of all the shrines of Orissa at which 

a goddess is worshipped in aniconic form is an impracticable task, in that such 

shrines number legions. The most noticeable goddesses who presently belong to this 

class, or belonged to it in the past, are enumerated below in a succession. 

Goddess Bhagavatì, whose shrine is located at Banpur near Chilika Lake, is 

known to have been worshipped until recent times in the form of an uncarved piece of 

stone, although she is now represented by a disproportionate and iconographically 

irregular Devì image. On a rocky island rising in the nearby lake of Chilika, goddess 

Kàlijài is also represented by an uncarved stone idol. This, until recent times, was 

also the case with Bhairavì of Purunakatak (Phulbani district). Goddess Bhaxxàrikà of 

Baramba, a centre situated on the middle course of the river Mahanadi, is presently 

represented by an old image of the Buddhist goddess Tàrà, but was worshipped for 

centuries in the form of a rock protruding from a hillock, on which her temple was 

built in a subsequent period. Goddess LaÞkeçvarì of Sonepur is similarly represented 

by a small flat rock cropping up from the bed of the Mahanadi near a deep gorge; 

vermilion paste is applied onto the rock’s surface in the guise of an oval to symbolize 

the goddess’ face. In the premises of another eminent Çàkta shrine situated along the 

course of the Mahanadi, Carcikà temple at Banki, a holy rock cropping up from the 

top of the hillock on which the temple was erected is said to be the “birthplace” of the 

goddess, who at present is nevertheless worshipped within the temple sanctum in the 

iconic form of Càmuòwà. The presiding goddesses of Tàrà-Tàriòì temple in Ganjam 

district, Tàriòì temple at Ghatgaon (Keonjhar district) and Buwhi Xhàkuràòì temple 

at Berhampur are all represented by head-shaped stones placed on the floor of the 
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temple sanctum. Vyàghra Devì (the Tiger Goddess) of Kuladha, a hinduized Kondh 

deity, is represented by a rock projection decked with artificial nose and eyes, showing 

a sort of human mask. Goddess Samalei of Sambalpur, whose shrine once stood on an 

island in the bed of the Mahanadi, which is now part of the river bank, is similarly 

worshipped in the form of a large block of stone, on whose surface a narrow groove is 

regarded as the mouth, and a protuberance below it, as the tongue of the goddess. 

Finally, the cult of goddess Stambheçvarì or Khambheçvarì, whose images consist of 

plain stone pillars or wooden poles, is much widespread in Orissa. 

Many of the above listed goddesses acted in the past as the tutelary deities of 

some of the royal families of inland Orissa, with this indicating that the aniconic 

manifestations of the great Goddess were locally very much revered, not only by the 

tribals and the çùdras, but even by their Aryan or aryanized rulers. According to the 

legendary tales relating to the origins of some of the above mentioned shrines, it was 

the Goddess herself who ordered the people to worship her in aniconic form. This 

appears to be a later justification of the obvious fact, that these goddesses have been 

incorporated into the Hindu pantheon from pre-existing tribal religions, which had 

spontaneously conceived them in aniconic form. 

The fact that many among these female deities have been installed in shrines 

built on hillocks or rocky islands shows that they were originally connected with the 

pre-Vedic religious concept about the Goddess of the Mountain. Significantly enough, 

the most blood-thirsty among these aniconic goddesses of Orissa, such as Tàrà-Tàriòì, 

Vyàghra Devì and Maòinàga Devì, who were beyond doubt propitiated with human 

sacrifices, were installed on the top of some high mountain, representing the “border 
of the world”, so as to suggest, even from a “physical” viewpoint, their terrible solitude 
due to their unrestrained thirst for human blood, which was considered to be beyond 

the comprehension of human beings. 

 

The Goddess of the Mountain — The shapeless pieces of stone or rocks, 

representing the most archaic Çàkta cult objects, can be regarded as reduced images 

of the Sacred Mountain,54 which is esteemed by some scholars to have been one of the 

most ancient epiphanies of Mother Earth in the whole Indo-Mediterranean area of 

civilization. Consequently, rough pieces of stone, acting in protohistoric times as the 

symbols of Mother Earth, are to be found in the Mediterranean area as well. 

                                                                 
54  J. Chevalier and A. Gheerbrant, Dizionario dei simboli, Milano, 1986, II, p. 218. 
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Instances of this equivalence of religious symbols are numerous. A black piece 

of stone, which was possibly a meteorite having fallen from the sky (namely, having 

“self-generated” like the Devì’s svayambhù-mùrtis), was taken as the representative 

image of Cybele, the Mother of the Mountain of the Phrygian nation, whose cult was 

later on adopted by the Romans. In 204 B.C., the latter transported with great pomp 

that stone from Asia Minor to Rome, where it was installed for worship on the top of 

the Palatine Hill (once again, a mountain) to mean the annexation of the exotic cult of 

Mother Earth, embodied by Cybele, to the Roman State religion.55 The tremendous 

following soon gained by the new cult among the Roman low-class people indicates 

that aniconic earth-goddess cult was not unknown to the ancient Romans. In fact, also 

the archaic Roman fertility goddess Ops Consiua was represented by large stones, 

which were installed in holes dug in the ground.56 Also the ancient Arabs venerated 

stone blocks as the representative images of their deities, as it is still today testified 

by the Black Stone of Mecca, a meteorite that, according to M. Eliade, was originally 

venerated as an image of the earth goddess.57 

Mountain peaks, symbolized in many an ancient culture by simple pieces of 

stone, seem to have been regarded all over the world as the places from which the 

energies of the earth ascend to the sky. There, indeed, the earth and the sky merge in 

each other. The union of the sky, the abode of the supreme male divinity, with the 

energies of the earth, spurting upward from mountains, somehow binds the godhead 

to the world of the living. The Goddess of the Mountain is the medium of this process, 

so it is especially to her that men and women have entrusted, in all ages, their most 

intense prayers to the supreme divinity. It is well-known that, in the Hindu sphere, 

Pàrvatì, daughter of Himavat (the Himalayan Range), is regarded as an intermediary 

between mankind and the Supreme Lord, Çiva. Goddesses associated with mountains 

are reported to have been worshipped in most of the countries of the Ancient World. 

The Sumerian goddess Nin-har-sag was called the Lady of the Mountain. Both Rhea 

at Crete and Diktinna in Greece were manifestations of the Goddess of the Mountain. 

The archaic Greek poet Hesiodus (7th century B.C.) states that mountains were the 

favourite abode of goddesses.58 Even the ancient Japanese venerated a Goddess of the 

Mountain, who ruled over the world of the dead. 

                                                                 
55  M. A. Levi and P. Meloni, Storia romana dalle origini al 476 d.C., Milano, 1986, pp. 126-27. 
56  G. Dumézil, Idées Romaines, Paris, 1969, pp. 293-96. 
57  M. Eliade, op. cit., pp. 234-35. 
58  A. Daniélou, Çiva e Dioniso, Roma, 1980, p. 77. 
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To sum up, it cannot be excluded that the great Goddess, supposed to have 

been worshipped since neolithic times throughout the whole Indo-Mediterranean area 

of civilization, was originally represented by stones or rocks, recalling the concept 

about the Sacred Mountain, from the Mediterranean basin in the west to the Indian 

sub-continent in the east. In the latter region, this kind of aniconic representation of 

the earth goddess may have been introduced by Dravidian peoples coming from the 

Near East. 

Some autochthonous goddesses of Orissa, in particular those adored by the 

archaic Dravidian-speaking tribes living in the State, are identified with the earth 

and assimilated to mountains. This appears to be the case with the earth goddess of 

the Kondhs, Dharni Penu, who is generally represented by a cairn of three stones. In 

her anthropomorphized aspect, under which she is termed as Nirantali, regarded as 

the divine institutor of agriculture born from the underworld, this goddess is said to 

have created buffalo – the most sacred sacrificial animal to the Çàktas as well as to 

several Indian tribes – in order that man could immolate it to the hills (which are, 

evidently, her supreme manifestation).59 Also the Oraons, communities of whom have 

historically settled over northern Orissa, know a mountain goddess (or female spirit), 

named Baranda, to whom they periodically immolate buffaloes.60 

Also the Munda peoples must have played a relevant role in the establishment 

of aniconic goddess-cults over Middle India. The uncarved stones worshipped by the 

greater part of the Munda tribesmen as village deities testify to this. Yet, the Mundas 

generally identify their sacred mountains with male bongas (divinities-spirits), chief 

among whom is the well-known Buru Bonga or Marang Buru. The identification of the 

Sacred Mountain with a female deity seems, therefore, to characterize more the 

Dravidian religions than the Munda ones. It must be noticed, in this last connection, 

that the Hill Saoras, perhaps the most representative Munda tribe of Orissa, have no 

Mother Earth in their pantheon, whereas they associate with the earth a number of 

deities of no great eminence; yet, the most important among these chthonic deities, 

Labosum, sometimes regarded as a male and sometimes as a female, is believed to 

include all of the gods of the hills in his own person.61 Thus also this Saora cult is 

likely to be related to the concept about the Goddess of the Mountain, which, in view 

of its universality, could have been developed by the Munda peoples of Middle India, 

including Orissa, even independently from any Dravidian cultural influence. 

                                                                 
59  V Elwin, op. cit., pp. 352-53 and 636. 
60  S. C. Roy, Oràon Religion and Customs, Calcutta, reprint 1972, pp. 52-56. 
61  V. Elwin, The Religion of an Indian Tribe, cit., pp. 80 and 298. 
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Coming to Brahmanical Hinduism, it is important here to mention that the 

Sanskrit names of such later Vedic goddesses as Umà Haimavatì, Durgà and Pàrvatì, 

according to most of scholars, all emphasize the special relation of these deities with 

mountains and rocks. This, it is true, is primarily related to the fact that the abodes of 

those goddesses are said to be the inaccessible mountain regions of the Himàlayas or 

of the Vindhyas, where they might have been originally worshipped by the non-Aryan 

tribes;62 yet, a further key for the interpretation of such divine names might be even 

represented by the latter’s hinting at the holy rocky matter, which the representative 

idols of the Indian tribal goddesses worshipped in aniconic form were made of on the 

analogy of mountains. 

On the other hand, it is stated in the Hariva®ça that goddess Kàlì manifested 

herself by coming out of the body of Yaçodà’s new-born daughter (who, as a matter of 

fact, was an incarnation of Nidrà or Mahàmayà, Višòu’s celestial “sister”) soon after 
the evil Ka®sa smashed her against a rock (çilà). This mythical account appears to 

symbolize the primal self-sacrifice, specular to that of the Puruša, through which the 

power of the great Goddess was manifested in this world. With probable reference to 

this mythical episode too, and not only to her being the Daughter of the Mountain, 

Pàrvatì (of whom Kàlì is another aspect) is also known as Çailajà, i.e., the Offspring-

of-the-Rock.63 

 

The Çàkta Pìxhas — The theme of the self-immolation of the great Goddess, 

resulting in new ways of manifestation and salvation, also occurs in the mythology 

about Satì, Çiva’s first wife, whose well-known episodes, pointing to the alliance of the 

female principle with Çiva, need not be referred here. What is important here to say is 

that, at a certain time during the medieval period, an expanded Çàkta version of the 

ancient myth of Dakša’s sacrifice, originally included in the Mahàbhàrata and in the 

Ràmàyaòa, was created in order to affirm the unity of all the pìxhas (seats) sacred to 

the Goddess, at which the object of worship was mainly aniconic (that is to say, of the 

probable non-Aryan origin). The expanded version of the myth of Dakša’s sacrifice 
narrates how the portions of Satì’s body, cut up by Višòu with his cakra to cure Çiva’s 
tremendous grief for his wife’s self-killing (which prevented the god to attend his own 

divine responsibilities), fell and fixed to those spots, which were subsequently known 

as Çàkta pìxhas. Since most of the said centres of goddess-worship certainly originated 

                                                                 
62  N. N. Bhattacharyya, op. cit., p. 32. 
63  M. Biardeau, L’Induismo. Antropologia di una civiltà, Milano, 1985, pp. 164-65. 
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long before the medieval mythology about Satì was conceived by the authors of the 

Puràòas, the main function of this story appears to be that of justifying from the 

Brahmanical point of view the presence on the Indian soil of a very elevated number 

of Çàkta shrines, at which the Devì was worshipped in aniconic form after the tribal 

and Dravidian fashion. 

The term pìxha, laying stress on the land-rootedness of the innumerable Hindu 

goddesses worshipped in the form of stone blocks, was thus used starting from the 

medieval period to indicate the seats of those goddesses, who were locally venerated 

by the non-Aryans since time immemorial. Such most sacred stone blocks were taken 

by the Hindus to be the limbs of Satì, i.e. of the Devì, whose burial ground was the 

Indian soil itself, sacralized by the presence of Satì’s remains. The Çàkta pìxhasthànas 

(places of fixation of the sacred seats of the Goddess), guarded by as many Bhairavas 

(the terrific forms of Çiva), were ever since conceived by the Hindus as the seats of 

particular manifestations of the one and only great Goddess, conceived as immanent 

in the sacred land of India. She is, indeed, Mother India. In this sense, one can say 

that the pre-Vedic concept about the earth goddess or Mother Earth was transferred 

into the Brahmanical Hindu ideology about the Çàkta pìxhas.64 In M. Eliade’s opinion 
the symbolism of the dismemberment of a divine being recurs in various shamanistic 

religions. While discussing the myth of the dismemberment of Satì’s body, associated 
with the ideology of the Çàkta pìxhas, that scholar puts forward the hypothesis of its 

having derived from an indigenous fertility myth, perhaps originated in a shamanistic 

context, which was later on incorporated into Tantrism.65 

Even though, by an extension of the term, all Çakti temples can be designed as 

Çàkta pìxhas, in Orissa the rank of pìxha sanctified by this or that limb of the goddess 

is recognized, according to the lists attached to different Puràòas, only to a few Çàkta 

sanctuaries, namely, the temples of Vimalà at Puri, of Bhuvaneçvarì (mentioned as 

Kìrttimatì in the list of pìxhas given in the Matsya Puràòa66) at Bhubaneswar, and of 

Virajà at Jajpur. Nothing is known about the original appearance of the respective 

presiding goddesses of the first two shrines, while the aniconic form of the object of 

worship was most likely present at the earliest of the shrines dedicated to goddess 

Virajà at Jajpur (whose ruined basement, assignable to the Gupta period, is still 

                                                                 
64  D. Kinsley, op. cit., pp. 186-87. 
65  M. Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom, London, 1958, p. 347. 
66  V. S. Agrawala, Matsya Puràòa – A Study, Varanasi, 1963, p. 105. Ekàmra kšetra (modern 

Bhubaneswar) is mentioned as a Çàkta pìxha also in some of the Tantras (see K. S. Behera, “The 
Evolution of Çakti Cult at Jajpur, Bhubaneswar and Puri”, in D. C. Sircar, ed., The Çakti Cult and Tàrà, 

cit., p. 79). 
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visible in the nearby village of Kalaspur), as it will be more articulately discussed in 

the next chapter. The eight important Çàkta pìxhas of Orissa, most of which are not 

connected with the mythology about Satì, are dealt with in the third chapter of the 

present work. 

 

Links between Çakti and Nàga cults 

Primitive tribesman’s continuous interaction with the animal world gradually led him 
to isolate the essential traits of the character of the single animal species and to 

associate such characters with transcendent vital forces. In the course of prehistory 

this cultural process gave origin all over the world to cults centred round animal-

worship. The origin of ophiolatry (serpent-worship), which is believed to be one of the 

oldest and most widespread forms of religion the world has ever known, is intimately 

connected with the effects that all animals had upon the mind of primitive man. The 

observation of animals gave rise to feelings of wonder, mystery, awe, respect and even 

emulation in the minds of our primitive forefathers, and this phenomenon was even 

more true as far as the serpent, and particularly the cobra variety, is concerned. The 

gliding vibrant motion of this animal, the belief in its immortality (originated by the 

observation of its periodical skin-shedding), its innate ability of disappearing all of a 

sudden into and reappearing out of underground passages, its capability to move both 

on the earth and in the water, the hypnotic power attributed to its glance, regarded as 

ultramundane, the sudden deadly consequences of its burning bite due to the magic, 

obscure and mysterious power of its poison, aroused feelings of terror or marvel and, 

consequently, led primitive man to propitiate its spirit through religious rituals. 

According to most of scholars ophiolatry was one of the distinctive features of 

the religiousness of the most primitive strata of the Indian population, belonging to 

the proto-Australoid racial stock, and was, in all likelihood, also part of the much 

more developed Indus Valley religion, as it may be evinced by a scene of serpent-

worship depicted on a famous seal unearthed at Mohenjo-daro. The cultural contacts 

of the Aryans with the earlier inhabitants of the Indian sub-continent determined the 

absorption of ophiolatry into the former’s religious horizon, as is testified by many 
passages from the Vedas. As it was the case with the cult of yakšas (geniuses of 

nature), which will be discussed in the next section of this chapter, the cult of nàgas 

(serpent geniuses) too continued to be all through the ages one of the most popular 

forms of worship among the folk masses of India. The innumerable references to the 
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prevalence of serpent-worship found in Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jaina religious 

texts show that this non-Aryan folk cult was also adopted by a section of the Aryan 

ruling classes of ancient India.67 The gradual process of sansktitization that invested 

Nàga cult in the historical period made ophidic symbolism one of the most pervasive 

and noticeable features of the mainstream of Indian religions, that is, of Jainism, 

Buddhism, Vaišòavism, Çaivism and Çàktism altogether. 

The present section, with no pretension to be exhaustive in this regard, deals 

with the most salient interrelations of pristine Çakti cult with prehistoric ophiolatry. 

Such a specific inquiry, which leaves deliberately aside the interrelations of serpent-

worship with other Indian religions, is motivated by the fact that ophidic symbolism is 

found associated with several Çàkta divinities of Orissa. This age-old association must 

be probably traced back to Mother Earth cultus, which constituted one of the most 

important aspects of the religiousness of the non-Aryan peoples settled in that part of 

India. 

 

The serpent symbolism — As the researches conducted by M. Eliade have 

demonstrated,68 serpent was, since the paleolithic age, a symbol of the vital forces 

causing births and rebirths as well as of the latent, mysterious and occult dynamic 

energies pervading the entire universe, man’s life included. This symbolic association 
was primarily inspired to primitive man by the characteristic spiral shape and wave 

motion of this animal, as well as by its cyclic skin-shedding and by the polymorphism 

of its line-shaped body. In fact, all of such features recall the eternal rhythm of time, 

the measure of which is represented, in this world, by the cycle of lunar phases. 

Inasmuch as its nature is, to some extent, “lunar”, the serpent, like the spiral, 

the conch, etc., is a symbol of bio-cosmic transformation connected with the rhythms 

of fertility and fecundity and with the cycles of tides, rains, sowings, menstruations, 

etc., always in connection with the water element, that was significantly regarded in 

India as the mythical abode of nàgas. Since the neolithic period, with the discovery of 

agriculture, one symbolism bound up the moon, waters, rains, the fecundity of women 

and of she-beasts, the fertility of fields, the growth of plants, the destiny of man after 

death and initiation to mysteries. The serpent, as it seems, represented for primitive 

man the quintessence of this sacred symbolism. 

                                                                 
67  J. N. Banerjea, op. cit., pp. 345-46. 
68  See M. Eliade, Trattato di storia delle religioni, cit., pp. 158-59 and 169-85, from which the following 

elements of discussion upon ophidic symbolism have been reported. 
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The nàgas of Indian mythology, the most perfect symbol of the earth-moon-

waters sacred complex, guard in their subterranean aqueous abode the vital energies 

contained in the liquid element. They are attributed the faculty to decide when and 

where such energies must be released to perpetuate life on earth (a belief that was 

probably originated from the observation of the periodical coming out of snakes from 

their holes during the rainy season). These energies or çaktis, symbolized by the gem 

or jewel (maòi) associated with the mythical figure of the Maòinàga (the Bejewelled 

Cobra), are assimilated by the Hindus, by a shift of symbolic meanings, to the divine 

forces allowing man to achieve spiritual reintegration (see, just to make an instance, 

the yogic concept about kuòwalinì, the Power of the Snake residing in each single 

man, which is the microcosmic manifestation of the universal Çakti or cosmic energy). 

The serpent was regarded since prehistoric times as the personification of the 

primeval divine wisdom that allows a person to free himself from the cycle of life and 

death through the initiation to mysteries and the practice of magic rites. This animal 

was, indeed, originally considered to be in possession of the divine knowledge deriving 

from shamanistic initiation. The attribution of such a magical character to the serpent 

may be connected with its glance, somehow resembling the ultramundane glance of 

the dead, and also to its chthonic nature, causing its association with the sinuous 

ways that penetrate the bowels of Mother Earth and lead to the mysterious centre 

where the latter’s sacred energies are guarded by the serpents themselves. In most of 

shamanistic cultures, initiation is connected with the underworld, where the initiate 

magically transfers his own soul to take subsequently rebirth as an immortal being. 

In Indian mythology, the underworld (Pàtàla) is, rather significantly, described as the 

world of nàgas. Therefore, the hidden treasures guarded by Maòinàga of the Indian 

tradition, just like the treasures guarded by the mythical dragons characterizing the 

mythologies of other archaic Asian cultures, appear to symbolize, among other things, 

mysteriosophical knowledge. The Çatapatha Bràhmaòa (XIII, 4, 3, 9) recognizes that 

supreme knowledge, i.e., the Veda itself, is a form of the Doctrine of Serpent.69 An 

identical concept is to be found in the doctrine of Mahàyàna Buddhism. 

The universal cycle of life and death, as well as the power to get rid of it and 

gain immortality through the practice of magic rites, was presided over, in different 

neolithic religions, by the figure of Mother Earth, who gradually evolved in India into 

that of Çakti (the dynamic aspect of the godhead). The power of cyclic transformation, 

personified by this great Goddess sharing in both the sacred nature of the earth and 
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that of the moon, is well represented by the serpent by virtue of its above discussed 

twofold, both lunar and chthonic nature. In fact, the serpent appears and disappears 

like the moon and, like the latter, regenerates itself by changing its own skin; at the 

same time, its subterranean habits firmly link it to the earth. 

Moreover, by virtue of its power over waters, the serpent was considered as the 

Master of Women: in fact, this animal was believed to be the supernatural “controller” 
of menstrual cycle and, consequently, of woman’s fertility. In India, just to make an  

instance, snakes are traditionally regarded as the healers of female barrenness and 

are, accordingly, propitiated with special rites (see the cult of serpent-goddess Manasà 

in Bengal, or also the Dravidian practice of venerating nàgakkals, i.e., the “stones of 
snakes”, in order to get the boon of a child). This also appears to be connected with an 
archaic religious tradition that, in all probability, accorded to woman an important 

role in religious practices. 

In Vedic terms, the lunar, fertilizing and regenerating nature of the serpent, 

being similar to that of the earth goddess, corresponds to the principle of Soma – a 

word that was also used as a proper noun to designate the Vedic moon god presiding 

over waters and vegetative life. According to the Brahmanical tradition, nàgas are the 

guardians of soma, the corroborating drink of the gods which represented the mythic 

equivalent of the divine principle in question. In later Hinduism the Soma principle is 

embodied by Pàrvatì,70 who nevertheless, being associated with mountains, expresses 

the earth principle as well, thus concentrating in her person the twofold nature of the 

great Goddess of the neolithic age. 

Another important connecting link between primitive ophiolatry and female-

oriented neolithic religions is represented by the fact, that serpent was considered, in 

many esoteric traditions of the Ancient World (which probably descended from some 

earlier shamanistic cultures), as an epiphany of the mystery contained in the female 

and a symbol of the oracular wisdom implicit in Mother Earth. The rituals associated 

with various manifestations of the latter powerful deity, as suggested by the evidence 

provided, in the Mediterranean world, by the ancient Minoan and Greek civilizations, 

might have been once performed everywhere by priestesses in the presence of living 

snakes.71 The esoteric relation uniting the serpent, sacred knowledge and the female 

principle, known to all the mysteriosophic traditions of the Ancient World, was given 
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a shape in iconographic terms through the depiction of snakes on the cult images of 

many goddesses anciently worshipped in the Indo-Mediterranean area of civilization. 

For instance, the Greek goddess Hera, the Semitic Ishtar and the great Goddess of the 

Minoans are often represented iconographically in association with snakes.72 The 

priests and priestesses of the Egyptian goddess Isis wore on their head a sacred band 

surmounted by a stylized cobra. In India, the serpent was associated since early times 

with the iconography of many Hindu, Jaina and Buddhist goddesses. 

 

The nàgì in Indian culture — In all of the great Indian religions the female figure 

termed as nàgì or nàginì, worshipped as nàgamàtà (i.e., Mother-Serpent) when acting 

as a Çàkta cult object, is the quintessence of both the serpent’s and the great Goddess’ 
Soma nature. The nàgì is conceived as a female serpent genius or deity who bestows 

fertility, dispels sterility and heals sickness. She is an aquatic, nocturnal and chthonic 

supernatural being symbolizing the primeval sanctity concentrated in the water 

element.73 

The symbolic significance of the nàgì is almost an equivalent of that of fish, 

being the latter animal traditionally conceived in India as a sort of “water snake”. 
Fish, a cold-blooded creature inhabiting the depths of the ocean like the nàgas of the 

myth, was regarded since the prehistoric epoch as a symbol of the feminine. During 

the neolithic period, owing to its anatomic shape and damp qualities, it was chosen as 

the perfect symbol of the uterus of the earth goddess, the dispenser of the sap of life, 

regeneration and perpetual transformation.74 To confine the discussion to India, the 

figure of the Tamilian Hindu goddess Mìnàkšì of Madurai, whose name means “the 
Fish-eyed”, seemingly represents the remainder of an ancient female-oriented cultic 

complex centred round the holiness of fish.75 Such a religious tradition might have 

evolved out of some cultural contacts between the ancient inhabitants of South India 

and the Austric peoples of South-east Asia. Some Indonesian and Indo-Chinese myths 

trace the respective origin of a number of local royal dynasties back to the union of a 

man with a “fish-smelling” nàgì,76 with this possibly suggesting that the fecundity-

waters-royalty complex, personified by goddess Lakšmì in medieval Hinduism, was 
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originally related, at least in part, to the Austric cultural stream. Even the Satyavatì 

of the Mahàbhàrata, the fish-smelling girl – she herself, born from a she-fish – who 

generates all of the royal leading characters of the great epic,77 may be associated 

with the same mythic tradition. The nàgì, both in India and South-east Asia, appears 

to be, among other things, also a personification of the nocturnal, aqueous and ophidic 

aspect of royalty, opposed to the latter’s solar aspect. 

Thus, just like the Hindu goddess Lakšmì – who, since the Ràmàyaòa times, is 

said to have arisen from the Ocean – the nàgì and her equivalent the she-fish embody 

in India the pre-Vedic religious concept according to which the sacred cosmic waters 

were regarded as the source of all powers (fertility, fecundity, prosperity, sovereignty, 

sanctity, mysteriosophical knowledge, immortality, etc.).78 These powers – termed as 

çaktis in the Hindu terminology – are the great Goddess’ treasures, guarded by the 
nàgas, which are symbolized in literature and art by the gem (maòi) inserted on the 

holy cobra’s head, by the jewels and crowns adorning all of the nàga images, or by the 

pot full of precious offerings held by the latter with their hands in front of the chest. 

Indian religious thought suggested in all ages an identification of the themes 

serpent-woman-çakti-màyà-spiritual illumination. In the art sphere such interrelated 

themes were artistically synthesized in a masterly manner in the iconographic motif 

of the nàgì, which appeared for the first time on the stone rails of the Buddhist stùpas 

erected in the last centuries of the pre-Christian era. 

 

Nàgamàtàs of Orissa — The earliest extant images of nàgamàtàs, meant as 

independent cult deities conforming to the iconography of the nàgì, date in Orissa 

from around the 2nd century B.C. They are represented by a pair of colossal nàgì 

figures, perhaps originally installed in a Buddhist cult edifice, which are at present 

worshipped along with the image of a nàgaràja as the triune gràmadevatà of the 

village of Sundarpada (outskirts of Bhubaneswar). Both these anthropomorphic nàgìs 

stand out in a rigid pose and severe attitude against the heavy and massive coils of a 

polycephalous snake, whose head, appearing above theirs, is five-hooded. They wear 

heavy ornaments and have squattish bodies, bulbous breasts, bulging hips, large 

thighs, round faces and flat noses. Such iconographic characters indicate that these 

deities were conceived as ophidic manifestations of the female principle modelled after 

the racial features of the indigenous women of Orissa. Along with some coeval images 
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of yakšìs (the female geniuses of nature) found in the vicinity of Bhubaneswar, these 

two presumably Buddhist nàgì images definitely represent the earliest Çàkta objects 

of worship in iconic form having been discovered in Orissa so far.79 The nàgì images at 

Sundarpada indicate, by their hoary antiquity, that the earliest sculptural remains 

related to Çakti cult to be found in Orissa are, rather significantly, associated with 

Nàga cult. During the medieval period in Orissa such archaic nàgamàtà images in 

anthropomorphic form were generally replaced by the therio-anthropomorphic images 

of nàgakanyàs, minor independent cult deities depicted as beautiful women having a 

canopy of serpent hoods over their head and a serpent tail replacing the lower portion 

of their body. Most of Orissan Hindu temples, particularly the Çaiva ones, have the 

images of such female ophidic deities carved in a profusion on their external walls. 

Nàgakanyàs are often paired with nàgaràjas, along with whom, in some cases, they 

display amorous postures (mithunas), which were a typical feature of the medieval 

Hindu temple art of Orissa. 

It is no wonder that the worship of nàgamàtàs initially developed in Orissa 

within the Buddhist fold, in that the Mahàyàna Buddhist tradition knows a female 

serpent deity, named JàÞgulì (She-of-Poison), who is claimed to be as old as Buddha 

himself. It is believed by the followers of that faith, that the secrets relating to the 

goddess in question were taught by Buddha to his disciple Ànanda. Even though it is 

not certain at all that the antiquity of JàÞgulì as a Buddhist deity goes back to the 

time of the historical Buddha, yet it seems that this nàgamàtà, probably representing 

an entire class of serpent-goddesses anciently worshipped by different tribal peoples 

of India, was admitted with all honours into the Buddhist pantheon in a fairly early 

period.80 

That the esoteric knowledge included in pre-Vedic serpent-lore was given the 

greatest importance by the Buddhists is demonstrated by the well-known fact, that 

the teachings of the monk Nàgàrjuna, which gave rise to the Mahàyàna school of 

Buddhism in the first centuries of the Christian era, were said to have been revealed 

to him directly by the nàgas, who, in their turn, were believed to have received the 

teachings at issue from Buddha himself some centuries earlier. Therefore, as in the 

case of the SàÞkhya-darçana – whose doctrines were traditionally reported to have 

been conceived by the mythical sage Kapila after the study of the ancient wisdom of 
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the asuras (the pre-Vedic gods)81 – also Mahàyàna Buddhism, which became one of 

the dominant faiths in Orissa in the first centuries of the Christian era, indirectly 

asserted to have inherited the ancient knowledge of the earlier inhabitants of India 

(designated, in this case, as Doctrine of Serpent). Therefore, to the eyes of Buddhist 

devotees, goddess JàÞgulì could well have represented a personified synthesis of the 

ancient non-Aryan esoteric knowledge, which seems to have been originally related, to 

a great extent, with ophidic cults. 

The cult of JàÞgulì was probably much widespread in Orissa in ancient times, 

as it can be evinced by the fact that a number of Hindu nàgamàtàs – chief among 

whom is Manasà – or of goddesses being, at any rate, associated with snakes (such as, 

for instance, the awesome Càmuòwà), are presently worshipped as gràmadevatàs in 

Orissan villages under the name of Jàgulei, which appears to be a later corruption of 

JàÞgulì. The Hindu cult of Manasà, which will be more articulately discussed in a 

subsequent chapter, apparently developed in Orissa in the early medieval period side 

by side with the Buddhist cult of JàÞgulì starting from the common religious basis 

formed by some pre-existing non-Aryan ophidic cults. 

The importance got by Nàga cult in Orissa in times past is evident from the 

circumstance that this State has the largest concentration of cult images of nàgas and 

nàgìs in the whole of India.82 Nàga cult existed with unbroken continuity in Orissa 

from prehistoric times till the present days. Innumerable beautiful images of nàgas 

and nàgìs adorn the walls of medieval Orissan temples, while their frequent depiction 

as being engaged in mithunas (amorous postures) testify to their Tantric significance. 

Different medieval cult icons of gods and goddesses from the Brahmanical, Buddhist 

and Jaina pantheons, having a canopy of serpent hoods carved above the head, are 

found in abundance in the State. Nàga deities still continue to dominate the religious 

horizon of both the Hindu low-caste people and the tribal communities of Orissa. Folk 

festivals meant for the propitiation of these divine beings, such as Nàga Pañcamì and 

Jàgulei Pañcamì, allied with the Çaiva and with the Çàkta creed respectively,83 show 

that the original characteristics of primitive ophiolatry are more or less still intact in 

Orissa, even though, in course of time, they have merged into popular Hinduism. 

The very prominent position enjoyed in ancient KaliÞga by Nàga cult, when 

read in the light of the above discussed interrelations of this cult with the prehistoric 
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culture complex centred round the worship of Mother Earth, explains why serpent 

symbolism has been very frequently associated in this region with female-centred 

myths as well as with the Çàkta iconography. Such a kind of religio-cultural link is 

traceable in Orissa either in the tribal mythology about the origin of snakes and in 

the concepts about the Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina goddesses associated with snakes. 

This may indicate that there was no solution of continuity between the indigenous 

forms of serpent-worship and the later aryanized forms of nàgamàtà-worship. It is not 

by chance that many old images of serpent-goddesses, worshipped as gràmadevatàs in 

Hindu villages, are nowadays jointly propitiated by the Hindu folk and the tribal 

communities of Orissa to ward off snake bites. 

As far as the tribal serpent-lore of Orissa is concerned, it is to be noticed here 

that many a tribal legend collected by V. Elwin in this State connects the origin of 

snakes with mythical women who are often said to have died a violent death. This 

mythic complex thus bears some analogy with the one centring round the origins of 

the ill-giving goddesses of the tribals, which has been discussed above. The legends at 

issue variously trace the origin of snakes to the hair, intestines, umbilical cord or 

necklace of a woman, all of these objects having a serpentine shape.84 These tribal 

legends reflect the pristine association of woman with the serpent, an association 

which, from another point of view, is to be connected with the autochthonous female-

oriented cults devoted to ancient figures of nàgamàtàs or Mothers-Serpent. 

Nàgamàtàs are currently venerated in various forms by the indigenous tribes 

of Orissa, especially the Dravidian-speaking ones. For instance, the Kondh Doras of 

Koraput district worship the seven Serpent Sisters (Sambatsap),85 which fact appears 

very interesting when confronted with the folk cult of the seven Sisters (the givers of 

various diseases) venerated in the Dravidian countries or with the medieval Hindu 

cult of Saptamàt¡kàs (the seven Divine Mothers of Tantrism). The Kuttia Kondhs of 

Ganjam district, on the other hand, believe that their earth goddess, Nirantali, uses to 

sleep upon a bed of cobras born from a rock against which the goddess herself had one 

day urinated. Nirantali is furthermore said to have given snakes their venom.86 The 

cult of Khetta, prevailing among the Oraons, can be assimilated to a primitive form of 

nàgamàtà cult.87 
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The Gonds living in the districts of Kalahandi and Sundargarh and their tribal 

kinsmen settled in Bastar (Madhya Pradesh) have been worshipping nàgamàtàs since 

the hoary past. The medieval Gond rulers of those regions, who claimed themselves to 

be the descendants of the legendary Nàga race (the human, not the divine one), had 

goddess Maòikeçvarì, originally worshipped in aniconic form, as their family deity. 

The name of this goddess is the same as Maòinàgeçvarì, the Lady-of-the-Bejewelled 

Cobra88 (in Sanskrit, the term maòika has the same meaning as maòi, i.e. a gem). 

Another ancient royal dynasty of Orissa of the self-styled Nàga lineage, the Vairàxa 

BhùjaÞgas, who ruled over the present district of Mayurbhanj in the early medieval 

period, installed nàgamàtàs at different sites and in different forms as their own 

tutelary deities.89 The ràjas of Ranpur in the Nayagarh sub-division of Puri district 

accepted a tribal serpent-goddess, by them renamed Maòinàga Devì, as the tutelary 

deity of their family. This goddess seems to have been initially worshipped in the form 

of a piece of stone. She was once regularly offered human sacrifices. Also the name of 

the latter goddess lays emphasis on the archaic religious symbolism embodied by the 

mythical figure of the Bejewelled Cobra. 

The circumstance for which a number of autochthonous serpent-goddesses of 

inland Orissa were raised during the medieval period to the status of tutelary deity 

(išxadevatà) of this or that hinduized ruling family of the non-Aryan origin possibly 

indicates that nàgamàtàs were, as above stated, initially associated with the pre-

Aryan ideology about the origin of royal authority from mythical ophidic ancestors. A 

similar ideology underlies the legendary narrative of the descent of the ruling family 

of the Chota Nagpur kingdom (mainly inhabited by tribes of the Munda stock), the 

Nàgava®çìs or Dinasty of the Serpent, from the mythical nàgaràja Puòwarìka.90 

Ophidic symbolism, with all what it implies, is associated in iconography with 

a number of Hindu goddesses of medieval Orissa. For instance, Vimalà of Puri holds a 

small figure of a mermaid (a nàgakanyà?) with her upper left hand,91 while Virajà of 

Jajpur has a cobra with the lower part coiled and the raised head expanded carved on 

her head.92 The terrific goddess Càmuòwà is often depicted in Orissa with a cobra’s 
head inserted in her coiffure; in this case, the snake, replacing the human skull that 

is carved in other examples above the goddess’ forehead, may be even considered a 
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symbol of death. Death symbolism is also attached to the nàga-pàça (a noose formed 

by a living snake) brandished as a weapon by Mahišamardinì Durgà, the slayer of the 

buffalo-demon, in most of her images found in Orissa, as well as in most of those 

found in the Deccan. This attribute of the Goddess (the material prototype of which 

was perhaps the noose anciently used by some non-Aryan tribes for combat)93 is, in 

fact, a Tantric transformation of the pàça of the Vedic god of death Yama, who was 

believed to use it to ensnare the creatures who had reached their time of dying. When 

Mahišamardinì Durgà, in a subsequent period, was given a place of pre-eminence in 

the Hindu pantheon, her nàga-pàça acquired a symbolic meaning analogous to that of 

Yama’s noose.94 However, it is interesting to notice, in this connection, that Yama’s 

pàça of is said to have originally belonged to Varuòa, the Vedic god of waters, whose 

figure appears to be somehow connected with pre-Vedic ophidic cults. The attribution 

of the weapon known as nàga-pàça to Durgà seems, therefore, to have originated in 

the ambit of the same non-Aryan religious complex that also included Nàga cult. 

It can be concluded that the serpent, when appearing – in Orissa as elsewhere 

in India – as a subordinate element in the iconography of the Goddess, can be either a 

symbol or life or of death. At any rate, this mythic animal always acted as a symbol of 

transformation and regeneration, as it has been always the norm since prehistoric 

times. 

 

Links between Çakti and Yakša cults 

The mysterious beings called yakšas, common to the Brahmanical, Buddhist and 

Jaina religions, were probably the vegetable godlings of the prehistoric peoples of 

India. Even though they were ignored by the early Vedic tradition, these vegetation 

spirits, associated with the cyclic character of seasons and the fertility of soil, were 

nevertheless unceasingly venerated in all ages by the mass of people of the non-Aryan 

origin. Everywhere in India, the presence of a yakša was believed to ensure the 

prosperity of a village. They were believed to frequent forests and, more in general, 

uncivilized areas. Their cult, being associated with the mysterious and irrepressible 

powers of growth and fertility, was probably officiated in ancient times both by men 

and women, as it was the case with Nàga cult too. Yakšas were often, and are still 

today, honoured by stone altars or tablets placed under sacred trees far away from the 
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village, the earliest representations of which are possibly depicted on some seals and 

chiselled stones dating from the epoch of the Indus Valley civilization. Their female 

counterparts, called yakšìs (a class of dryads dwelling in the forest and symbolizing 

the life sap of vegetation) can be collectively taken as one of the probable archetypes 

of the Divine Mother or Çakti. The primordial link between the female principle and 

the tree is artistically expressed in the above mentioned Indus Valley archaeological 

remains, some of which represent a female figure flanked by tree branches.95 

The fertility symbolism embodied by the yakšas in their quality as the Lords of 

Life is wider than the one embodied by the nàgas: in fact, while the latter influence 

only waters, the former influence all kind of life sap, including the lymph of plants 

and the seed of animals and men. As in the case of Nàga-worship, this type of fertility 

cult appears to be intimately connected with the primitive form of religion centring 

round the divine figure of Mother Earth, conceived as the dispenser of both life and 

death. 

Yakšas are traditionally believed to reside in fields and forests, their abodes 

being located inside some particularly sacred tree. To the eyes of primitive man, trees 

were the chief representatives of the power of vegetation – and, more in general, of 

vegetative life – spreading all over the world. They were thought to be endowed with 

spirit and sense-organs, just like animals. In the later religious conceptions diffused 

among the aboriginal peoples of India, the universal divine spirit residing in the trees 

was sub-divided into a multitude of anthropomorphic genii loci, who were regarded as 

the protectors of local tribal communities and the dispensers of wealth to them.96 The 

historical religions of India subsequently absorbed this class of autochthonous cults 

and named those popular genii loci as yakšas, a Sanskrit word of doubtful etymology, 

translated by A. Daniélou as “the Mysterious Ones”.97 The very choice of such a name 

shows that later Vedic authors were not familiar with these folk divinities-spirits, 

who were accordingly regarded by them as marvellous and enigmatic manifestations 

of the divine, often displaying a malignant rather than benevolent character. 

A. K. Coomaraswamy considers it probable that the later cult images of Çiva, 

Gaòeça, and some forms of the Devì – chief among them, the Màt¡kàs and the Yoginìs 

– were modelled in yakša forms of the tribal type, characterized by large proportions 
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and heavy earthly forms.98 Also the iconographic type of the river goddesses GaÞgà 

and Yamunà, whose paired images began to serve as door-keepers in Hindu temples 

of different sectarian affiliation starting from the Gupta age, might derive from that 

of yakšìs.99 

 

Yakša-yakšì in ancient Orissa — The most ancient, diffused and important 

sculptural type testifying to the yakšì’s association with fertility is the çàlabhañjikà or 

woman-and-tree motif, in which a yakšì in human form is depicted as embracing the 

trunk of a tree with one of her arms and as bending downwards one of its branches 

with the other while she is gently kicking the tree near the roots with one of her feet, 

bringing it to immediate flowering. This motif symbolizes the stimulation of the tree’s 
generative power by means of the terrestrial energy embodied by the female figure. 

Çàlabhañjikàs were considered to be the human incarnations of nature’s motherly 
energy, namely, projections of the universal Çakti as life-giving power (Prak¡ti). They 

represent, at one time, also the fertility of the tree in which they become incarnated 

as yakšìs. When performed by ordinary women at trees considered to be sacred, the 

practice represented in the çàlabhañjikà motif, consisting in a magical union of the 

female principle with the mysterious forces of nature, was meant as a fertility rite 

aimed at causing the performer’s pregnancy. This magic ritual, whose origins are lost 
in the mists of Indian prehistory, was most likely the primal source of the woman-

and-tree motif itself.100 

The superstitious attribution of the faculty of making barren women fertile to 

yakšìs101 probably occasioned, in subsequent times, the attribution of a similar power 

to certain Hindu goddesses, the most popular among whom is Šašxhì Devì, the giver 

and patroness of children. In this last connection, it must be noted that the Hindus of 

Orissa celebrate a festival, called Jyešxha Çukla Šašxhì (the sixth day of the bright 

fortnight in the month of Jyešxha, i.e. May-June), on the occasion of which the people 

worship this deity under the name of Àraòyaka Šašxhì, namely, the Šašxhì-Dwelling-

in-the-Forest.102 Such a name may be the reminiscence of the original yakšì character 

of Šašxhì Devì. 

                                                                 
98  A. K. Coomaraswamy, Yakšas, Washington, 1928, Pt. I, pp. 9 and 29; N. N. Bhattacharyya, op. cit., p. 

46. 
99  R. M. Cimino, art. cit., p. 39. 
100  H. Zimmer, Miti e simboli dell’India, Milano, 1993, pp. 69-71. 
101  M. Stutley and J. Stutley, op. cit., p. 503. 
102  R. N. Dash, art. cit., pp. 76-77. 
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Though they appeared on the monuments of other parts of India (such as on 

the relieves of the Buddhist stùpas at Bharhut and Sanchi) already during the Çunga 

epoch (2nd-1st century B.C.), yakšì images of the çàlabhañjikà sub-type made their 

first appearance in Orissa only in the 7th century A.D., being depicted in abundance 

on the walls of some medieval Çaiva and Çàkta temples located in Bhubaneswar such 

as the Paraçuràmeçvara, Vaitàl, Mukteçvara and Gaurì temples. This circumstance is 

quite strange in view of the fact, that Yakša cult, from which this class of images drew 

inspiration, must have been no doubt one of the most diffused forms of religion among 

the semi-tribal rural communities of ancient KaliÞga. It cannot be, however, excluded 

that future archaeological finds may bridge the gap of centuries between the early 

Buddhist çàlabhañjikà images of Middle India and the medieval Hindu sculptures of 

Orissa representing the same motif. At any rate, the antiquity of Yakša cult in Orissa 

is evinced by the presence of a number of miniature yakša images of the Sanchi type 

in the Udayagiri and Khandagiri rock-cut caves near Bhubaneswar, as well as by 

some free-standing statues, modelled quite in the same forms, discovered by K. C. 

Panigrahi in the Bhubaneswar area. All these sculptures present archaic iconographic 

features (the frontal pose, bulged-out bellies, heavy body ornaments, etc.) that closely 

relate them to the early Buddhist yakša images of Middle India. They most likely date 

from the period of the supposed Sàtavàhana supremacy in ancient KaliÞga, roughly 

comprised between the 1st century B.C. and the 1st century A.D. Since Sanchi was 

under the rule of that Àndhra dynasty, it appears probable that the yakša images at 

issue were modelled on the patterns of the Sanchi ones owing to cultural contacts 

between Àndhra and KaliÞga.103 In addition to yakša images, several yakšì images, 

dating from about the 2nd century B.C., were discovered in the area of Bhubaneswar, 

and are now preserved in its State Museum. The crude and primitive iconographic 

features of these sculptures, probably modelled on tribal specimens, are akin to those 

of the coeval nàgìs of Sundarpada, of which mention has been made in the preceding 

section. Along with the latter, these yakšìs represent the earliest extant Çàkta cult 

images in anthropomorphic form discovered in Orissa so far.104 

The emergence of Yakša cult in its tree-worship aspect is possibly witnessed, 

as regards ancient KaliÞga, by a Jaina bas-relief depicting a group of men and women 

dancing round a sacred tree, which is found among the sculptures of Udayagiri and 
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has been dated to the 1st century B.C.105 Moreover, even the worship of female deities 

represented by poles, established at a very early date in Orissa, may be considered as 

a contracted form of tree-worship. Worship of sacred trees, generally associated with 

some yakšì or with some Hindu folk goddess (e.g. with MaÞgalà), is still nowadays an 

important feature of Orissan popular Çàktism. Furthermore, Orissan gràmadevatà 

shrines are almost invariably placed under a large sacred pìpal tree (Ficus religiosa), 

this being a common occurrence in South India too. The tradition of installing the 

representative icons of village goddesses under sacred trees can be likewise related to 

Yakša cult. 

The eminent goddess Samalei of Sambalpur probably borrowed her name from 

the simul or simli tree (Bombax malabaricum), which is first of all the sacred tree of 

the Hindu god of death, Yama, but which is also sacred to the Austro-Asiatic Gadabas 

and Bondos of Orissa, who use to sacrifice bovines (buffaloes, bulls), tied to branches 

of this tree that are planted into the ground, on the occasion of the celebration of some 

important megalithic ceremonies held in commemoration of the deceased relatives.106 

The Mundas, communities of whom are found settled in the Sambalpur area, have a 

spring-hunting rite during which they ceremonially burn simul branches to propitiate 

their goddess of the forest and of wild animals, Birchandi.107 Thus goddess Samalei of 

Sambalpur appears to represent an important specimen of a very archaic tree-deity or 

yakšì, associated with ritual spring-hunting and forest-clearing or also with ancestor-

worship and the sacrifice of bovines, who became incorporated in the Çàkta pantheon 

of Orissa from earlier tribal cults. Again with respect to tree-goddess cult in Orissa, 

the famous Karam festival,108 observed by most of the tribal communities settled in 

the northern regions of the State together with local Hindu folk, is pivoted upon the 

propitiation of a divinity – the male Karam Deota or, even more frequently, the 

female Karamsàòì Devì – who is believed to reside in the sacred branches of the 

karam tree (Shorea robusta), and who is, therefore, assimilable to a yakša or yakšì 
figure. Finally, the tree-goddess Vana-Durgà, i.e., Durgà-of-the-Forest, associated 

with the ghost tree (piçàcadruma), that is specially worshipped by women,109 enjoys a 

                                                                 
105  P. Mohanty-Hejmadi, art. cit., p. 298. 
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cult of her own – or is, alternatively, addressed with a special mantra during the rites 

being performed in honour of other goddesses – at several Çàkta shrines of Orissa. 

The vegetable aspect of Durgà, connected with the ancient tribal forms of tree-

worship associated with Yakša cult, is furthermore stressed in Orissa on the occasion 

of the annual Durgà Pùjà, during which the Navapatrikà ceremony is held at some 

Çàkta shrines of the State, chief among which is Virajà temple at Jajpur.110 This well-

known ceremony consists in the propitiation of the nine plants bound together so as to 

form the silhouette of a female deity. Each plant is associated with a different form of 

the great Goddess. It appears clear that Navapatrikà-worship is a reminiscence of the 

earlier tree-worship of the indigenous peoples of the Indian sub-continent, in which 

the energies of nine forms of Durgà (Navadurgàs) are combined together to represent 

the supreme goddess of crops and vegetation in an anthropomorphic form. Under this 

aspect of hers, Durgà is regarded as the personification of the vegetable kingdom, 

including within herself the combined powers of all yakšas and yakšìs. 

 

Yakša-yakšì’s malevolent aspect — So far in the present section only the 

beneficent, fertilizing and life-giving aspect of yakša-yakšì has been discussed. It is 

now important to make some reference to their maleficent aspect, which is of no lesser 

importance as to the origin and development of Çakti cult. 

Like other supernatural beings conceived in India, yakšas may be benevolent 

or malevolent toward man. This enigmatic ambivalence is also characteristic of most 

of the Hindu goddesses associated with Çiva, who was regarded since ancient times as 

the overlord of yakšas and the companion and friend of their king, Kubera.111 That the 

original character of yakšas included also a malignant disposition, corresponding to 

the negative forces of nature, is evinced by some Puràòic passages in which these 

beings are classified along with the piçàcas and bhùtas, the gruesome supernatural 

frequenters of cremation grounds. Furthermore, they are often mentioned with the 

demoniacal ràkšasas as well, even though it is also narrated that, at a certain time, 

they seceded from the latter with Kubera at their head to join the gods.112 
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Some yakšas were, and are still today, believed to cause insanity and other 

diseases.113 This side of their character most likely derives from the earlier tribal 

conception of maleficent spirits and divinities (akin to the bongas worshipped by the 

Munda tribes) giving man various terrible diseases; on the other hand, also some 

Çàkta folk deities, such as the goddess of smallpox in her various manifestations, 

gràmadevatàs in their wrathful aspect, or yoginìs in their particular appearance as 

ogresses, are currently taken in India, and particularly in Orissa, as responsible for 

attacks of mental and physical sickness. Therefore, under this particular aspect of its, 

the cult of Yakšas might well represent a sort of religio-cultural bridge connecting the 

ancient ill-giving demons and divinities of the tribals with the later Hindu pantheon. 

Especially the female representatives of this class of demigods, namely, yakšìs, are 

often described as dangerous beings, as it was the case with some forms of the Devì 

from the Gupta period onwards. Yakšìs are often depicted in ancient texts as female 

genii of the air who afflict or take possession of children. Such a malignant disposition 

associates them to the Buddhist goddess Hàrìtì, the Children-Stealer, indicated in 

some Buddhist myths as the divine mother of all yakšas.114 Some female evil spirits, 

akin in conception to ancient yakšìs, are still now propitiated in Orissa by the mothers 

of a family in order that they do not come at night to afflict their children with illness. 

This is the case, just to give an example, with the female spirit known as Tandei, who 

is particularly feared by the Hindu peasants of Sambalpur district.115 

It appears probable that, in order to satisfy the cruel side of their mysterious 

and inscrutable character, yakšas were propitiated in ancient times through bloody 

sacrifices, just as the ill-giving divinities of the tribals or, among the Hindu folk, some 

forms of Çiva and the Devì. In fact, the Matsya Puràòa gives an account of the ancient 

Yakša cult as observed in Banaras, in which is recorded that these demigods were 

presented with offerings of flesh and blood.116 The very practice of offering flesh and 

blood to a Hindu goddess, when looked upon as a whole, may have had its root cause 

in Yakša cult. As a proof of this D. L. Eck puts forward the increasing use, still today 

in full working order vogue in Banaras, of vermilion paste in the propitiation of both 

Yakša and Devì images, considering that substance to be a substitute for blood.117 
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To explain the religious meaning of the use of red colour as an equivalent of 

blood in both Yakša and Çakti cults, a short digression must be made on the magico-

symbolical significance of the red colour in ancient cultures, including the Indian one. 

Due to its sumptuousness, splendour and high cost of production, red is the colour of 

royalty and power. This is also the colour of wrath, warfare and destruction, in that it 

reminds the blood poured on battlefields, the flame of fires set to besieged places, the 

excitation of faces during combat. The kšatriyas, forming the warrior elite of ancient 

India, were attributed this colour as a symbol of their social status, like the ancient 

Roman officers and soldiers. In Indian iconography and aesthetical sensibility the red 

colour traditionally denotes the furious sentiment (raudra-rasa). But red is, above all, 

the colour of life, vigour, strength and energy inasmuch as it is the colour of blood. 

The complex of magico-symbolical meanings associated with the colour red is one of 

the cultural factors that, in protohistoric times, gave rise to the ritual use of the blood 

of sacrificial victims, animal or human, for reddening, and in this way potentiating, 

the icons of those divinities, who were considered to influence the fertility of nature 

and man, as well as a community’s or a nation’s success in war. 
Later on the vitalizing, nourishing and regenerating qualities of blood were 

ritually transferred to other red substances and objects of various type, which were 

consequently assigned some magical qualities, beneficent or maleficent according to 

the context in which the worship of a deity was resorted to. In several areas of the 

Ancient World, blood offerings were thus replaced by the offering of red wine, fruits 

and flowers. Such symbolical substitutes for blood-offering could be aimed either at 

appeasing benevolently an angry and blood-thirsty deity or, alternatively, at exciting 

the latter’s anger and thirst for blood in order to profit malevolently by its magical 
power.118 As far as India is concerned, the magnificent vermilion-coloured flower of 

the mandàra plant (Hibiscus Rosa-sinensis), associated with either the idea of blood 

and that of fertility (suggested by its resembling in shape and form the erect penis set 

in the open vulva),119 was increasingly used, beginning from very early times, in the 

worship of female tree-deities (yakšìs) and, even more so, in that of the various forms 

of the Devì. In the Kàlikà Puràòa, the latter is said to love particularly red flowers.120 

In Orissa, hibiscus flowers are abundantly employed in the propitiation of all Çàkta 

images. 
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Another important substitute for blood-offering in the ritual practices related 

to Yakša and Çakti cults was vermilion or cinnabar, a preparation of mercury with 

sulphur which was termed as hiÞgula in ancient Sanskrit texts, and as sindùra 

starting from the Moghul period. Cinnabar was also employed by the ancient Romans 

for reddening the face of the statue of Jupiter, their chief divinity, on some particular 

ceremonial occasions.121 Among the ancient Phoenicians it was minium, another red 

substance, that in later times replaced blood in the ritual reddening of the statues of 

gods.122 One of the most eminent Çàkta deities of Orissa, HiÞgulà, worshipped in the 

Talcher area (Dhenkanal district), takes her very name from the circumstance of her 

cult image being regularly besmeared with vermilion paste. Her name can be, indeed, 

translated as “She-of-Vermilion”. 
In Orissa there is no evidence of bloody sacrifices having been once associated 

with Yakša cult, as it was probably the rule in ancient Banaras; this notwithstanding, 

the tribal tradition of animal sacrifice, performed in honour of malevolent spirits and 

deities inhabiting in nature, who are likely to represent the most direct archetypes of 

yakšas, is still alive in the State. As stated by V. Elwin, “the entire Orissa countryside 
is saturated in the idea that the earth cries out for blood and that blood will bring 

fertility and plenty”.123 The great majority of tribal godlings to be found in Orissa are 

fond of blood. Goats, pigs, fowls, peacocks, buffaloes, and in some cases even bullocks, 

are the animals being normally used. This sacrificial activity is generally related to 

fertility cults as well as to the propitiation of the dead ancestors, who are traditionally 

identified with the earth, regarded as the latter’s abode after death. Goats, fowls and 
buffaloes, as it is well-known, are also the favourite sacrificial animals of the great 

Goddess of the Hindus in her various manifestations, which, as is believed by a large 

section of scholars, appear to have originated, as a whole, from prehistoric Mother 

Earth cultus. The interrelations between the tribal and the Çàkta mode of sacrificing 

animals to female deities are discussed in the last chapter of the present work, which 

also includes a section on the points of contact between the tribal and the Çàkta mode 

of performing human sacrifice, offered in either case, till recent times, in honour of 

blood-thirsty female deities. 

The above described ritual substitution of blood-offering with vermilion paste 

was historically applied in Orissa to both Yakša and Çakti cults. The great majority of 

the cult icons of the Devì in Orissa have been regularly applied, since the time of their 
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installation in the respective shrines, with a thick coat of vermilion paste on the face, 

which unfortunately caused, in most cases, the original facial traits of those images to 

be permanently defaced beyond recognition. The same ritual practice is adopted in the 

worship of the so-called “self-generated”, i.e. aniconic, images of the Devì. 

Similarly, vermilion paste is regularly applied by the Oriya villagers on the 

“self-generated” yakšì images, generally represented by natural wounds on the trunks 

of holy trees that may either present swollen edges, suggesting the shape of a female 

sex organ, or an oval form, suggesting that of a female face. Many big banyan trees of 

Orissa have their roots besmeared with vermilion paste and are applied with silver 

eyes, with this immediately indicating, to those who approach them, the presence of a 

yakša or yakšì shrine under them. Hundreds of red rags, dry flower garlands and 

votive clay figurines of elephants or horses (the latter are known as màtàghoœàs) are 

often placed under those most sacred trees. In some cases, female tree-deities are 

regarded as manifestations of MaÞgalà, an auspicious folk goddess venerated all over 

Orissa. This circumstance constitutes a further evidence of the existence in Orissa of 

ancient links between Çakti cult and the veneration of yakšas and yakšìs. 

 

Çakti cult and tribal shamanism 

Shamanism has always represented an important element in the religions of different 

Orissan tribes, and especially in that of the Hill Saoras, settled in the south-western 

part of the State. At the same time, traces of shamanistic rituals and beliefs are 

noticed in connection with Çakti cult in many areas of Orissa. Accepting the view 

according to which the semi-hinduized Saoras, presently settled in Orissa’s alluvial 
plains and living in proximity to Hindu villages, formed in ancient times one ethnic 

group with the still fully tribal Hill Saoras, the presence of the confuse remainders of 

shamanistic cultures within the fold of Çakti cult might be explained by making 

reference to the cultural influence exerted since the hoary past by that very important 

and numerous Austro-Asiatic tribe of Orissa on the Oriya villagers, who formed in all 

ages the bulk of the devotees of the great Goddess. 

Sorcery is now practised on a large scale by the semi-hinduized Saoras of the 

plains, but yet it does not seem to belong to the genuine cultural inheritance of the 

historical Saora people; it appears, on the contrary, to represent a later corruption of 

the shamanistic culture of the Saoras, the responsibility for which may be attributed 

to the fascinating influence exerted on those tribesmen by the black magic practices of 
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the Kondhs.124 The quintessence of the ancient Saora religion, which appears to have 

influenced a good deal of ritual practices diffused among the Oriya Çàktas, is actually 

represented by shamanism, which has little to share with sorcery or black magic. 

In the Indian context, a shaman can be defined as a half-priestly figure, a man 

or woman who, though normally carrying on some non-religious activity, can on some 

particular occasions assume a sacred function and act as the intermediary between 

deities (or ancestral spirits) and men to the advantage of the single or of the entire 

community. Shamans and shamanins are in possession of techniques of ecstasy they 

usually display in a ritualistic way with the support of the dance associated with the 

ingestion of drugs or wines, causing them some states of trance. The main purpose of 

the activity of an Indian tribal shaman is to suggest the people what the gods or the 

spirits of the dead want to get from them in exchange for their recovering one’s health 
or remedying the disastrous consequences of natural calamities such as epidemics, 

famines, hurricanes, floods, etc. The original connection of Indian tribal shamanism 

with fertility magic (associated, in all probability, with the prehistoric culture complex 

that also included Mother Earth cultus) may be indicated by the stirring of rice in the 

winnowing fan as the main way resorted to by tribal shamans to induce trance. The 

oracular responses uttered by Indian tribal shamans and shamanins, as still today 

observable among the Hill Saoras and other Munda-speaking tribes of Middle India, 

are always accompanied by the roll of this typical fan, a shovel-shaped agricultural 

implement normally used to ventilate grains. Despite its having a fundamentally 

magical character, the activity of an Indian tribal shaman or shamanin usually also 

includes a medical aspect, under which he or she can be really helpful to the people so 

far as the cure of their diseases is concerned.125 

The chief points of contact between the shamanistic cultures of eastern India, 

especially the Saora one, and the non-Brahmanical religious practices diffused among 

the Oriya low-caste devotees of the great Goddess, can be synthesized as follows. 

 

Shamanistic figures — In almost every village of Orissa there is a male or female 

shaman, called the kàlasi, who was engaged in times past as a diviner at the 

outbreaks of smallpox or cholera for interpreting the otherwise inscrutable will of the 

Xhàkuràòì, the gràmadevatà, or some other local form of the great Goddess in order 
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that the villagers could know how to put a stop to such natural calamities through the 

forms of worship required by the circumstances. 

The term kàlasi derives from kalaça, the sacred pot representing the Devì on 

the occasion of various Çàkta rites and ceremonies. A pot is also used by the Saora 

shamans and shamanins when they fall in trance on the occasion of their divinatory 

performances. Moreover, pots are dedicated by the Saoras at most of the ceremonies 

aimed at averting some disease.126 Such modalities of use of the sacred pot among this 

Orissan tribe well explain the use of the term kàlasi to designate those shamans and 

shamanins of rural Orissa who since time immemorial have put the Saora science of 

divination at the service of the great Goddess of the Hindus. 

On the other hand, the kàlasi is the traditional medium between gods and men 

also among the hinduized Saoras settled in the Orissan plains. “He is possessed with 
the spirit of the idols. He often utters many a grave warning to the villagers and tells 

them the ways and means to propitiate the idols when they happen to be angry with 

them. The kàlasi is an intermediary or connecting link between the idols and the 

common ignorant villagers, and is held in great awe by the latter. When the spirit of 

the idols is on him, he struts and bounces and makes all sorts of violent gestures. He 

is often carried on men’s arms from the temple to an open space adjoining, the 

moment the inspiration makes itself visible. There he indulges in violent contortions 

like a demoniac and gives out what he has to say slowly with an accompaniment of 

violent gesticulations, which go right into the heart of his expectant audience.”127 

Nowadays, owing to the almost total disappearance of the risk of epidemics in 

the State, these shamanistic figures have partly lost their importance among the 

Hindu villagers, even though they are still regarded as the mediums through which 

the Goddess communicates her wishes to the people. When they are engaged by some 

devotee, kàlasis usually fall in trance and thereafter predict evil to some and good to 

others, prescribing at the same time the remedies for achieving one’s goal, which in 
most cases consist in offerings to the Goddess and in favours to themselves. They are 

sometimes presented with a fowl, whose blood they drink after pulling off the head.128 

The latter ritual practice has no doubt a tribal origin. 

On most of the ritual occasions requiring their presence, kàlasis are believed to 

be ritually possessed by some spirit proceeding from the great Goddess, the same way 
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as tribal shamans are believed by the tribesmen to be ritually possessed by some 

divine or ancestral spirit. The traditional ritual performance of a kàlasi includes fast 

for purification of the body to make it fit for being possessed by the great Goddess, 

besmearing of the forehead with vermilion (sacred to the Goddess), and unrestrained 

dancing to the sound of drums. When the Goddess is supposed to inspire them, Hindu 

kàlasis, just as their Saora homologues, shake their head and leap frantically round 

and round, ultimately falling into trance and performing some “miracles”.129 

A different kind of shamanistic possession ceremony related to Çàktism takes 

place at Sonepur in Balangir district, where, on the occasion of the annual Bali Yàtrà 

coinciding with the Daçaharà festival, a semi-tribal shaman becomes spirit-possessed 

and dances and cries loud with intoxication, bathing in huge pots full of curd mixed 

with the blood of sacrificial goats outside the shrine of goddess Sureçvarì (a local 

manifestation of the dreadful Càmuòwà, an image of whom is installed in the temple 

sanctum).130 It is believed that Sureçvarì of Sonepur was anciently propitiated with 

human sacrifices, for which reason the ceremony in question, pivoted upon the ritual 

use of blood, could well represent a relic of the local human-sacrifice tradition. Similar 

shamanistic rituals associated with goddess-worship are performed here and there in 

western Orissa with the joint participation of tribal communities and Hindu villagers. 

 

Demonic possession — The deep-rooted popular belief according to which attacks of 

delirium, insanity and madness, especially when the victim is a girl, are caused by the 

intervention of some malevolent spirit proceeding from the Goddess, seems to be 

rather diffused in Hindu Orissa. Also in this case, the influence exerted by earlier 

animistic conceptions, mainly based on the idea that gods and ancestral spirits 

sometimes behave like furies or demons who can cause great nuisance to the members 

of a tribe, appears to be very conspicuous. Among the Hill Saoras it is the shaman of 

the village who attributes the reason for such mysterious and apparently unmotivated 

attacks and suggests the remedies to be adopted in order to repel them (usually the 

sacrifice of an animal).131 Therefore, one may conclude that the aforesaid traditional 

explanation alleged for attacks of mental sickness with attributing them to some 

malevolent and incomprehensible intervention of the Devì, which is noticed in Orissa, 

is traceable to prehistoric shamanistic cultures. 
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The Oriya folk generally attribute to yoginìs – a class of deified ogresses or 

witches collectively conceived as a manifestation of the Devì – the responsibility for 

inflicting insanity on the people. To avert their attacks special rites of exorcism are 

performed as a rule by some particular half-priestly celebrants who can be compared 

with tribal shamans or witch-doctors. The Tantric meaning of this important class of 

deities will be discussed in a subsequent chapter, while it must be pointed out here, 

that their role as the dispensers of mental disorder seems to be connected with their 

asserted black magic power. Yoginìs were originally a particularly dangerous class of 

yakšìs who, because of their supposed malevolence toward man, were considered the 

most direct responsibles for demonic-possession phenomena.132 Most of yakšìs, meant 

as semi-divine beings associated with fertility and trees, were, on the contrary, only 

occasionally considered so. 

Some other manifestations of the Goddess are believed by the Oriya Çàktas to 

have the power to possess young girls till they are exhausted to death. This is the 

case, for instance, with goddess Bhairavì of Purunakatak (Phulbani district), who is 

still today held responsible for many cases of unripe or mysterious death occurred to 

girls living in that area of Orissa. 

 

Ordeals — Some peculiar self-injuring rituals, observed by a special class of low-

caste penitents called pàxuàs or bhaktas on the occasion of the allied Çiva-Çakti 

festivals celebrated in Orissa during the month of Caitra (March-April), might derive 

from some analogous rituals performed since time immemorial by the tribal shamans 

of eastern India. The acts of penance being performed by these devotees while they 

are supposed to be “possessed” or “sustained” by the spirit of Çiva or by that of the 

Devì include walking on live charcoals, swinging on seats covered with thorns or nails, 

piercing spikes or iron hooks through one’s own skin, standing on edged swords, etc. 
Identical acts of self-torture are, rather significantly, frequently performed by the 

shamans of some eastern Indian tribes too (the Hill Saoras, Gonds, Bondos, Gadabas, 

etc.) to authenticate their state of spirit-possession.133 These ordeals, some of which 

are also performed in South India during village-goddess festivals, cannot have been 

adopted by the tribals from the Hindus, as the Orissan scholar D. N. Patnaik seems to 

believe;134 on the contrary, the Oriya low-caste Hindus must have gradually adopted 
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them from their tribal neighbours, whose shamanistic religions were certainly more 

ancient than Hinduism itself. As it will be discussed in the last chapter of this work, 

the success of Tantric doctrines in the medieval period favoured the incorporation of 

many indigenous rites of ordeal into Hinduism giving them a new religious purport 

and new significance, more related to the Brahmanical concept of self-sacrifice. 

 

Dreams inspired by the Goddess — According to the age-old principles of the 

Saora shamanistic religion, the wishes of gods, tutelary spirits and dead ancestors can 

be communicated to the living not only through the medium of shamans, but also, 

more directly, by dreams.135 Most of animistic religions attach great importance to 

religious-pattern dreams, which can be regarded as unsought mystic visions induced 

by supernatural presences. Many a tribal culture in the world has institutionalized, in 

the course of its history, half-priestly figures appointed in dreams of special religious 

significance.136 

Religious-pattern dreams also appear to be an important feature in the Hindu 

tradition in Orissa, particularly in so far as the dreams inspired by the Devì (or by Çrì 

Jagannàtha) to priests or kings are concerned. According to the Çàkta tradition, it is 

particularly in dream-life that the Goddess makes her will manifest to those who are 

qualified to understand her oneiric manifestations. Many instances of this special 

kind of dreaming activity can be collected in Orissa, some of them pertaining to Çakti 

cult its present forms and some other being included in old legends. The most relevant 

among them are given here in succession. 

On the occasion of the periodical renewal of the wooden images representing 

the Jagannàtha Trinity of Puri (Nava-kalevara festival), a caste of priests, the Daitas, 

who claim themselves to be the direct descendants of the original tribal worshippers 

of Nìlamàdhava (i.e., of Lord Jagannàtha), receive in dream from goddess MaÞgalà of 

Kakatpur (in whose temple they use to go and sleep for the occasion) the indication of 

the exact spots where the sacred nìm trees that must be used for carving out the new 

images of the deities are to be found.137 Goddess HiÞgulà of Gopalprasad (Dhenkanal 

district), worshipped in the month of Caitra in the form of flames originating from jets 

of natural gas issuing from the local subsoil, rich in coal, uses to appear in dream to 

her chief priest, the sevait, some days before the beginning of the great festival to her 
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dedicated, and indicates him the exact spot of her annual manifestation.138 A legend 

associated with the cult of goddess Sàralà (Sanskrit Çàradà) of Jhankad in Cuttack 

district narrates that the cult image of that goddess was carved by Paraçuràma, the 

priestly avatàra of Višòu, out of a stone slab extracted from the subsoil, and that the 

exact spot where to find the slab was suggested to that mythical hero by the goddess 

while the former was immersed in a deep yogic sleep under a banyan tree. In the 

legends relating to the origins of their respective shrines, the goddesses Tàrà-Tàriòì 

(installed on a hill in Ganjam district), Maòinàga of Ranpur (Puri district) and Tàriòì 

of Ghatgaon (Keonjhar district) are reported to have told in dream to their respective 

royal worshippers or priests where to establish their shrines.139 

In all the four mentioned examples a goddess gives orders or suggestions to a 

royal or priestly devotee of hers while the latter is dreaming. Such a kind of “oneiric” 
relation temporarily established between the great Goddess and an important Hindu 

devotee recalls the analogous relation that is established in dream between the half-

priestly member of a tribal community having a shamanistic religion and his deities 

or ancestral spirits. It may, therefore, be concluded here that the legends and rituals 

of Orissa pivoted upon the idea of the Devì’s speaking in dream to this or that of her 
devotees appear to sink their own roots in tribal traditions of the shamanistic type, 

and particularly in the Saora one, which has been referred to above. 

 

Worship of pillar-goddesses and pole-goddesses 

The incorporation of autochthonous tribal cults into Hinduism is documented in 

Orissa starting from the Gupta period. Through a sanskritization process, many tribal 

deities entered since then on the realm of Hindu religion. The non-Aryan cults of 

Orissa which have been sanskritized are mostly related to a female deity, who 

protects the people, increases the fertility and accepts blood sacrifice (which, in times 

past, could even consist in the offering of a human victim). The predominance of such 

aryanized autochthonous goddesses in popular Hinduism is a significant feature of 

the regional tradition of Orissa. 

It is worth noticing that the earliest epigraphical evidence documenting the 

achieved aryanization of an autochthonous cult in ancient KaliÞga is referred to a 

female deity, Stambheçvarì (the Lady-of-the-Pillar), still today venerated in the hill 
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tracts of western, southern and central Orissa in her own original form, represented 

by a wooden post or a stone pillar. The worshippers of this goddess include both 

Hindu farmers and Kondh and Gond communities,140 which circumstance testifies to 

the probable tribal origin of the cult. Moreover, some of the ex-warrior castes of the 

Orissan hinterlands worship Stambheçvarì with Tantric rites as their own tutelary 

deity.141 The latter fact may be related to an early settlement of Aryan communities, 

including a large number of kšatriyas, in those regions, where the warrior castes came 

into touch with the pre-existing non-Aryan cultures. 

The earliest reference to a deity termed as Stambheçvarì is found in the copper 

plate grants of king Tušxikàra, who in the 5th century A.D. ruled over the forest-clad 

regions of Kalahandi, Sonepur, Baudh and Ghumsar.142 This area coincides, to some 

extent, with the one formerly covered by the tribal kingdom of Mahàkantàra, which is 

believed to have been brought into the cultural orbit of the Gupta empire after the 

southern campaigns undertaken by the emperor Samudragupta in the second half of 

the 4th century A.D.143 

The settlement of the Aryan invaders amidst the non-Aryan tribes then living 

in those regions involved the former’s gradual adoption of the most popular idols and 

godlings worshipped by the latter. Through the patronage of the cults devoted to the 

dominant local deities the local kšatriya chiefs secured the loyalty and collaboration of 

the tribes and were consequently enabled to consolidate their own military power and 

to extend peasant agriculture. The Brahmins too, who from the Gupta period onwards 

were granted lands in those regions of inland Orissa and settled permanently in the 

priestly villages called çàsanas, came into touch with the forest tribes. They strived to 

codify the latter’s duties to the new Aryan dominant castes, to improve their primitive 
methods of cultivation and to give their divinities a place in the Hindu pantheon. The 

coexistence of Brahmanical and tribal cultures in Orissa led to an interaction between 

the two and to a mutual adaptation of the respective religions.144 

Stambheçvarì, in her role as the tutelary deity of the dynasty of Tušxikàra, is 

the best example of an autochthonous goddess of Orissa who, through a process of 

aryanization that took place during the Gupta age, was ultimately accepted by the 

Hindus as a manifestation of Çakti. The famous shrine of Khambheçvarì (the Oriya 
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Prakritic form for Stambheçvarì) located at Aska in Ganjam district was, most likely, 

established by Tušxikàra himself in about the 5th century A.D.145 There, as well as at 

the other important Khambheçvarì shrine in the State, located at Sonepur in the far 

northern district of Balangir, the goddess is worshipped in the form of a stone pillar 

which has been anthropomorphized by the addition of three eyes and a protruding 

tongue. This class of idols – clothed in garments, as it is the rule for any image of a 

Hindu goddess presiding over a sanctuary of her own – remind, in their general 

appearance, of the Kàlì images, wrapped in drapery, which can be seen within the 

sanctum of many Kàlì temples throughout India. This notwithstanding, as D. C. 

Sircar has pointed out, it is not exact to say that Stambheçvarì is virtually identical to 

Kàlì.146 The former deity, in fact, has a separate history from that of the latter, with 

whom she was identified by the Çàktas in a later period.147 The same argument also 

holds good as far as other goddesses of Orissa, worshipped in aniconic form and 

generally identified with Kàlì, are concerned, as it is the case, for instance, with 

Samalei of Sambalpur and Bhagavatì of Banpur. 

Goddess Stambheçvarì is believed to have been originally represented by a 

simple pole made of wood. This is enough clearly suggested by the practice, still today 

followed by the villagers in some rural areas of Orissa, of installing in every ten years 

a new wooden post as the representative icon of Stambheçvarì, regarded in this case 

as the gràmadevatà or village goddess.148 The following of a similar tradition, based 

on wood-working, on the occasion of the periodical renewal of the representative idols 

of the Jagannàtha Trinity at Puri (Nava-kalevara), is worth noticing. Both these 

practices of manufacture are esteemed to be very old, for the simple reason that they 

must have originated at a time when wood was the chief material being employed in 

India for carving out the images of the deities. The earliest stages of civilization in 

India were marked, in all evidence, by material cultures mainly depending on the use 

of wood in art and architecture. This is the reason why so few remains dating from the 

protohistoric epoch have come to light in the country so far. Consequently, there can 

be little doubt about the pole-goddess cult having antedated by far the earliest 

penetration of the Aryans into Orissa. This cult, indeed, is evidently to be related to 

an archaic culture depending on the use of wood in all walks of life. 
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With this at the background, many a hypothesis can be advanced as to the 

religious meaning of the worship of pillar-goddesses and pole-goddesses in ancient 

KaliÞga. A summary of such hypotheses is given below. 

 

Phallic worship — D. C. Sircar thinks that Stambheçvarì was represented in the 

form of a pillar inasmuch as the latter cult object was indicating the union of Çiva and 

Çakti.149 According to such a view, the representative icon of the goddess would have 

been originally made out on a stambha (pillar) indicating a Çiva liÞga. The god Çiva, 

indeed, is said in the Puràòas to have once assumed the form of a stambha to test 

Brahmà and Višòu (myth of the endless liÞga). 

The antiquity of the liÞga as the sign of the male deity, of whom it symbolizes 

the phallus, appears lost in the mists of time. Traces of prehistoric phallic worship 

have been found in profusion from the British Isles to South-east Asia, passing across 

the Mediterranean basin and the Indian sub-continent. It is impossible now to go into 

the complex question regarding the origins of phallic worship, but adequate here to 

say, that the phallus is included by a section of scholars among the cult objects 

peculiar to the ancient Austro-Asiatic cultures of India (from which also the cult of 

Stambheçvarì appears to have originated).150 The liÞga as a symbol of the axis mundi 

was not “created” all at once by the Aryans! 
It must be also recalled here that among many primitive tribes of Middle India 

the upright monoliths erected in honour of the dead ancestors, resembling somehow 

the shape of a liÞga, seem to have been originally associated with the worship of an 

earth goddess, i.e. of Mother Earth, who, starting at least from the neolithic age, was 

conceived as the divine guardian of the spirits of the dead.151 Therefore, one cannot 

simply state that the worship of upright monoliths (including among them uncarved 

stone pillars) is exclusively to be related to phallic cults. The archaic megalithic cults 

of the tribal peoples of Middle India, connected with Mother Earth cultus, should be 

also taken in consideration in this respect. 

In conclusion, even admitting that pillar-worship may have been, at a certain 

stage of Orissan religious history, indicative of the union of the male and the female 

principle (Çiva and Çakti), as opined by D. C. Sircar, the roots of such an androgynous 
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symbolism are, none the less, to be traced to the neolithic culture complex of eastern 

India. 

 

Ill-giving deities represented in pillar form — Related to the former is the male-

female symbolism underlying the cult icons of some ill-giving deities worshipped by 

the tribals of Orissa. Just to give an instance of this, the shrines erected by the Hill 

Saoras for the god of smallpox Lurnisum and his wife – but the two actually form one 

androgynous entity – contain pairs of small stone pillars regarded as the presiding 

deities of the shrine itself.152 According to V. Elwin, the phallic symbol for the female 

deity of smallpox suggests that the wife is a later accretion, perhaps due to the Hindu 

influence. A rough phallic-like stone is also the symbol of the Xhàkuràòì – i. e., the 

aryanized goddess of smallpox – among some semi-hinduized Saora communities of 

Orissa.153 Also the Juangs, another important tribe of Orissa, worship their village 

goddesses in the form of upright stones, which are sometimes replaced by a pair of 

pillars representing respectively the supreme male and female divinity.154 

It cannot be excluded that the concept about Stambheçvarì has partly evolved 

from the aforesaid classes of pillar-goddesses, worshipped by some Orissan tribes both 

as the giver of various diseases and the protectresses of the village. An androgynous 

origin of the deities in question is highly probable also in this case, as it is possibly 

indicated by the fact, that they are often associated with a male counterpart in the 

overall form consisting of two paired stone pillars. 

 

Pole-deities — Another possible evidence of the fact that the archetypal form of 

Stambheçvarì was once regularly paired with a consort deity – in this case, in the 

overall form of two paired wooden poles – is provided by the cult images enshrined in 

the sanctum of Jagannàtha temple at Puri. In fact, the image of goddess Subhadrà, 

which is part of the Jagannàtha Trinity, is represented by a shapeless and armless 

idol carved out of a log of wood in such a way, that it clearly suggests some relation 

with the tribal pillar-deities of Orissa. Even more does so Sudarçana, a deified form of 

the cakra of Višòu-Jagannàtha represented in the shape of a plain wooden post. Since 

the two deities are taken out in procession in the same car on the occasion of the 

annual Puri car festival, H. Kulke has put forward the hypothesis that they were 
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originally much more closely connected, possibly representing one deity in the form of 

two wooden posts.155 

Evidence of early worship of a non-Aryan male deity represented in the form of 

a wooden pole is also furnished by the cult of Murugan, once much widespread in the 

Tamil country. This young god, later on identified by the Hindus with the son of Çiva 

(variously named as Skanda, Kumàra, Kàrttikeya or Subrahmaòya), was associated 

with snakes, animal sacrifices and liquors like Çiva himself and some forms of the 

Devì. In times past, the cult of Murugan, popular not only among the Dravidians, but 

also among some Austro-Asiatic tribes, went possibly so far along the Eastern Ghats 

as to touch southern Orissa, which is the cradle of the pillar-goddess cult.156 Some hill 

tribes of Orissa still perform the worship of Stambheçvarì with offerings of meat and 

wine, which fact finds some parallel either in the South Indian cult of Murugan and in 

that of the terrible Goddess that was reportedly venerated by the ancient Çavaras. On 

this ground, the possibility of an early establishment of some form of “marital” 
relationship between a pillar-god similar in concept to Murugan and a pillar-goddess, 

later on known as Stambheçvarì, cannot be easily ruled out. The original link uniting 

Subhadrà and Sudarçana, hypothesised by H. Kulke while discussing the sources of 

the cult of Jagannàtha, may be tentatively related to the same non-Aryan religious 

tradition. 

 

Wooden poles erected in connection with ancestor-worship — Again with 

reference to the worship of wooden posts in tribal cultures, it must be pointed out here 

that the Gonds of Bastar, the Khasis and Nagas of Assam and some primitive tribes of 

Indonesia, Burma and Oceania still today use to erect Y-shaped poles on the occasion 

of their ceremonies for the propitiation of the forefathers. Such poles, whose Y-shape, 

resembling a pair of bovine horns, originated most likely from their being erected on 

the occasion of the sacrificial offering of buffaloes or cows to the ancestors, are 

regarded as the substitutes for the menhirs characterizing most of the prehistoric 

megalithic traditions of eastern India.157 One may even venture, in this connection, 

the hypothesis of some relation with the ancient Indus Valley religion, as it is well-

known that a pole surmounted by a pair of bovine horns is depicted on a famous seal 

unearthed there (the one representing a tauromachy scene). The pre-Vedic motif of 
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the horned pole seems to be also related to tree-worship, and therefore, to Yakša cult. 

The latter hypothesis is supported by another seal recovered from the Indus Valley, 

which depicts a goddess (?) standing on a tree with bifurcate foliage, resembling the 

motif of the horned pole. In such a perspective, pillar-worship may be even regarded 

as a more developed and contracted form of tree-worship. 

But what is most remarkable here is, that both the forms under which goddess 

Stambheçvarì was historically worshipped in Orissa, namely, the stone pillar and the 

wooden post, appear to be related with the neolithic culture complex of eastern India. 

The links between these specific aniconic forms of the Devì and the supposed neolithic 

worship of Mother Earth (associated with ancestor-worship) appear more clear when 

one thinks that the sacrifice of the buffalo – still performed by some Orissan tribes on 

the occasion of memorial ceremonies celebrated in honour of the dead relatives before 

sacred poles and monoliths – became, in course of time, the most sacred offering to the 

supreme Goddess of the Hindus, one of the most ancient manifestations of whom is 

represented, in Orissa, just by Stambheçvarì. 

 

The yùpa — To conclude this review of the possible non-Aryan archetypes of goddess 

Stambheçvarì or Khambheçvarì, the physical resemblance of the latter’s cult icon with 
the Vedic sacrificial post (yùpa) must be taken into consideration. 

The yùpa, originally a wooden pole erected to tie and immolate animals, was 

regarded by the Vedic Aryans as “the crestlock of the sacrifice personified”.158 This 

most sacred cult object, whose direct ancestor might be the horned pole depicted on 

the above mentioned seal recovered from the Indus Valley, was conceived in Vedic 

times as an earthly form of the great cosmic tree, the axis of the universe uniting the 

earth and the sky, in that it was taken as a symbol of the primordial self-sacrifice 

through which the Puruša was believed to have manifested the entire universe. 

According to the Veda, not only sacrifice created the world, but it also always 

upholds it in the form of a yùpa159 The universe, in such a religious perspective, is 

sustained by perpetual sacrifice in imitation of the self-sacrifice performed by the 

Puruša in the beginning of time. In Vedic times, at the time of sacrifice, the place 

where the sacrificial yùpa stood was regarded as the navel of the universe; after its 

consecration, the yùpa itself was included among the àprì divinities, i.e. the deified 
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objects used during the sacrifice.160 The virtual deification of the yùpa, known since 

the Vedic period, is interestingly noticed at the temples of Khambheçvarì situated 

respectively at Aska and Sonepur in Orissa. At both those places, indeed, the goddess, 

besides being worshipped as a stone pillar within the sanctum of the shrine, is also 

worshipped as a wooden yùpa facing the main door of the same. 

Nevertheless, in later Vedic Hinduism the yùpa is said to belong to Višòu, the 

personification of sacrifice as well as the preserver of the entire creation;161 so why did 

a female deity like Stambheçvarì start, at a certain time, to be regarded by the Aryan 

rulers of Orissa as the personification of the sacrificial post? 

Once again, the answer is to be found in the autochthonous female-oriented 

cults anciently prevailing in that part of India, which often involved bloody sacrifices. 

The Kondhs, for instance, represent since time immemorial their earth goddess, Tari 

or Dharni Penu, as a wooden sacrificial pole, to which human victims, now replaced 

by buffaloes, were once tied up for being immolated on the occasion of the notorious 

Meriah sacrifice.162 Some other Orissan tribes, as already mentioned, used to sacrifice 

buffaloes to their forefathers at the foot of wooden poles, possibly in connection with 

the worship of Mother Earth. Buffaloes are still today offered in Phulbani district as a 

sacrifice to Baralà Devì, a variant form of Stambheçvarì represented, on that ritual 

occasion, by a pole which is fixed on the ground on the day preceding the sacrifice 

day.163 Some gruesome legends, respectively associated with the shrine of goddess 

Khambheçvarì at Aska in the district of Ganjam and with that of goddess Birukhomb 

(another variant form of Stambheçvarì164) at Kendupada in the district of Koraput, 

are suggestive of the fact that human sacrifices were once performed at those two 

places.165 

It seems, therefore, probable that the Aryans, while settling in the hilly regions 

of inland Orissa, identified the blood-thirsty goddesses worshipped by the tribals in 

the form of a wooden pole or of an upright stone with the yùpa, an already semi-

deified Brahmanical cult object, to which animals, including buffaloes, were tied up in 

Vedic times to be immolated in honour of various gods. The subsequent penetration of 

tribal elements into the fold of Brahmanical religion in Orissa may have brought 

about the full development of the Vedic concept about the divine nature of the yùpa, 
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with this process ultimately resulting in a cultic identification of the latter with the 

indigenous goddesses of Orissa who most resembled it in their shape and function. 

Consequently, the female deities worshipped by the tribals in the form of a post or a 

pillar started being regarded by the Aryans as the personifications of the deified yùpa, 

and as such they were soon absorbed into the newly-established sanskritized cult of 

Stambheçvarì. 



2 

Çakti Cult in Orissa in the Historical Period 

 

From the time of the Guptas the influence of Çàktism became conspicuous in the 

whole of the Indian sub-continent. Most of the Puràòic works composed during that 

period greatly enhance the position of the female deities even subordinating the great 

male gods to them. Çakti emerged in various manifestations while the popular cults of 

the female principle became progressively the driving force of the society. The 

goddess-cults received converts from all sections of communities of all creed, including 

Buddhism, Jainism, Vaišòavism and, of course, Çaivism, which had flourished since 

the hoary past side by side with Çàktism. The mass strength behind the worship of 

the female principle caused goddesses to be placed by the side of gods of all religions 

while Çàktism gradually developed as an independent religion. 

By the 5th-6th centuries A.D. Çakti cult had gained the greatest prominence 

also in Orissa. The pìxhas meant to enshrine Brahmanical goddesses started to be 

gradually established in the coastal provinces of the country. They had not only the 

support of Tantric initiates to go ahead with their spiritual pursuits, but also caused 

the people in general to appreciate the Tantric practices. The magico-esoteric rituals 

characterizing the Tantric mode of worship became widespread in Orissa at least from 

the 8th century A.D., if not earlier. The Çàkta-tantric centres, in Orissa as elsewhere 

in India, created a suitable atmosphere for sàdhana (the overall religious practice), 

which assumed a heterodox character and embraced people from all castes and creed. 

The period of Orissan history running from the 7th to the 13th century A.D. 

was a flourishing period of Çaivism and Çàktism alike, when most of the Çàkta pìxhas 

presently found in the State sprang up, Tantric shrines of the Çaiva and Çàkta 

affiliation as well as Tantric Buddhist monasteries were built under the patronage of 

royal dynasties, awe-inspiring Tantric images signifying numerous manifestations of 

the godhead were carved out, Tantric texts composed, Tantric ritualistic patterns and 

religious festivals established. Particularly during the period of reign of the Bhauma-

kara dynasty (ca. A.D. 736-945) Tantrism became the dominant religious trend in 

Orissa and continued to influence Çaivism, Çàktism, Buddhism and even Jainism till 

the later medieval period, even though the GaÞga and Sùryava®çì monarchs, who 
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ruled over the KaliÞgan empire starting from the 12th century A.D., did not favour 

the Çàkta-tantric practices in their dominions. After the illustrious Somava®çì kings, 

the successors of the Bhauma-karas, had restored Çaivism to its pristine Àgamic form 

and made it their State religion, the Imperial GaÞgas promoted the national cult of 

Jagannàtha and, fostering a syncretistic religious policy, amalgamated into it both 

Çaiva and Çàkta trends. In the Sùryava®çì epoch the Vaišòavite bhakti triumphed all 

over Orissa with some significant Çàkta influences upon its underlying religious 

concepts (for instance, the introduction of the singing and dancing of the Gìtagovinda 

of Jayadeva, a very sensualistic literary work dealing with K¡šòa and Ràdhà’s love 
affair, in the ritualistic pattern observed at the great Jagannàtha temple of Puri). The 

preaching of the Vaišòava saint Caitanya amidst popular chanting of religious songs 

in regional language further accelerated the flow of Vaišòavism as a mass religion. 

All the above noted religious movements continued down to the present period 

in Orissa with more emphasis, respectively, on the cult of Jagannàtha and the allied 

Çaiva-Çàkta faiths. My attempt in this chapter is to trace the religious development in 

Orissa in the historical epoch, of course with special regard to Çakti cult and its links 

with other faiths. 

 

Rise of Çakti cult in the Gupta age 

A process of sanskritization analogous to the one that, during the Gupta age, led to 

the admission into the Hindu pantheon of Orissa of an entire class of tribal goddesses 

collectively worshipped under the name of Stambheçvarì (see chapter 1) began at a 

still earlier date in the ancient town of Virajà, situated on the lower course of the river 

Vaitarani. Virajà or Virañja-nagara, presently represented by the modern city of 

Jajpur in Cuttack district, is possibly the oldest seat of Çakti cult allied with Tantrism 

having been established in ancient KaliÞga; its history, in fact, goes back to the days 

of the Mahàbhàrata, when the city was already considered an important place of 

pilgrimage sanctified by the presence of the shrine of the goddess bearing the same 

name. Later on, some Puràòic myths, whose respective original nuclei probably date 

back to the Gupta period, highlighted the shrine of goddess Virajà by associating it to 

the Çaiva and Vaišòava faiths. 

The present section deals with the earlier phases of the cult of Virajà at Jajpur 

without taking into consideration its subsequent Çàkta-tantric developments, which 
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took place starting from the Bhauma-kara period (ca. A.D. 736-945). Such a kind of 

approach to the subject will allow the reader to better estimate the importance of the 

contributions given by the non-Aryan forms of cult, prevailing in protohistoric Orissa, 

to the establishment of the earliest great centre of Devì-worship in the State. 

 

Antiquity of the Shrine of Virajà — The earliest mention of Virajà kšetra in 

Brahmanical literature is found in the Vanaparvan section of the Mahàbhàrata (III, 

85.6). This ancient record, which certifies the existence of the shrine of Virajà on the 

river Vaitarani in the first centuries of the Christian era, is placed in the great epic 

immediately after the enumeration of other holy rivers of eastern India, such as the 

Ganges and the Brahmaputra. This is perhaps suggestive of the fact, that the sacred 

tìrtha named after goddess Virajà attracted since those days the Brahmanical Hindu 

pilgrims coming from North India as an end-of-pilgrimage place.1 Despite this, some 

later Vedic texts, particularly some passages from the Manu-sm¡ti, indicate that the 

territory of the KaliÞgas was regarded by the ancient Aryans as an impure country, 

whose inhabitants, in this made equal by the texts in question to the neighbouring 

AÞgas of Bengal, had forsook the pure religious rites.2 

Actually, in protohistoric times the coastal regions extending from the Ganges 

to the Godavari appear to have served as a culture bridge between the Aryan and the 

Dravidian areas of civilization, as well as to have represented a privileged place for 

the assimilation of the religious beliefs of the primitive tribes, settled in the adjacent 

hill tracts, into the fold of Brahmanical Hinduism.3 Thus the geographic position of 

Orissa, inasmuch as the latter region represented a cultural and ethnical borderland, 

encouraged the achievement of a religious synthesis between Vedic and pre-Vedic 

cults. The alleged impurity of the inhabitants of ancient KaliÞga as recorded in the 

laws of Manu may thus hint at the unorthodox rites and beliefs that were inevitably 

destined to originate out of such a process of religio-cultural transformation. 

The shrine of goddess Virajà, located in the very heart of a region in course of 

aryanization, such as Orissa was in the time of the Mahàbhàrata’s composition, could 

have been an end-of-pilgrimage place where the tenets of the Brahmanical religion, 

                                                                 
1  R. P. Chanda, “Exploration in Orissa”, Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, No. 44 (1930), p. 1; K. S. Behera, “The Evolution of Çakti Cult at Jajpur, Bhubaneswar and Puri”, in D. C. Sircar, ed., The 

Çakti Cult and Tàrà, Calcutta, 1967, p. 75, n. 7. 
2  W. W. Hunter, “Orissa under Indian Rule”, in N. K. Sahu, ed., A History of Orissa, Calcutta, 1956, p. 

53. 
3  M. N. Das, “The Culture of Orissa: A Brief Background”, in H. C. Das, ed., Cultural Heritage of Orissa, 

Cuttack, 1993, pp. 1-2. 
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introduced there from North India, were constantly in touch with some deeply rooted 

non-Aryan cults, particularly with the female-oriented ones. The name Virajà itself, 

which can be translated at will as “Free-from-Dust”, “Clean”, “Pure” or “Free-from-

Ignorance”,4 is possibly related to the establishment of a Brahmanical religious centre 

in a land that the Aryans considered “impure” and that, accordingly, needed to be 

“purified” through the superimposition of a goddess from the Sanskrit pantheon over 
the innumerable local tribal goddesses. 

According to the Orissan scholar E. Padhi goddess Virajà of Jajpur might have 

been originally worshipped in pillar form like the aboriginal goddess Stambheçvarì. 

Pillar worship, as stated in the preceding chapter, was very popular in Orissa before 

the deities in anthropomorphic form were regularly introduced in the local sculptural 

art during the Gupta age. A possible evidence of Virajà’s having been anciently 
worshipped in the shape of a pillar or post – perhaps, for some time, even after the 

aryanization of her shrine had been achieved – is constituted, in the view of the said 

scholar, by the staff studded with silver and jewels that serves still today as the 

representative image of the goddess during her annual car festival, held on the 

occasion of Durgà Pùjà.5 Moreover, the car festival of Virajà appears to keep the 

reminiscence of a Buddhist tradition,6 as it seems to be the case with the Hindu car 

festivals celebrated at Puri and at Bhubaneswar respectively. 

K. C. Panigrahi states that, in the pre-Gupta period, the Çàkta shrine of Virajà 

was dominated for some time by Mahàyàna Buddhism. Though the period in question 

is the darkest one in Orissan history, it appears quite probable that, before the rise of 

the Imperial Guptas, Orissa was for some centuries under the supremacy of foreign 

rulers who patronized Buddhism, with their respective headquarters located at first 

in the Àndhra country (the Sàtavàhanas or some royal dynasty subordinated to them) 

and in a subsequent period in Magadha (the Muruòwas, an allied tribe of the Imperial 

Kušàòas). In those obscure days, goddess Virajà, whether represented in pillar form 

or not, may have played an important role even in the Mahàyàna Buddhist pantheon 

of Orissa, which grew parallel to the Brahmanical one with the probable patronage of 

the then Buddhist rulers of KaliÞga. Among the latter, the dynasty founded by king 

Guhasiva, mentioned in the Buddhist annals of Ceylon (the Dathava®ça), also seems 

                                                                 
4  M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, New edn., Oxford, 1988, p. 982; W. W. Hunter, op. 

cit., p. 114. 
5  E. Padhi, “Festivals Connected with Goddess Virajà of Jajpur in the Religio-Historical Perspective”, 
unpublished manuscript, p. 7. 
6  Ibid. 
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to have kept for some time the shrine of Virajà under the preponderant influence of 

Buddhism.7 

Finally, if ones believes the Kàlikà Puràòa (64. 43-44), the shrine of Virajà was 

the first Tantric (i.e. Çàkta) pìxha having been established in the whole of India. In 

fact, that Çàkta Upapuràòa, compiled during the medieval period, states that the first 

among such seats of Tantric worship originated and flourished in Owradeça (Orissa) 

with Jagannàtha as its presiding male deity and Kàtyàyanì as its presiding female 

deity.8 The pìxha referred to in this text is undoubtedly that of Virajà, who, in the 

early medieval period, was being worshipped by the Bhauma-kara kings of Orissa 

under the name of Kàtyàyanì.9 The male deity who is found associated with her in the 

Kàlikà Puràòa is not to be necessarily identified with Lord Jagannàtha of Puri: in 

fact, the name Jagannàtha often recurs in the Tantras as one of the many epithets of 

Bhairava,10 the aspect of Çiva that is normally associated with the Çàkta pìxhas. 

Though it is obviously impossible to ascertain now whether the shrine of Virajà 

be really the earliest Çàkta pìxha in India or not, the above mentioned passage from 

the Kàlikà Puràòa may indicate that the orthodox Çàktas of the medieval period 

attributed the hoariest antiquity to the establishment of some kind of Tantric worship 

pattern at that shrine. The proto-Tantric elements, supposed to have been attached to 

the cult of Virajà in the pre-Gupta period, could have attracted in those centuries also 

the Mahàyàna Buddhist worshippers of the supreme Çakti, who was generally named 

by them as Tàrà. 

 

Identification of Virajà with Durgà in the Gupta age — The age of the Imperial 

Guptas (ca. A.D. 300-600) was marked for the great revival of Brahmanical Hinduism 

all over India. In the new religious scenery, the then rulers of Utkala or Owra (the 

present northern tracts of Orissa), of whom practically nothing is known, felt the 

necessity of reforming the old Çàkta shrine of Virajà by affirming its entirely 

Brahmanical character.11 The way they chose to achieve this aim was to identify the 

presiding goddess of Virajà kšetra with Durgà. The cult of Durgà or Caòwì, the furious 

and warlike virgin goddess residing in the Vindhya mountains, assumed its definitive 

                                                                 
7  K. C. Panigrahi, History of Orissa (Hindu Period), Cuttack, 1981, pp. 40 and 330. 
8  H. C. Das, Tàntricism: A Study of the Yoginì Cult, New Delhi, 1981, p. 5. 
9  E Padhi, “Festivals Connected with Goddess Virajà of Jajpur in the Religio-Historical Perspective”, 
unpublished manuscript, p. 10. 
10  K. C. Dash, “A Study on the Origin of Ràtha Yàtrà in Purušottama Kšetra”, unpublished paper. 
11  K. C. Panigrahi, op. cit., p. 330. 
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and classic forms in that period of Indian history, as is shown by the coeval redaction 

of the Devì-Màhàtmya or Saptaçatì Caòwì, a very popular section of the Màrkaòweya 

Puràòa which describes the annihilation of different asuras at the hand of Durgà 

herself or of different subsidiary forms of hers and represents the first appearance of 

independent Çàktism in Sanskrit literature. 

The first step made by the then rulers of Orissa, who must have deeply felt the 

influence of the Gupta religious milieu, was that of anthropomorphizing the cult icon 

of goddess Virajà, giving it its final shape in the form of two-armed Mahišamardinì 

Durgà. The Gupta age also witnessed the efflorescence of a number of Puràòic myths 

relating to the origin of Virajà and of the kšetra by her presided over in Orissa, which 

were apparently conceived in order to reaffirm the Brahmanical suzerainty over the 

shrine and to depurate it from the earlier Buddhist incrustations. This process of 

religio-cultural transformation must be historically framed into the great conflict that 

opposed the Buddhists and the Çaivas of Orissa during the Gupta age, which resulted 

in the emergence of Pàçupata Çaivism as the dominant faith in the region in the post-

Gupta period.12 Since that time onwards, Mahàyàna Buddhism continued to flourish 

in Orissa especially in Tantric form (Vajrayàna), which, in the subsequent centuries, 

was increasingly influenced by the Çaiva and Çàkta currents of Hinduism till it was 

completely overwhelmed by the latter faith in around the beginning of the second 

millennium of the Christian era. 

The present cult image of Virajà represents a two-armed Mahišamardinì with 

the buffalo-demon depicted in theriomorphic form. With her right hand she holds a 

spear which pierces the body of the buffalo while she is raising him up from behind by 

holding his tail with her left hand. She tramples on the buffalo’s neck with her right 
leg. The traditional mount of Durgà, i.e. the lion, is not present as R. P. Chanda 

believed.13 The iconographic features of this cult image, including the absence of lion, 

conform to the Gupta images of Mahišamardinì found in northern and central India, 

which generally represent the Goddess’ mode of attacking the demon as described in 
the Devì-Màhàtmya (3. 37).14 However, the sculptural representation of the Goddess 

uplifting the buffalo by his hindquarters is neither attested in the Devì-Màhàtmya nor 

                                                                 
12  Ibid., p. 46. 
13  R. P. Chanda, art. cit., p. 4; G. C. Patnaik, “Development of Çàktism at Jajpur”, in M. N. Das, ed., 
Sidelights on History and Culture of Orissa, Cuttack, 1977, p. 364. 
14  J. N. Banerjea, The Development of Hindu Iconography, 2nd edn., Calcutta, 1956, p. 498. 
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in any other ancient text,15 with this suggesting that the cult image of Virajà may 

date from an even earlier period than that of the composition of the Devì-Màhàtmya 

itself, or at least, that it may have been inspired by a different tradition. Due to its 

evident affinities with the Gupta specimens of the same iconographic type, the cult 

image of Virajà at Jajpur is considered by most of scholars to be the oldest image of 

Mahišamardinì having survived in Orissa, possibly along with an image of the same 

type found at Someçvara temple near Kakatpur in Puri district.16  

The image of Virajà is enshrined in a comparatively modern temple, located at 

a different site from the one at which the original temple once stood. This modern 

fabric may have replaced a far grander monument built in the medieval period, when 

Jajpur, being the capital city of the Bhauma-kara and Somava®çi ruling dynasties of 

Orissa, was a great centre of temple art comparable to Bhubaneswar. At any rate, the 

remains of a small temple basement located at Kalaspur (a village in the outskirts of 

Jajpur, included within the ancient limits of Virajà kšetra) are traditionally regarded 

by the people as the original shrine of the goddess. K. C. Panigrahi assigns these 

ruins to the early Gupta period, in that they are likely to represent what remains of a 

flat-roofed temple similar to the Gupta one at Sanchi.17 Thus the age of the stone 

basement at issue is roughly the same of the present worshipped image of Virajà, 

which, in all probability, was at first enshrined therein to be reinstalled, in course of 

time, in a larger temple located at a different site. It appears probable that Kalaspur 

be the site where the shrine of Virajà referred to in the Mahàbhàrata once stood over 

an earlier shrine dedicated to an indigenous goddess; the latter, as hypothesized by E. 

Padhi, was possibly worshipped in pillar form. 

The stimulating hypothesis of the final emergence of the Mahišamardinì image 

representing goddess Virajà through a process of evolution from pillar-worship to 

anthropomorphic form cannot be easily ruled out. To support this hypothesis, it may 

be pointed out that the earliest Mahišamardinì images found in South India, dating 

from the Pallava period (ca. A. D. 325-800),18 show the goddess as standing in an axial 

posture over the severed head of the slain buffalo-demon so as to resemble the shape 

of a column or a mountain. Besides suggesting the aspect of Durgà as the all-powerful 

Goddess of the Mountain, this typically Dravidian iconographic mode may have 

                                                                 
15  H. von Stietencron quoted  in T. B. Coburn, Encountering the Goddess: A Translation of the Devì-
Màhàtmya and A Study of Its Interpretation, Albany, 1991, pp. 92-93. 
16  H. C. Das, “Religions of Orissa”, Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol. XXX, Nos. 2, 3 and 4: 

Glimpses of Orissan Art and Culture, p. 108. 
17  K. C. Panigrahi, op. cit., pp. 370-71. 
18  T. V. Mahalingam, “The Cult of Çakti in Tamilnad”, in D. C. Sircar, ed., op. cit., p. 23. 
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resulted from an evolution of the concept about a pillar-goddess propitiated with 

buffalo-sacrifice. Save for some differences in the posture of the goddess and in the 

depiction of the buffalo, the same seems to hold good in the case of Virajà too. This, 

however, is only a hypothesis advanced by the present writer. 

 

Links of Virajà with ancient Vaišòavism — The Puràòic myths dealing with the 

origin of Virajà kšetra, which were partly drawn up by the Vaišòavas and partly by 

the Çaivas, appear, as a whole, to have formed during the Gupta age in order to revive 

the Brahmanical affiliation of that eminent Çàkta sanctuary. 

In the Vaišòava tradition initiated with the Višòu Puràòa (dated to the Gupta 

age by most of scholars),19 Virajà kšetra is known as Nàbhigayà, namely, the place 

where the navel of the asura Gaya rests.20 According to the myth, when Višòu killed 

that gigantic asura, whose life had been sanctified by rigorous and continuous ascetic 

practices, the latter’s head remained buried at Gayà in Bihar, the navel at Virajà, and 

the legs on mount Mahendra in South Orissa (where some among the earliest temples 

in the State are to be found). At each of those three places, a great Brahmanical tìrtha 

sprang up “automatically” at the fall of Gaya’s limbs. This story appears to be mainly 
an allegorical representation of the decline of Buddhism in India.21 

The cities of Gayà and Virajà became very important pilgrimage centres for the 

Hindus starting from the Gupta age, especially as to the performance of funerary rites 

(çràddha), and are still today renowned for the offering of piòwas (cooked rice balls 

covered with sesame and honey) as an oblation in honour of the dead relatives. The 

version of the Gayàsura episode contained in the Vàyu Puràòa, indeed, narrates that 

that great antigod himself, before dying, asked Višòu as a boon that the offering of 

piòwas to the pit¡s, made at those places where his limbs were to fall, will free the 

offerer’s ancestors from bondage to the earth, will prevent the offerer himself from 
undergoing any torture in hell, and will cause the salvation of twenty-one generations 

of his descendants. There is a very sacred pit within the enclosure of the present 

Virajà temple, called Nàbhigaya kuòwa (cistern), which is said to reach directly the 

navel of Gayàsura, buried in the bowels of the earth. Piòwas are traditionally thrown 

into it by the pilgrims at particular conjunctions as a rite of ancestor-worship. Virajà 

herself is said to be the foremost energy incarnate in the Nàbhikendra (Navel of the 

                                                                 
19  W. D. O’Flaherty, Miti dell’Induismo, Parma, 1989, p. 15. 
20  K. S. Behera, art. cit., p. 75. 
21  G. C. Patnaik, art. cit., p. 363. 
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Universe), which, accordingly, is made coincide with the navel of the asura Gaya. 

Again in this connection, the Brahmàòwa Puràòa states that the portion of Satì’s 

body which fell at Jajpur, thus originating Virajà kšetra according to the ideology of 

the Çàkta pìxhas, was the navel one, just as in the case of Gayàsura. Such an overlap 

of symbols related to the Goddess and the asura respectively is of the greatest interest 

in consideration of the absorption of pre-Vedic beliefs into the cult of Virajà.22 

But, how happened that the Çàkta shrine of Virajà started being regarded as a 

pilgrimage centre sacred to the Vaišòavas? 

In the Gupta age the Devì started being associated with Višòu in a number of 

Hindu myths, as is evinced from the Hariva®ça (myth of K¡šòa’s birth), in the Devì-

Màhàtmya (myth of Madhu and Kaixabha), and in other sacred texts.23 Besides this, 

some Vaišòava Upanišads state that Kàlì is identical to Višòu’s mace – that is, the 

very same weapon by which the god is reported to have slain Gayàsura in the Puràòic 

accounts – while the Višòu Puràòa describes metaphysically the mace as the Power of 

Knowledge which inebriates the mind and destroys all that opposes it (that is, as the 

most spiritually elevated manifestation of the universal Çakti).24 Moreover, in the 

earliest sculptural representations of Višòu the mace held by the god is personified by 

an extremely handsome female deity called Gadàdevì.25 

In this context, it must be also noticed that Virajà kšetra is otherwise known as 

Gadà (“mace”) kšetra, because it is there that Višòu is believed to have dropped his 

club.26 Similarly, Gayà in Bihar is associated with the cult of Gadàdhara (the Bearer-

of-the-Mace). Since Jajpur was a far-famed Çàkta pilgrimage centre already in the 

pre-Gupta epoch, it appears plausible that the Vaišòava devotees of North India were 

involved in the pilgrimage activity there, and that, by the Gupta period, the place had 

become popularized in the Vaišòava mythology as the Seat of the Mace. 

To sum up, the identification of the Devì with Višòu’s mace, along with the 
association of the city of Virajà/Jajpur with the mythical episode of Gayàsura, appears 

                                                                 
22  D. Shastri, Origin and Development of the Rituals of Ancestor Worship in India, Calcutta, 1963, pp. 

256 ff.; R. P. Mohapatra, Temple Legends of Orissa, Bhubaneswar, 1989, p. 64; P. K. Ray, ed., 

Archaeological Survey Report, Vol. I: From 1971 to 1974-75, Bhubaneswar, s.d., p. 21; E. Padhi, “Festivals Connected with Goddess Virajà of Jajpur in the Religio-Historical Perspective”, unpublished manuscript, p. 3; T. Mishra, “The Sakti Cult and Its Salient Features in Orissa”, in K. C. Mishra, T. 
Mishra and R. K. Mishra, eds., Studies in Sàktism, Bhubaneswar, 1995, p. 141. 
23  B. C. Raychaudhuri, “Links between Vaišòavism and Çàktism”, in D. C. Sircar, ed., op. cit., pp. 40-41. 
24  A. Daniélou, Hindu Polytheism, New York, 1964, pp. 156-57. 
25  M. Stutley and J. Stutley, Dizionario dell’Induismo, Roma, 1980, p. 127; C. Sivaramamurti, India 

Ceylon Nepal Tibet, Torino, 1988, Pt. I, p. 58. 
26  R. P. Mohapatra, op. cit., p. 64. 
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to have furnished the Vaišòavas with the fit mythological basis to draw a tie between 

the ancient pìxha of Virajà and their own creed. Such an identification may even have 

derived from some archetypal link between the esoteric symbolism related to Visnu’s 
mace and that related to the staff or pole acting, in some cases, as the representative 

icon of the great Goddess. Should such hypothesis be ascertained, one would get an 

important indication supporting the view according to which Virajà was originally 

worshipped in pillar form at the Orissan tìrtha that was subsequently called Gadà 

kšetra by the Vaišòavas. 

 

Links of Virajà withNàga cult and with ancestor-worship — Three other sacred 

texts dating most likely from the Gupta period,27 namely, the Matsya and Vàyu 

Puràòas and the Hariva®ça, state that Virajà was the mind-born daughter of a class 

of pit¡s (deified forefathers) as well as the wife of king Nahuša.28 

The story of Nahuša is narrated in the Mahàbhàrata more than once. This 

mythical king had succeeded in obtaining the rank of Indra, but one day he offended 

the ¡šis (seers) in his pride and was consequently cursed by them to fall from his state 

and to reappear upon the earth as a serpent.29 The French scholar S. Lévi pointed out 

the non-Indo-European, but rather Semitic etymology of the name Nahuša, meaning 

“a serpent”.30 Thus the semi-deified Virajà referred to in this ancient tradition is 

associated with a consort sharing in, although only in part, the nature of nàgas. It 

must be also noted, in this connection, that goddess Virajà of Jajpur is traditionally 

worshipped as Maòinàga (the Bejewelled-Cobra), while a cobra with the lower part 

coiled and the raised hood expanded is carved on her crown along with Gaòeça, liÞga, 

yoni and crescent.31 This may be due to the large prevalence of Nàga cult in Orissa at 

the time when the present cult image of Virajà was conceived, yet there might be also 

some connection between the ophidic features of the goddess enshrined in the pìxha of 

Jajpur and those of the mythical Virajà referred to as the wife of Nahuša, an half-

serpent king. 

The above said reference to Virajà as the daughter of the pit¡s appears very 

relevant also in view of the ancient links that, at Jajpur, united Çakti cult and the 

                                                                 
27  W. D. O’Flaherty, op. cit., p. 15. 
28  V. S. Agrawala, Matsya Puràòa – A Study, Varanasi, 1963, p. 108; K. C. Panigrahi, op. cit., p. 330. 
29  Višòu Puràòa, trans. and comm. by H. H. Wilson, Calcutta, 1961, p. 331, n. 1. 
30  P. Filippani-Ronconi, Miti e religioni dell’India, 2nd edn., Roma, 1992, p. 164. 
31  B. Mishra, “Maòinàga Worship in Orissa”, Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol. II, Nos. 3 and 4, p. 45; R. K. Mishra, “Sakti Cult in Orissa – An Iconographic Overview”, in K. C. Mishra, T. Mishra and R. 
K. Mishra, eds., op. cit., p. 152. 
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çràddha rituals, namely, the most ancient form of Brahmanical funerary observances. 

Some among the earliest Puràòas state that the pit¡s were actually the first gods, and 

that they were once venerated by the later gods.32 This perhaps hints at the fact that, 

in India, the worship of the forefathers, like that of the aboriginal divinities or spirits 

whom the Aryans named asuras, preceded the spread of the Brahmanical religion. 

The sapiòwikaraòa ceremony, performed by the Vedic Aryans about one year 

after one’s death to make a preta (the departed soul still living on the earth as a 

ghost) a full-fledged forefather ready to be permanently admitted into the assembly of 

the pit¡s in the underworld, appears to have been based on the same conception of the 

thereafter underlying the age-old megalithic rituals of the memorial type still today 

performed by part of the non-Aryan tribes settled in eastern India. The ceremonies of 

ancestor-worship observed by those tribesmen, indeed, aim at giving the souls of the 

forefathers a permanent seat in the underworld by a process of magical “transfer”, 
which is believed to take place after they have been “fixed” for some time to the earth 
through their ceremonial “imprisonment” into sacred megaliths or poles.33 

Again in this connection, the list of çràddha-tìrthas (the holy places at which 

the Hindus traditionally perform memorial ceremonies in honour of the dead), as 

given in the Matsya Puràòa, coincides almost exactly with that of the Çàkta pìxhas.34 

The latter were considered to be the places of fixation on the soil of the great Goddess 

in her aspect as Mother Earth, which in most of neolithic cultures (probably also the 

Indian ones) was ritually connected with the propitiation of the dead ancestors, the 

latter being supposed to reside in the earth goddess’ subterranean womb. 
Finally, the all-India autumnal rites of ancestor-worship, culminating with the 

famous Hindu festival known as Dìpàvalì, present, particularly in eastern India, some 

important analogies with the corresponding tribal observances for the propitiation of 

the dead ancestors, as is shown in the last chapter of the present work. Among the 

Hindus of Orissa and Bengal, significantly enough, the autumnal ancestor-worship is 

associated with Kàlì, while among the tribal communities inhabiting the same regions 

this worship pattern is associated with different local goddesses. This may be taken as 

                                                                 
32  Višòu Puràòa, cit., pp. 256-57, n. 1. 
33  J. Gonda, Le religioni dell’India. Veda e antico Induismo, Milano, 1981, p. 189; V. Elwin, The Religion 

of an Indian Tribe, London, 1955, p. 358. 
34  V. S. Agrawala, op. cit., p. 114. 
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another evidence of the establishment, from prehistoric times, of a strong mythic link 

between the female principle and the subterranean abode of the dead.35 

The above scattered considerations just aim at suggesting a relation between 

the Hindu mode of propitiation of ancestral spirits and the pre-Aryan cults centred 

round goddesses personifying the energies of the earth and acting, at the same time, 

as the supreme guardians of the souls of the dead wandering about the underworld. 

Goddess Virajà, who is associated with the pit¡s in early Puràòic records, might well 

represent the sanskritized hypostasis of this female-oriented religious complex. The 

name Virajà itself, which also means “Free-from-Menstrual-Excretion”,36 is possibly 

indicative of the fact, that this goddess was not simply identified with the biological 

cycles of nature (equalized to menstrual cycle), but was, on the contrary, conceived as 

a metaphysical divinity similar in essence to Kàlì. The latter goddess, in her aspect as 

Nidrà (Sleep), is described in the Hariva®ça as a black womb holding the infernal 

waters with their population of sleeping spirits;37 similarly, Virajà of Jajpur, being 

associated with the oblation rites for the dead ancestors, has been always regarded as 

the divine queen of the infernal regions, an ultramundane being who transcends the 

phenomenal world. 

It cannot be, therefore, by chance that, in a myth narrated in the Mahàbhàrata 

(Droòaparvan Appx., No. 8, lines 71-249), the name Virajà is conferred by Brahmà on 

the destructive goddess M¡tyu (Death), created by Brahmà himself to preside over the 

realm of the dead, and thus conceived as the female counterpart of the god Yama. Yet 

this obscure goddess, who appears to be but a prototype of the later developed figure 

of Durgà/Kàlì, attains from Brahmà, through the performance of hard tapas, the boon 

of freeing her devotees from sin, that is, of conferring mokša.38 

The river Vaitarani, bathing Virajà kšetra with its sacred waters, is regarded 

by the Hindus as the river of the dead. The Sanskrit name of this river (Vaitaraòì) 

means “she who lets one pass thereafter”, with reference either to the river of blood 
and filth separating the earth from the infernal regions – a river that the dead must 

cross in order to reach the realm of Yama -, and to the mythic cow that carries on its 

back the souls of the dead southwards (south is the direction of death) across the river 

                                                                 
35  R. N. Dash, “Folk Festivals of Orissa – A Study”, Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol. XXXIII, 
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36  M. Monier-Williams, op. cit., p. 982. 
37  W. D. O’Flaherty, op. cit., pp. 218 ff. 
38  A. Hiltebeitel, “The Indus Valley ‘Proto-Çiva’ Reexamined through Reflections on the Goddess, the 
Buffalo, and the Symbolism of vàhanas”, Anthropos, Vol. LXXIII (1978), pp. 783-85. 
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bearing the same name.39 The Vaitaraòì was defined by W. W. Hunter as “the Styx of 
the Hindus”.40 In this connection, an ancient popular belief runs that the Vaitarani of 

Orissa is a branch of the Ganges emerging from the subsoil after a long subterranean 

course, along which it flows through the infernal regions.41 From thence, the river is 

said to reach Virajà kšetra, where funerary rites in honour of the dead ancestors have 

been observed from time immemorial in the presence of the great Goddess in Virajà 

form. The pre-Vedic origin of this worship pattern is possibly indicated by the fact 

that its mythical establisher, the already mentioned asura Gaya, is said in the Vàyu 

Puràòa to have been honoured by the people as a great saint long before being killed 

by Višòu.42 

It appears undeniable that ancestor-worship has a long history of its own in 

Orissa, beginning from the megalithic ceremonies celebrated since prehistoric times 

by the Munda-speaking tribes. Tribal ceremonies of propitiation of the forefathers – 

originally connected, as it seems, with Mother Earth cultus – are still today generally 

accompanied in India by the sacrifice of buffaloes.43 In this perspective, the sacrifice of 

a buffalo, traditionally offered to goddess Virajà on the occasion of the Durgà Pùjà 

festival, could be also interpreted as a legacy from neolithic cults pivoted upon the 

anciently established relation between the deified earth and the spirits of the dead 

ancestors. On the other hand, the original links of the autumnal Durgà Pùjà with 

forms of spirit-worship in vogue among the non-Aryan tribes of southern and eastern 

India are well-known to scholars. 

 

Links of Virajà with ancient Çaivism — The shrine of Virajà, regarded from 

ancient times as one of the celebrated pìxhas of the pan-Indian Tantric tradition, is 

obviously associated in Hindu mythology with Çiva too. As it will be shown in the next 

section, the period of great ascendancy of Çaivism in Orissa started in the Gupta 

epoch. The Çaiva myths dealing with the rise of Virajà kšetra – which, by that time, 

was already known as a famous place of pilgrimage – cannot be thus of a much later 

origin than the Gupta epoch itself. 

                                                                 
39  M. Stutley and J. Stutley, op. cit., pp. 145 and 463. 
40  W. W. Hunter, op. cit., p. 114. 
41  W. W. Hunter, op. cit., p. 114. 
42  M. Stutley and J. Stutley, op. cit., p. 140. 
43  V. Elwin, op. cit., pp. 358-66. 
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A myth recorded in the Skanda Puràòa44 narrates that a great Brahmanical 

sacrifice was once celebrated in the city of Jajpur by Brahmà himself, who performed 

ten times the horse-sacrifice on the bank of the Vaitarani. At the end of the sacrifice, a 

Çiva liÞga originated from one of the three sacred fires prescribed in the çrauta ritual 

and came to be known as Ìçàneçvara. The deity was accompanied by four Bhairavas to 

guard the different directions of the kšetra. Soon after the manifestation of this Çiva 

liÞga, Pàrvatì arose from the gàrhapatya-agni (the householder’s fire, having a 
circular shape and representing the centre of family ritual) and intimated Brahmà to 

name her Virajà. She was entreated by Brahmà to glorify the kšetra by her presence 

as the divine consort of Çiva, so that that sacred place was perpetually named after 

her.45 

Although the Skanda Puràòa is considered to be a medieval work, the Orissan 

scholar G. C. Patnaik is of the view that also the Çaiva myth in question, like the 

Vaišòava myth of Gayàsura, points to the revival of Brahmanical Hinduism that took 

place at Virajà kšetra during the Gupta age.46 In the later Vedic period, goddesses like 

Umà, Durgà and Kàlì were connected by the Sanskrit writers with Agni and the 

sacrificial fire.47 Woman as such is conceived as the sacrificial fire in many passages of 

the Upanišads.48 This ancient liturgical and conceptual link, along with the gradual 

absorption of the figure of Agni into that of Çiva in the post-Vedic period, appears to 

have played a role in the creation of the Çaiva legend relating to Virajà’s birth from 
the gàrhapatya fire in the course of the great Vedic sacrifice conducted by the god 

Brahmà on the bank of the river Vaitarani. Furthermore, the motif of Virajà’s birth 
from the sacred fire resembles that of Durgà’s birth from the combined tejas of the 

gods as narrated in the Devì-Màhàtmya. The circular shape of the gàrhapatya fire, 

from which Virajà is said to have been born, recalls some well-known Çàkta symbols, 

such as the womb, the yoni and the sacred pot. 

Significantly enough, the site at which Brahmà is said to have performed the 

great sacrifice that gave birth to Virajà, namely, Daçàçvamedha ghàx on the bank of 

the Vaitarani,49 is associated from time immemorial with the yearly çràddha rites for 

the dead ancestors, having their other centre, as already suggested, at the Nàbhigaya 
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kuòwa in the premises of Virajà temple.50 Therefore, the spot indicated by this Çaiva 

tradition as the birthplace of the goddess is involved in the same kind of ancestor-

worship pattern that plays a pre-eminent role also in the above mentioned Vaišòava 

tradition relative to the origin of Virajà kšetra from Gayàsura’s body. Evidently the 
rituals of ancestor-worship performed in the area of Jajpur antedated both the said 

traditions, which were probably canonized in the Gupta age (or in a slightly later 

period) in connection with the process of sanskritization of tribal religious practices 

meant for the propitiation of the dead ancestors, which must have been certainly 

prevalent till that epoch along the course of the Vaitarani. Among the latter religious 

practices, the ones associated with the adoration of an earth goddess might have 

played so relevant a role in Orissa, that they were soon absorbed into the cult pattern 

observed at the first important Çàkta pìxha established in the region by the followers 

of Brahmanical Hinduism, namely, the shrine of Virajà at Jajpur. 

 

Çakti cult in the post-Gupta period 

In the post-Gupta epoch, as the Çàkta pìxha of Virajà extended by degrees its religious 

jurisdiction over large areas of North Orissa covering the modern Cuttack and 

Baleswar districts,51 the usage of installing Mahišamardinì images for worship was 

universally adopted in the same areas of the country. In the same epoch the cult of 

Stambheçvarì, the other important goddess-cult of Orissa having been sanskritized 

during the Gupta age, crossed the limits of its original territorial nucleus, located in 

south-western Orissa, to reach the central part of the State (the present Dhenkanal 

district), where this goddess, as is evinced by epigraphic records, became the family 

deity of the Çulki dynasty of Kodàlaka maòwala (ca. A.D. 600-900).52 

In the same period the emerging political power of South Orissa represented by 

the Çailodbhava dynasty of KoÞgada maòwala brought about a qualitative change in 

Çakti cult in the regional level. The period of reign of the Çailodbhhavas started in 

around the middle part of the 6th century A.D., from which time the close alliance of 

Çàktism and Çaivism – the big religious novelty introduced by the these monarchs in 

the post-Gupta epoch – is clearly attested to by the Hindu temple art of Bhubaneswar. 

                                                                 
50  P. Acharya, Studies in Orissan History, Archaeology and Archives, Cuttack, 1969, p. 358. 
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The kingdom of KoÞgada, extending from the river Vaitarani in the north to 

the river Rishikulya in the south, roughly comprised the modern Ganjam and Puri 

districts; its capital city, described by the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang (first half of 

the 7th century A.D.), was situated on the bank of the river Salima in proximity to 

Chilika Lake. Hiuen Tsang’s account indicates that KoÞgada was a rich and powerful 

country at the time of his visit. In the same period, the kingdom fell for some decades 

under the domination of foreign rulers (the king ÇaçàÞka of Gauwa or Bengal, the 

emperor Haršavardhana of Kanauj and, probably, also the Càlukya king Pulakeçin 

II); yet, soon after these events, it regained its independence and started to acquire 

wealth and power through maritime trade and colonial expansion oversea. Some 

scholars are of the opinion that the Çailendra dynasty of Java, that in the 8th-10th 

centuries A.D. built a vast and prosperous maritime empire that included Sumatra, 

Borneo, Bali and the Malaya peninsula, was a branch of the Çailodbhavas, with this 

possibly indicating that KoÞgada had, for a while, the predominance over the Indian 

colonists who in that historical period increasingly established themselves in South-

east Asia. The maritime activities of the sàdhavas (merchants) of KoÞgada, sailing off 

from the numerous sea and river ports situated along the coast of the kingdom and 

especially round Chilika Lake, were likely to provide the accumulation of resources 

that provided the economic basis for the subsequent expansion of the Bhauma-kara 

kingdom, which in the mid-part of the 8th century A.D. put an end to the Çailodbhava 

rule over South Orissa.53 

 

Diffusion of Pàçupata Çaivism in Orissa — As is known from their copper plate 

grants, all celebrating the glory of Çiva, the Çailodbhavas patronized Çaivism.54 

Çaivism is one of the oldest religions of India, and its origins, as notoriously 

hypothesized by a section of indologists, whose champion is A. Daniélou, may be 

traced back to the Indo-Mediterranean neolithic civilization stream, represented in 

India by the Dravidian peoples. In Orissa, Çaivism might have existed, in some form 

or another, from very early times. In a similar way to primitive Çàktism, it might also 

have borrowed a good deal of religio-cultural contributions from the Munda-speaking 

tribes, which might have interacted with the elements pertaining to the Dravidian 
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civilization proper.55 Phallic worship, fertility festivals, sexual magic rites, initiation 

to mysteries and proto-yogic practices might have been the salient characteristics of 

this supposed primitive form of Çaivism. Be that as it may, the rise of Çaivism in full-

fledged form is traceable in Orissa, on a firm archaeological basis, from about the 5th 

century A.D., at which time, under the probable impulse of the grandiose revival of 

Brahmanical Hinduism patronized by the Gupta emperors, this faith clearly gained 

the pre-eminence over Buddhism and Jainism, which had been till then the dominant 

faiths of the aryanized rulers of the KaliÞga country.56 It was especially Buddhism 

that, as earlier suggested, was harshly opposed in that epoch by the Oriya Çaivas, 

while the latter were apparently much more tolerant toward Jainism. 

By the 5th century A.D. Çaivism had already established its ascendancy in 

south-western Orissa with becoming the official creed of the Nalas and of the Eastern 

GaÞgas, who at that time were respectively ruling over the regions of Koraput-Bastar 

and of Ganjam.57 The predominantly tribal district of Koraput has been probably the 

cradle of Çaivism since very ancient times, attracting people of all castes and yet 

maintaining the indigenous Çaiva tradition. The forest-clad hill tracts of the district, 

rich in rock-cut caves, were possibly one of the favourite abodes of the ancient Çaiva 

ascetics of Orissa. The colossal svayambhù-liÞga of Gupteçvara cave in the thick 

jungle of Koraput district has been probably venerated by local tribesmen since 

prehistoric times.58 In the far northern district of Keonjhar, the rock-cut caves of 

Dengaposi and Sitabhinji, meant for the penance of the Çaiva ascetics and associated 

with the early Bhañja kings, are assigned by the scholars to the 4th-5th centuries 

A.D., with this testifying to the early diffusion of Çaivism in North Orissa as well.59 

The earliest image of Çiva Naxaràja recovered from Orissa, possibly dating back to the 

3rd-4th centuries A.D., was found at Asanpat near Sitabhinj. At the natural rock 

shelters of Sitabhinj, a mukhaliÞgam is to be found, which is possibly as old as the 

aforesaid image of Çiva Naxaràja. At Punjiama, a village located in the Banpur area, 

several image of Çiva in a dancing pose and of the same god in Bhairava form, dating 

from the 6th-7th centuries A.D., have been recovered.60 The ascent of the Çaiva faith 

in the tribal tracts at issue during the Gupta age should prove fairly enough that 
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Çaivism, in a similar way to Çàktism, was originally a popular religion among the 

non-Aryan tribes inhabiting the inland hill tracts of Orissa. Besides this, there is also 

some archaeological evidence that Çaivism, by the 5th century A.D., had become the 

dominant faith in the Bhubaneswar area, previously dominated by Buddhism.61 

On the basis of the positive evidence provided by the earliest extant temples of 

Bhubaneswar, the beginning of Hindu temple-building activity on a large scale can be 

dated in Orissa from the Çailodbhava period, although it is also certain that other 

temples (for instance, the original sanctuary dedicated to goddess Virajà at Kalaspur 

near Jajpur) were erected at a still earlier stage of Orissan history. Owing to the 

invasions of ÇaçàÞka, Haršavardhana and Pulakeçin II in the first half of the 7th 

century A.D., the KaliÞga country, and particularly the kingdom of KoÞgada, became 

the zone of assimilation of the best of several elements from the crucial contemporary 

art zones of India, soon developing a regional school of its own known as the KaliÞga 

School of Art and Architecture.62 The earliest Hindu temples having survived in 

Orissa, represented by the Satrughneçvara group, by the Svaròajàleçvara and by the 

Paraçuràmeçvara (all located in the city of Bhubaneswar), are generally assigned to a 

period stretching from the closing part of the 6th century up to the mid-part of the 7th 

century A.D.63 These temples, which are all Çaivite, are unanimously believed to have 

been erected by the Çailodbhava kings, the then rulers of the Bhubaneswar region, 

although there is no evidence whatsoever to support such an assumption. 

The Lakulìça images carved on some early Bhubaneswar temples indicate that 

“the particular sect which brought about transformation in the religion of the people 
and gave impetus to temple-building was the Pàçupata sect, of which Lakulìça, a 

Çaiva teacher, was the organizer”.64 Pàçupata Çaivism became a sort of State religion 

under the patronage of the Çailodbhava dynasty. The founder or systematizer of the 

sect, Lakulin, who was probably an historical figure having lived in the first or second 

century of the Christian era, was deified (in Orissa as elsewhere in India) as Lakulìça, 

an aspect of Çiva as supreme spiritual teacher. He is depicted on the walls of most of 

early Orissan temples as holding his typical attribute, the staff (lakuxa), in images 

resembling very much the iconography of Buddha (whose veneration, deeply rooted in 

ancient Orissa, the Pàçupatas strove in this way to replace with that of Çiva).65 
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Lakulin’s teachings, forming the most ancient Çaivite doctrine among those 

originated in North India, were pivoted upon the divine figure of Pàçupati (the Lord-

of-Animals), a form of Çiva that was alien to the Vedic conception of Rudra and was 

much more related to the religious complex of pre-Vedic India. The animals hinted at 

by this name are the souls of Çiva’s devotees, who are freed by the ties of existence by 

the all-powerful god as the animals are freed from their chains by their guardian. 

Spiritual liberation (mokša) consisted for the Pàçupatas in a mystic communion with 

Çiva, who was conceived as Supreme Brahman, a transcendent being whose nature is 

absolutely different from that of common (uninitiated) human beings. The dualistic 

monotheism of the Pàçupata sect was philosophically based on the principles of the 

SàÞkhya-darçana, while the Yoga-darçana furnished them with the ascetic practices 

aiming at obtaining spiritual reintegration. These very ancient yogic practices, mixed 

with some rather odd observances esteemed to go against common morals, such as 

snoring, laughing, hobbling, doing foolish things, talking nonsense, going round naked 

or half-naked, behaving like sweethearts, etc., and with some magico-religious rites 

such as uttering mantras, performing circumambulations, bathing with ashes, etc., 

were believed to have the power of conferring on the perfect siddheçvara (“he who has 
realized God”) some superhuman powers such as seeing the subtle world, hearing any 
distant sound, reading one’s thoughts, assuming any shape, a perfect omniscience, 
etc.66 

 

The Pàçupatas and Çàktism — The supreme god venerated by the orthodox 

Pàçupatas was conceived as an exclusively male being. The androgynous conception of 

the godhead as the union of the male and the female principles, which was very 

common in the doctrines of other early medieval Çaiva sects, does not seem, therefore, 

to pertain to the Pàçupata tradition. Also ritual love-making and blood sacrifice, both 

practised on a large scale by some extreme Çaiva sects such as the Kàpàlikas and the 

Kàlàmukhas (who are generally believed to have seceded from the Pàçupatas in the 

post-Gupta period, and who were later on rather inclined to follow the Çàkta rituals), 

were not part of this tradition; in fact, Lakulin’s teachings gave a great importance to 
sexual abstinence and noninjury, which were incompatible with the aforesaid Tantric 

observances.67 
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At any rate, the Pàçupatas of Orissa apparently showed a heterodox attitude 

toward the doctrines elsewhere upheld by the sect. In fact, the above mentioned early 

Çaiva temples of Bhubaneswar – which, as it seems, were run by groups of Pàçupata 

priests – display a blend of Çaiva and Çàkta images, with this testifying to an early 

syncreticism between the two faiths there. The images of Pàrvatì, Mahišamardinì and 

Si®havàhinì Durgà, Umàmaheçvara, Ardhanàrìçvara, the marriage scene of Çiva and 

Pàrvatì, Saptamàt¡kàs, variously carved on the walls of the said temples, clearly 

indicate that, in the post-Gupta period, the Pàçupatas of Bhubaneswar, unlike most of 

their co-religionists, had already embraced the female principle and were regularly 

worshipping it side by side with the male one. Also Si®hanàtha temple, situated on 

an island of the Mahanadi, and the recently discovered Bhavànì-ÇaÞkara temple at 

Bhubaneswar, both Çaivite and assignable to the late Çailodbhava period,68 have 

some beautiful Çàkta or Çaiva-Çàkta images carved on their walls (Saptamàt¡kàs and 

Mahišamardinì in the first case, Umàmaheçvara in the second), with this testifying to 

the interaction of Çaivism and Çàktism all through the term of the Çailodbhava rule. 

Furthermore, the temple of Si®hanàtha – a deity personifying the lion aspect of both 

Çiva and Višòu – presents some images depicting K¡šòa as engaged in killing 

different demons (the ogress Pùtanà, the serpent Kàliya), which fact appears very 

interesting in view of their being placed near the Mahišamardinì image serving as one 

of the pàrçva-devatàs of the temple. Such a disposition of sacred imagery along the 

temple walls was possibly meant to emphasize the affinity between the function of 

K¡šòa and the one of the Devì as the slayers of the asuras menacing the stability of 

the cosmos. 

It must be also pointed out here that some copper plates of the Çailodbhava 

kings record in their invocatory verses the union of Pàrvatì with Çiva.69 The Buguda 

copper-plate grant of Màdhavavarman II (early 7th century) mentions the shrines of 

Ràmacaòwì and Umàmaheçvara at Krishnagiri near Khallikote, an important centre 

of Çaivism combined with Çàktism. Moreover, the story of Bhagìratha bringing down 

the Ganges from heaven to the sea, recorded in the Çailodbhava charters, bespeaks 

the glorification of goddess GaÞgà, a manifestation of Çakti that is closely associated 

with Çiva inasmuch as she is regarded as the latter’s second spouse after Pàrvatì.70 

From the Çailodbhava period onwards, following the Gupta art canons, the images of 
                                                                 
68  C. L. Fabri, History of the Art of Orissa, Bombay (etc.), 1974, p. 131; K. C. Panigrahi, op. cit., p. 377. 

Some other scholars, however, assign the two said temples to the Bhauma-kara period: see T. E. 

Donaldson, op. cit., p. 19. 
69  H. C. Das, “Çàkta Pìxhas of Orissa”, unpublished manuscript, p. 109. 
70  Id., “Religious Movements in Southern Orissa”, cit., p. 36. 
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the river goddesses GaÞgà and Yamunà were almost invariably depicted on the door 

jambs of Orissan temples as auspicious door-guardians, whose role was probably that 

of removing symbolically the devotee’s pollution while he crossed the threshold of the 

temple by exerting on him the same effect of a purificatory bath in the waters of the 

two most sacred rivers of India.71 

It can be thus said that the spread of Pàçupata Çaivism under the patronage of 

the Çailodbhavas highlighted, at one time, also Çàktism, a form of religion that was 

possibly more rooted in Orissan cultures than Çaivism itself. This notwithstanding, 

such a mixed form of religion is not definable as left-hand Tantric yet; rather, the first 

trends of Hinduism in coastal Orissa, as is evincible through a scrutiny of the imagery 

carved on the outside walls of the above mentioned temples, “were those of sublime 
Brahmanical Hinduism, with Epic and Puràòic overtones and benign Çaivism”.72 

The Pàçupatas of KoÞgada and their royal protectors were probably compelled 

to make common cause with Çàktism and to go side by side with it due to the strong 

rootedness of female-oriented cults among the tribal and the semi-tribal folk of Orissa 

and their feudal chiefs, only in part aryanized. Such early Çàkta-Pàçupata cult liaison 

appears to have formed the basis of the later vàmàcàra (left-hand Tantric) evolution 

of Çaivism and Çàktism, which characterized the Bhauma-kara period in Orissa. The 

penetration of some extreme Tantric sects such as the Kàpàlikas and, later on, the 

Kaulas into the region during the medieval epoch was thus made easier by the cult 

synthesis first operated by the Pàçupatas of Orissa. At the same time, the heterodox 

concessions made by the sect to Çàktism gradually led to the former’s extinction on 
the territory of the State, which came to be an accomplished fact at the beginning of 

the Somava®çì rule (10th century A.D.).73 Çaivism combined with Çàktism, however, 

continued to be the dominant faith in Orissa till the advent of the Imperial GaÞgas 

(12th century A.D.), who patronized Vaišòavism above all other faiths, particularly in 

its regional form known as Jagannàtha cult. Thus, it can be concluded here, Orissan 

art and architecture were virtually at the absolute service of the allied Çaiva-Çàkta 

cults for about six centuries starting from the 6th century A.D. 

 

                                                                 
71  D. Kinsley, Hindu Goddesses: Visions of the Divine Feminine in the Hindu Religious Tradition, Delhi 

(etc.), 1986, pp. 191-92. 
72  K. V. Soundara Rajan, op. cit., p. 108. 
73  Ibid., p. 104. 
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Ancient Çàkta shrines of KoÞgada — The Çailodbhavas were, most likely, 

responsible for the aryanization of a number of tribal female deities worshipped since 

prehistoric times in the hill tracts of southern Orissa. The earliest extant Orissan 

image of Càmuòwà – the fiercest and most blood-thirsty form assumed by the Devì – 

is represented by an example coming from Bankada in the Banpur area, a village 

built on the site at which the ancient capital city of KoÞgada once probably stood.74 

The free-standing image at issue, dating from ca. the 7th century A.D., is now 

preserved in the Orissa State Museum, Bhubaneswar. Càmuòwà, making her first 

appearance in Sanskrit literature in the Devì-Màhàtmya, could have been initially a 

tribal “Mother”, as her very name – etymologically connected, according to some 

scholars,75 with the Munda-speaking tribes (Sanskrit Muòwà) – may indicate. The 

skeleton-like Càmuòwà image from Bankada is four-armed. The goddess is seated in 

padmàsana on a low lotus cushion, under which two vases and an owl – Càmuòwà’s 
early vahàna (celestial mount), later on replaced by a recumbent corpse – are 

depicted. A human skull is fixed on the goddess’ elaborate coiffure. The archaic 
iconographic features displayed by this image (which is very similar to the one 

belonging to the Saptamàt¡kà set carved in bas-relief on Paraçuràmeçvara temple at 

Bhubaneswar) were possibly inspired by some tribal sculptural specimen. 

The aniconic cults consecrated to goddess Bhagavatì at Banpur and to the twin 

goddesses Tàrà and Tàriòì (installed on the top of a hill overlooking the Rishikulya 

river), which certainly originated from the tribal religious cultures of southern Orissa, 

seem to have risen to regional eminence under the patronage of the Çailodbhava 

kings.76 Therefore, they can be considered as some among the earliest sanskritized 

Çàkta cults of Orissa. Goddess Bhagavatì, worshipped in aniconic form till recent 

times, is the presiding deity of the Banpur tract of the Màls (the wild hilly country 

lying in between the lake of Chilika and the city of Nayagarh, mostly inhabited by 

Saora and Kondh communities). The area of Banpur was anciently an important 

Buddhist centre as well as a seat of Nàga-worship.77 The shrine of Bhagavatì, having 

been probably established by the Çailodbhava rulers in the 7th-8th centuries A.D., is 

now one of the most celebrated Çàkta centres of Orissa. Human sacrifices are believed 

to have been once performed there at regular intervals. In fact, there is still a family 
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clan in Banpur, the Balijenà one, claiming itself to have been traditionally appointed 

in offering one of its family members to the goddess once in a year as a sacrificial 

victim. The Balijenàs were accorded land grants by their kings in exchange for their 

terrible service. At any rate, it is reported that one day the goddess told the clan’s 
leader in dream that such a terrible ritual practice needed not to be continued any 

longer. After this intimation, human sacrifices came to an end in Banpur.78 

Human victims were once sacrificed with regularity also at the other important 

Çàkta pìxha presumably established by the Çailodbhavas in South Orissa, namely, the 

one of Tàrà-Tàriòì. Human sacrifices modelled on the Meriah tradition of the Kondhs 

were in vogue there till the advent of the British rule. It is worth noticing, in this 

regard, that one of the names of the Kondh earth goddess, to whom the Meriah 

sacrifice was offered in the past, is Tara Penu (in Kui, the Dravidian language spoken 

by the Kondhs, tara means earth, while penu means a deity79). The sister goddesses 

Tàrà and Tàriòì are worshipped at the shrine in question in the shape of two stones 

which are regarded as the breasts of Satì, having fallen to the spot in course of Çiva’s 
mad wandering across the sky.80 The shrine is also connected in some legends with 

the merchant class. In the time of the Çailodbhavas, Oriya merchants, as above 

suggested, used to sail off regularly from the ports of KoÞgada to reach the faraway 

countries of South-east Asia. To assure themselves the divine blessing over their 

maritime activities, they used to install different gods and goddesses in the confluence 

of rivers, in the ports and in other important water channels. Since the terminal tract 

of the river Rishikulya was anciently open to navigation, it is highly probable that the 

shrine of Tàrà-Tàriòì was originally meant, among other things, to protect the 

maritime activities of the sàdhavas of KoÞgada.81 

Another Çàkta shrine having been probably established by the Çailodbhava 

kings is that dedicated to Çikharacaòwì (Caòwì-of-the-Peak), located on the top of a 

beautiful hillock rising near the village of Patia, about eight kilometres to the north of 

Bhubaneswar (now in the town itself). This small temple has been recently rebuilt, 

but its original architectural features (the flat roof covered by a low spire made of 

horizontal platforms, the absence of maòwapa, the use of big blocks of stone) remind of 

the characteristics of the Gupta architectural style.82 Although some scholars have 
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assigned it to the Gupta period,83 this shrine, or at least its presiding deity, is more 

likely to date from the post-Gupta period. In fact, the image of its presiding deity, a 

very badly worn eight-armed image of Mahišamardinì carved out of the monolithic 

slab that forms the back wall of the temple itself, is stylistically very similar to the 

images of the same class found in the Vaitàl Deul and in the Çiçireçvara temple at 

Bhubaneswar (both belonging to the 8th century A.D.), of which it may represent one 

of the possible prototypes.84 

 

Ancient Çàkta shrines of western Orissa — Çakti cult developed at a very early 

date also outside the historical boundaries of KoÞgada. In the western districts of 

Orissa, in fact, its oldest vestiges date possibly back to the Gupta epoch. 

In the days of the Gupta emperors the modern Orissan districts of Sambalpur 

and Balangir were considered part of the Mahàkoçala region, having its centre in the 

Chhatisgarh tract of present Madhya Pradesh, while the districts of Kalahandi and 

Koraput, along with that of Bastar in Madhya Pradesh, were included, as it seems, 

within the limits of the ill-defined Mahàkantàra region.85 In all probability, those vast 

forest-clad hill tracts of West Orissa were then inhabited almost exclusively by non-

Aryan peoples, among whom female-oriented cults could have prevailed. A goddess 

named Kàntàravàsinì (the Guardian-of-the-Forest), possibly the tribal presiding deity 

of Mahàkàntàra (the Great Forest), is mentioned in the Mahàbhàrata.86 The process 

of sanskritization of such cults, promoted by local ruling dynasties, may have already 

started during the Gupta age, as it is possibly indicated by the existence of ancient 

Çàkta remains in the villages of Charda (thirty kilometres to the north of Sonepur), 

Asurgarh (thirty-five kilometres to the north-east of Bhawanipatna) and Trisul (in the 

valley of the river Maraguda). 

The tutelary deity of the village of Charda, popularly known as Chardei Devì, 

is represented by the image of a six-armed goddess in a standing pose with the head 

bent leftwards (according to the description furnished by local priests). Some Orissan 

scholars assign this image to ca. the 5th-6th centuries A.D.,87 which would make it the 

earliest extant Çàkta image in the whole upper Mahanadi Valley. At Asurgarh, the 
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excavation of an ancient fort, whose foundation is traced back to the Mauryan 

period,88 has revealed the existence of a circular brick structure that was probably a 

temple of the great Goddess as evinced by some terracotta figurines unearthed there, 

representing a goddess and different animals. These ruins are assigned to ca. the 5th 

century A.D.89 Finally, a Çàkta brick temple, possibly dating from the 5th century 

A.D., has been brought to light during the excavation of a mound located at Trisul in 

the Maraguda Valley (which was an ancient centre of Nàga-worship too). Its presiding 

deity, a four-armed image of Mahišamardinì depicted in àlìdha (archer’s) pose with 
the demon in theriomorphic form and the lion at her feet, appears to be the earliest 

image of this deity found in Kalahandi district.90 

Starting from the 9th century A.D., under the rule of the Somava®çì dynasty 

of Dakšiòa Koçala, the western region of Orissa became one of the most important 

areas of diffusion of Çakti-worship in the State, as is shown by its numerous shrines 

variously consecrated to the cults of Mahišamardinì Durgà, Saptamàt¡kàs and Sixty-

four Yoginìs. But this already forms the argument of a subsequent section. 

 

Çàkta-tantrism in the Bhauma epoch 

The monarchs of the Bhauma-kara dynasty (ca. A.D. 736-945) established, for the 

first time after Khàravela, a strong kingdom covering the whole of present Orissa 

except the north-western region known as Dakšiòa Koçala. The capital city of the 

Bhauma-kara kingdom was located in the area of Jajpur, the seat of goddess Virajà. 

The Bhauma-kara epoch was marked for political, social and religious renaissance in 

the country. In the initial part of the Bhauma rule Mahàyàna Buddhism was a sort of 

State religion, yet the members of the dynasty showed a great tolerance also towards 

Brahmanical Hinduism, till they ultimately became hinduized. This period of Orissan 

history was marked for the creeping of Tantrism into both Buddhism and Hinduism 

and by the impetuous ascent of Çàkta-tantric cults in the region, either in alliance 

with Çaivism and Buddhism or independently from these. 
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Origin of the Bhauma dynasty and its relevance to Çàkta-tantrism — The 

entire history of the Bhauma-kara dynasty is quite emblematic of the modalities of 

expansion of Çàktism in Orissa in a period marked for the integration of goddess-cults 

with Çaivism and Mahàyàna Buddhism on the common religious background formed 

by the Tantric ideals and practices then in ascent in the Oriya society. Both the main 

theories formulated by the scholars in Orissan history to explain the origin of the 

Bhauma-kara dynasty are very meaningful in relation to the triumph of Çàkta-

tantrism in Orissa that took place during the period of rule of the dynasty. 

In the view of B. Mishra,91 the Bhauma-karas could have originally belonged to 

the Bhuyan tribe, now settled in the northern hill tracts of Orissa (especially in the 

district of Keonjhar). This once powerful non-Aryan autochthonous tribe, although it 

has ultimately become hinduized by adopting the caste system and the Brahmanical 

ritualistic pattern,92 still retains some of its ancient matriarchal or pre-patriarchal 

customs. For instance, Bhuyan women, like the female members of several other non-

Aryan tribes of Middle India, enjoy a much greater freedom than Hindu women. The 

hypothesis, put forward by B. Mishra, of the Bhuyan origin of the Bhauma dynasty 

could well explain the custom, followed by the latter all along the term of its rule, of 

according full right to succession to the throne to the female members of the family. 

During the Bhauma epoch as many as six queens ruled over Orissa with full powers 

and all sovereign titles. Barring the Muslim dynasties, this is one of the few cases in 

Indian history in which one finds women occupying the throne as the successors of 

their husbands or fathers, the only other examples of such a custom being traceable in 

the histories of Kashmir and of Andhra Pradesh respectively.93 

It thus appears very probable that women held a pre-eminent position in the 

management of the affairs of the Bhauma kingdom, this being possibly a consequence 

of the tribal origin of the royal family itself. It has been stated in chapter 1 that 

KaliÞgan noblewomen probably enjoyed a high social status already in the age of king 

Khàravela (2nd-1st century B.C.), as is evinced by some early sculptures carved on 

the rock-cut caves of Udayagiri and Khandagiri. The hiatus of about eight centuries 

between the age of Khàravela and the beginning of the Bhauma epoch as regards the 

archaeological and epigraphic witnesses of the role played by woman in the political 

and social life of Orissa does not allow one to draw any definite conclusion about this 

matter; nevertheless, it may be conjectured that, in a semi-tribal and probably pre-
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patriarchal social system such as that of ancient KaliÞga was, the intermediate period 

in question was likewise characterized by a high position of woman in all walks of life. 

It cannot be a mere coincidence that the period of Orissan history ranging from 

the age of Khàravela to the Bhauma-kara epoch was marked for the female principle’s 
constant growth in importance in the religious sphere as well, nor that the ultimate 

triumph of Çakti-worship occurred in Orissa in the heyday of the Bhauma-kara rule, 

when women were playing so relevant a role in administration and social life. In other 

words, there seems to exist a historical link between the Çàkta expansion in Orissa 

and the high status enjoyed there by women from ancient times to the early medieval 

period. Such a historical phenomenon is only explainable by admitting the persistence 

of some matriarchal or pre-patriarchal culture elements in all the strata of the Oriya 

society till a relatively late date (at least till the Bhauma-kara epoch included). In the 

subsequent stages of medieval Orissan history, when the female members of the royal 

families were no longer allowed to exercise so great a power as the female members of 

the Bhauma dynasty had done,94 and when woman’s position in the society appears to 
have altogether lowered, there was also an evident decline of Çakti-worship in the 

country: by the GaÞga epoch (A.D. 1110-1434), indeed, the period of ascent of Çàktism 

in Orissa was over, Çakti-worship having mostly turned into a subordinate, although 

indispensable component of the cult pattern observed at the temples dedicated to the 

chief Hindu male divinities. 

An alternative hypothesis concerning the origin of the Bhauma-kara dynasty, 

more recently formulated by K. C. Panigrahi,95 is equally of great moment as regards 

the appraisal of the influence exerted by this royal dynasty on the evolution of Çàkta-

tantrism in Orissa. According to Panigrahi’s view, the Bhauma-karas could have been 

the descendants of the Bhàgadatta ruling family of Assam, that under king Harša or 

Haršavarman probably succeeded in conquering Bengal and Orissa and in keeping 

them for some time under the Assamese rule in the early 8th century A.D. Thus it is 

possible that the Bhaumas started to reign over Orissa as the feudatories of the kings 

of Assam, to whose family they perhaps belonged, and that they became independent 

from the latter after A.D. 736. 

According to the same scholar, a non-Aryan origin of the Bhauma-kara family 

appears probable also in this case, so that the above suggested considerations about 

the possible connection between the position of first rank enjoyed by women in the 
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Bhauma kingdom and the triumph of Çakti cult in Orissa in the early medieval period 

do not lose for this reason their validity. Tribal Assam, in fact, is still now rich either 

in matriarchal remainders and in goddess-cults similar to the Hindu ones, and it 

must have been ever more so during the early medieval period, when the Bhauma-

karas perhaps migrated from it into Orissa to became subsequently the ruling family 

of the country. Moreover, Assam, bordering on both Tibet and Bengal, was in those 

days one of the principal areas of diffusion and propagation of the Vajrayàna (Tantric) 

form of Mahàyàna Buddhism, that was also the official faith of the early Bhauma-

kara kings. It is stated in the Tibetan tradition that a Tibetan monk converted an 

Orissan king (possibly KšemaÞkaradeva, the founder of the Bhauma dynasty) to 

Buddhism.96 

 

Diffusion of Tantric Buddhism in the Bhauma kingdom — In the course of the 

8th century A.D. the powerful Tu-fan kingdom (Tibet) extended for some time its 

political and cultural influence as far as the lower Ganges Valley. Some Tibetan 

chronicles state that between A.D. 750 and A.D. 850 the Tibetan kings succeeded in 

including within their southern dominions the territories of Nepal, Assam, northern 

Bihar, and part of Bengal.97 Thus it does not appear unlikely that the Bhaumas – in 

the hypothesis they were of the Assamese origin – may have been directly influenced 

by the Tibeto-Himàlayan currents of Vajrayàna Buddhism during the early phases of 

their dynastic history, or that – in the alternative hypothesis according to which they 

were the autochthonous inhabitants of Orissa – they may have adopted some of the 

religio-cultural traditions of their powerful Tibetan neighbours. 

The worship of goddess Tàrà, based on the Çàkta principle and representing an 

essential aspect of Mahàyàna Buddhism as well as, more pronouncedly, of its later 

developed Vajrayàna form, seems to have been in vogue in Tibet since the 7th century 

A.D.98 The overall Çàkta-tantric ritualistic system is often referred to in Indian texts 

as cìnàcàra (“the Chinese conduct”), with reference to its having originated in Great 

China (Tibet).99 Many scholars have attributed to Çàkta-tantric rites a Central Asian 

origin and have striven to trace their origin, at least as regards some aspects of theirs, 
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to the penetration of Mongolian shamanism into South Asia.100 In Bengal and Bihar, 

which very much felt the Tibetan influence, the Pàla monarchs became from this time 

onwards the great patronizers of Tantric Buddhism. 

Again in this connection, Kàmarùpa in Assam, included for some time among 

the Tibetan dominions, is mentioned in the Hevajratantra, a Buddhist work that must 

have existed in its present form by the 8th century A.D., as one of the four pìxhas (the 

great seats of goddess-worship) of Vajrayàna Buddhism.101 Uwwìyàna, another of the 

pìxhas being mentioned in that work, has been identified by some scholars with Owra 

or Orissa, even though there is no unanimity at all on this controversial point. In fact, 

on the basis of the available literary evidence (provided especially by Hiuen Tsang’s 
accounts), a large section of scholars are inclined to identify Uwwìyàna with the Swat 

Valley in Pakistan (which, unlike Orissa, is nevertheless devoid of Tantric Buddhist 

relics).102 However, as opined by P. Pal, “it is fruitless to try and identify the pìxhas 

with exact geographical locations for the pìxhas exist only in the mind and the body of 

the Tantric”,103 namely, they would collectively symbolize, on the macrocosmic plane, 

the universe with its directions and, on the microcosmic one, the Tantric adept’s body 
when homologized with the universe in the nyàsa ceremony (consisting of the ritual 

projection of divinities into different parts of the body). 

To confine the discussion to the spread of Tantric Buddhism over Orissa under 

the rule of the Bhauma kings, it can be summed up here that there appears to be a 

precise chronological relation among the emergence of this form of religion in Tibet, 

Nepal, Assam, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa respectively in the 7th-8th centuries A.D. 

The supposed political and cultural links between Tibet and north-eastern India in 

that historical period, as well as, in the specific case of Orissa, the possible Assamese 

origin of the Bhauma-kara family, may contribute to explain such a course of things. 

It can be furthermore added to this that the hypothesis of the Assamese origin 

of the Bhauma-karas could well explain why this dynasty backed up the left-hand 

Tantric sect of the Kàpàlikas, which during its period of reign flourished in Orissa 

with the support of royal patronage. The affiliates to that sect, in fact, used to perform 

some very archaic rituals akin to the ones that were anciently in vogue among some of 
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the primitive tribes settled in eastern India, Indo-China, Indonesia and Oceania,104 

such as the ceremonial use of human skulls, human sacrifice, etc., while the region of 

Assam – the possible homeland of the Bhauma-karas, wedged in between Bengal and 

Indo-China – was once one of the principal areas of diffusion of the tribal religious 

practices in question. This may have been one of the possible factors that, if the view 

according to which the Bhaumas were originally the members of a non-Aryan tribe of 

Assam is accepted, led the members of this dynasty to favour the gruesome Tantric 

practices performed by the Kàpàlikas, which could well have reminded the Bhauma 

monarchs of the tribal rituals performed long before by their Assamese forefathers. It 

is furthermore stated by R. C. Hazra that the Kàpàlika form of Çaivism was prevalent 

in Kàmarùpa (Assam) during the early medieval period,105 possibly also in the days 

when the supposed ancestors of the Bhauma-karas of Orissa were residing there. 

The contribution of elements of Himàlayan Tantric Buddhism and of Assamese 

tribal animism from the early Bhauma rulers might have thus enriched of some new 

tesserae the complicate mosaic of Orissan Çàktism, in whose bosom various female-

oriented cults of the Munda, Dravidian and Vedic origin had already amalgamated 

starting at least from the Gupta period. This multilinear process of contamination of 

cults, admitted that it took place in the above described terms, must have developed 

through the intermediation of Bengal, a geographic area which was historically one of 

the cradles of Çàkta-tantrism. 

It was thus starting from the phase of patronization of Vajrayàna Buddhism by 

the Bhauma monarchs (8th century A.D.) that Çakti cult took a new shape in Orissa. 

It must be mentioned here that some Orissan scholars even believe that this form of 

Buddhism was elaborated in Orissa itself in the course of the 6th century A.D. out of 

the fold of Mahàyànism.106 The Mahàyàna Buddhist monastic establishments on the 

Assia Hills (Udayagiri, Lalitagiri and Ratnagiri) in Cuttack district, which during the 

Bhauma epoch became centres of Tantric Buddhist learning and yoga of international 

fame,107 started at least from the late Gupta age, as is demonstrated by an inscription 

in the cursive Gupta script found at Ratnagiri and assigned by R. P. Chanda to the 

6th century A.D.108 
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Starting from the 7th century A.D., the influence of the Buddhist cult of Tàrà 

in her various manifestations, inspired in a greater or smaller measure by Tantrism, 

began to be felt in the religious scenery of Orissa, following the general trend then 

prevailing in Tibet and in the eastern part of the Indian sub-continent. Goddess Tàrà, 

the supreme Çakti of Mahàyàna Buddhists, identified by the latter as the primordial 

female energy who enables one to surmount all sorts of dangers and calamities, with 

her various subsidiary forms and emanations, being as a whole akin to the concept 

about the multifarious aspects of the great Goddess of the Hindus, absorbed into her 

cult, like the latter, a great deal of tribal and folk female deities of Orissa. A new form 

of Mahàyàna Buddhism, deeply influenced by Çàkta-tantrism, arose from this religio-

cultural process. 

The most noticeable Orissan sculptural specimens of Buddhist female deities 

influenced by Çàkta-tantrism and assignable to the Bhauma period or to a slightly 

later period are Khàdiravaòì Tàrà at Banpur, the bronze figures of Tàrà, Vajratàrà, 

Ugratàrà, Heruka, Bh¡kuxi, Pàòwarà, Cuòwà and Kurukullà from Achyutarajpur 

(preserved in the Orissa State Museum), Màrìcì at Ràmacaòwì temple near Konarak, 

Prajñàpàramità of Vanesvaranasi, the examples of Tàrà, Aparàjità, Heruka, Hàrìtì 

and Kurukullà from the Assia Hills, Prajñàpàramità and the Buddhist specimen of 

GaÞgà at Cuttack (both recovered from Udayagiri), Tàrà and Màrìcì of Kendrapara 

(both recovered from the Assia Hills), Tàrà, Vajravàràhì and Heruka from Chaudwar, 

Vajratàrà and Màrìcì of Ayodhya, Tàrà and Màrìcì from Khiching.109 

The weapons, attitudes, body poses and celestial mounts variously attributed 

to these Mahàyàna Buddhist çaktis forming some among the best specimens of the 

early medieval Tantric art of Orissa resemble in many cases the iconographic features 

of coeval Tantric goddesses belonging to the Brahmanical pantheon. Kurukullà and 

Heruka, for instance, wear a garland of human heads and dance on a corpse like the 

Hindu goddess Càmuòwà and some of the Sixty-four Yoginìs. Kurukullà is also three-

eyed like Çiva and the Devì while her hairdo, modelled in the shape of flames rising 

upwards, is a typical iconographic feature of the Càmuòwà-Yoginì matrix in Orissan 

Tantric art. Tàrà is sometimes depicted in militant attitude as trampling over a pair 

of crouching figures who, as it is the case with the corpse acting as the vàhana of both 

Kurukullà and Heruka, approximate either to the various asuras reportedly killed by 
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Durgà according to the Devì-Màhàtmya and other Puràòic works and to the corpse 

acting as the vàhana of terrific Hindu deities such as Càmuòwà and Bhairava, whose 

respective cults, allied with each other, were much widespread in Orissa during the 

Bhauma period. Finally, one of the canonical three heads of the Tantric Buddhist 

goddess Màrìcì, who expresses the image of the sun, is usually represented by the 

snout of a pig or of a boar (the distinction between these two animals is not so clear in 

Orissan art), which is also the most peculiar iconographic feature of the sow-faced 

Hindu goddess Vàràhì. The cult of Vàràhì gained a great popularity in Orissa during 

the Bhauma epoch as it is testified by the numerous temples and cult icons that were 

dedicated to this Çàkta-tantric goddess in the State. 

The Indian archaeologist R. P. Chanda remarked in this context that “like the 
Çàkta, Çaiva and Vaišòava deities, the Mahàyàna Buddhist deities also symbolize the 

two antagonistic elements, hi®sà (injury of life) and ahi®sà (non-injury), peace and 

war. But in the Mahàyàna the element of hi®sà (injury of life) is partially softened 

down by the Buddhist doctrine of ahi®sà (non-injury). Buddha had to fight as hard 

with Màra and his hosts as Çiva with Andhaka and Durgà with Mahiša, Çumbha, 

Niçumbha and their hosts. But the weapons used by Buddha against his enemy were 

different from those used by Çiva, Durgà and Višòu against the asuras. The Tàràs 

and the divine Bodhisattvas of the Mahàyàna pantheon correspond to the mother 

goddesses and to the great gods of the Puràòic (Brahmanic) pantheon. As a mark of 

genetic connection of the Mahàyàna deities with the Brahmanic, the former retain the 

weapons of warfare and often show the fighting archer’s attitude”.110 

Some scholars have tried to show how the concept about Tàrà was borrowed by 

the Mahàyàna Buddhists from the pristine Brahmanical concept about the Mahàdevì. 

Moreover, whatever may have been the original place of worship of the Buddhist Tàrà 

(central India? western Deccan? north-eastern India?), the latter deity also appears to 

have paid a great tribute to the goddesses anciently venerated the non-Aryan peoples 

of the Indian sub-continent, as it is the case with the Mahàdevì of the Hindus.111 An 

analogous consideration seems to hold good also as regards several other goddesses of 

the Vajrayàna pantheon that gained ascendancy in Orissa under the Bhauma rule. 
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Cult syncreticism in the Bhauma epoch — The religious policy pursued by the 

Bhauma-kara kings and queens in the course of their two-century period of rule over 

Orissa was aimed at conciliating Tantric Buddhism, the dynasty’s original faith, with 
Çàktism and Çaivism, the dominant faiths among the Oriyas at the time when the 

Bhaumas became the sovereigns of the country. 

As regards Vaišòavism, which was the creed professed by some of the members 

of the dynasty (for instance, the queen Tribhuvana Mahàdevì I, whose reign began in 

A.D. 846),112 there was perhaps an attempt to involve that creed too in this eclectic 

religious policy. Vaišòavism, however, was never a popular form of religion among the 

Oriyas prior to the advent of the Imperial GaÞga dynasty (early 12th century A.D.), 

even though, in the Gupta and post-Gupta periods, it had gained some ascendancy in 

the kingdoms of the Màxharas and the Nalas, both situated in southern Orissa, and in 

the ones of the Early Somava®çìs and the Çarabhapuriyàs, both situated in north-

western Orissa.113 The fact is that Vaišòavism, either in Orissa and in the all-India 

context, failed to embrace within its fold all the tribal elements associated with Çakti 

cult which Çaivism, on the contrary, could do on account of its popular character. In a 

land still deeply influenced by a female-oriented religious tradition, such as Orissa 

was in the early medieval period, such a failure left very few chances of expansion to 

Vaišòavism until the rise of Jagannàtha cult, imbued with a congeries of tribal and 

Tantric elements, opened a new era in the relations between the Vaišòavas and the 

Oriya folk masses.  

The Bhaumas introduced for the first time, and on a mass scale, a wide gamut 

of Tantric cultic features into Orissan Çaivism; at the same time, they reinforced the 

alliance between Çaivism and Çàktism, which, as stated in the previous section, was 

already operating in South Orissa during the Çailodbhava period. 

It appears clear from a study of the extant temples of the Bhauma-kara epoch 

located at Bhubaneswar that Pàçupata Çaivism, Somasiddhànta Çaivism (the ancient 

name of the Kàpàlika doctrine), vàmàcàra Çàktism and Vajrayàna Buddhism became 

inseparably mixed up and formed a strange amalgam at that stage of Orissan history. 

In the early medieval period, however, such a mixed form of religion was not peculiar 

to Orissa alone, but also to many other areas of India.114 The co-operation and the 

interaction between the various Buddhist and Hindu sects were made easier by the 
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common Tantric substratum which underlay the two religious systems. At any rate, 

so far as Orissa is concerned, contrasts between the Buddhists and the Hindus must 

have been frequent in that historical period, if it is true, as D. Mitra states,115 that the 

representation of some figures of a Buddha on the stone yùpa (sacrificial pillar) facing 

the Vaitàl Deul at Bhubaneswar (8th century A.D.) was meant to show the animosity 

of the Pàçupata-Kàpàlikas towards Buddhism. 

The Vaitàl Deul, which was most likely a centre of the Kàpàlika sect at which 

Càmuòwà was regarded as the female aspect of the Supreme Godhead, is the earliest 

surviving Çàkta shrine in Bhubaneswar. None of the extant temples having been 

erected in that town prior to it has a Çàkta cult icon as its presiding deity. Its sacred 

imagery and decorative programme, as in the case of the roughly coeval Çiçireçvara 

temple (a Çaivite shrine lying within the same compound), bear a strong Tantric 

Buddhist influence, which fact led some scholars to conclude that both these temples 

were the creation of the same architects and artists who were also employed by the 

Bhauma monarchs to erect the Buddhist monasteries on the Assia Hills.116 The 

Tantric Buddhist images of Amoghasiddhi, of a female deity holding a lily in the right 

hand, of a boar-headed male deity, etc. are found in the Vaitàl Deul along with the 

Çaiva images of Lakulìça, Vìrabhadra, Bhairava, Gajàsura-sa®hàra-mùrti, as well as 

with composite icons such as Hara-Pàrvatì, Ardhanàrìçvara, Harihara. The presiding 

deity of the temple, as already indicated, is goddess Càmuòwà, accompanied within 

the sanctum by the images of other seven màt¡kàs, while the pàrçva-devatàs, all 

belonging to the female principle, are there represented by the figures of Pàrvatì, 

Mahišamardinì and Ardhanàrìçvara. The latter deity is flanked on each side by a pair 

of exquisitely carved alasa-kanyàs (indolent damsels) and is, moreover, distinguished 

by a markedly feminine look (which fact shows that the builders of the temple had a 

preference for the left, i.e. the Çàkta side of the Divine Androgyne).117 

In the early Bhauma-kara period Çakti cult at Bhubaneswar was, therefore, 

neither independent from Çaivism nor from Mahàyàna Buddhism. Barring the initial 

Buddhist influence, that soon vanished owing to the conversion of the Bhauma-kara 

monarchs to Brahmanical Hinduism, a close association between the Çàkta and Çaiva 

sacred imagery is furthermore noticed in two other shrines located on the bank of the 

vast Bindusàgara tank at Bhubaneswar, namely, the temples of Uttaraçvara and of 
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Mohinì, which are generally assigned to the earlier part of the Bhauma rule.118 The 

former, although it enshrines a terrific image of Càmuòwà as its presiding deity, has 

as its pàrçva-devatàs the images of Pàrvatì, Kàrttikeya and Gaòeça, which are the 

side deities of most of Orissan Çaiva temples,119 while the latter, consecrated to Çiva, 

contains in its sanctum a yoni-paxxa without liÞga, which is guarded by the images of 

Càmuòwà and Bhairava placed respectively on the left and right inner walls of the 

jagamohana. Two other shrines lying on the bank of the Bindusàgara tank, that of 

Dvàravàsinì and that of Akšaracaòwì (a miniature one), are presided over by images 

of Mahišamardinì Durgà dating from the earlier part of the Bhauma period.120 The 

two images of Càmuòwà and the two of Mahišamardinì at issue must be most likely 

taken to represent the “four images of Caòwikà” which, according to the Svaròàdri-

mahodaya (a late medieval Sanskrit text dealing with the legendary history of the 

main temples of Bhubaneswar), were installed on the four sides of the Bindusàgara 

tank in the initial period of the Bhauma domination over the great temple town (ca. 

8th century A.D.).121 Along with the Vaitàl Deul, the four described shrines are the 

earliest extant ones presided over by a female deity to be found in Bhubaneswar. The 

circumstance that all of these temples contain some terrific or fierce manifestations of 

the Devì indicates that the first form of full-fledged Brahmanical Çàktism that made 

its appearance at Bhubaneswar was the vàmàcàra (left-hand) one, connected in all 

probability with the occult sanguinary rites typical of the Kàpàlika sect. The practice 

of human sacrifice, which during the Bhauma epoch was most likely in vogue at the 

Vaitàl Deul, was, as it seems, shared by the Kàpàlikas of Bhubaneswar with certain 

groups of Buddhists worshipping the malevolent aspect of the Çakti, who fostered a 

very violent form of Tantrism oriented to black magic. 

As regards the ancient temple town of Virajà, also known as Guheçvarapatàkà 

or Yajñapura (modern Jajpur), which was the capital of the Bhauma-kara kingdom, 

the existence of temples similar to the Vaitàl-Çiçireçvara group of Bhubaneswar is 

attested there by a great number of fragmentary pieces of sculpture dating from the 

Bhauma epoch, which indicate the close correlation of the art style that flourished at 

both those centres and the belonging of the sculptors of both places to one and the 
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same art tradition. Of course, also the remains of the Çaiva temples built at Jajpur 

during the Bhauma epoch bear a marked Tantric influence.122  

The influence of Tantric Buddhism upon Brahmanical Hinduism was probably 

more strongly felt at Jajpur, the centre of power of the Bhauma-kara kings, than at 

Bhubaneswar. The Bhauma monarchs made Virajà kšetra a culture and pilgrimage 

centre for the Mahàyàna Buddhists, Çaivas, Çàktas and Jainas altogether, but of 

course, in the initial part of their rule, it must have been Tantric Buddhism that 

played a pre-eminent role there.123 Jajpur, indeed, was surrounded in those days by 

Tantric Buddhist centres (Khadipada, Solanapura, the not distant monasteries on the 

Assia Hills, etc.), and was itself a centre of Tantric Buddhism. Accordingly, in the 

Bhauma period the rituals of the shrine of goddess Virajà at Jajpur, representing the 

oldest and most eminent Çàkta pìxha of Orissa, appear to have been once again 

influenced by Buddhism (this time, in its Vajrayàna form) only a few centuries after 

the pìxha had been “depurated” from its Buddhistic features by the unknown Hindu 
kings who were ruling over Owra during the Gupta age.124 

The rituals of the shrine of Virajà seem thus to have undergone a great change 

in the Bhauma epoch, when they were connected with Tantric practices of the mixed, 

Buddhist-Çaiva-Çàkta matrix discussed above. The ritualistic pattern being presently 

observed at Virajà temple on the occasion of the autumnal Durgà Pùjà is described as 

an amalgamation of different traditions belonging to the tribal, Buddhist, Vedic and 

Brahmanical Hindu religions respectively.125 

Moreover, it seems that certain horrific images of Càmuòwà dating from the 

Bhauma epoch,126 which are presently found within the premises of some later Hindu 

temples of Jajpur, were acting in that period as the common objects of worship of the 

Çàktas, Çaivas and Vajrayàna Buddhists,127 who most likely adored this dreadful 

goddess in Tantric rites for gaining her favours and attaining perfection. Càmuòwà, a 

Hindu deity, was probably worshipped by the Tantric Buddhist practitioners of Jajpur 

in connection with abhicàra rites (i.e., rites that employed vàmàcàra-mantras for a 

malevolent purpose).128 Càmuòwà is still today a very important deity for the Çàktas 
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of Jajpur: she is, in fact, invoked and offered a sacrificial goat at the shrine of Virajà 

(in the Bhauma epoch dominated by Tantric Buddhism) on the night of Mahàšxamì 

during the autumnal Durgà Pùjà.129 It appears clear that, in the Bhauma period, 

Càmuòwà was regarded as one of the most feared and revered manifestations of Çakti 

or divine energy by the Oriyas of all castes and creed. It may be added to this, that in 

the early medieval period the Çàkta-tantric cult of Càmuòwà represented, in the eyes 

of the Oriya Hindus, a complex of religious ideals and practices analogous to the one 

which, in other parts of India, was represented by the cult of Kàlì (of whom Càmuòwà, 

on the other hand, is nothing but the crone form). As it will be shown in chapter 4, a 

Çàkta-tantric cult pivoted upon the veneration of Kàlì comparable with the one that 

historically developed in Bengal made its appearance in Orissa only during the later 

medieval period. 

The worship of Càmuòwà, associated with that of Çiva Bhairava in conformity 

with the religious perspective of the Kàpàlikas, was widespread over the coastal strip 

and the north-eastern hill tracts of Orissa all through the term of the Bhauma epoch. 

Besides prevailing at Bhubaneswar and Jajpur, this was one of the dominant forms of 

cult at Khiching (the then capital city of the Bhañja rulers of Mayurbhanj under the 

name of KhijjiÞga-koxxa) as well as in the region stretching from Khiching to the Bay 

of Bengal, as it is shown by the shrines, dating back to the 10th-11th centuries A.D. 

or, in a few cases, to a still earlier period, that were dedicated to this terrific form of 

the Devì at Pedagadi, Kishorpur, Avana, Bhimpur, Deogan and Badasahi. The last 

site was once famous for the practice of human sacrifice,130 which, in the Bhauma 

period, also formed an essential element of the Kàpàlika ritual at the Vaitàl Deul of 

Bhubaneswar.131 

In the course of the Bhauma-kara period the worship of Càmuòwà appears to 

have spread also over the valley of the river Prachi, stretching along the boundary 

line between the modern districts of Puri and Cuttack. This is still nowadays a most 

sacred area rich in Hindu tìrthas (places of pilgrimage situated on water-courses) and 

imbued with Tantric religiousness. A large number of Càmuòwà cult icons bearing 

different iconographic features are still today worshipped by the villagers inhabiting 

that valley under various popular names, some among which, such as Jàgulei, are 
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clearly connected with Tantric Buddhism (JàÞgulì, whose name was corrupted into 

Jàgulei by the Oriyas, was the Mahàyàna Buddhist serpent-goddess who protected 

her worshippers from snake-bite), and may, therefore, be reminiscent of the mixed 

form of religion that was prevalent in Orissa during the Bhauma epoch. 

Also a large number of Mahišamardinì images, from the four-handed to twelve-

handed variety, are to be found in the Prachi Valley as well as in the entire Mahanadi 

delta region. After an initial prevalence of the eight-armed variety of Mahišamardinì 

Durgà, the Bhauma epoch witnessed the emergence in Orissa of the worship of the 

ten-armed form of this goddess, generally called Bhagavatì by the Oriyas. This deity 

was usually adored with Tantric rites, often in association with Càmuòwà (who, in the 

Devì-Màhàtmya, is said to have come forth from Ambikà/Durgà’s forehead to destroy 

the asuras Caòwa and Muòwa).132 

The mixed form of religion characteristic of the early Bhauma-kara period was 

deprived of its Tantric Buddhist element in around the beginning of the 9th century 

A.D., when the Bhaumas repudiated Mahàyàna Buddhism to embrace Brahmanical 

Hinduism. From that time onwards, Orissa’s peculiar form of Buddhism tended to 
merge into Hinduism, soon ceasing to be Buddhism at all. In spite of this, Tantric 

Buddhism definitively disappeared from Orissa only in the course of the 12th century 

A.D., after having fashioned for centuries the religious sentiment of the Oriyas and 

having given a new shape to the regional Tantric art movement.133 At any rate, the 

mixed form of religion typical of the Bhauma period, even after its “depuration” from 

the Tantric Buddhist element, continued to fashion with its unmistakable Tantric 

sign the cult images and the overall decorative programmes of many of the Çaiva and 

Çàkta temples erected up to the 10th century A.D. not only by the Bhauma-karas, but 

also by their neighbouring rulers, namely, the Somava®çìs of Dakšiòa Koçala, the 

Early GaÞgas of KaliÞganagara, the Bhañjas of KhijjiÞga-koxxa, etc. 

Moreover, two new varieties of temple architecture, i.e., the barrel-vaulted and 

rectangular-planned khàkharà type, influenced by the architecture of the Buddhist 

caitya hall and meant specifically for the Çàkta-tantric goddesses (particularly for the 

màt¡kàs, whether worshipped in a group or in individual form such as Vàràhì and 

Càmuòwà), and later on the circular hypaethral type destined to Yoginì cult, made 

their appearance in Orissa during the first part of the Bhauma-kara period and soon 
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spread beyond the borders of the KaliÞgan kingdom, as is shown by the existence of a 

temple of Sixty-four Yoginìs and a series of khàkharà shrines at Ranipur-Jharial in 

Balangir district (a magnificent Çaiva temple complex erected by the Somava®çìs of 

Dakšiòa Koçala in the 9th-10th centuries A.D.) and of some khàkharà shrines in the 

compound of Madhukeçvara temple at Mukhalingam (Srikakulam district of northern 

Andhra Pradesh) and in that of Pàtàleçvara temple at Paikapada (Koraput district), 

both built by the Eastern GaÞga kings in around the 9th century A.D. and containing 

a set of Saptamàt¡kàs each. Thus the Càmuòwà-Màt¡kà-Yoginì cultic complex spread 

beyond the limits of the Bhauma kingdom, within which it had been patterned into its 

mature artistic form, and became a strong distinctive element of Çakti cult allied with 

Çaivism also in the neighbouring areas (the modern Srikakulam, Koraput, Balangir 

and Mayurbhanj districts). 

In the same period (ca. 8th-10th centuries A.D.) the image of Mahišamardinì, 

which since the beginning of the Bhauma rule had replaced that of Pàrvatì as the 

pàrçva-devatà (side deity) installed in the north niche of the standard Çaiva temple of 

coastal Orissa,134 was as a norm installed in the same position also in most of the 

Çaiva shrines lying within the dominions of the Somava®çìs, the Eastern GaÞgas and 

the Bhañjas of KhijjiÞga-koxxa, with this showing that, by that time, Çàktism had 

firmly allied itself with Çaivism throughout the cultural area termed as KaliÞga. 

The process of sanskritization of tribal goddess-cults was carried on during the 

Bhauma period with special stress on pillar-goddesses. Stambheçvarì, the Goddess-of-

the-Post, became in the course of this period a very important deity in the semi-tribal 

feudal principalities ruled over by the Bhañjas of Khiñjali maòwala (Boudh-Phulbani-

Sonepur-Ghumsar region) and the TuÞgas of Yamagarta maòwala (Angul region), as 

is suggested by the copper plate grants issued by those two dynasties.135 In the same 

time, the worship of Stambheçvarì spread over the coastal plains of central Orissa as 

well: the presiding deities of Bhuàsuòì temple at Bhubaneswar and PiÞgalàkšì temple 

at Denua near Nimapara are, in fact, two different forms of this goddess. The very 

image of goddess Subhadrà, forming the middle member of the Jagannàtha Trinity of 

Puri, is believed by some scholars to have originated out of the pillar-goddess concept 

in the course of the Bhauma period along with the images of Lord Jagannàtha and 

Balabhadra.136 

                                                                 
134  T. E. Donaldson, Hindu Temple Art of Orissa, III, Leiden (etc.), 1987, pp. 1061-62. 
135  K. S. Behera, “The Evolution of Çakti Cult at Jajpur, Bhubaneswar and Puri”, cit., p. 74. 
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To conclude this sketch of religious syncreticism in early medieval Orissa it can 

be mentioned that a number of Çàkta or allied Çaiva-Çàkta folk festivals and yàtràs 

(temple festivals), related to the Tantra culture, originated in the country during the 

Bhauma-kara period and the subsequent Somava®çì period as a consequence of the 

aryanization of tribal cults. Such festivals, forming as a whole a ritualistic synthesis 

of tribal and Hindu religious cultures, are discussed in detail in the last chapter of the 

present work. 

 

Brahmanical Tantric art in the Bhauma epoch — It was especially in the field of 

iconography that the Çàkta-tantric trends introduced by the Bhauma-karas met with 

the ancient tribal cultures of Orissa. In addition to the development of the 

iconographic representation of the Tantric Buddhist goddesses mentioned above, the 

Bhauma-kara epoch witnessed the magnificent flowering of Brahmanical Tantric art, 

particularly in so far as the depiction of different manifestations of Çakti is concerned. 

The Tantric images of Hindu goddesses satisfied in the best way the low-caste 

people’s propensity for wanting to “see” the divine, or better, to establish a reciprocal 

eye contact (darçana) between the Mahàdevì and her votaries. Narrative of the great 

Goddess’ activity, provided literarily in the Devì-Màhàtmya and other Puràòic texts, 

become visualized in the early medieval Çàkta-tantric iconography in order to let the 

worshippers know the multiform manifestations of that deity. At the same time, the 

Goddess images were believed to “see” her votaries, with this enabling them to better 
submit their requests for beneficence, supplications and implorations to the Goddess 

herself. 

At a higher grade of consciousness, the initiated sàdhaka could understand the 

esoteric meaning of a Çàkta-tantric image by realizing the latter’s identity with the 
specific divine power (çakti) by it represented, which, at one time, was thought to be 

already inherent in the sàdhaka’s soul. As an artist was able to create the image of a 
Tantric deity by means of his inward yogic vision, so the initiate to Tantra could 

“awaken” his own elect deity by means of the double process of transfiguration and 

self-identification stimulated by the dhyàna (yogic meditation) employed to worship 

that particular deity. The specific mantras and yantras associated with a deity were 
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considered equally essential as to the ritual “awakening” of the power contained in a 

Tantric cult image.137 

The Çàkta-tantric art of Orissa, from the Bhauma period onwards, aimed at 

leading the devotee to realize the consciousness of the transcendental reality in its 

multiform aspects, corresponding to the different forms of the universal Çakti. Art 

form thus became more complicated and more attention was paid in carving out the 

sacred images with identifying details (weapons, attributes, mounts, number of arms, 

etc.) in accordance with the iconographic canons prescribed in the Puràòas, Àgamas 

and Tantras, which corresponded to specific spiritual powers and qualities embodied 

by the deities. This, however, was not a specific trend of Orissan Çàktism, rather it 

was a general trend of Tantric art, both Hindu and Buddhist, in the all-India context. 

The spread of Çàkta-tantrism over Orissa in the Bhauma period caused the 

introduction into the regional Hindu pantheon of a series of new female deities with 

iconographic features of their own, such as MaÞgalà, Manasà, Vimalà, Sixty-four 

Yoginìs, etc., as well as a general refashionment, more in line with the new Tantric 

trends, of the Çàkta images conceived by the Oriya artists of the earlier period, such 

as Mahišamardinì Durgà, Si®havàhinì Durgà, Pàrvatì, Càmuòwà, Vàràhì and the 

other màt¡kàs, etc. The respective iconographies of these Hindu goddesses will be 

discussed in detail in chapter 4. 

If compared with the early art style of the KaliÞga country, often characterized 

by modesty and naïvety and devoid of both elegance and movement, the Brahmanical 

Tantric art of the Bhauma-kara epoch shows “an advance in technique, depth of relief 
and considerable maturity in plastic sensitivity and naturalness... The dignified self-

composed figures of the deities with the expression of absorption are mellowed with a 

warmth of spiritual grace and are elegant and refined”.138 

The indigenous features inherent in Orissan sculptural art, continued from the 

post-Açokan age to the early Bhauma period, were gradually replaced in the later 

Bhauma period by a new mode of depicting divine and secular figures. The sqattish 

bodies, heavy breasts, large hips and thighs, round faces, flat noses and indigenous 

ornaments characterizing the early phases of Orissan sculptural art gave thus way to 

a new style marked for elongated and proportioned bodies, sharp and angular faces, 

rich and sophisticated ornaments, etc.139 This notwithstanding, some among the most 

                                                                 
137  J. Gonda, op. cit., pp. 58-59. 
138  D. Mitra, op. cit., p. 24. 
139  B. K. Rath, art. cit., pp. 114-16. 
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charming and elegant specimens of Orissan Brahmanical Tantric art of the Bhauma 

period, such as the alasa-kanyàs of Vaitàl Deul (8th century A.D.) and the yoginìs of 

Hirapur (9th century A.D.), continued to bear the characteristics of the physiognomy, 

anatomy and body ornamentation of the aboriginal women of the land (short stature, 

broad hips and ankles, fleshy lips, half-nakedness, tribal-like earrings and coiffures, 

etc.). The sculptors of the Bhauma period certainly drew their inspiration, at least in 

part, from the racial features and material cultures prevailing among the tribal and 

semi-tribal communities of Orissa. By virtue of this device, the members of those 

communities were likely to be increasingly attracted by the sanskritized Çàkta-tantric 

deities, in whose carved images the natural grace and beauty of the indigenous 

women of the land were reflected. This was, no doubt, a fairly intelligent way to gain 

new devotees to the Brahmanical religion. In fact, the said new features of Orissan 

sculptural art were introduced only after Brahmanical Hinduism had become the 

dominant faith in the Bhauma kingdom, supplanting Buddhism. 

As in the case of the iconography of Çiva, characterized by the polarity of his 

saumya (propitious) and raudra (unpropitious) aspects, so also the iconography of the 

Devì, from this stage of Orissan history onwards, lays stress on the twofold, creative 

and destructive aspect of the divine in accordance with the different manifestations of 

the Devì herself. Some of the forms of the great Goddess carved by the sculptors of the 

Bhauma period bear on their faces an expression of active benevolence intermingled 

with the spirit of passive contemplation and display with their hands benevolent 

mudràs (hand postures and gestures with specific religious significance), in a similar 

way to the Tantric Buddhist sculptures – especially those depicting goddess Tàrà – 

belonging to the same art school. Such a mode of depiction of the great Goddess as a 

benevolent “Mother” (Pàrvatì, MaÞgalà, etc.) who is, at the same time, regarded as 

the supreme mistress of yoga, is seemingly connected with the diffusion of the bhakti 

movement, according to which the worshipper’s devotion is directed to a deity ready to 
bestow both boons and protection on him.140 In spite of this, also the equally revered 

awe-inspiring forms of the Mahàdevì, such as the repulsive and hideous Càmuòwà or 

the warlike and fierce Mahišamardinì, were venerated in those days as “Mothers”, 
even though their votaries can hardly have experienced sentiments of joy, confidence 

or abandonment in contemplating their cult icons. This apparent paradox is part of 

the mystery of the Goddess, the hypostasis of Prak¡ti (primordial nature), in whose 

bosom there is cohabitation of creative and destructive forces originating from the 
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interaction of the guòas (the three fundamental metaphisical qualities that, according 

to the Sà®khya doctrines, determine the nature of all what exists in the manifest 

universe). 

 

Tantric religiousness in the Bhauma epoch — Laying for now aside the detailed 

discussion on the Çàkta-tantric iconography in medieval Orissa, which forms the 

argument of the fourth chapter of the present work, it is important here to see how 

the Tantric religious trends fostered by the Bhauma-karas interacted with the 

ancestral devotional practices followed by the Oriyas and vice versa. For this purpose, 

it appears unimportant to ascertain whether the Tantric religiousness characterizing 

the Bhauma epoch in Orissa was more connected with the Buddhist faith than with 

the Hindu one, for Tantrism can be considered “a religious undercurrent, originally 
independent of any abstruse metaphysical speculation, flowing from an obscure point 

of time in the religious history of India”,141 and as such, it seems more connected with 

the archaic female-oriented religions of the non-Aryan peoples than with any definite 

faith subsequently superimposed by the Aryan rulers over the pre-Vedic religious 

substratum. 

Some Buddhist inscriptions of Orissa dating back to the Bhauma-kara period 

attest that maòwalas (sacred diagrams, generally circular in shape, drawn on an altar 

with coloured powders), mantras (sacred verbal utterances) and japas (oral or mental 

repetitions, over and over again, of a mantra before one’s own elect deity) were widely 
used by the Oriyas of that time. Such devotional practices were favoured either by the 

Buddhist members of the Bhauma royal family and by their later Hindu successors, 

who never ceased to believe in the efficacy of Tantric rites.142 In regard to their impact 

on the common people, these Tantric practices, at that stage of the sanskritization 

process, may have represented the liaison with the tribal religio-cultural heritage of 

Orissa, irrespective of whether a folk community had previously embraced Mahàyàna 

Buddhism or, alternatively, Brahmanical Hinduism. 

The Tantric concept about the maòwala appears to be closely connected with 

the worship of màt¡kàs and that of yoginìs, which during the Bhauma epoch gained 

an increasing popularity in Orissa. As stated by the astronomer Varàhamihira in his 

B¡hatsa®hità (6th century A.D.), the màt¡kàs (Divine Mothers) had to be worshipped 

in the mat¡-maòwala (Circle-of-Mothers), which could be drawn by well-versed Çàkta-
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142  K. C. Panigrahi, op. cit., p. 312. 
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tantric adepts only. Such mystic-magical circle, upon which the images of the màt¡kàs 

were to be subsequently installed, is likely to represent the most traditional orthodox 

mode of Çakti-worship known in the Gupta age, for no Çàkta goddess other than the 

Divine Mothers is mentioned in the section of Varàhamihira’s work dealing with the 
consecration of the images of Hindu divinities.143 

The cult of Saptamàt¡kàs, whose origins are still obscure, will be discussed in 

detail in chapter 4; for the present, suffice here to say that the Gangadhar stone 

inscription of Viçvavarman (western India, A.D. 423) clearly speaks of a temple of the 

Divine Mothers as a terrible abode of corpse-devouring female demons (wàkinìs), the 

presiding deity of which is represented by an over-excited band of goddesses whose 

tremendous power is fed on magic rites performed in accordance with the Tantras.144 

The worship of the Divine Mothers in a circle or maòwala was perhaps one, if not the 

most important, of such magic rites sanctioned by the Tantric tradition, which, in its 

turn, had been deeply influenced in its formative stages by the female-dominated 

magic rites originated outside the pale of the Vedic tradition. 

The beautiful cuspidated ceiling of the jagamohana of Mukteçvara temple at 

Bhubaneswar, erected during the period of transition from the Bhauma art phase to 

the Somava®çì one (ca. A.D. 950), is a later evidence of the cultic association, having 

probably established in Orissan Tantrism in earlier times, between Màt¡kà-worship 

allied with Çaivism and the use of maòwala as an aid to spiritual practice. The figures 

of Saptamàt¡kàs with Vìrabhadra, each of them occupying a petal-niche of the lotus-

shaped medallion carved at the centre of the ceiling in question and flanked on either 

side by the images of Gaòeça and Kàrttikeya, have here a deep esoteric meaning. The 

lotus medallion can be assimilated to a Vàstupuruša maòwala (the sacred diagram 

representing the Lord-of-the-Building-Site), embracing the manifest universe and the 

extent of its directions, and the central circle of eight divinities bears a symbolism 

similar to that of the eight dikpàlas (Regents-of-the-Directions). The Divine Mothers 

themselves are described in the Mahàbhàrata as planetary powers (grahas) or also as 

the “Great Mothers of the Universe”, a designation that bestows an astral-cosmic 

dimension on them. The abstract symbol of the Absolute carved at the centre of the 

lotus medallion – a crescent moon (Çiva) placed on a full-blown lotus (Pàrvatì) – may 

symbolize the transcendental union of the male and female principles. For all these 
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reasons, W. Smith states that the Circle of Mothers carved on the Mukteçvara ceiling 

resembles, both formally and conceptually, the Hindu and Buddhist maòwalas of the 

medieval period.145 

Yoginì temples are circular in shape, just like the Circle of Mothers, so that 

they can be similarly taken to represent, among other things, the unending, harmonic 

and symmetric principle of the maòwala. The Yoginì temple with Çiva Bhairava or 

Naxaràja as its central figure and yoginìs as the multiform projections of Çakti in a 

maòwala or esoteric diagram furthermore recalls conceptually the Çiva liÞga inserted 

in the circular yoni-paxxa.146 Actually, the groundplan of Sixty-four Yoginì temple at 

Hirapur (Puri district) is exactly shaped as a yoni with its spout-like projection. The 

geometrical figure of the circle, representing the realm of perfection beyond material 

contingencies, recalls the shape of the womb and is, therefore, considered a primordial 

symbol of the female principle too. The sacred pots being worshipped in many areas of 

India, Orissa included, on the occasion of the so-called Kalaça-pùjà (Tantric adoration 

of the Goddess in the form of an earthen pot, which in Orissa takes place in the month 

of Caitra) are in most cases spherical in shape like a womb. As it is well-known, the 

earthen pot is a symbol of fertility and increase to the Indian tribesmen too. 

The maòwala symbolism characterizing Yoginì temples has been explained by 

the scholars in different ways, laying alternatively stress on its connections with the 

Vàstupuruša scheme of space subdivision in the temple layout,147 with the ahoràtra 

(the ever recurring cycle of days and nights, i.e. the revolution of time),148 with the 

solar quadrant (in this case, the central Bhairava figure may be identified with the 

Tantric sun god Màrtàòwa Bhairava),149 with the Çrìcakra yantra of later Tantrism 

(representing in visual form Paràçakti or primeval transcendental consciousness),150 

with the primitive circular rails erected round sacred trees for the worship of yakšas 

and yakšìs,151 and even with the circular groundplan of Buddhist stùpas.152 Whatever 
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may be the case here, some old Indian legends firmly state that yoginìs roam about in 

a group in the sky and, when they descend down, they invariably form a circle.153 

On the background of the age-old symbolic relation between the great Goddess 

and the circle stands the identification, propounded by sir J. Marshall and by R. N. 

Banerjea,154 of the archaic ring-stones and stone discs recovered by the archaeologists 

from different areas of India as cult objects representing the female sexual organ and, 

therefore, the female principle itself. Such circular or perforated stone objects of the 

neolithic period, some of which, as it is reported, were also found in north-western 

Orissa,155 are taken by the said scholars as the probable archetypes of the yantras 

(mystic diagrams formed by triangles and straight lines crossing each other) and the 

cakras (sacred circular figures consisting of angles and petal-like parts) of Tantrism, 

as well as, one might add here, of the Hindu and Buddhist maòwalas. 

The yantra-cakra-maòwala abstraction, indubitably based on a magico-mystic 

transfiguration of the Tantric idea that the union of the male and female principles 

presides over the entire cosmic manifestation, seemingly played a fundamental role 

also in the consecration of the Çàkta shrines during the Tantric phase of the religious 

history of Orissa, roughly coinciding with the Bhauma and Somava®çì periods (8th-

11th centuries A.D.). This may be evinced by the Çilpa Prakàça, a Tantric Çilpa-

çàstra (treatise of architecture) of Orissa probably based on an earlier Àgamic text 

and tentatively assigned by its editors, A. Boner and S. R. Sharma, to about the 12th 

century A.D.,156 though the Orissan historians are generally inclined to consider it an 

apocryphal work.157 According to this text, the Yoginì yantra, rectangular in shape, 

had always to be drawn and worshipped by Brahmins, in the presence of the patron 

who built the shrine, inside the foundations of a khàkharà temple (meant specifically 

for the Çàkta deities) on a rectangular field in the exact position and dimensions of 

the temple sanctum. This sacred norm, perhaps actually followed in the Bhauma and 

Somava®çì epochs at the time of erection of a khàkharà shrine, conveys a symbolism 

conceptually akin to that of the Vàstupuruša maòwala, with this possibly indicating 

that the yantra consecrated to the yoginìs – which represents the three guòas, the 

fundamental tendencies of Prak¡ti – had for the Çàktas of early medieval Orissa and 

for their royal protectors a function analogous to the one attributed by the followers of 
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other Hindu sectarian creed (Çaivism and Vaišòavism) to the maòwala consecrated to 

Vàstupuruša, the Lord-of-the-Building-Site.158 The practice, very common in southern 

India during the medieval period, of burying under the pìxha of a goddess a plate, on 

which a Çrìcakra yantra was engraved,159 must have had a similar meaning. 

The Tantric ritual custom, followed as a tradition by the sthapatis (architects) 

of Orissa, of laying down and consecrating yantras under the erotic sculptures and the 

images of deities carved on a temple – in the latter case, the compositional yantra is 

called pañjara (network, frame) – is also mentioned in the Çilpa Prakàça of Orissa. 

Such compositional yantras, not mentioned in any other Çilpa-çàstra, were conceived 

as geometrical transfigurations of a spiritual reality manifesting itself in numberless 

forms (the deities and the ritual activities meant to imitate them), namely, as “the 
intermediaries, the bridge between the world of ideas and the world of forms”.160 

The maòwala-yantra-cakra symbolism is found in Orissa in a still different 

context at the Çiva temples of Baudh (Phulbani district), erected by the Somava®çì 

monarchs in around the 10th century A.D. These three shrines, star-shaped in plan, 

contain liÞgas placed on yoni-paxxas that are similarly star-shaped. While discussing 

these very peculiar temples, K. C. Panigrahi remarks that “these shapes indicate that 
both the temples and deities were made in the form of maòwalas or mystic figures, 

with the help of which the Tàntrikas wanted to attain their siddhis”.161 

To sum up, it may be inferred that the diffusion of a worship pattern based on 

maòwala in Orissa, which is attested by the above mentioned Buddhist inscriptions of 

the Bhauma-kara period, was probably part of a wider complex of Tantric ideas and 

practices pivoted upon the concept about the spatial disposition of the çaktis (cosmic 

energies personified as female deities) into the shape of a circle (the Circle of Mothers, 

the Circle of Yoginìs, etc.) having the Absolute as its centre. The interrelation of this 

concept with the Tantric doctrine of yantra and cakra is an ascertained fact, whereas 

the use of Tantric sacred diagrams at the consecration stage of Çàkta temples and cult 

icons in Orissa during the Bhauma-kara and Somava®çì periods, hypothesized by the 

editors of the Çilpa Prakàça, appears to go in the same direction. 

Another aspect of Tantric religiousness mentioned in the aforesaid Buddhist 

inscriptions of the Bhauma epoch, namely, the adoration of the devas with mantras 
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and japas, is equally important as to the comprehension of the evolution of Çàkta-

tantrism in Orissa in the course of that period. There appears to be evidence enough 

that such practices represented a cultic liaison between the Brahmanical doctrine of 

Sphoxavidyà (the Knowledge-of-the-Eternal-Sound) and the propitiatory magic rites 

in vogue from the hoary past among the tribal peoples of India. 

In India, sound has been an object of study since ancient times, particularly 

among the Udgàtar Brahmins, the singers of the Vedic sung hymns called sàmans.162 

These Brahmin communities – some of which, presently practising a form of Çàkta-

tantrism, settled along the middle course of the river Mahanadi in an indeterminable 

period of Orissan history – were attached to the Atharvaveda tradition, namely, the 

Vedic current most influenced by the non-Aryan magico-religious complex.163 Along 

with the post-Vedic philosophers of the Mìmà®sà-darçana, these Udgàtar Brahmins 

elaborated a theory according to which a mantra does not draw its effectiveness from 

its meaning, but rather, from the sounds it is composed of. 

Mantras (“thought-forms”), which are traditionally believed to belong to the 
original, primeval and eternal language first perceived by Manu, who subsequently 

taught it to mankind, are in a way identical to the deities they aim at evoking. They 

represent the power of the deities and are inseparable from the latter. Each of them 

speaks of a definite divinity, who is praised and pleased by the utterance of its own 

mantra. Through the utterance of a specific mantra, a magico-mystic contact can be 

established between the deity – whose essence, at that particular juncture, becomes 

incarnated in the mantra itself – and its worshipper initiated to the Tantra doctrine. 

In other words, the verbal powers known as mantras represent the link between the 

divine and mundane worlds. The metrical characteristics of a particular mantra are 

connected with the linear characteristics of the corresponding yantra. Mantras and 

yantras go side by side in the Tantric form of worship; through them, knowledge of the 

occult world, protection from evil influences and freeing from transmigration can be 

attained.164 

Tantrism just rereads in an esoteric key the Brahmanical speculations about 

the ritualistic almightiness of well-uttered Vedic formulae, epitomized in the above 

mentioned doctrine known as Sphoxavidyà. According to this doctrine, enunciated in a 

number of later Upanišads, the Revealed Word represents the Inferior Brahman in 
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opposition to the Superior Brahman, which the former yet enables one to attain. The 

Brahman-Sound (Çabda-Brahman), the principle of both speech and the phenomenal 

world, is the lower form of the Absolute, i.e., of the non-dualistic, undifferentiated 

Brahman. The mantras of the Tantric tradition are nothing but the esoteric and 

ritualistic translation of the Brahmanical concept of Çabda-Brahman. According to 

the Tantric doctrine, each formula, each letter, each sound is a symbol of the ultimate 

reality, evoking this or that form of the Absolute. The Vedic goddess Vàc (Speech), 

personifying the Revealed Word itself, is identified in Tantric literature with the great 

Goddess, the Mahàdevì, who is the source of the mystic knowledge of the Supreme 

Brahman (Brahmavidyà).165 

The Vedic idea of Vàc as the “Mother” of all mantras (in that she is ascribed 

the birth of the threefold Veda as her progeny) thus evolved in the Tantric context 

into the idea of Màt¡kà-Çakti or Parà-Vàc (Supreme Logos), the first undifferentiated 

notion.166 This non-manifest form of the dynamic power inherent in the godhead 

(Çakti) becomes manifested in mantras, conceived in the Tantras as “powers in the 
form of sound”. The subtle forms of the letters of the Sanskrit alphabet forming all 
mantras are known as mantra-màt¡kàs or simply as màt¡kàs,167 assimilated in some 

Tantric texts to a group of eight goddesses presiding over the eight sections which the 

Sanskrit alphabet consists of. This Tantric symbolism of sound may be connected with 

the figures of the Divine Mothers conceived in the Puràòic tradition, who are often 

described as forming a group of eight (Ašxamàt¡kàs). In this connection, an attempt 

has been made to show how the group of màt¡kàs depicted on the already mentioned 

ceiling of Mukteçvara temple at Bhubaneswar may express the union between the 

maòwala symbolism and the mantra one.168 

But what appears most remarkable here is that goddess Càmuòwà – who, as 

clearly demonstrated by the disposition of cult images in the sanctum of the Vaitàl 

Deul at Bhubaneswar, was regarded in the Bhauma period as the first among the 

màt¡kàs – is often found worshipped in Orissa under a name, Carcikà or Carcikei, 

that seems to be directly related with the Tantric doctrine of mantra discussed so far. 

The term Carcikà, which means “repetition of a word” (while reciting sacred 
formulae and invocations),169 is used in Hindu and Buddhist Tantras to designate a 
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goddess. In Orissan Çàktism this name is meant as an epithet of Càmuòwà. It was 

employed either in the Prachi Valley, an area of Tantric devotion since the time of the 

Bhauma-karas, and at the Çàkta pìxha bearing the same name located at Banki on 

the right bank of the Mahanadi, a zone close to the main area of settlement of the 

above mentioned Udgàtar communities of Orissa (the ancient Airàvata maòwala). The 

present temple of Carcikà at Banki is not very ancient, but the pìxha, as well as the 

Càmuòwà icon installed therein, date from the Bhauma period.170 It appears probable 

that the use of the name Carcikà as an epithet of Càmuòwà was meant to lay stress 

upon the Goddess’ role as Màt¡kà-Çakti or the “Mother” of all mantras. The carcaka-

màlà (the term carcaka is the male form of carcikà) is, rather significantly, the rosary, 

otherwise known as japa-màlà, by which a devotee tells his beads while uttering japa 

(continuous repetition of a mantra or, alternatively, of one of the numberless names of 

the Supreme Godhead).171 On the other hand, the Kavaca, an appendage to the Devì-

Màhàtmya, states that Carcikà is the protectress of one’s upper lip.172 This passage is 

most likely referred to the Tantric identification of the two lips of the worshipper with 

Çiva and Çakti respectively when japa is being muttered, the rhythmical movement of 

the lips being symbolically regarded as the mystic “coition” by virtue of which the 

particular deity evoked by the mantra that forms the basic element of that japa is 

thought to be “generated”.173 

It thus seems that the Tantric practice of japa, very popular in Orissa, and 

particularly among the çùdras, during the Bhauma-kara epoch (as is attested by the 

aforesaid Buddhist inscriptions) as a means of focusing one’s attention on a divine 
object, had in those days goddess Carcikà, alias Càmuòwà, as its “presiding deity”. 
Such a name of the Goddess, originated in a Puràòic context (the Vàmana Puràòa 

describes Carcikà as born from the sweat that appeared on Çiva’s forehead while the 
god was fighting against the asura Andhaka174), may have asserted itself in some 

areas of Orissa during the Bhauma period to designate Màt¡kà-Çakti, i.e., the Tantric 

form of the Vedic goddess Vàc, in connection with the process of sanskritization of the 

archaic worship system resorted to by the low-caste people. This system was probably 

based on the oral repetition, over and over again, of magic formulae, which was, at the 

same time, one of the constitutive elements of the Atharvavedic tradition. The fact 

that Càmuòwà – the most fearsome and blood-thirsty form of the Devì, whose 
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relations with the non-Aryan complex of maleficent divinities and spirits appear 

evident – was seemingly chosen in early medieval Orissa as the chief manifestation of 

Parà-Vàc or Supreme Logos, is perhaps the best evidence that Tantrism, even in its 

most elevated expressions, was here forced to come to terms with some deeply rooted 

autochthonous cults centring round the most terrible aspects of Çakti. 

Other Tantric practices, more extreme in their nature inasmuch as that they 

were specifically connected with the Kàpàlika and Kaula sects, were apparently in 

vogue in Orissa during the Bhauma-kara period. Such practices are discussed in the 

next section of the present chapter. 

 

Goddesses connected with navigation — The Bhauma kingdom carried on an 

affluent maritime trade with South-east Asian countries which brought about the 

accumulation of enormous wealth in the hands of the monarchs and the trading class. 

The development in religion, art and architecture by which the Bhauma epoch was 

characterized is, no doubt, connected with the growth in volume and frequency of the 

commercial relations between Orissa and the foreign countries, which commenced at 

least from the beginning of the Christian era and were greatly expanded during the 

Çailodbhava period (which preceded the Bhauma one).175 

Orissa’s sea and river ports must have greatly increased in number under the 

Bhauma rule. Most of such ports have now disappeared due to the progressive silting 

up of river mouths and the subsequent creation of sand bars along the adjoining sea 

coasts, which have consequently advanced by degrees into the sea. This land-making 

process turned in times past many ancient harbours of Orissa into villages of no 

economic importance situated on the final course of a river. At any rate, the presence, 

in the villages in question, of a number of shrines dedicated to goddesses connected 

with navigation in old local legends is a clear evidence of the past importance of those 

sites as the starting points for sea-faring activity. 

The Devì was believed to protect the ships from the dangers in voyages. Stories 

about ships and boats saved from certain wreck by the intervention of a goddess – a 

faculty that is also attributed to the Virgin Mary of the Christians – are current all 

along the coastline of Orissa as well as along its main navigable water-courses. It did 

not matter whether a particular goddess, whom the sailors and sàdhavas (merchants) 
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of medieval Orissa used to worship for protection from storms and cyclones, was then 

conceived as a benevolent or a malevolent one: in fact, the belief according to which 

the ghora (terrific) forms of the Devì can command and neutralize all sorts of danger 

(personified by evil spirits) was as deep-rooted in the minds of the navigators and of 

their families as the belief, opposite and complementary to the former, according to 

which her aghora (gentle) forms had a natural inclination for rescuing people from the 

impeding perils on their way.176 

The most important goddesses of Orissa among those who are traditionally 

believed to protect navigators and fishermen are listed below in a succession, starting 

from the north coastal districts of the State and proceeding from thence southwards. 

A medieval eight-armed cult image of Càmuòwà, carved out of chlorite and 

worshipped as Bhìmà or Kàlikà, was once installed on the seashore at Bhimpur near 

Baleswar.177 This image, now no more in situ, was in all evidence propitiated by the 

local seamen in order to secure the goddess’ blessing on their maritime activities. 
Another very fine image of Càmuòwà dating from the Bhauma period, having 

three heads and four arms, is presently worshipped as Brahmàòì at Avana (Baleswar 

district), a village that, in by-gone days, was probably situated on the seacoast (even 

though the latter is now situated at a certain distance from it). It appears probable 

that this site, lying amidst old salt-works, was anciently a port specialized in the 

commerce of salt and rice. A local tradition runs that merchants and sailors used to 

propitiate this terrific Càmuòwà image for a safe passage across the sea and safe 

return after a successful business. The goddess was perhaps worshipped in the past 

with human sacrifices too.178 

In Baleswar town, sailors and merchants used to offer their pùjà to goddess 

Nìmàkalì before setting out for sea trade.179 Other important goddesses of Baleswar 

district connected with navigation and fishing are Dhàmarai on the mouth of the river 

Vaitarani, Wàkeçvarì on the bank of the same river, and PatnamaÞgalà in the city of 

Narendrapur.180 These deities are associated with one another as well as with other 

local goddesses enshrined at different sites on the Vaitarani delta. The latter area 
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represents the natural outlet on the sea for Jajpur, the capital city of the Orissan 

kingdom in the Bhauma-kara and Somava®çì epochs, which is also situated on the 

Vaitarani. It is, therefore, highly probable that most of the above mentioned Çàkta 

shrines were established in that very epoch, when commerce along the waterways 

connecting the Jajpur area with the sea was flourishing. 

The meandering river Prachi, a branch of the Mahanadi, had once a navigable 

course connecting the Bay of Bengal with the Bhubaneswar region. From its many 

ports, the Oriya sàdhavas of the medieval period set out with their boats to oversea 

countries, where they exchanged the products of Orissa for different valuable goods. 

At the ruined fort of Golaragarh, a strategic site situated on the mouth of this river, a 

four-handed image of Pàrvatì in a seated pose, having been most likely installed there 

to protect the navigators, is still today in worship under the name of Citreçvarì. Also 

goddess MaÞgalà of Kakatpur on the bank of the river Prachi, whose shrine is one of 

the most celebrated Çàkta pìxhas of Orissa, was once associated with trade, as it can 

be evinced by a local legend relating that her representative icon – an image of the 

Buddhist goddess Tàrà – was installed at the site by a sàdhava on his return from 

Ceylon.181 

The famous shrine of goddess Ràmacaòwì, located not far from the mouth of 

the river Kushabhadra on the seashore between Puri and Konarak, is particularly 

sacred to the navigators and fishing folk, who use to present this deity (represented 

by a medieval image of Mahišamardinì) with fish offerings. In Puri town, the shrine of 

the goddess known as Bànki-muhàòa Ràmacaòwì, located at the site where the river 

Banki anciently merged into the sea, still now testifies to the past glory of the place as 

the harbour suburb of the city of Jagannàtha. The shrine, having as it presiding deity 

an image of Mahišamardinì, was established by the Bhauma monarchs.182 Also the 

reconstructed shrine of Bàliharacaòwì, lying half-way between Puri and Chilika Lake 

and dating back to the Bhauma epoch,183 was once situated on the seashore, as its 

very name – bàli, indeed, means “sand” – indicates. The seacost, however, has now 

receded to some distance from the shrine owing to the progressive forming of sandy 

ridges there. Consequently, the goddess, represented also in this case by an image of 

Mahišamardinì, could have been worshipped in by-gone days as the protectress of the 

local fishermen and boatmen. 
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Goddess Kàlijài, enshrined on a small island of the lake of Chilika, is greatly 

revered by the boatmen and fishing folk sailing across the deep waters of that lake, of 

whom she is the protectress and patroness. This goddess-cult may have originated in 

the course of the early medieval period, when Chilika Lake was an important starting 

point for maritime trade oversea. The ancient association of the shrine of Tàrà-Tàriòì, 

rising on a hillock that dominates the lower valley of the river Rishikulya, with the 

activities of the sàdhavas of KoÞgada has been already discussed in the preceding 

section. 

Finally, mention may be here made of the horse-headed tutelary goddess of the 

fisherman caste (kaivarta) of Orissa, Vàselì, whose cult is widespread all along the 

coasts of the State. She is assimilable to the Çàkta-tantric deity Bhairavì or to Durgà, 

although in the Kaivarta-gupta-gìtà, a Puràòic work composed in the 16th century by 

Acyutananda Dàsa (a disciple of Çrì Caitanya), she is said to have emanated from 

Višòu at the time when the world was submerged by the waters of the pralaya. The 

famous dance festival held in honour of Vàselì (Caitighoœànàta), which is discussed in 

the last chapter of the present work, is believed by some scholars to have originated in 

the 10th century A.D. in connection with the spread of the Tantra culture among the 

low-caste people of coastal Orissa.184 It is not difficult to recognize in Vàselì, the 

rescuer of man from waters in the form of a she-horse, a manifestation of the great 

Goddess as the protectress of fishermen and boatmen. The veneration paid to this 

deity might even have originated in prehistoric times, when the indigenous ancestors 

of the kaivartas, originally settled in the hill tracts of Orissa, came down to the sea for 

fishing and undertook a daily fight against the waters that were then incessantly re-

designing the swampy and ill-defined coastline of the country through a process of 

geological formation. 

 

The Kàpàlikas and Kaulas in Orissa 

Kàpàlikas — The Kàpàlika sect spread all over India starting from the 6th century 

A.D. On the basis of the available epigraphic and literary sources, it is known that, by 
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the 8th century A.D., the Kàpàlika ascetics were present on the whole of the Deccan. 

They must also have been found in Orissa by that date.185 

The Kàpàlikas were a sect of Tantric extremists evolved out of the Pàçupata 

fold. They did not differentiate so much from their mother-sect as to their doctrine 

(which, as in the case of the Pàçupata one, consisted in a ritualistic imitation of the 

mythical exploits of Çiva and in a mystic identification with the great god as a way to 

attain superhuman powers or siddhis), rather they differentiated from it as to their 

religious practices, that had a close resemblance with those of Çàktism, especially in 

so far as the practices of human sacrifice and ritual sexual intercourse (in imitation of 

the eternal union of Çiva and Çakti) are concerned. The Kàpàlikas, indeed, carried on 

the outlandish and antisocial practices of the Pàçupatas to a level of aberration: if 

what reported about them by their opponents (for no eventual Kàpàlika text has 

survived) corresponds to the truth, they ritually ate disgusting foods and frequented 

cremation grounds, where they strewed their bodies with the ashes of corpses and 

recovered human bones to adorn themselves and human skulls which they used as 

bowls (kapàlas) filling them with alcoholic drinks during their macabre orgiastic 

ceremonies. The use of inebriating substances and of sexual intercourse as ways to 

spiritual realization is also known to have been part of the Kàpàlika ritual. The 

Kàpàlikas reportedly considered almost unbounded the yogic powers that could be 

obtained through such practices, which were believed by them to provide the sàdhaka 

with a “yogic glance” enabling him to see in Çiva the essential principle of unity and 

purity inherent in all the manifested creatures and in their respective behaviours, 

including even the most gruesome and repugnant among these.186 

The form of Çiva that the Kàpàlikas, as per the Çiva Puràòa,187 venerated as 

the god’s pùròa-rùpa (full form) was Bhairava, the Terrible, the lord of destruction 

and fear. They also adored him under the name of Kapàlin, the Bearer-of-Skulls, from 

which the term Kàpàlika is derived. Besides recalling the garland of skulls which was 

attributed to Çiva as an ornament already in Kàlidàsa’s poem Kumàrasambhava 

(written around A.D. 400),188 the term Kapàlin stresses Çiva’s mythical aspect as 
Brahmaçiraçchedaka, the cutter of the fifth head of Brahmà. It is, in fact, reported in 
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some Puràòas, the most ancient among which is the Matsya (CLXXXIII, 83-108),189 

that Çiva became a wandering ascetic in order to expiate the sin of brahmahatyà (the 

killing of a Brahmin, the latter being symbolized by the head of Brahmà cut off by the 

god out of rage) and was obliged to perform for twelve years a severe and mysterious 

penance, known as mahàvrata (big vow), with the kapàla of Brahmà being always 

stuck to his hand as a sign of curse, till he reached Banaras, where the divine skull 

got ultimately removed from Çiva’s palm.190 

Leaving aside the mythological motif of Çiva’s rage to Brahmà, of which the 

various Puràòas give different accounts, and which is most likely to be connected with 

some sectarian disputes between the extreme followers of Çaivism and the orthodox 

Brahmins, it must be pointed out here that the not well-defined mahàvrata observed 

by Çiva as Brahmaçiraçchedaka in order to expiate his brahmahatyà – the greatest 

crime a man can ever commit according to the Brahmanical tradition – still today 

represents the model of the homonymous penance being observed in India by the 

killer of a Brahmin who wants to expiate his sin.191 But above all, this penance of 

Çiva’s certainly formed the mythic archetype of the mahàvrata observed in medieval 

times by the Çaivite devotees who wanted to join the Kàpàlika sect. It is not known 

what this mahàvrata exactly consisted of, yet some scholars believe that the initiate 

had to decapitate a Brahmin – possibly in order to perform the most blameworthy 

among the possible forms of human sacrifice – and then take his solemn vow in order 

to expiate the contracted fault. It is not clear whether this ritual prescription must be 

understood in a literal or, rather, in a symbolical sense.192 

It is possible that the Puràòic and Àgamic accounts relating to the story of 

Çiva Brahmaçiraçchedaka and to his twelve-year penance were coined by the 

Kàpàlikas themselves to provide a divine archetype for their ascetic observances. 

Through their imitative repetition of the mahàvrata first performed by Çiva, the 

Kàpàlika initiates, in this basically following the tenets of Pàçupatism, aimed at 

entering into a mystic communion with their tutelary deity and the object of their 

bhakti, Bhairava, and at obtaining, thanks to their self-identification with the latter, 

the same magical powers (siddhis) that were the prerogatives of the god himself.193 
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The Tantric religious practices performed as a norm by the Kàpàlika ascetics 

were esoteric (the use of yantras, mantras and japas and the very secrecy of the rites, 

confined in such dark or secluded shrines as, to remain in Orissa’s context, the Vaitàl 

Deul at Bhubaneswar or the Sixty-four Yoginì temple at Hirapur), propitiatory (blood 

sacrifices, including human ones), magico-yogic (with reference, in so far as Orissa is 

concerned, to a number of yogic deities of the Çaivite affiliation such as Aja-Ekapàda 

Bhairava, Càmuòwà, Lakulìça, the màt¡kàs and yoginìs, etc.), sexo-yogic (the recourse 

to pañcamakàra-sàdhana to gain control over the mind and body as well as to gain 

superhuman magical powers). These practices were also associated with shamanistic 

ideas centring round the resort to the power of the dead (see the awful rite of çava-

sàdhana, performed to evoke Càmuòwà in the form of a vetàlì possessing and reviving 

a corpse, on which the sàdhaka had to stay seated, trying to overcome his own terror 

as the corpse talked to him).194 The imitation of the archetypal figure of Çiva Kapàlin 

was achieved by the Kàpàlikas by means of the use of attributes made of human hair, 

bones and skulls such as the khaxvàÞga (a club made with a bone and skull that 

replaced, also in iconography, the lakuxa of the Pàçupatas) and the kapàla (a skull-

bowl), probably borrowed from pre-Vedic religions as it may be suggested by the 

mention, in the very ancient Brahmàòwa Puràòa,195 of the “yoga of the skull” as the 
earliest form of yoga ever manifested by Çiva along with the Pàçupata vow. 

The Kàpàlika practices, in which ritual sexual intercourse as well as animal 

and human sacrifices played so great a role, approximated to those of Çàktism, in this 

differing to a fair extent from those followed by the Pàçupatas, who gave a greater 

importance to the virtues of noninjury and sexual abstinence. The very name of the 

Kàpàlika doctrine, Somasiddhànta (“the doctrine of Soma”, meant as the fertilizing 
lunar principle) appears related to the worship of the female principle.196 The poet 

Bàòa (first half of the 7th century A.D.) was the first to connect in his works the 

archaic magic rites performed by the Kàpàlikas after the tribal customs with the 

Tantric cult of Caòwikà.197 It is furthermore suggested by the Màlatìmàdhava of 

Bhavabhùti (8th century A.D.) that the Kàpàlikas worshipped Càmuòwà with regular 

human sacrifices and that some female initiates to the sect, described as yoginìs or 

ogresses, used to wear garlands of skulls and to procure human victims to their male 
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gurus.198 The access of women to the mysterious brotherhood is a distinctive sign of 

the influence exerted by Çàktism on the Kàpàlika sect. The prevalence of the worship 

of Caòwikà/Càmuòwà/Kapàlinì over that of Çiva Bhairava (of whom the former was 

regarded as the çakti) at many of the temples having been supposedly associated in 

times past with the Kàpàlika sect (including the Vaitàl Deul at Bhubaneswar, whose 

presiding deity, Càmuòwà, is historically worshipped as Kapàlinì, the Adorned-with-

Skulls)199 is another proof of the Çàkta affiliation of the Kàpàlikas themselves, or at 

least of one of their branches. 

It appears altogether probable that the Kàpàlikas were the systematizers into 

an original Tantric worship pattern of the fertility magic rites connected with spirit-

worship and ancestor-worship that were prevalent in ancient times among some of 

the primitive tribes of India. Through their religious activity, a great deal of non-

Aryan elements, originally belonging to the female-oriented cults diffused among the 

hill tribes of the Vindhyas and the Himàlayas, might have got sanskritized. Some 

parallels may be also drawn between the Kàpàlika cult practices and the primitive 

religious customs in vogue among the aboriginal tribes of Oceania, Burma, Indonesia 

and Assam, such as head-hunting, human sacrifice, the cult of skulls, etc. In Orissa’s 
context, this cultic liaison appears very interesting when one considers that maritime 

contacts between KaliÞga and Indonesia, involving also a mutual exchange of culture 

elements, had developed starting from very ancient times. 

While “superior” Tantrism was trying to ground its own doctrines on the Vedic 

tradition, the Kàpàlikas carried on some “inferior” pre-Aryan traditions based on the 

veneration of the most horrified and repulsive forms of Çiva and of the great Goddess 

through the most unorthodox, licentious, awful and disgusting rites ever conceivable 

by the Indian mind. The hostility of Brahmanism to these extreme Tantric adepts, of 

which Indian literature furnishes lots of examples, was most likely provoked by the 

alarm caused in the orthodox Hindu spheres by the gradual penetration of such tribal 

elements into the fold of Çaivism-Çàktism.200 In this connection, the French scholar A. 

Daniélou makes an interesting parallel between the condemnation, which occurred in 

the Indian context, of the Kaula-Kàpàlika rituals by the puritan Brahmins and the 

condemnation, which occurred in the Mediterranean context, of the ancient Dionysian 

rituals by the Christian hierarchy.201 At any rate, despite their official condemnation 
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by Brahmanical orthodoxy, a number of inscriptions,202 found throughout the Indian 

sub-continent, show that the Kàpàlikas were held in high esteem by many a monarch 

and by sections of high-caste people living in the early medieval period, who probably 

regarded them as authoritative Tantric initiates worthy of respect and consideration. 

At the same time, the Kàpàlikas must have been regarded as powerful and dreaded 

priests-magicians by the low-caste Hindus, who may even have considered them the 

continuators of their own ancestral tribal traditions. 

In Orissa, in particular, the presence of the Kàpàlikas might have encouraged 

the amalgamation of Tantrism with the black magic and fertility magic rites diffused 

among the Kondhs – the supreme experts in human sacrifice – and with the sorcery 

practices associated with the shamanistic religion of the Çavaras or Saoras (Çavara-

mantras, addressed only to the deified ghosts of those who have met with a violent 

death, have long been famous among the Hindus of Orissa).203 The tribal cultures of 

Orissa formed, indeed, a quite fit background for the activity of the Kàpàlikas. 

As earlier stated, during the Bhauma-kara epoch the Kàpàlikas gained a great 

ascendancy in Orissa, impressing the unmistakable sign of their rites and faith on the 

Çaiva and Çàkta temples of that period. The iconographic representation of terrible-

looking divinities endowed with kapàlas, khaxvàÞgas, skull-garlands, severed human 

heads, recumbent human bodies being gnawed by jackals, figures uplifting sacrificial 

knives, etc. in the Çaiva and Çàkta shrines, particularly frequent in Orissa in the 

period ranging from the 8th to the 10th century A.D., can be ascribed to the conjoint 

influence of Çàkta-tantrism and of the Kàpàlika sect. The very introduction of erotic 

sculptures in the Hindu temple art of Orissa, dating back to the same period, appears 

associated with the increasing influence exerted in the region by the Kàpàlikas along 

with the Kaulas, both these sects being distinguished by a religiousness imbued with 

eroticism.204 

The Vaitàl Deul of Bhubaneswar is no doubt the highest expression of Tantric 

art impregnated with Kàpàlika religiousness to be found in Orissa. The presiding 

deity of the shrine, Càmuòwà, is depicted in the most hideous and gruesome way ever 

conceivable. She has sunken eyes, gaping mouth, the hood of a snake over her head, a 

skull-medallion in her coiffure and a corpse under her feet with a jackal gnawing its 

toes; her body is emaciated, and among her attributes and ornaments are a long 
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garland of skulls, kapàla, khaxvàÞga and knife.205 The goddess is accompanied in the 

intensely dark and awe-inspiring sanctum of the temple by the already mentioned 

images of màt¡kàs and Tantric Buddhist deities and, above all, by two most terrific 

images of Bhairava, both ithyphallic, forming the male counterparts of Càmuòwà 

herself. The first of such images depicts the god in skeleton-form as surrounded by 

symbols connected with the practice of human sacrifice (two human heads placed on a 

tripod, a large butcher’s knife, and a kapàla supposed to be filled with the blood of a 

human victim whose severed head lies beside the god), while the second represents an 

emaciated Çiva engaged in killing the elephant-demon (Gajàsura-sa®hàra-mùrti).206 

The presence of the lower portion of a stone yùpa facing the temple doorway may be 

taken as a further proof of the ancient function of the Vaitàl Deul as a seat of human 

sacrifices.207 

Some medieval Orissan texts use the variant form of Kàpàlinì (the One-of-the-

Kàpàlins, i.e. the Kàpàlikas) instead of the classic form, Kapàlinì (a name of the Devì 

which also finds mention in the Devì-Màhàtmya208) to indicate Càmuòwà of the Vaitàl 

Deul, with this possibly suggesting that the Kàpàlikas of Bhubaneswar regarded 

Càmuòwà as their tutelary deity and that they considered her even more important 

than her divine consort, Bhairava.209 Another of the names by which this Càmuòwà 

was known, Vetàlì,210 is probably to be connected with the religious practices carried 

out in her shrine, whose name – Vaitàl Deul – means “the temple of spirits”.211 The 

name Vetàlì is found for the first time in the Hariva®ça as an epithet of the great 

Goddess,212 yet it may be useful here to remind that the term vetàla is also used in 

some Tantric texts to indicate a kind of black magic.213 To obtain their siddhis, the 

Kàpàlikas used to evoke the vetàlas, described in the Àgamas as an obscure class of 

beings of extremely emaciated appearance, composed by the bones, tendons and skins 

only, with the knobs of the bones jutting out, the veins visible under the surface of the 

skins, the belly parched up, the hair stiff and spread out.214 In a word, the description 

of vetàlas reminds under every aspect of the iconography of goddess Càmuòwà/Vetàlì, 

who can be considered to be their mistress. The faculty, attributed by tradition to the 
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vetàlas, of reviving dead human bodies by taking temporarily possession of them, 

constituted the pivotal element of the Kàpàlika rite known as çava-sàdhana. Since it 

was Càmuòwà herself who was thought to materialize herself in a (female?) corpse, 

being seated upon which the Kàpàlika initiate had to celebrate the rite in question 

through the medium of the pràòa (vital principle) of a vetàlì, it is not unlikely that the 

çava-sàdhana rite was once regularly performed at the Vaitàl Deul, being this shrine 

consecrated to goddess Càmuòwà/Vetàlì. This temple perhaps borrowed its name from 

the vetàla concept associated with the macabre ritual practice of çava-sàdhana.215 

The other Càmuòwà images dating from the Bhauma period which are still to 

be found at Bhubaneswar, namely, the ones enshrined in Mohinì temple, Uttareçvara 

temple and the small Kàlì temple situated in Temple Road, are iconographically very 

similar to the Càmuòwà image of the Vaitàl Deul.216 All these images were probably 

adored with Tantric rites by the Kàpàlikas who settled in Bhubaneswar since the 8th 

century A.D. 

The concept about Mohinì (the Enchantress, a female incarnation of Višòu), so 

far as the shrine dedicated to this deity at Bhubaneswar is concerned, has nothing to 

do with Vaišòavism. This Mohinì, represented by an image of Càmuòwà, appears to be 

connected with Mahàmàyà (Transcendent-Illusion) of the Devì-Màhàtmya, who is an 

aspect of the great Goddess of the Çàktas. Mahàmàyà is also the virtual presiding 

deity of the Sixty-four Yoginì temple of Hirapur, a monument to the Kaula-Kàpàlika 

religiousness. Moreover, a legend runs in the Arka tìrtha of the Prachi Valley,217 that 

Pàrvatì once frequented the place in the form of Mohinì – actually disguising her real 

yoginì nature – and attracted there many men to devour them until she was tamed by 

the advent of her consort Çiva in benign form there. This Mohinì may be identified 

with the eight-armed image of Càmuòwà installed on the west side of Çobhaneçvara 

temple at Niali, assigned (the image) to ca. the 8th century A.D.218 This Càmuòwà 

image was, in all likelihood, worshipped by the Kàpàlikas through human sacrifices, 

of which the story about Mohinì devouring the people may represent the legendary 

reminiscence. With this at the background, it may be tentatively concluded that the 

divine figure of Mohinì/Mahàmàyà was associated by the Kàpàlikas of Orissa to the 

Càmuòwà-Yoginì cultic complex, with this securing her a place of regard in the Çàkta 

pantheon of the Bhauma period. 
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As earlier stated, the existence of Tantric shrines similar to those of the Vaitàl-

Çiçireçvara group in the city of Jajpur – the capital of the Bhauma kingdom – is more 

than a probability. Such shrines, at which the mixed, Çaiva-Çàkta-Buddhistic form of 

religion characteristic of the early Bhauma-kara period must have initially prevailed, 

may have housed the terrific, but yet fascinating images of Càmuòwà being presently 

placed in the compounds of the temples of Trilocaneçvara and of Varàhanàtha, built 

in the GaÞga and Sùryava®çì periods respectively.219 These cult icons, dating back to 

the 8th-9th centuries A.D.,220 were very likely associated with the Kàpàlika form of 

worship like the early Càmuòwà images that still survive at Bhubaneswar. 

Similarly, the Càmuòwà image acting as the presiding deity of Kicakeçvarì 

temple at Khiching was, in all likelihood, originally associated with the Kàpàlika cult 

practices. This awe-inspiring cult icon, depicting the goddess in her Kapàlinì form, 

bears the characteristics of the Bhauma art and was, perhaps, originally worshipped 

in a subsidiary shrine located in the premises of the great Çiva temple of Khiching (ca. 

10th century A.D.), now no more in existence, along with two Bhairava images now 

housed in the local museum.221 The erotic scenes illustrating Tantric rituals (in some 

cases, quite revolting ones), female figures carrying severed heads and kapàlas, and a 

sculptural panel possibly representing a scene of human sacrifice, which are depicted 

on the walls of Kicakeçvarì temple (but which actually belonged to the collapsed Çiva 

temple or to some of its subsidiary shrines) or on those of Kutàituòwi temple (ca. 9th 

century A.D.), altogether suggest a strong Kàpàlika influence on religious beliefs and 

practices in the ancient capital city of the Bhañja rulers of Mayurbhanj.222 

Finally, some sculptural panels illustrating sexual rites are also noticed on the 

walls of the temple of Si®hanàtha on the Mahanadi. T. E. Donaldson, who assigns 

this temple to the late 9th century A.D., associates the imagery in question with the 

Kàpàlika sect.223 If, however, one accepts the view, prevalent among the scholars in 

KaliÞgan art and architecture, according to which Si®hanàtha temple dates from the 

last phase of the Çailodbhava rule (ca. 7th-8th centuries A.D.),224 the attribution of 

these erotic sculptures to the influence of the Kàpàlikas would imply that this sect 
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was present on the Orissan soil even before the advent of the Bhauma monarchs. 

Such a hypothesis, nevertheless, has never been advanced by any scholar so far. 

Thus we may tentatively conclude that in the 8th-10th centuries A.D., i.e., the 

period roughly coinciding with the reign of the Bhauma-karas, the Kàpàlika sect had 

at least four important centres of activity in Orissa, viz., the area of Bhubaneswar 

(including Hirapur with its Yoginì pìxha), the Prachi Valley, Jajpur and Khiching. The 

propitiation of goddess Càmuòwà through extreme Çàkta-tantric rites constituted in 

those days a distinctive feature of the worship pattern followed by the Kàpàlikas of 

Orissa. The triumph of the Kàpàlika religiousness in the Bhauma epoch is historically 

connected with the parallel ascent of the Kaula religiousness, of which it is now time 

to give an outline. 

 

Kaulas — The Kaula religious ideals and practices, whose cradle was situated in 

central India, gradually spread over Orissa – most likely, across the territory of 

Dakšiòa Koçala – in between the last phase of the Bhauma rule and the initial phase 

of the Somava®çì one, namely, in the course of the 10th century A.D. The decorative 

programme of the Orissan temples built in that period is strongly influenced by the 

mystic-erotic conceptions that were peculiar to both the Kaula and Kàpàlika sects. A 

good instance of this twofold sectarian influence is represented by the Çàkta-tantric 

temple of Vàràhì at Chaurasi in the Prachi Valley (10th century A.D.), whose friezes, 

when they do not portray deities, depict for the most part Tantric sexual rites that 

could have been indifferently performed either by Kaula or by Kàpàlika initiates. The 

establishment of the two Yoginì temples still existing in Orissa, one at Hirapur near 

Bhubaneswar and the other at Ranipur Jharial in the heart of the ancient kingdom of 

Dakšiòa Koçala, must be traced back to the ascendancy exerted by the Kaula and the 

Kàpàlika initiates on the Bhaumas (in the case of the Kàpàlikas) and the Somava®çìs 

(in the case of the Kaulas) respectively. As regards specifically Çaivism, the passage 

from the predominance of Pàçupatism to that of left-hand Tantrism within this faith 

was accomplished in Orissa thanks to the development of the Kaula-Kàpàlika cultic 

syndrome.225 

It is necessary to point out here that the Sanskrit term Kaula, indicating the 

mystic union of the male and female principles in the sàdhaka’s soul in imitation of 
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Çiva and Çakti’s eternal copulation, when applied to Orissa’s religious context in the 
8th-10th centuries A.D. does not denote the “classic” Kaula doctrine attributed to the 
guru Matsyendranàtha (the half-legendary Tantric author whose celebrated treatise 

Kaulajñànaniròaya was regarded as most authoritative by the Kaulas of the later 

medieval period). The composition of the Kaulajñànaniròaya is, in fact, traced back 

by the scholars to the 11th century A.D.,226 when the Kaula ideals and practices had 

already got a large circulation all over Orissa. Therefore, when the term Kaula is used 

with reference to early medieval Orissan history, it has to be understood in a more 

general sense, namely, as designating a Tantric religious undercurrent based on the 

doctrine of the mystic union of the Tantric vìra (“hero”) with the Supreme Godhead – 

represented by the divine couple Çiva-Çakti – achieved with the support of sexo-yogic 

practices. The latter practices had, no doubt, gained a large popularity all over the 

Indian sub-continent from at least the early medieval period, and Matsyendranàtha 

himself, in case he is not only a legendary figure, is regarded by most of scholars as 

but their systematizer into a full-fledged system of mystic-esoteric teachings.227 

Thus only in a wider context one can speak of a penetration of the Kaula ideals 

and practices into Orissa in the period preceding the foundation of the “classic” Kaula 
school thanks to Matsyendranàtha. Accordingly, when the term Kaula is employed in 

association with the Bhauma period of Orissan history, it above all indicates a kind of 

erotic spirituality that by that time had pervaded the developed Pàçupata-Kàpàlika 

cultic syndrome, and not the later Tantric sect bearing the same name. 

It is stated in one of the legendary narratives of the origin of the Kaula school 

that Matsyendranàtha – who was actually an incarnation of Bhairava himself in the 

form of a fish – revealed his esoteric teachings to his consort Bhairavì and to a group 

of yoginìs gathered at the Çàkta pìxha of Kàmarùpa in Assam, regarded by tradition 

as the seat of the yoni portion of Satì having fallen from the sky. The yoginìs referred 

to in this tradition may at one time represent either the çaktis surrounding Çiva in 

the mystic circle known as Yoginì Kaula (as per Matsyendranàtha’s doctrine) and the 
deified womenfolk or priestesses, initiated in Tantric Yoga and regarded as the living 

incarnations of Çakti, in the company of whom the historical Kaulas used to perform 

their sexo-yogic rituals.228 The Kaulas gave a fundamental importance to mundane 

yoginìs (of whom divine yoginìs perhaps represented the mythic and cultic projection) 
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and considered them the main depositories and dispensers of the secret knowledge of 

Kaulamàrga, the yogic ritualistic process that enabled a Kaula initiate to realize in 

his own person the mystic union of the male and female principles (Akula and Kula, 

i.e. Çiva and Çakti).229 Sexual intercourse with a yoginì previously consecrated in the 

nyàsa ceremony (a ritual projection of divinities into various parts of the body) was 

conceived by the Kaulas as a mystic-sympathetic process through which the human 

couple was thought to become a divine one. In M. Eliade’s opinion this conception was 
indebted to the proto-Çàkta complex of magico-yogic doctrines incorporated into the 

fertility rites that were anciently in vogue among the non-Aryan peoples inhabiting 

the Indian sub-continent.230 The early medieval Orissan culture was altogether very 

much influenced by tribal religious practices and beliefs, for which reason it may be 

inferred that the vàmàcàra religiousness based on sexo-yogic rituals, typical of the 

Kaula sect, found in this land a quite fit ground for its expansion, all the more that 

the Kàpàlikas, whose activity of proselytism preceded the penetration of the Kaula 

doctrines into Orissa, had already introduced a great deal of sexo-yogic practices into 

the allied Çiva-Çakti cults from at least the beginning of the Bhauma epoch. 

That in the subsequent Somava®çì epoch figures of mundane yoginìs – very 

likely connected with the Kaula sect or, at any rate, with the Çàkta-tantric religious 

milieu – acted as powerful priestesses or sorceresses performing occult and esoteric 

rites, is demonstrated by a number of local legends concerning the magical activities 

of the so-called “Seven Tantric Maidens”, a group of witches who perhaps really lived 
in Orissa in the course of the 11th century A.D. Their main seat is traditionally placed 

in the city of Patnagarh in Balangir district, which is reported to have been renamed 

Kumàrìpatna (the Port-of-Maidens) after them. Their fame extended along the course 

of the river Mahanadi as far as Puri, and their names – Netai Dobhaòì, Patrapindhi 

Saharuòì (also known as Patara Savaruòì), GaÞgi Ganduòì, Suà Teluòì, Janandei 

Maluòì, Luhukuxi Lahuruòì and Sukuxi Chamàruòì – are still nowadays included in 

the mantras being recited on the occasion of exorcism rites in many areas of Orissa 

(for instance, at Sonepur and at Puri).231 One of the Seven Tantric Maidens, Netai 

Dobhaòì, is even stated in the Màdalà Pàñji (the chronicle written by the priests of 

the temple of Jagannàtha at Puri) to have been the teacher of sorcery of the boy 

Anantavarman CowagaÞga (A.D. 1078-1150), who, thanks to the supernatural powers 
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this Tantric sorceress endowed him with, would have succeeded in occupying the 

throne of the Somava®çìs.232 The legend also runs at Puri, that Netai Dobhaòì was an 

ardent worshipper of Lord Jagannàtha.233 These stories reveal the extent to which the 

cult of Jagannàtha, highlighted by king Anantavarman CowagaÞga of the GaÞga 

dynasty, was influenced, in its initial stages, by the Kaula-Yoginì cultic complex, 

symbolically represented in the legend at issue by one of the Seven Tantric Maidens. 

It is worth noticing that at least two out of these half-legendary sorceresses, Netai 

Dobhaòì and Patara Savaruòì, are regarded as Saoras by birth. Sorcery and magical 

incantations are traditionally practised on a large scale by the hinduized Saoras of 

Orissa, and Çavara-mantras, meant to appease maleficent spirits, are still nowadays 

very famous among the Oriya Hindus.234 The links of this ancient magic lore, called 

Çavarì-vidyà due to its historical association with Saora female practitioners, with the 

Tantric magic resorted to by the medieval Kaula adepts of Orissa (possibly within the 

ambit of Yoginì cult) are susceptible of forming a still unexplored field of research. 

It is not the case here to expound the complex Kaula doctrines based upon the 

sàdhaka’s initiation to three subsequent stages of consciousness respectively called 

vàmàcàra, siddhàntàcàra and kaulàcàra, the identification yoga-bhoga (enjoyment), 

the recourse to pañcamakàra-sàdhana, the practice of kuòwalinì-yoga, etc.,235 all the 

more that it is not known whether such doctrines, systematized for the first time in 

the course of the 11th century A.D., were part or not of the proto-Kaula religiousness 

diffused in Orissa in the 8th-10th centuries A.D. What appears almost certain is that 

both the Kaula and Kàpàlika ascetics of early medieval Orissa used to live in spiritual 

intimacy with yoginìs, who were regarded as human manifestations of the universal 

Çakti and as instruments of transformation of their associated sàdhakas into Çiva in 

and through the insight and pleasures of sex.236 

That Tantric orgiastic rituals were celebrated in the Yoginì temples of Orissa 

may be a mere conjecture, but nevertheless, the erotic scenes carved on the walls of 

some Orissan temples dating from the 10th century A.D., such as Vàràhì temple at 

Chaurasi and Kicakeçvarì temple at Khiching, testify to the diffusion, by that time, of 

Tantric erotic rituals in the country, or at least in some of its secluded Çàkta-tantric 

pockets. Eight of the erotic images appearing in the major niches of Vàràhì temple at 
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Chaurasi have been identified by R. N. Banerjea as illustrating stages of ritual love-

making (kàmakalàprayoga) as described in the unpublished Oriya manuscript called 

Kaula Cùwàmaòi.237 

Again in connection with the Kaula erotic spirituality, the Çilpa Prakàça – the 

already mentioned medieval Tantric Çilpa-çàstra of Orissa – prescribes that the rows 

of amorous sculptures (kàmabandhas) that were customarily carved in rilievo style on 

the upper walls of the Tantric temples of Orissa, particularly from the closing part of 

the Bhauma period onwards, had to be patterned on the kàmakalà-yantra (the mystic 

diagram of love images), which probably drew inspiration from the ancient Àgamic 

speculations on kàmakalàvidyà (the science of love images). The kàmakalà-yantra, 

laid down by the sthapati below the mithuna (love-play) and maithuna (sex-congress) 

images, is mentioned in this text as the most important and sacred decoration of the 

temple outer parts;238 yet, the fact that this yantra is said in the same work to be the 

supreme secret of the kaulàcàra (the last stage of the kaulamàrga), which had not to 

be revealed to any uninitiate and had, in consequence, to be camouflaged with erotic 

carvings, may indicate that the latter sculptures were carved on the walls of Orissan 

temples to illustrate the erotic elements of the Kaula doctrine but also, at the same 

time, to conceal their occult foundations. “This seems to imply that ordinary people 
were given only that which they could understand, and were liberally allowed to take 

delight in it, so that they might not try to probe into metaphysical secrets which were 

beyond the reach of their understanding. This delight was allowed to them because no 

lewd or scurrilous intention had inspired these images. Sexual love was regarded as a 

sacred law of nature, which had to be revered and worshipped as such... But, when it 

came to the deeper, esoteric sense of sex and its manipulation as a form of sàdhana, it 

necessarily had to remain the exclusive preserve of the adepts”.239 

In a word, the Kaulas of medieval Orissa – admitted that the Çilpa Prakàça is 

really a Kaula work composed in the Somava®çì age as its editors maintain240 – were 

inclined to protect their esoteric doctrines from the curiosity and misinterpretations of 

the uninitiated, who were thus prevented from performing on their own the “morally 
dangerous” Kaula rites.241 So far as their impact on common devotees is concerned, 

the amorous or erotic sculptures of the Kaula matrix pervading the decorative project 
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of a large number of medieval Tantric temples of Orissa, no matter as to whether they 

were affiliated to the Çaiva, Çàkta or even to the Vaišòava and Saura faiths (see the 

erotic imagery of Jagannàtha temple at Puri and the Sun temple at Konarak), were in 

all likelihood meant to show that desire is the root of the cosmic manifestation, the 

impulse by means of which all inanimate things and all living beings are created, 

preserved and destroyed. In the Tantric outlook, the manifested world is the product 

of Çiva and Çakti’s unceasing interplay, generally conceived in a symbolic way as an 

eternal love play culminating in the mythic divine coition. The mithuna/maithuna 

images were exoterically meant to illustrate to the uninitiated the mystic conception 

of divine sexuality, whereas the Tantric initiates remained in the exclusive possession 

of the esoteric doctrine termed as Kaula (the union of Çiva and Çakti in the adept’s 
consciousness) and the connected secret sexual rites. 

The sexo-yogic poses illustrated in the kàmabhandas of the Tantric temples of 

Orissa – as, on the other hand, it was also the case with Tantric temples built in other 

regions of India – might have represented, in the eyes of the common devotees, the 

continuity and persistence of primitive and popular culture elements in the medieval 

Hindu society.242 The non-Vedic magic practices and fertility rituals that supposedly 

typified the female-oriented religions of prehistoric KaliÞga could have been revived 

in the minds of the low-caste Tantric devotees – the depositories of the memory of the 

lost tribal traditions – through their transfiguration into sculptural scenes depicting 

sexo-yogic rites thanks to the mediation of the Kaula-Kàpàlika ascetics. Under this 

particular aspect, the erotic art of medieval Orissa can be considered to be one of the 

finished products of the process of sanskritization of the earlier tribal religions, a fruit 

that was considered ripe for being publicly picked only when historical conditions, 

with the gradual ascent of Tantrism to a high position in the religious outlook of the 

royal family and the aristocracy of the Bhauma-kara kingdom starting from the 8th 

century A.D., became favourable for that. 

Yet, according to K. V. Soundara Rajan, the erotic art of medieval Orissa was 

but a conventionalized formula of which the pervasive Kaula matrix of the temple 

artists and patrons was responsible. In the opinion of this scholar, the kàmabandhas 

of Orissan temples were conceived as propitious or apotropaic art motifs aimed at 

ensuring the people’s welfare, namely, just as the subservient supports to spiritual 

realization. In other words, they would have been, as a whole, an ancillary and non-

essential art theme. They might also have functioned, in the minds of the devotees, as 
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figures imparted with a magical power of the sympathetic type, in which the low-caste 

people in particular might have found an echo of the magical conceptions underlying 

the ancient indigenous rites of fertility based on love-making. Thus the erotic motifs 

depicted on Orissan temples would have been imparted with a secondary symbolism 

rather than with a primary one, directly related to the vàmàcàra rites performed by 

the Kaula and Kàpàlika adepts. It is true that erotic figures began to be carved in a 

great profusion on the outer walls of Orissan temples only starting from the later 

Somava®çì epoch (11th century A.D.), when the phase of ascendancy of the Pàçupata-

Kaula-Kàpàlika allied sects was going to come to an end in the country. Tantrism was 

thus involved in the magnificent flowering of the erotic art of Orissa only in a wider 

sense, i.e., as a part of the ethos of the monarchs, sculptors and devotees of that time. 

It may also be suggested here that, in a period of restoration of Àgamic Çaivism and of 

dakšiòàcàra Çàktism, such as the Somava®çì one was, the depiction of erotic motifs 

on temples was perhaps aimed at atrophying the “morally dangerous” sexual desire in 
the common devotees’ minds through its “sublimation” rather than at glorifying the 
religious significance of sex (as, on the contrary, it was apparently the case with the 

erotic friezes carved on the earlier Tantric temples, built under the influence of the 

Pàçupata-Kaula-Kàpàlika esoteric matrix).243 

K. V. Soundara Rajan concludes his interesting argument with saying that the 

Çàkta-tantric phase of Orissan religious history (ca. 8th-10th centuries A.D.) was but 

a sort of blind alley, from which the royal dynasties who followed the Bhauma-karas 

in the rule of Orissa came out by veering progressively to a less degenerated and more 

virtuous form of Brahmanical Hinduism, in which the vàmàcàra practices typical of 

the Kaula and Kàpàlika sects had no more chance of expansion. The constant ascent 

of Vaišòavism in the form of Jagannàtha cult starting from the Somava®çì period 

was the most important sign of this more moderate and less radical new religious 

policy. Ever after, erotic art on temple architecture became functionally defunct and 

fossilized in Orissa, although it was utilized by routine even by the sculptors of the 

Imperial GaÞga period to decorate, for instance, the walls of Jagannàtha temple at 

Puri and of the Sun temple at Konarak, and by the sculptors of the later medieval and 

modern periods as a conventionalized part of the overall decorative programme of the 

standard Hindu temple. The bhakti-based temple ritual – imbued, at any rate, with 

Tantric elements originated in the earlier phases of Orissan religious history – 

became the religious landmark in Orissa starting from the 11th century A.D., by 
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which time the perilous path of vàmàcàra, exemplified in the scenes of ritualistic 

sexual congress (often evincing hedonistic aspects) depicted on the temples of the 

Bhauma and early Somava®çì periods, definitively “fell into the dustbin of esoteric 
Çàkta metaphysical history of central India”.244 

 

Çakti cult in the Somava®çì period 

Around the mid-part of the 10th century A.D. the Bhauma kingdom, weakened by 

internal turmoils and dissensions as well as by the continuous interference of the 

neighbouring powers (the Somava®çìs of North-West Orissa and the Bhañjas of the 

Baudh region) in its internal affairs, was occupied by king Yayàti I of the Somava®çì 

dynasty. By virtue of this exploit, the Somava®çìs became the rulers of the coastal 

provinces of Orissa.245 

In its heyday, between the 8th and 9th centuries A.D., the Bhauma kingdom 

had extended from the Medinipur (Midnapore) district of present West Bengal in the 

north to the Godavari Valley in the south,246 but yet its dominions had never included 

the north-western tracts of Orissa, which in those centuries were being ruled over by 

the Pàòwuva®çìs or Early Somava®çìs, having their capital at Sirpur, a centre on the 

Mahanadi situated in the Chhatisgarh region (now included in Madhya Pradesh). The 

kingdom of the Pàòwuva®çìs was, as it seems, destroyed by the Kalacuris of central 

India in around the second half of the 9th century A.D., yet a supposed member of the 

dynasty, Janmejaya I (ca. A.D. 882-922), succeeded in founding another kingdom in 

the Sambalpur-Balangir-Kalahandi region of Orissa with its capital at Sonepur on the 

Mahanadi. The new Somava®çì kingdom, named (Dakšiòa) Koçala, exerted since the 

beginning a strong and increasing influence on the declining Bhauma kingdom until 

Janmejaya’s successor, Yayati I (ca. A.D. 922-955), annexed at different times the 

alluvial plains of Orissa (Utkala), then governed by the last Bhauma queens and by 

the Bhañja feudal rulers, and united them politically and culturally, for the first time 

in their history, to the upper Mahanadi Valley region.247 

The Somava®çì monarchs, popularly known as Keçaris, ruled over the whole 

territory covered by the modern State of Orissa for more than one hundred-fifty years 

till the king of KaliÞga (meant as the northern coastal provinces of Andhra Pradesh), 
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Anantavarman CowagaÞga of the Eastern GaÞga dynasty, conquered their kingdom in 

A.D. 1110. They consolidated the united kingdom of Utkala and Koçala, reinforced its 

administration and, as far as the religious sphere is concerned, liberally patronized 

the temple building activity of all sects of Brahmanical Hinduism, laying, however, a 

special stress on Çaivism, of which they were the staunch followers. The magnificent 

Çaiva sanctuaries of Mukteçvara, LiÞgaràja, Ràjaràòì, Brahmeçvara and a number of 

others, erected at Bhubaneswar by the Somava®çìs, are unanimously considered to 

be the highest fulfilment of the KaliÞga School of Art and Architecture. 

Yet the form of Çaivism fostered by the Somava®çìs was quite different from 

the one that had prevailed in Orissa during the Bhauma period. The Somava®çìs, in 

fact, did not favour the Tantric practices so prodigally as the Bhauma-karas had done, 

even though they appear to have had some inclination for the Kaula spirituality, as it 

may be inferred from the fact, that all of their copper plate grants commence with 

verses praising the pursuit of love.248 The extreme Çàkta-tantric practices indulged in 

by the Kaula-Kàpàlika ascetics of the Bhauma-kara period were discouraged by the 

Somava®çì monarchs, the most celebrated among whom, Yayàti I, is stated in an old 

tradition to have invited to Jajpur ten thousand orthodox Brahmins from Kanauj to 

perform a series of solemn Vedic sacrifices, including the açvamedha (horse-sacrifice), 

so as to extirpate from that town, which had been formerly the main seat of power of 

the Bhauma rulers, the very memory of the syncretistic cults and unorthodox rituals 

that had been in vogue there for centuries.249 The definitive triumph of Brahmanical 

ideals and rituals at the Çàkta shrine of Virajà (the most celebrated pìxha of Orissa) 

after a long history of compromises with Buddhism and other unorthodox religious 

movements was probably the achievement of Yayàti I.250 

 

Evolution of Çaivism — As already indicated, the Pàçupata sect of Çaivism, which 

during the Bhauma-kara period had flourished in Orissa adopting a mixed cult 

pattern within whose framework the Çàkta-Kaula-Kàpàlika elements predominated, 

virtually lost its separate identity after the Somava®çì dynasty rose to power in the 

kingdom. This is suggested by the fact that either the Lakulìça image, reflecting the 

Pàçupata affiliation of the builders of the temples and their royal patrons, and the 

generalized ithyphallic treatment of the Çaiva male deities (derived from the yogic 
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content of the Pàçupata doctrine), were eliminated from Orissan Çaiva shrines in the 

course of the 10th century A.D., although some forms of Çiva Bhairava continued to be 

depicted ùrdhvaliÞga in the context of Çàkta-tantric art. Since then on the deities 

represented on the Çaiva temples of Orissa were generally those of the standardized 

Àgamic tradition, to a great extent coinciding with those of the “orthodox” Puràòic 

tradition. Such Çaiva and Çàkta divinities were, for the most part, deprived of the 

Tantric-yogic connotations which were characteristic of the earlier phases of KaliÞgan 

art.251 

Following this main trend, during the Somava®çì epoch the pàrçva-devatàs of 

the Çaivite shrines of Orissa were invariably represented, with rare exceptions, by the 

images of Pàrvatì, Gaòeça and Kàrttikeya. The restoration of religious usages to the 

pristine Àgamic-Puràòic concepts was made explicit by the generalized replacement of 

the purely Tantric image of Mahišamardinì – which during the Bhauma period was 

canonically installed in the north niche of the standard Çaiva temple – with the more 

“tranquillizing” image of Pàrvatì, which had already acted as pàrçva-devatà in all the 

Çaiva temples erected during the Çailodbhava period (i.e., prior to the establishment 

of the Bhauma rule over Orissa).252 The awe-inspiring Tantric divinities, of course, 

were not eliminated from the imagery of Orissan Çaiva temples, yet they were often 

relegated into secluded subsidiary shrines of their own. In the Somava®çì period this 

was frequently the case with the images of Aja-Ekapàda Bhairava, Mahišamardinì 

and Si®havàhinì Durgà, Càmuòwà and Saptamàt¡kàs. The cult icons of Durgà and 

Càmuòwà were usually enshrined in that period within special sanctuaries built on 

the north side of the temple compound.253 In certain cases the Mahišamardinì images 

placed in this class of shrines – such as, for instance, the ones, dating from the 11th-

12th centuries A.D.,254 lying in the compounds of the Çaiva temples of Vatesvara and 

Suklesvara in Cuttack district respectively – were monumental in size. 

 

Evolution of Çàktism — On the purely Çàkta side the dominant trend in the 

Somava®çì period consisted in softening or eliminating the most awful and gruesome 

aspects of Çakti-worship as popularized in Orissa during the Bhauma-kara period. As 

the best instance of this new religious trend the fact can be cited, that all of the Çàkta 

shrines erected by the Somava®çìs at Bhubaneswar are presided over by goddesses in 
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pacific form, even though the khàkharà type of temple, conceived by the architects of 

the Bhauma period to enshrine the representative icons of the great Goddess in her 

terrific manifestations (Mahišamardinì, Càmuòwà or Saptamàt¡kàs), was still being 

used by the architects of the Somava®çì period. The khàkharà temple dedicated to 

goddess Gaurì in the Kedara-Gaurì temple compound (10th century A.D.)255 as well as 

two other such shrines respectively dedicated to the goddesses Gopàliòì and Sàvitrì in 

the LiÞgaràja complex (ca. early 12th century A.D.)256 testify, by virtue of the non-

fearful aspect of their own presiding deities, to the more moderate course imparted to 

Çakti cult at Bhubaneswar by the Somava®çì rulers. 

Some analogous considerations can be made in regard to the development of 

Màt¡kà cult, to which the Somava®çìs gave a great impulse after having depurated it 

from its earlier (supposed) vàmàcàra Tantric aspects. The artists of the Somava®çì 

epoch, in fact, stressed the benevolent, motherly and nurturing aspect of the màt¡kàs 

by associating each of these deities (Càmuòwà – as it is obvious – excepted) with a 

baby placed on their lap. The earlier màt¡kà images of Orissa, dating from the 

Çailodbhava and Bhauma-kara periods, do not hold babies in their arms, while, on the 

other hand, the baby-in-lap motif is present in the sets of màt¡kàs found at Sirpur and 

Pujaripali in Madhya Pradesh, two sites once included in the Pàòwuva®çì or Early 

Somava®çì kingdom of the upper Mahanadi Valley, as well as in the sets found at 

Ranipur-Jharial and Belkhandi in the Balangir-Kalahandi region, two centres of 

Somava®çì art assigned to the 9th-10th centuries A.D. It is thus probable that the 

Somava®çì monarchs, after having conquered the coastal provinces of Orissa, 

introduced there the iconographic motif of the child being held by each màt¡kà in her 

own arms, which was very popular in their homeland the Chhatisgarh region.257 

In the màt¡kà sets of Mukteçvara temple at Bhubaneswar, the Sub-Divisional 

Officer compound and Daçàçvamedha ghàx at Jajpur, Màrkaòweçvara temple at Puri 

and the collapsed Màt¡kà temple at Sathalapura in Cuttack district – all stylistically 

assignable to the 10th century A.D., viz. to the initial part of the Somava®çì rule over 

coastal Orissa258 – the baby-in-lap motif is always present. This iconographic feature 

confines in the background the earlier mythological descriptions of the màt¡kàs as a 
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band of dangerous, ferocious, warlike, blood-thirsty and child-afflicting ogresses with 

emphasizing, on the contrary, their mother-aspect, which circumstance has led some 

scholars to compare these goddesses with some ancient Egyptian and Mesopotamian 

“mother goddesses” depicted with a baby on their lap or with the Virgin and Child of 
the Christians (even though such comparisons appear incorrect, as it will be discussed 

in chapter 4). 

The incorporation of the folk goddess MaÞgalà into the Brahmanical Çàkta 

pantheon of Orissa was, most likely, another achievement of the Somava®çì dynasty. 

The great temple dedicated to this goddess at Kakatpur, although dating back, in its 

present forms, only to the 15th century A.D.,259 was built on the ruins of an earlier 

shrine and has an image of the Mahàyàna Buddhist goddess Tàrà assignable to about 

the 10th century A.D. as its presiding deity. On the other hand, goddess MaÞgalà of 

Kakatpur is associated with the cult of Jagannàtha, of which the Somava®çìs were 

the first known royal patrons (king Yayàti I is credited with the erection of an early 

temple of Jagannàtha at Puri, later on rebuilt by CowagaÞgadeva).260 It appears thus 

probable that the Somava®çì rulers were responsible for the sanskritization of the 

popular semi-tribal cult of MaÞgalà, which in subsequent epochs would have formed a 

sort of religious bridge uniting Orissan Çàktism to Vaišòavism. 

The dakšiòàcàra-oriented form of Çakti-worship promoted by the Somava®çì 

rulers left little space for such vàmàcàra-oriented independent Çàkta cults as those of 

Càmuòwà and Vàràhì, which were consequently relegated into some peripheral and 

isolated areas of Orissa. Caòwì temple at Kishorpur in Mayurbhanj district (ca. 10th-

11th centuries A.D.),261 having an impressive Càmuòwà image as its presiding deity, 

and the already mentioned Vàràhì temple at Chaurasi, dating from the period of 

transition from the Bhauma rule to the Somava®çì one (10th century A.D.),262 are two 

among the most remarkable shrines, belonging to the khàkharà order, that were 

consecrated to such extreme Tantric cults in the period in question. Shrines dedicated 

to Càmuòwà were also built in the same period at Badasahi and at Pedagadi in north-

eastern Orissa. Possibly in the same period, the Bhañja feudal overlords of the hilly 

region of Mayurbhanj installed goddess Càmuòwà/Kicakeçvarì as their family deity, a 

function this goddess still detains in our days. In fact, the dethroned descendants of 
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the Bhañja dynasty, living in Baripada (Mayurbhanj district), still nowadays worship 

Càmuòwà/Kicakeçvarì as their family deity.263  

To quote K. V. Soundara Rajan’s words it can be summed up here that, in the 
Somava®çì period, the pressure of vàmàcàra Çàktism was “well overwhelmed and 
pushed into the hinterlands by the containing main core-values of Hinduism in the 

community worship in temples”.264 

 

Çiva and Pàrvatì’s amorous relationship — The favour accorded by the 

Somava®çì monarchs to a Çaiva-Çàkta cult pattern within which the most extreme, 

radical and revolting Tantric conceptions were deliberately eschewed to be replaced 

with a more generic and acceptable glorification of Çiva and Pàrvatì’s metaphysical 
love affair (in conformity with the Àgamic and Puràòic traditions) is probably at the 

root of a series of medieval myths and legends giving account of the origin of various 

Hindu monuments of Bhubaneswar, erected for the most part in the Somava®çì age 

(in the course of which Bhubaneswar was turned into a magnificent temple city). The 

mythical tales at issue – which are included in some old Orissan Puràòic texts such 

as, for instance, the Ekàmra Puràòa – stress Çiva-Pàrvatì amorous relationship in 

such a way, that the imprint of the moderate Kaula doctrines fostered by the 

Somava®çìs clearly appears through them. 

One of such myths, explaining the origin of the many Çaiva and Çàkta shrines 

surrounding in a circle the large Bindusàgara tank, associates such shrines with the 

ràsakrìwa (sporting dalliance) that was reportedly staged at that place by Çiva and 

Pàrvatì at the latter’s request in the company of eight Çambhus (emanations of Çiva) 

and eight Gaurìs (emanations of Pàrvatì), who were ultimately installed by the great 

god as the presiding deities of sixteen shrines lying all around the tank. The sporting 

dalliance was initiated by the eight so-formed couples of Çambhus and Gaurìs in the 

presence of the supreme Divine Couple on the full moon night in the month of Caitra 

(March-April). During that month, a series of allied Çiva-Çakti festivals, showing a 

Tantric nature, are still today celebrated in Orissa.265 This ràsakrìwa, performed in 

order to turn Çiva and Pàrvatì’s spiritual bliss and sensuous pleasure, caused by their 
everlasting amorous intercourse, into the divine power that sustains the universe and 

enables man to attain salvation, is thus conceived here as a divine love-play made of 
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ràsa (pleasant emotion). There is here a narrative analogy with the ràsalìlà, the erotic 

dance that, according to the Bhàgavata Puràòa, was performed by K¡šòa with sixteen 

thousand gopìs (cowherdesses) after the god had emanated as many duplicates of his 

own person in order to save, all at once, his devotees’ souls (personified by the gopìs). 

The elaboration of this Tantric myth might have felt the effects of the then emerging 

bhakti movement of Vaišòavism, which in the subsequent GaÞga period would have 

deeply changed the form of Çaivism in vogue in Bhubaneswar town thanks to the 

introduction of the syncretistic cult of Harihara into the LiÞgaràja temple worship-

pattern; nevertheless, the motif of Çiva’s sporting dalliance with Pàrvatì presents a 

coherence of its own inasmuch as it emphasizes the erotic relationship uniting Çiva, 

the Puruša absorbed in his divine yoga, and his consort the Mahàdevì, the manifested 

universe made up of çakti-màyà-prak¡ti attracting the former into the eternal game of 

cosmic transformation.266 

Thus in the Somava®çì epoch the cult of Pàrvatì (otherwise known in Orissa 

as Gaurì) was closely allied with Çaivism in a Tantric religious context dominated by 

the Kaula concept about the amorous relationship eternally uniting the supreme male 

and female principles. This goddess-cult, being not prejudicially hostile to Vaišòavism 

(elements of which were, on the contrary, gradually penetrating into it), had all the 

potentialities to become the most important Çàkta cult at Bhubaneswar and thence, 

in all likelihood, also in the whole of the coastal plains of Orissa. Nevertheless, this 

potential developmental line of Çakti cult in Orissa was soon interrupted owing to the 

overpowering ascent of Vaišòavism in the 11th-12th centuries A.D., a religious event 

which deeply altered the relative forces of the different Hindu faiths and the virtual 

equilibrium which the religious life of the country had been based on from the Gupta 

age onwards. In fact, the growing popularity of the cult of Jagannàtha in the GaÞga 

period made Çaivism and Çàktism progressively take a back seat in Orissa’s religious 
scenery, as it will be shown in the next section of this chapter. 

 

The triumph of feminine beauty in Orissan sculpture — To conclude this sketch 

of the development of Çakti cult in Orissa during the Somava®çì period, mention is 

here to be made of the triumph, occurred in that epoch, of the female body in the field 

of sculptural art and in that of sacred dance, both of them being connected with the 
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highlighting of the female beauty, grace, warmth and sensuousness inherent in the 

moderate Kaula doctrines fostered by the Somava®çì monarchs. 

It is not known whether the alasa-kanyàs (indolent damsels) depicted virtually 

everywhere on the walls of Orissan temples, and in particular of the ones belonging to 

the Somava®çì and GaÞga periods – represent celestial figures or rather a mere ideal 

of female beauty symbolizing, among other things, fertility and auspiciousness. It is, 

at any rate, evident that these female figures dominate the decorative programme of 

the Orissan temples erected in the middle medieval period (10th-13th centuries A.D.) 

with a profusion that is not seen in any other area of India. The alasa-kanyà images 

of the Somava®çì period can be numbered among the loveliest creations of Orissan 

art and have few rivals in the whole gamut of Indian sculpture so far as their beauty 

is concerned. The most noticeable feature of these images is the so-called “Somava®çì 

smile” lighting up their faces with a soft and warm trait.267 

As synthesized by D. Mitra, “[in the most important Çaiva temples erected by 

the Somava®çìs], where we meet with a great profusion of delicately-modelled urban 

females in various flexible and captivating poses and luxurious moods, art becomes 

sensuous and sophisticated, yet the appeal is immediate and overwhelming. The slim 

and supple figures, high in relief, emerge out of the body of the temple, the body itself 

often elegantly embellished with floral, vegetal and geometric motifs, and have an 

amplitude of free movement. Rich in the warmth of human emotions the slender and 

vivacious kanyàs, conscious of their beauty and with exquisite and seductive charm, 

and often with an ineffable smile, are shown in various roles like fondling a child, 

playing with pet birds, taking out anklets so that she may go out unheard, wearing a 

çàxì, dancing, playing on musical instruments, making her toilet, holding branches of 

trees or flowers, standing by the side of a door, amorous in company of her beloved 

and in other actions of similar nature.”268 The power of love, deified in accordance 

with the Kaula religious perspective, shines through the postures, expressions, hand 

gestures and movements displayed by these alasa-kanyàs. Their seductiveness and 

charm was thought to bring the devotees close to Mahàmàyà or Mahàvidyà, the most 

metaphysical among the concepts underlying Çakti-worship. Although they were not 

revered as goddesses, they were considered to be the symbols of the immanence of 

Çakti in the manifested world and, above all, in woman. Therefore, whatever be the 

Hindu creed which an Orissan temple is affiliated to, the profuse depiction of alasa-
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kanyàs on its walls can be always considered to signify the veneration of the female 

principle as the highest active principle in the universe, a conception borrowed by the 

medieval Hindu artists from the Çakti cult widespread all over Orissa from the hoary 

past. 

 

The devadàsì tradition — The introduction, during the Somava®çì epoch, of the 

female temple dancers known as devadàsìs (“the maid-servants of God”), under whose 
care were put some sacred services in some eminent Çaiva shrines of Orissa, had 

possibly a religious meaning analogous to the sculptural representation of alasa-

kanyàs on the walls of the same class of shrines, namely, exalting the female beauty, 

grace and sensuousness as a device for glorifying the universal Çakti. 

The Brahmeçvara temple inscription of Kolavatì, mother of king Uwyotakeçari 

of the Somava®çì dynasty, which can be assigned to A.D. 1065, contains the earliest 

references to the dedication of dancing girls to a Çaiva shrine in Bhubaneswar and to 

the introduction of Owissi music and dance in the service pattern of the temple. It is 

furthermore known that, in a slightly later period, handsome female temple dancers 

were permanently employed by king Anantavarman CowagaÞga in the services of the 

Çaiva temple of Madhukeçvara at Mukhalingam, which was probably the then capital 

of the Eastern GaÞga dynasty. The inscriptions of Çobhaneçvara temple at Niali and 

Megheçvara temple at Bhubaneswar, dating from the closing part of the 12th century 

A.D., testify to the continuance of the custom of offering devadàsìs to Çaiva temples 

up to the Imperial GaÞga period.269 The sculptural representation of dancing girls in 

seductive poses on the outer walls of the Mukteçvara, Brahmeçvara, Ràjaràòì and 

LiÞgaràja temples testify to the large popularity of devadàsìs at Bhubaneswar in the 

10th-11th centuries. 

Although it is difficult to ascertain whether the devadàsìs of the Somava®çì 

period acted as sacred prostitutes or not, they may be supposed to have done so in 

consideration of the prevalence of such a custom in South India in the same historical 

period. The functioning of devadàsìs as sacred prostitutes was particularly frequent in 

the Tamil country: just to give an instance of this, some inscriptions dating from the 

11th century A.D. reveal that the great B¡hadìçvara temple of Thanjavur (Tanjore), 

erected by the Cola king Ràjaràja (ca. A.D. 985-1014), had at its command hundreds 
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of damsels for the services of Çiva, all of them enjoying a high social status.270 In this 

connection, it cannot be excluded that the ancient South Indian institution of sacred 

prostitution may have influenced in those days the socio-religious customs in Orissa. 

The Somava®çì kingdom is known to have been invaded and thrown into confusion, 

sometime in the first quarter of the 11th century A.D., by the armies of the Cola king 

Ràjendra I (ca. A.D. 1014-1044), who marched victoriously up to Bengal to attack and 

defeat there the powerful Pàla monarchs.271 In the very same period, the Cola empire 

stretched as far as the southern frontier of Orissa and perhaps, after the aforesaid 

historical events, influenced to some extent the Somava®çì kingdom with its socio-

religious institutions, including the custom of offering devadàsìs to Çaiva temples. 

According to J. Gonda the exercise of sacred prostitution by the devadàsìs was 

a half-religious function whose origins are to be traced back to the incorporation of 

Çàkta ideals into medieval Çaivism. These figures of dancer-prostitutes were believed 

to irradiate joy and bestow prosperity thanks to the magical power inherent in their 

sexuality, which was regarded as an earthly reflex of the energy of the supreme Çakti. 

Their role was, thus, conceptually akin to that of the yoginìs of the Kaula tradition, 

with the important difference that the devadàsìs, unlike the yoginìs, did not operate 

in an esoteric context and were generally approachable by any common devotee who 

wished to enjoy them. Sexual intercourse with a dancer-prostitute attached to a Çaiva 

temple – held, of course, outside the premises of the temple itself – was experienced as 

a magico-mystic union with the divinity of life, love and fecundity, that is, Pàrvatì. 

The Orissan devadàsìs, however, were mainly entrusted with religious services such 

as the maintenance of the temple, the celebration of ceremonies, the care of sacred 

lamps, and especially the holy functions consisting of dance, songs and drama. They 

were normally donated to the temple by their parents through the medium of a king 

or of a member of the royal family. Their sacred dance representation was connected 

with the mythical dance of Çiva, performed by that great god in the presence of his 

divine spouse Pàrvatì as a lìlà (game) by virtue of which he, the Supreme Yogin, was 

imagined to come into touch with the manifested world, embodied by Pàrvatì.272 A 

devadàsì, while identifying herself with pure motion, released and revealed the divine 

element she was believed to contain in her own person, thus becoming a simple reflex 

of the cosmic dance through which Çiva imparts the motion of eternal transformation 
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to the universe. She thus becomes the living symbol of the universal power of the god, 

i.e., of Çakti herself. 

A devadàsì was generally “given in marriage” in a ritual way to the particular 
manifestation of Çiva (a liÞga or an anthropomorphic image) venerated in the temple 

she was donated to. As a consequence of this sacred wedding, she gained an unlimited 

sexual freedom.273 In this last connection, it can be conjectured that the iconographic 

representation of a nude female in a hieratic attitude straddling a Çiva liÞga (and, in 

certain examples, making her yoni contact with it), particularly frequent in the Çaiva 

temples of Orissa starting from the 10th century A.D.,274 may symbolize, among other 

things, the devadàsì’s sacred union with Çiva. Also the priestesses of Ishtar in ancient 

Babylon and those of Aphrodite in the ancient Greek colonies in Sicily were ritually 

married to a god, which fact granted them an unlimited sexual freedom.275 

The custom of offering dancing maidens to a temple was adopted in the GaÞga 

and Sùryava®çì epochs in a Vaišòavite context as well. This was a great innovation 

in the ritualistic pattern observed at the Vaišòava shrines of Orissa. The GaÞgas 

added a dancing hall (nàxa-mandira) to all the important Çaiva, Çàkta, Vaišòava and 

Saura temples of Orissa in order to stage the devadàsìs’ performances of sacred dance 
therein. The devadàsì tradition continued to be patronized by the later rulers of the 

Orissan empire till the Sùryava®çì Gajapati monarch Pratàparudradeva (A.D. 1497-

1540) made the singing of the Gìtagovinda, the famous mystic-erotic Sanskrit poem 

by Jayadeva (12th century A.D.), a compulsory ritualistic performance in the temple 

of Jagannàtha at Puri.276 The episodes from this poem were staged in the premises of 

Jagannàtha temple in the presence of the Lord himself (identified with K¡šòa) by the 

devadàsìs permanently attached to the temple complex. But this already forms the 

argument of the next section of this chapter. 

 

Cult syncreticism in the GaÞga and Sùryava®çì periods 

The so-called Imperial GaÞgas of KaliÞga were the dynastic successors of the Early 

GaÞgas, who ruled over the northern coastal belt of Andhra Pradesh starting from the 

closing part of the 5th century A.D. Beginning from the 10th century A.D. the 

monarchs of this dynasty are also known as Greater GaÞgas, while from the reign of 
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Anantavarman CowagaÞga (A.D. 1078-1150), who in around A.D. 1110 conquered 

what remained of the weakened Somava®çì kingdom of Orissa, they are known as 

Imperial GaÞgas. The empire created by CowagaÞga in the course of his long reign 

extended from the Godavari in the south to the Ganges in the north. This king shifted 

his capital from KaliÞganagara (modern Mukhalingam in the Srikakulam district of 

Andhra Pradesh) to Vàràòasì Kaxaka (the modern Cuttack), situated in a central and 

strategic position in the heart of his newly-built empire. The GaÞgas thus became 

Oriyas, adopting the Oriya customs and language and patronizing the KaliÞga School 

of Art and Architecture, the regional religious traditions and Oriya literature. They 

ruled over Orissa for more than three centuries till ca. A.D. 1434, when their throne 

was usurped by Kapilendradeva, the founder of the Sùryava®çì or Gajapati imperial 

dynasty of KaliÞga.277 

Following the tradition of his forefathers the Eastern GaÞgas, CowagaÞga was 

initially Çaivite, but after he had occupied Orissa he shifted his loyalty to Vaišòavism, 

whose ascent in the country had begun in the later part of the Somava®çì age. He 

thus became an ardent devotee of Lord Jagannàtha, whose temple at Puri, erected by 

the Somava®çì kings on a pre-existing sanctuary dating back to the Bhauma-kara 

epoch (perhaps a Tantric Buddhist one), was entirely rebuilt and fairly enlarged by 

him with the addition of many subsidiary shrines dedicated to a plethora of male and 

female deities belonging to the Brahmanical pantheon, so that it reached its present 

dimensions and splendour. From the time of CowagaÞga onwards Lord Jagannàtha 

was regarded as the national deity (ràšxradevatà) of the Orissan empire, and his far-

famed temple at Puri was gradually turned into a pan-Indian Vaišòavite pilgrimage 

centre.278 

Although the Imperial GaÞgas were the staunch devotees of Lord Jagannàtha, 

they practised an eclectic and tolerant religious policy with patronizing Çaivism and 

Çàktism too. They were induced to act so due to the age-old rootedness of the allied 

cults of Çiva and Çakti in the religious traditions of Orissa. A number of inscriptions 

dating from the Imperial GaÞga period testify to the devotion of the monarchs, their 

officers or their subjects to Çaivite and Çàkta deities.279 Some of the GaÞga emperors 

styled themselves as Paramamaheçvara or as Durgàputra, with this showing their 
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religious eclecticism.280 Many temples dedicated to Çiva, the most imposing among 

which are found at Bhubaneswar, Jajpur, Banpur, Vishnupur, Niali, Garudipanchana 

and on the Kapilas Hill, were erected in that period with the patronization of the 

GaÞga monarchs or of their feudatories. As regards Çàktism, the important shrines 

dedicated by the GaÞga monarchs to the Goddess as an independent cult deity are a 

brick temple at Motia in the Prachi Valley, whose enshrined deity is a four-armed 

Mahišamardinì, and the temple of GaÞgeçvarì at Beyalisbati near Konarak, which 

represents the latest example of a khàkharà deul to be found in Orissa if one leaves 

out of consideration the still later temple of Nàràyaòì in the forest near Balugaon in 

Ganjam district, built by employing the khàkharà order at a time (ca. 16th century 

A.D.) when the KaliÞga School of Art and Architecture had since long declined. 

As a matter of fact, in the course of the GaÞga epoch all of the different Hindu 

creed commingled in the national cult of Jagannàtha, which thus assumed by degrees 

a pan-Indian character. A worship system generally known as Pañcadevatà-upàsana 

(adoration of the five divinities of the traditional Hindu pentad, namely, Višòu-Çiva-

Çakti-Sùrya-Gaòapati) was adopted in this epoch in Orissa parallel to the ascent of 

the syncretistic cult of Jagannàtha, which included within its fold the adoration of 

most of the deities of the Hindu pantheon. The most authoritative historian of Orissa, 

K. C. Panigrahi, synthesizes this process with the following considerations: “Before 
the commencement of the GaÞga period Çaivism, Çàktism and Vaišòavism were the 

three main cults which existed side by side in Orissa, each preaching its own 

superiority, but at no time either in theory or practice, losing its separate entity. In 

the GaÞga period there were attempts to amalgamate them into one form of religion 

that contained the principles of each, but yet exclusively represented none. The pìxhas 

or shrines continued to bear distinct names in accordance with the cults of their 

origin. Purì, Bhuvaneçvara, Koòàrka, Mahàvinàyaka and Virajà or Jàjpur, the 

traditional five pìxhas representing five distinct cults, continued to be respectively 

termed as Vaišòava, Çaiva, Saura, Gaòapatya and Çàkta centres, but the form of 

worship that came into vogue in them became essentially a cosmopolitan one. The 

movement aimed at a synthesis of cults and sects by adopting principles not merely 

from the different cults of Hinduism, but from Buddhism, Jainism and from the 

primitive cults that were practised by the primitive people of Orissa. The cult of 
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Jagannàtha embodies all these diverse elements and affords the best example of this 

synthesis.”281 

 

The GaÞgas and Çàktism –– The GaÞga monarchs are depicted in some Oriya 

traditions as the great opponents of independent Çàktism. A tradition recorded in the 

Màdalà Pàñji, the chronicle of the temple of Jagannàtha at Puri, even states that 

CowagaÞga banished all goddesses from Orissa. Another tradition recorded in a copy 

of the same chronicle recovered from Berhampur indicates that CowagaÞga was 

antagonistic to all Çàkta images except a few like Virajà of Jajpur, this goddess being 

considered to be part of the system of Pañcadevatà-upàsana fostered by the GaÞgas 

themselves.282 An hostility towards the extreme forms of Çàkta-tantrism, as earlier 

indicated, had already marked the reign of the Somava®çìs, but the case of the 

GaÞgas appears different: this dynasty, in fact, seemingly endeavoured to eradicate 

Çàktism as an independent form of religion in its own dominions and to make it 

subservient to the major male-oriented Hindu cults, which were in their turn made 

subservient to the national cult of Jagannàtha. 

The prevalent trend of Devì-worship during the Imperial GaÞga period was to 

provide all male divinities with female consorts, whose cult icons were enshrined in 

minor temples built in the compound of each great Orissan temple dedicated to a 

Hindu god. Most probably, the GaÞgas intended this way to show the people their 

religious catholicity making room for Çakti cult in the premises of the sanctuaries 

consecrated to the most eminent “vaišòavized” male divinities (Jagannàtha at Puri, 

Harihara at Bhubaneswar, Sùrya at Konarak, etc.) and, at the same time, to deny the 

role of the Devì as an independent cult heroine, which was evidently considered by 

them as a menace to the development of Orissan Hinduism into a national form of 

religion pivoted upon the all-inclusive cult of Jagannàtha. Thus the GaÞga monarchs 

erected some remarkable shrines dedicated to the consort goddesses of the presiding 

gods of the main tìrthas or kšetras of Orissa. A similar tradition was also known in the 

Cola empire starting from about the 11th century A.D., as is evident from some Cola 

inscriptions referring to the erection of separate shrines for Amman (Pàrvatì) near the 

main cult edifice of each Çaiva temple complex. Also in South India, like in Orissa, 

these consort-goddess shrines are not coeval with the main sanctum, rather they are 
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later additions made in order to represent the dual aspect of Çiva-Çakti.283 Since the 

GaÞgas ruled originally over the northern coastal belt of Andhra Pradesh, bordering 

to the south upon the Cola empire, it is not unlikely that this tradition was borrowed 

by them by their Cola neighbours. 

The GaÞgas built an imposing shrine for the worship of Çiva’s consort Pàrvatì, 

second in magnitude only to the main temple itself, in the LiÞgaràja temple complex 

at Bhubaneswar (where other Çàkta shrines, dedicated to the goddesses Gopàliòì and 

Sàvitrì, had been most likely already built by the last Somava®çì kings). The temple 

was consecrated to Pàrvatì in her form as Annapùròà (“the-Giver-of-Food-and Plenty” 
or “the-Full-of-Nourishment”), the vegetable-bestowing and food-giving aspect of the 

Devì representing the latter’s power of giving plentiful crops. This aspect of Pàrvatì is 

very similar, in its essence, to the concept of Lakšmì, the goddess of abundance, whose 

cult overpoweringly emerged in Orissa starting from the 12th century A.D. owing to 

the spread of Vaišòavism. The temple of Pàrvatì in the LiÞgaràja compound cannot be 

later than A.D. 1274, as is demonstrated by an inscription, bearing that date and 

referring to the worship of goddess Umà (Pàrvatì), which is engraved near the temple 

itself.284 Since the presiding deity of Ekàmra kšetra (Bhubaneswar), starting from the 

beginning of the GaÞga epoch, was conceived as Harihara (half-Çiva and half-Višòu), 

the choice of goddess Umà/Pàrvatì/Annapùròà as Lord LiÞgaràja’s consort appears 
appropriate in view of her propinquity to the functions embodied by goddess Lakšmì 

in the Vaišòava perspective. The great importance of the role being played by Lakšmì 

in the context of Harihara cult at Bhubaneswar is also evinced by the fact that, on the 

occasion of the Açokàšxamì car festival, being yearly held in the great temple town in 

the month of Caitra (March-April), Lord LiÞgaràja’s processional image, representing 
the god in his aspect as Candraçekhara (the Moon-Crested), is accompanied in the car 

by Lakšmì, i.e., the consort of Višòu, rather than by Pàrvatì, Çiva’s legitimate consort. 
Some Puràòic accounts, having most likely originated in a Vaišòava ambit, trace the 

origin of the festival back to the worship of the great Goddess as performed by Ràma 

before his final struggle with Ràvaòa, with this suggesting a mixed, Çàkta-Vaišòava 

influence on this holy function.285 

At the holy Çrì kšetra of Puri, whose presiding deity was Višòu/Jagannàtha, 

the emperor CowagaÞga erected a fine subsidiary shrine for the worship of Lakšmì, 
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regarded as the consort of that god.286 This shrine, which in point of importance is 

only next to the main temple, soon exceeded in popularity the purely Çàkta-tantric 

shrine of goddess Vimalà, worshipped at Çrì kšetra from at least the Bhauma-kara 

epoch (although the temple to her dedicated was subsequently rebuilt first by the 

Somava®çìs and, thereafter, again by the GaÞgas).287 The temples of Lakšmì and 

Vimalà at Puri as well as that of Pàrvatì at Bhubaneswar are all provided with a 

three-chambered porch like the temples of the male deities in whose compounds they 

are respectively located. Each of them, therefore, includes a nàxa-mandira (dancing 

hall) inside which sacred dance representations performed by the temple devadàsìs 

were no doubt staged on ceremonial occasions under the GaÞga and the Gajapati rule. 

It can be maintained, on the whole, that the three goddess-shrines at issue were the 

places at which the bhakti movement, patronized by the GaÞga monarchs with special 

emphasis on the Vaišòavite side, met with the age-old Çàkta-tantric traditions of 

Orissa. 

The Çàkta-tantric influence is, rather paradoxically, much more noticed in the 

daily rituals of Jagannàtha temple than in those of LiÞgaràja temple. The cult image 

of Jagannàtha is, for instance, placed on a Çrìcakra yantra (a symbol of the Mahàdevì) 

and is worshipped in the bìja-mantra KLÌ© (termed by tradition as kàma-bìja, the 

“seed of desire”), which represents the procreative power of the universal Çakti. This 

ritualistic tradition may find an explanation in the conceptual link between the role of 

the Mahàdevì and that of K¡šòa (with whom Jagannàtha is identified) as demon-

slayers.288 It can be added to this that the Kaula adepts of medieval Orissa considered 

Jagannàtha as another form of Dakšiòà Kàlikà. According to a tradition, this mode of 

worship would have been established by ÇaÞkaràcàrya himself when he visited Puri. 

The Saudarçinì Vàmadeva Sa®hità, a Tantric work which is tentatively attributed to 

the disciple of ÇaÞkaràcàrya, Padmapàdàcàrya, states that Jagannàtha is the very 

self of Dakšiòà Kàlikà.289 Again in this connection, the sectarian Çàkta devotees of 

Orissa, who still today regard goddess Vimalà as the real presiding deity of Çrì kšetra, 

recognize Puri as one of the traditional Çàkta pìxhas where Vimalà, in accordance 

with what is stated in many Çàkta-tantric works, acts as Bhairavì and Jagannàtha, 
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merely as her Bhairava.290 Even the pañcamakàra mode of worship of vàmàcàra 

Tantrism has been incorporated in a symbolic way into the ritualistic pattern followed 

at Jagannàtha temple: the well-known “five M’s” (fish, meat, wine, grain and sexual 

intercourse) have been, in fact, replaced here by vegetable offerings.291 Çàkta-tantric 

features are attached to the very figure of goddess Subhadrà, who forms an integral 

part of the Jagannàtha Trinity. It will, therefore, appear clear that an amalgamation 

of Vaišòavism, Çaivism and Çàktism under the common denominator of Tantrism is 

found in the culture of Jagannàtha as a result of the syncretistic religious policy first 

promoted by the GaÞga emperors. 

At the Arka kšetra of Konarak, where the huge and magnificent Sùrya Deul 

erected by the GaÞga emperor N¡si®hadeva I (A.D. 1238-1264) stands in half-ruined 

conditions not far from the seashore, the female counterpart of the presiding god was 

Chàyà, whose collapsed shrine is still visible to the south-west of the main temple. 

In the Višòu Puràòa (Book III, Ch. 2) goddess Chàyà (“the Shade”) is described 
as the shadow of Sañjà, the Sun’s wife. She was given by Sañjà to her husband as his 

handmaid before the former repaired to the forest to practise austerity in order to 

become able to endure the Sun’s fervour. The Sun supposed Chàyà to be his wife and 

had three children from her. He came to know the truth only when Chàyà revealed it 

to him.292 

The temple of Chàyà at Konarak, of which only the lower portion has survived, 

dates back to the later Somava®çì period (ca. early 12th century A.D.). As it can be 

inferred from the presence of Sùrya images in its pàrçva-devatà niches, the temple 

was, in all likelihood, originally consecrated to the Sun, and was converted into the 

shrine of the Sun’s consort (in accordance with the religious policy of the GaÞgas) only 

when the much more imposing Sùrya Deul was erected by king N¡si®hadeva I of the 

GaÞga dynasty.293 In the GaÞga and Sùryava®çì periods the presiding deity of Chàyà 

temple was possibly represented by the ten-armed image of goddess Mahàgàyatrì (one 

of the çaktis of the Sun god) reproduced in an old palm-leaf manuscript studied by A. 

Boner. According to the same (doubtful) source, this goddess image would have been 

accompanied in the temple sanctum by the images of two other çaktis of Sùrya, i.e., 
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Sàvitrì and Sarasvatì.294 An historical legend runs that the temple was destroyed in 

around A.D. 1568 by the Muslim invaders led by Kàlàpàhàr. 

Other instances of the absorption of the image and worship of the Devì into the 

male-dominated project of the temples built during the Imperial GaÞga period are the 

following: 

(a) The Vaišòava Trinity enshrined in the sanctum of the temple of Ananta-

Vàsudeva at Bhubaneswar (A.D. 1278), formed by the cult icons of K¡šòa, Balaràma 

and Ekàna®çà. The image of Ekàna®çà/Subhadrà, conceived as the younger sister of 

K¡šòa and Balaràma as per the Mahàbhàrata and the Hariva®ça,295 conforms here to 

the iconography of Pàrvatì and is smaller in size than those of the two male deities 

flanking her on each side. The same iconographic features are noticed in the trio of 

deities presiding over Ananteçvara temple in the LiÞgaràja complex, representing 

another such Vaišòava Trinity. In either temple, the image of Ekàna®çà was perhaps 

originally placed in the jagamohana and worshipped as Lakšmì. The two Ekàna®çà 

images in question appear to have been incorporated into a Vaišòava Trinity only in 

around the 14th century A.D., when the cult of Jagannàtha, which gave inspiration to 

the arrangement of the Vaišòavite cult icons as a trio formed by two “brothers” and 
one “sister”, acquired great importance in Bhubaneswar.296 

(b) The so called images of Durgà-Màdhava, depicting Lord Jagannàtha, a Çiva 

liÞga and Mahišamardinì side by side while being worshipped by a king. Two such 

syncretistic images are to be found in the Sun temple at Konarak, while a third one, 

recovered from Konarak, is now preserved in the National Museum of New Delhi. A 

fourth and probably later image belonging to the same class is placed in the offering-

hall (bhogamaòwapa) of Jagannàtha temple at Puri. The conjoint worship of Durgà, 

Višòu (in Jagannàtha form) and Çiva is a peculiar feature of later medieval Orissan 

Vaišòavism, reflecting the efforts made by the GaÞgas to amalgamate the three main 

Hindu cults (Çaivism, Çàktism and Vaišòavism) into one national form of religion.297 

Under the Sùryava®çì rule this iconographic motif was changed by eliminating the 

already small image of a Çiva liÞga from the sculptural composition, with this giving 

rise to the Durgà-Màdhava motif proper. The Sùryava®çìs and their successors the 

Bhois had among their official emblems the image of Durgà with Jagannàtha, while 
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shrines dedicated to the juxtaposed deities are found in many a king’s palace in Puri 
or elsewhere. This new form of cult was, no doubt, connected with Oriya nationalism 

and militarism: the union of the powers of the Devì and of Jagannàtha, the two royal 

tutelary deities of Orissa par excellence, was, in fact, meant to support the power of 

the emperors of Orissa.298 

(c) The syncretistic worship of Lakšmì-Nàràyaòa, which gained some 

popularity in coastal Orissa during the GaÞga period. Goddess Lakšmì is depicted in 

this class of images as being seated on her consort’s left thigh, namely, on the same 
side (the left one) usually occupied by Pàrvatì in the Ardhanàrìçvara and 

Umàmaheçvara images of Çaivism. Lakšmì, in this case, is considered to form one 

divine entity with Višòu, although her reduced size indicates her subordination to her 

consort. The two deities are generally depicted as a smiling happy couple and as 

embracing each other. Some fine examples of a Lakšmì-Nàràyaòa image are still 

worshipped at Chaurasi in the Prachi Valley, at Laxmisagar in the outskirts of 

Bhubaneswar and in a subsidiary shrine lying in the premises of LiÞgaràja temple. 

All of these cult icons date back to the GaÞga epoch. Sometimes Višòu appears in his 

N¡si®ha or Varàha forms, giving origin to the sub-classes of images termed as 

Lakšmì-N¡si®ha and Lakšmì-Varàha respectively. There are few Lakšmì-Nàràyaòa 

images in Orissa, possibly because the Çàkta-Vaišòava syncretistic cult in question, 

promoted by the GaÞga monarchs, never captured the minds of the devotees in a mass 

scale.299 

(d) The appearance of the images of the female counterparts of the dikpàlas 

(Regents of the Directions) in the decorative programme of the temples built after the 

temple of Ananta-Vàsudeva at Bhubaneswar (A.D. 1278). The images of these female 

deities are placed below those of their male counterparts at the eight quarters of the 

temple spire, with this indicating their subordination to the dikpàlas. Such an art 

development appears to be conceptually connected with the aforesaid usage, diffused 

in Orissa during the GaÞga epoch, of erecting a subsidiary shrine for the çakti of the 

main god in the premises of the most eminent Çaiva, Vaišòava and Saura temples. In 

either case, indeed, the çaktis are placed in a subordinate position compared with that 

of the male deities with whom they are associated.300 
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To sum up, the GaÞga period witnessed a full integration of the female divine 

principle with the male one in the cult sphere. Syncretistic cults, in which the Çàkta 

element was invariably assigned a subsidiary role, became the norm in Orissa in that 

period. The removal of the most distinctive and explicit Çàkta-tantric elements from 

the religious culture of the Oriya people was attained by the GaÞga monarchs by also 

reducing the erotic sculptural motifs carved on all Hindu temples to a routine device 

without any functional use, having but a talismanic and auspicious meaning for the 

artisans and the worshippers. Moreover, the specifically Çàkta-tantric khàkharà order 

of temple architecture, used in former epochs to mark the Çàkta-tantric nature of the 

temple, was virtually abolished, and the standardization of the architectural matrix of 

all Devì temples with the rekha-piwhà order, used long since in Orissa to build all the 

shrines dedicated to male divinities, became the rule in the GaÞga empire. 

Owing to the triumph of Vaišòavism in Orissa in the initial part of the GaÞga 

epoch, Çakti cult was turned, in essence, into a bhakti-based form of temple worship 

in which the Çakti was first of all conceived as the power of illusion, preservation and 

prosperity inherent in Višòu. The Mahàdevì’ functions, being greatly assimilated to 
those of Višòu’s consort Lakšmì, who is primarily the goddess of good fortune, came to 

be more determined by her supposed proximity to the daily urges of the common man 

than by the original Tantric-yogic content of Çakti cult.301 The much diminished 

frequency in the erection of independent Çàkta shrines in the Imperial GaÞga period 

in comparison with the previous epochs of Orissan history may be explained with the 

substantial assimilation of the figure of the Devì into that of Lakšmì, a goddess who, 

as it is well-known, can never be worshipped alone in a temple of her own. The role of 

the great Goddess as the bestower of crops and food, expressed at best by Lakšmì, was 

increasingly highlighted in this epoch, during which the Vaišòava-dominated bhakti 

movement gradually superimposed the Tantric spirituality rooted in all classess of the 

Oriya population. 

The origin of a large number of agricultural religious festivals having a Çàkta 

matrix, but nevertheless centring round the non-Tantric worship of Lakšmì, can be 

traced back in Orissa to the GaÞga epoch. Finally, the exaltation of Lakšmì’s function 
as the protectress of dharma brought about a change in the position of woman in the 

Oriya society: the records of the time,302 indeed, greatly emphasize the role of women 
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as devoted wives, nurturing mothers, bearers of soldiers and observant bhaktas in 

contrast with the exaltation of the feminine sexual power which had characterized the 

previous epochs. This marked the definitive triumph of the patriarchal ideals fostered 

by the Vaišòavas over the age-old matriarchal ideals of pristine Çàktism. 

 

Tutelary goddesses of forts –– Orissa has a glorious military history that is still 

today witnessed by the extensive ruins of forts built throughout the State during the 

medieval period to face either the attacks of the Muslims and those of the rival Hindu 

powers of the Deccan. In the course of their three-century domination over Orissa the 

GaÞga monarchs built a series of forts situated at strategic points from the Godavari 

in the south to the Ganges in the north. These military establishments played a vital 

role in the defence of the territory of Orissa starting from the 13th century A.D., when 

the sultans of Bengal began their attempts to invade the GaÞga empire. Each of such 

forts, having now for the most part collapsed, was, in all likelihood, associated in 

times past with a tutelary goddess of its own. This can be evinced by the presence, 

amidst the ruins of many of these structures or in their immediate proximity, of the 

cult icon of a Hindu goddess or of the remains of a Çàkta shrine. Here we will provide 

a concise list of the most important among such medieval relics. 

(a) In front of the main gate of the ruined fort of Bualigarh, situated in the 

dense jungle near the village of Dalua on the road from Chandaka to Khurda (Puri 

district), a heap of stones has been tentatively identified with the remains of a temple 

dedicated to a goddess. The fort in question was probably built by CowagaÞga for the 

temporary residence of his soldiers when they needed to remain concealed in the 

jungle.303 

(b) Outside the GaÞga fort of Teligarh, located near the Dhanamandala 

railway station in Cuttack district, the broken image of an unidentified goddess riding 

on a recumbent human body is presently worshipped in a temple built with stones 

carried there from the fort. This Çàkta-tantric goddess may have been enshrined in 

the past within a cult edifice lying in the premises of the fort itself.304 

(c) Inside the old fort of Amanakuda near Niali in the Prachi Valley, a terrific 

twelve-armed image of Mahišamardinì, dating from the early GaÞga period, testifies 
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to the prevalence of the Çàkta-tantric form of worship in the military establishments 

of that epoch.305 

(d) An image identified as Çivànì, which probably belonged to a set of màt¡kàs 

dating from ca. the 11th-12th centuries A.D., presently acts as gràmadevatà in the 

village of Sisupalgarh near Bhubaneswar.306 During the Imperial GaÞga period the 

site, covering the ancient area of KaliÞganagara (the capital city of king Khàravela) 

was occupied by a fort. The supposed set of Saptamàt¡kàs, to which the Çivànì image 

at issue would have belonged, might well have served in the past as the collective 

presiding deity of that fort. 

(e) The shrine of goddess Ambikà, the tutelary deity of the city of Baripada in 

Mayurbhanj district, is located near the remains of a medieval mud fort built by the 

old rulers of the area, the Bhañjas, at a time when the foundation of that city was still 

to come.307 The attributes wielded by the goddess – disc, conch and mace according to 

the description furnished by the local priests – are indicative of a strong Vaišòavite 

influence on this shrine. From this circumstance it may be inferred that the image at 

issue cannot have been installed in the temple prior to the accession to power of the 

Imperial GaÞgas, who were the great patronizers of Vaišòavism in Orissa. Goddess 

Ambikà may thus have been, in the origin, the presiding deity of the fort of Baripada, 

built most likely by the Bhañjas at the time when they became the feudatories of the 

GaÞga monarchs in the Mayurbhanj region. The role played by this goddess as the 

protectress of the local people must have been very important in such a region as the 

Mayurbhanj one, which in those days bordered on the territories ruled over by the 

Muslims of Bengal. 

(f) The fort of Raibania, built by the GaÞgas on the route from Orissa to Bengal 

near the present boundary line between the two States, had as its presiding deity 

goddess Jayacaòwì, represented by a rectangular piece of stone. This circumstance 

suggests that the goddess of Raibania was originally a folk goddess subsequently 

accepted as the protectress of the fort on account of her fame among the local people. 

Another goddess represented in aniconic form, called Gawacaòwì, was worshipped in 

by-gone days as the tutelary deity of the fort of Amarda in Baleswar district. In the 
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same district other goddesses, called Caòwì, Durgà, Vana-Durgà, Kanaka Durgà, etc., 

acted in the past as the presiding deities of different forts.308 

(g) A goddess known as CuwaÞga Dariàòì was installed as the presiding deity 

of the fort of Sarangagada on the river Kathjodi by CowagaÞga, who occupied and 

remodelled the fort in question. 

(h) The most celebrated tutelary goddess of an old GaÞga fort is the so-called 

Cuttack Caòwì, whose representative icon was worshipped inside the fort of Barabati 

at Cuttack until the latter was half-demolished by the Muslim invaders in the 16th 

century A.D. The fort, built by king AnaÞgabhìmadeva III, was known as Abhinava 

Vàràòasì Kaxaka in that the earlier Viwàòàsì Kaxaka, built by CowagaÞga after he 

had shifted his capital here from the northern Andhra region in order to better meet 

the strategic needs of his newly-built empire, was ruined and devastated by flood. 

Although the present Cuttack Caòwì temple is of modern origin, the original cult icon 

of the goddess, assignable to the 12th century A.D. and locally known as Gawacaòwì, is 

still preserved within a structure located near the remains of Barabati fort as a 

witness of Cuttack’s past military glory. According to the description of it furnished by 
the local priests, the image of Cuttack Caòwì, which is stated to be a true copy of the 

original one (kept constantly covered with clothes and, therefore, not inspectionable), 

represents a four-armed goddess in a standing pose having the lion at her feet. She is 

stated to hold çaÞkha (conch) and aÞkuça (goad for driving elephants) with her upper 

hands while displaying varada (the mudrà of the bestowal of boons) and abhaya (the 

mudrà of protection from fear) with her lower hands. The presence of çaÞkha among 

the goddess’ attributes indicates a Vaišòava influence, which fact appears logical in 

view of the fact that the Imperial GaÞgas, as above indicated, were the champions of 

cult syncreticism in Orissa with Vaišòavism at the apex. 

The veneration of Devì images as the protectresses or the tutelary deities of a 

fortified military centre can be traced back to the cult of Durgà, whose very name, 

being associated, as it seems, with the Sanskrit term durga (a fort, an inaccessible 

place), indicates, according to some scholars, that she was originally conceived as a 

goddess of forts.309 At any rate, the role of Durgà as a military goddess is well-known, 

so that the above listed goddesses of Orissa, each acting in the past as the tutelary 

deity of a fort, can be taken, as a whole, as subsidiary forms of Durgà. The images of 

Durgà/Caòwì, iconic or aniconic in form, which are still today propitiated by the local 
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people near the ruins of several Orissan forts, bespeak the military glory of medieval 

KaliÞga and the devotion of the warriors and soldiers of the GaÞga empire to the 

great Goddess. 

 

The Sùryava®çìs and Çàktism –– The Sùryava®çì or Gajapati epoch (ca. A.D. 1435-

1540) is the last golden age in Orissan history. The empire founded by 

Kapilendradeva – a high officer of the GaÞga army who usurped the throne of KaliÞga 

in A.D. 1435 by a palace plot – embraced the coastal plains of eastern India from the 

mouth of the Ganges in the north to the river Kaveri in the south. During the reign of 

Pratàparudradeva, the last Sùryava®çì emperor, the Tamilian provinces annexed by 

Kapilendradeva after his southern campaigns were recaptured by the Vijayanagara 

empire, the then paramount power of the Deccan; this notwithstanding, the Gajapatis 

continued to rule over vast tracts of modern Andhra Pradesh until the end of their 

dynastic rule.310 

The cult of Jagannàtha, which was in the first place, although not exclusively, 

an expression of the bhakti movement of Vaišòavism, influenced in this period all the 

aspects of intellectual and religious life in Orissa. The increased military power of the 

Orissan empire brought about in this period the reinforcement of the nationalistic, 

imperialistic and theocratic ideology according to which the temporal authority of the 

monarchs of KaliÞga was a direct emanation of the spiritual authority of Jagannàtha. 

Kapilendradeva, indeed, revived the ideology, first elaborated by the GaÞgas, of the 

divine mission of the sovereigns of KaliÞga as the servants of Jagannàtha, who was 

regarded as the effective overlord of the country. In such a view, the Gajapati emperor 

was but the first deputy (ràuta) of the great god. The imperial authority’s linkage to 
Jagannàtha cult, used as an instrumentum regni, continued till the downfall of the 

Orissan empire in A.D. 1568.311 

The Sùryava®çìs did not introduce any new feature into the ritualistic pattern 

of Çaivism,312 nor did they so in regard to Çàktism. They, indeed, confined themselves 

to following the GaÞga tradition based on religious tolerance and eclecticism. As these 

monarchs were not great builders like their predecessors, no Çàkta temple noticeable 

from the artistic viewpoint was erected in Orissa under their rule. The emergence of 

the two pìxhas (seats of goddess-cult) dedicated to two of the Ten Mahàvidyàs, that of 
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Çyàmàkàlì near the old royal palace at Puri and that of Ugratàrà at Bushandapur in 

Puri district is, however, a landmark of independent Çàktism in the Gajapati period. 

These two pìxhas are connected with the victories of the Gajapati monarchs over the 

kingdoms of eastern Deccan and as such their presiding goddesses were propitiated 

with much pomp and grandeur. 

The temple of Çyàmàkàlì at Puri is the oldest shrine dedicated to Mahàvidyà 

Kàlì in Orissa. The cult image enshrined within the temple sanctum, dating back to 

the 15th century A.D., represents a four-armed goddess standing on the bosom of Çiva 

and engaged in reverse sexual intercourse with him. The goddess holds a sword and 

severed human head in her left hands while she displays varada and abhaya with her 

right hands. She is three-eyed and is surrounded by vultures and jackals. This nicely 

carved cult icon conforms to the dhyàna of Dakšiòà Kàlì and is worshipped in Tantric 

rites.313 

The representative image of Ugratàrà enshrined at Bushandapur, assigned to 

the 15th century A.D., is of dark blue complexion, placing her leg on the breast of Çiva 

who is lying like a corpse on the funeral pyre. The goddess is of short stature, terrible 

in appearance and dressed in a tiger skin; she is four-armed, three-eyed and wears a 

garland of severed human heads. This image almost fully conforms to the iconography 

of Ugratàrà as given in the Tàrà Tantra.314 The cult of Mahàvidyà Tàrà, otherwise 

known as Ugratàrà, was incorporated into Brahmanical Çàktism under the influence 

of the Tantric Buddhist cult of Mahàcìnatàrà (also known as Ugratàrà), which was 

widespread over eastern India during the early medieval period.315 This goddess was 

conceived by the Çàktas as a direct emanation of the first of the Mahàvidyàs, Kàlì. 

The tradition runs that a fort named Sundajhar once stood at Bushandapur. At the 

time of Kapilendradeva (A.D. 1435-1467), the founder of the Sùryava®çì empire, a 

great battle between the armies of Orissa and those of the Muslims of the Deccan is 

stated to have been fought there, on the occasion of which several thousand soldiers 

would have died on each side. The emperor of Orissa collected, as it seems, one 

hundred thousand heads of the dead enemies, unearthed them near the fort and built 

on the site a Tantric temple consecrated to goddess Ugratàrà, who was worshipped 

since then on as the protectress of the fort in question.316 
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It is interesting to note that the tradition of the worship of Daça-Mahàvidyàs, 

originated in the Mahàbhàgavata Puràòa (ca. 12th century A.D.),317 did not develop in 

Orissa, though the first two Mahàvidyàs, Kàlì and Tàrà, were brought to eminence in 

the country during the Sùryava®çì period. The images of Daça-Mahàvidyàs in the 

temples of BaxamaÞgalà and Çyàmàkàlì at Puri, of MaÞgalà at Kakatpur, of Carcikà 

at Banki, of Khambheçvarì at Sonepur, of Samalei at Sambalpur, etc. are, in fact, of 

modern origin. These Çàkta-tantric deities were represented in the temples to give an 

idea of the Daça-Mahàvidyà tradition connected with the main enshrined goddesses. 

The cult of Lakšmì – which is essentially a household and rural form of Çakti-

worship, having little connection with the community worship in temples – gained a 

tremendous popularity in Orissa starting from the Sùryava®çì period. This goddess, 

depicted as a model Hindu wife loyal and submissive to her own husband (Višòu), was 

regarded as the perfect symbol of the prosperity and fertility power associated with 

the female principle. No trace of Çàkta-tantric practices is to be found in Lakšmì cult, 

so that the pious Oriya women of the Sùryava®çì period could well be considered the 

humanized forms of goddess Lakšmì (as is evinced by some records dating from that 

epoch) without this implying any allusion to the erotic power embodied by the great 

Goddess, which had been glorified in the earlier Tantric phases of Orissan Çàktism. 

The Oriya women of the Sùryava®çì period were regarded as the responsibles for the 

wealth and prosperity of their family members, for whose benefit they had to perform 

the daily religious rites properly with a special accent on the propitiation of Lakšmì. 

The ideal of womanliness typical of a patriarchal society was thus expressed at best in 

the cult of Lakšmì.318 

At any rate, the triumph of the patriarchal ideals typical of Vaišòavism in the 

later medieval society of KaliÞga did not cause the disappearance of the mystic-erotic 

elements typical of Çàktism from the religious horizon of the people. On the contrary, 

a sex-oriented form of mysticism gradually crept in that period into the very fold of 

Vaišòavite bhakti until the Sùryava®çì emperor Pratàparudradeva (A.D. 1497-1540) 

made the singing of Jayadeva’s Gìtagovinda – the most erotic among the sacred 

poems relating to K¡šòa’s love play with Ràdhà and the other gopìs – a compulsory 

ritualistic performance in the premises of Jagannàtha temple. The recitation of the 

Gìtagovinda by devadàsìs with music and dance in the presence of Lord Jagannàtha 
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thus became a normal ritualistic performance at Puri.319 The fact is, that in the later 

Sùryava®çì period Lord Jagannàtha came to be fully identified with K¡šòa as 

conceived by the Vaišòava Sahajiyà sect of Bengal, in the views of which the god’s 
union with Ràdhà and the other gopìs must be interpreted in a sexual light. The 

divine “game of love”, the performance of which was attributed to Çiva and Çakti in 

the previous religio-cultural elaborations of Orissan Hinduism, thus became by this 

time a prerogative of K¡šòa and his female associates. In consequence of the increased 

popularity of the Gìtagovinda in the Orissan empire in the first half of the 16th 

century A.D., the cult of Jagannàtha was tinged with sexual symbolism like it had 

never happened to do in the former epochs. To this one might add that, during 

Pratàparudradeva’s reign, the sexually rather ambiguous system of gotipuas (young 

boys dressed in a female attire) was introduced into the sacred dance representations 

performed outside the Hindu temples,320 and that the functioning of the devadàsìs of 

Jagannàtha temple as sacred prostitutes, noticed by W. W. Hunter in the 19th 

century,321 possibly originated in the same period. 

The revival of Çàkta literature that took place in Orissa in the Sùryava®çì 

epoch may have had something to do with the ascent, contemporaneous to it, of the 

worship of K¡šòa and Ràdhà with its underlying mystic-erotic implications. It was 

especially goddess Durgà – whose cult, as earlier indicated, was then allied with the 

one of Jagannàtha in the context of the kingship ideology – who was glorified by the 

Sùryava®çì emperors and by the poets patronized by them. The celebrated Oriya poet 

Sàralà Dàsa, a contemporary of Kapilendradeva, sung the praise of Durgà especially 

in her manifestation as Sàralà Caòwì, whose shrine at Jhankad (Cuttack district) rose 

to eminence in that very period. He composed the Caòwì Puràòa, a work based on the 

Durgà-Mahiša myth which gives an account of many local goddess-cults of Orissa. His 

other famous works, the Oriya Mahàbhàrata and the BilaÞkà Ràmàyaòa, also have a 

Çàkta background. Other Oriya authors composed works on Çakti-worship stressing 

particularly its ritual aspects. Balaràma Dàsa (16th century A.D.) wrote the Lakšmì 

or Mahàlakšmì Puràòa, which is still today a very popular work among the Oriya folk 

masses. In his work entitled Baxa Avakàça, this author associates Lord Jagannàtha 

with a number of Çàkta deities. Another famous author of the Sùryava®çì epoch, 

Jagannàtha Dàsa, composed a work on the Çaiva-Çàkta doctrines. Purušottamadeva 
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himself, the emperor of KaliÞga who reigned from A.D. 1467 to 1497, is credited with 

the composition of two Çàkta works written in praise of Durgà and of Bhuvaneçvarì 

respectively.322 

At this stage of Orissan history, however, Çakti cult had already exhausted its 

own developmental potentialities as an independent branch of Hinduism, at least in 

the coastal plains and the river valleys, where the all-pervasive Jagannàtha culture, 

powerfully reinforced by the preachings of some great Vaišòava saints (among whom 

was Çrì Caitanya), was dominating the religious scenery. The same was, however, not 

true as regards the hill tracts of inland Orissa, where a number of feudal dynasties 

subordinated to the central authority often pursued an independent religious policy 

by virtue of which the Devì, in her various manifestations, continued to occupy a pre-

eminent position in the cult practices, as it will be shown in the next section. 

 

Proliferation of royal goddesses in the later medieval period 

As it is well-known, the protective function that was anciently assigned to a Hindu 

ràja’s išxadevatà (tutelary or family goddesses) reproduced in the State level the same 

function assigned in the village level to the gràmadevatà (village goddess). The 

medieval Hindu ruler identified himself with his hereditary kingdom or estate and 

with its prosperity, and figured himself as the chief of, so to say, an “extended village” 
coinciding with the portion of land he ruled over, the tutelary deity of which was 

generally a female one on the analogy of the all-India village tradition. As the 

traditional Indian village chief used to act as the main sacrificer on the occasion of the 

village-goddess festival, so the Hindu monarch or feudal overlord used to preside over 

the annual celebration of Durgà Pùjà. As a rule, a Hindu išxadevatà was enshrined in 

the king’s or the feudatory’s palace in the centre of the capital, and no one could pay 

homage to her except the members of the ràj family. Owing to the process of splitting 

of royal authority that, in course of time, led to the formation of feudal principalities 

in the whole of India, the number of royal goddesses was constantly increased so that 

each newly-created independent State could be provided with a tutelary goddess of its 

own. Many a Hindu goddess of the regional eminence owe their present fame to their 
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having been in former times the išxadevatàs of this or that royal or feudal dynasty of 

India.323 

The GaÞga and Sùryava®çì empires were feudal States, and their sovereigns 

were the overlords of a coalition of feudatories ruling over different portions of Orissa, 

the coastal belt of Andhra Pradesh, and south-western Bengal. Although Jagannàtha 

was conceived as the ràšxradevatà (national deity) of the Orissan empire, the feudal 

rulers of the hinterlands of Orissa preferably used to elect as their tutelary deity a 

form of the great Goddess, this being a very natural choice in a land where Çakti cult 

was the predominant form of religion from the hoary past. It may be inferred that the 

custom of assigning the role of tutelary deity of a kšatriya family to a goddess was as 

ancient in Orissa as the Mahàdevì’s association with the ideology of regality, which 
originated in very remote times in connection with the process of sanskritization of 

tribal goddess-cults carried on by the Aryan or aryanized aristocracies. The above 

discussed role of Durgà as the protectress of military activities further enlightens the 

functioning of this or that manifestation of hers as the išxadevatà of this or that ruling 

family of Orissa in the course of the medieval period, in full accordance with the all-

India trend. 

It is evident that in the later medieval period some local goddesses of Orissa 

rose to eminence due, in the first place, to their acting as the tutelary deities of some 

feudatory families. The process of formation of small principalities enjoying a semi-

independent political status under the control of the Bhoi mahàràjas of Khurda or, 

more directly, of the various Muslim sovereigns to whom the latter were in their turn 

subject, which started in the second half of the 16th century A.D., brought about the 

transformation of these goddesses into royal goddesses by full title as the former 

feudatories of the GaÞgas and of the Sùryava®çìs officially obtained the dignity of 

ràjas. The historical development of the most important among such goddess-cults of 

Orissa is summarized in the present section. 

 

Bhañjas of Mayurbhanj –– The Bhañja rulers of KhijjiÞga-koxxa (modern Khiching) 

had as their tutelary deity the goddess Kicakeçvarì (the Lady-of-Ogres), a form of 

Càmuòwà. The name Kicakeçvarì appears to be a corruption of KhijjiÞgeçvarì (the 

Lady-of-Khiching). The original shrine of this goddess, whose ancient cult image is 

presently placed within the sanctum of the reconstructed Kicakeçvarì temple at 
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Khiching, was most likely destroyed along with all the other monuments of that town 

in A.D. 1361 on the occasion of sultan of Delhi Fìrùz Tughlaq’s invasion of Orissa. 
When the Bhañjas, most likely in consequence of that Muslim raid, transferred their 

capital from Khiching to Bahalada, they installed in the latter town a new image of 

goddess Kicakeçvarì as their family deity. They also followed this religious procedure 

when they shifted their capital from Bahalada to Hariharpur in between the 14th and 

the 15th century A.D. When they made their last capital at Baripada, the image of 

Kicakeçvarì was removed from the Hariharpur royal palace to the Baripada one, in 

the premises of which the goddess is still today worshipped as the tutelary deity by 

the dethroned descendants of the Bhañja dynasty.324 

Thus Càmuòwà/Kicakeçvarì has acted for at least one thousand years as the 

išxadevatà of the Bhañjas of Mayurbhanj, with this suggesting the deep rootedness of 

Çakti cult in that semi-tribal mountainous region of Orissa. 

 

Bhañjas of Keonjhar –– The Bhañjas of KhijjiÞga-koxxa split up in course of time 

into two branches, one of which continued to rule over the present Mayurbhanj 

district while the other settled into the present Keonjhar district, bordering on the 

former to the west. An old tradition runs that Mayurbhanj and Keonjhar were once 

one kingdom, which was later on divided into two by two brothers.325 The Bhañjas of 

Keonjhar, along with those of Mayurbhanj, always represented a serious threat to the 

Moghul domination over the coastal provinces of Orissa, particularly in the second 

half of the 17th century A.D.326 

The išxadevatà of the Bhañja royal family of Keonjhar was goddess Tàriòì of 

Ghatgaon, a village lying amidst dense forest at the distance of about fifty kms from 

Keonjhargarh to the south-east. This folk goddess, worshipped in the past through 

human sacrifices in accordance with the ancestral customs of the tribes settled in the 

area, is represented by a piece of stone attached with a protruding tongue, two eyes 

and a crown so as to suggest the idea of a feminine head. She is extremely popular 

among the Oriya Hindus, who throng in large crowds to her open-air shrine and use 

to offer up there coconuts, bananas, flower garlands, incense sticks, votive candles, 

bangles, clothes, earthen ware and horses, etc. 
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As regards its origin, the pìxha of Tàriòì was associated – probably in modern 

times and under the royal patronage – with the Orissan historical legend about the 

victory of Kanchipuram (Kàñcì Vijaya), which was gained, as stated in the regional 

tradition, by the Sùryava®çì emperor Purušottamadeva (A.D. 1467-1497) over the 

emperor of Vijayanagara, figuring in this legend as the king of Kanchipuram in the 

Tamil country.327 The story runs that Govinda Bhañja of Keonjhar, the commander-

in-chief of the Orissan army during the legendary siege of Kanchipuram, realized on 

that occasion that the presiding goddess of the city, Tàriòì, should be propitiated in 

order to secure Purušottamadeva’s victory in the war expedition. Govinda Bhañja’s 
strategy was so successful that, after the war was won, he asked the emperor the 

permission to accompany goddess Tàriòì and her semi-tribal priests to his ancestral 

kingdom, as the goddess in person had told him in dream. Tàriòì followed Govinda 

Bhañja day and night on his return home, jingling her nùpura (ankle-bells) in order to 

let the king perceive her presence behind him. When the royal party entered the thick 

jungle of Keonjhar district, the king could no longer hear the sound made by the 

goddess and looked back out of curiosity. To his surprise, he found Tàriòì standing in 

an unhappy mood and, consequently, bowed his head down before her; but when he 

raised it again, he found that the goddess had turned herself into a stone. She told 

him to worship her at that very spot as the Goddess of the Forest (Vana-Durgà) and to 

worship another representative image of hers at the royal palace as the tutelary deity 

of his family.328 

The city of Kanchipuram is perhaps identified in this tradition as the original 

seat of worship of goddess Tàriòì on account of its having been all through the ages 

the stronghold of Devì-worship in South India. The magnificent temple of Kàmàkšì, a 

very ancient Çàkta pìxha dedicated to goddess Amman (Pàrvatì), was built there in 

the form of a yantra, with this feature suggesting its Çàkta-tantric nature.329 

 

Ràjas of Talcher –– The tutelary deity of the royal family of Talcher, a centre 

situated in Dhenkanal district, was the igneous goddess HiÞgulà of Gopalprasad, who 

manifests herself every year towards the end of the month of Caitra (March-April) in 

the form of natural gas jets that are either ignited by the goddess’ priests or ignite 
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themselves on contact with the air. Such hot gas jets burst forth from the coal seams 

scattered below the surface of the fields adjoining the village of Gopalprasad. 

The great fire-festival celebrated at Gopalprasad on the eve of the full moon in 

the month of Caitra (HiÞgulà Yàtrà) is discussed in detail in another chapter of the 

present work; it must, however, be pointed out here that, on that occasion, the ràja of 

Talcher and his wife must come to Gopalprasad and offer up some ceremonial dresses 

of theirs, which are placed upon a canopy erected over the sacred fire representing 

HiÞgulà. The royal dresses are then covered with the dresses offered by the common 

devotees of the goddess, which prevent the former to be damaged by the fire below. At 

the end of this rite, the royal dresses are given back intact, and blessed with HiÞgulà’s 
sacred fire, to their owners. This peculiar rite, perhaps symbolizing the self-sacrifice 

performed by the subjects in order to protect their rulers and, at the same time, the 

“magical” renewal of the goddess’ protection onto the ràj family, shows that the semi-

tribal cult of HiÞgulà is still today considered to be a royal one (even though the ràjas 

of Talcher have now lost their kingdom). 

A legend records that goddess HiÞgulà was originally the tutelary deity of the 

previously powerful Nala rulers of the area, who were perhaps a branch of the Nalas 

of the Koraput-Bastar region (although the latter, active in the later Gupta and post-

Gupta periods, do not appear to have ever extended their own dominions up to the 

Dhenkanal-Talcher region).330 The goddess is stated to have advised the founder of 

the royal dynasty of Talcher, Padmanàbha Haricandana, to offer her as a sacrifice the 

head of a fisherman who worshipped Tàleçvarì (the original presiding deity of Talcher 

as well as of its royal family) in order to win the Nalas and replace them in the rule 

over the area. The king followed the goddess’ suggestion, performed the requested 
human sacrifice and ultimately defeated the Nalas. Since then onwards the worship 

of HiÞgulà has been indissolubly attached to the royal cult at Talcher.331 

 

Ràjas of Ranpur –– The išxadevatà of the ràj family of Ranpur in Puri district was 

Maòinàga Devì, a serpent-goddess that – if what stated by K. C. Panigrahi, who had 

the privilege to examine her cult icon undressed, corresponds to the truth332 – is yet 

presently represented by the image of a male Maòinàga (Bejewelled-Cobra). This 

would tally with the opinion of some scholars, according to whom the royal shrine of 
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Ranpur was anciently consecrated to Maòinàgeçvara, a form of Çiva as the overlord of 

all nàgas. This aboriginal deity, who was supposedly very popular among the tribals 

of central Orissa, might have been assimilated, possibly in the Bhauma-kara period, 

to the Vaišòavite ophidic deity Ananta/Baladeva, the brother of K¡šòa identified with 

Višòu’s Cosmic Serpent, who later on, under the name of Balabhadra (Jagannàtha’s 
elder brother), made his way up into the sanctum of Jagannàtha temple at Puri. Two 

copper plate inscriptions dating from the 6th-7th centuries A.D. testify to the diffusion 

of Maòinàgeçvara cult in early medieval Orissa. The mount Mainàka near Ranpur, on 

the summit of which the earliest shrine of Maòinàga Devì is to be found, is shaped in 

the form of a coiled serpent: this circumstance, in all probability, caused this peak to 

be regarded by the indigenous peoples of the area as the abode of a powerful nàga 

deity. In Indian epic literature we find several references to mountains termed as 

Mainàka, all of which seem to have been originally consecrated to ophidic cults.333 

Despite its possible connection with ancient Çaivism, it appears more probable 

that the sanctuary of Ranpur was consecrated since the beginning to a female serpent 

deity of the tribal origin who, in course of time, came to be known as Maòinàga Devì, 

as it may be inferred on the basis of the available local traditions. The legend runs 

that some Çavara priests installed a block of stone on the top of mount Mainàka as 

the cult icon of Maòinàga Devì, who used to accept their offerings by assuming the 

form of a bejewelled cobra at the time of worship. In the origin, there was no trace of a 

stone temple dedicated to the goddess there. Later on, the ràjas of Ranpur, whose 

palace faced mount Mainàka, accepted the goddess as their family deity and annexed 

the adjacent territories by her grace. Once a neighbouring king came at night to lift 

the goddess from her shrine, but she went down to the underworld (Pàtàla), leaving a 

hole behind her. She told the ràja of Ranpur in dream that her empty seat should be 

covered with a golden pot, on which offerings should be made from that time onwards. 

Thus the king did, and he also built a temple for the goddess engaging some semi-

tribal priests to worship her daily. As the summit of mount Mainàka was too difficult 

for the priests to reach, the goddess once again appeared to the king in dream and 

intimated him to install a proxy-deity of hers at the foot of the hill. Thus a new temple 

was built in the suburbs of Ranpur, at which the daily rituals in honour of Maòinàga 

Devì are still being officiated to by a special class of semi-tribal priests along with 
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some Brahmin priests. Only on ceremonial occasions offerings are to be made to the 

goddess at her original seat on the hilltop.334 

It appears, on the whole, that the shrine on mount Mainàka cannot have been 

originally consecrated to the serpent-god Maòinàgeçvara, as some scholars maintain, 

but rather to the serpent-goddess Maòinàga Devì, who still today acts as the tutelary 

deity of the royal family of Ranpur. The tradition current in the area, according to 

which human sacrifices were performed in honour of this goddess till 1947,335 may be 

taken as an evidence of the shrine on mount Mainàka’s having been, from the remote 
past, the seat of some tribal goddess-cult. The sacrificial victims offered to Maòinàga 

Devì were reportedly selected among the local children and youth, this being a typical 

feature of the Meriah sacrificial tradition of the Kondhs (who used to perform human 

sacrifices in honour of their earth goddess only). 

 

Bhañjas of Ghumsar –– The išxadevatà of the Bhañja dynasty of Ghumsar (Ganjam 

district) was Vyàghra Devì of Kuladha. This divinity, conceived as a she-tiger, was 

most likely borrowed by the ràjas from the pantheon of nature deities and spirits 

worshipped by the Kondh communities settled in that part of Orissa. 

The Ghumsar branch of the very ancient Bhañja family ruled uninterruptedly 

from the 13th century A.D. to 1835-37, when the British troops seized the Ghumsar 

territory through a devastating series of military campaigns. This dynasty of South 

Orissa also patronized the Çàkta-tantric cult of Stambheçvarì, having one of its main 

and oldest centres at Aska in Ganjam district, a city included in the ancestral feudal 

dominions of the Bhañjas.336 

The Bhañjas of Ghumsar are considered responsible for the sanskritization of 

the totemistic and aniconic cult of Vyàghra Devì, whose shrine is located in a rock 

shelter on the Siddheswari mountain facing Kuladha, the old capital of the dynasty. 

This devì is represented by a projection of the rock shelter decked with artificial nose 

and eyes showing a sort of human mask. Another representative image of the tiger 

goddess is worshipped at the foot of the mountain (as it is the case with Maòinàga 

Devì of Ranpur). A shrine to her dedicated is also to be found in the dilapidated royal 

palace of the Bhañjas. The goddess is furthermore associated with a number of sister 

and attendant goddesses enshrined at different sites next to the main sanctuary. The 
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Kondh origin of Vyàghra Devì can be evinced by the fact that a local tradition credits 

the first Bhañja ruler of Kulhada with the murder of the Kondh chiefs Kulha and 

Daha (from whose names the name Kulhada is stated to derive) and the subsequent 

usurpation of the latter’s totemistic deity, a tiger goddess who was believed to protect 
the Kondh tribesmen from tigers and other wild beasts that were often believed to be 

the incarnated forms of malevolent spirits. It appears plausible that the first 

members of the Bhañja dynasty of Ghumsar adopted Vyàghra Devì as their tutelary 

deity in order to win the support of their tribal subjects. The Kondh priests attached 

to the shrine of Kuladha, presently performing the daily worship of the tiger goddess 

with Brahmanical rites, constitute the living evidence of the tribal origin of the shrine 

in question.337 Since in the Indian cultural tradition tiger and lion are interchangeable 

shapes indicating the feline, the foremost among all animals,338 it is possible that the 

Bhañjas accepted Vyàghra Devì as a manifestation of Durgà, who was traditionally 

associated with the lion as well as with the tiger. 

The religion of the Kondh tribe, as it is well-known, was once pivoted upon the 

practice of the Meriah, i.e., human sacrifice in honour of the earth goddess; the area of 

Bhanjanagar, in which the shrine of Kuladha is situated, was, on the other hand, the 

seat of the Meriah Agency established by the British in the period from 1836 to 1854 

to extirpate that Kondh sacrificial rite from the territory of the Ganjam Màls (the hill 

tracts to the west of Chilika Lake).339 Also the hinduized shrine of Vyàghra Devì, as is 

known from the British records of that period, was the seat of human sacrifices. This 

is further substantiated by a local legend according to which one day Vyàghra Devì’s 
priest, who had come back home from the top of the Siddheswari mountain forgetting 

to bring the sacred pitcher with him, went up there again to recover it and found the 

tiger goddess and her associates Caòwì and Càmuòwà eating the sacrificial animals. 

This legend lays emphasis on the wild and blood-thirsty nature of the tiger goddess, 

with this suggesting that, in times past, she may have been propitiated through the 

sacrifice of human beings.340 

 

Ràjas of Baudh –– The tutelary goddess of the ràjas of Baudh was Bhairavì, who is 

still venerated in a shrine lying near the old palace of that town. The Çàkta-tantric 
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cult of Bhairavì gradually spread over the Baudh-Khondmals region during the 

medieval period in consequence of the sanskritization of some indigenous goddess-

cults, particularly those of the Kondh origin. This manifestation of the Mahàdevì is 

likely to have been conceived as a sort of supreme yoginì (ogress), as may be deduced 

from the fact, that the presiding deity of the other eminent shrine to her consecrated 

in the area formerly ruled over by the ràjas of Baudh, located at Purunakatak, is still 

today credited with spirit-possession phenomena affecting a number of girls. As it is 

reported, these girls generally die of a mysterious death as if they were possessed by 

an ogress or yoginì, identified by the people with Bhairavì of Purunakatak herself. 

The ràjas of Baudh, who rose to eminence in central Orissa during the Moghul 

period, became allied with the British during the Maràthà War of 1800-1803, which, 

among other things, caused the annexation of the coastal belt of Orissa to the British 

direct dominions in Bengal.341 Some British officers, who visited the court of Baudh in 

the first half of the 19th century, were told that human sacrifices had been offered to 

Bhairavì till recent times in the territories subject to the jurisdiction of the local ràjas, 

as well as in the very premises of the royal Bhairavì temple at Baudh, on the occasion 

of the annual celebrations of Durgà Pùjà.342 These accounts substantiate the Kondh 

origin of this regional Çàkta-tantric cult. 

 

Cauhàns of Patna –– The ancient city of Patnagarh, situated in the present Balangir 

district, was the capital of a Hindu kingdom from the later medieval period to 1872. 

According to a legend corroborated by some archaeological finds, the origin of the 

royal family of Patnagarh dates from the fall of the Somava®çì kingdom in the early 

12th century A.D., some decades after which Ràmaideva, a supposed scion of the 

Cahuàn dynasty of Rajasthan (a Ràjput one), established his rule over the Patnagarh 

region.343 Some scholars, however, are of the opinion that the Cauhàn kingdom of 

Patnagarh cannot have been founded prior to the middle of the 14th century A.D.344 

Whatever may be the case here, the establishment of the shrine of Pataneçvarì (the 

Lady-of-Patna), the tutelary goddess of the Cahuàns of Patnagarh, is traditionally 

ascribed to king Ràmaideva, the founder of the dynasty. 
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The temple of Pataneçvarì lying inside the old Cahuàn fort of Patnagarh is 

assigned to the 16th century A.D.,345 although the cult image enshrined therein, a ten-

armed Mahišamardinì, apparently dates from the Somava®çì age.346 It seems that 

Pataneçvarì was originally a local goddess worshipped in aniconic form by the tribals 

living in the area, and that the Cahuàn rulers, on account of her popularity among 

their subjects, made her the presiding deity of their fortified capital and its hinterland 

as well as their išxadevatà, representing her as Mahišamardinì.347 

The goddess is worshipped as Durgà through a daily Çàkta-tantric ritual based 

on mantras and yantras. The priests who officiate to her cult still today belong to a 

kšatriya sub-caste, with this testifying to the past function of Pataneçvarì temple as a 

royal and military shrine. The wide diffusion of Tantric magic practices at Patnagarh 

during the medieval period is demonstrated by the earlier discussed legends relating 

to the magic exploits of the so-called Seven Tantric Maidens in that town. 

 

Cahuàns of Sambalpur and Sonepur –– In the middle part of the 16th century 

A.D. a member of the Cahuàn ruling family of Patnagarh, Balaràmadeva, founded an 

independent kingdom at Sambalpur on the upper course of the Mahanadi. The legend 

runs that the king, who is also credited with the foundation of the city of Sambalpur, 

installed the ancestral tutelary deity of his family, goddess Samaleçvarì (also known 

as Samalei), as the presiding deity of his newly-built capital, the name of which, in 

fact, means “the city of Samalei”. The name Samalei is believed to have derived from 
the term simul (also spelt as semal or simli), which indicates the cotton-producing 

tree (Bombax malabaricum): the legend, indeed, relates that one such tree once stood 

on the rocky island in the bed of the Mahanadi where the image of goddess Samalei 

was installed by the king for worship.348 

On the basis of a popular tradition recording that the image of Samalei was 

brought to Sambalpur from the north by the first member of the local ràj family, K. C. 

Panigrahi infers that the rulers of Sambalpur possibly came, along with their tutelary 

goddess, from the Moradabad area of Rohilkhand, in which the ruins of the ancient 

city of Sambhalapura are to be found.349 Such a statement is well-suited to the ràjas of 

Sambalpur’s claim to be the descendants of the Cahuàns of Rajasthan: a branch of 
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that illustrious Ràjput family, indeed, might have been ruling for some time over the 

Moradabad area, situated to the east of Delhi, before the Muslims drove it into Orissa. 

Yet goddess Samalei is considered by some scholars to be an aboriginal deity, 

not an imported one.350 Her cult image, indeed, is represented by a large stone block 

in the middle of which a narrow groove is regarded as the mouth of the goddess, while 

a protuberance situated below the latter is regarded as Kàlì’s protruding tongue. The 
deity’s eyes are represented by two depressions covered with golden leaf. When it is 

dressed in the standard garments and ornaments, the worshipped image of Samalei 

resembles the face of a Hindu goddess, but nevertheless, its aniconic nature reminds 

of the rough stone simulacra venerated by the tribals since prehistoric times. 

Moreover, the red-blossomed simul tree, from which the very name Samalei is 

thought to have derived, is associated in some tribal cultures of Orissa (for instance, 

among the Gadabas of Koraput district) with memorial feasts of the megalithic type, 

during the celebration of which buffaloes are sacrificed, menhirs erected, and trees 

(generally, simuls) planted.351 Among the Hill Saoras, the simul tree is considered to 

be one of the favourite haunts of Buttamboi, the female spirit who visits young men in 

dreams and saps their manhood, robbing them of their virility (an equivalent of the 

well-known cuœail, who is the ghost of a girl who dies young and beautiful at the time 

of her menarche). This tribe furthermore uses the wood of the simul tree to make the 

little chariot of the divinity of cholera during the outbreaks of that disease.352 Among 

the Mundas and Oraons, numerous communities of whom are settled in Sambalpur 

district, the silk-cotton tree called simul forms the central element of the preparatory 

ceremonies for the ritual spring hunt. A sapling of simul is ceremonially burned by 

both those tribes to symbolically represent forest-firing and the hunt connected with 

it. Among the Mundas, this rite is associated with the sacrifice of a red fowl, which is 

burnt alive, to Birchandi, a female deity presiding over wild animals.353 

There seems, therefore, to exist more than one connection between the simul 

tree – which for the Hindus is sacred to the god of death Yama354 – and the complex of 

religious beliefs and practices (ancestor-worship, buffalo-sacrifice, ritual spring hunt, 

the supernatural origin attributed to both sex and diseases) associated, in some tribal 

cultures of Orissa, with the mysterious power of female deities. The concept about 

                                                                 
350  N. Senapati and B. Mahanti, eds, Sambalpur District Gazetteer, cit., p. 61. 
351  V. Elwin, Tribal Myths of Orissa, cit., p. 124, n. 1. 
352  Id., The Religion of an Indian Tribe, cit., pp. 99 and 206. 
353  R. Rahmann, “The Ritual Spring Hunt of Northeastern and Middle India”, Anthropos, Vol. XLVII 

(1952), pp. 874-75. 
354  V. Elwin, Tribal Myths of Orissa, cit., p. 124, n. 1. 
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goddess Samalei, the deity of the simul tree, appears, on the whole, to be rooted in 

Orissa’s tribal cultures. Thus, whatever may have been the origin of the ràj family of 

Sambalpur, it appears probable that its first members limited themselves to change 

the pre-existing tribal cult of Samalei into a royal one, gaining, just by virtue of that, 

the favour of the tribal communities living in the area. 

In course of time, a branch of the Cauhàn royal family came to reign over the 

Sonepur region too as an independent dynasty. Also this newly-created dynasty had 

goddess Samalei as its tutelary deity, as it is witnessed by the existence in Sonepur 

town of a fine Çàkta-tantric temple dedicated to this deity, which was erected in the 

modern period. Later on, also the Cahuàns of Patnagarh built a temple for Samalei in 

their capital. As in the case of the main temple at Sambalpur, the presiding deities of 

these two later temples dedicated to Samalei are worshipped in aniconic form. There 

is a popular belief that the head of Samalei is being worshipped at Sambalpur, the 

feet at Sonepur, and the navel portion at Patnagarh. 

It can be thus concluded that goddess Samalei is indissolubly connected with 

the history of the different branches of the Cahuàn ruling family of North-West Orissa 

and their capitals. 

 

Nàgava®çìs of Kalahandi –– The Nàga dynasty of Kalahandi established a kingdom 

in the upper Tel Valley in the period of decline of the Somava®çìs, who from their 

sub-capital Sonepur had dominated for centuries that part of West Orissa. The Tel 

basin is an old area of settlement of Dravidian-speaking communities (Gond and 

Kondh).355 The ràjas of Kalahandi, like many other Çaiva ruling families of medieval 

India such as, just to give an instance, the Nàgava®çìs of the Chota Nagpur Plateau, 

claimed their descent from the mythical Nàga race, a half-deified human lineage, the 

members of which were considered the blood relations of the Nàgas meant as serpent 

geniuses. Some scholars have hypothesized that the mythical Nàga people hinted to in 

the Puràòas might symbolize the Dravidian religio-cultural matrix of the Gonds, 

being ophiolatry a widespread form of cult among the latter.356 

In the early capital city of the Nàga kings of Kalahandi, Junagarh, we still find 

a temple dedicated to goddess LaÞkeçvarì, the ancient tutelary deity of the dynasty, 

who was replaced in around the late 12th century A.D. by another goddess termed as 
                                                                 
355  S. M. Mohapatra, art. cit., p. 219. 
356  A. Sen, Animal Motifs in Ancient Indian Art, Calcutta, 1972, p. 47; S. N. Rajaguru, “The Nàga Dynasty of Chakrakota”, Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vols. XXIV, XXV and XXVI, pp. 25-27. 
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Maòikeçvarì. In the early phase of the history of the kingdom of Kalahandi (11th-12th 

century A.D.) human sacrifices were occasionally offered to goddess LaÞkeçvarì in the 

capital, the ancient name of which, Junabali (“Old-Sacrifice”), appears associated with 
the bloody religious practice in question.357 LaÞkeçvarì was, among other things, also 

the presiding deity of the Sonepur region at the time when the latter was being ruled 

over by the last Somava®çì monarchs and, later on, by the Telugu Cowas (11th and 

early 12th centuries A.D.). She was, and still is worshipped at Sonepur in the form of 

a flat rocky islet cropping up from the bed of the Mahanadi and extending for several 

metres to the four directions. A dilapidated temple as well as a modern two-storeyed 

structure are to be found on the islet. From Sonepur, going up the course of the river 

Tel, the cult dedicated to this goddess might have reached Junagarh, situated at the 

confluence point of the Tel and the Mahanadi. 

LaÞkeçvarì is stated by tradition to have been the protectress of LaÞkà at the 

time when that mythical city was being ruled over by Ràvaòa.358 In the Ràmàyaòa the 

presiding goddess of LaÞkà, incarnating the magic forces pervading the capital of the 

ràkšasas, is referred to as LaÞkà Devì or also as LaÞkinì.359 This deity – who, it is 

understood, is but a manifestation of the universal Çakti – is conceived as the dark 

aspect of the ambivalent great Goddess propitiated by Ràma before his final combat 

with Ràvaòa. This epiphany of the Mahàdevì, associated with both Ràma/Višòu and 

the ràkšasas, i.e., with both the divine and the demonic, has been actively worshipped 

for centuries under the name of Ràmacaòwì at some celebrated Çàkta shrines located 

in the Puri-Konarak area as well as in the district of Dhenkanal (Kosala). 

As already indicated, starting from the late 12th century A.D. the išxadevatà of 

the Nàga kings of Kalahandi became goddess Maòikeçvarì, an autochthonous deity 

who was originally worshipped in aniconic form. The present cult image of this royal 

goddess represents a nàgamàtà, which fact appears more in line with the self-styled 

Nàga origin of the royal family of Kalahandi. The representative icon of Maòikeçvarì, 

assigned to about the 13th-14th centuries A.D., is now enshrined within the sanctum 

of a temple erected by the Nàgava®çìs monarchs in the premises of their palace at 

Bhawanipatna, the city they elected as their capital from around the year 1850. The 

                                                                 
357  N. Senapati and D. C. Kuanr, eds., Kalahandi District Gazetteer, cit., pp. 53 and 449. 
358  N. Senapati and N. K. Sahu, eds., Balangir District Gazetteer, cit., pp. 47 and 494; R. P. Mohapatra, 

op. cit., p. 85. 
359  N. N. Bhattacharyya, op. cit., p. 57; M. Stutley and J. Stutley, op. cit., p. 236. 
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annual Durgà Pùjà festival was celebrated there with great pomp and grandeur and 

with hecatombs of sacrificial animals till the end of the princely rule in 1947.360 

 

Ràjas of Jaypur –– The ràjas of the Solar Dynasty, who ruled over the State of 

Jaypur (old Koraput district) from the middle of the 15th century A.D. till the end of 

the British domination, had as their tutelary deity goddess Kanaka Durgà, whose cult 

image was installed at Nandapur (the dynasty’s early capital lying at a distance of 
about thirty kms south of Koraput) by king Vijaya Candra in the late 15th century 

A.D. The image was subsequently shifted to Jaypur, the later State capital.361 

The Sanskrit term kanaka indicates gold or, more properly, an alloy made up 

of eight different metals. Kanaka Durgà means, therefore, Durgà-Made-of-Gold. An 

important temple dedicated to this Çàkta divinity is also to be found at Vijayawada in 

present Andhra Pradesh, adjoining the southern uplands of the Jaypur ex-State.362 In 

the 15th century A.D. the city of Vijayawada was included in the Sùryava®çì empire, 

for which reason the existence of an ancient link between these two Kanaka Durgàs 

appears to be more than a probability. 

The annual Durgà Pùjà festival, once celebrated with great pomp at Jaypur for 

sixteen days, had its main centre at the royal shrine of Kanaka Durgà located in the 

premises of the mahàràja’s palace. In by-gone days, during the festival, all of the high 

officers and feudatories of the ex-State used to form an elephant procession and go to 

a mango groove situated north of the built-up area, at which place some special rites 

in honour of goddess Kanaka Durgà were performed. Also the rite of human sacrifice, 

as reported by some British authorities, was once regularly performed at Jaypur on 

the occasion of the Durgà Pùjà; this was subsequently replaced by the immolation of 

buffaloes, goats and sheep. It is worth noticing that the animals offered to Kanaka 

Durgà are still today called meriah-pušpas, this name being very likely to represent a 

reminiscence of human sacrifices performed after the Kondh fashion. In by-gone days, 

human victims were reportedly immolated to Kanaka Durgà during epidemics too.363 

 

                                                                 
360  N. Senapati and D. C. Kuanr, eds., Kalahandi District Gazetteer, cit., p. 117. 
361  Id., eds., Koraput District Gazetteer, Cuttack, 1966, p. 59. 
362  G. S. Ghurye, Gods and Men, Bombay, 1962, p. 245. 
363  N. Senapati and N. K. Sahu, eds., Koraput District Gazetteer, cit., pp. 139-40 and 415; P. Mukherjee, 

art. cit., pp. 166-67. 
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Bhois of Khurda –– Our survey of the tutelary goddesses of the main princely 

dynasties of Orissa from the later medieval period onwards ends with the mahàràjas 

of Khurda, who, after the Muslims of Bengal had conquered Orissa (A.D. 1568), were 

recognized as the most important among the Hindu feudatory families of the region 

inasmuch as they maintained the title of Gajapati (Lord-of-Elephants) along with all 

the other sovereign titles formerly used by the Sùryava®çìs, the last imperial dynasty 

of KaliÞga. The king of Khurda maintained the Sùryava®çì Gajapati’s legacy also in 
his role as the supreme custodian of the temple of Jagannàtha at Puri. 

The Bhois of Khurda were the descendants of the Bhois of KaliÞga, who ruled 

over the Orissan empire from A.D. 1542 to 1560 after having usurped the throne of 

the Sùryava®çìs. The last member of the Bhoi dynasty was in his turn dethroned by 

Mukundadeva Càlukya, the last independent Hindu monarch of KaliÞga. The Bhoi 

emperors came from a non-kšatriya caste, the Karan one (an Orissan caste of writers), 

whereas their ancestors might have even belonged to the caste of cowherds.364 Their 

descendants the maharàjas of Khurda exerted a direct political jurisdiction only over 

the area covered by the present Puri district, although more than thirty among ràjas 

(feudal chiefs) and zamìndàrs (landlords), including among them the ones of Angul, 

Talcher, Dhenkanal, Banki, Baramba, Nayagarh, Ranpur and Banpur, owed their 

allegiance to them. The Bhois continued to hold a semi-independent status under the 

Moghul, Maràthà and British dominations as the paramount Hindu power of Orissa. 

The immense prestige enjoyed by the rulers of Khurda in the whole of Orissa after the 

loss of independence in A.D. 1568 was above all due to their role as the custodians of 

the great temple of Jagannàtha at Puri, the symbol of unity of the Oriya nation. To 

seal this role of theirs, the Bhois also bore the title of ràjas of Puri, which still today 

belongs by right to their descendants.365 

The išxadevatà of the kings of Khurda was represented by a pair of goddesses, 

Baruòei and Aruòei, being still today enshrined in a modern temple situated at the 

foot of Baruòei Hill near Khurda (a hillock covered with thick jungle that was used in 

ancient times as the abode of Buddhist ascetics).366 These twin goddesses acted as the 

protectresses of the fort of Khurda, the old residence of the royal family, the remains 

of which are still visible at the site amidst dense jungle. The fort was taken by storm 

and destroyed by British troops after a long siege at the time of the Khurda rebellion 

of 1804. 
                                                                 
364  K. C. Panigrahi, op. cit., pp. 239-40. 
365  R. P. Mohapatra, art. cit., pp. 129-31. 
366  H. C. Das, “Religions of Orissa”, cit., p. 95. 
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The twin goddesses Baruòei and Aruòei are already mentioned in Balaràma 

Dàsa’s Oriya work Baxa Avakàça, dating from the 16th century A.D., that is, from the 

very period in which the Bhoi dynasty rose to eminence.367 Their small images, both 

two-armed and carved out of chlorite, are placed side by side on a low platform in the 

temple sanctum and are flanked by a lion on either side. Baruòei holds a water pot 

and a mace while Aruòei holds triçùla (trident) and wamaru (drum in form of an hour 

glass). The twin goddesses are identified by the local priests as forms of Pàrvatì. Their 

warrior aspect as the protectresses of the Bhoi monarchs of Khurda and their fortified 

palace is stressed by the presence of a miniature shrine dedicated to Hanumàn in the 

temple compound. 

In conclusion, it can be maintained that the later developments of Çakti cult in 

the Princely States of Orissa, mostly lying in the hill tracts of the country, were not 

aligned with the general trend that had prevailed for centuries in the heart of the 

GaÞga and Gajapati empires (the modern Puri, Cuttack and Balasore districts). The 

influence of ancient tribal cultures on Çàktism, indeed, was more strongly felt in the 

most peripheral or inaccessible areas of Orissa than in its alluvial and coastal plains, 

where the process of sanskritization of the autochthonous female-oriented cults had 

started in the course of the Gupta age, or even before it. The feudal rulers of the 

inland regions of Orissa, even after they assumed the status of ràjas in consequence of 

the collapse of any central political authority due to the Muslim invasion of A.D. 1568, 

had to treat with respect the socio-religious traditions of their tribal and semi-tribal 

subjects, who formed the bulk of the population of their States. They could not merely 

absorb Çakti cult into a national religion dominated by Vaišòavism (in the form of 

Jagannàtha cult), like the GaÞga and Gajapati monarchs had striven to do with a 

certain success in the period ranging from the 12th to 15th century A.D. Therefore, 

some typical features of the most archaic strata of Çakti cult, such as the practice of 

human sacrifice, aniconism in the representation of female deities, the entrustment of 

temple rituals to groups of tribal or semi-tribal priests, etc., persisted in the Orissan 

Princely States till the beginning of the British rule, modelling in those regions most 

of the royal goddess-cults. Therefore, the historical development of Çakti cult was not 

one and the same in all parts of Orissa. 

 

 

                                                                 
367  K. S. Behera, art. cit., pp. 85-86. 
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Final considerations 

To sum up the contents of the present chapter, the history of Orissa, both political and 

religious, virtually starts from the Mauryan monarch Açoka (3rd century B.C.), 

subsequently witnessing and experiencing epoch-making events of warfare, empire-

building and consolidation activities, evolution, development and spread of religious 

faiths – classical, folk and tribal – in a balanced manner for centuries. The royal 

patrons and the people at large contributed immensely for maintenance of the 

religious traditions. The sectarian rivalry, which was an all-India phenomenon, did 

not affect much here, rather maintained a religious equilibrium by interchanging, 

assimilating and integrating ideas and traits from one faith to the other. This was a 

characteristic feature in all the cultural phases of Orissa’s religious history. 
The nascent stage of the religious history of Orissa is marked for the gradual 

emergence of the worship of nàga-nàgì and yakša-yakšì (in the post-Açokan period) 

out of the complex of malevolent deities and spirits worshipped by the tribals. The 

demonic cults of the tribals, originally associated with Buddhism, gradually crept, in 

various forms, into the Brahmanical religion. The dynasty of Khàravela (1st century 

B.C.), who championed the cause of Jainism making it the State religion of KaliÞga, 

seems to have developed an eclectic attitude to the then prevailing religious cults. 

The religious development in Orissa from the downfall of this dynasty till the 

rise of the Guptas is somewhat hazy in view of the paucity of direct evidence. The 

earliest known Brahmanical Çàkta pìxha, having as its presiding deity a two-armed 

Mahišamardinì, was established at Jajpur as a mark of the revivalist movement of 

Brahmanism led by the illustrious Gupta monarchs. The Çailodbhavas of KoÞgada, 

being the ardent devotees of Çiva, erected the earliest known Çaivite monuments in 

Orissa at Bhubaneswar and Bankada, their State capital, setting and carving Çàkta 

icons in the Çaiva temples and establishing Çàkta shrines at Banpur, Bankada and in 

many other places in their kingdom (of course, as a part of Çaivism). 

The Bhaumas, who succeeded the Çailodbhavas, brought about a remarkable 

social change and a significant transformation in the religious sphere introducing 

Tantric elements into Çaivism, Çàktism and Buddhism (the last one being initially 

their official religion). The construction of Çàkta-tantric monuments at Bhubaneswar, 

Jajpur, Hirapur (Sixty-four Yoginì temple), etc., the spread of Vajrayàna (Tantric) 

Buddhism at different places of their kingdom with the concentration at Ratnagiri, 

Lalitgiri and Udaygiri in Cuttack district, the introduction of an esoteric Tantric mode 
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of worship in the Çàkta centres, the incorporation of some hideous tribal rituals in the 

faiths then prevalent in Orissa thanks to the medium represented by the Kàpàlika 

ascetics, the introduction of women of the royal family as monarchs, are some of the 

important characteristic features of the Bhauma age. 

The Somava®çìs, who succeeded the Bhaumas, were great conquerors and 

munificent patrons of art and religion. They unified western and coastal Orissa into a 

vast kingdom, were the great builders of Hindu temples spreading the fame of the 

KaliÞga school of Art and Architecture all over India, and erected the magnificent 

temples at Jajpur, Bhubaneswar and in many other places of Orissa. Like the Guptas, 

they were to a great extent responsible in reviving the Brahmanical religion and also 

changed the heterogeneous Tantric practices in the worship patterns in the temples. 

Unlike their predecessors the Bhauma-karas, they viewed the gods and goddesses as 

fundamentally benign manifestations and, accordingly, modelled their representative 

images emitting elegance and celestial smile. Dancing and singing as a part of temple 

rituals was introduced by them in the Çaiva shrines of Orissa. The Somava®çì kings 

further broadened the horizon of Çaivism and Çàktism with the installation of more 

shrines and the popularization of the existing religious centres. 

The illustrious GaÞgas and Sùryava®çìs (who ruled for about five centuries), 

being tolerant and eclectic in their religious outlook, brought about a syncreticism by 

incorporating all of the existing religious trends into Vaišòavism. The bhakti-based 

religion tinged with the tenets of Vaišòavite saints, centring round the national deity 

Çrì Jagannàtha of Puri, pervaded the religious atmosphere in the Orissan empire. 

Çakti in various manifestations became more popular in this epoch as the consort of 

this or that great god, in fact, without affecting the existing Çàkta-tantric centres. 

Cult syncreticism was perceptibly marked in sculptural art and painting. 

After the downfall of the Orissan empire in the mid-16th century A.D. and the 

establishment of the Muslim domination over the coastal belt of the State, the legacy 

of the age-old Çàkta-tantric cults of Orissa was maintained by the feudatory dynasties 

of the hilly hinterlands. 

One can, on the whole, state that all the trends of thought having emerged in 

Orissa over the ages got integrated in this land of excellence of art and religion under 

the patronage of the royal families and the support of devoted people. Therefore, the 

speciality and peculiarity of Orissa lie in the maintenance of the age-old religious 

rituals despite the impact of modernism. 
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Important Çàkta Centres of Orissa 

 

This is a chapter dealing with the important Çàkta centres of Orissa which have been 

seats of religious activities from ancient times. I have tried here to avoid a discussion 

on the traditional Çàkta pìxhas which presuppose the propitiation of a manifestation 

of Çakti (iconic or aniconic) along with her Bhairava or consort. Different Puràòic 

accounts enumerate Virajà (Jajpur), Ekàmra (Bhubaneswar) and Purušottama (Puri) 

in the lists of Çàkta pìxhas varying from eight to one hundred-eight in total, but, in 

fact, in some centres of Orissa of Çàkta eminence the presiding goddess is not 

associated with a form of Bhairava. Hence my concentration is focused here on eight 

such centres or pìxhas of Orissa which originated in the distant past and still continue 

in full working order as popular seats of Devì-worship with a large following 

irrespective of caste, sect and creed.  

The eight pìxhas to be discussed in the succeeding pages are considered as the 

Caòwì pìxhas (the Seats-of-the-Wrathful-One), established to protect the State from 

enemies and also to bestow boons and welfare on the people. These centres are also 

associated with some other functions. I may point out here that Orissa has the 

distinction of possessing numerous Çàkta centres (big and small), many of which have 

been discussed directly or indirectly in the appropriate sections. Hence I do not repeat 

those here again. The eight pìxhas in question are discussed below in the following 

order: 

________________________________________________________ 

Name of the pìxha    Presiding goddess 

________________________________________________________ 

1. Jajpur     Virajà 

2. Purušottama or Puri   Vimalà 

3. Kakatpur     MaÞgalà 

4. Jhankad     Sàralà 

5. Banki     Carcikà 

6. Gopalprasad, Talcher   HiÞgulà 

7. Banpur     Bhagavatì 

8. Bhubaneswar or Ekàmra   Gopàliòì or Kìrttimatì (more  

popular as Bhuvaneçvarì) 
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Sometimes goddess Samalei of Sambalpur is taken as another Caòwì.  

The origin of each of such Çàkta centres is traced back to a very remote period, 

as early as the Gupta age. As already stated, some of the Çàkta pìxhas of Orissa find 

mention in the traditional lists of Çàkta pìxhas. 

 

Jajpur 

The origin and early history of the great shrine of goddess Virajà at Jajpur, the oldest 

and most celebrated Çàkta pìxha of Orissa, have been already discussed in chapter 2; 

the present section, therefore, deals exclusively with the later medieval developments 

of Virajà cult on the one hand, and with the ritualistic pattern being presently 

observed at the shrine on the other. 

As earlier observed, the present temple of goddess Virajà cannot be the same 

one inside which her representative icon, a two-armed Mahišamardinì Durgà dating 

back to the Gupta period, was venerated in the times of the Bhauma-karas and the 

Somava®çìs, when the city of Virajà (modern Jajpur) was the metropolis of Utkala 

(the central coastal region of KaliÞga). Virajà temple is, in fact, a relatively modern 

construction, not lying on the same spot where the goddess was enshrined during the 

early medieval period. The temple is pañca-ratha in design – viz., it has each of its 

outer faces divided in five vertical segments – and has been covered with a thick coat 

of plaster painted in bright colours. On its external walls, or on its compound wall, are 

affixed some early medieval sculptures representing Kàrttikeya, Ardhanàrìçvara, 

Pàrvatì, Aja-Ekapàda, Bhairava, Mahišamardinì, Hara-Pàrvatì, Lakulìça, Càmuòwà, 

GaÞgàdharamùrti, Yamunà, and Sarasvatì, all of them dating back to the 8th-9th 

centuries A.D. Moreover, about one hundred-fifty Çiva liÞgas are housed under a 

modern shed located within the temple compound.1 Such characteristics bespeak the 

tight links of Virajà cult with Çaivism during the Bhauma-kara period. 

According to the Virajà-Kšetra-Màhàtmya, a work of the later medieval period, 

the pìxha of Virajà was surrounded by three Varàhas, four Bhairavas, five N¡si®has, 

seven Màt¡kàs, twelve Gaòeças and one hundred-eight Rudras.2 This list of deities is 

possibly suggestive of the past existence at Jajpur of a number of Hindu shrines of the 

different sectarian affiliation, all of which acknowledged the spiritual supremacy of 

                                                                 
1  P. K. Ray, ed., Archaeological Survey Report, Vol. I: From 1971 to 1974-75, Bhubaneswar, s.d., p. 21; T. 

E. Donaldson, Hindu Temple Art of Orissa, I, Leiden, 1985, p. 187. 
2  R. P. Mohapatra, Temple Legends of Orissa, Bhubaneswar, 1989, p. 63. 
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Virajà, the presiding goddess of the kšetra. In the GaÞga and Sùryava®çì epochs, 

indeed, goddess Virajà acted as the chief representative of Çakti cult in the ambit of 

the syncretistic worship-system fostered on the national plane by the emperors of 

KaliÞga, the Pañcadevatà-upàsana (adoration of the five divinities of the traditional 

Hindu pentad, i.e., Çiva-Višòu-Çakti-Sùrya-Gaòeça),3 for which reason it appears 

plausible that all the sectarian shrines then existing in Jajpur owed their allegiance 

to the Çàkta pìxha of Virajà. 

The Màdalà Pàñji (the chronicle of the temple of Jagannàtha at Puri) states 

that CowagaÞga, the founder of the Imperial GaÞga dynasty of KaliÞga, patronized 

and favoured the shrine of Virajà, which thing, on the contrary, he would not have 

done in regard to any other eminent Çàkta shrine he found in the country after he had 

conquered it in around A.D. 1110.4 As a possible evidence of this, the outer wall of the 

jagamohana of the reconstructed Virajà temple contains two inscriptions of the time 

of CowagaÞga.5 The popularity of the shrine of Virajà as the most eminent Çàkta pìxha 

of Orissa, which, after the ancient mention of it contained in the Mahàbhàrata, had 

been extolled with numerous other mentions in early medieval Tantric texts and 

epigraphic records, thus continued in the later medieval period. As a result of the 

syncretistic religious policy initiated by the GaÞgas and later on continued by their 

dynastic successors the Sùryava®çìs, goddess Virajà also became associated with the 

cosmopolitan cult of Jagannàtha; in fact, the Baxa Avakàça, a work of the sixteenth-

century Oriya poet Balaràma Daça, includes her among the divine female attendants 

of Lord Jagannàtha along with Vimalà, Saptamàt¡kàs, the Sixty-four Yoginìs and the 

Nine Kàtyàyanìs.6 

Even a Vaišòava saint like Çrì Caitanya, as stated in the semi-biographical 

accounts of his life written by his later followers, visited Virajà temple and prayed to 

the goddess when he passed through Jajpur in the early 16th century A.D. As it is 

well-known, Caitanya spent more than twenty years of his life in the city of Puri, 

where he died in about A.D. 1533.7 Since this great saint was a staunch devotee of 

Lord Jagannàtha, it appears clear that, in his time, the worship of goddess Virajà was 

closely allied with the Vaišòava-dominated form of Hinduism pivoted upon the all-

India-famed cult of Jagannàtha. 

                                                                 
3  K. C. Panigrahi, History of Orissa (Hindu Period), Cuttack, 1981, p. 340. 
4  Ibid, p. 334. 
5  P. K. Ray, ed., op. cit., p. 21. 
6  K. S. Behera, “The Evolution of Çakti Cult at Jajpur, Bhubaneswar and Puri”, in D. C. Sircar, ed., The 

Çakti Cult and Tàrà, Calcutta, 1967, pp. 75-76 and 85. 
7  K. C. Panigrahi, op. cit., p. 231. 
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The invasion of Orissa by the Muslims of Bengal in A.D. 1568, which brought 

to an end the independent Hindu rule over the country, involved in all probability the 

desecration or devastation of the medieval temple of Virajà at Jajpur, as it may be 

demonstrated by the fact that the temple itself was entirely rebuilt at a certain stage 

of the modern period. It is reported by a local tradition that the Muslim saint ‘Alì 
Bukhàrì, an Afghan iconoclast follower of Kàlàpàhàr (the commander-in-chief of the 

armies of the sultan of Bengal), was responsible, on that occasion, for the destruction 

of many Hindu monuments at Jajpur, including the great temple of Saptamàt¡kàs 

before whose ruins his monumental tomb was subsequently built up.8 Considering the 

ruthless fury and obstinate hatred that were reportedly displayed by the Muslim 

invaders of Orissa against the most important Çàkta shrines of the country, there is 

no reason to think that the renowned temple of Virajà was spared from the assaults 

and devastation having been suffered by many other religious centres of Orissa in 

A.D. 1568. 

The cosmopolitan nature of the cult tradition regarding goddess Virajà, which 

took its definite shape in the course of the later medieval period, explains why the 

ritualistic pattern presently observed at her shrine during some important Hindu 

festivals of the year appears to be an amalgamation of different traditions concerning 

the Çàkta, Çaiva, Vaišòava, Gàòapatya and Saura pantheons as well as, in addition to 

these, the tribal, Buddhist and Jaina religious traditions. In this connection, the 

whole sixteen-day worship of the goddess in the month of Àçvina (September-October) 

is extremely significant in that it manifests numerous reminiscences of an admixture 

of rites and beliefs of the different origin, each of which, in the past, was prevalent for 

some time in the coastal provinces of Orissa.9 

The main rituals of worship being performed in the premises of Virajà temple 

during the Durgà Pùjà festival can be summarized as follows. 

(a) Navapatrikà ceremony — The propitiation of goddess Durgà in the form of 

nine plants bound together in such a way as to resemble the anthropomorphic figure 

of a female deity is held at the shrine on the days of Mahàsaptamì, Mahàšxamì and 

Mahànavamì. Such a worship pattern, which is also observed in Bengal, seems to be a 

relic of animistic tree-worship and bears witness to the ancient links between Çakti 

and Yakša cults. A different form of Durgà is imagined to reside in each of the nine 

                                                                 
8  W. W. Hunter, “Orissa under Indian Rule”, in N. K. Sahu, ed., A History of Orissa, Calcutta, 1956, p. 

111. 
9  E. Padhi, “Festivals Connected with Goddess Virajà of Jajpur in the Religio-Historical Perspective”, 
unpublished manuscript, p. 6. 
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plants, invoked by the devotees for gaining protection. The vegetable aspect of Durgà, 

which is assigned great importance in Hindu folk culture, is thus propitiated through 

this form of worship.10 

(b) Ratha Yàtrà — The car festival of goddess Virajà continues for nine days 

from the Pratipada day to the Mahànavamì night. A brass processional image of the 

goddess is placed on a decorated chariot along with a wooden staff studded with silver 

and jewels, and the chariot is subsequently made circumambulate the temple for nine 

times. The staff acting on this occasion as one of the two representative icons of Virajà 

is perhaps reminiscent of the initial adoration of this goddess in pillar form (like the 

aboriginal goddess Stambheçvarì) before her cult image, during the Gupta epoch, was 

given an anthropomorphic form in the guise of two-armed Mahišamardinì Durgà. The 

practice of a Hindu goddess moving alone in a car festival is possibly peculiar to the 

Çàkta pìxha of Virajà only, inasmuch as, in the all-India context, it is generally an 

incarnation of Çiva or of Višòu who is taken in procession in a decorated chariot, on 

which the gods are often accompanied by their associated or consort deities. It has 

been hypothesized that the car festival of goddess Virajà may be the reminiscent of an 

age-old Mahàyàna Buddhist tradition, having originated at the time when Jajpur was 

an important seat of Tantric Buddhism. Similar hypotheses have been also advanced 

in regard to the car festivals that are celebrated every year at Puri and Bhubaneswar 

respectively.11 

(c) Adoration of Gaòeça along with Navadurgàs — The Tantric adoration of 

Gaòeça and the Nine Durgàs, symbolized by as many water vessels (ghaxas), is held 

twice a day (in the morning and at night) from the Jitàšxamì night to the Mahàlaya 

Amàvasyà day. This tradition, closely related to the worship of the life-dispensing 

waters, appears connected with the Brahmanical ritual practice consisting in adoring 

the great Goddess after invoking Gaòeça..12 In early medieval Orissa, the image of the 

elephant-headed god was invariably associated with the sculptural representation of 

the Divine Mothers, a collective Tantric personification of the Çàkta principle. 

(d) Mahàhoma (Great Vedic Sacrifice) — Starting from the Pañcamì day till 

the Mahàšxamì night, the Vedic oblation (homa) known as Mahàhoma is performed 

on the sacrificial fire-pit of goddess Virajà (who, according to the myth, was born from 

one such pit – the gàrhapatya-agni – at the end of the great Vedic sacrifice celebrated 

                                                                 
10  Ibid., pp. 4 and 7. 
11  Ibid., pp. 4-5 and 7. 
12  Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
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at Jajpur by the god Brahmà in person). During the performance of the ceremony, 

Gaòeça, Brahmà, Çiva, Višòu and Vàsuki (the mythical Nàga king considered to be 

the lord of infernal regions) are worshipped near the sacrificial pit in the form of five 

water vessels. The worship of these five deities in association with the great Goddess 

and with the Vedic form of sacrifice expresses a synthesis between Aryan and non-

Aryan cults, which is likely to have assumed its final shape at the time when the 

Pañcadevatà-upàsana worship system was introduced by the GaÞgas into the Çàkta 

pìxha presided over by goddess Virajà.13 

(e) Mahàšxamì rites — The night of Mahàšxamì (the eighth day in the bright 

fortnight of Àçvina), which at other Çàkta centres of Orissa marks the culmination of 

Durgà Pùjà (the sacrifice of the buffalo being generally performed on that very night), 

is differently celebrated at Virajà temple with the observance of a peculiar ceremony, 

the Mahàsnàna (Great Bath of goddess Virajà), which is followed by the adoration of 

Càmuòwà and the sacrifice of a goat in her honour. At midnight on that night women 

only are allowed into the temple to perform the ritual bath of the cult image of Virajà. 

In the opinion of the scholar E. Padhi, the said Çàkta religious observances might 

constitute a ritualistic remnant of the Tantric Buddhist worship-pattern that was 

probably in vogue at Virajà kšetra in the Bhauma-kara epoch, when the place was an 

important seat of Vajrayàna Buddhism.14 On the other hand, it has been already 

observed that in the Bhauma epoch the Çàkta-tantric goddess Càmuòwà was, in all 

likelihood, greatly revered by the Tantric Buddhist sàdhakas of Jajpur, the latter city 

being then a sort of cross-road for all the different faiths prevalent on the Orissan soil. 

Association of women with the bathing ceremony of Virajà, with the propitiation of 

Càmuòwà (which, in the Bhauma epoch, was closely connected with the worship of 

Mahišamardinì), and with animal sacrifices well support the hypothesis of the past 

prevalence of the Vajrayànic Buddhist ritual at Virajà temple, being the attribution of 

half-priestly functions to women a typical feature of the Tantric Buddhist religious 

tradition rather than of the Brahmanical one. 

(f) Mahànavamì and buffalo-sacrifice — The most important among the rites 

being performed in honour of goddess Virajà during the Durgà Pùjà is the sacrifice of 

a young male buffalo, which, contrary to the custom in vogue as a norm at most Çàkta 

shrines of India, takes place on the night of Mahànavamì (the ninth day in the bright 

fortnight of Àçvina) rather than on that of Mahàšxamì. This rite marks the end of the 

                                                                 
13  Ibid., pp. 5 and 8. 
14  Ibid., pp. 5 and 8-9. 
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whole sixteen-day festival, that is declared over after the midnight called Mahàniçà 

(the Great or Dark Night). The buffalo is decapitated on a sacrificial altar in front of 

the jagamohana of the temple, the door of which is kept closed in that interval so as to 

prevent the goddess, in a symbolic way, from “seeing” such a profanation of the 
vegetarian pureness of her shrine. A permanently appointed man decapitates the 

animal with the help of a sharp sword called bhairava (“the terrible”). Thereafter, an 
aromatic drink is offered to Virajà and the temple door is opened again. According to 

the local priests the blood of the slain buffalo is not directly offered to Virajà, but is 

rather offered to an ancient image of Aja-Ekapàda Bhairava serving as the western 

pàrçva-devatà of the temple. The latter ritual custom, as it is the case with the closing 

of the temple door during the sacrifice of the buffalo, was probably introduced to 

indicate that the goddess has no direct concern with bloodshed and animal sacrifice. 

Such a religious conception was most likely superimposed on the rituals that were 

originally observed at Virajà temple during the Durgà Pùjà on the initiative of the 

Somava®çì monarchs, who are reported to have striven to eradicate the most bloody 

Tantric practices diffused in Orissa during the Bhauma epoch from their kingdom, 

and particularly from the city of Jajpur, their capital.15 

To sum up, the autumnal propitiation of goddess Virajà in the month of Àçvina 

shows a series of evident traces of the syncretistic and eclectic worship system termed 

as Pañcadevatà-upàsana, consisting in the simultaneous adoration of the five deities 

of the traditional Hindu pentad (Višòu, Çiva, Çakti, Sùrya and Gaòeça). The Virajà 

tradition, by the time of the Imperial GaÞgas, had embraced both Aryan and non-

Aryan religious beliefs and practices, giving rise to a grandiose synthesis of different 

cult deities in the single great Goddess. The traces of Yakša cult (the tree-worship 

underlying the Navapatrikà ceremony), Nàga cult (the adoration of Vàsuki along with 

other Hindu divinities), pillar-worship, pot-worship, are all noticed in the ritualistic 

pattern followed at the shrine of Virajà during the Durgà Pùjà. 

As regards the divinities of the traditional Brahmanical pentad (Pañcadevatà) 

venerated at the shrine along with its presiding goddess, Virajà, Çiva is obviously 

associated from time immemorial with Çakti cult in general, while Višòu is closely 

associated with Virajà kšetra by virtue of the ancient myth of Gayàsura, the religious 

meaning of which has been already discussed in chapter 2. Gaòeça or Gaòapati, the 

sectarian divinity of the Gàòapatyas, is worshipped on different occasions during the 

celebration of Durgà Pùjà at the temple of Virajà. Sùrya, the sectarian divinity of the 
                                                                 
15  Ibid., pp. 6, 9 and 11. 
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Sauras, is not directly propitiated at the shrine during the festival in question, but his 

worship has been probably replaced by that of Brahmà. At any rate, the existence of 

the Sun cult in the Virajà tradition is evinced by the worship pattern observed on the 

occasion of another important festival celebrated every year in the city of Jajpur, that 

is, the so-called birthday of goddess Virajà, falling on the new moon day in the month 

of Màgha (January-February), the Triveòì Amàvasyà.16 

On the occasion of the birthday ceremony of the goddess, the Mahišamardinì 

image enshrined within the sanctum of Virajà temple is camouflaged with a special 

dress termed as Sàvitrì-veça. The cult icon is applied with four artificial faces, each of 

which appears three-eyed, and with ten artificial arms holding different weapons and 

attributes. A tall crown displaying crescent moon and framed on the back by a golden 

solar disk is placed on the goddess’ head while a swan made of lime mortar is placed 
beneath her seat.17 The features of the four faces and of the swan appear directly 

related to the god Brahmà, of whom Sàvitrì (Solar-Hymn) is traditionally regarded as 

one of the three çaktis along with Gàyatrì (Triple-Hymn) and Sarasvatì (the Flowing-

One). These three goddesses, who are but different aspects of the Vedic hymn to the 

Sun (Savitar), are, moreover, identified with the goddess of speech Vàc, the Mother of 

the Threefold Veda and the vehicle of knowledge, whose male counterpart is, once 

again, Brahmà, the source of all knowledge.18 They are also, at one time, the çaktis of 

the Sun,19 of whom they personify the creative, beneficent and enlightening energies. 

Thus goddess Virajà, when regarded as Brahmàòì (Brahmà-çakti) or as Sàvitrì (Sun-

çakti) on the occasion of her birthday ceremony, is invoked in the Gàyatrì mantra, 

otherwise known as Sàvitrì mantra. She is then being conceived as the active cosmic 

principle that is inherent in the Sun as well as in Brahmà, the Divine Demiurge. 

The concept about the Mahàdevì as the supreme solar power that is the source 

of all wisdom, consciousness, fecundity, propagation, multiplication and dynamism, 

underlying the celebration of Virajà’s birthday festival, appears indebted, for some 
aspect, to the Sun cult, which was part of the cosmopolitan form of religion patronized 

by the GaÞga emperors in the 12th-15th centuries A.D. to integrate all of the currents 

of Brahmanical Hinduism then existing in Orissa into the all-inclusive Jagannàtha 

cult. On the other hand, also the ancient myth justifying the celebration of such an 

                                                                 
16  Ibid., p. 1. 
17  Ibid., p. 2. 
18  A Daniélou, Hindu Polytheism, New York, 1964, pp. 260-61. 
19  A. Boner, S. R. Sharma and R. P. Das, New Light on the Sun Temple at Koòàrak, Varanasi, 1972, p. 

32. 
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unusual “birthday festival”, i.e., the one relating to Virajà’s birth from the sacrificial 

fire-altar of Brahmà in the noon of the new moon day of the month of Màgha,20 lays 

emphasis upon the “solar” characteristics of the goddess, who is described as having 
the brightness of the celestial light of millions of suns. The mythological association of 

goddess Virajà with Brahmà might be at the origin of the identification of the sacred 

tìrtha of Jajpur as Brahmà kšetra,21 as well as of the equalization, operated by the 

great fifteenth-century Oriya poet Sàralà Dàsa in his Caòwì Puràòa, of goddess Virajà 

to Bràhmì (meant as one of the names of the çakti of Brahmà).22 

In conclusion, it can be maintained that the medieval links of Virajà cult with 

each of the sectarian trends of Brahmanical Hinduism, its far more ancient ties with 

both the indigenous and the aryanized forms of ancestor-worship connected with the 

sanctity of the river Vaitarani (see chapter 2), its retaining many an aspect of the 

proto-Çàkta traditions in vogue among the tribals since prehistoric times – buffalo-

sacrifice, the worship of pillar-deities, etc. – side by side with the Çàkta-tantric rituals 

elaborated in the historical period, contributed as a whole to make Virajà temple the 

holiest and most celebrated Çàkta pìxha of Orissa. 

Thus goddess Virajà, venerated for centuries by the Bhauma and Somava®çì 

kings as their tutelary deity and the protectress of their capital city, Jajpur, and later 

on raised to the status of chief representative of the Çakti principle in the context of 

the syncretistic worship system patronized by the GaÞga and Sùryava®çì emperors, 

is still today regarded by the Hindus of all creed as the most important Çàkta goddess 

of the State. 

 

Purušottama or Puri 

Purušottama or Çrì kšetra, with Vimalà as the Pìxha-Devì, finds mention in the 

Puràòas as one of the important Çàkta pìxhas of India. 

Vimalà (the Stainless-One) is the most important goddess of the Jagannàtha 

temple complex at Puri. Her renowned shrine, situated in the south-west corner of the 

inner enclosure of the complex, is mentioned in some Hindu sacred texts (for instance, 

in the Matsya Puràòa, Ch. 13)23 as one among the most sacred Çàkta pìxhas of India. 

                                                                 
20  Brahmà Tantra quoted in E. Padhi, “Festivals Connected with Goddess Virajà of Jajpur in the Religio-Historical Perspective”, unpublished manuscript, p. 1. 
21  R. P. Mohapatra, op. cit., p. 64. 
22  P. Acharya, Studies in Orissan History, Archaeology and Archives, Cuttack, 1969, p. 284. 
23  V. S. Agrawala, Matsya Puràòa – A Study, Varanasi, 1963, pp. 105-07. 
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The Çàktas consider Vimalà the real presiding deity of Çrì kšetra (the holy ground 

surrounding Jagannàtha temple on four sides and otherwise known as Purušottama 

kšetra, i.e., the city of Puri itself), and that Lord Jagannàtha is merely her Bhairava 

(the terrific manifestation of Çiva traditionally associated with each goddess presiding 

over a Çàkta pìxha of her own).24 

The present temple of Vimalà, a four-chambered structure dating back to the 

Imperial GaÞga period like most of the edifices lying within the Jagannàtha temple 

compound,25 was most probably built on the foundations of an earlier Çàkta shrine 

dedicated to the same goddess. It is stated in the Màdalà Pàñji (the temple chronicle 

compiled by the priests of Jagannàtha) that the first temple of Vimalà was erected by 

a Somava®çì king named Yayàti – the text omits to specify whether he was Yayàti I 

(ca. A.D. 922-955) or Yayàti II (ca. A.D. 1025-1040) – at the time of construction of a 

temple dedicated to Purušottama/Jagannàtha, now no longer extant, which preceded 

the existing one, built by the great king Anantavarman CowagaÞga in the first half of 

the 12th century A.D.26 Yet the original shrine of Vimalà might have been established 

at a still earlier date by the Bhauma-kara monarchs, who were particularly prone to 

patronize the building of Tantric cult edifices, both Brahmanical and Buddhist, and 

are, furthermore, credited by some scholars with the construction of the first temple of 

Jagannàtha at Puri in around the 8th-9th centuries A.D.27 In this last connection, the 

image of goddess Vimalà enshrined within the temple sanctum bears some typical 

iconographic characteristics leading one to assign it to the Bhauma art phase. This 

four-armed cult image represents a standing Devì displaying varada with her lower 

right hand and holding, respectively, a rosary with her upper right, the miniature 

figure of a worshipping mermaid (or of a nàgì in therioanthropomorphic form) in the 

upper left, and a drinking vessel in the lower left. The goddess is three-eyed like Çiva 

and wears a crown. Two naked and very fierce-looking female attendants flank her on 

either side.28 Except for the figure of mermaid or nàgakanyà – a probable symbol of 

the association of Vimalà with the Nàga mytho-symbolical plexus – the other objects 

and hand poses displayed by the goddess are identical to the ones appearing in the 

                                                                 
24  M. M. Ganguly, Orissa and Her Remains – Ancient and Mediæval (District Puri), Calcutta and 

London, 1912, pp. 425-26. 
25  K. C. Panigrahi, op. cit., p. 335. 
26  K. N. Mahapatra, “Antiquities of Jagannàtha-Puri as a Place of Pilgrimage”, Orissa Historical 

Research Journal, Vol. III, No 1, p. 14; N. K. Sahu, “History of Koçala and the Somava®çìs of Utkala”, 
Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol. III, No. 3, p. 134. 
27  H. C. Das, “Religions of Orissa”, Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol. XXX, Nos. 2, 3 and 4: 

Glimpses of Orissan Art and Culture, p. 133. 
28  K. C. Mishra, The Cult of Jagannàtha, 2nd rev. edn., Calcutta, 1984, p. 112. 
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Pàrvatì images carved by the Orissan artists in the 8th-10th centuries A.D. Thus the 

cult image of Vimalà conforms, under many aspects, to the iconography of Pàrvatì as 

current in Orissa during the Bhauma period. The characteristics of this cult image, 

indeed, are purely Çàkta-tantric, as is the standard for all the Devì images having 

been carved at that stage of Orissan history, which was marked for the ascent of the 

Çaiva-Çàkta creed all over the country. 

The Devì Puràòa (Ch. 50) prescribes that goddess Vimalà should be depicted as 

seated on a human corpse like Càmuòwà,29 but yet this typically Tantric feature is not 

found in the iconography of Vimalà of Puri. At any rate, what is of interest here is 

that no Vaišòavite feature can be noticed in the image of Vimalà, although the shrine 

dedicated to this deity is situated in the premises of the most important Vaišòavite 

pilgrimage centre of Orissa. As a matter of fact, the Çàktas do not worship Vimalà as 

a Vaišòavì Çakti, but rather as Tripurà Bhairavì (the Terror-of-the-Universe), who is 

the consort of Çiva in his most destructive aspect (Kàla Bhairava). She is the çakti of 

Çiva when the god assumes the form of the all-pervading Lord of Death, and it is she, 

embodying the dynamic power of the god, who actually carries on the merciless work 

of death.30 Tripurà Bhairavì is thus conceptually identical to the all-disgregating and 

all-destroying form of the Goddess, Mahàkàlì, identified with the metaphysical energy  

causing the dissolution of the universe at the end of each cosmic age (mahàpralaya). 

This terrible female deity, embodying the Power of Death and often considered as a 

demonic being in the popular forms of cult, is nevertheless worshipped at Puri in her 

pure and ascetic form, namely, in her Vimalà-rùpa (to a great extent corresponding, 

from the iconographic point of view, to the non-fearful image of Pàrvatì). 

In spite of the peaceful aspect shown by the cult icon of Vimalà, some Oriya 

sacred textbooks state that the cosmic waters of the pralaya (deluge), in their next 

cyclical submersion of the universe, will overflow from a tank, called Rohiòì kuòwa, 

which is situated just in front of Vimalà temple. Such an identification of the sacred 

space occupied by the shrine of goddess Vimalà with the mythic geographic place from 

which the destruction of this universe will start, cannot be mere chance but, on the 

contrary, suggests a virtual identification of Vimalà with Tripurà Bhairavì, the causer 

of the pralaya. 

The numerous literary mentions of Purušottama kšetra (or tìrtha) as a place 

where Lord Jagannàtha acts as Bhairava and Vimalà as Bhairavì, found in different 

                                                                 
29  R. C. Hazra, Studies in the Upapuràòas, II, Calcutta, 1963, p. 52, note 131. 
30  M. Stutley and J. Stutley, Dizionario dell’Induismo, Roma, 1980, p. 442. 
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Tantric works,31 besides indicating a syncreticism of creed by virtue of which the 

culture of Jagannàtha has evolved in course of ages into an amalgamation of Çaiva, 

Çàkta and Vaišòava cultic elements, could be otherwise reminiscent of the possible 

initial prevalence of a mixed, Çaiva-Çàkta form of religion at the kšetra of Puri prior 

to its vaišòavization. In fact, in a number of ancient Tantric texts Bhairava is referred 

to as Jagannàtha (Lord-of-the-Universe) – a generic epithet designating the Supreme 

Godhead and susceptible to being applied to both Çiva and Višòu/K¡šòa.32 In other 

words, the paired divinities Çiva Bhairava (who in the Tantric tradition is also known 

as Jagannàtha) and Vimalà Bhairavì were perhaps worshipped in ancient times as 

the representatives of the principles of Puruša (male) and Çakti (female) at the tìrtha 

of Puri in Orissa, but in a subsequent time, with the establishment of the Somava®çì 

rule over the coastal areas of the country, Višòu/Jagannàtha and his consort Lakšmì 

took respectively their place as the presiding male and female deity of the tìrtha itself. 

During the Bhauma period, when the shrine of Vimalà is likely to have risen to 

eminence as a famous Çàkta pìxha, it was a religious norm in Orissa to worship the 

Çakti, whatever form she might assume, in the company of one or more Bhairavas, 

who were regarded as her “guardians”, being the terrific manifestations of her divine 
consort Çiva. This was the case at Bhubaneswar, where the Vaitàl Deul provides the 

example of a cult image of Càmuòwà accompanied by a gruesome image of Bhairava, 

and also at Jajpur, where the presiding goddess of the place, Virajà (otherwise known 

as Kàtyàyanì, another malignant aspect of the Devì), is associated from ancient times 

through rituals and legends with four Bhairavas, regarded as the guardians of the 

different directions of her kšetra.33 Also the yoginìs of Hirapur are accompanied by 

four Bhairavas. The hypothesis thus appears plausible that, during the Bhauma-kara 

period, goddess Vimalà of Çrì kšetra, like many other fearful manifestations of Çakti 

venerated by the Oriyas of that period, may have been associated in temple rituals 

with some form of Çiva Bhairava (perhaps represented in the cultus by the liÞga of 

blue stone that is believed by some scholars to have been one of the formative symbols 

of the Brahmanical Trinity venerated at Puri).34 It appears clear, however, that in the 

Somava®çì period the Çàkta shrine of goddess Vimalà (worshipped or not along with 

an associated Bhairava) was totally incorporated into the newly-built temple complex 

of Jagannàtha, dominated by Vaišòavism. 
                                                                 
31  D. C. Sircar, “The Çàkta Pìxhas”, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Letters, Vol. XIV 

(1948), No. 1, p. 45; K. C. Mishra, op. cit., p. 107. 
32  K. C. Dash, “A Study on the Origin of Ratha Yàtrà in Purušottama Kšetra”, unpublished paper. 
33  R. P. Mohapatra, op. cit., p. 65. 
34  Ibid., p. 22. 
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That the cult of Vimalà originated in a purely Çàkta context is demonstrated 

by the animal sacrifices being celebrated every year inside her temple in the course of 

the autumnal Durgà Pùjà. During this Çàkta festival, on each of the three consecutive 

nights of Mahàsaptamì, Mahàšxamì and Mahànavamì, fish specially caught from the 

Narendra tank at Puri (where ordinarily no net may be thrown) are offered to the 

goddess. Moreover, on the Mahàšxamì night a goat (of the male sex like the canonical 

sacrificial buffalo of the Çàktas) is killed in honour of the goddess and then offered her 

by the priests through a secret passage admitting into her temple. The sacrifice is 

performed at midnight, when the temple of Jagannàtha is closed. This offering is not 

directly presented to Vimalà, but rather to an image of Dakšiòà Kàlì enshrined within 

the jagamohana of her temple. This sacrificial activity is the only surviving vestige of 

the ancient Çàkta rites, involving the outpouring of blood, in the cult of Jagannàtha.35 

W. W. Hunter, who wrote his notes about these sacrifices in the 19th century, opined 

“Jagannàtha has, in short, paid the penalty of his constant compromises with the viler 

phases of Hinduism. He has included every deity within his walls, and he has been 

held responsible for the accumulated abominations of all... So deeply rooted is the 

principle of compromise in this great national temple, that the sacred enclosure also 

contains a shrine to Vimalà, the ‘stainless’ queen of the All-Destroyer [Çiva], who is 

every year adored with midnight rites and bloody sacrifices”.36 

More correctly speaking, the secret nocturnal sacrifice performed at Vimalà 

temple during the Mahàšxamì night is an important trace of Çàktism at Çrì kšetra. In 

fact, during the Durgà Pùjà Vimalà is regarded as an aspect of Durgà, or better as 

Bhairavì, her own full-form (pùròa-rùpa), and her image is, accordingly, dressed with 

red garments as suits goddess Tripurà Bhairavì according to the Kàlikà Puràòa (74. 

90-94).37 For the same reason, in those particular days of the year she must even be 

propitiated with animal sacrifices, although on any other occasion ritual bloodshed is 

considered a profanation of the sanctity of the great temple of Puri. The compromise 

between the bloody practices of Çàktism and the vegetarian pureness and non-injury 

ideals of Vaišòavism was here achieved through the secrecy of the sacrifice itself and 

the device of the formal acceptance of the same by a subordinate deity of the shrine 

(Dakšiòà Kàlì) rather than by its presiding goddess (Vimalà). 

                                                                 
35  L. S. S. O’Malley, Puri District Gazetteer, New Delhi, reprint 1984, pp. 100-01; K. C. Mishra, op. cit., p. 

153. 
36  W. W. Hunter, “Orissa under Indian Rule”, in N. K. Sahu, ed., op. cit., pp. 137-38; Id., “Jagannath”, 
ibid., p. 35. 
37  D. Kinsley, Hindu Goddesses: Visions of the Divine Feminine in the Hindu Religious Tradition, Delhi 

(etc.), 1986, p. 147. 
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Another line of research, propounded by an Orissan scholar,38 traces the origin 

of both the goddesses Vimalà and Subhadrà (the latter being considered the “sister” of 
Jagannàtha and Balabhadra, whose wooden images are worshipped in the sanctum of 

the main temple of the Puri complex along with that of Subhadrà herself) back to the 

cult of Ekàna®çà Durgà, which might have become popular at Çrì kšetra in the epoch 

preceding its vaišòavization. 

Ekàna®çà, whose name means “the Single-Portionless-One”,39 is an aspect of 

Durgà that was anciently identified with Kuhù, the Vedic personification of the new 

moon.40 Since the origin of the name Kuhù is Austro-Asiatic,41 it appears probable 

that the figure of Ekàna®çà Durgà evolved out of that of some new-moon goddess 

initially venerated by the non-Aryan peoples of eastern India and later on adopted 

into the Vedic pantheon. The name Ekàna®çà, formed by the juxtaposition of the 

Sanskrit words eka (single, lonely) and ana®ça (portionless, not entitled to share in 

an inheritance), suggests an image of emptiness, solitude and absence of light (i.e., 

the moon’s “inheritance”) corresponding to the common experience of the new moon 

nights. Kuhù/Ekàna®çà was evidently a malignant and inauspicious Brahmanical 

personification of the darkest night in the revolution of the moon round the earth. Her 

concept was possibly borrowed by the Vedic Aryans from the ancient Munda-speaking 

peoples. Most of the female-oriented religions that, according to a section of scholars, 

predominated in protohistoric epochs in different areas of the world appear to have 

established some kind of a mystical link between the different phases of the moon, the 

cycle of menstrual blood and the stages of manifestation of the power of a “cosmic” 
Goddess, experienced as one thing by primitive women.42 The Tantric goddess Kàlì, 

whose cult is dominated by the symbolism of blood, is associated, like the Vedic Kuhù, 

with the new moon (amàvasyà) nights, all of which are regarded as sacred to her. In 

the Hariva®ça’s mythical account of the birth of K¡šòa and Balaràma, her celestial 

brothers, Ekàna®çà is, in her turn, identified with Kàlì, here called Nidrà (Sleep) and 

identified with the màyà power inherent in Višòu..43 

Thus Ekàna®çà, the Brahmanical equivalent of the Vedic new-moon goddess 

Kuhù, can be considered as a form of Kàlì (and, at the same time, of Durgà) who, 

                                                                 
38  M. P. Dash, “Inter Relations between Vaišòavism and Çàktism in Orissa”, Orissa Historical Research 

Journal, Vol. XI, No. 4, pp. 273-81. 
39  M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, New edn., Oxford, 1988, p. 230. 
40  J. N. Banerjea, The Development of Hindu Iconography, 2nd edn., Calcutta, 1956, p. 133. 
41  N. N. Bhattacharyya, History of the Çàkta Religion, New Delhi, 1974, p. 18. 
42  J. Voss, La luna nera. Il potere della donna e la simbologia del ciclo femminile, Como, 1996, pp. 163 ff. 
43  M. Biardeau, L’Induismo. Antropologia di una civiltà, Milano, 1985, pp. 164-65; W. D. O‘Flaherty, op. 

cit., pp. 218 ff. 
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starting from the Gupta period, became closely associated with Višòu/K¡šòa. The cult 

of Ekàna®çà appears to have gained great importance in the Pàla empire of Bengal, 

where this goddess was canonically worshipped along with K¡šòa and Balaràma as 

per Puràòic tradition.44 The nexus of Ekàna®çà with Kàlì and Durgà kept a tenuous 

link between Vaišòavism and Çàktism also at Puri in Orissa, where the name of this 

goddess, if the hypothesis under discussion holds good, was nevertheless changed by 

the Vaišòavas into Subhadrà (a name designating the sister of K¡šòa who became the 

wife of Arjuna) so as to suppress the evident Çàkta references implicit in the use of 

the name Ekàna®çà to indicate the divine sister of Jagannàtha and Balabhadra. 

Yet, it may be inferred that Ekàna®çà Durgà, under the name of Vimalà, went 

on being worshipped through Tantric rites by the Çàkta devotees of medieval KaliÞga 

even after Vaišòavism superimposed Çàktism and Çaivism at Çrì kšetra around the 

10th century A.D. By that time, the vaišòavized aspect of Ekàna®çà appears to have 

started being worshipped as Subhadrà in the sanctum of Jagannàtha temple while 

the purely Çàkta-tantric aspect of Ekàna®çà may have continued being worshipped 

as Vimalà in a subsidiary shrine built in the temple premises. This could be the true 

purport of the assertion of the Çàktas, according to which goddess Vimalà is the real 

presiding deity of Çrì kšetra. 

The two above expounded hypotheses concerning the origin of the shrine of 

Vimalà at Puri, the one tracing it back to the establishment of a Çàkta pìxha where 

Bhairavì (i.e. the Devì) was called Vimalà and her Bhairava (i.e. Çiva) was called 

Jagannàtha, the other tracing it back to the Çàkta-tantric cult of Ekàna®çà Durgà, 

having later on evolved into two separate cults (that of Vimalà, still genuinely Çàkta-

tantric, and that of Subhadrà, radically vaišòavized), do not seem to contradict each 

other. In either case, indeed, a Çàkta shrine dedicated to some fearful or malignant 

manifestation of the great Goddess is stated to have been established at Çrì kšetra 

much prior to the ascent of Vaišòavism there in the form of Jagannàtha cult. Vimalà 

is likely to have been worshipped at Puri since the epoch in which the Austro-Asiatic 

Saoras were numerous in the neighbouring districts. It is probable that the Bhauma 

monarchs were responsible for the sanskritization of Vimalà cult, but yet the latter’s 
origin should be better sought in the female-oriented cults once diffused among the 

autochthonous tribes that inhabited the Puri area since prehistoric times. 

The acknowledgement, even on the part of the Vaišòava devotees of Lord 
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Jagannàtha, of the place of pre-eminence having been enjoyed from the hoary past by 

goddess Vimalà at Çrì kšetra is revealed by the ritualistic procedure that is followed 

at Jagannàtha temple for the consecration of the mahàprasàda, the holy food blessed 

by the Lord, which is believed to free those who take it from all sins. In fact, the 

simple bhoga (vegetarian food offerings), which is fancied to be personally cooked by 

Lakšmì (Jagannàtha’s consort goddess) in the edifice housing the temple kitchen, 
becomes mahàprasàda proper only after it is offered to Vimalà. Failing such a 

presentation of offerings, the holy food cannot be blessed by Lord Jagannàtha and 

distributed among the devotees.45 It appears thus clear that the Vaišòavas of Orissa 

revere to the utmost the purificatory and benedictory power of the ancient Çàkta 

goddess they call Vimalà, to whom they collectively entrust their hope for spiritual 

liberation. 

The Çàkta significance of Çrì or Purušottama kšetra as a Çàkta pìxha is further 

accentuated by the installation and veneration of several other goddesses such as 

Bànkimuhàòa Ràmacaòwì (a six-armed Mahišamardinì image), Vàràhì at Balisahi, 

Saptamàt¡kàs on the edge of Màrkaòweçvara tank, Çyàmàkàlì near the old royal 

palace, Lakšmì and MaÞgalà within the premises of Jagannàtha temple, and many 

many others. The sole Jagannàtha temple complex encloses within its compound wall 

innumerable shrines, small and big, dedicated to female deities. In course of time, 

under the all-pervasive influence of Jagannàtha cult, the whole of Orissa has been 

organized in an integrated Çàkta province called Utkala Çàkta Maòwala, having Çrì 

kšetra (with Vimalà as Bhairavì and Jagannàtha as Bhairava) as its centre. Seven 

“layers” (àvaraòa) of pìxhas, extending up to Bhubaneswar, encircle and protect the 

pìxha presided over by Vimalà. The Saptàvaraòa area includes thirty-five important 

manifestations of Çakti and nineteen of Çiva. Beyond the limit of this area there are 

sixteen great pìxhas (which include the eight traditional Caòwì pìxhas discussed in 

this chapter), spread over the entire State of Orissa. The so structured Utkala Çàkta 

Maòwala is thus made coincide with the territory of historical Orissa (Utkala).46 

 

Kakatpur 

Among the eight traditional Caòwì pìxhas of Orissa, the shrine of MaÞgalà (the 

Auspicious-One) at Kakatpur, a centre of Puri district situated on the eastern bank of 
                                                                 
45  K. C. Mishra, op. cit., p. 106. 
46  T. Mishra, “The Sakti Cult and Its Salient Features in Orissa”, in K. C. Mishra, T. Mishra and R. K. 
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the river Prachi, is the one where the Vaišòava doctrines and rituals – which, starting 

from the GaÞga epoch, formed the essence of Jagannàtha cult – have more influenced 

the Çàkta theological conceptions and worship practices. 

Although dating, in its present forms, only from the 15th century A.D., the 

temple of MaÞgalà was certainly built on the ruins of a more ancient Çàkta shrine.47 

Since its presiding deity is represented by an image of the Buddhist goddess Tàrà 

assigned to about the 10th century A.D.48 (the period of transition from the Bhauma-

kara to the Somava®çì rule over coastal Orissa), the pìxha of MaÞgalà is likely to 

have gained popularity from at least the initial part of the Somava®çì period. By that 

time Buddhism faced a sort of disintegration in the Prachi Valley area as well as in 

the whole of Orissa, so that the old images of Mahàyàna Buddhist devas and devìs 

started being venerated by the Hindu folk as the images of Brahmanical divinities. 

Following the new trend MaÞgalà, a folk goddess personifying auspiciousness, may 

have been incorporated into the regional Hindu pantheon of Orissa on the initiative of 

the Somava®çì monarchs, the great revivers of Hinduism in Orissa, who may also 

have installed the said Tàrà image, wonderfully carved out of chlorite schist and 

bearing the unmistakable mark of the later Bhauma art phase, as the presiding deity 

of the great Çàkta temple of Kakatpur. 

The worshipped image of Mother MaÞgalà approximates to the iconography of 

the Mahàyàna Buddhist goddess Sitàtapatrì Tàrà.49 It represents a four-armed Devì 

seated in lalitàsana on a double lotus cushion (viçvapadma) below which is a row of 

eight female figures with accessories for worship. The goddess is crowned with a tall 

kirìxa-mukuxa and is adorned with very big earrings. Her upper right hand holds a 

disk while the lower right holds a rosary. She holds a blooming lotus in her upper left 

hand while an unidentifiable object is placed in her lower left, shown in the attitude of 

counting. As regards the mystic meaning of such attributes, the disk is generally 

identified by the people with the full moon (pùròacandra), a symbol of astro-cosmic 

totality, while the rosary (akšamàlà) consisting of twenty-seven beads may represent 

the as many lunar mansions or nakšatras, the chronological determination of which 

was at the basis of the various Indian ritual calendars.50 Some of the iconographic 

features of this masterpiece of Tantric Buddhist art of Orissa lay thus emphasis on 

the primeval “lunar” aspect of the supreme female principle, with this tallying with 
                                                                 
47  P. K. Ray, ed., Archaeological Survey Report 1974-75: Prachi Valley, Bhubaneswar, 1975, p. 20. 
48  Orally from Dr. H. C. Das. 
49  Orally from Dr. H. C. Das. 
50  P. K. Ray, ed., op. cit., pp. 20 and 60. 
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the deep nature of the great Goddess of the Hindus as well. 

An interesting odd account of goddess MaÞgalà’s origin is traced from Sàralà 

Dàsa’s poem Caòwì Puràòa, which relates that Mahàdevì Durgà, in her fierce combat 

against the buffalo-demon, was not able to overpower the latter (who was illusively 

appearing in various forms before her, sometimes eloping himself from her eyes) until 

the gods created the benign goddess MaÞgalà. She directed Durgà to undress and be 

naked so that, at the sudden sight of her yoni (genital organ), Mahišàsura would be 

totally powerless and, in this condition, could be killed easily. The expedient planned 

by MaÞgalà was so successful, that the demon was immediately killed by Durgà.51 As 

the presiding deity of prosperity and happiness and bestower of all desires, specially 

venerated by the womenfolk, MaÞgalà is described in some Tantric texts as sixteen 

years old and ever youthful, her eyes resembling blue lilies. She is furthermore stated 

to be a variant form of Durgà.52 On the occasion of the ritual fast called Khudurukuòì 

Oša, observed by unmarried Oriya girls in the lunar month of Bhàdrapada (August-

September), MaÞgalà is, in fact, worshipped in association with Durgà in the form of a 

composite female deity named Khudurukuòì. Nevertheless, the iconographic features 

shown by MaÞgalà of Kakatpur do not correspond at all to Durgà’s ones, nor do they 
approximate to the descriptions of goddess MaÞgalà given in various religious texts. 

The cult icon presiding over the pìxha of Kakatpur is, in all evidence, an unique piece 

of sculptural art, with this putting credit in the hypothesis of its Buddhistic origin. 

A legend runs in the Prachi Valley that the representative image of Mother 

MaÞgalà was carried by sea to Kakatpur by a rich Oriya sàdhava (merchant) coming 

from Ceylon. During the early medieval period, indeed, the merchants of Orissa were 

carrying on naval trade with the island of Ceylon as well as with the South-east Asian 

countries. Kakatpur was in those days one of the most important among the ancient 

small river-ports situated along the course of the Prachi, which connected the heart of 

the Orissan kingdom with the Bay of Bengal. The tradition about the import of the 

MaÞgalà image from Ceylon is, however, devoid of any historical truth, for the image 

in question is, in all evidence, a pure specimen of Orissan sculptural art.53 The legend 

under discussion was probably created to connect the shrine of MaÞgalà at Kakatpur 

with the past maritime glory of the Prachi Valley in such a way as to give much more 

importance to the shrine itself. Furthermore, it does not appear unlikely that the 
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fancied Ceylonese origin of the MaÞgalà image be actually reminiscent of the latter’s 
primarily Buddhist character, inasmuch as Ceylon was, in all ages, a great centre of 

the Buddhist religion. In the Bhauma period the sàdhavas of Orissa were the chief 

supporters of Buddhism, so much so that the image of the Buddhist Tàrà that would 

have later on represented MaÞgalà of Kakatpur came naturally to be associated by 

the people with the maritime activities carried on by the sàdhava communities active 

in the Prachi Valley. One of the eight perils from which Tàrà was anciently believed 

to protect her devotees was shipwrecking, which circumstance made this goddess the 

patroness of sea traders. In a subsequent time, when the Tàrà image in question was 

converted into the presiding deity of a Brahmanical Çàkta pìxha, this function was 

transferred, without solution of continuity, to the Hindu goddess MaÞgalà. 

The pàrçva-devatàs (side deities) of the temple are Višòu, Varàha, N¡si®ha 

and Càmuòwà. Of these images, only the last mentioned one belonged to the original 

Çàkta shrine (subsequently rebuilt), while those of the three Vaišòava deities, coming 

from some collapsed Višòu temple, were affixed to the walls of the present MaÞgalà 

temple when the latter had already become the seat of a syncretistic, Çàkta-Vaišòava 

form of worship.54 

The throne upon which the cult image of goddess MaÞgalà is placed has been 

built in such a way as to allow the first rays of the rising sun to fall at her feet every 

morning, causing the image to dazzle and glow. While praying and meditating before 

this bright statue always garlanded with hundreds of flowers and embellished with 

silver ornaments, the pilgrims naturally picture MaÞgalà to themselves as being full 

of wealth and peace and fulfilling all their desires, since she is above all the goddess 

who bestows auspiciousness on her devotees and cares for their welfare. 

It must be mentioned that goddess MaÞgalà, although primarily venerated at 

the renowned Çàkta pìxha of Kakatpur, plays an important role in the context of the 

standardized folk religion in the entire State of Orissa, particularly in the village 

level. She was initially an autochthonous goddess who, in course of centuries, entered 

the fold of the Hindu religion by virtue of a process of sanskritization of her cult. The 

worship of MaÞgalà, adopted also by the Buddhists and Jainas of the medieval period, 

is very common in every Hindu village of Orissa, where this deity is often found 

represented by one or more small stones placed under a sacred tree or, alternatively, 

by a pot filled with water (maÞgala-kalaça), which is taken as a symbol of good omen. 
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But she is also, at the same time, worshipped in the Hindu temples in the shape of a 

regular cult icon associated with Brahmanical pùjà rites. 

Animal sacrifices of the tribal or folk type were once widely associated with the 

worship of MaÞgalà, yet the gradual conversion of upper-class people to her worship 

and the parallel indoctrination of semi-tribal village communities to vegetarian food 

habits have progressively made this kind of sacrificial activity take a back seat. Thus 

MaÞgalà has become accepted by the Hindus of all walks of life as an auspicious folk 

deity.55 As observed by the Orissan scholar R. N. Dash, the ritual fast known as 

MaÞgalvàr Oša, observed on Tuesdays by a large number of Oriyas belonging to all 

castes, and especially by the womenfolk, represents the final outcome of the process of 

sanskritization of MaÞgalà cult. “The stories associated with it narrate the conflict of 
tribal and other religious practices. In one of them the Kapila cow is killed as an 

offering to the ancestors. For this the king was enraged and punished the offender, 

who is a sàdhava (merchant), by killing his sons. So also these folk stories narrate the 

conflict between the scavenger women’s MaÞgalà worship to the dissatisfaction and 

the anger of the king; and the Saora women’s worship and the rage of the king. But in 
each case it has been shown that the king has accepted the worship of MaÞgalà for his 

own benefit. This proves beyond doubt that the strong mother goddess belief behind 

this and the devotion of the women worshippers of these deities have made the other 

religious practitioners bow before the folk customs identified in the same. Though in 

course of time the nature of offerings has changed and the sacrificed animals have 

been replaced to suit the non-violent religious believers, yet the worship continues 

with its dominant character.”56 

The ancient origin of the cult of MaÞgalà at Kakatpur is still today traceable in 

the sacrifices of goats, sheep or fowls that take place in the premises of the temple on 

the occasion of Durgà Pùjà and on that of Jhàmu Yàtrà, the famous fire-walking 

festival held at Kakatpur on the last Tuesday in the month of Caitra (March-April). 

At any rate, since this Çàkta deity, owing to the influence of Jagannàtha cult, has 

been long since worshipped as Parama-Vaišòavì (the Supreme Çakti of the Vaišòavas, 

to whom only vegetable offerings can be made),57 the sacrificial animals are not 

offered to her, but are, on the contrary, offered to an ancient Càmuòwà image affixed 

to the temple south wall and worshipped as Dakšiòà Caòwì. An analogous ritualistic 
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pattern is followed in the premises of Jagannàtha temple at Puri, where, on the 

Mahàšxamì night during the autumnal Durgà Pùjà, goddess Vimalà is offered with a 

ram which, instead of being directly presented before her, is offered before an image of 

Dakšiòà Kàlì enshrined in the jagamohana of her temple. In this connection, L. S. S. 

O’Malley remarks that certain gràmadevatàs of Puri district, regarded as Parama-

Vaišòavìs or devoted followers of Višòu and, as such, normally not to be propitiated 

with animal sacrifices, are believed by their votaries to long for offerings of blood and 

flesh on special ceremonial occasions.58 Also the far more eminent goddesses MaÞgalà 

of Kakatpur and Vimalà of Puri appear to come within this case. 

As earlier suggested, the vaišòavization of MaÞgalà cult was probably started 

by the Somava®çì kings, the first great royal sponsors of the cult of Jagannàtha. The 

influence of the Jagannàtha culture was increasingly felt at the Çàkta sanctuary of 

Kakatpur in the subsequent Imperial GaÞga period. 

MaÞgalà, originally a tribal goddess, came thus to be conceived as Àdi Çakti, 

the primordial active female principle in which no duality exists and all opposites are 

reconciled. This theological term indicates the unmanifest state of Çakti as abstract 

Time before the unfolding of a new world through the creative process that is always 

initiated by Višòu; as soon as the creative process starts, distinctions arise in the 

manifested forms of the Goddess, all of which, at the time of the dissolution of the 

world (pralaya), again become converted into Àdi Çakti.59 The above mentioned 

iconographic features, the full moon and the rosary symbolizing the twenty-seven 

nakšatras, which distinguish the cult image of Mother MaÞgalà from that of any other 

Hindu goddess of Orissa, well express the nature of an astro-cosmic divinity conceived 

as identical to Àdi Çakti, the aspect of the Goddess as the metaphysical beginning of 

all things. That the representative image of MaÞgalà of Kakatpur was carved by 

Buddhist sculptors does not appear relevant in this respect; what appears important 

is, on the contrary, the way the Hindu devotees have been viewing and adoring this 

cult icon since it was installed as the presiding deity of the Brahmanical Çàkta shrine 

of Kakatpur. 

The concept of Àdi Çakti, embodied on an elevated spiritual plane by goddess 

MaÞgalà, resembles that of Yogamàyà, the divinity personifying the cosmic power of 

delusion which directly emanates from the Supreme Brahman. This abstract form of 

the female principle was conceived by some medieval Çàkta schools as the divine 
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mother of Brahmà, Višòu and Çiva, the three members of the Hindu Trimùrti. Since 

the three members of the Trinity of Puri – Jagannàtha, Balabhadra and Subhadrà – 

are generally identified by the Hindus with Višòu, Çiva and Brahmà respectively, it 

follows that goddess MaÞgalà of Kakatpur, once she was identified with Àdi Çakti or 

Yogamàyà, started being regarded – perhaps on the initiative of the Imperial GaÞgas 

– as the divine mother of Lord Jagannàtha and his “brothers”. Only from this point of 
view this Çàkta deity is being venerated as a Vaišòavì Çakti or Parama-Vaišòavì, as 

is clear from the codified rituals observed at her shrine. MaÞgalà, therefore, must not 

be confused with a form of Višòu’s divine consort Lakšmì. 

A very important link between the cult of MaÞgalà and that of Jagannàtha is 

represented by the festival called Navakalevara (“new build-up” or “assuming new 
bodies”), held in every twelve to nineteen years in the month of Àšàwha (June-July) 

according to a complicated calculation of dates based on the lunar calendar. On the 

occasion of this most sacred ceremony, the three idols representing the Puri Trinity, 

which are made of nìm wood (Azadirachta indica), are to be replaced by new ones. The 

work of collecting logs of wood for carving the new images starts in the month of 

Caitra (March-April). The Daita priests of Çrì Jagannàtha, who claim their descent 

from Çavara lineage and are considered to be the kinsfolk of the Lord,60 are appointed 

by the ràja of Puri and by the temple Brahmins to go searching for the trees to be 

used for making the new images. They then proceed on foot to the temple of MaÞgalà 

at Kakatpur, where they are welcomed with a great religious procession. They spend 

some days in the temple worshipping, invoking, and meditating on the goddess in 

order that she may visit them in dream and give them indications about the places 

where to look for the holy nìm trees. According to the order received from MaÞgalà in 

dream, the next day the Daita priests go to the places so located in the forest or in the 

open ground, select the trees, perform sacrificial functions along with some Brahmins, 

sit in meditation for three days, get the trees cut into logs by some carpenters, and 

finally carry the holy logs to Jagannàtha temple at Puri by making use of wooden cars 

that are pulled by them themselves and by groups of devoted people from Kakatpur.61 

As already observed in chapter 1, the periodic ritual resort to this kind of 

religious-pattern dreams inspired by the great Goddess – in this particular case, in 

her aspect as MaÞgalà – appears to have originated out of shamanistic practices. 

Dreams revealing the exact spot at which the divine manifests itself, inspired by the 
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great Goddess to her semi-tribal priests, are attached great importance also in the 

ambit of the cult of HiÞgulà, another eminent Çàkta goddess of Orissa having a tribal 

origin. Since the Daita priests of Puri are believed to descend, at least for some part of 

their blood, from the ancient Austro-Asiatic people of the Çavaras, of which the Hill 

Saoras of Orissa perhaps constitute one of the modern branches, it appears plausible 

to conclude that the standardized ritual of the priests’ night stay in MaÞgalà temple, 

during which the goddess is believed to suggest them in dream the location of the nìm 

trees out of which the new wooden images representing the Jagannàtha Trinity are to 

be carved, has initially drawn its inspiration, at a certain time during the medieval 

period, from ancient shamanistic practices centring round the sacred value attached 

by the tribals to dream-life. 

Another evidence of the strong influence exerted by the cult of Jagannàtha on 

the pìxha of Kakatpur from the later medieval period onwards is constituted by the 

tradition according to which goddess MaÞgalà is believed to go every day to Puri in 

order to enjoy the darçana (sight) of her “son” Jagannàtha. There is a large block of 

stone inside the jagamohana of MaÞgalà temple which is traditionally taken to be the 

viçràma-prasthàra (after-journey resting bed) of the goddess.62 The temple priests say 

that MaÞgalà, after returning from Puri, takes rest for some time on this seat every 

night. The cult object in question is offered with daily pùjà and, such as it is reported, 

gets hollowed at the top day after day as if the goddess had the power to consume the 

stone which the seat is made of on account of the “weight” of her invisible celestial 
body. 

A shrine dedicated to Lord Jagannàtha is to be found in the premises of 

MaÞgalà temple at Kakatpur, while a shrine dedicated to goddess SarvamaÞgalà (a 

four-armed seated goddess holding pàça and aÞkuça in the upper hands while the 

lower ones display varada and abhaya, flanked by her mount the lion at her left leg) 

is to be found in the Jagannàtha temple complex at Puri. The interplay of the cults of 

Jagannàtha and MaÞgalà has been thus sealed through the erection of a subsidiary 

shrine dedicated to the other deity in each of the two respective temple compounds. 

Two other meaningful cult elements testifying to the great influence exerted by 

Vaišòavism on the Çàkta pìxha of Kakatpur, especially from the later medieval period 

onwards, are respectively the acting of a pair of brass images of Ràdhà and K¡šòa as 

the composite processional image of MaÞgalà on the occasion of a series of festivals, 

                                                                 
62  P. K. Ray, ed., op. cit., p. 21. 
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and the ritual recitation of the Bhàgavata Puràòa – the holiest and most popular 

Vaišòava sacred textbook – at a special spot located within the temple compound. 

MaÞgalà is daily worshipped through a very elaborate ceremonial in the ambit 

of which aesthetic values and vegetarian traditions appear to be pre-eminent. The 

goddess receives six different food offerings and changes three different dresses every 

day. The main offerings consist of boiled rice, fried paddy or vegetables, coconut, fruit 

salad, curd, curries, etc. The cult image of MaÞgalà is furthermore bathed daily with 

the holy scented water known as paduka (Hindi padodak), which is composed by an 

admixture of ghee, curd, milk, sugar, camphor, sandal and flowers. The evening 

ceremony held at the temple, when an offering of lamps is made to MaÞgalà, is the 

most spectacular one. The rite is accompanied by the loud sound of the drums, gongs, 

bells and horns played by the temple servants. Similar ceremonies are observed at 

other eminent Çàkta shrines of Orissa, such as, just to make some examples, Sàralà 

temple at Jhankad and Tàrà-Tàriòì temple in Ganjam district. 

In addition to her usual everyday dresses, the goddess assumes two different 

special dresses on two special ceremonial occasions of the year. At the time of Snàna 

Yàtrà – the bathing festival of the deities of Jagannàtha temple at Puri, which is held 

in the month of Jyešxha (May-June) and is believed to have originated out of the 

ancient Çavara religious culture63 – the image of MaÞgalà is entirely besmeared with 

sandalwood paste (candana-veça) in such a way as to assume a fair complexion that 

contrasts very much with the normal colour of the image, made of black chlorite. Once 

the goddess is so dressed, the bathing festival of Lord Jagannàtha takes place in the 

premises of MaÞgalà temple (which, as earlier mentioned, include a shrine for the 

worship of this deity). Later on in the year, during the Durgà Pùjà, the cult image of 

MaÞgalà is dressed in si®havàhinì-veça, the mask of a lion being temporarily placed 

below it so to give it the appearance of a Durgà image. 

Daça-Mahàvidyà-pùjà is daily performed before the large Mahàvidyà images 

affixed to the inner walls of the jagamohana of MaÞgalà temple. Actually this worship 

pattern, followed by tradition at many other Çàkta shrines of Orissa, does not seem to 

bear some markedly Tantric characteristics. The Mahàvidyà sculptures set therein 

are of recent origin. 

The most famous ceremony being observed at the Çàkta pìxha of Kakatpur is 

the already mentioned Jhàmu Yàtrà, which marks the conclusion of the one-month 

                                                                 
63  D. N. Patnaik, op. cit., p. 34. 
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Caitra festival. During the ceremony groups of non-Brahmin dancing priests, termed 

as ghaòxa-pàxuàs after the gong (ghaòxa) they use to play to drive away evil forces, 

walk upon a pit or trench filled with burning charcoals outside MaÞgalà temple. They 

wear picturesque mythological dresses and carry a pitcher-shaped wooden container 

with a casket containing a small image of MaÞgalà adorned with red hibiscuses and 

other kinds of flower offerings. They also carry on their head the sacred pitcher filled 

with water representing the Devì in auspicious form, that is, MaÞgalà. One of these 

priests, wearing female garments and a mask of Kàlì, performs a ritual dance called 

Kàlikà N¡tya, during which he is believed by the onlookers to be possessed by the 

Goddess. After the conclusion of the festival some MaÞgalà priests start journeying 

through the neighbouring areas carrying with them the proxy-image of the goddess (a 

clothed club). They promise the Hindu villagers immunity from attacks of smallpox 

and cholera in exchange for offerings and for their profession of faith in MaÞgalà. 

 

Jhankad 

The veneration paid to goddess Sàralà (an equivalent of the Sanskrit Çàradà), whose 

great sanctuary is located in the village of Jhankad near Jagatsinghpur in the area of 

the Mahanadi delta (Cuttack district), is one of the most spiritually elevated 

expressions of Çàktism in Orissa. This composite regional goddess is conceived as a 

synthesis of the divine figures of Durgà and Sarasvatì, whose respective mythological 

attributes are depicted in the cult image presiding over the pìxha of Jhankad. 

The Sanskrit word çàradà, from which the Oriya divine epithet Sàralà derives, 

indicates a kind of vìòà (the Indian lute) and, as a proper noun (Çàradà), is also one of 

the traditional names of Sarasvatì, the patroness of eloquence and learning, whose 

chief attribute is constituted by the stringed instrument in question. A vìòà is also 

depicted in the cult image of Sàralà enshrined in the pìxha of Jhankad along with a 

manuscript (pustaka), another of Sarasvatì’s traditional attributes. At any rate, in the 
Bhàgavata Puràòa the name Çàradà is attributed to the Çaiva-Çàkta deity Durgà as 

well; the Çàkta-tantric affiliation of the Hindu goddess Çàradà in the medieval period 

is furthermore evinced by the celebrated Tantric work entitled Çàradà-tilaka-tantra, 

namely, “the Tantra dealing with the sacred mark of Çàradà”64. In accordance with 

this tradition, the worshipped image of goddess Sàralà at Jhankad represents an 

iconographically irregular eight-armed Mahišamardinì Durgà holding in two of her 
                                                                 
64  M. Monier-Williams, op. cit., p. 1066. 
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hands the lute and the manuscript, a feature indicating the co-presence, in her divine 

person, of both Durgà’s and Sarasvatì’s nature. 
The original site of the shrine of Sàralà at Jhankad does not coincide with the 

present one, occupied by a modern temple that contains in its sanctum a Devì image 

assignable to ca. the 15th century A.D.65 As stated in the local tradition, the original 

pìxha of goddess Sàralà lay in the nearby village of Saralagrama, where the presence 

of a ruined temple and of a large tank, presently filled up with earth, testify to the 

past existence of an early medieval Hindu shrine. According to K. C. Panigrahi the 

archaeological remains in question date back, in all probability, to the Bhauma-kara 

epoch.66 Starting from the Bhauma period till the end of the independent Hindu rule 

in Orissa in the 16th century A.D., the cult of Sàralà is thus likely to have had its 

main centre in the village of Saralagrama in the neighbourhood of Jhankad, where, 

according to a local historical legend, the fifteenth-century Oriya poet Sàralà Dàsa, a 

great devotee of goddess Sàralà, used to worship and meditate on the latter (who 

acted as his own patron deity) while sitting at the foot of a huge banyan still standing 

on the spot. 

Sàralà Dàsa adopted the name of his beloved goddess as his own first name as 

a sign of devotion and surrender to her. This great çùdra poet used to state that he 

was initially an uncultured illiterate man and that the composition of his celebrated 

Oriya version of the Mahàbhàrata had been inspired to him, verse after verse, by 

goddess Sàralà, of whom he considered himself the servant (dàsa). “It is apparent 
from numerous biographical sketches given in his works that Sàralà Dàsa had no 

systematic education in his early age. What he achieved through self-education and 

untiring efforts has all been attributed to the grace of the goddess Sàralà, the deity of 

his devotion and inspiration, and he has nowhere taken any credit for what he wrote. 

Very often he has wanted us to believe that what he produced in his books, was 

dictated to him by Sàralà at night and he merely committed her dictates to writing in 

the day time... Scattered throughout all his works his odes, invocations and prayers to 

different deities in general and to Sàralà in particular are so numerous that, when 

collected together, they will form a book of respectable size.”67 Sàralà Dàsa also wrote 

the Caòwì Puràòa, based on the story of Durgà killing Mahišàsura; he furthermore 

strove to identify his tutelary deity, Sàralà, with the great Goddess of the Çàktas by 
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calling the former Sàralà Caòwì. 

Ever since Sàralà Dàsa extolled her religious significance in his works, goddess 

Sàralà has been conceived by the Hindu devotees of Orissa as the manifestation of the 

supreme Caòwì that best suits the concept about Sarasvatì, the personification of the 

Power of Knowledge, who is believed to be a direct emanation of Brahmà. Goddess 

Sàralà is, accordingly, worshipped with Tantric rites as the Çàkta aspect of Sarasvatì, 

the patroness of learning, literature and arts. She is also known as Utkala Bhàratì, 

where Utkala stands for Orissa and Bhàratì (one of the epithets of Sarasvatì) stands 

for eloquence. In so far as she is conceived as the active eternal source of all wisdom, 

intelligence and inspiration, this female deity personifies Brahmavidyà (the Mystic-

Knowledge-of-the-Absolute), that is, the topmost religious concept in the perspective 

of dakšiòàcàra Çàktism. 

In the medieval period Çàradà cult was not confined to the KaliÞga country 

only. Kashmir, for instance, has been long known as the home of goddess Çàradà. The 

sanctuary dedicated to this deity in that Himàlayan province, already mentioned by 

Kalhaòa in the 12th century A.D., was a very important pilgrimage centre of northern 

India and was associated with the historical figure of ÇaÞkaràcàrya. Also the other 

important Çàradà shrine of medieval India, the one at Sringeri in central Karnataka, 

was associated with the activities of ÇaÞkaràcàrya, who is stated to have founded a 

monastery there. Since Sringeri was an important centre of the Çàkta-tantric school 

known as Çrìvidyà, the image of Çàradà venerated at that pìxha is placed on a throne 

formed by a Çrìcakra yantra, the diagram representing the supreme form of ultimate 

reality according to the mystic-esoteric doctrines elaborated by the Çrìvidyà school.68 

In South India, Sarasvatì/Çàradà was generally conceived as the çakti of Çiva 

rather than as that of Brahmà. Accordingly, she was often represented by the South 

Indian sculptors as wielding some of Çiva’s weapons in addition to her traditional 
emblems, the pustaka and the vìòà.69 Of the latter two attributes, the former 

appears more related to the goddess’ function as the çakti of Brahmà while the latter 

appears more related to her function as the çakti of Çiva (who, in his aspects as 

Vìòàdhara-Dakšiòàmùrti and Vìrabhadra, is usually shown as playing the stringed 

instrument at issue). The view according to which goddess Sarasvatì or Çàradà was 

                                                                 
68  G. S. Ghurye, Gods and Men, Bombay, 1962, pp. 246-47; J. Gonda, Le religioni dell’India. L’Induismo 
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a member of the Çaiva-Çàkta cultic complex was evidently accepted at the pìxha to 

her consecrated in Orissa. That is why such a pure, luminous and beneficent goddess 

as Çàradà could be accepted and venerated by the people as a manifestation of the 

Mahàdevì, whose character is, in its traditional traits, much more ambivalent than 

Sarasvatì’s one. Sàralà fundamentally embodies the creative and positive aspect of 

the prak¡ti-màyà-çakti plexus of divine energies, and is thus identified with 

Vimarça-çakti, the Deliberating Power that conceives and programmes the evolution 

of the universe in accordance with the sacred principles contained in the Vedas. This 

makes this aspect of the great Goddess similar to Brahmà, the creator of the 

universe, whose special çakti is, in fact, Sarasvatì herself.70 

It is not known what the original cult icon of Sàralà looked like; at any rate, 

the present representative image of the goddess – assignable, as above suggested, to 

ca. the 15th century A.D. – approximates to the iconography of goddess Çàradà as 

prescribed in the Kàlikà Puràòa (Ch. 69).71 The image, according to the description of 

it given by local priests, represents an eight-armed Mahišamardinì Durgà holding 

respectively a sword, manuscript, lute, spear, disc, bell, bow, and pressing the head of 

the buffalo-demon with her hands. The goddess is mounted on lion as prescribed in 

the Kàlikà Puràòa, which, nevertheless, describes her as having ten, and not eight 

arms. It is presumable that the original cult icon of Sàralà did not differ very much 

from the present one, for the Bhauma-kara rulers, who were, in all likelihood, the 

patronizers of the original Sàralà temple at Saralagrama, showed a predilection for 

the Mahišamardinì form of the Goddess, which the iconography of Sàralà to a great 

extent conforms to. 

A local legend runs that Sàralà Devì was forced to flee from her original shrine 

at Saralagrama in A.D. 1568, when the supreme commander of the Muslim armies of 

Bengal, Kàlàpàhàr, made a raid over Jhankad in order to destroy its far-famed Çakti 

temple. An important religious ceremony is still today observed in Jhankad thrice a 

year to remember that tragic event; on this occasion, the processional image of Sàralà 

is brought in a chariot from the modern Sàralà temple at Jhankad to the village of 

Saralagrama, where the image of the deity is ceremoniously installed on a throne to 

symbolize Sàralà’s “return” to the place where she had been worshipped for centuries 

until the Muslims armies desecrated her original shrine. Similarly, legends recording 

the profanation of Çàkta shrines at the hand of the Muslim invaders led by Kàlàpàhàr 
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are handed down at Jajpur (two Màt¡kà temples), Konarak (Ràmacaòwì temple) and 

Kakatpur (MaÞgalà temple). It is interesting to observe that the Orissan goddesses 

having been reportedly assailed by the Muslims are stated, as a norm, to have taken 

shelter in water courses, water being, along with earth, the element that is more often 

associated with the Devì. 

Another popular belief connects the name of goddess Sàralà to the term çara 

(an arrow), in that her worshipped image is stated to have been carved out of a stone 

slab with an arrow by Paraçuràma, the Brahmin incarnation of Višòu. The legend 

runs that Paraçuràma recovered the stone slab in question from under the ground 

after the desire expressed by the goddess, who had appeared before him while he was 

meditating in yoga under a banyan tree. Not far from the modern Sàralà temple at 

Jhankad, a rather naïve image in lime mortar representing Paraçuràma’s face is 
actively worshipped along with a similarly executed image representing Sàralà’s face 
under a sacred banyan tree; the latter is believed to be the very same tree under 

which the mythical encounter between goddess Sàralà and the hero Paraçuràma took 

place. The figure of Paraçuràma is also associated with other Çàkta centres of Orissa 

situated along the course of the river Mahanadi, such as Carcikà temple at Banki and 

Sureçvarì temple at Sonepur. The Brahmin avatàra of Višòu did not enjoy a cultus of 

his own like the major avatàras of the god (K¡šòa and Ràma), so that the Vaišòava 

priests of the later medieval period created a series of legends about his coming to 

Orissa after exterminating the kšatriyas, and thereafter associated such legends with 

some among the most eminent Çàkta centres of Orissa.72 Therefore, the story about 

the Sàralà-Paraçuràma beòxhàbàœà (“meeting under the banyan tree”) can be taken to 

be a mythological excrescence attributable to a later medieval Vaišòava influence on 

the pìxha of Jhankad. 

The decorative programme of the modern shrine of goddess Sàralà at Jhankad 

is dominated by female and erotic imagery. The side deities of the temple are Sùrya, a 

form of the Devì, and Kàrttikeya, while two different images of Kàlì are carved in the 

temple sthanas (the recesses between the jagamohana and the deul). The images of 

Daça-Mahàvidyàs are depicted on the upper portions of the pillars of the maòwapa, 

while a large Mahišamardinì image dominates the front porch of the temple. 

The daily rituals performed at the shrine reflect the doctrinal principle, first 

expounded in the Devì-Màhàtmya, according to which the great Goddess is the 
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synthesis of the divine powers embodied respectively by Mahàkàlì, Mahàlakšmì and 

Mahàsarasvatì. Accordingly, in the morning time Sàralà is conceived as a pure girl 

personifying Mahàsarasvatì, the non-manifest çakti of creation, and is dressed in 

white; at midday she is conceived as a married lady personifying Mahàlakšmì, the 

non-manifest çakti of preservation, and is dressed in red; in the evening time she is 

conceived as a decrepit old woman personifying Mahàkàlì, the non-manifest çakti of 

destruction, and is dressed in black. This kind of worship pattern is also followed at 

some other Çàkta pìxhas of Orissa. 

Jhàmu Yàtrà, the fire-walking festival, is yearly performed at Jhankad in the 

month of Caitra (March-April) with great pomp. Some Tantric priests belonging to the 

Ràul caste (a çùdra or semi-tribal one) wear on that occasion a picturesque costume 

provided with a quantity of little jingling bells and dance barefoot over burning 

charcoals to the rhythm of drums in order to show the onlookers the “yogic” power 

being conferred on them by goddess Sàralà. This dance, based on the performance of 

mudràs and other ritual gestures, is subsequently made go round the villages of the 

district for one month in order to gain new devotees to the goddess. It appears highly 

probable that this Tantric festival has a tribal origin. 

Animal sacrifices were suppressed at the pìxha of Jhankad in around the year 

1945 at the priests’ request. Various Tantric rites are still today performed at Sàralà 

temple on the occasion of Durgà Pùjà, but yet the sacrifice of the buffalo, as well as 

that of goats, are no more in vogue there. 

 

Banki 

The pìxha of goddess Carcikà at Banki (Cuttack district), lying on a flat hillock that 

rises on the right bank of the river Mahanadi, is no doubt the most celebrated and far-

famed Çakti temple of Orissa among those being presided over by an image of 

Càmuòwà. Although the present temple of Carcikà Devì is a modern construction, the 

sanctity of the pìxha dates back to a very remote epoch (possibly from the Bhauma-

kara period). A holy rock cropping out of the pavement of the temple courtyard is 

traditionally venerated by the people as Carcikà’s “birthplace”, with this cultic feature 
suggesting that the goddess may have been initially worshipped in aniconic form. The 

Càmuòwà image enshrined within the temple sanctum dates from ca. the 9th-10th 
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centuries A.D.73 

The shrine of Carcikà rose to regional eminence after the Muslim conquest of 

Orissa in the 16th century A.D., when a local line of feudatories, who acknowledged 

the overlordship of the semi-independent Bhoi mahàràjas of Khurda, established its 

rule over the area and made Banki a centre of some importance in the middle tract of 

the Mahanadi Valley. Under the British rule the principality of Banki was given the 

status of a Tributary State, which fact increased the popularity of its tutelary 

goddess, Carcikà. 

Rudra Carcikà – a name suggesting the close link of this deity with Rudra or 

Çiva – is the first among the eight different varieties of Càmuòwà enumerated in the 

Agni Puràòa (50. 30-37). She is there described as six-armed, holding respectively a 

skull, knife, spear and noose in four of them, and keeping the hide of an elephant 

stretched over her head with the remaining two.74 Such iconographic prescriptions, 

however, were apparently not followed in carving the worshipped image of goddess 

Carcikà at Banki, which, according to the description of it furnished by local priests, 

represents an eight-armed Càmuòwà seated in ardhaparyaÞka on a recumbent male 

body having his hands folded in añjali-mudrà; the goddess is garlanded with skulls 

and has kart¡, triçùla, nàga-pàça, akšamàlà, chinnamastaka, wamaru, and kapàla as 

her weapons or attributes while her major left hand is placed near the chin as if she 

was engaged in chewing the little finger to express her extreme wrath. 

The Vàmana Puràòa (Ch. 73) states that Carcikà was born, along with eight 

Bhairavas, from the blood and sweat drops having exuded from Çiva’s forehead in the 
course of the god’s fight against the mighty asura Andhaka – a motif clearly modelled 

on the mythical account of the birth of Kàlì/Càmuòwà from the brows of the great 

Goddess as found in the Devì-Màhàtmya. Carcikà – unlike Càmuòwà, described as a 

handsome and youthful goddess – thereafter roamed over the whole earth until she 

established herself on the Hingula mountain in Baluchistan. There is a very primitive 

cave shrine at Hinglaja in Baluchistan at which goddess Durgà, represented by an 

uncarved piece of stone, was once worshipped as Koxxarì, a name reminding of the 

ancient Tamilian nude goddess known as Koxxavì. This shrine, presently situated in 

Pakistan, is recognized by tradition as one of the fifty-one or fifty-two Çàkta pìxhas. 

The goddess enshrined therein was in course of time identified with HiÞgulà Devì – a 

fire-çakti of mountainous regions who occupies a seat of eminence also in the Çàkta 
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pantheon of Orissa – and finally with Carcikà Devì mentioned in the Vàmana 

Puràòa. The association of Carcikà with the non-Aryan goddess worshipped on mount 

Hingula in Baluchistan seems to have been established during the Gupta period, 

beginning from which a goddess called Carcikà is mentioned in inscriptions. Later on 

during the medieval period the Paramàra kings of Màlvà (9th-12th centuries A.D.) 

made goddess Carcikà their family deity.75 The presence on the Orissan territory of 

two important Çàkta pìxhas, the one consecrated to Carcikà, the other to HiÞgulà, 

may be indicative of the existence, in the medieval period, of religious links 

connecting the Çàkta milieu of Orissa with a number of regional Çàkta cults having 

developed in areas of North India which lay very far from Orissa. 

It has been pointed out in chapter 2 that the Sanskrit name Carcikà, which 

can be rendered with the expression “repetition of a word” (while uttering japa), was 

probably used in the Tantric context to lay stress upon the role of the great Goddess 

in general, and of Càmuòwà in particular, as Màt¡kà Çakti or Parà Vàc (Supreme 

Logos), the non-manifest form of ultimate reality that becomes manifested as a divine 

power as soon as a devotee utters a mantra. As earlier indicated, the Kavaca, a later 

appendage to the Devì-Màhàtmya, states that goddess Carcikà is the protectress of a 

worshipper’s upper lip, with this most likely indicating her function as the divinity 

presiding over the Tantric devotional practice known as japa, based on the repetition, 

over and over again, of magic formulae and sacred invocations. Thus the form of the 

Mahàdevì known as Carcikà appears connected with the figure of the Vedic goddess 

Vàc, the personification of the Revealed Word or Brahman-sound, as well as with the 

magico-mystic doctrine of the Knowledge-of-the-Eternal-Sound (Sphoxavidyà), which 

was anciently popularized by the philosophers of the Mìmà®sà-darçana and by the 

Udgàtar Brahmins, the singers of the Vedic hymns called sàmans. It seems that, at a 

very early stage of Orissan history, communities of Udgàtar Brahmins settled along 

the lower course of the river Mahanadi, and precisely in the area anciently known as 

Airàvata maòwala, to which the territory of Banki roughly belongs.76 These Çàkta-

oriented communities of hymn-singer Brahmins – which are now mainly attached to 

the shrine of goddess Bhaxxàrikà at Baramba, situated not far from Banki on the 

opposite bank of the Mahanadi – might well have been the original promoters of the 

worship of goddess Carcikà, apparently connected, as above stated, with some mystic 

                                                                 
75  V. S. Agrawala, Vàmana Puràòa – A Study, Varanasi, 1964, pp. 136-40. 
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speculations on the magical power of sound. 

The cult of Carcikà – or Carcikei, as the Oriya villagers call her – was also very 

diffused in the Prachi Valley area, a centre of esoteric Tantric practices since at least 

the Bhauma-kara epoch. Many village goddesses, in general all those represented by 

an old image of Càmuòwà, are still today worshipped in that part of Orissa under the 

name Carcikei. 

The modern temple of Carcikà at Banki, like any genuinely Çàkta shrine, has 

three Devì-images as its pàrçva-devatàs. These respectively represent a four-armed 

Càmuòwà worshipped as Uttarà Caòwì (northern side), a four-armed Mahišamardinì 

Durgà worshipped as Paçcimà Caòwì (western side), and an eight-armed Càmuòwà 

worshipped as Dakšiòà Caòwì (southern side); the last one is a smaller copy of the old 

image enshrined within the temple sanctum. 

The miniature images of Daça-Mahàvidyàs are carved out of wood in a row 

above the jagamohana portal. They are painted in bright colours and constitute a 

little masterpiece of modern local handicraft. Two large Durgà images, one mounted 

on lion, the other on tiger, flank the temple doorframe on either side. In the temple 

premises, a series of small shrines dedicated to various deities from the Çàkta, Çaiva 

and Vaišòava pantheons testify to the religious catholicity of this renowned seat of 

goddess-worship. 

Among the festivals observed at the pìxha of Banki, the most important ones 

are Jhàmu Yàtrà (the fire-walking ceremony) and Durgà Pùjà. As regards the latter 

festival, Carcikà temple is one of the few eminent Çàkta centres of Orissa at which the 

traditional sacrifice of a buffalo is still nowadays performed on the Mahàšxamì night. 

On that occasion the cult icon of Carcikà is dressed in Bhairavì-veça while a large 

crowd of devotees gather in the temple premises to enjoy the darçana (sight) of the 

goddess and to be present at the buffalo-sacrifice, which takes place after midnight. 

The sacrificial buffalo, a young male one, is called mahàpaçu (“the great animal”) and 
is considered sacred by the people. The devotees touch, salute and pray the animal 

while it is yoked to a tree near the temple and is waiting its own end. The man who 

beheads the buffalo is known as kaxàla (“the cutter”). His service in the temple is 
hereditary. He uses to besmear for the occasion his entire body with sandalwood paste 

and his forehead with vermilion paste, and observes fast on the day of sacrifice. He 

decapitates the buffalo with his sword as soon as the chief priest of the shrine, after 

having performed the prescribed pùjà rituals, puts some sandalwood paste on the 
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weapon and sprinkles it with holy water. Prior to the sacrifice, the kaxàla performs a 

ritual dance accompanied by typical music, possibly under the effect of some drug. 

After the buffalo is killed, ladies use to put a little of its blood on their feet, children 

on their hands, and the youth on their heads. The head of the animal is offered to 

goddess Carcikà along with a portion of the blood of about two hundred goats, which 

are yearly sacrificed en masse in the vicinity of the temple. The celebration of the 

most sacred day of Durgà Pùjà in such a bloody manner is locally stated to have been 

introduced by the feudal rulers of Banki around the end of the medieval period, yet 

some others believe that the whole thing was given a start from at least the Imperial 

GaÞga period.77 

 

Gopalprasad, Talcher 

Goddess HiÞgulà is the gràmadevatà of Gopalprasad, a village having strategic 

economic importance located in the heart of the coal-mine area of Dhenkanal district. 

In times past, she also acted as the išxadevatà of the ràjas of the neighbouring city of 

Talcher, whose semi-tribal feudal principality, starting from the 16th century A.D., 

owed allegiance to the Bhoi mahàràjas of Khurda and later on, under the British rule, 

became one of the Orissa Tributary States. 

HiÞgulà is worshipped at Gopalprasad in the shape of an idol all through the 

year, but she attracts a huge crowd of pilgrims – ten to fifteen thousand every year – 

particularly on the occasion of her yàtrà, which is held on the day previous to the full 

moon day in the month of Caitra (March-April), more or less coinciding with the 

Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti day and the relative fire-walking festival celebrated at many 

Çàkta and Çaiva shrines of Orissa. What most charms pilgrims on that occasion is the 

fact that the goddess manifests herself in the form of jets of natural gas issuing from 

the coal fields, which either ignite themselves on contact with the air or are ignited by 

the priests. The goddess is believed to suggest in dream to her chief priest, known as 

sevait, the exact spot of her annual manifestation some days before the beginning of 

the yàtrà. The sevait then proceeds to the spot indicated to him by the goddess, where, 

in most cases, he will find a natural fire caused by the self-ignition of coal; he keeps 

the flame burning by feeding it with coal until the appointed time for worship comes. 

Starting from that time, thousands of pilgrims go to the spot for seven days and make 

their offerings to the igneous goddess. The site of worship of HiÞgulà extends over the 
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area of the coal fields of Gopalprasad for several kilometres, the actual spot of her 

manifestation varying every year.78 

There is, moreover, a popular belief among the people of Gopalprasad, that on 

the day of Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti HiÞgulà strides along the village streets like an 

invisible breeze; the propitiation of the goddess by means of offerings presented to her 

directly on the street is said to bring about the destruction of all evil forces.79 This 

belief may be related to the physical qualities of natural gas, and particularly to the 

smell of sulphur associated with HiÞgulà. By the way, the name itself of this goddess 

is connected from the etymological point of view with two Sanskrit terms indicating 

natural substances that contain some sulphurous composites, i.e., hiÞgula (cinnabar, 

employed in the preparation of vermilion) and hiÞgu (asafoetida, a vegetable resin 

used as a medicine or for seasoning).80 Sulphur, according to the ancient principles of 

Tantric alchemy, symbolizes Çakti and woman’s blood, while mercury symbolizes Çiva 

and man’s seed. The alchemical union of mercury and sulphur, the primordial pair of 
opposites, is considered the most powerful panacea. It is stated in some texts that this 

difficult alchemical process, to be technically successful, should be accompanied by the 

performance of erotic rites.81 The name HiÞgulà, designating the Orissan fire-goddess 

under discussion as well as other “sulphurous” çaktis worshipped in different parts of 

the Indian sub-continent, may bear some reference to this alchemical ritual complex. 

Summing up, HiÞgulà is a fire-çakti residing in the subsoil, from which she 

periodically springs forth in the form of jets of flaming gas. She is regarded by the 

people as the çakti of Agni, the Vedic god of fire, and also as the destructive power 

issuing from the third eye of Çiva. Her Çàkta-tantric nature is suggested by her being 

propitiated in the mantra of Durgà, and is also indicated by her very name (which 

associates her with the red colour – the colour of blood – and with the element sulphur 

– the Tantric-alchemical symbol of the great Goddess). She is furthermore believed to 

protect the people from the outbreaks of fire and is, accordingly, specially propitiated 

in the summer season, during which fire usually breaks out in the villages because of 

dry weather. 

The idea that fire itself is a manifestation of the Goddess can be traced back to 

the tribal adoration of fire in cold mountainous regions. No Vedic authority supports 

the religious principle according to which fire is a goddess. In some later Vedic texts, 
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such as the Muòwaka Upanišad, the seven tongues of flame of Agni are mentioned 

with feminine names, yet they are not conceived there as divinities by full right. Fire 

becomes identified with the Goddess in the Devì Puràòa, a work generally assigned to 

the closing part of the Gupta age, which attempts to reintroduce the Vedic sacrifices – 

always performed with the use of three sacred fires – in the form of Tantric rituals.82 

Starting from the late Gupta period fire-pits, which formed the centre of the ancient 

Vedic yajña, came thus to be regarded as the seats of the Devì, as is demonstrated, to 

remain in Orissa’s context, by the already discussed legend – possibly dating from the 

Gupta period – relating to the origin of goddess Virajà of Jajpur from the gàrhapatya-

agni in the course of the great Vedic yajña celebrated at Daçàçvamedha ghàx by the 

god Brahmà in person. During the medieval period, following this new religious trend, 

natural volcanic or gas eruptions, long since venerated by the primitive tribes of the 

Indian sub-continent, were likewise given a primary importance as the seats of the 

Devì. A process of sanskritization was then carried out through the establishment of 

Çàkta pìxhas at the places where such natural phenomena occurred more frequently, 

such as at Hoshiarpur in the Punjab (the seat of goddess Jvàlàmukhì, whose name 

means “Fire-Mouth”, namely, a volcano) and at Hinglaja in Baluchistan (the seat of 
the goddess alternatively known as Koxxarì, Carcikà, or HiÞgulà, whose ancient cult 

has been discussed in the preceding section).83 

It appears highly probable that the creation of a HiÞgulà pìxha in Orissa was 

motivated by the same reasons that were at the basis of the acknowledgement of the 

sanctity of the volcanic or gas eruptions which periodically took place at Hoshiapur 

and Hinglaja in the north-western part of the Indian sub-continent. One may even 

hypothesize some early contacts among the Çàkta devotees of all these fire-goddesses. 

It cannot be a mere coincidence that also the fire-goddess worshipped at Hinglaja in 

Baluchistan is called HiÞgulà. Like the latter, HiÞgulà of Gopalprasad was originally 

an autochthonous goddess who, in course of time, attracted the Hindus on account of 

her “magical” way of manifesting herself in the form of self-ignited flames. 

As mentioned in chapter 2, a local legend states that a human sacrifice was 

performed by the founder of the city of Talcher, king Padmanàbha Haricandana, in 

order to win the favour of HiÞgulà and defeat the Nalas, the then asserted rulers of 

the region. This reference to human sacrifices to HiÞgulà can be taken to be a further 
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witness of the tribal origin of this goddess. The association of HiÞgulà with a kàlasi 

(shaman), who, on the occasion of her yàtrà, becomes ritually possessed by her and 

communicates in trance the goddess’ wishes and decrees to her devotees, also testifies 
to the tribal origin of this Çàkta cult. Moreover, fowls are still nowadays sacrificed to 

HiÞgulà by her semi-tribal worshippers in a very cruel fashion, that is, by throwing 

them alive into the sacred fire-pit identified with the goddess herself. This sacrificial 

custom bears some resemblance to the sacrifice performed by the Mundas on the eve 

of their ritual spring hunt, during which a fowl is offered to the tribal goddess of wild 

animals, Birchandi, by burning it alive at the base of a sacred sapling of simul (the 

cotton-producing tree, Bombax malabaricum) which is immediately put to fire, fowl 

and all, to represent forest-firing and the ritual hunt connected with it.84 

According to R. P. Mohapatra “the HiÞgulà of Gopalprasad is supposed to be 

the non-vegetarian sister of the Puri HiÞgulà who is Lakšmì. The possession of the 

kàlasi during HiÞgulà Yàtrà and the beginning of the sacrifices take place between 

sun set and the rise of the moon because at this hour the Puri temple of HiÞgulà is 

supposed to be closed, and so the HiÞgulà from Puri can come to Gopalprasad.”85 By 

virtue of this device goddess Lakšmì is associated with the sacrificial activity typical 

of popular Çàktism without losing the pureness of a Vaišòavì Çakti. This allows us to 

conclude that, in the Vaišòava perspective, the concept underlying the propitiation of 

HiÞgulà is very similar to that underlying the propitiation of Alakšmì (Ill-Fortune), 

Lakšmì’s maleficent and impure sister born, as stated in the Puràòas, from the second 

churning of the Ocean. 

 

Banpur 

The shrine of goddess Bhagavatì located in the city of Banpur (Chilika Lake area) is 

the most eminent and sacred Çàkta pìxha of southern Orissa. This regional goddess is 

greatly revered throughout the Banpur tract of the Màls, the wild hilly country lying 

in between Chilika Lake and Nayagarh. The area is mostly inhabited by semi-tribal 

communities having originated out of the Kondh and Saora stocks. 

The origin of the worship of goddess Bhagavatì at Banpur cannot be clearly 

traced due to the lack of archaeological evidence. It, however, appears quite probable 
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that the shrine dedicated to this deity was established, or better hinduized, by the 

Çailodbhava kings of KoÞgada, who reigned from about the mid-6th century to the 

mid-8th century A.D. The capital city of this early medieval royal dynasty of South 

Orissa rose on the site presently occupied by the village of Bankada, lying at a short 

distance from Banpur. As already indicated in chapter 2, the goddess enshrined in the 

pìxha under discussion was worshipped for ages in aniconic form (as a piece of stone 

or a rough stone idol) before the priests officiating to her cultus decided to get her 

image carved in iconic form in order to attract a larger number of Hindu pilgrims 

there. The present worshipped image of Bhagavatì, representing a disproportionate 

and iconographically irregular eight-armed goddess in a standing pose, is clearly a 

creation of the modern period, possibly dating from the present century only. 

The probable original aniconic form of the cult image of goddess Bhagavatì, as 

well as the practice of human sacrifice in her honour (which, as suggested in chapter 

2, was most likely a ritual standard at this shrine in times past), are both indicative of 

the autochthonous origin of this deity. The south-western provinces of Orissa are still 

today the stronghold of aniconic goddess-cults having a tribal origin such as those 

dedicated to Khambheçvarì at Aska, Tàrà-Tàriòì on the Rishikulya river, Vyàghra 

Devì at Kuladha, Kondhuòì Devì at Suruda, Kàlìjài on a rocky island of Chilika Lake, 

Buwhi Xhàkuràòì at Berhampur and many others. Some among these goddesses were 

no doubt propitiated in by-gone days through the offering of human victims under the 

influence of the Kondh sacrificial rite known as Meriah. Furthermore, the districts of 

Ganjam and Phulbani, separated by the forest-clad hilly region called the Màls, were 

the cradle of the cult of Bhairavì, the most fearful metaphysical aspect under which 

the Mahàdevì of the Hindus was ever conceived. 

All these circumstances lead one to conclude that Bhagavatì of Banpur was 

originally a tribal goddess having probably a malignant and blood-thirsty character; 

her cult was aryanized by the Çailodbhavas of KoÞgada in the 7th-8th centuries A.D. 

with maintaining some of its primitive traits, such as aniconism in the cult image of 

the goddess and the ruthless practice of human sacrifice (for the performance of which 

a family clan from Banpur, the Balijenà one, was appointed by the kings in offering 

regularly, once every year, one of its members as the designate victim in exchange for 

land grants).86 

The Sanskrit name Bhagavatì is a generic epithet for the great Goddess that 
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was specially employed in the KaliÞga country to designate the ten-armed variety of 

Mahišamardinì Durgà.87 This name has neither a Çaiva nor a Vaišòava connotation, 

but rather indicates the çakti (active power of cosmic transformation) of Ìçvara, the 

supreme hypostasis of the Brahmanical Trimùrti.88 Therefore, the designation of the 

great Goddess as Bhagavatì is meant to comprehend both the Çaiva and the Vaišòava 

aspect of the supreme female principle. This was a very important theological element 

in such a region as ancient KoÞgada, where, in the post-Gupta period (during which 

the shrine of Bhagavatì was, as supposed, aryanized), Çaivism and Vaišòavism were 

vying with each other for religious supremacy. The female principle was venerated as 

Bhagavatì also in some medieval Hindu countries lying very far from Orissa, such as, 

for instance, in Kerala and in Indo-China. 

The temple of Bhagavatì at Banpur is a modern construction on whose outer 

walls the modern images of the Ten Mahàvidyàs are depicted along with a number of 

erotic figures. Such a kind of imagery is meant to lay stress upon the Çàkta-tantric 

nature of the shrine itself. The side deities of the temple, represented by the nicely 

carved images of Gaòeça, Mahišamardinì and Bhuvaneçvarì, date possibly from the 

later Somava®çì period or from the GaÞga period. Two other medieval Çàkta images 

affixed to the temple walls represent Càmuòwà and Pàrvatì respectively. A subsidiary 

shrine facing the temple east contains two later large images representing Càmuòwà 

and Mahišamardinì, which are worshipped as one under the name of Polkàsuòì (a 

local goddess). 

The most important festivals celebrated in honour of goddess Bhagavatì are 

Durgà Pùjà, Beòxhàmàvasyà, and Pañcadola Yàtrà. 

On the occasion of the night of Mahàšxamì during the Durgà Pùjà, a buffalo 

and hundreds of goats are sacrificed to the goddess by ritual decapitation. Bhagavatì 

temple at Banpur is one of the few important Çàkta sanctuaries of Orissa at which the 

traditional buffalo-sacrifice is still being performed, the other ones being, as earlier 

indicated, Virajà temple at Jajpur and Carcikà temple at Banki. An unique feature of 

the mass animal sacrifice which is yearly performed at Banpur is that a portion of the 

blood of the slaughtered animals is mixed with rice pellets and becomes so turned into 

mahàprasàda (holy food); these pellets are then flung to the sky by a priest during a 

Tantric rite, and the local people firmly state that they never fall back to the ground 
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as if they were magically “absorbed” by the air! 
On the last day of the dark fortnight preceding Durgà Pùjà, the festival called 

Beòxhàmàvasyà (“the new moon of the meeting”) is celebrated. This festival draws its 
name from the ritual encounter of the proxy-image of goddess Bhagavatì with that of 

the local goddess Virajà (one of the four female guardian deities of the pìxha installed 

in correspondence with the four cardinal points), which is staged by the temple priests 

on that occasion. Such processional images consist of tall and profusely clothed posts 

suggesting the appearance of a female deity. This kind of representative image of the 

Goddess appears to bear some connection with the concept about Stambheçvarì or 

Khambheçvarì, the Goddess of the Post, who was historically, and still now is, greatly 

revered in south-western Orissa. After being separately carried in procession along 

the city streets, the two sister goddesses meet, embrace each other and dance together 

in a spectacular and colourful pantomime that is accompanied by the sound of drums 

and is followed by a large crowd of devotees. The pole-shaped processional image of 

Bhagavatì is normally housed in the jagamohana of Dakšaprajàpati temple, a Çaiva 

shrine dating from the 12th century A.D.89 The latter temple, the presiding deity of 

which is represented by a çakti without liÞga, is closely connected from the ritualistic 

viewpoint with the pìxha of Bhagavatì. 

Lastly, on the occasion of Pañcadola Yàtrà (”the festival of five swings”), which 
usually falls during the month of March and coincides with the well-known swinging 

festival of the deities celebrated all over India in spring, the proxy-images of the most 

important divinities worshipped in the Banpur area (more than seventy) are carried 

in procession on palanquins from their respective sites of worship to meet the 

processional image of Bhagavatì, who is regarded in this case as the Xhàkuràòì (“Our-

Lady”) of the district. A grandiose parade, celebrated with profusion of colourful 
ceremonial dresses and flower garlands and accompanied by dance, music and 

exercises of martial arts, takes place on that day on a large field in which a multitude 

of people throng. This is no doubt the most famous festival observed in Banpur in 

honour of goddess Bhagavatì, the presiding deity of the place. 

 

Ekàmra or Bhubaneswar 

Bhubaneswar, the earliest known Çaiva-Çàkta centre of the historical period, the 
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present capital of Orissa, has been a great centre of religious activities from very 

ancient times. Archaeologically the origin of the site popularly known as the temple 

town of Bhubaneswar is traceable from the 6th century A.D., when the Çailodbhava 

kings of KoÞgada were ruling over the southern tracts of Orissa, namely, the present 

districts of Ganjam, Puri and part of that of Cuttack. The further antiquity of the city 

is generally ascertained literarily on the basis of Puràòic accounts and local legends. 

In consideration of Çaivism, Bhubaneswar rose to eminence in the Indian context 

from about the 6th-7th centuries A.D., when Banaras, the earliest Çaivite centre of 

India, lost its sanctity and vigour. The ancient city of Banaras faced at that time a 

sort of disintegration in religious activities, which determined the rise of new Çaiva 

kšetras in other places of the country. The effect of what happened at Banaras was 

echoed at Bhubaneswar. Hint of such events is found in the Ekàmra Puràòa, an 

Orissan work recorded in about the 11th-12th centuries A.D. The allegorical story of 

Raktavàhu attacking Bhubaneswar, contained in that work, can be correlated with 

the invasion of ÇaçàÞka of Bengal during the period of reign of the Çailodbhavas (as 

already discussed in chapter 2). King ÇaçàÞka is credited in the tradition with the 

construction of the early temple of LiÞgaràja in the name of Tribhuvaneçvara, which 

competed in sanctity with the Viçvanàtha temple of Banaras. The kšetra of Ekàmra 

(One-Mango-Tree), which included within its sacred boundaries this newly-built Çaiva 

shrine, is stated in the Ekàmra Puràòa to have been selected by Çiva as his secluded 

and delightful seat in the mythical Tretà Yuga, when the god decided to retire from 

Banaras (the sanctity of which appeared then corrupted by sin and overcrowding).90 

Whatever may be the fact, Çaivism-Çàktism became the dominant religion at 

Ekàmra kšetra from the 6th century A.D., if not earlier, as appears evident from the 

imagery carved on the external walls of the extant temple groups of Lakšmaòeçvara-

Bharateçvara-Çatrughneçvara and of Paraçuràmeçvara-Svaròajàleçvara, the earliest 

known Çaivite monuments of the place. The manifestation of Çiva that was initially 

venerated at the kšetra, Tribhuvaneçvara (the Lord-of-the-Three-Worlds), is likely to 

have been already associated by that time with a consort goddess named Gopàliòì or 

Kìrttimatì (the latter name being recorded in the list of Çàkta pìxhas appended to the 

Matsya Puràòa91). 

A Puràòic myth of Orissa accounting for the origin of the shrine of LiÞgaràja 

(anciently dedicated to Çiva Tribhuvaneçvara) lays much emphasis on the Çiva-Çakti 
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union. The section of this myth dealing with the origin of the name Kìrttivàseçvara 

(attributed to the huge svayambhù-liÞga of Ekàmra kšetra before it was renamed as 

LiÞgaràja) and to that of the large Devìpàdaharà tank, lying near it, is centred upon 

the idea of the mutual and somehow loving assistance lent by Çiva to Pàrvatì and vice 

versa when the two had to face the local asuras. The story runs that the two demon 

brothers Kìrtti and Vàsa, who had gained from the gods the boon of being never killed 

by any male being nor by any weapon, were killed by Pàrvatì in the guise of Gopàliòì 

(the Cowerdhess), who, being a female, was not prevented to do that. The two asuras, 

charmed by the beauty of the goddess, whom they had met with in Ekàmra forest, 

wanted to possess her, but she, so instructed by Çiva, asked them to carry her on their 

shoulders, pretending to have made the vow that the one who would raise her from 

the ground shall obtain her as his wife. When the two demon brothers attempted to 

lift the divine cowherdess, the latter pressed them down again and again with her feet 

(which, being not a weapon, were excluded from the promise of immunity made by the 

gods to the two asuras) until they died and were sunk down into the subterranean 

world. Water suddenly gushed forth from the ground and formed the large pool that, 

after having been embanked with flights of steps, came to be known as Devìpàdaharà 

tank (from Devì-pàda, i.e. “the Goddess’ foot”). The self-generated liÞga worshipped at 

Ekàmra kšetra likewise assumed the name Kìrttivàseçvara to commemorate Pàrvatì’s 
victory over Kìrtti and Vàsa.92 Pàrvatì was since then on worshipped at the kšetra as 

Devì Gopàliòì, Kìrttimatì or Kìrttivàsamardinì, the tutelary deity of Bhubaneswar. 

Apart from the fact, that the name Kìrttivàseçvara could be also related to the 

epithet K¡ttivàsa (He-Who-has-an-Animal-Hide-as-His-Garment) given to Rudra in 

the Vedas,93 and leaving out of consideration the evident relation of this story with 

the well-known Puràòic motif of Durgà’s luring the asuras with her beauty in order to 

kill them more easily, the myth of Gopàliòì is important in that it lays stress upon the 

co-operation of Çiva and his divine spouse in fighting the asuras with depicting the 

two as a fairly united team. The continuation of this story describes, in fact, the thirst 

of the exhausted Goddess after her struggle with Kìrtti and Vàsa and the consequent 

shooting of an arrow by Çiva which pierced the ground and made water gush forth 

from it so that Pàrvatì’s thirst could be quenched.94 This section of the legend, aiming 

at explaining the origin of the vast Bindusàgara tank at Bhubaneswar, depicts Çiva 

                                                                 
92  K. C. Panigrahi, Archaeological Remains at Bhubaneswar, Calcutta, 1961, pp. 221-23; R. P. 

Mohapatra, op. cit., pp. 4-5. 
93  J. N. Banerjea, op. cit., p. 487. 
94  R. P. Mohapatra, op. cit., pp. 13-14. 
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as a sympathetic-minded husband who is very much worried about his wife’s health. 
The later Bhavànì-ÇaÞkara temple at Bhubaneswar, built in the GaÞga period on the 

bank of the Bindusàgara tank,95 bears witness of this old myth in its very sanctum, 

where the object of cult is represented by a liÞga placed beside a recumbent image of 

Pàrvatì, who is fancied to have a rest after her fight with the two demon brothers 

Kìrtti and Vàsa while Çiva is gently massaging her worn-out limbs. This unusual pair 

of cult icons – for usually, in Hindu art, it is Pàrvatì (or Lakšmì) who massages her 

consort, and not vice versa – testifies to the great popularity at Bhubaneswar of the 

motif of the loving marital tenderness that, in Orissa’s mythological context, came to 
characterize Çiva and Pàrvatì’s relationship from the Somava®çì epoch onwards. The 

Umàmaheçvara (Çiva-cum-Pàrvatì) images from Orissa, in which the tenderness and 

the erotic attitude displayed by Çiva and his consort Pàrvatì while embracing each 

other were constantly accentuated century after century, provide another glaring 

example of this. 

At a certain stage of the medieval history of Bhubaneswar goddess Gopàliòì, 

the protectress of that all-India-famed pilgrimage centre, was assimilated in the cult 

to the Çàkta-tantric goddess Bhuvaneçvarì. A new shrine dedicated to this deity was 

erected in the compound of the great LiÞgaràja temple, which in the 11th century 

A.D. had replaced the more ancient sanctuary consecrated to Çiva Tribhuvaneçvara or 

Kìrttivàçesvara. A sculptural panel depicting the episode of the annihilation of the 

two asuras Kìrrti and Vàsa by Gopàliòì, facing Bhuvaneçvarì temple, testifies to the 

importance gained by the Gopàliòì myth in the LiÞgaràja cult pattern.96 The image 

presently enshrined in the temple conforms to the canonical iconography of goddess 

Bhuvaneçvarì, but is later than the temple it presides over. It cannot thus be known 

for a certainty what the original cult icon of Gopàliòì/Bhuvaneçvarì looked like.97 The 

later developmental phase of Çakti cult in the LiÞgaràja temple complex is dealt with 

in the section of chapter 4 dedicated to goddess Pàrvatì. 

Gopàliòì, otherwise known as Bhuvaneçvarì, is thus the earliest known Pìxha-

Devì of Ekàmra kšetra. In course of time, to highlight the significance of the Çiva-

Çakti union, several Çàkta shrines were established here along with the Çaiva ones. 

Leaving aside the iconographic depiction, in the Çailodbhava period, of Çàkta images 

like those of Pàrvatì, Mahišamardinì Durgà, Saptamàt¡kàs, etc. (e.g. in the temple of 

                                                                 
95  K. C. Panigrahi, History of Orissa, cit., p. 430. 
96  H. C. Das, Iconography of Çàkta Divinities, unpublished manuscript. 
97  D. Mitra, “Four Little-Known Khàkharà Temples of Orissa”, Journal of the Asiatic Society, Vol. II 

(1960), p. 16 and ns. 1 and 2. 
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Paraçuràmeçvara, ca. A.D. 750), during the subsequent Bhauma period independent 

Çàkta shrines were founded in the city of Bhubaneswar, such as those of Vaitàl Deul, 

Uttaràyaòì, Mohinì, Akšaracaòwì (all lying round the Bindusàgara tank), Dakšiòà 

Caòwì (close to the market area), etc. The Somava®çì period is marked for converting 

Ekàmra kšetra to a great centre of Çaivism with the construction of a series of temples 

and also of some Çàkta shrines such as those dedicated to Gaurì, Bhuvaneçvarì and 

Sàvitrì, built by employing the khàkharà order (peculiar to the Çàkta temples only). 

It has been indicated in chapter 2 that the left-hand Tantric elements in the 

worship pattern of the Çàkta goddesses were introduced at Bhubaneswar during the 

Bhauma period, particularly in referring to the temple of Vaitàl. Unfortunately, we do 

not have the traces of such a worship pattern in the rites presently performed for the 

propitiation of Gopàliòì/Bhuvaneçvarì in the LiÞgaràja temple compound. However, 

since this deity was not merely a form of the mild consort of Çiva, Pàrvatì, but was 

rather conceived as a demon-slayer like Durgà or Càmuòwà, it appears plausible that 

Çàkta-tantric rituals similar to the ones performed at Bhubaneswar by the vàmàcàra 

Çàktas of the Bhauma epoch may have been adopted, in the same historical period, 

also at the pìxha of Gopàliòì, the tutelary deity of the town. This supposedly original 

mode of worship of Gopàliòì is likely to have been modified by the Somava®çìs and 

later on by the GaÞgas to a Vaišòavite form, such as it is to be found now. 

The eight prominent Çàkta pìxhas of Orissa discussed in this chapter relate 

their ancient origin, continuance through the vicissitudes of time till the present day, 

maintenance and, in certain cases, proliferation of their ritualistic worship pattern in 

a more systematic manner. People of all walks of life throng at these pìxhas mostly 

with an intention of fulfilling their hearts’ desire through the grace and benediction of 
the Goddess. As already mentioned, Çakti cult in Orissa, after having flourished in 

the early medieval period as an esoteric cult, was purged of its esoteric practices by 

the GaÞga emperors and is now characterized by a very simplified mode of worship 

mainly based on pure devotion (bhakti). 

Puri, Bhubaneswar and Jajpur in particular, the most important pilgrimage 

centres of Orissa, attract more people of heterogeneous character. By way of going 

round the kšetras they do not fail to visit the important Çàkta monuments. At Puri, 

for instance, the pilgrims and devotees’ visit to the Çàkta-Vaišòava shrines of Vimalà 

and Lakšmì is a “must” as a part of their circumambulation round the temple complex 

of Çrì Jagannàtha. Similar is the situation at Bhubaneswar, where the people, in 
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course of going round the temple town, throng the Çàkta shrines of Gaurì, Gopàliòì 

and such other goddesses worshipped in the LiÞgaràja temple complex. In the other 

pìxhas, the Çàkta shrines are the only attractions. 

The genuinely Çàkta-tantric element, which was most likely preponderant in 

the cult pattern observed at the eight Caòwì pìxhas of Orissa in times past, has been 

in most cases watered down owing to the penetration of the ideals of Vaišòavism (in 

the form of Jagannàtha cult) into all of the sub-currents of Orissan religious thought 

starting from the 12th century A.D. The pìxha presided over by goddess Vimalà at 

Purì was probably the first to be (at least in part) vaišòavized on the initiative of the 

GaÞga monarchs, who definitively included that Çàkta shrine within the walls of the 

temple of Jagannàtha. This imperial dynasty of Orissa also saw to include the ancient 

(and long independent) cult of goddess Virajà of Jàjpur in the orthodox Pañcadevatà 

worship-system having, of course, Višòu/Jagannàtha at the apex. A similar process of 

vaišòavization was carried out, as it has been shown, in connection with the cult of 

goddess MaÞgalà of Kakatpur, who came ultimately to be regarded as the “mother” of 
Lord Jagannàtha. 

Some typical Çàkta-tantric cultic features are, at any rate, noticed in all of the 

eight above discussed pìxhas. The traditional sacrifice of a buffalo by decapitation is, 

for instance, still in vogue at the shrines of Virajà, Carcikà and Bhagavatì. The shrine 

of Bhagavatì is likely to have been once, as above indicated, a seat of human sacrifices 

too. The three mentioned goddesses also accept offerings of goats, sheep and fowls, 

which are the animals normally immolated to other Caòwìs such as Vimalà, MaÞgalà 

and HiÞgulà. At the pìxha of Sàralà animal sacrifices were reportedly suppressed fifty 

years back, so that it is only in regard to the pìxha of Gopàliòì that it appears difficult 

now trace the past prevalence of animal sacrifices. 

From the theological viewpoint, the eight Caòwìs of Orissa represent as many 

aspects of the Mahàdevì. Such a wide gamut of aspects of the female divine principle 

provide the traditional worship system associated with the eight pìxhas in question 

with an articulate doctrinal basis. Virajà is, in this respect, conceived as a form of Kàlì 

primarily connected with ancestor-worship; Vimalà, as a form of Bhairavì; MaÞgalà, 

as an auspicious form of Durgà; Carcikà, as a variant form of Càmuòwà; Sàralà, as a 

composite deity showing the characteristics of both Durgà and Sarasvatì; HiÞgulà, as 

a fire-çakti; Bhagavatì, as another manifestation of Durgà/Kàlì; and Bhuvaneçvarì, as 

the Tantric aspect of Pàrvatì. 
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Finally, the fact that at least four out of these goddesses (Virajà, Bhuvaneçvarì 

or Gopàliòì, HiÞgulà and Carcikà) acted in different socio-historical contexts as the 

tutelary deities of this or that royal dynasty of Orissa (no matter as to whether a 

paramount or a minor one), points out the links between the Orissan tradition of the 

Caòwì pìxhas and the ideology of regality. In other words, one of the most important 

functions attributed to these goddesses was that of defending the socio-political order, 

as well as reinforcing the military power of the kingdoms ruled over by the dynasties 

that put themselves under their protection. This role of theirs, having a theological 

equivalent in the numerous pan-Indian myths bespeaking the glory of Durgà/Caòwì, 

the all-powerful slayer of different mighty asuras and the protectress of cosmic order, 

appears to have been emphasized to the utmost after the Muslim powers of North 

India began to menace the independence of Orissa in the 13th-14th centuries A.D. A 

series of folk legends pivoted upon the supernatural “resistance” put up by some of 
these Caòwìs to the assaults launched against their respective shrines by the Muslim 

invaders led by Kàlàpàhàr in A.D. 1568 indicate that these goddesses, by that time, 

were regarded by the Oriyas as the defenders of the country from foreign enemies. 
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Manifestations of Çakti 

 

There are numerous manifestations of Çakti with bewildering varieties of 

nomenclature and iconographic prescriptions recorded in the Vedic texts, Puràòas, 

Upapuràòas and Tantras. Through the passage of time many goddesses were 

shrouded in oblivion and a host of new ones emerged in accordance with the need of 

situations. In referring to the sacred literature we do not find the iconographic 

features of many devìs, and even though the iconography of a multitude of them is 

available, unfortunately they have not been represented in sculptural art nor in 

painting. In fact, several goddesses worshipped in the folk communities scattered 

throughout India are found in aniconic form, having the recorded names or the 

nomenclature of their own. 

I have, in the present chapter, attempted to pay attention to those Hindu 

goddesses who have earned all-India celebrity and popularity, have chronological 

development patronized by the royal families and the people, and exhibit the icons 

with art style of the concerned period and of the particular school. 

The important such Çàkta manifestations dealt with here in a succession are 

Durgà (in the iconographic forms as Mahišamardinì Durgà, Si®havàhinì Durgà and 

standing Durgà respectively), Càmuòwà, the Divine Mothers (seven or eight such 

goddesses worshipped together), the sow-goddess Vàràhì, Sixty-four Yoginìs (sixty-

four terrible images of yoginìs enshrined in a single structure), serpent-goddesses, 

Pàrvatì and finally Çrì-Lakšmì. 

Some other goddesses that are found in the sculptural representation in Orissa 

have not been included in my discussion in view of the fact that they never attained 

the cult status in separate shrines and pìxhas for them in this land. For a similar 

reason, the Çàkta-Çaiva or Çàkta-Vaišòava composite icons like those representing 

Ardhanàrìçvara, Umàmaheçvara, the marriage scene of Çiva and Pàrvatì, K¡šòa-

Ekàna®çà-Balaràma, Lakšmì-Nàràyaòa, Lakšmì-N¡si®ha, Lakšmì-Varàha, will not 

be discussed here despite their wide distribution over the territory of Orissa. Only a 

small number of such syncretistic icons, particularly in the cases of the K¡šòaite 

Trinity and Lakšmì-Nàràyaòa, gained sporadically the cult status in Orissa. 
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Durgà 

Durgà, one of the most eminent goddesses of the Hindu pantheon, emerged as a 

formidable warrior deity to protect the universe from the destructive power of the 

demons. Her popularity as the Mahàdevì or Mahàsurì (great Goddess) never receded 

even after the lapse of thousands of years. In the course of her rise to a pre-eminent 

position in the Hindu pantheon Durgà multiplied her manifestations for specific 

purposes, thus earning an abiding popularity in the Hindu world. The abundant 

archaeological remains and loose sculptures of different periods spread throughout 

the country, numerous myths associated with her highlighting her exploits and 

miraculous power, her profuse representation in the plastic art, her emergence from 

the combined energies of the Hindu gods (according to the Puràòic accounts) bespeak 

her hoary antiquity and wide celebrity as the World Mother.1 

 

Origin and development — The origin of Durgà is as mysterious as her rise to the 

most prominent position. Some scholars have tried to trace her origin from the pre-

Vedic cultures. According to such scholars, in the primitive societies the entire culture 

centred round the mother, who was the symbol of generation and the actual producer 

of life. At the dawn of social evolution maternity was held in high esteem, the mother 

being the central figure of religion.2 In the view of J. Marshall, who excavated the 

Indus Valley sites, Çakti cult evolved in India out of the so-called Mother-Goddess 

cult, closely associated with the cult of the so-called proto-Çiva. Çiva and Çakti, the 

dual deities, were, according to that scholar, the principal deities of the non-Aryan 

people of the Indus civilization.3 This Mother Goddess of the matriarchal society 

formed the nucleus of the Çàkta principle in pre-Vedic times.4 

From the Vedic period onwards we get ample reference of goddess Durgà in 

various forms. The name Durgà finds mention in the Taittirìya Àraòyaka.5 In the 

Khilaràtri-sùkta Durgà is stated to have three important manifestations: Mahàkàlì, 

Mahàlakšmì and Mahàsarasvatì.6 

In the Upanišads the concept of Brahman is associated with that of Çakti. The 

feminine personification of the universal life force finds an Upanišadic description in 

                                                                 
1  H. C. Das, “Iconography of Çàkta Divinities”, unpublished manuscript. 
2  N. N. Bhattacharyya, History of the Çàkta Religion, New Delhi, 1974, pp. 1-2. 
3  J. Marshall, ed., Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Civilization, London, 1931, I, p. 107. 
4  V. Mishra, Mahišamardinì, New Delhi, 1984, p. 1. 
5  Taittirìya Àraòyaka, 3rd edn., Ananda Ashrama Sanskrit Series, Poona, 1967-69, 10. 1. 7. 
6  Ãgveda Sa®hità, Ed. Satvalekar, Ajmer, 1940, X. 127. 
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the form of Umà-Haimavatì Durgà. According to the description contained in the 

Kena Upanišad, the great Goddess of the non-Aryans manifested herself to the host of 

the Aryan gods proving her superiority to them.7 In fact, the Upanišads brought about 

a syncreticism of two antagonistic traditions (non-Aryan and Aryan). The later Çàkta 

Upanišads enhanced the status of the Devì in a philosophical garb. The Devì 

Upanišad relates the personifications of Çakti – Durgà, Mahàlakšmì, Sarasvatì and 

Vaišòavì – as Brahmasvarùpiòì. Durgà is here depicted as Mahàvidyà Viçvarùpiòì, 

refulgent like the morning sun, relieving her devotees from the pains of worldly 

existence and fulfilling all their desires. She is the goddess of nationality. She is the 

unborn, infinite, incomprehensible personification of the whole universe. She is Durgà 

(the Unattainable), beyond her there is nothing.8 

In the Mahàbhàrata the name Durgà is mentioned along with the names of 

different goddesses in a hymn addressed by Arjuna in the form of a prayer to the 

goddesses Kumàrì, Kàlì, Kapàlì, Karàlì, Bhadrakàlì, Mahàkàlì, Caòwì, Caòwà, Tàriòì, 

Kàtyàyanì, K¡šòà, Durgà, etc., who are there depicted as adorned with jewels and 

different weapons.9 Yudhišxhira’s invocation to goddess Durgà gives a clear picture of 

her as the war goddess, killer of Mahišàsura (the buffalo-demon). Here she is depicted 

as four-faced, four-armed and holding a noose, bow, arrow and disc in her hands.10 In 

other contexts in the epics Durgà is said to be worshipped by the Çavaras, Barbaras 

and Pulindas (the aboriginal tribes, possibly belonging to the Austro-Asiatic ethnic 

stock, that inhabited Middle India in ancient times). She is also described as Aparòà 

(“not covered even with a garment made of leaves”), Nagnaçavarì (“the naked Çavara 

woman”) and Paròaçavarì (“the leaf-clad Çavara woman”). An amalgamation of Aryan 

and non-Aryan elements is thus found in the character of the goddess.11 

In the Hariva®ça the name Vindhyavàsinì (an epithet of Durgà indicating her 

abiding in the still unexplored Vindhya Range) is very popular, of course with several 

other appellations such as Kàlì, Kapàlì, Caòwì, Kàtyàyanì, etc. Here she is described 

as pervading the whole universe, in appearance having eighteen arms, decorated with 

various ornaments, clothes, headgear and garlands, propitiated by the thieves and 

robbers for her favour.12 It is clear from the above facts that goddess Durgà, originally 

associated with mountains, hill tribes, thieves and robbers, crept at a certain stage of 

                                                                 
7  Kena Upanišad, Bombay, 1927, III. 25. 
8  P. Kumar, Çakti Cult in Ancient India, Varanasi, 1974, p. 44. 
9  Mahàbhàrata, Ed. Satvalekar, Bombay, 1940, IV. 6. 17-19. 
10  Ibid., IV. 6. 2. 
11  H. C. Das, “Iconography of Çàkta Divinities”, unpublished manuscript. 
12  Hariva®ça Puràòa, Gita Press, Gorakhpur, s.d., Višòu Parva 109. 50-52. 
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religious development into the Aryan culture. Both non-Aryan and Aryan elements, 

mixed together, elevated the status of Mahàdevì Durgà. 

Durgà was raised to the highest position in the pantheon by the Puràòas. The 

Devì-Màhàtmya section of the Màrkaòweya Puràòa (which is a pantheistic and non-

sectarian Puràòa) conceives Mahišamardinì Durgà as a full-fledged warrior goddess 

in the form of Caòwì or Caòwikà. Born out of the consolidated and refulgent energies 

of the gods, her countenance dazzling like thousands of suns, she pervaded the three 

worlds even forcing the gods themselves to bow down as a mark of respect to the all-

powerful Goddess. Fully equipped with the weapons donated to her by the gods, she 

gave out an exceedingly frightful war-cry, engaged the demons and their leaders in 

terrific battles, vanished them and finally overpowered the asura Mahiša, piercing his 

body with the trident when the demon came out of the decapitated carcass of the 

buffalo. So goddess Durgà became Mahišamardinì. 

The story of Durgà’s combat with the asura Mahiša, resulting in latter’s final 
annihilation, was recorded in several other Puràòas and Upapuràòas which further 

popularized this mythic event by giving a variety of names to the Mahàdevì. The 

Matsya Puràòa, Varàha Puràòa, Vàmana Puràòa, Devìbhàgavata Puràòa, Skanda 

Puràòa, Kàlikà Puràòa, Padma Puràòa, etc. recorded this story by interpolating 

interesting anecdotes, thus further highlighting the greatness of the Mahàdevì. She 

was given numerous names by different Puràòas, so many that, in course of time, the 

nomenclature of Durgà consisted of one hundred-eight or even thousand epithets.13 

However, the Devì-Màhàtmya relates three important exploits of Durgà in 

connection with the protection of the cosmos and of dharma from the terrible menace 

coming from the asuras (demons). They are, in a succession: a) the battle with Madhu-

Kaixabha; b) the combat with Mahišàsura; c) the battle with Çumbha-Niçumbha, 

Caòwa-Muòwa, Raktabìja and their hosts. 

Since the time of the Bhagavadgìtà the idea of Višòu’s descending to the world 
from time to time as an incarnation (avatàra) in order to set right the disorder has 

been well-known in the Hindu tradition. In following the avatàra theology the Devì-

Màhàtmya conceives Durgà as a female incarnation. Like Višòu, the great Goddess 

creates, maintains and destroys the world, intervenes when there is disorder, and is 

approached by the male gods in time of severe distress. Her appearance as Durgà to 

redeem the world from the clutches of the demons conforms to the Brahmanical 

                                                                 
13  H. C. Das, “Iconography of Çàkta Divinities”, unpublished manuscript. 
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theology of incarnation. The author(s) of the Devì-Màhàtmya, by creating a powerful 

myth, highlighted the might and supremacy of Durgà.14 Durgà’s more intimate 
connection with Višòu is more perceptible in the Madhu-Kaixabha episode. When the 

whole world was tortured by the two demons, Brahmà invoked the màyà-çakti of 

Višòu, who was sleeping on the serpent Çeša resting upon the Cosmic Ocean. Having 

been pleased at the prayer of Brahmà, the Devì became active and awakened Višòu – 

whom she, in her aspect as Yoganidrà, was keeping asleep in a sleep of reintegration 

during the great cosmic night – in order that he might be ready for the battle against 

the two demons, who were immediately annihilated by Višòu. The màyà-çakti of 

Višòu is invoked in this episode of the Devì-Màhàtmya in different names such as 

Mahàmàyà, Yoganidrà, Mahàvidyà, Mahàmedhà, Mahàsurì, Mahàdevì, Kàlaràtrì, 

etc.15 

In the Mahišàsura episode, the Devì is more connected with Çiva than with 

Višòu (who, nevertheless, plays a very prominent role in creating the Goddess out of 

his energy). Durgà, indeed, finally slays the buffalo-demon with the trident, that is, 

the most characteristic among Çiva’s weapons. In the Çumbha-Niçumbha episode, on 

the contrary, she appears as an independent incarnation. In her independent form the 

Devì is conceived as the Supreme Brahman pervading the whole universe. All gods 

and goddesses are her creation or part of her. She is alone in the universe, no one is 

second to her.16 The independent character of the Devì is more clearly marked in her 

manifestation as Caòwì (the Wrathful), the ruthless slayer of demons, than in her 

manifestation as Višòu-màyà. 

In the evolution of the Mahàdevì theology two trends of thought, namely, the 

creation of Mahišamardinì Durgà from the concentrated energies of the gods and the 

creation of the Çàkta pìxhas from the dead body of Satì, the daughter of Dakša 

identified with Umà-Haimavatì or Pàrvatì, were amalgamated. This process was 

particularly marked during the Gupta period, when the Màrkaòweya Puràòa, which 

conceived the most powerful war-goddess as Mahàdevì, was compiled. Unlike Durgà, 

who is a virgin warrior goddess, Pàrvatì owns Çiva as her husband and has a mild 

character. But Pàrvatì’s origin is most likely connected with the mountains and the 
non-Aryan tribes living therein, just as it is the case with Durgà. The composers and 

                                                                 
14  D. Kinsley, Hindu Goddesses: Visions of the Divine Feminine in the Hindu Religious Tradition, Delhi 

(etc.), 1986, pp. 101-02. 
15  Devì-Màhàtmya, 1. 49-78, quoted in T. B. Coburn, Encountering the Goddess: A Translation of the 

Devì-Màhàtmya and A Study of Its Interpretation, Albany, 1991 (all the subsequent references to the 

Devì-Màhàtmya contained in the present chapter are taken from this translation). 
16  S. B. Dasgupta, Bhàrater Çakti Sàdhana O Çàkta Sàhitya, Calcutta, 1932, p. 57 (in Bengali). 
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compilers of the Mahàpuràòas, Upapuràòas and Tantras possibly combined Pàrvatì 

with Durgà to superimpose their superiority over the male-dominated universe. 

 

Iconography of Mahišamardinì Durgà in Orissa — The Puràòas and other texts 

have prescribed different iconic types of goddess Durgà, which are more or less similar 

except in the number of arms and poses attributed to her. 

Among the three general canonical modes of iconic representation of Durgà 

(Mahišamardinì, Si®havàhinì and the goddess in a standing pose), the first one, in 

which the deity is depicted as being engaged in slaying the buffalo-demon, is no doubt 

the earliest and the most diffused in Orissa. The development of the Mahišamardinì 

sculptural type has a very long history in the State, which starts in the Gupta Age 

with the installation of an image belonging to this class as the presiding deity of the 

very old Çàkta shrine of Virajà at Jajpur and culminates in the modern period with 

the introduction of the ritual custom, having probably originated in Bengal, of adoring 

huge and lavishly decorated ten-armed clay images of the goddess slaying Mahiša on 

the occasion of the autumnal Durgà Pùjà, that are at first housed in special pavilions 

for ceremonial worship to be subsequently taken in procession and finally immersed 

in rivers or tanks.17 

The extant Mahišamardinì icons of Orissa, dating for the most part from the 

early and middle medieval periods, number legions, for which reason to give here a 

complete description of them is impossible; we shall thus limit ourselves to group 

these icons into some broad classes on the basis of their iconographic features, their 

major or minor antiquity and their function in the temple ritualistic pattern. Among 

such images, only the most noticeable from the artistic point of view will be discussed 

in detail. 

In his classification of the Mahišamardinì images, H. von Stietencron identifies 

five types of sculptural representation of the Goddess-Mahiša encounter:18 

(1) goddess wrestling with a wild buffalo having his neck upturned under the 

pressure of the former’s knee; 

                                                                 
17  D. N. Patnaik, Festivals of Orissa, Bhubaneswar, 1982, p. 56. 
18  H. von Stietencron, “Die Göttin Durgà Mahišàsuramardinì: Mythos, Darstellung und geschichtliche Rolle bei der Hinduisierung Indiens”, in Visible Religion: Annual for Religious Iconography, Vol. II: 

Representations of Gods, Leiden, 1983, pp. 127-36. 
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(2) goddess raising the buffalo up from behind by pulling his tail with her front 

left hand and piercing his neck with her trident by her front right; 

(3) goddess struggling with a demon having human body and buffalo head; 

(4) goddess struggling with a demon in human form issuing out of the carcass 

of a decapitated buffalo; 

(5) goddess standing in an axial posture upon the severed head of the slain 

buffalo-demon. 

Of these five classes of images, types 1 and 2, characterized by the depiction of 

the asura Mahiša in theriomorphic form, are not attested in any text and can be, 

therefore, considered to be the earliest, while the last three find mention in various 

medieval works. The demon in a hybrid buffalo-human shape, characterizing types 3 

and 4, is clearly portrayed in the Devì-Màhàtmya’s narrative of the final combat 
between Durgà and Mahišàsura,19 even though the iconographic representation of a 

buffalo-headed human demon is not attested in that most authoritative Puràòic work 

composed in the Gupta Age. Finally, type 5 is confined to South India, particularly to 

the Tamil country, where it made its appearance since the Pallava period (ca. A.D. 

325-800).20 

The Orissan images of Mahišamardinì Durgà all belong to types 2, 3 and 4 of 

Stietencron’s classification, with a clean numerical superiority of those in which the 
demon is depicted in a hybrid buffalo-human form over those in which the demon is 

depicted in theriomorphic form. The main iconographic features of these three classes 

of Çàkta images of Orissa are given below in a succession. 

(a) The earliest mode of sculptural representation of the Durgà-Mahiša fight to 

be found in Orissa is the one according to which the demon is depicted in full animal 

(theriomorphic) form. This is a very rare iconographic motif in the State, yet it covers 

chronologically the entire arc of its sacred artistic activity from the Gupta Age to the 

later medieval period.21 The oldest extant Mahišamardinì icon of Orissa, serving as 

the presiding deity of Virajà temple at Jajpur, belongs to this class, which, as above 

suggested, includes some among the earliest Indian pieces of sculpture representing 

the mythic final combat between Durgà and Mahiša. 

                                                                 
19  Devì-Màhàtmya, 3. 37-39. 
20  T. V. Mahalingam, “The Cult of Çakti in Tamilnad”, in D. C. Sircar, ed., The Çakti Cult and Tàrà, 

Calcutta, 1967, p. 23. 
21  T. E. Donaldson, Hindu Temple Art of Orissa, III, Leiden (etc.), 1987, p. 1067. 
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The image of Virajà represents a two-armed goddess holding a spear which 

pierces the body of the buffalo with her right hand while she is uplifting his hind part 

by holding his tail with her left. She tramples on the buffalo’s neck with her right foot. 
According to the Orissan scholar G. C. Patnaik, the traditional mount of Durgà, the 

lion, is not present in the cult icon.22 Such iconographic features, including the 

absence of the lion, tally with those of the Gupta images of Mahišamardinì to be found 

in northern and central India,23 which has led the scholars to assign the cult image of 

Virajà to the Gupta epoch. The remains of a small temple basement located at 

Kalaspur in the outskirts of Jajpur, traditionally regarded by the local people as the 

original seat of goddess Virajà (whose representative icon is presently enshrined in a 

relatively modern temple), have been assigned by K. C. Panigrahi to the early Gupta 

age,24 with this corroborating the hypothesis that the cult image of Virajà be the 

earliest extant Mahišamardinì image of Orissa. As above indicated, the sculptural 

representation of Durgà uplifting the buffalo-demon in theriomorphic form by his 

hindquarters is neither attested in the Devì-Màhàtmya nor in any other ancient text. 

This suggests that the cult image of Virajà may date from an earlier phase than that 

of the composition of the Devì-Màhàtmya itself, or at least, that it was inspired by a 

different tradition. 

In this last connection, it is worth noticing that at the two Çàkta shrines of 

Orissa dedicated to goddess Baœàràul, having a Kondh origin and respectively located 

at Balaskumpa and at Bandhagarh (both in Phulbani district), the buffalo is still 

today sacrificed to the Devì in a very peculiar fashion bearing some resemblance with 

the iconographic representation of Mahišamardinì under discussion. The animal, in 

fact, is killed by an Oriya Çàkta priest belonging to a kšatriya caste while a Kondh 

priest stands behind it pulling his tail.25 The iconography of the goddess killing the 

buffalo-demon while pulling his tail upward, marking the ancient cult image of Virajà 

of Jajpur, might, therefore, have derived, at least under some aspect, from the rite of 

buffalo-sacrifice as anciently performed by some non-Aryan peoples of Orissa as well 

as of other parts of North India, where this iconographic mode was already known in 

the Kušàòa period (ca. 1st-2nd centuries A.D.).26 

                                                                 
22  G. C. Patnaik, “Development of Çàktism at Jajpur”, in M. N. Das, ed., Sidelights on History and 

Culture of Orissa, Cuttack, 1977, p. 364. 
23  J. N. Banerjea, The Development of Hindu Iconography, 2nd edn., Calcutta, 1956, p. 498. 
24  K. C. Panigrahi, History of Orissa (Hindu Period), Cuttack, 1981, pp. 370-71. 
25  N. Senapati and D. C. Kuanr, eds., Boudh-Khondmals District Gazetteer, Cuttack, 1983, pp. 373-74. 
26  T. B. Coburn, op. cit., p. 92. 
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After the image of goddess Virajà at Jajpur, next in order of chronology may be 

placed a two-armed Mahišamardinì example that was once contained in the temple of 

Someçvara, located in the outskirts of Kakatpur (Puri district). This Çàkta cult image, 

closely resembling that of Virajà of Jajpur, is assignable to the post-Gupta period.27 

Another very ancient image of Mahišamardinì presenting the buffalo-demon in full 

animal form was recovered from a Çàkta brick temple brought to light by the Orissan 

archaeologists on a mound located in the Maraguda Valley (Kalahandi district). This 

cult image, representing the deity as four-armed and as standing in a quite unusual 

àlìdha (archer’s) pose with the lion at her feet, may be assigned to the Gupta or to the 
post-Gupta epoch.28 

Two early medieval examples of this class of Mahišamardinì images, both four-

armed, are noticed at Bhubaneswar, respectively on the spire of Paraçuràmeçvara 

temple (7th century A.D.) and on that of Màrkaòweçvara temple (8th century A.D.). In 

either example the goddess holds a sword and a trident (with which she pierces the 

buffalo’s rump) in her right hands and a shield in her uplifted left hand while she is 

pressing the animal’s head with her right foot.29 

The presiding goddess of the Çàkta shrine of Bàliharacaòwì, lying near the 

seashore at the distance of about 20 kms to the south-west of Puri, is an eight-armed 

Mahišamardinì with the demon depicted in theriomorphic form. The image, as well as 

the temple in which it was originally installed (now replaced by a modern one), are 

assignable to the Bhauma-kara period (ca. 8th-10th centuries A.D.).30 

Two-armed images of Mahišamardinì presenting the buffalo-demon in full 

animal form are affixed to the exterior walls of the Çiva temple of Beraboi, belonging 

to the late Somava®çì period (ca. A.D. 1100) and in those of Garudipanchana and 

Tangi, belonging to the Imperial GaÞga period (ca. second half of the 12th century 

A.D. and first half of the 13th century A.D. respectively).31 This clearly shows that the 

ancient iconographic motif of Durgà slaying the demon in buffalo-form while uplifting 

him by his hindquarters, although rarely found, was popular in Orissa till the later 

medieval period. 

                                                                 
27  H. C. Das, “Brahmanical Tantric Art of Orissa”, Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol. XXIX, No. 1, 

p. 119. 
28  J. P. Singhdeo, “Temples of Nawapara Sub-Division”, Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol. XXXIV, 

Nos. 1 and 2, pp. 19-21. 
29  T. E. Donaldson, op. cit., p. 1067. 
30  H. C. Das, “Religions of Orissa”, Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol. XXX, Nos. 2, 3 and 4: 

Glimpses of Orissan Art and Culture, p. 133. 
31  T. E. Donaldson, op. cit., p. 1067. 
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(b) In order of time, the second mode of sculptural representation of the Durgà-

Mahiša encounter adopted by the Orissan sculptors is the one in which the goddess is 

depicted as struggling with a buffalo-headed human demon. This iconographic motif 

spread all over the Deccan between the 6th and 9th centuries A.D. as a part of the 

bhakti movement of Çàktism patronized by different royal dynasties that reigned in 

that period of Indian history.32 In Orissa, this was the most popular mode of depicting 

the fight between Durgà and Mahišàsura up to the 10th century A.D.33 

In the all-India context, the best known specimens of this iconographic mode 

are the panel carved in high-relief inside the Mahišamardinì cave at Mahabalipuram 

(Pallava art, 7th century A.D.) and the one, similarly carved in high-relief, which is 

found at the Kailasanàtha temple of Ellora (Ràšxrakùxa art, 8th century A.D.). In both 

these famous sculptural panels the Devì is shown as riding the lion while vigorously 

attacking Mahišàsura, depicted as a full-scale man of her stature having the head of a 

buffalo (in the example from Mahabalipuram) or human head with buffalo-horns (in 

the example from Ellora). In either sculpture other fierce demons are depicted below 

Mahiša, with this adding a dramatic feature to the scene. The Mahišamardinì images 

from Orissa belonging to the class at issue, however, differ very much from the ones 

found at Mahabalipuram and at Ellora. Though the vigour and aggressiveness being 

displayed by the Devì in the act of attacking the buffalo-headed human demon are 

common to the Orissan examples and to those of Mahabalipuram and Ellora, yet the 

mode of depicting her fight with Mahišàsura is given a modified form by the sculptors 

of Orissa. In the images of Orissa the demon is, in fact, always alone in facing the 

assault of the Goddess. He is usually depicted from behind, his legs wide apart and 

the buffalo-head violently bent backwards by Durgà’s major left hand. The Devì does 

not ride the lion as she does in the sculptural panels from Mahabalipuram and Ellora, 

rather she is depicted in a graceful tribhaÞga pose (namely, with her body silhouette 

forming three bends) with her raised right foot planted on the demon’s left shoulder. 
The lion generally attacks the demon from one of the lower corners of the sculptural 

composition.34 Some Mahišamardinì images of this type are to be found in Andhra 

Pradesh and in Tamil Nadu too,35 with this possibly suggesting that this iconographic 

mode was more characteristic of the Deccan rather than of North India. 

                                                                 
32  T. B. Coburn, op. cit., p. 92. 
33  T. E. Donaldson, op. cit., p. 1063. 
34  Ibid., pp. 1063-64. 
35  B. Sahai, Iconography of Some Important Minor Hindu and Buddhist Deities, New Delhi, 1975, p. 193. 
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The earliest examples of this iconography in Orissa are the one loosely placed 

within the compound of the Çatrughneçvara temple group (late 6th century A.D.) and 

the one appearing on the spire of Paraçuràmeçvara temple (7th century A.D.), both 

situated in Bhubaneswar. The former piece of sculpture is only tentatively assigned to 

the class of images under discussion in that only its upper portion has come to us, so 

that the figure of the demon is not visible. In both the images the Devì holds a sword 

raised above her head with her upper right hand and a trident with her lower right. 

She is six-armed in the image of Paraçuràmeçvara temple and appears four-armed in 

that belonging to the Çatrughneçvara temple group, even though also the latter may 

have previously owned a third couple of arms, now no more visible since the sculpture 

is broken. 

Another early specimen of this class of Mahišamardinì images serves as the 

presiding deity of the small reconstructed temple of Çikharacaòwì, rising on the top of 

a hillock near Patia in the Bhubaneswar area. On the basis of its archaic architectural 

features this temple is generally assigned by the Orissan scholars to the Gupta age,36 

although T. E. Donaldson assigns it to the closing part of the Çailodbhava period (ca. 

7th-8th centuries A.D.).37 Be that as it may, the image of Mahišamardinì enshrined 

therein is probably the earliest extant specimen of the eight-armed variety of images 

representing the goddess struggling with a buffalo-headed human demon, which got a 

wide diffusion over central Orissa, and particularly in the city of Bhubaneswar, in the 

Bhauma-kara period (8th-10th centuries A.D.). 

The standard iconography of Mahišamardinì in the Bhauma period, marked by 

the irresistible ascent of Çàkta-tantrism in Orissa, shows the goddess as eight-, ten- 

or twelve-armed variously. The common iconographic feature of most of 

Mahišamardinì images dating from this period is the depiction of the demon in the 

guise of a buffalo-headed warrior. 

The weapons wielded by the Devì in the eight-armed sub-class of images are: 

the trident (triçùla), invariably held in the major right hand; the sword (khawga), held 

by an uplifted back right arm; the arrow (bàòa), held in the lower right hand; the 

thunderbolt (vajra) or the disc (cakra), held in the additional right hand; the shield 

(whàla or khexaka), held by an uplifted back left arm; the stringed bow (dhanu), held 

in the middle left hand; the serpent noose (nàga-pàça), held in the additional left 

hand and alternatively shown in the act of biting the buffalo-demon or in that of 

                                                                 
36  K. S. Behera, Temples of Orissa, Bhubaneswar, 1993, p. 15. 
37  T. E. Donaldson, Hindu Temple Art of Orissa, I, Leiden, 1985, p. 9. 
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encircling his neck to strangle him; finally, the major left arm invariably pushes back 

the demon’s head.38 All of the aforesaid weapons are mentioned in the second episode 

of the Devì-Màhàtmya, relating of the fight between Durgà and Mahišàsura; they are 

there described as the gifts made by various gods to the Devì in order that the latter 

might defeat the very powerful buffalo-demon in battle. Thus the trident is said in the 

Devì-Màhàtmya to be the gift of Çiva, who, in his Kàla (Cosmic Time) aspect, is there 

said to have given the Goddess the sword and shield too; the disc is reported to be the 

gift of K¡šòa, i.e. of Višòu; the bow and two quivers filled with arrows, that of Vàyu; 

the thunderbolt, that of Indra; and the (serpent) noose, that of Varuòa.39 The latter 

weapon appears to be more important than the others in that it helps the Goddess 

with a will of its own. The attribution of this nàga-pàça to Durgà probably indicates 

her association with the ancient ophidic cults diffused among the non-Aryan peoples 

of India, of which the Vedic god Varuòa, the Lord of Waters, may be considered to be a 

sanskritized hypostasis. 

The most noticeable specimens of this iconographic mode are to be found in the 

Vaitàl (two examples), Çiçireçvara and Mohinì temples at Bhubaneswar, in the Çaiva 

temple complex of Kualo in Dhenkanal district, in the premises of Çukleçvara temple 

at Suklesvara and of Trilocaneçvara temple at Kundesvara (Cuttack district), and in 

the compound of Madhukeçvara temple at Mukhalingam (northern Andhra Pradesh), 

where the nàga-pàça is replaced by a bell. As above indicated, all of these sculptures 

are the offspring of the Bhauma art movement. 

The ten-armed variety of images depicting Durgà as slaying a buffalo-headed 

human demon became as popular in Orissa in the Bhauma-kara epoch as the eight-

armed one. In this sub-class of images the right additional hand holds a disk (which 

in the eight-armed variety alternates with a thunderbolt, vajra) while the left one 

holds a battle-axe (paraçu), one of the traditional weapons of Çiva that, according to 

the Devì-Màhàtmya, was presented to Durgà by Viçvakarman, the divine architect of 

the universe.40 The best preserved images of this sub-class are to be found in the 

temple of Çiçireçvara at Bhubaneswar and in the Çaiva temple complex of Kualo. 

Twelve-armed images of Durgà portrayed as slaying a buffalo-headed human 

demon are rare in Orissa. They are confined to one example from Kualo, one acting as 

the presiding deity of Dvàravàsinì temple at Bhubaneswar, and one recovered from 

                                                                 
38  Id., Hindu Temple Art of Orissa, III, cit., pp. 1063-64. 
39  Devì-Màhàtmya, 2. 19-23. 
40  Ibid., 2. 26. 
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Dharmasala (Cuttack district), now preserved in the Orissa State Museum. This sub-

class of images, generally dating from the later part of the Bhauma-kara period (ca. 

10th century A.D.),41 is typically Tantric: the two additional hands of the Goddess, in 

fact, respectively hold a severed human head (chinnamastaka) and crush the neck of a 

figure placed in the lower part of the sculpture. 

(c) The latest and most long-lasting mode of depicting the Durgà-Mahiša fight 

adopted by the Orissan sculptors of the medieval period is the one in which the demon 

is represented as emerging in human form from the neck of his buffalo-shape soon 

after the animal has been decapitated by the Devì and as desperately trying to escape 

or deliver the last attack against the all-powerful goddess. This refined iconographic 

motif, which spread all over India in connection with the development of the bhakti 

movement of Çàktism, suits the Devì-Màhàtmya’s textual account to a greater extent 
than the Mahišamardinì images depicting the demon as a buffalo-headed warrior. In 

fact, the final metamorphosis of the multiform Mahišàsura, as it is described in the 

Devì-Màhàtmya (3. 37-39), apparently consists of an attempted transformation from 

buffalo-form to human form, with the latter coming forth fighting out of the mouth of 

the buffalo in consequence of the Goddess’ final assault; however, before he can fully 
emerge, Durgà, placing her foot on the buffalo’s throat, decapitates the human form.42 

This mode of depicting the killing of the buffalo-demon by Durgà is referred to in the 

Devì-Màhàtmya (3. 39) as ardhaniškrànta (“half-emerged”, a term hinting at Mahiša’s 
aforesaid metamorphosis). This mode of representing the Durgà-Mahiša combat was 

introduced in the all-India context as early as the Gupta period.43 

This iconographic mode was very popular in Orissa from the beginning of the 

Bhauma period (8th century A.D.) till the later medieval period. Starting from about 

the end of the 10th century A.D. it gradually replaced the iconographic mode showing 

the demon in a hybrid buffalo-human form till it became the standard regional mode 

of representing Durgà’s mythical combat with Mahiša. The earliest Mahišamardinì 

images of Orissa belonging to this sub-class are in most cases eight- or ten-armed. The 

ten-armed variety, which is more commonly found in Orissa than the eight-armed 

one,44 is worshipped at many places as Bhaxxàrikà or as Bhagavatì according to age-

old Tantric rituals. The appellation Bhaxxàrikà simply means “Noble Lady”, or also 

                                                                 
41  T. E. Donaldson, op. cit., pp. 1064-65. 
42  H. von Stietencron, art. cit., pp. 134-36. 
43  B. Sahai, op. cit., p. 185. 
44  H. C. Das, art. cit., p. 109. 
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“the Honourable”, while the appellation Bhagavatì is the feminine form of the term 

bhagavat (rich, fortunate, prosperous, glorious, illustrious, venerable, etc.).45 

In the earlier examples of this sub-class of images Durgà is generally depicted 

as placing her uplifted right foot on the rump of the beheaded buffalo while her left 

foot is placed on the ground, or on the back of her lion mount in the later examples. 

The demon in human form is generally depicted as placing one of his feet on the 

buffalo-carcass out of which he is emerging (in most cases in a fighting attitude) while 

the lion is biting him. In the earlier examples the goddess grips the demon’s throat 
with her major left hand while in the later ones the function of strangling the demon 

is transferred to her nàga-pàça; therefore, also in this sub-class of images, the serpent 

continues to be represented as a powerful and efficient “ally” of Durgà as much as the 

lion, with this possibly indicating the continuance of the alliance between Çakti and 

Nàga cults.46 

The weapons brandished by Durgà in the eight- and ten-armed sub-classes of 

images under discussion are generally the same appearing in the images of the same 

varieties that present the demon as a buffalo-headed human figure, with the addition, 

according to changeable combinations, of a spear (çakti), which in the Devì-Màhàtmya 

is stated to be the gift of Agni,47 a bell (ghaòxa), a “weapon” that is traditionally 
believed to drive the demons away and that, according to the Devì-Màhàtmya, was 

donated to Durgà by Indra, who took it from his mount the elephant Airàvata,48 and, 

finally, a goad for driving elephants (aÞkuça), a weapons that is not attested in the 

Devì-Màhàtmya. In some examples the Devì holds with one of her left hands a severed 

human head, representing, as already suggested, a Tantric iconographic feature. 

The Mahišamardinì images from Orissa belonging to this class are numberless 

and are distributed all over the territory of the State. A large number of them is still 

nowadays under worship in the Prachi Valley, an ancient area of diffusion of Çàkta-

tantric cults situated in Puri district, often in association with Càmuòwà images. The 

reason for this is that Kàlì/Càmuòwà is indicated as the most powerful and terrific 

emanation of the great Goddess in the Devì-Màhàtmya’s third episode, containing the 
account of Durgà’s fight with the hosts of asuras led by Çumbha and Niçhumbha. The 

allied worship of Durgà and Càmuòwà was most likely introduced in the area of the 

                                                                 
45  M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, New edn., Oxford, 1988, pp. 743 and 915. 
46  T. E. Donaldson, op. cit., p. 1066. 
47  Devì-Màhàtmya, 2. 20. 
48  Ibid., 2. 21. 
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Prachi Valley during the Bhauma-kara period thanks to the action of proselytism 

undertaken there by the Kàpàlika sect.49 

Some very beautiful eight- or ten-armed Mahišamardinì images belonging to 

the class at issue and dating from the Bhauma-kara period or from the subsequent 

Somava®çì period are noticed at Khiching and Hariharpur (Mayurbhanj district), at 

Shergarh (Baleswar district) and at Baidesvara, Baramba, Suklesvara and Vatesvara 

(Cuttack district). One of the latest examples of this type of Durgà images, ten-armed, 

acts as the presiding deity of the temple of Nàràyaòì near Balugaon (Ganjam district), 

dating back to about the 16th century A.D. At Orasahi near Chandbali (Baleswar 

district) there is a rare twelve-armed example worshipped as Wàkeçvarì. An eighteen-

armed example is found at Nirakarpur (Puri district), while an unique twenty-armed 

example, recovered from Salebatha (Balangir district), is presently preserved in the 

Sambalpur University Museum. 

The overall iconography of the class of Mahišamardinì images presenting the 

demon while issuing from the decapitated buffalo-carcass possibly amounts to some 

hundred specimens that cover chronologically the entire historical period ranging 

from the 8th to 16th century of our era. 

The most important iconographic innovation, as far as this class of images is 

concerned, was introduced in the course of the Imperial GaÞga period (ca. A.D. 1110-

1434) owing to the growth in popularity of Vaišòavism. The Mahišamardinì images 

belonging to that period, which are often four-armed, show the goddess as piercing the 

demon with the trident she holds vertically in her front pair of hands while she is 

holding a disk (or a bell) and a conch (çaÞkha) with her back pair of hands. Although 

the conch, one of the four characteristic attributes of Višòu, is already mentioned in 

the Devì-Màhàtmya as one of the gifts made by Varuòa to the Devì in order that the 

latter could kill the buffalo-demon,50 its representation in the Mahišamardinì images 

of the Imperial GaÞga period along with the sole disk – another typical attribute of 

Višòu – indicates that the image of the Devì as the slayer of the buffalo-demon had 

been, by that time, “vaišòavized”, the only relic of her past association with Çiva being 

represented, in the imagery in question, by the trident, which nevertheless invariably 

appears in all the Mahišamardinì images. The finest specimens of this iconographic 

mode are respectively placed within the sanctum of the temple of Durgà at Motia and 
                                                                 
49  A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts of Orissa, Vol. V: Tantra Manuscripts, compiled by 

M. P. Dash, Bhubaneswar, 1965, pp. XXXVIII-XLIII; P. K. Ray, ed., Archaeological Survey Report 1974-

75: Prachi Valley, Bhubaneswar, 1975, pp. 57-61. 
50  Devì-Màhàtmya, 2. 20. 
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in the compound of the temple of GaÞgeçvarì at Beyalisbati, both situated in Puri 

district and assigned to the 13th century A.D.51 

 

Functions of the Mahišamardinì image in the Hindu temple of Orissa — So 

far in this section the Mahišamardinì images from Orissa have been classified into 

three groups with reference to the form in which the buffalo-demon is portrayed in 

them. Moreover, a further sub-classification of such images, based on the number of 

arms displayed by the Devì, has been propounded in order to integrate the discussion 

with elements more directly pertaining to the sphere of popular Tantric devotion. In 

fact, on the general plane, the Mahišamardinì images are not distinguished from one 

another by the devotees on the basis of the appearance of the buffalo-demon, rather 

they are identified by them according to their being two-, four-, six-armed, and so on. 

For instance, an ašxabhujà (eight-armed) Mahišamardinì is spiritually experienced by 

its Tantric votaries as being different from a daçabhujà (ten-armed) Mahišamardinì. 

The former’s dhyàna (the mental picture of a deity used by the devotees to focus their 

own yogic meditation on the spiritual power embodied by that deity), indeed, differs 

from the latter’s one, so much so that the supernatural powers or çaktis embodied by 

the different varieties of Mahišamardinì images in conformity with the number of 

their arms come to form a complicated scheme out of which a Tantric devotee has the 

possibility to choose his own elect form of the deity. It is thus Durgà’s number of arms, 
and not the form in which Mahišàsura is shown below her, that seems to be really 

important in the view of a Tantric devotee, in Orissa as anywhere else in India. 

A further scheme of classification of Mahišamardinì images may be traced on 

the basis of their function in the overall temple worship-pattern. In Orissa, an image 

of Mahišamardinì can act as the presiding deity of an independent Çàkta temple or of 

a subservient Çàkta shrine lying in the premises of a Çaiva temple. In other contexts, 

one such image can serve as the side deity (pàrçva-devatà) or the protective-ring deity 

(àvaraòa-devatà) of a Çaiva or Çàkta temple. The image of Mahišamardinì can also 

function as the representative of the female principle placed beside a Çiva liÞga or, 

alternatively, beside a Višòu image within the sanctum of a temple dedicated to one of 

the two supreme male divinities of Hinduism. Finally, the Mahišamardinì image is 

also found in Orissa as the member of a syncretistic cult icon formed by the images of 

Višòu in Jagannàtha form, Çiva in liÞga form and Durgà in Mahišamardinì form, a 

                                                                 
51  T. E. Donaldson, Hindu Temple Art of Orissa, II, Leiden, 1986, pp. 585 and 682. 
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sculptural motif characteristic of the GaÞga period that later on, with the elimination 

of the already small Çiva liÞga, evolved into the representation of the sole juxtaposed 

images of Jagannàtha and Mahišamardinì so as to form the so-called Durgà-Màdhava 

cult icons. 

The most eminent Çàkta shrines of Orissa among those being presided over by 

an image of Mahišamardinì are the temples of Virajà at Jajpur, of Bàliharacaòwì near 

Puri, of Ràmacaòwì near Konarak and of Nàràyaòì near Balugaon in Ganjam district. 

Mahišamardinì images also preside over a number of less-known Çàkta shrines of the 

State such as the temples of Bànki-muhàòa Ràmacaòwì at Puri, of Dvàravàsinì and of 

Dakšiòà Caòwì at Bhubaneswar, of Çikharacaòwì at Patia near Bhubaneswar, of 

Durgà at Baidesvara in Cuttack district, of Durgà at Shergarh and of Wàkeçvarì at 

Orasahi (both located in Baleswar district), of Caòwì at Saintala and of Pataneçvarì at 

Patnagarh (both located in Balangir district). Also several small temples in the Prachi 

Valley area have as their presiding deity an image of Mahišamardinì. In addition to 

these, an interesting irregular image of Mahišamardinì, dating from about the 15th 

century A.D. and holding among its attributes the lute (vìòà) and the book (pustaka), 

traditionally associated with the patroness of knowledge, Sarasvatì, is worshipped as 

Sàralà at the homonymous pìxha located at Jhankad in Cuttack district. 

The second important function of the Mahišamardinì image in the medieval 

Hindu temple of Orissa is that as pàrçva-devatà. As such, the image of this deity was 

installed in one of the side niches in a great number of Çàkta and Çaiva temples. So 

far as purely Çàkta shrines are concerned, we find beautiful Mahišamardinì images 

acting so in the temple of goddess Bhaxxàrikà at Baramba (Cuttack district) and that 

of goddess Bhagavatì at Banpur (Puri-Ganjam border area). In the Çaiva temples the 

Mahišamardinì image was often installed in the northern main niche of the sanctuary 

proper (deul). The reasons which led the architects and patronizers of the temples to 

position the image of the Devì north are manifold and cannot be, therefore, illustrated 

here; it may suffice to say that the north direction, associated with the representative 

image of the Çakti in a great number of Çaiva temples of the Deccan, Orissa included, 

appears to correspond to the left side of Çiva. The image of the Çakti is placed to the 

left of that of Çiva also in all of the syncretistic Çaiva-Çàkta icons conceived by the 

Hindu artists, such as those of Ardhanàrìçvara and Umàmaheçvara. In accordance 

with the principles of sacred geography underlying the construction of Çaiva temples, 

the north direction corresponds to the left side of Çiva inasmuch as the main entrance 
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of such temples generally faces east, i.e., the direction of sovereignty.52 The custom of 

installing an image of the Devì as the north pàrçva-devatà in the Çaiva temples of 

Orissa is attested in the Çilpa Prakàça (II. 360-63), an Orissan medieval treaty of 

temple architecture, written in Sanskrit, which is tentatively assigned by its editors 

to the later Somava®çì period (ca. 11th-12th centuries A.D.). Also in this text the 

north side of a Çaiva temple is stated to correspond to the left side of Çiva, that is, the 

one dominated by the female element.53 The symbolic association of the Çakti with the 

north direction is noticeable in the very sanctum of the standard Çaiva temple of 

Orissa, in which the liÞga is generally inserted into the yoni-paxxa (a stone pedestal 

shaped as a womb’s diagram) having its spout-like projection pointing north. It is also 

worth noticing, in this connection, that many independent Çàkta shrines of Orissa, 

built in all epochs, have their main entrance facing north. 

It was only during the Bhauma period, marked by the great efflorescence of 

Çàkta-tantrism in the country, that Mahišamardinì images were installed as pàrçva-

devatàs in the Çaiva temples of Orissa. Ever before that epoch, and also after it, the 

standard female side deity of Çaiva temples was the less “tantricized” consort goddess 
Pàrvatì.54 The replacement of the image of Mahišamardinì with that of Pàrvatì in the 

northern side niche of the Çaiva temples of Orissa, which took place in the initial part 

of the Somava®çì period, must be put in relation with the religious reform introduced 

by the Somava®çìs into Orissan Çàktism, by virtue of which the peaceful aspect of the 

Devì, embodied at best by Pàrvatì, began to be preferred to her wrathful and warlike 

aspect, personified, in its most spiritually elevated expression, by Mahišamardinì 

Durgà, the slayer of the buffalo-demon. 

In the subsequent Imperial GaÞga period a new iconographic motif having the 

figure of Mahišamardinì as one of its pivotal elements was introduced in sculptural 

art with the creation of the so-called Durgà-Màdhava images. These composite cult 

icons, which were carved for the first time on the walls of the famous Sun temple of 

Konarak (13th century A.D.), initially represented Lord Jagannàtha, a small Çiva 

liÞga and Mahišamardinì side by side while being worshipped by a king. This class of 

images thus represents the royal worship of goddess Durgà along with Višòu and 

Çiva, with this reflecting the efforts made by the GaÞga emperors to amalgamate the 

three main currents of Hinduism – Çaivism, Vaišòavism and Çàktism – into a 

                                                                 
52  From a correspondence between Prof. M. Biardeau and the present writer. 
53  A. Boner and S. R. Sharma, eds., Çilpa Prakàça: Medieval Orissan Sanskrit Text on Temple 

Architecture by Ràmacandra Kaulàcàra, Leiden, 1966, p. 93. 
54  T. E. Donaldson, Hindu Temple Art of Orissa, III, cit., p. 1062. 
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national form of religion having its all-inclusive expression in the cult of 

Jagannàtha.55 Following this new religious trend, in the temple of Màdhava at 

Madhavananda in the Prachi Valley both Màdhava (Višòu) and Durgà were installed 

as the presiding deities. During the period of reign of the Sùryava®çìs (ca. A.D. 1435-

1540) this iconographic motif was changed by eliminating the image of a Çiva liÞga 

depicted in the earlier specimens, with this giving origin to the Durgà-Màdhava 

worship proper. The Sùryava®çìs and their dynastic successors, the Bhois of Khurda 

(who reigned as the feudatories of the Muslim rulers of Orissa), had among their 

official emblems the image of Jagannàtha accompanied by that of Mahišamardinì 

Durgà. Shrines at which the two deities were worshipped together are found in 

different royal palaces in Puri district. The cult of Durgà-Màdhava was connected 

with Oriya nationalism and militarism, which found a symbolic synthesis in the 

idealized union of the divine powers respectively embodied by the Devì and 

Jagannàtha, the two royal tutelary deities of Orissa par excellence.56 The virtual 

“vaišòavization” of the worship of Mahišamardinì Durgà, which has been discussed 

above with reference to the development of the iconography of this deity in the 

Imperial GaÞga epoch, was by that time an accomplished fact. 

The ten-armed clay images of Mahišamardinì being annually modelled by the 

skilful Oriya artisans on the occasion of the autumnal Durgà Pùjà have, therefore, a 

long history behind them. The ritualistic worship of such images appear to have taken 

its final shape from the Durgà Pùjà tradition as elaborated in Bengal, but yet the 

sculptural representation of the Goddess as the slayer of the buffalo-demon, forming 

the central object of worship during the Durgà Pùjà, and connected from the hoary 

past with the ritual decapitation of the buffalo (still today performed at some Çàkta 

shrines of Orissa, including that of Virajà at Jajpur), is based on an uninterrupted art 

tradition which started in this land from at least the Gupta period. The wonderful 

efflorescence of Tantric art in medieval Orissa resulted in the carving of numberless 

images representing in iconic form the ancient myth of Durgà’s victory over the asura 

Mahiša, some of which can be included among the best specimens of this sculptural 

type having been ever conceived in India. 

It must be finally pointed out that the wide popularity enjoyed till the present 

days by the Goddess as the slayer of the buffalo-demon has always had, in Orissa as 

elsewhere in India, a clear social significance. The triumph of Durgà over the demons 

                                                                 
55  K. C. Mishra, The Cult of Jagannàtha, 2nd rev. edn., Calcutta, 1984, p. 115. 
56  D. N. Pathy, “Orissan Painting”, in H. C. Das, ed., Cultural Heritage of Orissa, Cuttack, 1993, p. 228. 
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represented in the eyes of the oppressed mass of low-caste people – the staunchest 

devotees of the Mahàdevì – a promise of liberation from the intolerable conditions of 

life they were obliged to endure.57 In regard to Orissa specially, the virtual absorption 

of the worship of Durgà into the imperialistic ideology of the later medieval KaliÞgan 

empire and the subordination of this goddess to Jagannàtha, the national cult hero 

venerated by the ruling classes of the State, did not cause, as it seems, great changes 

in the poor people’s loyalty to the Devì, as is demonstrated by the incredible number 

of Mahišamardinì images that nowadays continue to be actively worshipped in all the 

villages and popular urban suburbs of the State. The many popular legends of Orissa 

concerning the desecration of this or that Çàkta shrine by Muslim invaders, some of 

which have a genuine historical basis, are possibly suggestive of the fact that the 

“revolutionary” potential of Çakti cult was acknowledged and feared by the Muslim 

overlords of the coastal plains of Orissa. No scholar will be ever capable to determine 

how many Çàkta temples and cult icons of Orissa were destroyed by the Muslims 

between A.D. 1568 – the date of beginning of their rule over the country – and A.D. 

1754, when they ceded the province to the Maràxhàs. 

 

The buffalo and the lion — Each Hindu, Jaina or Mahàyàna Buddhist deity is 

associated in mythology and art with an animal conceived, both on the figurative and 

the metaphysical plane, as its specific vàhana (carrier, vehicle, celestial mount). The 

vàhana of a Hindu deity – which in the sole exceptions represented by some fearful 

forms of Çiva and of the Devì and by Kubera can be a recumbent human body instead 

of an animal – is conceived as the symbol of the deity itself. An animal acting as 

vàhana owns some “magical” characteristics, in that each single example of its 

species, either living or carved in sculptural form, bears the implicit presence of the 

deity associated with it. In the realm of Indian sculptural art the vàhana of a deity is 

generally depicted below the latter’s pedestal, which is often constituted by a single or 
double lotus upon which the image of the god or goddess is represented in a seated or 

standing pose. 

In the opinion of H. Zimmer the vàhana, meant as an animate divine symbol 

supporting the anthropomorphic figure of a god or goddess, is an iconic representation 

of the power and character of the concerned divinity, or an incarnation of the same at 

an inferior stage and under a different aspect. It acts as a “determinative” enabling 
                                                                 
57  N. N. Bhattacharyya, op. cit., pp. 83-84. 
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the devotees to know with precision who is the god or goddess carved by the creator of 

the image. The depiction of the vàhana below the pedestal of the deity dissipates any 

possible ambiguousness as to the latter’s identity. Such a treatment of the carved 
images of divinities may have originated in Mesopotamia in the course of the second 

millennium B.C.; from thence, through the medium of trade, it may have reached the 

Indian sub-continent in the subsequent epochs. 58 

In consideration of the animal “mount” associated with her in the myths or in 

sculptural art, goddess Durgà can be alternatively conceived as Mahišàsuramardinì 

(the Slayer-of-the-Buffalo-Demon) or as Si®havàhinì (She-Who-Rides-the-Lion). It is 

true that Mahiša, the buffalo-demon forming the central element of the iconography of 

Mahišamardinì, is not properly definable as a vàhana, yet the absence of the lion from 

the earliest sculptures representing this form of the Mahàdevì (mainly dating from 

the Gupta epoch), as well as the literary evidence furnished by some Puràòic 

passages, apparently indicate that the iconographic function of the buffalo-demon in 

ancient times may have been analogous to the typical function of the vàhana, which is 

that of specifying the power and character of the divinity who stands upon or sits 

astride it. With reference to this point, U. N. Dhal suggests that the Devì-Màhàtmya’s 
philosophical appendage known as Vaik¡tika Rahasya “states that after worshipping 
the Goddess, the devotee has to attend to the demon, whose body lies in the left side of 

the Goddess with severed head and then [italics mine] to the lion, the carrier of the 

Goddess in her right side.”59 This clearly shows that the buffalo was once considered 

more important than Durgà’s “official” vàhana, the lion. In the Kàlikà Puràòa, a later 

medieval Çàkta-tantric work, “Lord Çiva is identified with the buffalo-demon and the 

buffalo as well and is said to have become the carrier of the Goddess, as Her usual 

carrier, the lion was unable to do so... In regular iconography buffalo is allotted to 

Yama, the god of death. The carrier and other elements (epithets and attributes) 

associated with a deity very well stresses the character of the divinity.”60 This 

tradition thus states that the buffalo, a symbol of death, is more suitable to act as the 

vàhana of the Devì than the lion. In this perspective, the latter would represent only a 

subordinate element in the overall iconography of Durgà. 

If interpreted as the carrier of Durgà, the buffalo appears to correspond to the 

goddess’ dark side, whereas the lion symbolized in all ancient civilizations the solar, 

igneous and luminous principle of life and knowledge. In India, for instance, the lion 
                                                                 
58  H. Zimmer, Miti e simboli dell’India, Milano, 1993, pp. 70-71. 
59  U. N. Dhal, Mahišàsura in Art and Thought, Delhi, 1991, p. 64, n. 13. 
60  Ibid., p. 58. 
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became conceptually associated with the N¡si®ha incarnation of the “solar” god 
Višòu. On the contrary, the figure of the buffalo-demon reminds us of the asura who 

is generally depicted under the Tantric images of Càmuòwà, Bhairava and some 

Mahàyàna Buddhist divinities, all of whom were associated with demonic forces and 

with vàmàcàra rituals in the medieval religious traditions of Orissa as well as of other 

parts of India. The buffalo-demon is, therefore, interpretable as an alternative vàhana 

of the Goddess laying stress on her demonic and tamasic nature, which thing the lion, 

a devaic and sattvic being, cannot do. In this case, buffalo would above all symbolize 

death – he is also the mythical celestial mount of the god of death, Yama – as well as 

violence, chaos, danger or any other bad moral quality or form of pollution personified 

by the male demonic forces associated with Çiva. Buffalo would also symbolize Çiva 

himself overwhelmed by the power of the Devì, namely, the same theological concept 

that is expressed by the iconography of Kàlì trampling upon Çiva’s recumbent body. 
Yet the buffalo is stated in the above mentioned Puràòic myths to be worth being 

venerated along with the great Goddess, although only in a subordinate position. The 

mythical and liturgical theme, typical of South Indian Hinduism, of the union of the 

Goddess with a buffalo-consort, evidently assimilated to Çiva, is a further offspring of 

this religious concept. 

To sum up, when goddess Durgà is represented in the company of the slain 

Mahišàsura, she reveals her tamasic nature in that she shares in the asuric features 

of her “mount”, who is, nevertheless, virtually deified as a manifestation of Çiva in 

demonic form. The Aruòàcala-Màhàtmya section of the Skanda Puràòa contains a 

Çaivite myth narrating how from the severed head of Mahišàsura, cut off by the Devì, 

a jyotir liÞga (liÞga made of light) sprang up. The Nàgara Khaòwa, contained in the 

same work, states that Mahišàsura, after having been annihilated, was put by the 

gods under the permanent control of Durgà for all time to come. The gods granted to 

Durgà that she would be forever worshipped on the earth in fearful form, on the back 

of the demon, and with a dagger in her hand.61 The relation between the Goddess and 

the buffalo as expressed in this mythological episode resembles the cultic association 

of a Hindu divinity with his/her own vàhana, represented in this case by the asura 

Mahiša himself. 

Of course, from an orthodox Brahmanical viewpoint it was only the lion, and 

not the buffalo, that acted in all ages as the celestial carrier of the Mahàdevì. As far 

as the Çàkta iconography is concerned, the lion almost invariably accompanies the 
                                                                 
61  Ibid., pp. 52-54. 
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images of Pàrvatì, Mahišamardinì and Si®havàhinì Durgà and is also represented in 

the most part of the composite Çaiva-Çàkta images, such as those of Ardhanàrìçvara 

and Umàmaheçvara, as the symbolic animal associated with the feminine side of the 

sculpture (the left one). 

As the vehicle of the Devì, the lion evokes the defeat of the asuras by Durgà, 

thus laying stress upon the Goddess’ role as the rescuer of humanity from darkness. 
As the symbol of the divine energies embodied by the great Goddess – who is stated to 

have been born out of the tejas (burning-like divine energy) of all the allied gods in 

order to annihilate Mahišàsura, the lion expresses the heroism and prowess necessary 

to defeat the asuric forces contrasting with the Hindu dharma. Furthermore, the lion 

can be even taken to represent the heroism and strength required from the sàdhaka 

to enter the dangerous path of Çàkta-tantric religious practices, full of pitfalls for the 

uninitiated.62 

A lion sculpture placed on its vàhana-stambha (the pillar that supports the 

image of the celestial mount of the deity enshrined in a Hindu temple) faces the main 

portal of most of the Çàkta shrines lying in Orissa as well as in other parts of India. A 

Çàkta pìxha is always guarded by a stone lion facing its main entrance, just like a 

Çaivite shrine is faced by a Nandi image, or a Vaišòavite one by a Garuwa image. As 

regards Orissa specifically, the practice of erecting a vàhana-stambha in front of the 

main door of the temple is traceable from the Imperial GaÞga epoch (ca. A.D. 1110-

1434).63 Accordingly, stone lions surmounting vàhana-stambhas – a feature found at 

most of the Çàkta shrines of Orissa, be these ancient or modern – appear to be a later 

medieval development in the overall project of the KaliÞgan type of Hindu temple. 

Goddesses associated with lion were venerated in the ancient Near East. The 

well-known statuette recovered at Çatal Hüyük in modern Turkey, representing a 

parturient goddess seated on a throne between two felines (probably two leopards), is 

datable to ca. 5750 B.C. The Sumerian goddess Inanna, later on accepted into the 

Syrian and Babylonian pantheons under the name of Ishtar, rides on the Lioness-of-

Time. The car of the Phrygian goddess Cybele, whose cult spread all over the Roman 

empire, is dragged by lions; Cybele is furthermore termed as Mother of the Mountain, 

quite the same way as, in the Indian context, Durgà and Pàrvatì, similarly associated 

with lion, are said to be different manifestations of the Goddess of the Mountain (the 

mythical daughter of the Himàlayas). The Egyptian goddess Sekmet has a leonine 

                                                                 
62  A. Boner and S. R. Sharma, eds., op. cit., pp. XLIX-L. 
63  K. C. Panigrahi, op. cit., p. 405. 
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head, while the most archaic statues of the Greek goddess Aphrodite depict the deity 

as accompanied by a lion. Sculptural examples of a goddess associated with lion and 

paired with a god associated with bull (like the Indian Çiva) have been recovered from 

Anatolia.64 Throughout the ancient Indo-Mediterranean area of civilization the figure 

of a great Goddess was, therefore, associated with the symbol of the lion or with those 

of the leopard and the panther, two other feline species assimilable to the lion. 

Brahmanical Hinduism does not put the lion in relation with the Goddess only, 

but also with Çiva and Višòu. The Çaiva tradition, as attested in the Varàha Puràòa, 

knows a leonine form of Çiva which the god assumed in his Vìrabhadra incarnation to 

slay he elephant-demon Nìla.65 The decorative sculptural element of Orissan temples 

called gajasi®ha, formed by a lion trampling on a crouching elephant, can be related 

to the Puràòic myth in question and symbolizes even more markedly the victory of 

divine light over asuric darkness. Gajasi®has springing forth on corbels inserted in 

the temple vimàna are very frequently met with in the Çaivite shrines of Orissa 

having been erected from A.D. 1000 onwards. Again in this connection, there is an 

Orissan temple, that of Si®hanàtha on the river Mahanadi (ca. 7th-8th centuries 

A.D.), which is dedicated to the leonine aspect of both Çiva and Višòu. 

The lion’s association with Višòu appears more consistent than Çiva’s one in 
that this god has been worshipped from the hoary past in his incarnation as N¡si®ha, 

the Man-Lion. The qualities symbolized by the lion in all ancient cultures – strength, 

courage, sovereignty, righteousness, morality – were attributed to Višòu through the 

creation of the myth of the god’s descent on earth in N¡si®ha avatàra. There seems 

also to exist a mythological liaison between the lion incarnation of Višòu and the lion 

mount of the Goddess. A Puràòic tradition relates that the lion crouching at Durgà’s 
feet is no one but N¡si®ha himself, who was subdued by Çiva in his terrific Çarabha 

form (in its turn, partially leonine) because his wrath was threatening the stability of 

the world. Since then on N¡si®ha was compelled to be the vehicle of the Goddess and 

to serve her in her fight against the asuras. This myth emphasizes the relation 

between the Devì’s leonine qualities and Višòu’s ones, from which the former are 
stated to have been withdrawn.66 

In Indian thought the lion is considered to be an animal full of çakti (power) 

and of rhythmic movement. It represents lordly power (ràjanya) in general and, more 
                                                                 
64  J. Campbell (et al.), I nomi della Dea. Il femminile nella divinità, Roma, 1992, pp. 13 and 154-55; N. N. 

Bhattacharyya, op. cit., p. 53. 
65  T. A. Gopinatha Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, I, Madras, 1914, pp. 379-81. 
66  A. Boner and S. R. Sharma, eds., op. cit., p. 137, note on the Lion. 
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particularly, the lordly power of wild beasts. The image of this animal, expressing a 

sense of rhythm, is thought to be made up of prak¡ti-màyà-çakti. Therefore, the lion 

partakes in the divine essence of the great Goddess, the transforming energy of the 

universe. The Çatapatha Bràhmaòa (III. 5. 1. 21-23) states that the goddess Vàc, the 

rhythmically uttered Word (one of the Vedic archetypes of the composite figure of the 

Mahàdevì of Hinduism), is herself the Lioness, that is, the effective manifestation of 

the Power-of-the-Lion, in its turn identified with the Supreme Lord, Parameçvara 

(Çiva).67 

 

The image of Si®havàhinì Durgà in Orissa — In the Çàkta iconography of Orissa 

goddess Durgà, when not represented as Mahišamardinì, is generally depicted as 

seated in lalitàsana on a throne with the lion placed below it, apart from a few images 

in which she is depicted in a standing pose (with or without lion). This mode of 

sculptural representation of Durgà, in which she is called Si®havàhinì (an epithet 

already occurring in the Devì-Màhàtmya, composed during the Gupta age),68 can 

alternatively stress the peaceful or the warlike nature of the goddess according to the 

weapons and attributes being held in her hands. In this class of images emphasis is 

much more laid upon the above discussed relation between the Goddess and the lion 

than upon the mythological motif of Durgà’s triumph over the asuras. Si®havàhinì 

images are met with in Orissan temples much less frequently than Mahišamardinì 

ones; this notwithstanding, the iconographic motif of Durgà mounted on lion made its 

appearance already in the early developmental phase of Orissan temple art, with this 

testifying to its antiquity in the KaliÞga country. 

The earliest images of Si®havàhinì Durgà in Orissa are respectively found on 

the vimànas of Paraçuràmeçvara temple and of the Vaitàl Deul at Bhubaneswar. The 

Paraçuràmeçvara example, carved on a caitya-medallion and dating back to the 7th 

century A.D., represents a four-armed goddess seated on a big lion (which is depicted 

frontally) and having among her attributes a rosary and a vase. The same attributes, 

denoting the intrinsically yogic character of the deity, are placed in two of the hands 

of the four-armed example carved in an upper subsidiary niche of the Vaitàl temple. 

In the latter relief, dating from the 8th century A.D., the goddess, who is haloed, is 

seated in padmàsana (the lotus pose) while the lion, very small in size, looks at her 

from behind her right leg. 

                                                                 
67  S. Kramrisch, The Hindu Temple, Calcutta, 1946, II, pp. 332-37. 
68  J. Dowson, A Classical Dictionary of Hindu Mythology, New Delhi, reprint 1973, p. 87. 
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During the Bhauma-kara epoch the image of Si®havàhinì Durgà was often 

installed in a subsidiary structure erected for this specific purpose in the compound of 

a Çaiva temple. The small Çàkta shrines at issue – like those housing the worshipped 

image of Mahišamardinì, which have been previously discussed – were usually built 

on the north side of the Çaiva temple complexes. Each of the Çaiva temples of 

Suklesvara in Cuttack district, Paikapada in Koraput district, Si®hanàtha on the 

Mahanadi and Mukhalingam in the Srikakulam district of Andhra Pradesh, all dating 

from a period ranging from the closing part of the 7th to the 9th century A.D., 

includes in its premises a small shrine dedicated to Si®havàhinì Durgà, invariably 

lying north of the main sanctuary.69 At Si®hanàtha the image of the deity is eight-

armed like the one at Suklesvara, while the image at Paikapada, worshipped as Kàlì 

and having its original head replaced by a lion-head, is four-armed.70 Some loosely 

placed images of Si®havàhinì Durgà lying in the premises of other Çaiva temples of 

Orissa suggest the past existence there of similar subsidiary cult edifices erected to 

enshrine them. 

Most of the images of Si®havàhinì Durgà assigned to the Bhauma period are 

eight-armed and lay stress on aspect of the Devì as a war-goddess by depicting her 

with the same weapons traditionally wielded by Mahišamardinì Durgà. The goddess 

is usually seated on a double lotus cushion (viçvapadma) in lalitàsana, her right leg 

pendent, while the lion crouches down below her seat. In most cases, her major right 

hand displays varada (the mudrà or hand gesture indicating boon-bestowal) while the 

other hands hold a sword, disk, trident, shield, stringed-bow, arrow, goad for driving 

elephants, rosary, bell, conch, and vase (the same weapons used by Durgà to slay the 

buffalo-demon).71 

The finest Orissan specimens of this sub-class of Si®havàhinì images are to be 

found at Suklesvara and Khiching. The already cited example at Suklesvara, housed 

in a miniature shrine located in the area of the ruined Çukleçvara Çiva temple (9th 

century A.D.), is a wonderful specimen of Bhauma-kara art; the goddess’ body, carved 
in round forms, is here richly ornamented while her head is crowned by a jewelled 

tiara and surrounded by a halo. The iconographic features of the Si®havàhinì image 

carved in relief out of a stone slab preserved in the Khiching Museum (10th century 

A.D.) are very similar to those of the specimen from Suklesvara, apart from the fact 

                                                                 
69  T. E. Donaldson, op. cit., p. 1068. 
70  P. K. Ray, ed., Archaeological Survey Report, Vol. I: From 1971 to 1974-75, Bhubaneswar, s.d., p. 74. 
71  T. E. Donaldson, op. cit., p. 1069. 
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that the goddess, in this case, wears no tiara, having rather her coiffure arranged in a 

chignon. A four-armed example of Durgà seated on lion, assignable to about the 9th-

10th centuries A.D. and holding a rosary, sword, trident and lotus, is presently affixed 

to one of the outer walls of the temple of Khajùreçvara at Shergarh (Balasore district). 

A rare type of Si®havàhinì image, dating from about the 11th century A.D.,72 

is actively worshipped as Caòwì in the village of Kaupur in Balasore district, which 

during the Bhauma-kara and Somava®çì periods was a flourishing centre of art and 

religions (Çaivism, Çàktism, Vaišòavism and Sun cult). The image, which is presently 

worshipped as the gràmadevatà of Kaupur, is eight-armed and shows the canonical 

weapons, attributes and mudràs (sword, rosary, shield, trident, bow, a vase, varada, 

abhaya); its peculiarity resides in the fact that Durgà is not shown seated on a lotus 

cushion with the lion depicted below it, rather she is represented in a standing pose 

with the lion crouching behind her legs. 

Two other nicely carved Si®havàhinì images, both dating from the Somava®çì 

period, are noticed in the temples of Bhubaneswar. In the first of them, placed in a 

miniature shrine to the north of Mukteçvara temple (10th century A.D.), the goddess, 

seated in padmàsana, is eight-armed, with most of her attributes, as well as the head, 

now missing; in the second, carved in a side niche of the temple of Brahmeçvara (11th 

century A.D.), the goddess, gracefully seated in lalitàsana, is four-armed, her head, 

once again, missing. 

To conclude, the Orissan images of Si®havàhinì Durgà, though not having 

such a wide distribution in the State as those of Mahišamardinì, count in some of the 

best specimens of Brahmanical Tantric art in the State. The image of Durgà seated on 

lion appeared at a very early stage of the art development in Orissa and continued to 

flourish all through the term of the medieval period. The lion, however, is associated 

in the temple art of Orissa to other goddesses too, such as Pàrvatì and MaÞgalà. 

 

Càmuòwà 

The all-devouring and blood-thirsty aspect of the Mahàdevì, which in Orissa as 

elsewhere in India was embodied from the later medieval period onwards by goddess 

Kàlì, was expressed in earlier days by the awesome figure of goddess Càmuòwà. 

                                                                 
72  Ibid., p. 1291. 
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The later Vedic Kàlì cannot be taken to be the archetypal model of Càmuòwà, 

for the former was conceived as but one of the seven tongues of flame with which the 

god of fire Agni was believed to devour sacrificial oblations.73 Kàlì cult apparently 

developed in the all-India context much later than Càmuòwà cult. So far as Orissa is 

concerned, one cannot speak of an institutionalized Çàkta cult pivoted upon the figure 

of Kàlì till the 15th century A.D., when a temple dedicated to Çyàmakàlì was erected 

in the city of Puri. On the contrary, temples dedicated to Càmuòwà are known to have 

been built in Orissa starting from at least the 8th century A.D., the Vaitàl Deul of 

Bhubaneswar being the earliest surviving example of this class of shrines. Thus, in 

Orissa at least, it was probably the cult of Càmuòwà that formed the archetypal model 

of that of Kàlì, and not vice versa. 

If one really wants to trace a later Vedic antecedent of Càmuòwà and Kàlì as 

well it is the figure of goddess Nir¡ti, the dreadful, dark, fierce and mysterious deity of 

terror and destruction, that must be taken into consideration; nevertheless, it appears 

more profitable to look for the antecedents of both Kàlì and Càmuòwà in the ancient 

non-Aryan religions, in which the propitiation of female deities or spirits, terrible in 

appearance and always thirsty for animal or even human blood, was very common. In 

fact, both Kàlì and Càmuòwà are still today very popular among the Austro-Asiatic 

tribes of India.74 

 

Origin and significance of the worship of Càmuòwà — The origin of Càmuòwà is 

first narrated in the third episode of the Devì-Màhàtmya, giving account of the Devì’s 
fight with the asuras Çumbha and Niçumbha. She is there identified as Kàlì (the 

Black), who sprang forth from the forehead of Ambikà (Durgà) for the sake of 

destroying an host of demons led by Caòwa and Muòwa, after the killing of whom she 

was given the epithet of Càmuòwà: “From the knitted brows of her [i.e. Ambikà’s] 
forehead’s surface immediately / Came forth Kàlì, with her dreadful face, carrying 

sword and noose. / She carried a strange skull-topped staff, and wore a garland of 

human heads; / She was shrouded in a tiger skin, and looked utterly gruesome with 

her emaciated skin, / Her widely gaping mouth, terrifying with its lolling tongue, / 

With sunken, reddened eyes and a mouth that filled the directions with roars.”75 This 

passage describes some of the typical iconographic features of Càmuòwà such as the 

                                                                 
73  J. Dowson, op. cit., p. 142. 
74  B. Bhattacharya, Çaivism and the Phallic World, New Delhi, Bombay and Calcutta, 1975, I, p. 303-04. 
75  Devì-Màhàtmya, 7. 5-7 (translation quoted from T. B. Coburn, op. cit., p. 61). 
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sword, the noose, the staff topped with a skull, the garland made with human heads, 

her extremely emaciated aspect, her all-devouring mouth and sunken eyes; the lolling 

tongue, on the contrary, is a distinctive feature of the later iconography of Kàlì rather 

than of Càmuòwà’s one. The fact that Càmuòwà is said to have issued from Durgà’s 
forehead probably means that this deity was conceived as an emanation from intellect 

(symbolized by the Mahàdevì herself) aiming at destroying the evil forces (symbolized 

by the asuras devoured or decapitated by Càmuòwà). 

There is no unanimity of opinions among the scholars as to the origin of the 

name Càmuòwà as a name of the Goddess, which occurs for the first time in Sanskrit 

literature in the above mentioned episode from the Devì-Màhàtmya.76 The traditional 

explanation of this etymology, as provided by the Devì-Màhàtmya,77 takes it to be the 

epithet given by Caòwikà (Durgà) to Kàlì after the latter had slain the mighty asuras 

Caòwa and Muòwa and brought their severed heads to her. But N. N. Bhattacharyya 

opines that, from a grammatical viewpoint, the name Càmuòwà cannot be derived 

from Caòwa-Muòwa.78 Consequently, as suggested by the renowned commentator of 

the Devì-Màhàtmya, Bhàskararàya, in the 18th century A.D., this name is more likely 

to derive, at least in part, from some regional or non-Sanskritic language.79 According 

to B. Bhattacharya,80 Càmuòwà’s name reveals her relation with the Munda peoples 
(Sanskrit Muòwà). As many features of her iconography and cult seem to indicate, she 

was probably incorporated into the Hindu pantheon as a non-Aryan goddess during 

the Gupta age with the determinant contribution of the Kàpàlikas or of some other 

left-hand Tantric sect. Finally, M. Monier-Williams makes Càmuòwà’s name derive 

from that of the equally fearful goddess Carmamuòwà, in which case it might have 

originally signified “the Widow-Covered-with-an-Animal-Skin” (from the juxtaposition 
of the Sanskrit terms carman = a hide, skin and muòwà = a widow, shaved-headed 

female mendicant).81 If this hypothesis must be accepted, the name Càmuòwà might 

bear reference to a class of tribal and folk goddesses or female spirits conceived in 

terrific form as old crones covered with the hide of an animal. 

Càmuòwà was conceived by some early medieval Brahmanical Tantric schools 

as the most powerful among the màt¡kàs, the group of goddesses forming the Çàkta 

counterparts of the main male divinities. She appears in this role, which is attested in 

                                                                 
76  T. B. Coburn, op. cit., p. 231. 
77  Devì-Màhàtmya, 7. 23-25. 
78  N. N. Bhattacharyya, op. cit., p. 76. 
79  T. B. Coburn, op. cit., p. 137. 
80  B. Bhattacharya, op. cit., I, p. 253. 
81  M. Monier-Williams, op. cit., p. 393. 
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all Puràòic accounts, in the most part of the surviving sets of màt¡kà images found in 

Orissa. Yet, being conceived as the çakti of Bhairava (the fearful manifestation of Çiva 

regarded by some important Tantric sects as the god’s chief epiphany), Càmuòwà was 

also devoted a cultus of her own in Orissa, where, during the Bhauma-kara epoch, she 

was often paired with Çiva Bhairava in the temple cult pattern. The Kàpàlika and 

other cognate Tantric sects, after having gained a great ascendancy on the Oriyas of 

all castes, were the inspirers of the new religious trend. The divine couple Bhairava-

Càmuòwà was then being worshipped as the highest and most terrible manifestation 

of the Absolute, as it is demonstrated by the existence in Orissa of a number of early 

medieval temples having as their respective presiding deity an image of Càmuòwà or 

a Çiva liÞga being understood to represent the god in ugra form. The Çaiva temples of 

this type invariably contained at least one image of Càmuòwà, while the Çàkta ones 

invariably contained different images of Çiva in Bhairava form. 

Some of the features of the independent cult of Càmuòwà as it historically 

developed in Orissa during the Bhauma-kara period have been already discussed in 

chapter 2, so that they need not be repeated here; yet, the most striking among such 

cultic features, i.e., the sacrifice of human beings in honour of Càmuòwà herself, 

deserves further explanation in that it appears to have constituted one of the cardinal 

elements of the great Goddess theology in that period of Orissa’s religious history. 
It is stated in many ancient texts that, unlike Durgà – the warlike guardian of 

cosmic order, requiring to be offered with the head and blood of a buffalo once in a 

year in commemoration of her triumph over the asura Mahiša -, Càmuòwà demands 

for sacrifice of blood, either animal or human, independently from her role as the 

protectress of cosmic order. She needs blood by her own nature, in that she represents 

destruction, death and hunger. Human sacrifices and self-immolation to Càmuòwà or 

to other similar Hindu goddesses represent only the extreme aspects of such blood 

offerings, which were once considered necessary in order to gain the great Goddess’ 
blessing. The skeleton-like, skinny and emaciated aspect of Càmuòwà, her having 

prominent teeth or fangs, her being associated with corpses, skulls, bones, vultures, 

jackals, etc., lay emphasis on her ever-hungry and all-consuming nature. The great 

Goddess, of whom Càmuòwà is the crone-form, is the creative energy of the universe: 

this energy, who is Çakti, is not inexhaustible, for which reason it must be renewed by 

regularly feeding the great Goddess with blood. If the Mahàdevì were only to give 

birth to and nourish her creatures she would soon grew weak and creation would thus 

cease because, as stated in an old Indian saw, “there is no getting without giving”. 
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Thus Càmuòwà, Kàlì and other similar blood-thirsty forms of the Devì are deputed to 

receive blood offerings, in past times often under the form of human sacrifices, in 

order that the world as a living organism, forming the body itself of the Goddess, may 

continue to exist.82 

D. Kinsley has so synthesized the aforesaid Çàkta religious conception: “The 
Mahàdevì gives unstintingly. She is indeed life itself. But she must receive back 

unstintingly too. She is also death itself, which is always necessary to sustain life... 

Her two facets are clearly interrelated; indeed, each facet demands the existence of 

the other. Insofar as the Devì is this world, she reveals a basic truth that is at the 

very heart of things: namely, that life, metabolism, nourishment necessitate continue 

massive killing and death. Food that sustains life is only procured through death and 

killing. Life and death constitute a process of giving and getting, a process through 

which the energy of the Mahàdevì is continuously recycled.”83 

Thus the practice of sacrificing human beings to goddess Càmuòwà, which, as 

discussed in detail in the last chapter of the present work, was once widespread over 

Orissa, must be read in the light of the overall Mahàdevì theology, partially sinking 

its roots in pre-Vedic female-oriented cults, to be understood in the proper way. The 

thesis according to which the gruesome and bloody cult of Càmuòwà was incorporated 

into Brahmanical Hinduism from some earlier non-Aryan religion does not imply at 

all that this cult formed not an essential part of the largely accepted early medieval 

theological speculations centring round the figure of the Mahàdevì. 

 

Càmuòwà’s attributes and weapons –– The Agni and the Matsya Puràòa state that 

“Càmuòwà should be represented as a skeleton in appearance – flesh dried up, bones 

showing through the skin, eyes sunken an abdomen contracted, with hairs standing 

on ends and snakes peeping out them. She should be made laughing horribly, with the 

teeth very prominent and the tongue protruding out. She should have a garland of 

skulls and bones. She should be dressed in tiger’s skin and she should have a corpse 
or an owl as her vehicle. Her abode should be in a funeral ground under a vaxa 

(banyan) tree. She should hold behind her the skin of an elephant.”84 

Most of these iconographic prescriptions for carving out Càmuòwà images were 

applied in Orissa in the period ranging from the 8th to 12th centuries A.D., that is, 

                                                                 
82  D. Kinsley, op. cit., pp. 144-49. 
83  Ibid., pp. 149-50. 
84  B. Sahai, op. cit., p. 198. 
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the phase of strongest Tantric influence on Orissan religions. Only the tiger’s skin and 
the lolling tongue are generally not present in the Orissan specimens dating from that 

period. As regards Càmuòwà’s association with the vaxa tree (Ficus indica or Ficus 

bengalensis, popularly known as banyan), sacred to both Çiva and Kàlì as well as to 

the ancient Buddhists and Jainas, and venerated by some aboriginal communities of 

Orissa as the “Mother of the tribe”,85 there is evidence that such an association was 

very popular in Orissa in by-gone days, as is demonstrated by the fact that, in Orissan 

villages, Càmuòwà cult icons are often found installed under sacred banyans. It is not 

known, on the contrary, whether in medieval Orissa an image of Càmuòwà was to be 

customarily installed in cremation grounds or not. 

As prescribed in the Puràòas, the Càmuòwà images of Orissa represent the 

goddess as fleshless and with skin and bones only (nirmà®sà or kaÞkàlì), as sunken-

eyed (koxaràkšì), and as adorned with a garland of skulls (muòwamàlà). The number 

of arms in the images can range from four to eighteen, the weapons brandished by the 

goddess changing according to this number. The weapons and attributes being most 

frequently depicted in the goddess’ hands are a club made with a human bone topped 
by a skull (khaxvàÞga), the trident (triçùla), the skull-bowl (kapàla or kharpara), the 

chopper (kart¡), the sword (khawga), the drum in form of an hour-glass (wamaru), the 

rosary (akšamàlà), the bell (ghaòxa), the battle-axe (paraçu), the thunderbolt (vajra), 

the shield (khexaka), the serpent noose (nàga-pàça); a severed head (chinnamastaka) 

is frequently being held in one of the goddess’ left hands, while one of her right hands 
may display varada.86 

Of the above listed weapons, the khaxvàÞga, kapàla, khawga and triçùla are 

the traditional weapons wielded by Baxuka Bhairava (Çiva in youthful and terrific 

form) in the North Indian imagery representing this deity;87 the first two are well-

known to have been the most distinctive attributes of the medieval Kàpàlika ascetics. 

Also the paraçu and the wamaru are traditionally associated with the image of Çiva, 

while the remaining weapons held by Càmuòwà in her Orissan images are generally 

connected with the iconography of Durgà. A typical feature of these Càmuòwà images 

is the pose of the left hand, placed near the chin with the little finger inserted into the 

mouth as if the goddess were biting one of her nails. This hand posture, termed by T. 

E. Donaldson,88 with no further explanation, as carccikà (Carcikà or Carccikà is one of 
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the traditional epithets of Càmuòwà in Orissa), expresses from the iconographic point 

of view the goddess’ extreme wrath. 
The owl, the corpse and the elephant-skin associated with Càmuòwà in her 

Orissan iconography deserve now to be discussed in detail. 

 

The early vàhana of the goddess: an owl –– The vàhana (celestial mount) of 

Càmuòwà in her early images from Orissa is represented by an owl, appearing, for 

instance, in the example recovered from Bankada in southern Puri district (ca. 7th 

century A.D.) as well as in the example belonging to the Saptamàt¡kà set carved on 

the north wall of the jagamohana of Paraçuràmeçvara temple at Bhubaneswar (7th 

century A.D.), both assigned to the Çailodbhava period. In the subsequent Bhauma-

kara period, marked for the rapid ascent of Çàkta-tantric cults in Orissa, the function 

of representing the goddess’ vàhana was transferred to a recumbent human body, as 

it will be expounded below. However, also some later Càmuòwà images show an owl 

perched on the trident or, alternatively, on the khaxvàÞga brandished by the goddess. 

In the post-Vedic mythology, the owl (ulùka) is stated to be sacred to the dark 

and fearful black goddess Nir¡ti, the personification of destruction, terror, desolation, 

distress, corruption, evil, ruin and old age. Significantly enough, Nir¡ti’s vàhana was 

represented by a corpse, which has this function also in most of the Càmuòwà images 

of Orissa.89 It, therefore, appears probable that the malignant qualities embodied by 

the later Vedic goddess Nir¡ti were attributed in the medieval period to Càmuòwà, the 

most fearful manifestation of Çakti, through the medium represented by the symbols 

of the owl and the corpse. 

Owl, in Indian culture, is a symbol of terror and death. Along with the jackal 

and the vulture (two other beasts associated with Càmuòwà in Hindu iconography), 

the owl is regarded as one of the guardians of the infernal regions, which in the Hindu 

tradition are often identified with Naraka, one of the mythical sons of Nir¡ti.90 But the 

valence of the owl as a symbol of terror and death is a religio-cultural feature present 

all over the world since prehistoric times, as it may be evinced from the following 

historical and archaeological data. 

The great Goddess of life, death and regeneration worshipped in Europe and 

Anatolia during the neolithic period was very often represented in the shape of an 
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owl-faced figure having woman’s breasts. This archaic Bird Goddess, images of whom 
have been recovered from neolithic tombs, was probably conceived as the dispenser of 

both evil and good like the great Goddess of later Hinduism. Being the Goddess of 

Fate, she was, in all likelihood, the archetype of the Greek female deity Atropos (the 

Inflexible, one of the three Fates), to whom the Greek mythology assigned the task to 

cut the thread symbolizing one’s life when time had come for that. The representative 
animal of this goddess was, as one may expect, the owl. Still nowadays in the folk 

traditions of Europe the owl is regarded as the bird of death.91 

In Egyptian myths the owl expresses the ideas of cold, night and death; in the 

hieroglyphic script, it represents the word “death”.92 The Latin term strix, indicating a 

night-bird (most likely the owl), is at the origin of the term striga (a witch), in that 

witches were believed by the ancient Mediterranean peoples be able to assume the 

form of one such animal. The owl is also one of the oldest Chinese symbols. He was 

regarded as a cruel and inauspicious animal and was believed to devour its own 

mother.93 Also in the American continent the owl was anciently put in relation with 

death: in the tombs of the Chimu culture of Peru, a pre-Incaic one, the image of this 

night-bird is in fact associated with scenes of blood sacrifice, while in Aztec art it acts 

as the representative of the god of hell.94 

Thus the owl appears to have expressed, in all epochs of human history and all 

over the world, the idea of the inevitableness of death. In India, it was similarly 

regarded since prehistoric times as a very ill-omened and inauspicious bird. With 

specific regard to the non-Aryan cultural traditions of Orissa, it may be mentioned 

here that the owl figures in many a Bondo, Gadaba, Hill Saora and Kondh legend in 

connection with death-announcement, epidemics, famines, witches and sorcery, girls 

of divine origin who got murdered, the unappeased shades of dead ancestors, and so 

on variously.95 The early association of goddess Càmuòwà with the symbol of the owl 

in Orissan sculptural art may have, therefore, derived from the mythology of the non-

Aryan tribes that settled in the region in the remote antiquity. 
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It, therefore, seems that the owl – which, as above stated, was associated by 

the post-Vedic Aryans to the dreadful goddess Nir¡ti – was initially chosen by the 

Orissan artists as the vehicle of Càmuòwà in view of the fact that this gruesome and 

awful deity personified, like Nir¡ti, the deadly, terrific and black-magic aspect of the 

female principle. As it was the case in other areas of the Ancient World, so also in the 

Çàkta iconography of Orissa the ideas of terror and death associated with the figure of 

a great Goddess found expression in the symbol of the owl, probably borrowed by the 

Brahmanical Hindus from pre-Vedic mythic traditions. In its capacity as Càmuòwà’s 
vàhana, the owl symbolizes the power of terror and death connatural to this goddess 

as well as, presumably, the Çàkta-tantric magic rites that typified her cult in the past. 

 

The later vàhana of the goddess: a corpse –– Like the later Vedic Nir¡ti and the 

Brahmanical Hindu deities Bhairava and Kubera, Càmuòwà has a recumbent human 

body carved on the pedestal of her image. When so depicted, a Hindu deity is termed 

as çavàrùwha (“mounted on a corpse”). One of the earliest Càmuòwà images 

presenting this iconographic feature can be seen on a seal recovered from Nalanda in 

Bihar, which is dated by J. N. Banerjea to the late Gupta period or to the immediately 

subsequent period.96 

According to the iconographic canons that were current in Orissa during the 

Bhauma-kara epoch, a corpse invariably acted as the vàhana in the specular images 

of Bhairava and Càmuòwà and – prior to the decline of Buddhism in the country – 

also in the images of such Tantric Buddhist goddesses as Kurukullà, Heruka, and 

some militant forms of Tàrà. This corpse, which around the 8th century A.D. replaced 

in iconography the owl previously functioning as Càmuòwà’s vàhana, has an esoteric 

meaning related to Tantric religiousness; its exact meaning, however, is explained by 

the scholars by resorting to a different argument every time. 

According to V. S. Agrawala,97 the corpse on which Càmuòwà is seated, or 

dances victoriously, may represent the matter without pràòa (vital breath), i.e. the 

principle of darkness, tamasic in nature, that is traditionally embodied by the asuras, 

of whom Càmuòwà is stated in Puràòic myths to be a ruthless devourer. From this 

viewpoint, any person who believes in the said principle of darkness and does not 

                                                                 
96  J. N. Banerjea, op. cit., pp. 186-87. 
97  V. S. Agrawala, Vàmaòa Purana – A Study, Varanasi, 1964, p. 108. 
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strive to elevate his own soul to achieve spiritual illumination, meets his inevitable 

destiny of destruction and death like the asura being trampled on by Càmuòwà. 

It appears fruitless trying to give an identity to the demon depicted on the 

pedestal of the Càmuòwà images, for, as opined by M. Biardeau,98 this figure is but an 

equivalent of the asura Mahiša, killed by Durgà as per the celebrated Çàkta myth 

which is annually revived in India by sacrificing a buffalo to the Goddess during the 

autumnal Durgà Pùjà. The asura serving as Càmuòwà’s vàhana is nameless, quite 

like the one slain by Durgà (whose epithet, Mahišàsura, simply means “the buffalo-

demon”). The two demons have one and the same function, namely, symbolizing the 
asuric and tamasic forces over which the great Goddess is ever triumphant. The 

circumstance for which an asura (demon), either in the case of Mahišamardinì and in 

that of Càmuòwà, acts as the vehicle of the goddess apparently lays stress upon the 

Devì’s relation with the world of the asuras, inasmuch as the function of a vàhana in 

Indian sacred art is, as earlier suggested, that of symbolizing the power and character 

of a deity at a lower stage of existence. Once they are interpreted so, the figures of 

Mahišamardinì and Càmuòwà reveal their links with the pre-Vedic religions of India, 

the main divinities of which were turned by the Vedic Aryans into a class of demonic 

beings, the asuras. It must be pointed out, in this last connection, that the forehead of 

the asura depicted below goddess Càmuòwà in the latter’s Orissan imagery is always 
besmeared with vermilion paste, specially sacred to the Devì. This asura seems thus 

to form one entity with the Devì herself. 

Again in this context, the recumbent corpse, often being gnawed by a jackal (an 

animal frequenting funeral grounds), depicted on the pedestal of many Càmuòwà 

images, can be differently interpreted as an actual dead human body. In this case, as 

the vàhana of the goddess and, therefore, a “duplicate” of her divine essence, it may 
also symbolize, in addition to the asuric and tamasic features attributed to the great 

Goddess on the general plane, the practice of human sacrifice, which was one of the 

constitutive elements of the ritualistic worship of Càmuòwà.99 

A more esoteric interpretation of the meaning of the corpse associated with the 

Càmuòwà image may be furthermore suggested with reference to the secret Kàpàlika 

ritual practice known as çava-sàdhana, which, as observed in chapter 2, might have 

been normally performed also at the Vaitàl Deul of Bhubaneswar during the Bhauma-

kara period. In this extremely hideous ritual of Tantric magic, a corpse (çava), its 

                                                                 
98  From a correspondence between Prof. M. Biardeau and the present writer. 
99  T. E. Donaldson, op. cit., p. 1078. 
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head oriented northward, formed the sàdhaka’s seat; the initiate, while sitting astride 
it, had to draw a specific yantra on this corpse and then utter japa with a particular 

mantra and perform a purification rite united with worship on the corpse’s head. 
Corpses are made up of pure matter (bhùta), so that they were considered by the 

Kàpàlikas to be free from sins and desires. The deity (Càmuòwà, Bhairava, etc.) 

evoked by means of the appropriate mantra was then believed to materialize itself in 

the dead human body through the pràòa “lent” to it by a vetàla or a vetàlì, possibly in 

accordance with the sex of the selected corpse. At the close of the ritual, if the latter 

was successful, the corpse’s head was stated to turn round and speak to the initiate 

asking him to make his request to the deity, that was by that time in possession 

(àveça) of the corpse itself. The çava-sàdhana, it is understood, was a part of the left-

hand Tantric vìra-màrga (“the path of heroes”); the great terror naturally experienced 

by a Kàpàlika initiate during the performance of this macabre ritual was esteemed to 

be of great aid in achieving indifference, which is the chief characteristic of any good 

yogin.100 

It can be tentatively inferred here, that the corpse figuring as the vàhana of 

goddess Càmuòwà in her Orissan imagery might even represent the preta (corpse) 

necessary to perform the ritual of çava-sàdhana. The fact that the corpse made its 

appearance in Càmuòwà’s iconography only in the course of the 8th century A.D. may 

be connected with the penetration of Kàpàlika ascetics into Orissa in the same period. 

The deification of the corpse itself, which is witnessed by the ritual practice, widely 

observed in Orissa, consisting in smearing with vermilion either the forehead of this 

recumbent figure and the head of the Càmuòwà trampling upon him, may be thus 

interpreted as a virtual deification of the vetàla or vetàlì (skeleton-like spirits) that, 

during the performance of the çava-sàdhana by a Kàpàlika ascetic, was believed to 

reanimate the corpse the latter had to sit astride to perform the ritual in question. It 

may be added that also in this case, the vàhana – exceptionally represented by a dead 

human body and not, as usual in Hindu iconography, by an animal – appears to 

express the nature of its associated deity at a lower stage of existence, in that goddess 

Càmuòwà, otherwise known in early medieval Orissa as Vetàlì (in the sense of “the 
Lady-of-Spirits”), was regarded by her left-hand Tantric votaries as the highest 

personification of the magical powers attributed to the vetàlas and vetàlìs of the 

Hindu tradition.101 

                                                                 
100  Arthur Avalon (alias J. Woodroffe), Il potere del serpente, Roma, 1968, p. 165, n. 58. 
101  Orally from Prof. G. G. Filippi. 
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To sum up, the preta acting as Càmuòwà’s vàhana in her medieval imagery, 

either in Orissa and in the all-India context, seems to express three distinct, but yet 

interrelated concepts, viz.: 1) the principle of darkness embodied by the asuras as well 

as by their supreme mistress, the Goddess; 2) the sacrifice of human victims, deemed 

necessary to periodically rescue man from asuric darkness through the grace of the 

Goddess; 3) the faculty, attributed to the great Goddess through the medium of the 

spirits to her subordinated, of reviving the dead, both in the spiritual and material 

sense. The obscure and the luminous side of the Devì, and also her power to bestow 

both life and death, are apparently synthesized in the iconographic association of 

Càmuòwà with a recumbent human body (which, it is to be noticed here, in most 

sculptural examples does not actually appear to be completely dead, showing, on the 

contrary, at least some gleam of life, or in other cases even a pious attitude). 

A comparison between the early medieval iconography of goddess Càmuòwà 

trampling on her preta-vàhana and the later medieval iconography of goddess Kàlì 

trampling on the apparently dead body of her consort Çiva (Çava-Çiva) shows many 

similarities between the two iconographic types. In Orissa as in other parts of India 

the iconography of Càmuòwà seems to have formed the archetype of that of Kàlì. The 

inert asura or puruša lying recumbent under Càmuòwà’s foot resembles very much 
the figure of Çava-Çiva as depicted in the image of Kàlì. In this connection, it must be 

once again recalled here that also the asura Mahiša, slain by goddess Durgà, is stated 

in some Puràòic traditions to be but an asuric form of Çiva. The ancient mythological 

motif of Mahišamardinì’s or Càmuòwà’s victory over the asuras seems, therefore, to 

have evolved, following the development of Çakta-tantrism, into the motif of Kàlì 

dominating the motionless body of an “asuric” Çiva. 

In Orissa, a possible evidence of this developmental line is represented by such 

Càmuòwà images as those of Deogan (Mayurbhanj district) and Bhimpur (Baleswar 

district). The image at Deogan shows the goddess seated on a double lotus cushion 

directly issuing from the navel of the apparently dead male body placed below her, 

whereas the image (now no more in situ) that was once installed at Bhimpur shows 

the preta-vàhana of the goddess wearing a crown on his head.102 In both cases, the 

figure of an asura or puruša placed below the image of the goddess appears to have 

been deified. Such a feature possibly announces the later medieval iconography of 

Kàlì trampling upon the motionless recumbent body of her consort Çiva. 

                                                                 
102  N. N. Vasu, The Archaeological Survey of Mayùrbhañja, Delhi, reprint 1981, pp. LXVI-LXX. 
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The elephant-skin spread over the goddess’ head –– In a considerable number of 

Càmuòwà images of Orissa dating from the Bhauma epoch onwards the goddess is 

depicted with the hide of an elephant, its legs and head hanging loosely, stretched 

behind her near the top edge of the sculpture’s backslab. Some sculptural 

representations of Càmuòwà holding the two ends of the elephant’s skin with her 
upper pair of hands – a feature that, nevertheless, is not present in the Orissan 

examples, in which the goddess normally does not touch the elephant-skin with her 

hands – are also preserved in the Museums of Dacca and Rajsahi in Bangladesh.103 

This iconographic feature of Càmuòwà is attested in some early Puràòas such 

as the Matsya, Agni and Višòudharmottara as well as in the A®çumadbhedàgama; 

yet, in the even more ancient Tamil epic known as Çilappadikàram, the elephant-skin 

is attributed to Durgà, who is said in that text to cover herself with it, rather than to 

Càmuòwà. The elephant-skin worn as a macabre trophy by Durgà may symbolize the 

slaying of the gigantic asura Durga, son of Ruru, by the Goddess. It is, in fact, stated 

that the asura Durga, in her fierce combat with the Devì, assumed the form of an 

elephant.104 

The motif of the hide of a skinned elephant used as the outer covering of a 

divinity is principally associated in Hindu mythology and iconography with the ugra 

form of Çiva depicted in the Gajàsura-sa®hàra-mùrti (“image of the destruction of the 
elephant-demon”). It is attested in the Kùrma Puràòa that Çiva killed an elephant-

demon who was disturbing the ¡šis of Banaras, engaged in meditation around the 

liÞga known as K¡ttivàseçvara, by suddenly coming out from the liÞga itself; after 

having killed him, the triumphant god covered himself with the skin of the elephant-

demon.105 Another myth, contained in the Varàha Puràòa, narrates that Vìrabhadra 

(a terrific manifestation of Çiva), having assumed a lion-shape, killed the elephant-

demon Nìla and donated the latter’s skin to Çiva in full-form, who covered himself 

with it and, so equipped, subsequently engaged in battle with the asura Andhaka and 

defeated him with the help of a band formed by eight màt¡kàs, created by all the gods 

allied for this specific purpose.106 

                                                                 
103  B. Sahai, op. cit., pp. 203-04. 
104  N. N. Bhattacharyya, op. cit., p. 60; B. Sahai, op. cit., p. 198; R. K. Mishra, “Sakti Cult in Orissa – An Iconographic Overview”, in K. C. Mishra, T. Mishra and R. K. Mishra, eds., Studies in Sāktism, 

Bhubaneswar, 1995, p. 151. 
105  T. A. Gopinatha Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, II, Madras, 1916, pp. 149-50. 
106  Id., Elements of Hindu Iconography, I, cit., pp. 379-81. 
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The Çaiva myths at issue, elaborated in fully developed form by the compilers 

of the Puràòas, probably drew their inspiration from an epithet used in the Veda to 

indicate Rudra-Çiva, K¡ttivàsa, a term meaning “He-Who-has-the-Hide of-an-Animal-

as-His-Garment”. This appellation, by the way, is also referred to Çiva in the above 

mentioned Kùrma Puràòa’s narrative of the destruction of the elephant-demon. This 

hardly sketched Vedic mythic nucleus later on developed into the elaborate story of 

Çiva killing the elephant-demon, which gave rise to the iconic representation of the 

god shown while covering himself with a spread-out elephant-skin streaming with 

blood. Gajàsura-sa®hàra-mùrtis were prevalently carved in southern India. The god 

is depicted in this class of Çaiva images as performing a vigorous and fierce dance of 

victory over the head of the freshly slain elephant-demon; a portion of the latter’s hide 
is  being kept stretched by Çiva over his head while Pàrvatì, apparently frightened by 

the fearsome appearance of her consort, is depicted in the lower right corner of the 

sculpture.107 

In the Tantric tradition the elephant represents the strength, firmness and 

solidity of the earth. The figure of the elephant Airàvata, Indra’s celestial mount, is 
placed at the centre of the mùlàdhàra-cakra (the lowest plexus of man’s subtle body 
according to the mystic physiology of the Tantras), regarded as the seat of the earth 

element (p¡thivì-tattva) and of the dormant vital energy symbolized by the serpent-

goddess Kuòwalinì. In the graphic diagram of this chakra, the elephant is surmounted 

by an upside-down triangle representing the yoni of the great Goddess, that is, the 

matrix of the universe.108 More generally speaking, in Indian thought the elephant 

stands for heaviness and darkness. Elephant is, in fact, a tamasic animal symbolizing 

the lowest strata of consciousness, the ones attached to pure matter (i. e. to the earth). 

It also symbolizes the forces preventing one’s soul to rise above contingencies and  to 
achieve spiritual illumination. Like the mythical serpent-demon V¡tra, who was cut to 

pieces by the god Indra, the elephant, with its all-enveloping and dark-coloured skin, 

personifies all what prevents the divine manifestation to unfold all of its potentialities 

(it must be recalled, in this connection, that both the serpent and the elephant are 

called nàga in the Ãg-veda and in other ancient texts). That is why the myth giving 

account of the killing and subsequent skinning of Gajàsura by Çiva can be considered 

a Puràòic re-elaboration of the Indra-V¡tra myth; in this perspective, the unfolding of 

the hide of the elephant-demon by Çiva, who raises it over his head like a bleeding 

                                                                 
107  J. N. Banerjea, op. cit., pp. 486-87. 
108  Arthur Avalon (alias J. Woodroffe), op. cit., pp. 96-98. 
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mantle, would signify the unfolding of a new cosmic manifestation by the great god 

after he has triumphed over the principle of constriction, personified as an elephant-

demon. Such a conception appears to have been modelled on the analogous exploit of 

Indra being narrated in the myth of the dismemberment of V¡tra’s body. 
With this at the background, the iconographic association of goddess Càmuòwà 

with an elephant-skin, found in a number of medieval sculptures scattered all over 

the territory of Orissa, can be read in the proper light. Besides recalling the end of the 

asura Durga at Durgà’s hand at the time when the former manifested himself in the 

form of an elephant, the attribution of an elephant-skin to Càmuòwà appears to be a 

“tantricization”, having originated within the Çàkta fold, of the Çiva-Gajàsura myth. 

According to the tenets of Çàkta-tantrism, indeed, it is the Devì, and not Çiva, who is 

deputed to annihilate the asuras inasmuch as it is she, and only she, who embodies 

the active energy of her consort. All the religious meanings implied by the killing of 

Gajàsura by Çiva were thus transferred, in the Çàkta context, to Càmuòwà, the çakti 

of Bhairava (Çiva in his ugra aspect). 

It must be pointed out that independent images of Çiva killing Gajàsura are 

extremely rare in Orissa: according to T. E. Donaldson,109 the only extant specimen of 

this class of images in the State is found in a niche in the sanctum of the Vaitàl Deul 

at Bhubaneswar, which is, rather signifcantly as to the point in discussion, a Çàkta-

tantric temple presided over by Càmuòwà. All the other Gajàsura-sa®hàra-mùrtis of 

Orissa are combined with the Andhakàsura-vadha-mùrti (“the image of the killer of 
the blind-demon”) of Çiva so as to form composite icons of a mixed type, which are also 

found at Ellora, Elephanta and many other sites of North India (but not in South 

India, where the two iconographic motifs are independent from each other).110 

The myth of the destruction of the asura Andhaka by Çiva is connected in 

many Puràòic accounts with the figures of the màt¡kàs, who helped Çiva to neutralize 

the blind demon, the personification of darkness. The figure of Càmuòwà in particular 

seems to be closely connected with the myth in question: the Vàmana Puràòa version 

of the latter, in fact, relates how, from the sweat having appeared on Çiva’s forehead 
after he pierced Andhaka with his trident and lifted him, still alive, up to the sky, a 

                                                                 
109  T. E. Donaldson, op. cit., p. 1108. 
110  C. Sivaramamurti, India Ceylon Nepal Tibet, Torino, 1988, Pt. I, p. 62. 
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powerful goddess was born, named Carcikà (one of Càmuòwà’s epithets according to 
the Çàkta tradition of Orissa).111 

The Gajàsura-sa®hàra-mùrti/Andhakàsura-vadha-mùrti composite motif, as 

typically developed by the early medieval Orissan sculptors, represents Çiva Bhairava 

while piercing the asura Andhaka with his trident and lifting, at the same time, the 

elephant-skin of the asura Gaja over his head with his upper pair of hands. In some 

examples, the best preserved of which can be seen in the Indian Museum at Calcutta, 

the emaciated goddess Yogeçvarì is depicted in a squatting pose in the left corner of 

the sculpture; she holds a kapàla with which she collects Andhakàsura’s blood drop by 
drop while Pàrvatì remains seated beside her, looking at the scene in terror.112 Images 

of this type are also noted at Ellora and Elephanta.113 Since the iconography of 

goddess Yogeçvarì, mentioned as one of the màt¡kàs in some Puràòic accounts,114 

resembles very much that of Càmuòwà, it appears probable that the depiction of this 

deity in the class of images at issue was once again meant to lay stress upon the role 

played by Càmuòwà – replaced in this case by a subsidiary manifestation of hers – in 

both Andhakàsura’s and Gajàsura’s destruction at the hand of her “consort” Bhairava. 
In conclusion, it may be stated that the depiction of the hide of an elephant on 

the top portion of the backslab of a large number of Càmuòwà images of Orissa aims 

at extolling the role of this deity as the active energy (çakti) of Çiva Bhairava, being 

the latter ascribed in some Puràòic myths with the destruction of an elephant-demon. 

The elephant-skin spread over Càmuòwà’s head also reminds of the role played by the 
goddess – alone in her Carcikà form or, alternatively, as the most powerful among the 

màt¡kàs – in the annihilation of the asura Andhaka by Çiva: the latter iconographic 

motif is, in fact, very often accompanied in North India by the depiction of the hide of 

the asura Gaja being kept stretched by Çiva over his head. Just like the recumbent 

human body acting as Càmuòwà’s vehicle, the elephant-skin generally associated with 

her Orissan imagery lays stress upon her mythical role as the fiercest and most blood-

thirsty form ever assumed by the great Goddess in her avatàric function as the all-

powerful slayer of asuras, with all what this implies in the religious perspective of 

Tantrism. The slaying of an elephant-demon was so closely associated with the 

iconography of Càmuòwà in Orissa, that by the 11th century A.D. the motif of the 

elephant-skin was completely eliminated from the Andhakàsura-vadha-mùrtis of 

                                                                 
111  V. S. Agrawala, op. cit., pp. 136-37. 
112  T. E. Donaldson, op. cit., p. 1109. 
113  T. A. Gopinatha Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, II, cit., pp. 192-94. 
114  N. N. Bhattacharyya, op. cit., p 102. 
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Çiva, with which it had been previously associated, to be subsequently employed in 

carving the sole Càmuòwà images.115 

 

Development of the iconography of Càmuòwà in Orissa — With this iconologic 

discussion at the background, it still remains to say of the distribution of Càmuòwà 

images over Orissa. In the Çàkta context of medieval Orissa, an image of Càmuòwà 

could alternatively belong to a set of màt¡kàs, be singled out as the solitary presiding 

deity of a temple dedicated to her only, or also act as pàrçva-devatà or as àvaraòa-

devatà in a temple dedicated to another form of the Goddess. In the Çaivite context, 

on the contrary, the image of Càmuòwà, besides serving as pàrçva-devatà or as 

àvaraòa-devatà in some temples, was often installed in a special subsidiary shrine 

lying north of the main temple. This position in the diagram of sacred space in the 

Çaiva temple was, as discussed above, also common to the images of Mahišamardinì 

and Si®havàhinì Durgà. 

Càmuòwà was generally depicted by the medieval Oriya sculptors in a seated 

pose, which is in most cases the ardhaparyaÞka one, i.e., a pose in which both legs are 

placed on the seat, one of them being bent under the goddess’ body, the other raised 
with the knee supporting one of the goddess’ arms; yet, when Càmuòwà was meant as 

the member of a màt¡kà set, she was often depicted as seated in lalitàsana (with one 

leg hanging from the seat and the other bent under the goddess’ body) or, in the 
earliest examples, in padmàsana (with both legs crossed under the body). Images of 

Càmuòwà in a dancing pose, probably modelled on the iconography of Çiva Naxaràja, 

are not very frequent in Orissa. Finally, the goddess is depicted in a standing pose 

only in the small Kàrttikeçvara temple lying in the premises of the LiÞgaràja temple 

complex at Bhubaneswar. 

As the number and varieties of Càmuòwà images are very elevated in Orissa, 

being them second in magnitude to Mahišamardinì images only, the discussion must 

be necessarily confined here to the most impressive and well-preserved among them. 

The depiction of Càmuòwà as an horrific crone with bones, sinews and veins visible 

through the skin, drooping breasts, shrunken belly, gaping mouth showing teeth or 

fangs, and round rolling eyes protruding from sunken sockets, is common to most of 

such Orissan pieces of sculpture. 

                                                                 
115  T. E. Donaldson, op. cit., p. 1109. 
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The earliest specimens of a Càmuòwà image so far discovered in Orissa are the 

one preserved in the Orissa State Museum, having been recovered from Bankada (the 

probable ancient capital city of the Çailodbhavas from the 6th century A.D.) and the 

one belonging to the Saptamàt¡kà set carved on the northern wall of the jagamohana 

of Paraçuràmeçvara temple at Bhubaneswar. Both images, representing Càmuòwà as 

four-armed and seated in padmàsana, have been assigned to the 7th century A.D. As 

already indicated, an owl acts in both examples as the vàhana of the goddess; the owl 

is flanked in either case by two tripods having two vases of offerings (in the Bankada 

example) or a vase and flowers (in the Bhubaneswar example) respectively placed on 

them. In either sculptural specimen a skull-medallion has been carved on the goddess’ 
coiffure, while the characteristic garland made with human heads, being possibly a 

later iconographic development connected with the evolution of Tantrism, is absent. 

The only visible attribute being held by Càmuòwà in the example from Bankada is a 

vase, while in the Bhubaneswar example she holds a lily bud, a ball of meal meaning 

an offering, a trident and a vase. The depiction of tripods with vases on the pedestal of 

the cult images is a characteristic feature of the early medieval iconography of the 

màt¡kàs in Orissa. 

The next developmental stage in the iconography of Càmuòwà in Orissa was 

achieved in the Bhauma-kara period, during which groups of ascetics affiliated to the 

extreme Tantric sect of the Kàpàlikas, who worshipped this terrific deity as the chief 

manifestation of the Mahàdevì, gained a tremendous ascendancy in some areas of the 

State. Most of the surviving Càmuòwà images of Orissa appear to have been carved in 

that very period under the influence of the Kàpàlika religious doctrine. Starting from 

the 8th century A.D. the image of Càmuòwà was increasingly raised to the honours of 

the high altar in the Çàkta shrines of Orissa, although, considering the whole range of 

the Çàkta iconography in the Bhauma kingdom, it also continued to be included in the 

standard màt¡kà sets as in the earlier period. The Vaitàl Deul of Bhubaneswar, 

presided over by a Càmuòwà image surrounded in the sanctum by seven other màt¡kà 

images, provides a good instance of the twofold function of Càmuòwà, as an individual 

Tantric goddess and as one of the màt¡kàs. 

The image of Càmuòwà in the Vaitàl Deul, belonging to the 8th century A.D., 

presents, probably for the first time in Orissan art, the above discussed iconographic 

features typifying the left-hand Tantric mode of representing this deity. Càmuòwà, 

indeed, wears here a long garland of skulls, holds kapàla and khaxvàÞga among her 

attributes and, furthermore, has a corpse being gnawed by a jackal depicted on the 
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pedestal instead of her earlier vàhana the owl (which is, however, depicted in the 

lower left corner of the sculpture).116 The representation, being present here, of the 

hood of a cobra over Càmuòwà’s head may signify her association with Nàga cult, as 

discussed in chapter 1. On the other hand, a snake is often shown in the Orissan 

images of Càmuòwà as coiling round the goddess’ coiffure or issuing from one of her 
big circular earrings. The snake passing through the earring also characterizes many 

early medieval images of Çiva to be found in the State (particularly in the syncretistic 

Çaiva-Çàkta icons of Ardhanàrìçvara and Umàmaheçvara). Images of snakes are also 

very commonly found in the Kàlì temples of South India, since this reptile is looked on 

as a favourite of this deity. This may constitute a further evidence of the identification 

of the figures of Kàlì and Càmuòwà, both associated with snakes, as far as their 

impact on the worshippers is concerned. 

Two other terrific Càmuòwà images dating from about the 8th century A.D., 

iconographically very similar to the one enshrined in the Vaitàl Deul,117 are presently 

worshipped in the city of Bhubaneswar as Mohinì and Kàlì respectively. The image 

enshrined within the sanctum of Mohinì temple, lying on the south bank of the vast 

Bindusàgara tank, is ten -armed and depicts the goddess in a dancing-like posture on 

a preta-vàhana; among her attributes, a severed human head is to be noticed. The 

other image is housed in the small shrine of Kàlì located in Temple Road. Moreover, 

an undated image of Càmuòwà serves as the presiding deity of Citrakàriòì temple at 

Bhubaneswar, a monument of the GaÞga period that was initially conceived as a 

Çaiva shrine to be later on turned, on an unascertained date, into a Çàkta one. To the 

west of the temple stands a ruined structure dating back, in its present forms, to the 

Sùryava®çì period,118 which is known as Kapàlì maxha (“Càmuòwà monastery”); the 
place was, in all likelihood, frequented during the later medieval period by groups of 

Tantric ascetics who might have worshipped Càmuòwà as their sectarian deity in the 

adjoining Citrakàriòì temple. 

At Jajpur, the old capital city of the Orissan kingdom, some Càmuòwà images, 

as already indicated in chapter 2, were acting in the Bhauma-kara period as the 

common objects of worship of Çàkta, Çaiva and Vajrayàna Buddhist devotees. Three 

such cult icons, assignable to the 8th-9th centuries A.D., are presently found in the 

premises of Trilocaneçvara temple, a later Çaiva shrine erected during the GaÞga 

                                                                 
116  K. C. Panigrahi, Archaeological Remains at Bhubaneswar, Calcutta, 1961, p. 79; T. E. Donaldson, op. 

cit., p. 1294. 
117  K. C. Panigrahi, op. cit., pp. 232-33. 
118  D. Mitra, Bhubaneswar, 5th edn., New Delhi, 1984, p. 13. 
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period.119 The first of them, placed at the entrance of the temple compound, appears 

six- or eight-armed and is engraved with a dedicatory inscription by a certain queen 

Vatsadevì, probably of the Bhauma dynasty;120 the second, loosely placed against the 

jagamohana of the temple, depicts the goddess as ten-armed; the third, enshrined in a 

small subsidiary structure lying in the temple premises, is possibly the sole extant 

Orissan specimen of an eighteen-armed Càmuòwà. In all these examples the skeleton-

like aspect of the goddess is greatly stressed, and her coiffure is arranged in a large 

chignon of curled-up hair. The preta-vàhana is present in each of the three examples, 

while the elephant-skin is noticed only in the eighteen-armed one. 

Another impressive image of Càmuòwà, assigned to the 8th-9th centuries A.D., 

is enshrined in the premises of Varàhanàtha temple at Jajpur, a later cult edifice 

dating from the Sùryava®çì epoch. The image, identified by its present worshippers 

as a form of Çiva Bhairava, presents the unusual feature of an owl, Càmuòwà’s early 
animal symbol, being perched on the khaxvàÞga wielded by the goddess.121  

At Khiching, during the period in which the city served as the capital of the 

Bhañja rulers of Mayurbhanj, a large Càmuòwà image was venerated as the most 

important manifestation of Çakti in a shrine lying in the premises of the majestic 

Çaiva temple complex of that town, which is now no longer extant. This Càmuòwà 

temple must have been a Kàpàlika sanctuary. The original cult icon of the goddess, 

presently enshrined within the sanctum of the reconstructed Kicakeçvarì temple at 

Khiching, is constantly covered with heavy drapery and is, consequently, not fully 

inspectionable; this notwithstanding, K. C. Panigrahi opines it to be a creation of the 

Bhauma-kara art movement, having eight arms.122 

The region stretching from Khiching to the Bay of Bengal was dotted in the 

Bhauma-kara and Somava®çì periods with Çàkta temples dedicated to Càmuòwà. At 

Badasahi in Mayurbhanj district she was worshipped as Pàça-Caòwì according to rites 

that included the sacrifice of human beings. The site consequently became famous as 

Bali-muòwali or Bali-naramuòwa, a place-name evidently related to the practice of 

human sacrifice. The image of Càmuòwà that once served as the presiding deity of the 

temple in question, erected in the 10th-11th centuries by employing the pìwha order 

but having now totally collapsed, was shifted long ago to Baripada, the later capital of 

the maharàjas of Mayurbhanj, where it is presently worshipped in a small shrine in 

                                                                 
119  T. E. Donaldson, Hindu Temple Art of Orissa, I, cit., p. 187. 
120  N. N. Bhattacharyya, op. cit., p. 103. 
121  T. E. Donaldson, op. cit., p. 187. 
122  K. C. Panigrahi, History of Orissa, cit., p. 333. 
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the old royal palace compound. This very fine and well-preserved piece of sculpture 

represents Càmuòwà as eight-armed, seated on her preta-vàhana with the elephant-

skin stretched over her head, a skull-diadem on her flame-like hair and a garland of 

skulls around her neck.123 

The Càmuòwà image, now broken in pieces, that acted in times gone by as the 

presiding deity of the collapsed Bhìmeçvarì temple at Pedagadi (Mayurbhanj district), 

must have been one of the largest of all Càmuòwà images of Orissa. It depicts the 

goddess as seated on a corpse, having the hide of an elephant stretched over her head, 

with a panther-skin decorating her right thigh. The excavations conducted at the site, 

which had been previously merged by the jungle for a long time, have also brought to 

light two terrifying images of female deities that may have served as the pàrçva-

devatàs of the temple. Each of them is seated on a prostrate asura having an animal-

face, his hands folded in prayer, and holds khaxvàÞga and kapàla, two attributes that 

suggest the Kàpàlika matrix of the images. The temple of Bhìmeçvarì was probably 

erected in the 10th-11th centuries A.D.124 Further in Mayurbhanj district, at Deogan 

near Mantri we met with another beautiful image of Càmuòwà loosely placed under a 

banyan tree in the vicinity of a ruined temple dating from ca. the 12th century A.D. 

The example reveals excellent workmanship and is very similar to the representative 

icon of Kicakeçvarì of Khiching. Càmuòwà is here eight-armed, garlanded with skulls, 

and displays the hide of the elephant; a lotus flower, on which the goddess is seated, 

blossoms from the navel of her preta-vàhana while a serpent is carved on either side 

of the goddess’ crown.125 

A fine old image of Càmuòwà, now unfortunately no more in situ, was once 

under worship as Bhìmà or Kàlikà in the sea-village of Bhimpur near Baleswar. This 

example, reproduced by N. N. Vasu,126 was eight-armed. The recumbent human body 

placed below the goddess wore a crown. In addition to the elephant-skin carved above 

Càmuòwà’s head, another elephant-hide was depicted in this example near the head 

of the preta-vàhana of the goddess, which is a quite unique iconographic feature. 

A rare three-headed Càmuòwà image presides over Caòwì temple at Avana in 

Baleswar district, built by employing the khàkharà order. The image is worshipped as 

Brahmàòì because it is stated to have four heads like Brahmà (the fourth head being 

represented by the skull-medallion carved on goddess’ coiffure). This cult icon, dated 
                                                                 
123  N. N. Vasu, op. cit., pp. LXXV-LXXVI; T. E. Donaldson, Hindu Temple Art of Orissa, III, cit., p. 1078. 
124  T. E. Donaldson, Hindu Temple Art of Orissa, I, cit., pp. 345-46. 
125  N. N. Vasu, op. cit., pp. LXIX-LXX. 
126  Ibid., pp. LXVI-LXIX. 
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to the Bhauma-kara period in consideration of its installation in a khàkharà type of 

temple, was perhaps propitiated in by-gone days with human sacrifices. The goddess, 

who is here eight-armed, holds khaxvàÞga and kapàla among her weapons; she shows 

her teeth in each of her three faces, wears a crown and has her hairdo made up of 

flame-like curls.127 The temple of Caòwì at Kishorpur in Mayurbhanj district, another 

half-collapsed khàkharà shrine located in a rural area near Baripada, has an image of 

Càmuòwà as its presiding deity. This terrific cult icon, dating from about the 10th-

11th centuries A.D., iconographically resembles the example from Badasahi, which, as 

above indicated, acted as the presiding deity of Pàça-Caòwì temple. It represents the 

goddess as ten-armed, seated on the back of a prostrate human body being eaten by 

two jackals while being pierced by the goddess’ trident; the skin of an elephant is 
carved above the goddess’ head. Càmuòwà’s conical hairdo is here minutely decorated 
with skulls, chopped off palms and a snake. She also holds a severed human head in 

one of her hands and is adorned with a garland of human heads and with armlets 

equally made up of miniature human heads.128 

One of the most important areas of Càmuòwà-worship in medieval Orissa was 

the valley of the Prachi, extending south of Bhubaneswar. The image of Càmuòwà is 

often found there in the company of that of Mahišamardinì Durgà, probably because 

the two deities, Durgà and Càmuòwà, were mythologically associated since the time of 

composition of the Devì-Màhàtmya. May the latter Puràòic work have constituted the 

main source of inspiration for the Çàkta-tantric devotees and artists who inhabited 

this coastal province of Orissa? Most of the Càmuòwà icons to be found in the Prachi 

Valley are assigned to the Bhauma-kara and Somava®çì periods. All of them appear 

to have drawn their inspiration from the Kàpàlika religiousness, which continued to 

maintain a heavy hold in the valley even after its decline in the main Çaiva-Çàkta 

pilgrimage centres of coastal Orissa in connection with the end of the Bhauma-kara 

dynasty and the advent of the Somava®çì one (10th century A.D.). 

Among the many Càmuòwà cult icons being still today ardently venerated in 

the Prachi Valley, mention can be here made of those of Chaurasi and Chahata, both 

worshipped as Jàgulei (an epithet derived from the name of the ancient Buddhist 

serpent-goddess JàÞgulì, and thus emphasizing Càmuòwà’s aspect as nàgamàtà); of 

those of Pitapara and Kapila Muni Ashram, both worshipped as Carcikei (i.e. Carcikà, 
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the Sanskrit name under which Càmuòwà is also worshipped at the Caòwì pìxha of 

Orissa located at Banki on the Mahanadi); of that, associated with ophidic symbols, 

being now placed in the jagamohana of Someçvara temple at Kakatpur (this image 

was once worshipped as Kàlì in a small subsidiary shrine having been recently 

demolished); of that, installed in an outer niche of MaÞgalà temple at Kakatpur and 

worshipped as Dakšiòà Caòwì, before which animals are customarily sacrificed on the 

Jhàmu Yàtrà day in the month of Caitra; of that of Niali, worshipped as Caòwaghaòxà 

or Haracaòwì and stated in an old Orissan legend to represent a manifestation of 

Pàrvatì in her aspect as a terrific yoginì, or better as Mohinì.129 

 

In the Somava®çì epoch the iconography of Càmuòwà in Orissa underwent but 

some marginal modifications. The goddess continued to be individually adored in that 

period as the most fearsome and blood-thirsty manifestation of Çakti, and her image 

is included in most of the màt¡kà sets having been carved in that period. Despite this, 

her cult was confined by degrees, probably on royal initiative, to some secluded and 

off-way zones of the kingdom in compliance with the dakšiòàcàra-oriented form of 

Çàktism introduced by the Somava®çìs. 

One of the most impressive images of Càmuòwà having been carved in the 

Somava®çì period is presently under worship as Haracaòwì in a small modern brick 

temple lying near Trilocaneçvara Çiva temple at Kundesvara (Cuttack district). This 

structure was built on the ruins of an earlier temple dedicated to goddess Jàgulei, 

assigned to ca. the 11th-12th centuries A.D. and probably presided over by the same 

image. As already observed, the identification of Càmuòwà with the serpent-goddess 

Jàgulei is a distinctive feature of Orissan Çàktism which possibly originated from the 

mixed form of religion that prevailed in the country during the Bhauma-kara epoch. 

Due to Càmuòwà’s association with snakes, indeed, a form of cult syncreticism may 

have developed, which united this deity with the Buddhist serpent-goddess JàÞgulì 

(whose name was corrupted by the Oriyas into the form Jàgulei). The serpentine 

coiffure characterizing the Càmuòwà image under discussion may have caused the 

latter’s identification with a form of nàgamàtà, such as both JàÞgulì and Jàgulei 

were. Besides this, the Tantric nature of this terrific image is stressed by a scene 

carved on its pedestal, in which two figures holding kart¡ and kapàla lie by the side of 

a male, a jackal eating from his hand, who is shown while approaching a buffalo-
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headed man standing above an emaciated woman; on the right side, an emaciated 

ascetic watches the scene, whose background is formed by a burning ghàx.130 

Two Càmuòwà images dating from the Somava®çì period are also carved on 

the walls of Brahmeçvara temple at Bhubaneswar, erected by the Somava®çìs in the 

11th century A.D. In either example, the goddess dances upon a prostrate male and 

has her hair rising upwards like flames. A very badly worn, but yet still impressive 

image of Càmuòwà is furthermore enshrined in a small subsidiary structure lying in 

the enclosure of Jàleçvara Çiva temple at Kalarahanga near Bhubaneswar, another 

temple of the Somava®çì period.131 

At Puri and Jajpur some wonderfully carved images of Càmuòwà, belonging to 

sets of màt¡kàs assignable to the earlier part of the Somava®çì period (second half of 

the 10th century A.D.), are to be found.132 Two images are in Puri and one in Jajpur. 

The image of Puri, included in the group of Saptamàt¡kàs enshrined within a small 

modern structure on the bank of Màrkaòweçvara tank, has a quite awe-inspiring face, 

like that of an old crone; unlike the images of the other màt¡kàs belonging to this set, 

this Càmuòwà image is always covered with clothes, being the presiding deity of the 

shrine in question. The two specimens from the city of Jajpur are respectively placed 

in the Ašxamàt¡kà temple at Daçàçvamedha ghàx and in the Sub-Divisional Officer 

compound, the latter place housing the Vàràhì and Indràòì images too, which, with 

the Càmuòwà image at issue, were most likely part of a set of Ašxamàt¡kàs enshrined 

in the medieval period in a temple later on destroyed by the Muslims, the old site of 

which is presently occupied by the assembly terrace known as Muktimaòwapa. The 

image at Daçàçvamedha ghàx, four-armed, holds kart¡, kapàla, çùla and a severed 

human head, while that preserved in the Sub-Divisional Officer compound has all four 

arms broken. In both these Càmuòwà images the hair of the goddess stretches 

upwards like flames while the figure of a prostrate asura, carved on the pedestal of 

either image, displays añjali-mudrà (a hand pose closely resembling the act of 

praying as performed by the Christians). 

An image of Càmuòwà now preserved in the Orissa State Museum, belonging 

to the incomplete set of màt¡kàs recovered from Dharmasala in Cuttack district, can 
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be tentatively assigned to the Somava®çì epoch.133 This image is exquisitely carved 

but damaged, the only visible objects held by the goddess being a kapàla and severed 

human head. The goddess is seated on a corpse being gnawn by several jackals and 

has her hair rising from the head like flames and tied at the base with a snake. 

Under the GaÞga rule, marked by the general decline of vàmàcàra Çàktism, 

only a few new images of Càmuòwà were carved out in Orissa. The cult of Càmuòwà, 

in all probability, underwent an irreversible crisis in that very period, after which its 

place in the heart of the people was taken by the cult of Kàlì and the Mahàvidyàs, 

more acceptable by the newly-ascended Vaišòava aristocracy of the Orissan empire. 

The old cult icons of Càmuòwà and of her consort Bhairava were regarded from that 

period onwards as the dispensers of welfare to the people, thus losing their original 

function, connected with rites of the vàmàcàra type. The most interesting Càmuòwà 

image having been carved in Orissa in the GaÞga epoch is probably the one housed in 

a small subsidiary shrine located on the Kapilas Hill (Dhenkanal district) beside the 

main gate of the Candraçekhara temple compound. This cult icon, dating back to the 

12th-13th centuries A.D. and exquisitely carved in chlorite, is placed beside an image 

of Bhairava, Càmuòwà’s divine consort.134 

To conclude the discussion, it must be mentioned that independent cult images 

of Càmuòwà are very rarely met with in southern Orissa, a four-armed example in a 

dancing pose to be found in the Pàtàleçvara temple compound at Paikapada (Koraput 

district) being the worthiest noticing among them. In this specimen, a lion is depicted 

on the pedestal beside the preta-vàhana, an unique feature that approximates this 

image, dated to the 9th century A.D., to the iconography of Durgà.135 Another early 

Càmuòwà image, eight-armed and associated, in this case, with an owl, is affixed to 

the jagamohana of Bhagavatì temple at Banpur (southern Puri district), while in the 

premises of the temple of Dakšaprajàpati, situated in the same town, a later image of 

Càmuòwà is venerated in a subsidiary Çàkta shrine under the name of Buwhi Mà (the 

Old-Mother), an epithet which also occurs in some semi-tribal myths of Orissa. 

In Orissa, images of Càmuòwà were also installed and worshipped as yoginìs. 

This is demonstrated by the presence of some images of the goddess in the Sixty-four 

Yoginì temples of Hirapur and Ranipur-Jharial. One of the yoginìs enshrined in the 
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hypaethral structure at Hirapur resembles very much Càmuòwà in appearance, but 

can be only tentatively identified with her in that she holds a lion-skin over her head 

instead of the elephant-skin which is usually depicted on Càmuòwà images and has, 

moreover, a musk-deer as her vàhana instead of an owl or a corpse. On the contrary, 

the broken image of a terrific goddess, larger in size than all other yoginìs, which is 

presently inserted in one of the niches of the Sixty-four Yoginì temple at Ranipur-

Jharial, not only is fully identifiable with Càmuòwà, but even appears to have served 

in the past as the presiding deity of the shrine itself along with the image of Çiva 

Naxaràja installed in the central pillared maòwapa of the same, both images being 

about the same size.136 In addition to this broken cult icon, at least one more yoginì 

image at Ranipur-Jharial, if not two, are identifiable with Càmuòwà. 

 

The Divine Mothers 

The Çaiva-Çàkta divinities called màt¡kàs seem to have originally represented a class 

of maleficent goddesses or female spirits unspecified in their number; they were 

associated with diseases and child-affecting and were consequently propitiated with 

blood sacrifices. In the historical period each màt¡kà or màt¡ (“divine mother”) was 
associated with a male divinity from the Hindu pantheon so that the number of these 

goddesses was, somehow artificially, reduced to seven, eight or sixteen units variously 

according to the different literary sources. The concept about the màt¡kàs is similar to 

that about the yoginìs, whose character is very much related to that of the former. 

Like the yoginìs, indeed, none of the màt¡kàs is significant by herself or even as the 

çakti of a god, the sole exceptions to this general principle being represented by 

Càmuòwà and Vàràhì, both of whom enjoyed a cult of their own in Orissa as in many 

other areas of the Indian sub-continent.137 

According to the view of N. N. Bhattacharyya, the non-Aryan word màt¡kà, the 

Polynesian equivalent of which is matariki, would have designated in ancient times 

the complex of tribal goddesses worshipped by the Austric speakers from Oceania to 
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India; this term would have been later on adopted into the Indo-Aryan vocabulary to 

designate the Divine Mothers of Brahmanical Hinduism.138 

Historically, the number of the màt¡kàs, even though it was elastic and could 

vary in accordance with the different Puràòic traditions, was generally taken to be 

seven (Saptamàt¡kàs). In Orissa, the earliest surviving sculptural representation of 

this group of goddesses, i.e., the Jaina set of màt¡kàs carved in relief on the back wall 

of Sàtagharà cave on the Khandagiri Hill near Bhubaneswar (assigned to the later 

Gupta period)139 and the Brahmanical Hindu one carved on the northern wall of 

Paraçuràmeçvara temple at Bhubaneswar (7th century A.D.), are made up of seven 

goddesses, with this circumstance indicating that the sacred art tradition of ancient 

KaliÞga complied with the view according to which the màt¡kàs were seven and not 

more, or less, in number. Also the later Orissan sets of màt¡kàs, apart from a few 

significant exceptions, are made up of seven goddesses, for which reason it may be of 

some utility here trying to give an explanation of this particular number associated 

with the màt¡kàs. 

 

The màt¡kàs as a group of seven deities — E. MacKay traces the worship of 

Saptamàt¡kàs in India back to the third millennium B.C. A famous seal recovered 

from the Indus Valley, assigned to ca. 2000 years before the Christian era, represents, 

indeed, an arboreal female deity standing in between the wide apart branches of a 

pipal tree (Ficus religiosa, the Sanskrit açvattha, which is the most sacred tree to the 

Hindus as well as to the Buddhists) while seven human figures, representing in all 

probability as many female deities or spirits or attendants as indicated by the long 

plait of hair being displayed by each of them, are depicted below her in a row. These 

seven female figures, admitted that they do represent deities, may have been the 

“ancestresses” of Saptamàt¡kàs, the Seven Divine Mothers found in the later Hindu, 

Buddhist and Jaina pantheons.140 

The sacral valence being conferred in the above cited seal on the number seven 

presents some affinity with the motifs of the coeval Egyptian-Mesopotamian culture 

complex;141 however, in India the number seven has always had a character of special 

sacredness, being employed to express an indefinite plurality of sacred objects as in 
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the cases of the seven partitions of the world, the seven holy cities, the seven holy 

rivers, the seven vowels indispensable to utter any mantra, the seven seers (¡šis), and 

so on. In the Çàkta context, besides being conventionally the number of the Divine 

Mothers or màt¡kàs, seven is also the number of the deified flaming tongues of Agni, 

mentioned in Vedic and Upanišadic literature as the seven “Red Sisters”, as well as, 
later on, that of the “sisters” of the goddess of smallpox and of epidemics in general, 
Çìtalà or Màriyammai.142  

In the Dravidian countries we find a traditional Çàkta cult-pattern based on 

the veneration of the so-called Seven Sisters, regarded as different manifestations of 

the village goddess (gràmadevatà). These non-Brahmanical female deities, associated 

with one another at the same place or, alternatively, sharing their tasks among them 

in different sanctuaries situated in contiguous villages, are worshipped under a large 

number of local names, generally ending, according to the different languages, with 

the suffixes -amma, -ambà or -ai (Oriya -ei), i.e., “mother”. Such suffixes, added to the 
names of the Seven Sisters (or to those of simple gràmadevatàs), do not signify at all 

that the latter are conceived as “mother goddesses”, rather they are used as respectful 

forms to address these deities, roughly meaning “Our Lady” (like the word Xhàkuràòì 

in Oriya); yet, the emphasis laid in South India on the “motherly” aspect of the Seven 
Sisters, implied by the epithets used to designate them, makes a comparison between 

the latter goddesses and the Saptamàt¡kàs of the Puràòic tradition possible.143 

In Orissa, where the non-Brahmanical Dravidian tradition of the Seven Sisters 

is unknown, the number seven is associated in some aboriginal cultures with the cult 

of the serpent-goddess Manasà, whose “sisters”, as it is stated by A. Bhattacharya,144 

are worshipped by some tribal communities of the State in the number of five or of 

seven. In this connection, V. Elwin records the myth of Sambatsap, the Seven Serpent 

Sisters worshipped by the Kondh Doras of Koraput district.145 Moreover, there is a 

popular form of Çakti-worship in Orissa, occurring on the occasion of the so-called 

Kànji-amlà festival in the month of Màrgaçira (December-January), which consists in 

the adoration of a tiny image of Šašxhì (the Hindu goddess presiding over the destiny 

of children) placed among seven dry fishes decorated with red or yellow miniature 

sarees, kàjal and sindùra. These seven fishes are regarded as the incarnations of as 
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many female deities conceived as the “daughters-in-law” of goddess Šašxhì.146 Since 

the latter is otherwise known as Skandamàtà (the mother of Skanda/Kàrttikeya),147 a 

name showing her ancient relation with the màt¡kàs (who were likewise regarded as 

the mothers of Kàrttikeya and were associated with the destiny of children like Šašxhì 

herself), the worship of seven dry fishes on the occasion of the Kànji-amlà festival of 

Orissa is not unlikely to have originated from the ancient cult of the Seven Divine 

Mothers. 

The number seven is also associated in Orissa with the half-legendary female 

figures known as the Seven Tantric Maidens, who may symbolize an entire class of 

yoginìs, witches or sorceresses active in this country during the Bhauma-kara and 

Somava®çì periods, especially along the course of the Mahanadi. 

 

The màt¡kàs in the epic tradition — To summarize, the màt¡kàs of the Hindu 

tradition, particularly when they form a group of seven (Saptamàt¡kàs), seem to be 

closely related to the female deities classified since protohistoric times as village 

goddesses, worshipped throughout the Indian sub-continent by the tribal and low-

caste people and regarded as both the bearer of and the rescuer from diseases and 

natural calamities or perils (e.g. famines, storms, snake bites, and so on.). This may 

be evinced through a study of the earliest references to a group of goddesses 

collectively known as màt¡kàs, appearing in a series of episodes from the 

Mahàbhàrata in which they are mainly associated with Kàrttikeya as his nursemaids 

or allies. 

Indeed, like most of the pre-Aryan female deities – such as village goddesses, 

yakšìs, yoginìs, etc. – the various bands of màt¡kàs being described in the great epic 

are all characterized by inauspicious qualities. “They like flesh, drink strong liquor, 

and lurk in the confinement chamber (where birth takes place) for the first ten days of 

a child’s life... They have long nails, large teeth, and protruding lips; they inspire their 
foes with terror;... they live in trees, at cross-roads, in caves, on mountains, at springs, 

in burning grounds... Most references in the Mahàbhàrata to groups of divinities 

called màt¡kàs make it clear that these goddesses were understood to be dangerous. 

Their physical descriptions emphasize their fearsome natures, and their behaviour is 

consistently said to be violent.”148 The total number of the màt¡kàs as described in the 
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epic is indeterminable, with lists of names running into hundreds. Such goddesses are  

characterized as child-afflicting beings. Their initial task in the Vana-parva (215. 16-

18) is that of killing the infant Kàrttikeya – a divine newcomer – by order of Indra, 

even though, when they approach the child, their breasts ooze milk and they ask him 

to adopt them as their mothers. The wet-nurse of Kàrttikeya, among all the màt¡kàs, 

is stated in this myth to be the red-complexioned, wrathful and merciless Daughter of 

the Ocean of Blood, feeding herself on blood, namely, goddess Kàlì (identified, among 

other things, by her having a trident as her weapon).149 

According to some scholars, the association of the màt¡kàs with Kàrttikeya in 

the epic and, later on, their association with Çiva and the Devì in the Puràòas, would 

make it clear that they were borrowed by the Brahmanical authors from non-Aryan 

traditions inasmuch as those gods and goddesses did not originally belong to the Vedic 

pantheon.150 

In another episode of the Vana-parva (219. 22-23) it is Kàrttikeya himself who 

gives the màt¡kàs the mandate to harm children till the age of sixteen. The màt¡kàs’ 
dark side as malignant planetary powers – for they are the “Mothers-of-the-Universe” 
(loka-màt¡) associated with the Pleiads (K¡ttikàs), with the fire god Agni and with the 

concept about fortune in war related to both the figure of Agni and that of Kàrttikeya 

– is probably hinted at in this mythic narration. The màt¡kàs, who are here identified 

with the wives of the six great ¡šis, unjustly accused of having generated Kàrttikeya 

by committing a collective adultery with Agni, furthermore make themselves clear, 

that they wish to torment the children of men because they themselves, having been 

repudiated by their respective husbands, are forever deprived of the possibility to bear 

children of their own.151 

Thus the màt¡kàs are collectively conceived in the Mahàbhàrata as ill-giving 

divinities who like in particular to afflict children until they are sixteen years old. 

Behind this mythic tradition there is most likely “the belief that women who die 
childless or in childbirth linger on as inimical spirits who are jealous of other women 

and their children and whose jealousy is appeased by stealing or harming their 

children. Worship of the màt¡kàs is aimed primarily at keeping them away.”152 Some 

analogous motifs are also found in the myths explaining the respective origins of the 

numberless non-Vedic village goddesses of India, including those of tribal and rural 
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Orissa. The Buddhist goddess Hàrìtì and the Hindu Jyešxhà, Alakšmì and Çìtalà are 

furthermore known to have been originally conceived as ill-giving deities, particularly 

attracted to small children (especially in the case of Hàrìtì, whose name means in fact 

“the Stealer-of-Children”). These deities were believed to have a fundamentally evil 
inclination, but yet, if correctly propitiated, they could be turned from the dispensers 

of mourning and sorrow into the bestowers of salvation and prosperity on children.153 

From the cosmogonic viewpoint the màt¡kàs appear to represent the matrix 

from which the creation develops, i.e. the metaphysical principle of prak¡ti (nature), 

at its initial stage of development, as their collective name, which can be translated 

either as “divine mother” or as “prime cause, origin”,154 may indicate. This primeval 

and chaotic power, worshipped by the non-Aryan peoples of India since prehistoric 

times and forming one of the philosophical grounds of the later Sà®khya doctrine 

(having probably originated outside the pale of the Vedic tradition), was equalized to 

the non-realized aspect of the great Goddess, embodying the primordial energy that 

gives birth to and sustains the universe. From the metaphysical viewpoint, therefore, 

the violent and frenzied màt¡kàs personify primeval chaos at a stage when the latter 

has not been yet converted to Çakti, the self-conscious divine energy. In the Tantric 

tradition Saptamàt¡kàs stand for the seven vowels, the nuclei of Sanskrit alphabet 

used to form any mantra, while full consciousness is symbolized by the fifty letters of 

the alphabet as a whole. Thus the màt¡kàs, the non-realized “mothers” who, in Hindu 
mythology, are denied the faculty to bear children of their own, appear to represent 

immediate and partial consciousness. This metaphysical category, once the màt¡kàs 

were associated with Çiva and transformed into full-fledged çaktis, was susceptible of 

being developed into the source of spiritual liberation and supreme knowledge.155 In 

the Tantric tradition they, in their role as mantra-màt¡kàs, are regarded as inferior 

manifestations of Màt¡kà Çakti or Parà Vàc (Supreme Logos), a deified concept that 

in Orissa, as stated in chapter 2, appears to have been identified in the past with 

Càmuòwà, the most powerful among the màt¡kàs themselves who, in this particular 

aspect of hers, is named Carcikà, namely, Repetition-of-a-Word (when uttering sacred 

formulae and invocations). 

The addition of children, each of them being seated on the lap of his respective 

“mother”, to the overall iconography of the màt¡kàs starting from the Kušàòa period 
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(early centuries of the Christian era),156 does not seem at all to stress the “motherly” 
function of these goddesses as the warranters of fertility, rather it might have been 

meant to express in iconic form the achievement of brahmavidyà (Knowledge-of-the-

Absolute, in this case symbolized by a new-born child) through the worship of the 

Circle of Mothers (which has been discussed in chapter 2). This esoteric, mystic-

sapiential meaning of the baby associated with each màt¡kà (Càmuòwà excepted) – an 

iconographic feature that, as far as Orissa is concerned, was popularized in art form 

under the patronage of the Somava®çì monarchs starting from the 10th century A.D. 

– is further reinforced by the association of these deities with Çiva Vìrabhadra and 

Gaòeça, the supreme patrons of knowledge, instruction and letters, which is traced in 

Orissan sculptural art as early as the 7th century A.D. and continues unchanged till 

the close of the Somava®çì period. 

 

The màt¡kàs in the Puràòic tradition — The popularity of the màt¡kàs in the 

Gupta period is attested by many references to them in literary works and stone 

inscriptions dated to that period. With their absorption into the Brahmanical religion 

the màt¡kàs, who were originally an ill-defined group of goddesses ascribed with a 

cruel, demonic, ambivalent and unpredictable character, were delimited in number, 

were given new names corresponding to the feminine forms of those of their newly-

given male counterparts, and were generally attributed a more benign character (with 

the sole exception of Càmuòwà, who continued to represent the terrific aspect of the 

màt¡kàs as a whole). 

Among the epigraphic sources bearing reference to the cult of the màt¡kàs, 

mention can be here made of the Bihar stone inscription of Skanda Gupta, in which 

these goddesses are regarded as the mothers or nurses of Kàrttikeya (who apparently 

acts in this case as their guardian) as per the Mahàbhàrata tradition;157 of the stone 

inscription of Gangadhar (Madhya Pradesh), dated to the period of reign of Kumàra 

Gupta I and mentioning the construction of a Tantric temple dedicated to the Divine 

Mothers, which is described as a terrific abode full of wàkinìs, the demoniacal female 

spirits of the Tantric and the Hindu folk traditions;158 of a sixth-century inscription 

from Udaygiri (Jhansi district, Uttar Pradesh) recording the consecration of a temple 
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to the Mothers;159 finally, of some inscriptions engraved by the early Càlukyas of the 

Deccan, in which these monarchs are described as the descendants of the Buddhist 

goddess Hàrìtì and as nurtured by the Seven Mothers (whose respective names are, 

nevertheless, not mentioned in these inscriptions).160 

Numerous Àgamic texts contain references to early myths centring round the 

figures of the màt¡kàs, which were, as a whole, probably recorded in literary form in 

the course of the Gupta age. Mention can be here made of the Suprabhedàgama, in 

which seven màt¡kàs are stated to have been created by Brahmà for the purpose of 

killing Nir¡ta (Misery), the lord of elves (nair¡ta), ghosts (bhùta) and night-wanderers 

(ràkšasa), who was one of the eight Dikpàlas (Guardians-of-Directions). This Àgama 

prescribes that Saptamàt¡kàs should be depicted as holding weapons approximate to 

those of their male counterparts.161 The latter iconographic prescription is confirmed 

by the celebrated sixth-century astronomer Varàhamihira in his work B¡hatsa®hità, 

a most authoritative source as to the description of early Hindu cult icons. The same 

author, who is silent about the number of the màt¡kàs (or màt¡gaòas, as these deities 

are called by him), considers them indirectly as forming the main object of devotion of 

the Çàktas of his time and describes them as the deities to be necessarily propitiated 

in order to avert evil influences.162 

The best known account about the origin of the màt¡kàs is given in the third 

episode of the Devì-Màhàtmya, where the Goddess multiplies her forms for battle by 

calling forth the special “power essence” (çakti) of each male deity of the Brahmanical 

pantheon. From the celestial bodies of Brahmà, Indra and Skanda, the goddesses 

Brahmàòì, Aindrì and Kaumàrì respectively sprang forth; from that of Višòu (in three 

different manifestations of his), Vaišòavì, Vàràhì and N¡si®hì proceeded; from that of 

Çiva, Maheçvarì was generated. Each of these seven çaktis was characterized by the 

forms, ornaments and mounts of the corresponding male god. An eighth màt¡kà came 

out of the body of the Devì herself: she was the terrible Çivadùtì, “She-Who-has-Çiva-

as-Messenger”, whose name hints at the fact, that she sent Çiva himself – here 

appearing as a subordinate figure – as her messenger to the two overlords of the 

asuras, Çumbha and Niçumbha, with the ultimatum that they should go back to the 

nether world along with their armies, otherwise they would be destroyed by the 
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Goddess with the help of her allies the màt¡kàs.163 The other goddess related to Çiva 

in this narrative is Kàlì/Càmuòwà, who, as stated in another passage of the Devì-

Màhàtmya, came out of the Mahàdevì’s forehead for the sake of killing the great 
asuras Caòwa and Muòwa. Later on in this textual account, Càmuòwà helps the 

Goddess to kill the invincible asura Raktabìja by drinking – she alone – all of his 

blood (from each drop of which a new demon was being born every time the màt¡kàs 

tried, without success, to wound Raktabìja to death with their weapons).164 

Càmuòwà, as it is well-known, is traditionally considered to be the çakti of Çiva 

in his aspect as Bhairava, so that, in this work, she came to be included among the 

màt¡kàs as the third and most powerful of the çaktis associated with Çiva in addition 

to Maheçvarì (also known as Çivànì) and Çivadùtì (also known as Caòwikà-çakti). In 

the Devì-Màhàtmya, therefore, description is given of three màt¡kàs directly issuing 

from Višòu or from some of his incarnations (even though the concept about the sow-

goddess Vàràhì seems to have developed in a pre-Vedic context independently from 

any Vaišòava influence), and of as many màt¡kàs being somehow related to Çiva. A 

further màt¡kà, Kaumàrì, appears related to the Çaivite pantheon, in that her male 

counterpart, Kumàra or Kàrttikeya or Skanda, is conceived as one of Çiva’s sons. The 
inclusions of Aindrì (or Indràòì) and Brahmàòì (or Bràhmì) among the màt¡kàs was 

seemingly aimed at bridging the gap with the old Vedic pantheon and with the rising 

concept about the Trimùrti (of which Brahmà was a member along with Višòu and 

Çiva) respectively. The fact that the màt¡kàs are here collectively regarded as the 

çaktis of the members of the supreme Hindu Trinity and their associated male deities 

(Skanda, N¡si®ha, etc.) plus the çakti of the most powerful among the old Vedic gods, 

Indra, constitutes a further indication of their representing the paramount Çakti only 

when they are taken as a group of “power essences” issuing from different classes of 
gods, either “old” and “new”. Thus the Devì-Màhàtmya account altogether suggests 

that the màt¡kàs, unlike their mistress the Mahàdevì, are not entitled to represent 

absolute consciousness as individual deities or even as the consorts of their associated 

male divinities. The only exceptions to this principle were represented by Càmuòwà 

and Vàràhì, who in many areas of India, Orissa included, enjoyed a cultus of their 

own all through the term of the medieval period. 

When operating and worshipped as a group, however, the màt¡kàs embody the 

combined powers of all gods; each of them, in the Devì-Màhàtmya account, is for the 
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first time asserted to be a portion of the immense potency of the great Goddess and to 

be more essential and fundamental in the destruction of the evil asuras than her 

respective reference-god. These çaktis, meant as the universal powers sustaining all 

cosmic events and human experiences, are, indeed, identical with the great Goddess; 

thus, when the latter, being defied by the asura Çumbha to struggle alone against 

him, absorbs the Divine Mothers into her celestial body, she can well say: “I alone 
exist here in the world; what second, other than I, is there? / O wicked one, behold 

these my manifestations of power entering back into me!”165 

The process of sanskritization of the indigenous Màt¡kà-cults, which is clearly 

portrayed in the Devì-Màhàtmya section of the Màrkaòweya Puràòa, was continued in 

the early medieval period with the creation of a number of sectarian Puràòic myths 

centring round the war exploits of this band of goddesses. D. Kinsley synthesizes the 

developmental process at issue in the following manner: “The number and names of 
the màt¡kàs become increasingly standardized in the post-epic period until a more-or-

less standard list of seven goddesses begins to become synonymous with the màt¡kàs. 

The appearance of these seven goddesses is quite modified from the màt¡kàs of the 

epic. In the medieval period they are patterned (at least in appearance) on male 

deities of the Hindu pantheon. Furthermore, they are usually portrayed in mythology 

as combating demons who threaten the gods or the stability of the cosmos. Thus, in 

some ways, the màt¡kàs seem to have brahmanized and domesticated.”166 

In the Vàmana Puràòa (30, 3-9), seven màt¡kàs are stated to have been born 

from different parts of the Devì’s body – and accordingly, not from the male gods, after 

whom they are, however, named – to fight against the asuras, chief among whom is 

Raktabìja.167 The Varàha Puràòa (27, 28-43), on the contrary, connects them with the 

killing of the asura Andhaka by Çiva through a mythic narration which is, at any 

rate, modelled on the episode of Raktabìja as described in the Devì-Màhàtmya (see the 

way in which the màt¡kàs, created by the gods, drink the blood of the great asura to 

prevent its drops from giving origin to innumerable Andhakas, as it was the case with 

Raktabìja); eight màt¡kàs, including their leader Yogeçvarì (a variant form of 

Càmuòwà, born from the flames having issued from Çiva’s mouth), are mentioned in 
this Puràòa.168 A similar narration occurs in the Matsya Puràòa (179, 8-90), where 
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about two hundred màt¡kàs are created by Çiva to combat the asura Andhaka; the 

latter, who had the capacity to duplicate himself from each drop of blood that gushed 

out of his body as soon he was wounded, was bled to death by the ferocious màt¡kàs (a 

mythological motif once again modelled on the Raktabìja episode contained in the 

Devì-Màhàtmya).169 

Thus the Puràòa authors tried to modify the fundamentally malevolent nature 

of the màt¡kàs, akin to that of the innumerable ill-affecting female spirits or village 

goddesses venerated by the non-Aryan tribes of India, by associating them with the 

Devì or with Çiva as their assistants in combating the asuras. In both cases, they are 

conceived as extensions of the Devì – either issuing directly from her body or from the 

bodies of male divinities – in her avatàric role as the preserver of the cosmic order. 

The fierce, violent and blood-thirsty character of the Divine Mothers is, however, 

betrayed in all of the above mentioned Puràòic accounts, with this testifying that the 

Mahàbhàrata tradition about these female deities still exerted some influence in the 

Gupta and post-Gupta periods. The Vàmana, Varàha and Matsya Puràòas describe 

the màt¡kàs as the suckers of the blood of different asuras – Raktabìja, i.e., “Blood-

Germ”, the ever multiplying germ of vice, and Andhaka, i.e., “Blind”, the principle of 
darkness and ignorance – while the Devì-Màhàtmya (8. 62), though assigning to the 

sole Càmuòwà the task of sucking the blood of Raktabìja, states that, once the latter 

was killed, the Divine Mothers got intoxicated by his blood and danced about the 

battlefield.170 The restriction of the number of the màt¡kàs to seven or eight and their 

association with as many male counterparts, operated by the Puràòa authors, appear 

artificial and arbitrary, even though they are understandable in a religious context 

dominated by the will of assimilating and sanskritizing the primitive goddess-cults of 

the non-Aryan origin. 

 

Development of the iconography of the màt¡kàs in Orissa — The above 

discussed mythological traditions about the màt¡kàs may fairly enough explain why 

this group of female deities was so incredibly popular in Orissa during the early and 

middle portions of the medieval period. Once established that these deities were the 

sanskritized hypostases of the archaic ill-giving and child-affecting goddesses of the 

tribals and semi-tribals, who anciently inhabited in the greater part of present Orissa 

too, their rise to a pre-eminent position in the Çaiva-Çàkta pantheon as it developed 
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in the latter country in the post-Gupta epoch with the determinant contribution of the 

Pàçupatas and, later on, of the Kàpàlikas appears quite logical. 

Generally speaking, the Orissan images of màt¡kàs conform to the overall 

iconography of these divinities as described in many literary sources. They are thus 

depicted, in most cases, as either two- or four-armed, in the latter case generally 

displaying the abhaya and varada hand-poses (i.e. the mudràs respectively indicating 

protection and boon-bestowal). They are furthermore marked for the weapons and 

attributes of their respective male counterparts as well as by the latter’s vàhanas – a 

goose or duck for Bràhmì, a bull for Çivànì, a peacock for Kaumàrì, the Garuwa for 

Vaišòavì, a buffalo (related to Yama rather than to Varàha) for Vàràhì, an elephant 

for Indràòì, an owl or, later on, a corpse (related to Bhairava) for Càmuòwà. They are 

invariably seated at ease on pedestals and they are never shown engaged in fighting 

asuras, the sole exceptions to this iconographic mode being represented by an early 

màt¡kà frieze to be found at Someçvara temple at Mukhalingam and by a much later 

màt¡kà set housed within the jagamohana of Samaleçvarì temple at Sonepur.171 

The artists and the temple patronizers of medieval Orissa generally accepted 

the standard list of seven màt¡kàs as canonized in most of the Puràòas, namely, the 

one formed by Bràhmì-Çivànì-Kaumàrì-Vaišòavì-Vàràhì-Indràòì-Càmuòwà. Such an 

alignment of Saptamàt¡kàs, found at many other sites in India, most likely implies a 

cosmological meaning: Bràhmì at the beginning would, in fact, represent the principle 

of creation, Vaišòavì in the middle, that of preservation, and Càmuòwà at the end, 

that of destruction. Yet there is a number of variants to this mode of alignment, these 

being suggestive of local influences. At some sites of Orissa the màt¡kàs form a group 

of eight (Ašxamàt¡kàs) instead of seven, with this evincing the prevalence there of a 

different literary tradition. The eighth màt¡kà added to the standard set is usually 

N¡si®hì or, alternatively, a form of Kàlì/Càmuòwà (Çivadùtì, Danturà, Caòwikà or 

Dakšiòà Kàlì variously).172 

As stated in chapter 2, the màt¡kàs were originally worshipped in the all-India 

context according to Tantric rites (the worship of the Circle of Mothers or màt¡-

maòwala, etc.), which were most likely of the vàmàcàra type as indicated by many a 

literary and epigraphic source. Such a ritualistic pattern may have been adopted in 

Orissa as well, at least during the early medieval period (see the arrangement of the 

cult images in the sanctum of the Vaitàl Deul, where a set of Ašxamàt¡kàs, presided 
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over by a most terrific Càmuòwà image, is accompanied by some as terrific Bhairava 

images). Nevertheless, with the rise to power of the Somava®çì dynasty in the 10th 

century A.D., this Çàkta-tantric cult must have been, to a great extent, deprived of its 

most unorthodox and extreme ritual features to be included into the reformed form of 

Hinduism promoted by the members of that Çaivite dynasty of Orissa. The process of 

reversion of Màt¡kà-worship to dakšiòàcàra rites is possibly exemplified in Orissa by 

the association of the figure of a child to each màt¡kà image (Càmuòwà excepted) 

starting from the 10th century A.D. This mode of depicting the màt¡kàs developed in 

North India (Mathura area) starting from the Kušàòa period;173 in course of time, it 

was adopted in central India, from where, spreading across the Chhatisgarh region 

(modern south-eastern Madhya Pradesh), which was ruled over since the post-Gupta 

period by the Early Somava®çì or Pàòwuva®çì dynasty,174 it asserted itself in Orissa, 

especially after the Somava®çìs took the place of the Bhauma-karas on the throne of 

Jajpur.175 

The adoption of the baby-in-the-lap motif, laying stress upon the aspect of the 

Divine Mothers as benign deities, at so a comparatively late date may suggest that, 

prior to the 10th century A.D., the Orissan form of Màt¡kà-worship was patterned on 

some earlier magico-religious tradition having a composite, tribal-Tantric matrix. The 

“mother aspect” of the màt¡kàs – which, according to most of scholars, would have 

been emphasized by the introduction of the baby-in-the-lap motif – must have been 

rather neglected in early medieval Orissa, where the vàmàcàra form of Çakti cult 

prevailed for centuries owing to the process of sanskritization of female-oriented tribal 

cults carried on by the Pàçupata and Kàpàlika ascetics. This asserted emphasis on 

the “mother aspect” of the màt¡kàs, however, appears to the present writer to be less 

important than the emphasis laid upon their role as the dispensers of mystic-esoteric 

knowledge – a function that, as earlier suggested, may also have been symbolized by 

the baby placed on the lap of each of them. In this connection, it must be pointed out 

that, in the Tantric tradition, the aspect of Çiva Pañcànana (the Five-faced) termed as 

Sadyojàta (the Suddenly-born or also the New-born), corresponding to the Umàvaktra 

(Goddess-Face) of Çiva as well as with the north direction (which, as earlier stated, 

seems to be the distinctive direction of the great Goddess), is associated with the mind 
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(manas) as well as with the creative function of the godhead.176 The new-born child 

associated with each màt¡kà, with his reminding of the concept about the Sadyojàta, 

might thus represent the creative process through which mystic-esoteric knowledge is 

imparted by Çiva to the Tantric sàdhaka through the medium of the female principle 

or Çakti. 

It seems, therefore, quite incorrect to consider the màt¡kàs with the child in 

their arms as “the exact counterparts of the ‘Virgin and Child’ of European art”,177 for 

each of these deities, like all other Hindu goddesses, is never conceived as an actual 

mother goddess, that is, as the “mother” of a divine child or of mankind. Pàrvatì, just 

to make an example, is not regarded at all as the generatrix of Skanda and Gaòeça, 

despite the latter gods are traditionally said to be the sons of Çiva and of the Goddess. 

It is true that, by the time in which their cult was popularized in its fully developed 

Brahmanical form by the Somava®çìs of Orissa, the màt¡kàs had acquired a motherly 

and nurturing personality, which was expressed in iconography by their association 

with children; yet, this particular aspect of the màt¡kàs is to be probably understood 

as the iconic representation of their functioning as the “midwives” of the sàdhaka’s 
consciousness in the context of the Tantric spiritual training performed in order to 

attain siddhis, and not at all as that of their functioning as “maternal” divinities of 
fertility, that is, as “mother goddesses” akin in conception to those worshipped in 
West Asia, Egypt and the eastern Mediterranean basin in ancient times. 

 

Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça, the associates of the màt¡kàs — The màt¡kàs’ 
functioning as magico-sapiential divinities is, among other things, evinced by their 

constant iconographic association, in Orissa as in the greater part of India, with the 

images of Çiva Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça, the supreme patrons of mystic knowledge, 

respectively placed at the beginning and at the end of each màt¡kà set in the role of 

the male “guardians” of these ambivalent female deities. It is stated in the Matsya 

Puràòa (262. 38-39) that an image of Vinàyaka (Gaòeça), along with one of Lord 

Vìreçvara (Vìrabhadra) mounted on bull, with head covered with matted locks of hair 

and holding vìòà (the Indian lute) and trident, should always be placed in front of a 

set of Divine Mothers.178 The convention of placing the màt¡kà images in between 

those of Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça is traced back in the all-India context to the Gupta 
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Stutley, op. cit., p. 315. 
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period, and was preceded in the Kušàòa period by the association of each màt¡kà with 

two àyudha-purušas (the male figures flanking a Divine Mother on either side and 

displaying abhaya-mudrà with their right hand while holding a long spear in their 

left hand).179 The earliest Hindu set of Saptamàt¡kàs to be found in Orissa, namely, 

the one carved on the external wall of the  jagamohana of Paraçuràmeçvara temple at 

Bhubaneswar (7th century A.D.), already presents the association of the màt¡kàs with 

the figures of Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça, a motif that was continued in Orissan art till 

the close of the Somava®çì period (late 11th century A.D.). 

Vìrabhadra, whose name can be freely translated as “Benevolent-to-Heroes”,180 

perhaps in the sense of a deity who favours Tantric sàdhakas (vìra), was anciently 

conceived as a youthful, comely, but at the same time fearful and ferocious emanation 

of Çiva having been created to destroy Dakša’s sacrifice, to which Çiva and the Devì 

had not been invited, and to punish the Vedic gods and sages who were attending it. 

The Mahàbhàrata (XII. 282-83) states that Vìrabhadra was created by Çiva in order 

to satisfy his angry consort’s desire for revenge, and that he, along with the dreadful 

goddess Mahàkàlì or Bhadrakàlì, born of the Devì’s wrath, destroyed the materials of 
Dakša’s sacrifice.181 This story, pointing out the original relation between the terrific 

aspect of Çiva and that of the Devì as well as their common opposing the old Vedic 

religion, may have constituted one of the possible sources of inspiration for the later 

iconographic association of Vìrabhadra with the màt¡kàs (who also embody, at least in 

part, the terrific aspect of the great Goddess). 

Although he is mentioned in the Mahàbhàrata as an all-destroyer, Vìrabhadra, 

when represented by the medieval Hindu sculptors as the guardian of the màt¡kàs, is 

depicted in peaceful aspect, usually while gently playing his vìòà. The latter musical 

instrument is also iconographically associated with Sarasvatì, the Hindu goddess of 

learning, as well as with the Vìòàdhara-Dakšiòàmùrti of Çiva, a benign and graceful 

Àgamic form of the god in his role as the Master of Music. In his Dakšiòà (southern) 

aspect, Çiva is meant as the supreme master of yoga, music and Vedic doctrine, and of 

sacred knowledge in general. In Hindu thought, knowledge is imagined to come down 

to our world, symbolically placed to the south, like the rays of light come down from 

the sun, symbolically placed to the north; this southward flow is, at one time, the way 
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of disintegration too, for which reason the Dakšiòàmùrti of Çiva is also considered the 

presiding deity of death (like Yama, who is, in fact, the ruler of the south direction).182 

To summarize, Çiva Vìrabhadra was seemingly chosen for accompanying the 

màt¡kàs because of his dual and complementary nature as an all-destroying and as a 

mystic-sapiential divinity; the latter function is symbolized by the vìòà he generally 

plays in his representative icons (including many Orissan examples associated with 

màt¡kà sets) in imitation of the Vìòàdhara-Dakšiòàmùrti of Çiva and of Sarasvatì. 

Moreover, the idea of destruction, associated with Vìrabhadra since the days of the 

Mahàbhàrata, may correspond to the power of death emanating from the Dakšiòà 

aspect of Çiva. The çakti being associated in the Tantras with this all-pervading ruler 

of knowledge and death is Bhairavì,183 whose conception presents many a similarity 

with that of the màt¡kàs, particularly in so far as Càmuòwà is concerned. 

The image of Gaòeça, associated with most of the màt¡kà sets of Orissa along 

with that of Vìrabhadra in full accordance with the all-India tradition, represents an 

additional symbol of mystic knowledge. Gaòeça is, indeed, the god of wisdom and the 

patron of letters. As in the case of Vìrabhadra, the association of this deity with the 

màt¡kàs was aimed at conferring a sapiential connotation on the ambivalent powers 

embodied by these goddesses and at neutralizing their evil influences. 

 

Early sets of màt¡kàs in Orissa — The numerous sets of Saptamàt¡kàs (or of 

Ašxamàt¡kàs) of Orissa can be grouped into two broad classes – earlier and later – 

according to whether they hold babies in their arms or not. The earlier màt¡kà images 

from Orissa (7th-9th centuries A.D.) are never associated with babies while the later 

ones (10th-13th centuries A.D.) are always associated with babies – a feature having 

been introduced, as earlier suggested, during the Somava®çì period. 

The Saptamàt¡kà set of Paraçuràmeçvara temple at Bhubaneswar (dating 

from the 7th century A.D.) is the earliest one having survived in Orissa. The màt¡kà 

images, accompanied by those of Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça plus those of Lakulìça, 

Sùrya and other Hindu deities, are carved in relief on the lowest panel of the bàwa 

(wall portion of the temple) of the jagamohana, which is divided into compartments by 

decorated pilasters. They are all four-armed except Kaumàrì and Indràòì, who are 

two-armed. Bràhmì, who is three-headed (the fourth head, as in the case of Brahmà, 
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being fancied to be on the back of the sculpture), holds akšamàlà (a rosary), vìja-

pùraka (a ball of meal meaning an offering), a ketakì flower and a vase. Çivànì holds 

akšamàlà, vìja-pùraka, gadà (mace) and a trident. Kaumàrì holds vìja-pùraka and 

çakti (a long javelin also wielded by her male counterpart Kumàra or Kàrttikeya) and 

has her hairdo arranged into çikhaòwaka (a three-lock coiffure that is also worn by 

Kàrttikeya), a distinctive feature appearing in most of her later Orissan images too. 

Vaišòavì holds çaÞkha, cakra and a vase (the fourth hand, broken, possibly wielded 

gadà). Indràòì holds vajra (thunderbolt) and a vase. The sow-faced Vàràhì holds a 

lotus, a fish, kuxhàra (a hatchet) and a vase. Finally, the skeleton-like Càmuòwà holds 

a lily bud, vìja-pùraka, a trident and a vase. The pedestals of the images of Bràhmì, 

Indràòì, Vàràhì and Càmuòwà are respectively embellished by a duck, an elephant, a 

crouching human figure and an owl, all flanked by tripods, while those of the images 

of Çivànì, Kaumàrì and Vaišòavì are devoid of any carving, although also the vàhanas 

of these goddesses must have been depicted there before the temple was repaired in 

1899-1901.184 

Next in order of chronology may be placed the set of màt¡kàs carved on the 

vertical jambs framing the jagamohana portal of Si®hanàtha temple, located on an 

island in the bed of the Mahanadi near the village of Gopinathpur (Cuttack district). 

The temple, generally assigned to the close of the Çailodbhava period (ca. 7th-8th 

centuries A.D.),185 is dedicated to both Çiva and Višòu’s lion (si®ha) aspect, despite its 

enshrining only a liÞga in its sanctum. The images of Vìrabhadra, Çivànì, Vaišòavì 

and Indràòì are carved on the left side of the temple doorway while those of Bràhmì, 

Kaumàrì, Vàràhì and Càmuòwà are carved on its right side. The image of Gaòeça is 

here absent. Under many aspects these màt¡kàs resemble those of Paraçuràmeçvara 

temple at Bhubaneswar: in fact, Kaumàrì and Indràòì (with the addition, in this case, 

of Vàràhì) are also here two-armed, while all the other màt¡kàs are four-armed. Also 

the àyudhas being held by the màt¡kàs of Si®hanàtha are very similar to those held 

by the màt¡kàs of Paraçuràmeçvara temple; moreover, Vàràhì is here mounted, as in 

the case of her image found in the Paraçuràmeçvara temple, on a squatting human 

figure flanked by tripods rather than on her later conventional vàhana, the buffalo. 

Some new iconographic features, related in all evidence to the Kàpàlika religiousness, 

are, however, introduced for the first time in the set of màt¡kàs under discussion: for 
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instance, Vàràhì holds here a bowl resembling very much a kapàla (skull-bowl), while 

the iconography of Càmuòwà undergoes here great changes with the appearance, for 

the first time, of the typical left-hand Tantric attributes and ornaments of this deity 

(kart¡, khaxvàÞga, the garland of human heads) and the replacement of the owl with a 

recumbent male corpse in the role of the goddess’ vàhana (but an owl is, at any rate, 

depicted here on the top of the khaxvàÞga brandished by Càmuòwà). 

The very relevant position assigned to the màt¡kàs at Si®hanàtha – this is the 

only case in Orissa in which the images of these goddesses are carved in relief round 

the doorway of a main temple – may be due to their mythological association with 

both the lion aspect of Çiva and that of Višòu, to whom the temple in question is 

dedicated. It is, in fact, stated in the Matsya Puràòa (179. 8-90) that the host of 

màt¡kàs created by Çiva to defeat the asura Andhaka announced, after the battle was 

over, that they will now proceed to destroy the whole universe, which they actually 

began to do. Çiva then summoned N¡si®ha, Višòu’s incarnation as man-lion, who 

created thirty-two other benign màt¡kàs and ordered them to subdue the frenzied 

ones who had been created by Çiva. At the end of the episode Çiva and Višòu become 

the mentors of the tamed màt¡kàs and appoint them with the tasks of bringing about 

the welfare of mankind (especially of children) and of guarding the universe.186 A 

similar sectarian myth (Vaišòavite), including the resolutive intervention of N¡si®ha 

to calm down the màt¡kàs, is also narrated in the Kùrma Puràòa.187 Another 

sectarian myth (Çaivite) associates the màt¡kàs with the Çarabha, the partially 

leonine form assumed by Çiva to punish and subjugate the frenzied N¡si®ha after the 

latter had killed the demon Hiraòyakaçipu (a staunch devotee of Çiva). The Çarabha 

is described as a winged, eight-pawed monster having a lion-face and all the màt¡kàs 

on the various parts of his body.188 According to W. D. O’Flaherty,189 the Çarabha 

incarnation of Çiva may have been inspired by the N¡si®ha incarnation of Višòu. 

Thus one can find in the Puràòas many a reference to some kind of relation uniting 

the màt¡kàs with a lion god, alternatively conceived as a manifestation of Višòu or 

one of Çiva. These Puràòic narratives may have inspired the placement of a set of 

Saptamàt¡kàs round the main portal of the temple dedicated to Si®hanàtha, the 

Lord-Lion anciently venerated in Orissa. 
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Starting from the initial part of the Bhauma epoch there is evidence enough 

that the màt¡kàs were being adored in central Orissa according to vàmàcàra Tantric 

rites. As already indicated, the màt¡kà images enshrined within the sanctum of the 

Vaitàl Deul at Bhubaneswar, erected in about A.D. 775,190 were the object of worship 

of the Kàpàlikas, who had gained by that time the support of the Bhauma rulers. The 

actual presiding deity of the shrine, Càmuòwà (whose image is larger than the ones 

representing the other màt¡kàs), was no doubt customarily offered human victims as 

a sacrifice, yet it is not known which other magical and esoteric rites were being 

performed within the dark and awe-inspiring sanctum of this Çàkta-tantric temple in 

honour of the màt¡kàs and their associated Bhairavas. The vases, tripods and incense 

burners being variously carved on the pedestal of each of these sculptures,191 which 

also appear in the earliest Orissan specimens of a màt¡kà set, suggest, on the whole, 

the idea of an intense sacrificial activity directed to propitiating the màt¡kàs. 

The màt¡kà set of the Vaitàl Deul is important inasmuch as it appears to be 

the only set of Ašxamàt¡kàs having survived in Orissa. Besides the usual series of 

seven goddesses, respectively preceded and followed by Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça, an 

eighth goddess image is in fact placed in the temple sanctum in between the image of 

Càmuòwà and that of Gaòeça. K. C. Panigrahi has tentatively identified this goddess, 

holding respectively a Çaivite trident and a lily flower (or, perhaps, a lotus) in her two 

hands, with Çivadùtì, figuring as one of the màt¡kàs in the Devì-Màhàtmya textual 

account. Be that as it may, this Çaivite goddess appears closely related to Càmuòwà, 

the presiding deity of the shrine, on the left side of whom she is placed.192 

In earlier days there was, in all likelihood, a further shrine in Bhubaneswar, 

perhaps dating from the Bhauma-kara period, which had as its collective presiding 

deity a set of màt¡kàs, seven in total. This Saptamàt¡kà temple was noticed by M. M. 

Ganguly next to the main gate of LiÞgaràja temple,193 but must have totally collapsed 

in the course of the present century, since no trace of its past existence has come to 

us. 

In the course of the Bhauma period Màt¡kà cult spread over the dominions of 

the Early GaÞga kings of northern Andhra Pradesh, bordering on the Bhauma-kara 

kingdom to the south. This is testified by the presence of a set of Saptamàt¡kàs in the 
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compound of Madhukeçvara temple at Mukhalingam, a village that, at the time of the 

construction of this temple, served most likely as the capital of the GaÞga dynasty. 

The nicely carved images of màt¡kàs, who have a gentle expression on their face and 

are accompanied by the sole Gaòeça, adorn the door jambs and lintel of a khàkharà 

shrine lying north of the main temple. They have been assigned, like the main temple 

itself, to the 9th century A.D.194 

Starting from at least the 9th century A.D. the màt¡kàs were also worshipped 

by some sections of Çàktas of Orissa along with the yoginìs. Some of the yoginì images 

enshrined at Hirapur and Ranipur-Jharial have been, indeed, identified as màt¡kàs. 

 

Later sets of màt¡kàs in Orissa — The second and later Orissan mode of 

iconographic depiction of the Divine Mothers, in which these goddesses are invariably 

associated with babies placed on their lap, was most likely promoted by the Early 

Somava®çì monarchs, who under this aspect followed the sculptural art tradition of 

Chhatisgarh (modern south-eastern Madhya Pradesh), their ancestral homeland. 

In around the 9th-10th centuries A.D., when the Bhauma-kara dynasty was 

still ruling over coastal Orissa (Utkala), the Early Somava®çìs of Dakšiòa Koçala 

built a Saptamàt¡kà temple at Belkhandi, an ancient centre of Çaivism allied with 

Çàktism situated on the course of the river Tel in the present Kalahandi district. The 

shrine at issue, presently known as Caòwì temple, testifies that the Çàkta-tantric cult 

of Saptamàt¡kàs had by that time made its way up into north-western Orissa. The 

temple is now in a dilapidated condition, for which reason the màt¡kà images, along 

with the ones of Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça, have been removed to the Museum of the 

nearby city of Bhawanipatna. The màt¡kàs from this series are seated on their usual 

mounts with a child placed on the lap. The images are unfortunately all broken and 

badly weathered, but still now their lower portions with the child visible reveal 

masterly workmanship.195 The past popularity of the Saptamàt¡kàs of Belkhandi as 

cult heroines is demonstrated by the fact, that in by-gone days a mass slaughter of 

goats and sheep took annually place in front of their temple on the Çivaràtri day.196 

Some màt¡kà sets iconographically similar to the one of Belkhandi are found at 

Ghoral and Ranipur-Jharial, two localities situated in Balangir district. The figures of 

Saptamàt¡kàs at Ghoral, rudely carved out of a protruding rock and, consequently, 
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mostly obliterated due to weathering effect, are very large in size. They have babies in 

their arms and are, as usual, associated with Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça. At Ranipur-

Jharial, the greatest Çaiva tìrtha of the Dakšiòa Koçala region, established in the 9th-

10th centuries by the Somava®çì rulers, three sets of Saptamàt¡kàs are presently 

found. In two of them, Aja-Ekapàda Bhairava replaces Vìrabhadra in the role as the 

guardian of the Divine Mothers, the other guardian being, as usual, Gaòeça. In the 

third set, on the contrary, no other deity accompanies the màt¡kàs. A child is depicted 

on the lap of each goddess in all the three series except in the last mentioned one, in 

which only Kaumàrì – leaving, of course, out of consideration the “sterile” Càmuòwà – 

is represented without child, possibly to lay stress upon her youthful nature.197 

By the 9th century A.D. the motif of the màt¡kàs with the child on the lap had 

become popular in the present Koraput district too, having historically the largest 

concentration of tribal population in Orissa. This is evinced by the presence of a set of 

Saptamàt¡kàs presenting the new iconographic feature in the premises of the temple 

of Pàtàleçvara at Paikapada (9th century A.D.), dedicated by Early GaÞga monarchs 

of KaliÞga to the god Çiva in his aspect as the Lord of the Underworld. The elegantly 

proportioned images of the seven goddesses, flanked by Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça, are 

housed in a small Çàkta shrine lying in the premises of this temple.198 

The motif of the màt¡kàs with the child on the lap was developed in the same 

period in the Mayurbhanj region (north-eastern Orissa); indeed, three tenth-century 

images of a Divine Mother holding a baby are to be found at Khiching, the eminent 

Çaiva-Çàkta centre that served as the early capital city of the feudal rulers of the 

region, the Bhañjas. These images represent Bràhmì, Çivànì and Vaišòavì seated in 

lalitàsana on their respective vàhanas. Each of the three deities is richly ornamented 

and wears kirìxa-mukuxa (a bejewelled tiara). Like all the other deities carved by the 

medieval artists of Khiching, they show speciality in workmanship, especially as far 

as the elegance of modelling and their facial expressions, suggesting youth, serenity 

and a meditative attitude, are concerned. The three images probably belonged to a no 

longer extant shrine consecrated to the màt¡kàs, which must have been placed in the 

compound of the equally no longer extant great Çiva temple of Khiching. Thus other 

màt¡kà images, at least four, must have been worshipped at Khiching in past times. 

Prior to the reconstruction of the temples of Khiching, which caused the demolition of 

some structures built over the latter’s remains in a relatively modern epoch, the three 
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surviving màt¡kà images at issue were installed in the side niches of the so-called 

Khandiyà Deul, within the sanctum of which the image of the Xhàkuràòì of Khiching, 

Kicakeçvarì/Càmuòwà, was once enshrined. They are now preserved in the Khiching 

Museum.199 

The stage of artistic maturity as regards the sub-class of images representing 

the màt¡kàs in association with babies was achieved in the central plains of Orissa in 

the heyday of the Somava®çì rule (second half of the 10th century A.D.). Though they 

were Çaiva, the Somava®çìs were the devoted worshippers of the Divine Mothers, to 

whom they dedicated a number of temples in the very heart of their newly-acquired 

kingdom of Utkala (coastal Orissa). 

At Bhubaneswar, Saptamàt¡kàs-cum-children made their first appearance in 

the temple of Mukteçvara, where they are carved along with Vìrabhadra in niches 

opening in the cusped ceiling of the jagamohana, shaped in the form of an eight-

petalled lotus. Their other associate, Gaòeça, is carved on one of the two large relief 

panels placed at either end of the ceiling, the other being occupied by the image of 

Kàrttikeya. This is the only case in Orissan temple art in which Saptamàt¡kàs are not 

only accompanied by Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça, but also by Çiva’s son Kàrttikeya, who, 

as above mentioned, is associated with them in some ancient myths contained in the 

Mahàbhàrata. The cosmological meaning of this màt¡kà set, related to the maòwala 

concept, has been already discussed in chapter 2; it can just be added here, that the 

Tantric philosopher Abhinavagupta, in his work Dehašxadevatàcakrastotra (11th 

century A.D.), addresses the Divine Mothers, eight in number, as seated on eight 

petals of the lotus within the body, corresponding to the eight cakras or centres of 

subtle energy as well as with the eight groups of letters of the Sanskrit alphabet, of 

which all mantras are composed. The màt¡kàs depicted in the maòwala-like ceiling of 

the jagamohana of Mukteçvara temple may thus symbolize the primordial radiating 

energies of the universe, at the centre of which is the Absolute, namely, Çiva-Çakti 

(represented by the crescent moon and full-blown lotus carved at the centre of the 

ceiling). Perhaps Vìrabhadra replaces here the eighth màt¡kà described in the Tantra 

texts because of the age-old convention according to which the image of this deity had 

to be represented with those of the màt¡kàs.200 
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At Puri, the life-size and images of Saptamàt¡kàs, carved in high relief out of 

chlorite and accompanied by Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça, are installed in the traditional 

alignment within a modern structure located on the south-west corner of the large 

tank of Màrkaòweçvara temple, called Màrkaòweya Sarovara. This Saptamàt¡kà set is 

generally assigned by the scholars to the reign of the Somava®çì king Bhìmaràtha 

(ca. A.D. 955-980), who is credited in the Màdalà Pàñji (the chronicle of Jagannàtha 

temple at Puri) with the installation of “seven Sisters” (Sàta Bhauni) on the eastern 

side of Màrkaòweya tank. This king, mentioned in the text as Bhìmakeçari, is stated 

to have been a great worshipper of the Devì.201 According to R. L. Mitra, who wrote his 

notes in the late 19th century, the màt¡kà images of Puri, which were then lying 

under a holy banyan tree, were eight, and not seven such as they are seen now. The 

eighth, now disappeared màt¡kà, mounted on bull, was identified by that scholar with 

Caòwikà, regarded by him as a benevolent form of Càmuòwà.202 On this ground, it 

may be concluded that this set of Divine Mothers originally represented Ašxamàt¡kàs 

rather than Saptamàt¡kàs; yet, the eighth màt¡kà noticed by R. L. Mitra may have 

been a later addition to the original series of seven goddesses, since the Màdalà Pàñji, 

as above stated, records the installation of seven, and not of eight “Sisters”. All of the 
màt¡kàs belonging to the Puri set are four-armed and seated in lalitàsana. A baby is 

fully visible only on Bràhmì’s, Kaumàrì’s and Vaišòavì’s lap respectively, while the 

babies held by Çivànì, Vàràhì and Indràòì are now broken. The face of each màt¡kà, 

Càmuòwà excepted, is lit up with celestial smile. On the whole, the deities appear lost 

in meditation, showing a passive, contemplative and somewhat blank expression that 

makes them look lifeless and hieratic. 

A fine set of màt¡kàs iconographically very similar to the Puri one is presently 

worshipped at Jajpur – the capital city of Orissa in the time of the Somava®çìs – in a 

modern shrine located at Daçàçvamedha ghàx, which is bathed by the sacred waters 

of the river Vaitarani. The series is here formed by the images of Lakšmì-N¡si®ha 

(replacing the lost image of Bràhmì and locally worshipped as such), Çivànì, Kaumàrì, 

Danturà (an extremely decrepit, revolting and hideous variant form of Càmuòwà), 

Vaišòavì, Indràòì, Vàràhì and Càmuòwà. Thus the original set was most likely made 

up of eight màt¡kàs (Ašxamàt¡kàs), i.e., the usual seven plus Danturà. An image of 

Gaòeça of the same size and of the same material (chlorite schist) of the màt¡kà 

images in question, which is now enshrined in a small temple situated north of the 
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ghàx, accompanied in all likelihood the ones of the Divine Mothers in times gone by. 

On the contrary, no image of Çiva Vìrabhadra is to be found at the site. Due to their 

resembling on the stylistic ground the Saptamàt¡kàs of Puri, the màt¡kà images at 

issue, all four-armed, are generally assigned to ca. the 10th century A.D.203 The 

màt¡kà set of Daçàçvamedha ghàx can be considered one of the finest specimens of 

Tantric art belonging to the Somava®çì period, particularly in so far as the Càmuòwà 

image is concerned. The goddesses are wonderfully carved in three dimensions and in 

a life-size, while their faces, lit up by the typical smile, appear less conventional and 

affected than those of the Puri màt¡kàs. The pot-bellied children associated with them 

(except in the case of Càmuòwà) are wonderfully carved. The smiling look displayed 

by each of the Divine Mothers seems to be directed to the nice child she is supporting 

with the lower left arm, while the abhaya (“fear-not”) pose of their lower right hand 
contributes to emphasize the goddesses’ protective and benevolent attitude. Yet, the 
presence of the Càmuòwà and Danturà images in this set counterbalances the sense of 

serenity emanating from the other màt¡kàs with a fearful and awe-inspiring note. 

According to the local tradition, this màt¡kà set was once enshrined within a medieval 

temple situated at Daçàçvamedha ghàx like the present one. This shrine would have 

been destroyed, on an undetermined date, by the Muslim invaders of Orissa, who 

would have subsequently thrown the images of the deities down into the Vaitarani. 

The recovery of these lost màt¡kà images as well as the erection of the modern shed 

under which they are presently installed is reported by A. Stirling to have been the 

work of a merchant from Cuttack.204 

A similar story relating to the iconoclastic fury of the Muslims is also handed 

down in connection with the other set of màt¡kàs that was installed at Jajpur by the 

Somava®çì monarchs, namely, the one which was originally enshrined at the place 

presently known as Muktimaòwapa (assembly hall of learned Brahmins). A high and 

large platform with a projection on the front side, flanked on either side by a stairway 

of stone leading to a collapsed doorway, is probably all what remains of this grandiose 

medieval temple dedicated to the Divine Mothers. Three colossal images of a màt¡kà, 

representing Càmuòwà, Vàràhì and Indràòì respectively, were lying topsy-turvy on a 

heap of rubbish behind this platform when A. Stirling visited Jajpur in the early 19th 

century. The neglected sculptures were removed in 1866 by the British authorities to 

the garden of the Sub-Divisional Officer, Jajpur, where they are still today preserved. 
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According to the local tradition, these giant-size cult icons were originally worshipped 

in a temple which stood on the said platform along with those representing Bràhmì, 

Çivànì, Kaumàrì, Vaišòavì and N¡si®hì. This latter group of stone images would have 

been smashed in pieces in A.D. 1568 by the Muslims of Bengal led by Kàlàpàhàr to 

make cannon-balls, whereas the images now preserved in the Sub-Divisional Officer 

compound would have been simply thrown by them down the platform. The same 

tradition credits Kàlàpàhàr’s lieutenant ‘Alì Bukhàrì, a fanatical Afghan iconoclast 

whose tomb stands in front of the destroyed temple of the Divine Mothers, with the 

profanation and demolition of the temple in question.205 Thus the màt¡kà images 

anciently enshrined on the present Muktimaòwapa platform appear to have formed a 

set of Ašxamàt¡kàs rather than of Saptamàt¡kàs. This also appears to be the case 

with the other màt¡kà set of Jajpur, i.e., the one of Daçàçvamedha ghàx. The tradition 

according to which these deities had to be adored in a group of eight may have been 

the prevalent one at Jajpur during the Somava®çì period.  

The màt¡kà images preserved in the Sub-Divisional Officer compound, carved 

in round masses out of chlorite schist, represent the largest such images having been 

ever found in Orissa. Indràòì is seated on her elephant mount, very skilfully carved, 

and wears a tall kirìxa-mukuxa and delicately designed drapery and ornaments; all of 

her original four arms, as well as the child placed on her left knee, are broken. The 

sow-faced and pot-bellied Vàràhì has her hair rising high on the head in corkscrew-

shaped curls and is adorned with magnificent bracelets, bell-bangles and crescent-

shaped earrings. She is mounted on buffalo and holds a pot-bellied baby on her lap. Of 

her original four arms, only the one caressing the child has survived. Càmuòwà, 

mounted on a life-size male corpse displaying añjali-mudrà as a sign of supplication, 

has all of her original four arms broken; she is three-eyed and has her flame-like hair 

brushed back under a fillet formed by a cobra, having a miniature skull as its buckle; 

she looks like a skeleton without flesh and wears a necklace made with human skulls 

and ornaments made with human bones. On the stylistic ground, T. E. Donaldson has 

assigned these three images, as well as the temple that once enshrined them, to the 

10th century A.D., the golden age of the Somava®çìs.206 

Another beautiful set of màt¡kàs carved out of chlorite schist and associated 

with children, this too dating back to the Somava®çì age, is presently under worship 
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in a newly-built thatched house located in the village of Sathalapura near Alanahat 

(Cuttack district). The temple which originally contained these màt¡kà images along 

with the ones of Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça has totally collapsed, but yet its groundplan, 

still discernible at the site, reveals that it belonged to the khàkharà variety, meant 

specifically to house the Çàkta deities.207 The series is here formed by the images of 

Kaumàrì, Bràhmì, Çivànì, Vàràhì, Indràòì and Vaišòavì in the given order. A seventh 

màt¡kà image, representing N¡si®hì, was described by M. P. Dash,208 but has now 

disappeared. Thus the image of Càmuòwà, curiously enough, is missing from this 

Saptamàt¡kà set, in which it was probably replaced by the no longer extant image of 

N¡si®hì. At any rate, N¡si®hì replacing Càmuòwà is not unknown in the iconography 

of the màt¡kàs as it historically developed in the all-India context.209 The màt¡kà set 

at Sathalapura is assigned to the 10th century A.D. like that at Puri, the iconographic 

features of which are very similar to the former’s ones (although the size of the Puri 
images is bigger). An unique feature of the ruined Màt¡kà temple of Sathalapura is 

represented by its being faced by a subsidiary shrine housing a life-size image of Aja-

Ekapàda Bhairava, which served in all likelihood as a supplementary “guardian” of 
the goddesses in addition to Vìrabhadra and Gaòeça. This beautiful Tantric cult icon, 

still enshrined at the site within its original sanctuary, is the largest image of Aja-

Ekapàda ever found in Orissa. The deity is four-armed and represented ùrdhvaliÞga. 

He stands on a prostrate corpse, is garlanded with skulls and is flanked at the base by 

attendants holding kart¡ and kapàla, these features suggesting his Tantric nature.210 

This is an excellent representative image bearing the art tradition of the Somava®çìs. 

The latest noticeable example of a set of màt¡kàs having been carved during 

the Somava®çì period is the one, unfortunately mutilated, recovered from the city of 

Dharmasala in Cuttack district, which is now housed in the Orissa State Museum.211 

The surviving images from this set, carved out of chlorite schist, represent Vaišòavì, 

Indràòì, Vàràhì and Càmuòwà. The richly ornamented and well-preserved goddesses 

hold babies in their arms (Càmuòwà, as it is the norm, excepted) and appear lost in 

meditation like the màt¡kàs of Puri and Jajpur. All of them are four-armed, although 

some of their arms are now broken. The weapons and attributes still visible in their 

hands are chinnamastaka and kapàla (Càmuòwà), vajra and aÞkuça (Indràòì), cakra 

and çaÞkha (Vaišòavì), matsya and kapàla (Vàràhì). Vaišòavì and Indràòì wear a tall 
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kirìxa-mukuxa (bejewelled tiara), while Vàràhì has her hairdo arranged in a nimbus of 

corkscrew-shaped curls and Càmuòwà has her hair rising upwards like flames tied at 

the base by a snake fillet. 

Other màt¡kà sets of the minor artistic relevance assignable to the Somava®çì 

period are to be found at Kalarahanga, Beraboi and Shergarh, while the only extant 

example of a màt¡kà set assignable to the Imperial GaÞga period is the one, formed by 

five figures only, which is carved on a stone slab loosely placed in the jagamohana of 

Buddhanàtha temple at Garudipanchana near Bhubaneswar.212 

The age-old Màt¡kà cult appears to have declined all over Orissa after the rise 

to power of the Imperial GaÞgas, who do not appear to have patronized this cult. It 

cannot be ascertained from the historical viewpoint whether the worship of the Divine 

Mothers continued to be popular in Orissa after the fall of the Somava®çì dynasty or 

not, but it seems, at any rate, certain that after that event no new set of màt¡kàs was 

carved out to be installed as the collective presiding deity of an Orissan Çàkta temple. 

 

Vàràhì 

The cult of Vàràhì, like that of Càmuòwà, flourished in medieval Orissa as an 

individual Çàkta-tantric cult theologically connected with Màt¡kà cult. The worship of 

the great Goddess in her manifestation as Vàràhì (Sow) was more popular in eastern 

India than in the other parts of the sub-continent. In Orissa, the sow-headed and pot-

bellied goddess Vàràhì presides over or, in other cases, is one of the side deities of a 

number of medieval Çàkta temples. 

The concept about a sow-goddess, incorporated in the medieval Çàkta-tantric 

doctrines, has in all evidence very little to do with the boar incarnation of Višòu 

(Varàha), being the former much more related to the female-oriented religiousness of 

prehistory than to the later theological doctrines of Brahmanical Hinduism. Vàràhì’s 
assimilation to the çakti of Višòu in his aspect as Sacrificial Boar, first operated in 

Devì-Màhàtmya (composed in the Gupta period),213 was in all likelihood only the final 

outcome of a slow process of sanskritization that invested the archetypal figure of the 

Sacred Sow, worshipped in India since pre-Vedic times. 
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Before giving a description of the temples and iconography of Vàràhì in Orissa, 

we deem it useful to give some hints on the origin and significance of sow-worship in 

the neolithic cultures and the ancient civilizations of the Indo-Mediterranean area. 

 

The neolithic sow-goddess — In the neolithic period, after the discovery of 

agriculture, animal-breeding became a regular economic activity. Boar, by nature a 

half-sedentary animal, became then by degrees a bred animal of great importance. 

The fierce wild swine was thus changed by man into the more tractable domestic 

swine, essentially destined to reproduction. A new species of swine, pig or hog, was 

created out of this process. It is important to note that, while the European pig in 

course of time became the hairless and pink-skinned beast everyone knows, the Asian 

pig, the autochthonous species of India, retained most of the somatic characteristics of 

the boar such as long hair, dark colour, etc., and remained in essence a half-wild 

animal. Nowadays this type of pig is being bred especially in the Dravidian areas of 

India, but yet, prior to the Muslim invasions (for the Muslims abominate pigs), it 

must have been endemic of North India too as an inheritance from neolithic hoe-

farming, which made use of pig’s excreta as manure.214 Thus pig, such as it was 

known to the ancient inhabitants of the Indian sub-continent, differed very little from 

boar. This is of the utmost importance as to the comprehension of the meaning of the 

Sacred Sow in protohistoric Indian cultures, inasmuch as the supposedly universal 

neolithic sow-goddess, from whom the concept about Vàràhì appears to derive, must 

have shared in the nature of both the wild boar and the half-wild pig, two swine 

species that were assimilated to each other in the outlook of the ancient inhabitants of 

India. For this reason Vàràhì, in her intimate essence, personifies not only the sacred 

spirit of the female of boar, but also that of the female of pig. 

J. Voss, a scholar in prehistoric and ancient matriarchal cults, puts forward 

the hypothesis that the females of the Neolithic, progressively relegated to a 

subordinate status by the male leaders of the rising patriarchal society, and thus 

deprived of the authority they had enjoyed in the phase of predominance of mother-

right, began at a certain time to regard the wild sow as the inner symbol of their 

ancient freedom and power. The wild sow became a symbol of the primordial nature, 

savage and strong, of woman, of her vigour and insuperability, and also of her free 

sexuality, full of desire, but now put under control by the male. The innate superiority 
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of the sow over the he-boar, manifesting itself in the easy way she forms a family 

group with her little ones without involving the latter’s father in any way, was 
probably reminiscent to neolithic women of the matriarchal family structure, in which 

man’s role was near to be that of a mere seed-giver.215 

In several neolithic cultures the boar in general, irrespective of its sex, was 

also associated with death and regeneration. This was probably due to the fact that 

boars, like vultures, feed on carrions. In the neolithic cultures of the Mediterranean 

basin, this animal was attributed a magical and supernatural nature, symbolically 

associated with the ideas of death and rebirth.216 Also in the mythic traditions of India 

the Sacred Boar, besides having a cosmogonic function in his manifestation as Emùša 

(mentioned in the Bràhmaòas), later on assimilated to the Varàha avatàra of Višòu, 

is sometimes a symbol of destruction and death. A Çaiva myth recorded in the Kàlikà 

Puràòa gives account of the terrible cosmic ravage caused by the Boar and his sons, 

who were killed by Çiva in order to restore the upset cosmic order.217 

Significantly enough, the concept of death is also associated with the Tantric 

goddess Vàràhì: the latter’s vàhana is, in fact, the buffalo, which also serves as the 

celestial mount of the Hindu god of death Yama. Vàràhì is conceived a sort of Yama’s 
çakti, for which reason her image, in the context of the iconography of Saptamàt¡kàs, 

is sometimes replaced by that of Yamì (Yama’s sister).218 The association of the great 

sow-goddess of the neolithic age with the idea of death, however, appears to be a later 

religio-cultural development determined by the final victory of patriarchal ideals over 

matriarchal ones. In this connection, a myth elaborated by the Gadabas of Koraput 

district, an Austro-Asiatic-speaking tribe of Orissa, narrates of a goddess who gave 

birth to a multitude of little pigs that immediately started to devour all crops, for 

which reason her brothers sealed her vulva up, causing her death219. The matriarchal 

sow-goddess, most likely portrayed in this myth, was thus perceived, even in a tribal 

culture such as the Gadaba one, as a dangerous being destined to be suppressed. 

It seems, on the whole, that the sow-goddess worshipped in prehistoric times 

throughout the world, probably from Europe to the Pacific, symbolized not only the 

freedom and authority anciently enjoyed by woman, but also her uterus, containing 

the germs of life like an egg, as well as the mystery of her menstrual cycle, regulated 
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by the sacred phases of the moon. The sow-goddess is ever and everywhere conceived 

as the mythic projection of the cosmic uterus that causes all living beings to be born, 

die and take rebirth. She was thus meant as the “vase” of eternal transformation, and 
it is not by chance that she was often represented by neolithic artisans in the shape of 

a vase surmounted by the head of a pig. The womb of the Sacred Sow was paralleled 

with the cosmic womb of the goddess of life, death and regeneration, and represented, 

by virtue of such an association of symbols, the mythic locus of everlasting rebirths of 

transformation. The Sacred Sow was not a mere symbol of biological fertility as it is 

still maintained by many scholars – a reductive conception having originated after the 

triumph of patriarchalism, according to the views of which woman is nothing but a 

child-bearer -, rather she was a symbol of spiritual transformation, connected with the 

mysteries, magic rites and esoteric knowledge that characterized the female-oriented 

cults of the pre-patriarchal epoch.220 

Among the many specimens of iconic representation of the Sacred Sow or of a 

sow-goddess belonging to the neolithic period or to the first stages of civilization, the 

most significant come from the Mediterranean area, being represented by the sow-

goddess of Rastu (Rumania), assigned to the last part of the sixth millennium B.C. 

and having the lay-out of a labyrinth (an esoteric symbol of transformation) engraved 

on the abdomen, the sacred pig of Nea Macri (Greece), assigned to ca. 6000 B.C. and 

probably connected with the worship of a sow-goddess, the statue of a seated and 

necklaced sow-goddess recovered from Syria and preserved in the Louvre Museum, 

dated to ca. the 17th-16th centuries B.C., and the wonderful head of a smiling and 

“sleeping” hog, probably representing a sow-goddess, recovered from Leskavika in 

Bulgaria and assigned to ca. the 5th century B.C.221 In the ancient Mediterranean 

area of civilization, a sacred pig or sow was associated with a number of goddesses, 

such as Nut and Isis in Egypt, the great Goddess worshipped in the island of Crete, 

and Demeter/Ceres in the Greek-Roman world. A sow-goddess, in this case a she-boar 

presiding over the process of cosmic transformation, was furthermore venerated by 

the ancient Celts and Germans.222 

In view of the above noted approach, sow appears to have been associated with 

the female principle – the Çakti of Indian religions – from very ancient times. 
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Iconographic features of Vàràhì and their significance — The Tantra literature 

of India accepts the worship of the universal Çakti in the Sacred Sow, the Vàràhì. 

According to B. Bhattacharya,223 the sow-faced Vàràhì, like the lioness-faced N¡si®hì, 

is a manifestation of the Mahàdevì that clearly relates her to such far-away countries 

as the Near Eastern ones. The assertion appears correct, since sow-goddess cults were 

once, as above suggested, widespread from the Mediterranean regions to 

Mesopotamia, from where, during the protohistoric epoch, they may have migrated up 

to the Dravidian area of civilization, situated far east; this notwithstanding, pig is an 

animal sacred to some Austro-Asiatic tribes of India too, which circumstance suggests 

the possible indigenousness, at least in part, of sow-goddess cults there. To confine the 

discussion to Orissa’s context, pig is one of the most important sacrificial animals in 

the shamanistic religion of the Hill Saoras, who ceremonially behead one of these 

animals in connection with particular fertility rites. Pig is also regarded as the mount 

of Labosum, the virtually androgyne agrarian divinity who, among the Hill Saoras, 

replaces the figure of the earth goddess (absent from their pantheon). This divinity 

mounted on pig is imagined to live beneath the soil. Moreover, eating pork is taboo to 

the Hill Saora women, nor can the flesh of sacrificed pigs be offered to the Hill Saora 

female deities and spirits.224 The last mentioned cultic feature reminds of the taboo of 

pig observed by the womenfolk during the Eleusian Mysteries, anciently celebrated in 

the Greek area of civilization in honour of goddess Demeter with the mass slaughter 

of pigs. Since the Hill Saoras of Orissa might represent a branch of the ancient people 

of the Çavaras, frequently mentioned in Sanskrit texts, it appears plausible that some 

kind of a sow-goddess cult, traces of which are, as observed, still today discernible, 

may have been once diffused among the Austro-Asiatic speakers settled in the Indian 

sub-continent. Although further evidences are required to verify such an hypothesis, 

it may be inferred here that Vàràhì cult evolved, at least for some aspects of its, out of 

this supposedly Austro-Asiatic cultic complex centring round the veneration of a sow-

goddess and the relative sacrifices of pigs, still today performed by many tribes of the 

Deccan; to this were added, in course of time, various contributions from other sow-

goddess cults having originated in the Near East and subsequently migrated, perhaps 

following the Dravidians, to the Indian sub-continent. 

What stated so far with reference to the worship of the Sacred Sow finds some 

verification in the overall iconography of the Hindu goddess Vàràhì, particularly in 
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consideration of her characteristic pot-belly, which also typifies her Orissan imagery. 

Vàràhì’s spherical and prominent belly is likely to convey the meaning of the vase of 
cosmic transformation, which, as earlier suggested, was symbolized in many neolithic 

cultures by the Sacred Sow’s womb. Other Hindu deities, e.g. Kubera and Gaòeça, as 

well as their respective attendants, the yakšas and gaòas, are depicted as pot-bellied 

genii, but in all these cases, the feature in question appears more directly related to 

the ideas of fecundity, prosperity and wealth associated with those deities. The case of 

Vàràhì appears different: her pot-belly, indeed, is much more evidently related to the 

concept about the Cosmic Womb of the Goddess, the “generative vase” filled with the 
sacred blood and ovules of the Cosmic Sow and representing the metaphysical source 

of life, death and rebirth. 

An analogous symbolism is present in the so-called Kumbhamàtàs (Mothers-

in-the-Pot) worshipped throughout India from the hoary past, even though the latter 

female deities – represented by pots filled with water and often identified with village 

goddesses – are more pronouncedly associated with fertility cults centring round the 

archetypal belief in the holiness of the water element. In accordance with this, the 

reference animal of the Mother-in-the-Pot is serpent (likewise associated with sacred 

waters) rather than the boar or pig. As a reverse proof of this, the Serpent-Mother of 

the Çàktas of Bengal, Manasà, is normally worshipped in the shape of one or more 

pots filled with water (manasàr-bàri).225 

Another feature showing the linkage of the iconography of goddess Vàràhì to 

pre-Vedic cults is the fish she usually holds in one of her hands. The introduction of 

the fish as an attribute of Vàràhì is traced from the 8th-9th centuries A.D. in Central 

India and Rajasthan,226 and to a still earlier date in Orissa. Fish is an universal 

fertility symbol associated with matriarchal beliefs. The rites of fish, meat and wine, 

possibly related in the origin to fertility magic and to erotic practices associated with 

female-oriented cults, formed the basis of the Tantric ritual known as pañcamakàra. 

The offering of fish, meat and alcoholic drinks to an all-powerful Goddess is a very 

common feature of primitive religions, particularly the Indian ones.227 According to J. 

Gonda,228 the eating of fish was adopted in the pañcamakàra ritual as a corroborant of 

generative power. All over the Ancient World fish was a symbol of abundant growth 
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and rapid reproduction; the motif of fish quickly multiplying throughout the world 

also recurs in some tribal myths of Orissa.229 

Fish symbolism is somehow connected with serpent symbolism. Serpent is, in 

fact, another primeval symbol of fertility and, more generally speaking, of matriarchal 

wisdom. As stated in chapter 1, serpent represents above all the principle of the cyclic 

development of the universe related to the phases of the moon and to the liquid 

substances. In the Indian tradition, fish has ever been regarded as a sort of “water-

snake”. As regards the tribals of Orissa, there is in this connection an enlightening 
Bondo myth in which Mahàprabhu, the supreme god of the tribe, creates different 

species of fish by cutting a snake into pieces.230 In India, however, fish, when acting as 

a religious symbol, is invested with a cosmogonic function which does not belong to 

serpent as such. In the classical Hindu mythology, the matsya (fish) always embodies 

this creative function, either in its male form (the Fish of Deluge, an avatàra of Višòu) 

and in its female one (Satyavatì, an heroine of the Mahàbhàrata described as a fish-

smelling girl, herself born from a she-fish, who gives origin to all of the royal lineages 

figuring in the great epic231). The implicit association of the fish held by Vàràhì with 

the cosmogonic principle appears manifest if one accepts the view of R. C. Agrawala, 

according to which this fish is a rohita (Cyprinus rohitaka), viz., the goldfish chosen 

by Višòu as the best-suited form for his Matsya avatàra. A goldfish belonging to this 

species forms the lower part of the god’s body in some therio-anthropomorphic images 

of this incarnation of his.232 

It can be altogether maintained that fish, a primitive symbol of the feminine, 

has had in all epochs a powerful cosmogonic meaning. Since the neolithic period, this 

animal was regarded as a symbol of the ultramundane womb of the great Goddess, 

the all-powerful dispenser of life, death and regeneration. The symbolic equivalence of 

fish and uterus is essentially due to their similar anatomic shapes and their damp 

qualities.233 So, once again, one meets with the idea of a Cosmic Womb, belonging to 

the great Goddess and conceived as the mythic locus of all process of transformation. 

It cannot be thus by chance that a fish appears in most of the Vàràhì images carved 

out in India during the medieval period. As above stated, indeed, the Sacred Sow had 

been paralleled from the hoary past with the uterus of the great Goddess. 
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It must be concluded that the fish associated with the Vàràhì image cannot be 

regarded as an exclusively Tantric feature connected with the pañcamakàra form of 

worship. In fact, the earliest sculptural representation of Vàràhì with fish in India, 

which is probably the one carved on the jagamohana of Paraçuràmeçvara temple at 

Bhubaneswar (7th century A.D.), dates from a period in which left-hand Tantric rites 

were still to become popular in Orissa. 

 

Development of the iconography of Vàràhì in Orissa — With a few exceptions, 

the images of Vàràhì having survived in Orissa are all assignable to a period ranging 

from the 7th to 13th century A.D., which roughly coincides with the period of the 

greatest ascendancy of Çàktism in the country. In her role as a màt¡kà, Vàràhì 

appears in all of the Orissan sets of Divine Mothers having been carved out between 

the 7th and 13th centuries A.D., while in her role as an independent Çàkta-tantric 

deity she is depicted in cult icons dating from the 10th century A.D. till about the end 

of the Somava®çì period. The images of Vàràhì installed as pàrçva-devatàs generally 

belong to a still later period. 

In the earliest Orissan specimens of a màt¡kà set, i.e., the ones respectively 

belonging to the Paraçuràmeçvara and Vaitàl temples at Bhubaneswar and to the 

temple of Si®hanàtha on the Mahanadi, Vàràhì is already depicted with the fish. In 

these temples she is furthermore represented as seated on a squatting male figure 

rather than on her later vàhana the buffalo, an iconographic feature recalling the 

prostrate male serving as the vàhana of Càmuòwà, Bhairava and other left-hand 

Tantric deities. Some Vàràhì images from Rajasthan are reportedly represented with 

preta-vàhana,234 yet this iconographic feature is not found in Orissa. Starting from the 

9th century A.D., however, the goddess was regularly represented by the Orissan 

sculptors as mounted on buffalo, the vàhana of the god of death Yama. 

Other Tantric attributes associated with early Vàràhì images of Orissa are the 

kuxhàra (hatchet) and possibly, in the Si®hanàtha example, the kapàla (skull-bowl). 

The fact that, unlike the weapons and mounts variously associated with each of the 

other màt¡kàs, Vàràhì’s weapons and mount in these early examples are not the ones 
prescribed in the iconography of the goddess’ “official” male counterpart, the Varàha 

incarnation of Višòu, may constitute a further proof of the virtual independence of the 

figure of Vàràhì from that of Višòu/Varàha. The subsequent Tantric developments in 
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the iconography of Vàràhì, as well as the introduction of the buffalo as her vàhana, 

did but accentuate her original extraneousness to the boar incarnation of Višòu, in 

spite of the attempts made by the authors of the Puràòas to connect her theologically 

with the latter deity. 

In the iconography of Vàràhì as it developed in Orissa, a synthesis of symbols 

of life and death was thus achieved beginning from early stages. The deadly aspect of 

Vàràhì also found an expression in the popular belief, once widespread over Orissa, 

according to which this goddess was the causer of epidemics and her propitiation was 

thus necessary to ward off the latter.235 This approximates the worship of Vàràhì to 

that of the Hindu goddesses presiding over epidemics such as Çìtalà and others. 

Tantric temples dedicated to Vàràhì alone started being erected in the coastal 

plains of Orissa in the 10th century A.D., the period of transition from the Bhauma-

kara to the Somava®çì rule. Though the only extant temple among these is the one at 

Chaurasi in the Prachi Valley, a number of medieval cult icons representing Vàràhì, 

presently acting as the respective presiding deities of as many modern temples, are 

believed to have originally belonged to collapsed Çàkta shrines erected during the 

medieval period.236 

Vàràhì temple at Chaurasi, dating from the 10th century A.D.,237 was built 

employing the typically Çàkta-tantric khàkharà order. Its walls are profusely carved 

with figures of nàgas and nàgìs and, furthermore, present the very rare feature of a 

set of erotic images pertaining to specific Tantric sexual rites being housed in the 

major niches. In many cases the male figure appearing in these erotic panels holds a 

khaxvàÞga, suggesting he may be a Kàpàlika. The sexual rituals performed by the 

Kàpàlikas were very similar to those performed by the Kaulas (or better, as discussed 

in chapter 2, by their Tantric forerunners), of whom this temple was most likely one of 

the main centres in Orissa.238 It seems, on the whole, that Vàràhì temple at Chaurasi, 

located on a rather secluded spot, served as an important, although isolated seat of 

ritual love-making as performed by the interrelated Kaula and Kàpàlika sects in 

central Orissa. The same argument appears valid in the case of the earlier Sixty-four 

Yoginì temple at Hirapur too. The colossal two-armed image of Vàràhì enshrined 

within the temple sanctum at Chaurasi represents the goddess in her most tantricized 

aspect. She is seated in lalitàsana on a cushion placed above her mount the buffalo 
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and holds matsya in her right hand and kapàla in her left. Her huge spherical belly is 

well-matched with her bulbous breasts. She is richly bejewelled, three-eyed and 

haloed, while her hairdo is arranged into spiral coils. Two other Vàràhì images, both 

pot-bellied and holding kapàla among their attributes like the presiding deity of the 

temple, are loosely placed within its jagamohana. The vàmàcàra nature of this Çàkta-

tantric shrine appears, on the whole, self-evident. 

The biggest cult icon of Vàràhì having survived in Orissa is the one serving as 

the gràmadevatà in the village of Narendrapur, about 40 kms south-east of Bhadrak 

(Baleswar district). The image, broken into pieces, was originally ten feet in height. It 

was once worshipped in a thatched house, but has been now installed in a modern 

temple. The goddess, two-armed, is here depicted in a peculiar sitting pose termed as 

bhadràsana (with both legs hanging from the seat), and has a seated human figure 

placed  between her legs who replaces her traditional vàhana the buffalo.239 Similar 

iconographic features are present in the four Vàràhì images collectively worshipped as 

the presiding deity of Pañca-Vàràhì temple at Satbhaya (Cuttack district), the fifth 

image that originally completed the set being lost. Probably the Çàkta-tantric cult of 

Pañca-Vàràhì flourished in Orissa only, since no other such temple has been noticed 

so far in other regions of India.240 At Banchua, a village of Keonjhar district situated 

on the Bhadrak-Anantapur road, another old Vàràhì image is worshipped as Caòwì in 

a modern temple. On the pedestal of this cult icon, along with the buffalo, is carved a 

nara-vàhana (vehicle formed by a row of men).241 All the cult icons described so far 

represent the sow-goddess as pot-bellied, two-armed, holding a fish and (probably) a 

kapàla in her right and left hand respectively. This iconography appears modelled on 

a common Tantric archetype.242 

In addition to the above described ones, two other noticeable medieval cult 

icons representing Vàràhì are respectively found at Puri, where a small but beautiful 

image of the goddess, dating from about the 10th century A.D., acts as the presiding 

deity of a modern temple located in the quarter of Balisahi, and at Domagandara near 

Ayodhya (Mayurbhanj district), where the worshipped image of the goddess is, on the 

contrary, very big in size. A temple dedicated to Vàràhì once stood on the northern 

limit of Ekàmra kšetra (Bhubaneswar), as is demonstrated by its mention in an old 
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Orissan Sanskrit text.243 According to K. C. Panigrahi, there is evidence enough that a 

temple of Vàràhì was once in existence also in the premises of the old Bhañja fort of 

Khiching: one of the latter’s parts is, in fact, presently termed as Vahri, a word that is 
considered by that scholar as a local corruption of Vàràhì.244 

In the GaÞga period Vàràhì was generally portrayed as a well-proportioned 

standing female figure having the face of a sow, in this contrasting with the earlier, 

pot-bellied cult images representing the goddess in a seated pose, either when she 

acted as a màt¡kà or as an independent cult divinity. The sculptors of that epoch were 

seemingly unaware of the deep esoteric meaning associated in former times with the 

big belly of this goddess, immediately reminding of the cosmic womb of the Sacred 

Sow; significantly enough, they also ceased to represent the fish traditionally placed 

in Vàràhì’s major right hand, which, as already stated, was probably another symbol 
of the Goddess’ womb. The main source of inspiration for the later imagery of Vàràhì 

in Orissa was possibly constituted by earlier sculptures meant to represent this deity 

as a sensual yoginì, an example of which appears in the Sixty-four Yoginì temple at 

Hirapur (9th century A.D.). Another possible model was represented by the slender-

looking image of Vàràhì belonging to the great temple, having now ruined, of goddess 

Bhìmeçvarì (Càmuòwà) at Pedagadi in Mayurbhanj district, assignable to the 10th-

11th centuries A.D.245 

The most impressive and best preserved among the examples of GaÞga art 

under discussion is the one, four-armed, which is installed in the northern pàrçva-

devatà niche of GaÞgeçvarì temple at Beyalisbati, not far from Konarak (13th century 

A.D.). Vàràhì stands here in tribhaÞga pose licking blood from the kapàla she holds in 

her major left hand; in the other hands she holds a dagger, shield and either a sword 

or club. Her body ornamentation, as well as her coiffure formed by serpentine locks, 

are wonderfully carved. The buffalo mount is absent here. A two-armed and sow-faced 

female attendant holding dagger and kapàla, iconographically very similar to the 

goddess, flank the latter on either side at the base of the sculpture.246 An image of 

Vàràhì showing identical iconographic characteristics acts as the northern pàrçva-

devatà of the small shrine of goddess Am¡ta Locanà, located within the compound of 
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Buddhanàtha Çiva temple at Garudipanchana (Bhubaneswar area). This example, 

less refined than the Beyalisbati one, is likewise datable to the 13th century A.D.247 

 

Sixty-four Yoginìs 

In all Indian traditions the term yoginì indicates any female demon or spirit endowed 

with magical powers, a fairy, witch, sorceress or ogress; the term also stands for a 

class of female attendants of Durgà, and sometimes, as a proper noun, for Durgà 

herself (Yoginì). From the grammatical viewpoint, yoginì is clearly derived from yoga 

(in the acceptation as “magical art”), with this laying stress on the magical powers, in 
some contexts beneficent and in some others maleficent, which were attributed by 

tradition to these supernatural beings or were believed to be bestowed by them on 

their votaries.248 

Yet the term yoga, as it has ever been employed in Indian religions, means in 

the first place “junction” or “union” (of one’s individual soul with the Absolute), for 
which reason the yoginìs, when being conceived as çaktis or divine creative energies, 

can also personify, by virtue of their collective verbal designation, an entire class of 

“Powers of Realization”.249 Some particular groups of medieval Tantric adepts used to 

evoke these çaktis to fulfil their own secular desires or to gain the siddhis (magical 

faculties) enabling them to get integrated into the Absolute (Çiva-Çakti). The yoginìs 

were propitiated through a congeries of complicated magico-esoteric rituals forming 

the object of speculation of a number of later medieval Tantric schools. The latter, 

however, will not be discussed here in that such a digression would go beyond the 

purpose of the present work. 

Indeed, in these developed Tantric formulations, by far later than the time of 

erection of Yoginì temples in Middle India (Orissa included), the yoginìs progressively 

ceased to act as personal divinities to assume more and more abstract characteristics, 

until they became mere spiritual symbols having a supportive role in the process of 

yogic meditation. Rather than being still regarded as goddesses by full right (like in 

the origins), they were then identified with the angles of a maòwala, cakra or yantra, 
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on which a Tantric initiate had to focus the strain on his meditation to gain the path 

of ultimate knowledge, leading to mokša (liberation).250 

Thus, in their later developmental phase, yoginìs were changed into pure seats 

of power radiating with a spiritual energy that was believed to expand the sàdhaka’s 
knowledge, and were no longer worshipped as Çàkta divinities. The form of Yoginì 

cult that asserted itself in Orissa during the Bhauma-kara epoch, however, precedes 

in time such later mystic and philosophical developments, for which reason the 

present paragraph deals exclusively with the yoginìs in their capacity as cult deities, 

to whom two important sanctuaries were dedicated by the monarchs of Orissa in the 

9th-10th centuries A.D. Nothing is known for a certainty of the historical evolution of 

Yoginì cult in the country apart from the architectural and sculptural evidence 

constituted by these two temples. 

 

Hypotheses on the origin and significance of Yoginì cult — The origin of Yoginì 

cult is shrouded in mystery, nor is clear what this cult precisely consisted of during 

the early medieval period. The main reason for this is the non-availability of ancient 

texts relating to the cult practices connected with the worship of yoginìs, even though 

the latter deities are often mentioned in later Vedic and post-Vedic literature as 

manifestations of the female principle. The Çàkta-tantric pattern of Yoginì cult came 

to existence in India towards the 6th-7th centuries A.D. and continued ever after to 

flourish as a magico-esoteric cult centring round the propitiation of a wide gamut of 

ugra forms of Çiva and the Devì. It is known that magical and supernatural faculties 

– with a view to the destruction of enemies – were believed to be imparted on the 

practitioners of this cult through the help of the çaktis collectively termed as 

yoginìs.251 

With reference to the pristine form of Yoginì cult prior to its gradual 

absorption into Brahmanical Hinduism, it has been suggested that “originally the 
yoginìs were probably human beings, women of flesh and blood, priestesses who were 

supposed to be possessed by the goddess, and later they were raised to the status of 

divinities.”252 These females operating in the sacred sphere, from a certain stage 

deified as yoginìs, may have been the depositories of the archaic magico-esoteric 
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traditions of the Munda and Dravidian tribes of Middle India, whose pre-patriarchal 

forms of religion, taken as a whole, were probably dominated by shamanistic and 

divinatory practices, forms of sex-worship associated with fertility magic rites and of 

sympathetic and imitative magic, the propitiation of dangerous divinities-spirits 

dwelling in the natural world, and the worship of dead ancestors (often associated 

with megalithic ceremonies), in which female celebrants may have played a 

fundamental role. 

Tantrism, which utilized a great deal of the said primitive cult practices to give 

shape to its peculiar religious synthesis, is known to have regarded since the origin all 

women as manifestations Çakti, the divine female principle. Hence there probably 

came the identification of shamanins, witches and priestesses, who had been playing 

so relevant a role in the religions of the non-Aryan peoples, with yoginìs, conceived at 

one time as a group of dreadful female deities or spirits endowed with magical powers 

and as a collective manifestation of the Mahàdevì. This revolutionary conception, free 

from caste and patriarchal prejudices, implied the attribution to women, especially 

those belonging to the çùdra castes (culturally related to the tribals), of priestly and 

preceptorial functions within the fold of Çàkta-tantrism.253 These çùdra women were, 

both by birth and education, the cultural heiresses of the archaic tribal traditions 

revived by Tantrism. The deified yoginìs of the medieval epoch may have been thus 

regarded by their Tantric devotees as the mythical “ancestresses” of these mundane 
yoginìs. 

As vàmàcàra Tantrism accentuated the sexual element in Çakti-worship, it 

progressively evolved into a form of erotic devotion addressed above all to the earthly 

manifestation of the great Goddess, that is, woman. Mundane yoginìs thus began to 

act as the lovers of their yogins, to whom they were linked by a relationship based on 

mutual initiation to the divine mysteries of sex. Specially in the outlook of the Yoginì 

Kaula doctrine of Matsyendranàtha (see chapter 2), sexual intercourse between a 

yogin and his own yoginì was conceived as a mystic ritual imitation of the mythical 

everlasting copulation of Çiva and Çakti (or, as they are called by Matsyendranàtha, 

of Bhairava and Bhairavì). 

It has been inferred by some that Sixty-four Yoginì temples, built to enshrine 

the images of these goddesses along with a changeable number of Bhairava images 

placed at the centre of an open-air arena, were the seats of orgies having a relation 
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with the Kaula-Kàpàlika cultic syndrome.254 Such a statement, however, is destined 

to remain a mere conjecture unless it is warranted by the discovery of new literary 

evidences regarding Yoginì cult. On the other hand, the scarcity of literary sources 

about this cult seems simply due to the fact that the practices associated with it were 

so secret, that they remained effectively hidden through the ages. At any rate, the 

expression yoginì-melana (“union with a yoginì”, meant either in a spiritual and in a 
material sense), often recurring in the Kaulajñànaniròaya of Matsyendranàtha (11th 

century A.D.),255 is believed to indicate the actual performance of mystic-erotic rituals 

within the secluded Yoginì temples of the medieval period. It is probable that on such 

occasions, thanks to a process of sympathetic-imitative magic, each initiate believed, 

and was believed by the other participants, to turn into an earthly manifestation of 

one of the Sixty-four Bhairavas mentioned in Àgamic texts,256 and his associate yoginì 

“of flesh and blood”, into that of one of the sixty-four goddesses equally designed as 

yoginìs, whose images were enshrined in as many niches opening along the inner 

perimeter of the temple. 

So far as to the first hypothesis about the origin of Yoginì cult. A second line of 

inquiry connects the origin of the divine yoginìs with primitive Yakša cult. According 

to this view the female spirits of vegetation and waters definable as spirits of fate, 

dryads, nymphs, naiads, nereids, fairies, child-affecting ogresses, etc., who had been 

propitiated from time immemorial by the indigenous peoples of India under the 

collective designation of yakšìs, would have been accepted into the Brahmanical and 

Mahàyàna Buddhist pantheons and given a sectarian justification by calling them 

yoginìs. This may explain the hundreds and hundreds of names in which yoginìs were 

worshipped in the medieval epoch according to different and confused regional and 

sectarian traditions.257 As stated in chapter 1, yakšìs were anciently considered to be 

the dispensers of both well-being and misfortune to mankind, according to the 

variations in their changeable and unforeseeable character. After they were modified 

to yoginì form these divinities-spirits came to personify the mysterious supernatural 

forces underlying the shamanistic and black magic practices of the primitive tribes of 

India, often performed by women.258 
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In view of this approach, the deities called yoginìs appear to have originally 

belonged to the same female-oriented religious complex which also gave rise to the 

worships of gràmadevatàs and of the màt¡kàs. In this connection, some scholars opine 

that the traditional number of sixty-four yoginìs, which is well-established in later 

medieval Puràòic texts, was obtained by multiplying by eight the original number of 

the màt¡kàs (in this case imagined, after the Tantra tradition, to form a group of eight 

rather than of seven), as if each màt¡kà had possessed within herself eight potential 

yoginìs. Such a statement would be supported by the enumeration of the traditional 

màt¡kàs, more often of only some among them, in many lists of yoginìs, and also by 

the iconic depiction of màt¡kà figures among the female deities enshrined in Yoginì 

temples.259 Yet such an hypothesis appears to be a mere speculation, not attested by 

any literary source. In this connection, C. Fabri has aptly remarked: “There is, to be 
sure, a possibility of counting eight Mothers, multiplied by eight attendants, which 

would tally with sixty-four. But there is not the slightest evidence at hand for this 

hypothesis, and unless someone can produce some text that proves that each of the 

eight Mothers possessed eight yoginìs in waiting, the suggestion remains attractive 

but unproved”.260 

The number sixty-four very often recurs in the Hindu tradition, so that there is 

no need to put it in relation with a supposed squaring of the number of the Divine 

Mothers (which was never fixed once and for all to eight, being in case the tradition of 

Saptamàt¡kàs the prevalent one in both Hinduism and Jainism). The increasing 

popularity of the worship of the Divine Mothers in the early medieval period may 

have contributed to revive and renew the primitive Yoginì cult infusing into it a good 

deal of Tantric elements, but yet the indisputable relation of the màt¡kàs with the 

yoginìs must not be taken as a filiation link. On the contrary, it appears much more 

probable that both Màt¡kà and Yoginì cults have evolved side by side with several 

reciprocal contaminations  – see the concept about the Circle of Mothers, so similar to 

that about the Circle of Yoginìs – from a primitive form of Çàktism pivoted upon the 

propitiation of ambivalent female deities and spirits having a twofold, malignant and 

benignant nature. 

The possibility of an evolution from Yakša cult to Yoginì cult appears further 

substantiated by the formal and conceptual affinities between the respective places of 
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worship. The worship of yakšas and yakšìs took place under a sacred tree, on the roots 

of which a rough stone altar was fixed. In some ancient Buddhist relieves, reminding 

of some scenes of tree-worship depicted on the Indus Valley seals, the tree appears 

surrounded by a circular, square or octagonal rail (vedikà), probably made of wood. In 

the relieves of Bharhut, Sanchi and Amaravati the rail appears to have developed into 

a pavilion surrounding the tree and resting on pilasters or columns. A circular 

enclosure open to the sky is also the distinctive shape of the shrines dedicated to the 

yoginìs, in which the function of axis mundi, in the seats of Yakša-worship embodied 

by the tree itself, was now embodied by an iconic or aniconic image of the god Çiva 

(one or more Bhairava sculptures or, less frequently, a liÞga). The yoginì images 

surrounding the central cult object in a circle were normally inserted in niches 

opening along the inner wall of the enclosure, although in the initial stage they might 

even have been installed on simple stone pedestals in the open air.261 The common 

archetype of these two kinds of a sanctuary is possibly represented by the megalithic 

circles of stones having been erected by the non-Aryan tribes of the Deccan from the 

neolithic period until recent times. W. Crooke gives a description of some of these 

magical circles, at the centre of which there is always a big stone.262 

It is certain that the yoginìs were mythically attributed a “natural” tendency to 
dispose themselves in a circle having Çiva at its centre. This characteristic of theirs 

was developed by medieval Tantrism into a complex of mystic-yogic doctrines based 

on the meditation on Yoginì-cakras, the early form of which was, as evidenced by the 

above discussion, possibly derived from the idea of a “Circle of Spirits” that was, in all 
likelihood, already present in some of the most archaic Indian megalithic cultures as 

well as in some archaic forms of tree-worship. Other possible explanations of the 

concept about a Circle of Yoginìs have been already given in chapter 2, so they will 

not be repeated here; it is, however, extremely important to remind that, as pointed 

out by V. W. Karambelkar,263 the circular shape and absence of roof of Yoginì temples 

find a justification in some ancient legends about the yoginìs themselves, according to 

which these deities use to roam about in a group in the air and, when they descend 

down, they always dispose themselves in a circle. The circular shape and the absence 

of roof, characterizing all of the Yoginì temples as an exclusive feature, may have been 

thus motivated by the devotees’ will to “facilitate” the fancied descent of the goddesses 
to the place at which their representative icons were being adored. In this particular 
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perspective, yoginìs come closer to the class of “aerial” goddesses, who are still today, 
rather significantly, propitiated by the tribals of Orissa for fear of their malevolent 

attitude, than to the class of “natural” goddesses, including yakšìs, river goddesses, 

etc., who are generally supposed to be more beneficent than the former. 

The circular Yoginì temple can be considered to be an iconic representation of 

Çiva and Çakti, the former being placed at the centre in the role as axis mundi, the 

latter having multiplied into sixty-four (or even more) female deities surrounding Çiva 

in a circle as per the maòwala-cakra-yantra tradition. This peculiar kind of a temple 

architecture developed in the central and eastern parts of India between the 8th and 

12th centuries A.D., the period of the greatest influence of Çàkta-tantrism in those 

regions. The architectural rules on which the construction of these temples was based 

find no mention in the Çilpa-çàstras (treatises of Hindu temple art and architecture), 

for the probable reason that such rules, as in the case of the esoteric content of Yoginì 

cult, were kept fast secret by the sectarian practitioners of this cult.264 

Of the extant Yoginì temples, four are located in the Gwalior-Bundelkhand 

region (the ones at Khajuraho, at Bheraghat near Jabalpur, at Mitauli near Gwalior 

and at Dudhai near Lalitpur), while other two are in Orissa (the ones at Hirapur near 

Bhubaneswar and at Ranipur-Jharial in Balangir district). Other similar shrines are 

reported to have once existed in different parts of India (for instance, at Coimbatore in 

Tamil Nadu), but, in most cases, they lie now in a ruined state.265 Leaving aside the 

discussion of the shrines situated outside Orissa, which does not form the argument of 

the present work, the attention will be here focused on the Sixty-four Yoginì temples 

of Hirapur and Ranipur-Jharial, providing us with the only evidence – unfortunately, 

rather inadequate – of what Yoginì cult stood for in Orissa in the 9th-10th centuries 

A.D., the period in which these shrines were built and consecrated. 

 

Hirapur — K. N. Mahahpatra,266 who in 1953 discovered the Yoginì temple at 

Hirapur, has dated it to the 9th century A.D., while he has assigned the Yoginì temple 

at Ranipur-Jharial to the 10th century A.D. According to his interpretation, now 

accepted by most of scholars, the Tantric form of Yoginì cult would have had, so far as 

Orissa is concerned, its original centre of diffusion at Hirapur, where the Bhauma-
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kara kings established the earliest pìxha consecrated to this cult in the region; from 

there, in the course of a century, the cult would have gone up the main Orissan 

waterways to finally reach the territory of Dakšiòa Koçala, whose rulers, the Early 

Somava®çìs, established the Yoginì pìxha at Ranipur-Jharial. 

The contrary hypothesis advanced by K. C. Panigrahi,267 according to whom 

the Hirapur shrine would have been erected in the 11th century A.D. thanks to the 

patronage work of the Somava®çìs in the model of the Ranipur-Jharial one (which lay 

in the dynasty’s original domains), appears untenable, in that the Yoginì temple at 

Hirapur clearly bears the characteristic features of the Bhauma art tradition and 

must thus be earlier than the Ranipur-Jharial one. 

The hypaethral sanctuary dedicated to the Sixty-four Yoginìs at Hirapur near 

Bhubaneswar is regarded by some as the most beautiful among the shrines belonging 

to this class. On the inner face of its circular wall there are sixty niches housing the 

images of as many yoginìs, while three more yoginì images (the sixty-fourth being now 

missing) are inserted in niches opening in the maòwapa (pavilion) placed at the centre 

of the shrine, where they are accompanied by four ithyphallic Bhairava images (three 

mounted on a recumbent human body and one representing Aja-Ekapàda). 

Admittance to the small circular arena is permitted by a projecting entrance 

that, when the whole is observed from above, gives the temple groundplan the form of 

a yoni-paxxa (the flat and circular stone pedestal on which a Çiva liÞga is normally 

placed, provided with a spout-like projection which gives it a characteristic shape 

resembling the anatomic diagram of an uterus-cum-vagina).268 This connection with 

the yoni symbolism is most likely not casual, for the concept of maòwala underlying 

the layout of a Yoginì temple, as discussed in chapter 2, represents Çiva encircled by 

numberless – the number sixty-four is but a mere convention – projections of Çakti, 

who altogether form a sort of “mystic womb” holding the male Puruša in its depth. A 

Yoginì temple, according to this interpretation, would represent Çiva and Çakti in one 

form (as it is the case with the liÞga inserted into the yoni). However, in the case of 

Hirapur, the central iconic representation of Çiva, formed by four different images of a 

Bhairava, is curiously accompanied in the central maòwapa by three (originally four) 

yoginì images, which fact is not clearly explainable. 
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On the outer face of the temple enclosure are carved the images of nine nice-

looking female deities standing on severed human heads and associated with dogs and 

jackals. They represent the Nine Kàtyàyanìs, the awe-inspiring and ferocious 

manifestations of Çakti who, according to the Oriya version of the Kàlikà Puràòa, 

were created by Durgà along with the Sixty-four Yoginìs for the sake of killing the 

demons.269 Kàtyàyanì was also the name under which the Bhauma-kara rulers of 

Orissa, on the initiative of whom the shrine of Hirapur was built, used to worship 

goddess Virajà, the form of Durgà that acted as the tutelary deity of their capital city, 

Jajpur.270 It may be noticed, in this connection, that the ceremonial worship of nine 

Durgàs (Navadurgàs) under the form of nine different plants (navapatrikà) on the 

occasion of the autumnal Durgà Pùjà festival is a very popular tradition in eastern 

India, still today in vogue at the shrine of Virajà at Jajpur.271 The nine ambivalent 

figures of Kàtyàyanìs represented along with the Sixty-four Yoginìs at Hirapur may 

thus be somehow connected with the concept about the nine vegetable forms of Durgà, 

which would tally with the view according to which yoginìs were originally yakšìs, the 

female deities who best embodied the beneficent and maleficent energies of nature. 

The sixty-three figures of yoginìs enshrined at Hirapur are exquisitely carved 

out of black chlorite, a material that has preserved all details of workmanship. All of 

them are represented in a standing pose and are provided with a vàhana of their own. 

Such vàhanas or vehicles can be alternatively formed either by animals (ass, alligator, 

the bird Garuwa and other kinds of birds, bull, boar, buffalo, camel, crow, cock, cow, 

crab, duck, different kinds of deer, elephant, fish, frog, horse, jackal, lion, makara, 

mongoose, mouse, peacock, ram, scorpion, serpent, tortoise, etc.) or by some vegetable 

symbols or inanimate objects (cave, drum, full-blown lotus and other kinds of flowers, 

lines of waves, lotus creeper, severed human head, shell, small table, vases, wheels, 

etc.). Besides, four yoginìs have a corpse as their vehicle.272 All of these vàhanas must 

have had, in times gone by, a direct implication in the identification of the yoginìs by 

their votaries, but now the esoteric meaning of such animal, vegetable or inanimate 

symbols of the powers variously embodied by the different yoginìs is, in most cases, 

forever lost. 
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Some of the yoginì images enshrined at Hirapur can be identified as màt¡kà 

figures. The Ašxamàt¡kàs mentioned in many Puràòic texts, namely, Bràhmì, Çivànì, 

Kaumàrì, Vaišòavì, Vàràhì, Indràòì, Càmuòwà and N¡si®hì, are all represented here 

amidst the Sixty-four Yoginìs, even though their correct identification is in some cases 

doubtful. The iconographic features of these màt¡kà/yoginì figures, however, differ to 

a great extent from those found in the màt¡kà sets proper of Orissa. Moreover, some 

of the yoginìs of the shrine of Hirapur represent river goddesses. GaÞgà mounted on 

makara, Yamunà on tortoise, Narmadà and Sarasvatì on lines of waves, Kauverì on a 

row of seven ratna-kalaças (vases filled with riches) and another unidentified goddess 

mounted on crab, can be all regarded as river or water goddesses.273 As the female 

deities belonging to the latter class are known to have evolved from the more ancient 

yakšìs, the sacred imagery at Hirapur bears a possible witness of Yoginì cult’s pristine 
linkage to Yakša cult. Also the vegetable vàhanas depicted on the pedestals of some 

other yoginìs at Hirapur may testify to this hypothesized original relation. 

The extraordinary variety of iconographic types being offered by the yoginìs 

enshrined at Hirapur is so synthesized by K. S. Behera: “Some of the female figures 
with their face resembling that of monkey, lion, snake, bear or elephant look terrific 

and have been carved with great artistic care. Some other yoginìs are decorated with 

garlands of skulls or snakes; some raising elephant or lion over their heads look very 

fierce, while still others decked in ornaments like bracelet, armlet and girdle and 

having bejewelled crowns on their heads look lively and remarkable, being endowed 

with great artistic elegance and feminine grace and delicacy.”274 Such a great variety 

of aspects shows that the yoginìs as a whole personify both the saumya (propitious) 

and the ugra (terrible) aspects of the universal Çakti. 

In the words of K. V. Soundara Rajan, the Sixty-four Yoginì temple at Hirapur 

was meant as “a subtle and esoteric perfumed garden”, in which elements of different 
Brahmanical cults were strangely amalgamated. Thus one can find there elements of 

Sapta/Ašxamàt¡kàs, of river goddesses, of Çìtalà and Bhairavì, of the Çaivite pàrçva-

devatà plexus formed by Gaòeça-Kàrttikeya-Pàrvatì, of purely Çàkta goddesses such 

as Durgà and Kàlì/Càmuòwà and non-Çàkta ones such as Çrì-Lakšmì and Sarasvatì, 

as well as a congeries of symbols related to the Sà®khya doctrine of the five elements 

(fire, air, water, earth and ether) and of the three major principles (manas, buddhi, 
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aha®kàra) and, last but not least, a number of references to the Tantric-yogic concept 

about kuòwalinì, the Serpent Power (the attribution of a serpent-vàhana, a serpent-

face or a nàga-pàça to some among these yoginìs).275 

The yoginì images at Hirapur are for the most part two-armed, otherwise they 

are four-armed. Only one image, enshrined in niche # 31, is ten-armed; this figure of a 

goddess, standing on a full-blown lotus, is bigger than the others and is worshipped as 

the presiding deity of the pìxha under the name of Mahàmàyà.276 

Iconographically, the Mahàmàyà image enshrined at Hirapur conforms to the 

description of this deity as given in the Kàlikà Puràòa. The same text (Ch. 54-58) also 

describes the Tantric method of worship adopted for the propitiation of Mahàmàyà, 

the so-called Vaišòavì-tantra, making reference to sacrifice of animals and of human 

beings in her honour.277 The identification of goddess Kàlì with the màyà principle, 

the Power of Cosmic Delusion emanating from Višòu (personified as Mahàmàyà or 

Yoganidrà), was an accomplished fact at the time when the Kàlikà Puràòa was being 

composed (ca. 14th century A.D.278); yet, an equalization of the metaphysical principle 

of Višòu-màyà to the great Goddess venerated by the Çàktas is already found in the 

first episode of the Devì-Màhàtmya (myth of Madhu and Kaixabha), the composition of 

which dates from the Gupta period. With some approximation, it can be maintained 

that the Mahàmàyà of the Devì-Màhàtmya, the one installed as the presiding deity of 

the Sixty-four Yoginì temple at Hirapur and the one referred to in the Kàlikà Puràòa 

as a Vaišòavì Çakti, are one and the same divine person, identifiable as an aspect of 

Durgà/Kàlì. 

It is not known whether animal and human sacrifices were being performed at 

the shrine of Hirapur in accordance with the worship pattern prescribed in the Kàlikà 

Puràòa for the propitiation of goddess Mahàmàyà, although, given the bloody nature 

of Çakti cult in Orissa in the early and middle parts of the medieval period, this 

possibility appears rather probable. In fact, it seems that Sixty-four Yoginì cult gained 

ascendancy in Orissa during the Bhauma-kara period through the medium of the 

Kàpàlikas, who, as it is well-known, had a predilection for animal and human 

sacrifices. Two terrific figures of a naked male carved on either side of the narrow 

passage leading into the open-air arena of Hirapur may be tentatively identified as 
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Tantric àcàryas,279 possibly belonging to the Kàpàlika sect; each of them, in fact, has 

emaciated body, sunken belly and matted hair, wears a garland of skulls and anklets 

of snakes, and is accompanied on the pedestal by some fully naked male attendants 

carrying or drinking from bowls (kapàlas?) and holding in their hands some other 

indistinct objects resembling sacrificial knives. 

It is a fact that the only extant sanctuary consecrated to Yoginì cult in the 

coastal provinces of Orissa was not built in an urban centre, but rather at such a 

secluded site as Hirapur. This may suggest that the odd and licentious vàmàcàra 

practices that were carried out by the practitioners of this cult (Kàpàlikas? Kaulas?), 

although they were fostered by the Bhauma-kara rulers, were probably pushed into 

the hinterlands owing to the resistance put up by the mainstream of Brahmanical 

Hinduism to their spread over the main bhakti centres of the Orissan kingdom. More 

generally speaking, Yoginì cult was too pronouncedly an esoteric and intellectual 

thing to win the hearts and minds of the non-initiated Hindu devotees of Orissa. The 

practitioners of this cult evidently insisted too much on the institutionalization of 

spiritualism without putting forward a genuine message of liberation intelligible to 

the mass of the devotees; at the same time, they isolated themselves from the latter 

by probably resorting to the exclusive practice of pañcamakàra-sàdhana or to other 

ritualistic methodologies based on the excitation and feeding of the physical body as a 

way to self-realization, which led them to lose the sense of the original spiritual goal 

of Brahmanical Hinduism. Thus Yoginì cult was destined to wither unseen in the 

lonely hide-outs of Hirapur, Ranipur-Jharial, Kajuraho, Bheraghat and a few other 

scattered sites, and was not able at all to survive the impetuous ascent of the bhakti-

based religious movement that began in Middle India as a consequence of the early 

Muslim invasions.280 

 

Ranipur-Jharial — The temple complex of Ranipur-Jharial, so named after the two 

villages adjoining it, is situated about 100 kms south-west of Balangir town. In the 

medieval epoch the site was a celebrated Hindu pilgrimage centre, known as Soma 

tìrtha and described as the Bhubaneswar of Dakšiòa Koçala on account of the 

multitude of temples which stood there. The Vàmana Puràòa mentions it along with 

Virajà (Jajpur), Purušottama (Puri) and mount Mahendra, namely, the holiest tìrthas 

of early medieval Orissa. The building of most of the monuments to be found at the 
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place was due to the patronage work of the Early Somava®çì dynasty of Dakšiòa 

Koçala starting from the 9th century A.D., or perhaps from a still earlier date.281 

Soma tìrtha was a centre of worship of Çiva, Višòu and Çakti. The Goddess, 

worshipped at the place in her respective manifestations as Sixty-four Yoginìs and 

Saptamàt¡kàs, had certainly a very important place in the cult hierarchy there. In 

fact, the Sixty-four Yoginì temple of Ranipur-Jharial was built on the summit of the 

enormous outcrop of flat rock that dominates the site, while the two largest shrines 

dedicated in the tìrtha to Višòu and Çiva respectively, i.e., the imposing Indralath and 

Someçvara temples, were built at the foot of the rock itself. Such a spatial disposition 

of shrines appears connected with the different natures of the divinities worshipped 

respectively on the summit and at the foot of the hill: the Sixty-four Yoginì temple, 

indeed, contains the terrible Tantric representations of Çiva and Çakti and was, thus, 

significantly confined to a less accessible spot, while the temples of Someçvara and 

Indralath, once frequented by the mass of the devotees, contain the benign and more 

accessible representations of Çiva and Višòu, to whom all favours could be asked for 

in accordance with the principles underlying the bhakti movement. 

The Çakti was, in all probability, worshipped at Ranipur-Jharial in a khàkharà 

shrine too, presently devoid of any cult image and known as Liyahàri temple. This 

sanctuary, located near the vast tank lying at the foot of the rock, has an unusually 

wide portal with three openings. Another miniature khàkharà shrine is placed near 

the doorway of the Sixty-four Yoginì temple. These are the two only specimens of a 

khàkharà deul to be found in the territory of the old kingdom of Dakšiòa Koçala, since 

this typically Çàkta architectural order was more popular in the coastal provinces of 

Orissa.282 

The Sixty-four Yoginì temple at Ranipur-Jharial is a circular enclosure having 

an inner diameter almost twice as large as the one at Hirapur. The mysterious and 

intimate atmosphere found at the pìxha of Hirapur, which is especially due to the 

latter’s small size, is, therefore, quite absent here.283 The temple at Ranipur-Jharial 

differs from the one at Hirapur also in the groundplan, which in this case does not 

resemble at all the shape of a yoni-paxxa, the former temple having no projecting 

entrance like the latter. Another important difference is the absence, in the Ranipur-
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Jharial sanctuary, of the Kàtyàyanì images being represented, as above indicated, on 

the outer circular wall of the Hirapur one. 

The open-air arena at Ranipur-Jharial is encircled by sixty-four niches for as 

many yoginìs, of which only forty-eight have survived. These yoginì figures, carved out 

of coarse-grained sandstone and not out of fine-grained chlorite like the ones at 

Hirapur, have been greatly defaced due to weathering effect. Most of them have either 

two or three pairs of arms and wear a conical head-dress. The attributes they hold 

and the mudràs they display are, with a few exceptions, always the same. Only a few 

pedestals, unlike the case of Hirapur, have animal mounts or other distinctive motifs 

carved on them. 

The yoginìs at Ranipur-Jharial are mostly depicted in one and the same stiff 

dancing posture with widely spread knees, resembling very much some traditional 

poses of Owissi dance. With reference to the latter iconographic feature, C. Fabri 

remarks: “Why do all the women dance here? Was dancing part of the esoteric 

practices carried out, at dead of night (the Bhavišyottara Puràòa states that the 

invocation of the yoginìs always takes place at midnight on a new moon day), in these 

arenas, combined with wine and meat and erotics? That devadàsìs, dancing girls 

attached to Hindu temples, were women of easy virtue who contributed to the 

prostitution of many religious practices, is widely known and universally accepted. 

But then, why are none of the women at Hirapur dancing?”284 Fabri’s pregnant 

questioning, in the present state of indological studies, appears destined to be left 

unanswered. 

It can be said, on the whole, that the yoginì figures at Ranipur-Jharial are 

monotonous, repetitive and lifeless. There is a great contrast between them and the 

seductive, original and lively yoginì figures enshrined at Hirapur. The probable 

explanation for this, according to C. Fabri, is that the former were the work of some 

“provincial” artists lacking of imagination and skill, who were cut off from the 
mainstream of the flowering art movement of coastal Orissa, while the latter were the 

product of the great Tantric art school of the Bhauma-kara kingdom.285 

The pillared maòwapa at the centre of the arena of Ranipur-Jharial enshrines 

a three-headed and eight-armed image of Çiva Naxaràja functioning as the presiding 

Bhairava of this Yoginì temple. The deity is here depicted in the act of performing his 
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mythical dance of destruction, the tàòwava, on the back of the bull Nandin, beside 

whom a small image of Gaòeça is carved. He is represented ùrdhvaliÞga and holds a 

serpent horizontally above his head with his upper pair of hands while his major right 

arm crosses his body in gaja-hasta (a mudrà in which the arm is thrown across the 

chest simulating the proboscis of an elephant). In the remaining five hands he holds a 

trident, rosary, cup, wamaru and kapàla.286 

According to M. T. De Mallmann,287 this cult icon might represent Màrtàòwa 

Bhairava, the Tantric deity uniting Çiva and the Sun in one person. Màrtàòwa, one of 

the Àdityas, was anciently considered to be the father of both Manu (man) and Yama 

(death); he was worshipped as the mortal form of the Sun, born from the lifeless egg 

(i.e. an ovule) of the Vedic goddess Aditi and, at the same time, as the warranter of 

the continuity of the cosmic process based on the alternating of birth, death and 

regeneration.288 The composite Tantric divinity Màrtàòwa Bhairava was generally 

represented as having eight arms and five heads. Also the Naxaràja image enshrined 

in the central maòwapa at Ranipur-Jharial is eight-armed, and it may be even 

considered to be virtually five-headed, inasmuch as the fourth head can be imagined 

to be on the back of the relief, while the fifth, as per the Çaivite tradition (see the 

concept of Çiva Pañcànana), is the transcendent one, not visible to the mortals. The 

identification of this image as Màrtàòwa Bhairava, following the opinion of Mrs. De 

Mallmann, throws a new light on Yoginì cult – or at least on its local ramification in 

Dakšiòa Koçala – and allows one to relate it to some form of a solar cult, in which the 

Sixty-four Yoginìs as a whole would represent the solar quadrant, and the central 

Çiva image, a Tantric form of the sun god. 

It must be noted, in this connection, that the later medieval Tantric conception 

of a Yoginì yantra is stated by some scholars to imply a definite reference to the cycle 

of day and night, which is obviously governed by the Sun. Sixty-four yoginìs are 

placed on the outer points of the seven triangles constituting this yantra, and these 

yoginìs preside over the thirty muhùrtas (portions of time) into which the period of 

day and night is divided. Each muhùrta is governed by two yoginìs, for a total of sixty; 

with the addition of the two yoginìs presiding over the morning dawn and the two 

presiding over the evening twilight, the traditional total number of sixty-four deities 
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is obtained. According to this explanation, yoginìs appear to be divinities governing 

the revolution of time (ahoràtra), with its bright and dark aspects of day and night.289 

A further hypothesis on the type of cult having been established at the pìxha of 

Ranipur-Jharial may be suggested with reference to the possibility that the broken 

image of Càmuòwà now inserted in niche # 14 – which, although only its bottom half 

now exists, is all the same much bigger in size than the other yoginì images – was 

originally placed in the central maòwapa as the presiding deity of the temple along 

with the image of her “consort” Naxaràja/Bhairava, which is about the same size.290 In 

case such an hypothesis is truthful, the cult pattern having been adopted during the 

Somava®çì period in the Sixty-four Yoginì temple of Ranipur-Jharial would present 

some similarity with the one followed during the Bhauma-kara period at some Çàkta-

tantric temples located in coastal Orissa, such as, for instance, the Vaitàl Deul at 

Bhubaneswar. The presiding deity of the latter shrine is, in fact, likewise represented 

by an image of Càmuòwà accompanied within the sanctum by that of her “consort” 
Bhairava and surrounded by the images of the màt¡kàs, the latter feature resembling 

somehow the spatial disposition of the yoginì images round the central maòwapa at 

Ranipur-Jharial. 

 

Serpent-goddesses 

As discussed in chapter 1, ophiolatry has ever been, and still now is, a very important 

aspect of religion among the great majority of the non-Aryan peoples of the Indian 

sub-continent. In this context, the special feature of Bengal, Bihar, Assam and Orissa, 

having the greatest concentration of tribals in India, was the development, in the 

course of the medieval period, of a number of serpent-goddess of the different religious 

affiliation, all of them well-suited with the Çàkta religious milieu of eastern India. 

The most popular among such nàgamàtà (Mother-Serpent) cults was the one 

dedicated to goddess Manasà, which, in its sanskritized form, is still today alive in 

some areas of the said States. 

In Bengal, goddess Manasà (Born-of-the-Mind) appears to have been originally 

worshipped by the lower strata of the society (cowherds, farmers, fishermen) for her 

asserted magic ability to counteract snake poison; yet, in course of time, she gained 

popularity among the members of the higher castes too, initially among the female 
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and later on also among the male, including Brahmins. The sanskritization of Manasà 

cult was given a start in Bengal in the 9th-10th centuries A.D., the period of rule of 

the Pàlas, and took at least five centuries to be fully achieved. The Manasà-maÞgalas 

of Bengali literature, a class of narrative poems meant to popularize the Mother-

Serpent cult among the upper castes of the Hindu society, show that Manasà was 

accepted after the 13th century A.D. as a manifestation of Çakti conceived as the 

serpent-daughter of Çiva. The rapid ascent of this syncretistic form of worship also 

represented a Brahmanical counter-reaction to the conversion of large sections of the 

Hindu population of Bengal to Islam, which caused the Brahmins to view local folk 

cults with an unheard-of interest. The Bengali Brahmins’ purpose was to make such 

conversions cease by virtue of the absorption of the most popular folk cults, including 

that of the serpent-goddess Manasà, into the Hindu orthodoxy. In the later medieval 

epoch the cult of Manasà became so popular in Bengal, that the goddess started being 

worshipped even by some Muslim communities.291 

Another determinant factor that stimulated the upper caste Hindus of Bengal 

to adopt the worship of Manasà was the great fear, diffused in all strata of society, of 

the ambivalent supernatural faculties attributed to serpent-goddesses in general. In 

fact, although Manasà was fancied to have the power to prevent her worshippers from 

being bitten by snakes as well as that to recover those who had already run into this 

danger, the people also believed that this goddess, if not duly propitiated, might 

dismiss her curative and regenerative aspect and manifest herself as a merciless 

punisher, sending poisonous snakes to strike the faithless persons who refused to 

recognize her supremacy and almightiness. In most cases, as attested in regional or 

local traditions, the submission of high-caste Hindus to the divine power embodied by 

Manasà was apparently caused by the panic raised among them by the sudden death 

of an eminent member of their caste in consequence of the bite of a snake.292 

Like the ambivalent village goddesses, the gràmadevatàs, generally associated 

with various diseases and, at one time, with the power of curing them too, Manasà 

and the like folk deities, initially assimilated to demons by the orthodox Brahmanical 

circles, “might be understood as instigating society’s confrontation with the chaotic, 
demonic, disruptive dimensions of life... They, like the diseases so often associated 

with them, are unpredictable in their moods. They erupt onto the scene suddenly, 

always powerfully and undeniably, and usually dangerously. Manasà, the North 
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Indian goddess associated with snakes, strikes suddenly and usually fatally and in so 

doing violently introduces terrifying chaos into the lives of those who are affected. 

Suddenly, unmistakably, the fragility of existence is underlined, and the normality of 

ordered, civilized village is called into question. Similarly, Çìtalà and Màriyamman, 

both of whom are associated with smallpox, remind people that their tightly ordered 

worlds may be reduced to chaos at any moment. To pay attention to such goddesses, 

however, is to make one’s view of reality less fragile, less prone to being shattered by 
sudden death.”293 

Manasà’s function as the dispenser of Supreme Knowledge (mahàjñàna), such 

as she is also regarded by tradition,294 may be connected with the above sketched 

religious conception. In a word, the type of wisdom being conferred by Manasà on her 

devotees would above all consist in the consciousness of the inevitability of sickness, 

suffering and death (in this case symbolized by snake bite). In return for one’s effort 
to understand the coexistence of good and bad in life, Manasà, like Çìtalà and other 

ill-giving female deities, bestows on her devotees the grace of relieving their pains, 

either by providing them with a more realistic, less fragile view of life, or by directly 

saving their lives, or those of their dear ones, from the fatal consequences of snake 

bite (like Çìtalà and also the gràmadevatàs do when danger comes from an attack of 

smallpox or of another disease affecting man to death).295 

In the Puràòas Manasà is generally associated with Çiva, although there were 

also some attempts to associate her with Višòu. In the Brahmavaivarta Puràòa (Ch. 

51) she is called the daughter of Çiva, whereas some popular Bengali ballads narrate 

that she was fashioned out of the seed of Çiva in the infernal regions (Pàtàla) by an 

artisan at the service of the Nàga king Vàsuki (the Lord of the Pàtàla, regarded as 

Manasà’s brother), the seed being placed on a lotus leaf and gliding through the stem 

down to the underworld. That is why Manasà bears the epithets of Padmàvatì (the 

Girl-of-the-Lotus) and Pàtàlakumàrì (the Maiden-from-the-Underworld). In a variant 

to this Puràòic account it is Vàsuki’s mother who picks the seed of Çiva up and then 

changes it into a wonderful-looking young girl. Manasà is in either case related to 

earth and the infernal regions, being thus conceived as a chthonic deity.296 
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The association of Manasà with Çiva is also evinced by a myth according to 

which the goddess revived Çiva when the latter drank the terrible halàhala poison, 

emerged from the churning of the Primordial Ocean, by extracting it from the god’s 
throat. This story is, in all evidence, a later re-elaboration of the ancient myth of the 

Churning of the Ocean (Samudramathana); in this new version of the myth, Manasà 

was assigned a central role to justify her newly-established relationship with Çiva. 

After having accomplished her task as the Eliminator-of-Poison (Višàharì), Manasà 

distributed the halàhala to snakes and insects, thus earning the epithet of Višàdharì 

(Mistress-of-Poison).297 The epithets Višàharì and Višàdharì assigned to Manasà are 

clearly indicative of the ambivalent nature of this deity, who has been always taken to 

be both the causer and healer of the lethal effects induced in man’s body by the bite of 
certain snakes and insects. Since Çiva, as manifesting himself in the Puràòas, was 

worshipped by Hindu peasants and farmers as the Supreme Healer, whose special 

attribute is a snake (a symbol of the healing power in many cultures of the Ancient 

World), the autochthonous nàgamàtà cults of eastern India, after having found a 

synthesis in the figure of Manasà the“ healer”, could but be absorbed into the fold of 

Çaivism (of course, closely allied with Çàktism, as it was the religious norm in eastern 

India). An analogous process of sanskritization of folk ophiolatry also took place on 

the Vaišòava side with the gradual penetration of Nàga cult, in this case in the form 

of the worship of Ananta or Baladeva (originally an agrarian serpent deity), into the 

theological doctrines upheld by different Vaišòava sects. 

The most elaborate mythological synthesis of the contamination of Çaivism, 

Vaišòavism and Çàktism with elements pertaining to Nàga cult is possibly found in 

the Devìbhàgavata Puràòa, a Çàkta-Vaišòava work composed in between the 9th and 

14th centuries A.D.298 In this text, Manasà, a Çàkta deity, is described as the dear 

disciple of ÇaÞkara (Çiva in auspicious form) and the daughter of the cosmic serpent 

Ananta (associated with Višòu), who, like the nàgaràja Vàsuki, is elsewhere stated to 

be her brother. The same text recognizes Manasà as the mistress of all nàgas, who are 

there said to venerate her most ardently.299 
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The cult of Manasà in Orissa — P. K. Maity has categorically denied the existence 

of Manasà cult in medieval Orissa,300 despite such a statement is belied by the 

presence on the territory of the State of a large number of cult icons dating from the 

9th century A.D. onwards, which can be definitely considered to depict Manasà. 

Maity’s conclusions are partly correct, inasmuch as a system of propitiation of 
Manasà akin to that prevalent in rural Bengal is not presently traceable in Orissa. 

Low-caste Bengali women use to worship the goddess in a twig of siji (a variety of 

euphorbia) or a water pot without asking the intervention of a priest, but this is not 

the case with Oriya women. This notwithstanding, Manasà is actively worshipped 

throughout Orissa under different names such as Jàgulei, Màrcikei, Vilàsuòì, Ambà-

Ambàlikà, Sàvitrì, etc. She is usually represented by a nàgamàtà image which, in 

certain cases, may even depict a Buddhist or Jaina serpent-goddess. Such images are 

for the most part worshipped in village-goddess shrines, yet they must have originally 

belonged to no longer extant medieval shrines. Furthermore, an important religious 

festival dedicated to Manasà in her form as Jàgulei is held in some villages of Orissa 

in the month of Çràvaòa (July-August), the period of the year during which snakes 

use to come out of their lairs because of heavy rainfalls. 

The confusion into which scholars are thrown when dealing with the historical 

development of Manasà cult in Orissa rises from the fact that during the Bhauma 

period Brahmanical Hinduism and Tantric Buddhism were so inseparably mixed up 

there, that in some cases it is now difficult to ascertain whether a nàgamàtà image 

dating back to that period represents the Hindu serpent-goddess Manasà or rather 

the Mahàyàna Buddhist serpent-goddess JàÞgulì, whose dhyàna was very similar to 

the former’s one. The very name Jàgulei, given by the Oriya villagers to Manasà (and 

sometimes to Càmuòwà too), is indicative of the past syncreticism of the two ophidic 

cults, the one Hindu and the other Buddhist. At any rate, the purpose underlying the 

propitiation of these two goddesses was basically one and the same, namely, warding 

snakes off. In all likelihood, medieval Oriya villagers were not very much concerned 

with the identity of a nàgamàtà image having been carved in earlier days: when they 

resolved to install one such image in a gràmadevatà shrine for worship exigencies, 

had that image been representative of Manasà, of JàÞgulì or even of Padmàvatì (the 

most eminent Jaina serpent-goddess), they naturally did it without questioning too 

much the identity of the deity portrayed by the sculptor, for the religious meaning of 

this class of cult icons was, as discussed above, one and the same for them. Each of 
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such images, indeed, represents the Mother-Serpent, and as such it was worshipped 

by the villagers, who knew no sectarian fanaticism. 

Thus, contrary to the opinion of P. K. Maity, Manasà cult was not unknown or 

insignificant in medieval Orissa, only it took in this land a different shape from the 

one that developed in the same period in Bengal. It is not known for a certainty 

whether the high-caste Hindus of medieval Orissa used to join the folk worshippers of 

Manasà/Jàgulei in liturgical practices as their Bengali homologues did, yet such an 

hypothesis must not be far from truth, if one thinks of the great lot of artistically 

carved medieval images of nàgamàtàs having been recovered from the State. Such 

pieces of sculpture apparently served as cult images and were originally installed in 

Hindu temples, the erection of which was invariably patronized by the upper classes. 

Besides, even though the ruling classes of medieval Orissa needed not to come to a 

compromise with the lower classes and their folk cults to stem the diffusion of Islam 

over the country (as their Bengali homolugues were forced to do starting from the 

13th century A.D.), yet they were historically inclined to embrace by and large all of 

the popular forms of cult that rose to eminence in Orissa in course of time. The Çàkta 

cult of Manasà/Jàgulei was certainly one of such folk cults, for which reason its past 

patronization by the upper classes of Orissa appears logical in this perspective. 

 

Images of Manasà proper — The earliest iconographic form in which the serpent-

goddess Manasà, or at any rate a Brahmanical nàgamàtà, was represented in 

sculptural art in Orissa derives from the anthropomorphic figures of nàgas flanking 

the doorframes of some of the temples of the 7th-8th centuries A.D. with the apparent 

function of doorkeepers. In fact, like the early nàga images carved on either side of the 

respective main portals of the temples of Svaròajàleçvara, Çiçireçvara, Vaitàl and 

Mukteçvara at Bhubaneswar, the Manasà images in question generally depict the 

goddess as seated in padmàsana and holding a pot (ghaxa) or a foliated vase (pùròa-

ghaxa) in front of her chest with both hands, with the latter feature stressing her role 

as donor of material prosperity and, at the same time, as the guardian of the spiritual 

“treasures” that Hindu mythology places in the nether world. In this class of images, 
Manasà is invariably depicted with a canopy of serpent hoods (usually seven) forming 
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a nimbus behind her head, a feature which also characterizes all of the nàga and nàgì 

images carved on the walls of Orissan temples.301 

The Manasà image from Bisimatri, three-hooded, is the earliest in Orissa. 

Other very ancient images of this type are found at Tola, Kantapara and Bhilligram 

in the Prachi Valley (Puri district), at Vatesvara near Salepur (Cuttack district), in 

the Orissa State Museum (two examples), and in the modern Buddheçvarì temple at 

Bhubaneswar. Most of these sculptures date from the later Bhauma-kara period (9th-

10th centuries A.D.), although some of them are assignable to the Somava®çì period 

(10th-early 12th centuries A.D.). The example from Tola, dating back to ca. the 10th 

century A.D., represents a two-armed crowned nàgamàtà canopied by seven serpent 

hoods. The image is placed in a modern subsidiary shrine lying within the compound 

of Ràmeçvara Çiva temple, where it is presently worshipped under the local name of 

Màrcikei. The example from Kantapara is likewise assignable to ca. the 10th century 

A.D. It represents a four-armed nàgamàtà with seven serpent hoods above her head, 

holding akšamàlà and displaying abhaya-mudrà with her major pair of hands. The 

image has been removed from a ruined temple, of which it was possibly the presiding 

deity in times past, and is now worshipped in a modern gràmadevatà shrine under 

the local name of Vilàsuòì. Both at Tola and Kantapara, Nàga Pañcamì, the Hindu 

festival of snakes and serpent deities, is celebrated during the rainy season with the 

staging of Indian opera plays and folk pantomimes highlighting the nàgas’ benevolent 

aspect (which is also personified by Manasà, conceived as the healer from snake-bite, 

the donor of opulence and the giver of supreme knowledge).302 

At Bhilligram near Bhillideuli, a very beautiful image of Manasà assignable to 

ca. the 12th century A.D. is presently worshipped as Jàgulei in a gràmadevatà shrine. 

The goddess is seated in padmàsana on a double lotus cushion and holds a pùròa-

ghaxa in front of her chest with both hands. Her hair is braided in a large chignon on 

the top of the head, which is crowned and framed by a canopy made of seven serpent 

hoods.303 The two specimens of a cult icon of Manasà preserved in the Orissa State 

Museum have been recovered from Dharmasala in Cuttack district, an ancient centre 

of Bhauma art. The first of them, dated by the curators of the Museum to the 9th 

century A.D., resembles in every respect the Bhilligram example (of which it may 
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have constituted the prototype), while the second, dated to the 10th century A.D., is 

very similar to the Tola example, from which it solely differs in the pose of the hands, 

holding a vase each on either side of the goddess’ body rather than being folded in 
front of her chest to hold one vase. The image is furthermore framed by a trilobate 

toràòa (arch) below which is carved a large full-blown lotus issuing from the topmost 

among the snake hoods forming the usual canopy of seven over the head of the 

goddess. Some decades back an image of Manasà, perhaps dating from the same 

epoch of those being discussed here, was installed as the presiding deity in a modern 

Çàkta temple at Bhubaneswar under the name of Buddheçvarì. This new temple was 

erected for the specific purpose of enshrining the Manasà image at issue, recovered 

from under the ground after having been laying buried for a long time. 

Two more images of a seated nàgamàtà, both of them resembling to some 

extent the iconography of Manasà, were brought to light during some excavations 

conducted at Kenduli on the bank of the river Prachi. They have been subsequently 

installed as the co-presiding deities of the reconstructed Caòwì temple, located at the 

same site, under the mythological names of Ambà and Ambàlikà (probably borrowed 

from the Mahàbhàrata). It is not known for a certainty, however, whether these cult 

icons were originally worshipped inside this twelfth-century brick temple at Kenduli. 

Both deities are seated in paryaÞka (a cross-legged pose in which one leg rests upon 

the other) on a double lotus cushion and are canopied by seven serpent hoods; their 

pedestals are occupied by kneeling figures (with the addition, in the case of Ambà, of a 

lion and some wildly dancing figures). Both goddesses have two arms, with which they 

hold respectively a long-stemmed lotus and either a bunch of mangoes (Ambà) or a 

large stalk with a ball of seeds (Ambàlikà).304 These two unique Çàkta cult icons, very 

accurately carved in chlorite, can be in neither case identified beyond all doubt with 

Manasà. Indeed, the image of Ambà might represent the Jaina serpent-goddess 

Padmàvatì (the çàsana-devatà or female attendant of the twenty-third tìrthaÞkara, 

Pàrçvanàtha, he too associated with snakes), while that of Ambàlikà might represent 

JàÞgulì, the Buddhist counterpart of Manasà.305 It is a fact, that no other such image 

of Manasà has been discovered so far on the territory of Orissa. Among other things, 

the pair of sculptures from Kenduli are also difficult to date: in fact some scholars 

assign them to the 9th-10th centuries A.D.,306 whereas some others assign them to the 
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11th-12th centuries A.D.307 Whatever may be the real identities of these ophidic 

deities, their exquisitely carved images must have played a very important role in 

Çakti-worship in the Prachi Valley in the middle part of the medieval period. Even 

admitting that they originally represented Padmàvatì and JàÞgulì, yet the Hindu 

folk, who always formed the bulk of the population of the Prachi Valley, may have 

worshipped them as different aspects of the primordial Mother-Serpent of Hinduism 

(Manasà), of whom Padmàvatì and JàÞgulì were the Jaina and Buddhist adaptations 

respectively. 

 

Images of Àstikajaratkàru and of Manasà/Jaratkàru — The second mode of 

iconic representation of a Mother-Serpent adopted by the medieval Hindu sculptors of 

Orissa is represented by the so-called Àstikajaratkàru images, formed by the union of 

the effigy of an ophidic female deity (Jaratkàru) with that of her son (Àstika). This 

form of a serpent-goddess evolved starting from the 9th-10th centuries A.D., possibly 

under the influence of the then emerging iconographic association of the màt¡kàs with 

babies.308 The cult heroin, in this case, is not Manasà in her full-form (pùròa-rùpa), 

but rather a variant form of hers, Jaratkàru, who nevertheless finds mention in such 

an ancient text as the Mahàbhàrata. 

The mythical figures of Jaratkàru and Àstika are the leading characters of a 

renowned episode contained in the first book of the Mahàbhàrata, that is, the mass-

sacrifice of nàgas conducted by king Janamejaya, otherwise known as Sarpasattrin 

(the Sacrificer-of-Snakes). The story relates how this king resolved upon annihilating 

the whole Nàga race to avenge the murder of his father Parikšita at the hand of the 

Nàga king Takšaka. Accordingly, he erected a sacrificial fire-altar on which, by means 

of magic charms, innumerable nàgas were attracted and instantly burnt alive. Yet, as 

Takšaka himself was going to meet his own death, the providential intervention of the 

¡si Àstika (the Orthodox-One) – the deus ex machina of the circumstance – obliged 

Janamejaya to put an end to the holocaust of snakes, thus saving the Nàga race by 

certain extermination. Àstika, sharing in both the nature of a Brahmin and that of a 

nàga, was son of the ¡ši Jaratkàru and of the sister of the Nàga king Vàsuki, named 

Jaratkàru like her husband. The youthful nàgì Jaratkàru – who, being referred to as 

the sister of Vàsuki, can be identified with Manasà of the Çaivite tradition – had been 

given in marriage to the ascetic Jaratkàru by Vàsuki himself after the prophecy made 
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by the god Brahmà, that the offspring of the so-formed couple would have saved the 

Nàga race (Àstika’s maternal lineage) from violent extinction. After he had completed 
his mission successfully, Àstika obtained as a boon from the nàgas that the recital of 

his name shall protect men from the dangers coming from serpents. Thus he not only 

was the rescuer of the Nàga race, but also that of human race.309 

The figure of the nàgì Jaratkàru, connected in myths with some of the great 

serpent kings of the Mahàbhàrata, can be considered an early sanskritized hypostasis 

of the nàgamàtà complex of pre-Vedic India, synthesized in other traditions by the 

figure of goddess Manasà. It is she, the Mother-Serpent, the real source of the salvific 

power of immunization the great epic attributes to her son Àstika. Accordingly, the 

sculptural representation of Jaratkàru with the child Àstika seated on her lap can be 

taken to be a variant form of the iconography of Manasà. The cult of Jaratkàru was 

objectively much more rooted in orthodox Brahmanical Hinduism than the tribal-like 

cult of Manasà of the Çaiva-Çàkta matrix. In other words, the former appears to be a 

typical sanskritized expression of serpent-worship as in vogue among the Aryans of 

the post-Vedic period, while the latter appears to be much more related to non-Aryan, 

çakticized forms of ophiolatry, diffused over eastern India from the hoary past. It was 

thus not by chance that the image of Àstikajaratkàru, starting from the Somava®çì 

period, replaced practically everywhere in Orissa the image of Manasà proper: in fact, 

the epic-Puràòic (i.e. orthodox) form of Çaivism fostered by the Somava®çìs as well 

as, later on, the syncretistic form of Vaišòavism fostered by the GaÞgas, could better 

match with the veneration of an “epic” nàgamàtà like Jaratkàru than with that of a 

“spurious” nàgamàtà like Manasà/Jàgulei. 

The usage of installing votive images of Àstikajaratkàru (which were believed 

to protect their worshippers from snake-bite), in the Çaiva and Çàkta shrines of 

Orissa may have initially drawn inspiration from the South Indian tradition of 

nàgamàtà-worship, for it is known that the worship of Àstikajaratkàru was very 

popular in the Dravidian countries (whereas it was not popular in Bengal).310 

The early Àstikajaratkàru images of Orissa depict the goddess as seated in 

lalitàsana (with one leg pendant from the seat) with a small child placed on her left 

thigh in the màt¡kà fashion. In a few cases the child Àstika is replaced by the figure of 

a snake, which may symbolize the ophidic aspect of Àstika himself (who is actually 

stated to have belonged to the human stock like his father, a Brahmin). As in the case 
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of the image of Manasà, a canopy of serpent hoods generally frames Jaratkàru’s head. 
The most beautiful among these early Àstikajaratkàru images is the one discovered at 

Tundara near Bhimpur (Baleswar district). The goddess is here richly bejewelled, has 

prominent breasts, and holds a cobra in her right hand. Other images belonging to 

this sub-class are to be found at Vatesvara and at Shergarh. All of these sculptures 

can be tentatively assigned to the later Bhauma-kara period.311 

Starting from the 12th century A.D. this mode of depicting the Mother-Serpent 

underwent great changes, chief among which was the progressive transformation of 

the child placed on the goddess’ lap into a full-grown man, apparently lifeless or, in 

some cases, shown while being revived by the goddess herself (as the posture of his 

right arm, raised as a sign of return to life, indicates). This male figure being in all 

evidence a warrior (and not a Brahmin, such as Àstika is reported to have been), the 

iconographic motif at issue cannot be any longer identified with the Àstikajaratkàru 

one in a strict sense, although it is generally referred to as such. T. E. Donaldson 

employs the double form “Manasà/Jaratkàru” to designate the deity portrayed in this 

sub-class of images so as to distinguish the later group of images from the earlier one, 

in which Jaratkàru is represented as a divine Mother with her semi-divine son. In the 

later iconographic mode emphasis is no longer laid on the auspicious association of 

the thaumaturgic figures of Jaratkàru and her son Àstika, rather it is laid on the 

power, attributed by tradition to all nàgamàtàs, to counteract the poison of snakes, a 

power being esteemed to be so great, that it can even restore life to the deceased (as it 

is implicit in the iconographic mode under discussion). An element of continuity with 

the Àstikajaratkàru motif is, at any rate, provided by the motherly attitude displayed 

by the goddess towards the youth or man placed on her lap. The latter, generally 

bearded and ornately bejewelled like a kšatriya, can be one of the royal personages 

having been reportedly revived by Manasà, of whom medieval Bengali legends and 

ballads furnish numerous instances. However, the Orissan images of this type do not 

appear erotic like the Bengali images representing Manasà with a resuscitated prince 

on her lap; on the contrary, they always appear votive in form and benedictory in 

purpose.312 

The identification of the goddess represented in the imagery in question with 

Manasà/Jaratkàru is principally grounded on the depiction of a small rearing snake 

on their pedestals. On the contrary, the canopy of snakes, always carved behind the 
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goddess’ head in the earlier images, is eliminated in most of the later examples, where 

it is often replaced by a snuhi plant, traditionally associated with Manasà cult. The 

snuhi plant (Euphorbia antiquorum or Euphorbia neriifolia) was sacred to Manasà 

because of the vomitory, expectorant and purgative properties of its poisonous sap.313 

The snuhi symbolism probably hints at Manasà’s magical faculty to change poison 
into a curative substance. 

This later iconographic form of Hindu nàgamàtà was very popular in Orissa 

from the 9th to the 13th century A.D.314 Images of this type have a wide distribution 

over the coastal plains of the State; most of them are now loosely placed in the 

premises of a Çaiva temple, although they can be found in the compound of a Çàkta 

temple too. They are met with in profusion inside or near the old Çaiva shrines 

scattered all over the Prachi Valley, such as the ones at Niali, Pitapara, Adasapur, 

Mudgala-Madhava, Kakatpur, Gramesvara, Garudipanchana, Budhapada, Kapila 

Muni Ashram, Kenduli, etc., with this showing the close association of Manasà cult 

with Çaivism during the Somava®çì and early Imperial GaÞga epochs (to which most 

of the above mentioned temples are traced back). In Cuttack district, the Çaiva temple 

of Trilocaneçvara at Kundesvara and the Çàkta one of Kuxamacaòwì at Debidola, 

besides many others, contain beautiful images showing this iconographic mode, some 

beautiful examples of which are also preserved in the Orissa State Museum. 

The Çàkta-tantric nature of some of the cult images of Manasà/Jaratkàru is 

testified by the depiction on them of a pair of emaciated figures standing on either 

side of the goddess, in some examples holding a kapàla (from which they sometimes 

drink or eat), or by the presence of an owl (generally associated with Càmuòwà). The 

former feature is noticed, for instance, in the example preserved in the Jayadeva 

Cultural Centre, Kenduli and in the one loosely placed in the AÞgeçvara Çiva temple 

compound at Pitapara, both dating from the 12th-13th centuries. In one example at 

Mantri, the lion, the celestial mount of both Durgà and Pàrvatì, is carved on the 

pedestal.315 

After the 13th century A.D. the cult of Manasà/Jaratkàru, as it was the case 

with the greater part of the independent Çàkta cults of coastal Orissa, declined, or at 

least was no longer patronized by the dominant classes of the GaÞga empire. This is 
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demonstrated by the fact that few, if any, Orissan images of Manasà/Jaratkàru are 

assignable to a period later than the 13th century A.D.316 

 

Pàrvatì 

Goddess Pàrvatì, the divine consort of Çiva, is not properly definable as a Çàkta deity. 

She is, at any rate, the most important deity of the Çaivite pantheon after Çiva 

himself as well as the chief representative of the female principle in the Çaiva 

theological perspective. In a land of election of Çaivism allied with Çàktism, such as 

the KaliÞga country was from the post-Gupta epoch to the rise to power of the 

Imperial GaÞga dynasty, the worship of Pàrvatì, the “consort goddess” par excellence, 

was inseparable from that of Çiva. Consequently, very few separate Çàkta shrines for 

Pàrvatì – worshipped in these cases under other names, such as Gaurì, Gopàliòì, 

Annapùròà, etc. – were established by the monarchs or by the feudal lords of Orissa. 

Most of such shrines were erected by the Somava®çìs, who showed a predilection for 

the sensual, homely, pacific and nurturing side of Çakti, personified at best by Çiva’s 
spouse Pàrvatì. 

As a Çaiva divinity, however, Pàrvatì always played an important role in the 

community worship in Orissan temples. Her cult image, like those of Kàrttikeya and 

Gaòeça, was normally installed as pàrçva-devatà in one of the main niches of the 

standard model of Çaiva temple as canonized in the temple art tradition of Orissa 

starting from the Çailodbhava epoch. The only exception to this standard iconographic 

project is constituted by the Çaiva temples of the Bhauma-kara period, in which the 

female pàrçva-devatà is usually represented by an image of Mahišamardinì Durgà. 

The only extant sanctuary dedicated to Pàrvatì as such in the whole of Orissa 

is the one erected by the GaÞgas in the LiÞgaràja temple compound at Bhubaneswar. 

This shrine was not conceived as an independent seat of Çakti-worship, rather it was 

made subservient to the syncretistic worship pattern centring round the figure of 

Harihara (half-Çiva and half-Višòu), which prevailed in the LiÞgaràja temple complex 

after the establishment of the GaÞga rule over Bhubaneswar in the 12th century A.D. 

As suggested in chapter 2, it seems that the preference granted by the GaÞgas to 

Vaišòavism (in the form of Jagannàtha cult) brought to an end the attempts, made in 

the preceding centuries by the Çaiva and Çàkta devotees of Orissa jointly, to raise 
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Pàrvatì cult, an expression of benign Çàktism, to the status of an independent cult 

closely connected with the mainstream of Çaivism. Therefore, the separate worship of 

Pàrvatì, unlike what happened with Hindu goddesses ascribed with a malignant or 

ambivalent character such as Durgà, Càmuòwà, Vàràhì, Manasà, the Divine Mothers, 

the Sixty-four Yoginìs, the various Xhàkuràòìs and gràmadevatàs, etc., never rose to 

great eminence in the plains of Orissa, with some significant exceptions represented 

by a few isolated shrines that will be described later on. 

 

Development of the iconography of Pàrvatì in Orissa — From the iconographic 

point of view, the image of Pàrvatì underwent but few and secondary modifications 

through the history of Hindu temple art in Orissa. The goddess was in most cases 

depicted with four arms and in a frontal standing pose,317 even though one can find in 

Orissa some sculptural specimens of Pàrvatì in a seated pose too, the most beautiful 

among which are found in the Yameçvara temple at Bhubaneswar and in the 

Khajùreçvara temple at Shergarh (Baleswar district). Most of the seated images of 

Pàrvatì affixed to the walls of the Çaiva temples of Orissa are carved in subsidiary 

niches or framed into caitya medallions, a feature no doubt indicating their secondary 

importance in the overall temple sculptural programme. 

In the medieval temples of Orissa there are essentially two iconographic forms 

of a standing Pàrvatì, the one earlier, the other later; either form of the goddess is 

invariably found in the north pàrçva-devatà niche of the Çaiva temples built before or 

after the Bhauma period (ca. 8th-10th centuries A.D.), unless the niche in question is 

at present empty owing to the theft or destruction of the image previously housed 

therein. During the Bhauma period, as above stated, the north main niche of Orissan 

Çaiva temples was usually occupied by a Mahišamardinì image. 

In the early imagery of Pàrvatì, belonging to the Çailodbhava and Bhauma-

kara periods (ca. 7th-10th centuries A.D.), the goddess assumes a stiff and hieratic 

samabhaÞga pose (with her upright body forming no bends apart from those formed 

by her prominent breasts and loins). A deer and a lion, or alternatively, a pair of deer, 

are carved on the pedestal (deer is also typically associated with the image of Çiva in 

South India). Pàrvatì’s lower right hand generally displays varada (the mudrà of 

boon-bestowal) while her lower left holds a small vase (kuòwikà). The objects held by 

the goddess in her upper hands are usually an akšamàlà (rosary) in the right and a 
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ketakì flower in the left. Pàrvatì’s coiffure, in these early sculptures from Orissa, is 

usually arranged in matted locks of hair (jaxà) reminding of the hairdo fashion in 

vogue from time immemorial among the Çaiva ascetics. This iconographic feature was 

probably meant to lay stress upon the yogic nature of the meditation upon Pàrvatì.318 

The yogic power embodied by Pàrvatì in the outlook of the Pàçupata ascetics, 

who dominated the scene of Orissan Çaivism in the early medieval period, is also 

symbolized by the rosary and water pitcher – associated in the all-India context with 

the image of Çiva, particularly in the Gupta epoch319 – appearing in most of the early 

images of this goddess to be found in Orissa. These two objects, in fact, testify to the 

penance and austerities which Pàrvatì, as stated in the Puràòas, performed in order 

to win the heart of Çiva, the Supreme Yogin.320 The akšamàlà or japamàlà, whose 

beads are traditionally counted out during the utterance of mystic spells (japa), was 

furthermore attributed a magical significance by the followers of the Tantra tradition; 

in this connection, it is worth noticing that this garland (màlà) of beads is stated to be 

called akša (meaning a die or big seed) because it symbolizes the fifty-one letters of 

the Sanskrit alphabet from a to kša, used to form all mantras.321 The attribution of a 

rosary, particularly frequent in the Orissan images of Çiva, of Ardhanàrìçvara and, on 

the Çàkta side, of Pàrvatì, Durgà, Càmuòwà and MaÞgalà, appears thus conceptually 

related, among other things, to the Tantric mode of worship resorted to by a Hindu 

devotee when meditating upon his own elect deity (išxadevatà). 

The most noticeable specimens of this sub-class of Pàrvatì icons are the ones, 

serving in each case as the north side deity, found in the very old Çaiva temples of 

Bhubaneswar known as Svaròajàleçvara, Màrkaòweçvara and Paçcimeçvara (the last 

one being now in a ruined state). Another image of this type is presently housed in a 

tiny shrine to the north-east of LiÞgaràja temple. All of the sculptures at issue date 

back to the 7th or 8th centuries A.D. 

One of the few deviations from the above described iconography is represented 

by the image of Pàrvatì housed in the south pàrçva-devatà niche of the Vaitàl Deul at 

Bhubaneswar (8th century A.D.), a Çàkta shrine; the goddess assumes here a less 

rigid and more gracious posture and holds a trident in her lower right hand rather 

than displaying varada with it as customarily. In another peculiar image preserved in 

the Khiching Museum, dating from the 10th century A.D. like most of the sculptures 
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found at that site, Pàrvatì is six-armed and holds a rosary, trident and kamaòwalu (a 

kind of water vessel) as her visible attributes. 

The conception of Pàrvatì as supreme mistress of yoga was further developed 

in Orissan iconography through her depiction as a comely maiden being engaged in 

the performance of ascetic austerities (tapas). Starting from the 10th century A.D. the 

esoteric iconographic motif of Tapasvinì Pàrvatì (Pàrvatì-the-Ascetic) was introduced 

into Orissa from central India. One of the earliest images belonging to this sub-class, 

which may have originally served as pàrçva-devatà in some collapsed Çaiva temple, is 

loosely placed against the outer wall of Someçvara temple at Patnagarh in Balangir 

district. The goddess, four-armed, is here depicted as standing on one leg; her major 

two hands are folded in prayer in front of the abdomen, while the upper two, now 

broken, supported respectively a Çiva liÞga and a small figure of a pot-bellied deity 

(possibly representing Gaòeça), which are still visible on the upper portion of the 

backslab. A row of nine heads, probably representing the Nine Planets (Navagrahas), 

is carved above the goddess’ head (now missing).322 

Another esoteric form of Pàrvatì, meant to stress upon her unbounded yogic 

power, was introduced in the course of the 11th-12th centuries A.D. in the decorative 

programme of some Çaiva temples of Orissa, although the placement of this type of 

images in small niches opening on the upper levels of the vertical portion of the deul 

suggests that they were attributed only a secondary importance in the overall worship 

pattern adopted in such temples. This sub-class of images, called Pañcàgni-tapasyà 

Pàrvatì (Pàrvatì-in-Penance-among-Five-Fires), represent the goddess in a standing 

pose as surrounded by four braziers filled with fire, the fifth fire being understood to 

be the scorching summer sun shining upon her head (as it is stated in some Puràòic 

accounts).323 This iconographic motif was very common in South India as well.324 

The second, later mode of representing Pàrvatì adopted by the medieval Oriya 

sculptors differs from the former as to the posture, the animal mount being carved on 

the pedestal, the hairdo, and the attributes being placed in the hands of the goddess. 

This notwithstanding, as already suggested, these later images – which, like the 

earlier ones, usually represent Pàrvatì in a standing frontal pose and with four arms, 

and were similarly installed, as a rule, in the northern pàrçva-devatà niche of Çaiva 

temples – can be considered to be but a more refined iconographic development of the 
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earlier Pàrvatì imagery, of which they reproduced the basic features as well as the 

function in the established worship pattern in vogue in the medieval Çaiva shrines. 

The substantial conservatism in regard to the evolution of the image of Pàrvatì in 

Orissa was probably due to the fact that this goddess was not an independent Çàkta 

deity like Durgà, Càmuòwà, and other similar female deities associated with Çiva, 

whose respective iconographic features and cultic functions appear far more varied. 

The Pàrvatì images belonging to this second sub-class cover chronologically a 

period ranging from the 10th century A.D. to the decline of the KaliÞga School of Art 

and Architecture (13th-14th centuries A.D.). They in most cases represent the goddess 

in a graceful three-bent standing posture (tribhaÞga), which was probably imitated 

from the analogous pose generally assumed by the Mahàyàna Buddhist deities carved 

by the Bhauma artists of the Assia Hills (Udayagiri, Ratnagiri and Lalitagiri). Also 

Mahišamardinì Durgà was generally portrayed in this pose by the medieval Oriya 

sculptors, though the warlike attitude displayed by this goddess is totally in contrast 

with the peaceful one characterizing the image of Pàrvatì. Along with the more 

proportioned modelling of the body, the addition of rich body ornaments, the great 

skill with which the backslab was carved, and the appearance of a bejewelled tiara on 

the goddess’ head, the replacement of the samabhaÞga posture with the tribhaÞga one 

provided the image of Pàrvatì with elegance, gentleness and softness previously 

unknown in the realm of the Hindu sculptural art of Orissa. 

In the later images of Pàrvatì, starting from about the 10th century A.D., the 

deer (m¡ga), which had acted as the vàhana of the goddess in the earlier examples, 

was suppressed to be definitively replaced by the lion, a more appropriate celestial 

mount for the Devì. The lion, however, already figures beside the deer on the pedestal 

of most of the Pàrvatì images dating from the Çailodbhava and the early Bhauma-

kara periods. The deer, an archaic symbol of the cyclic renewal of life on account of its 

periodical horn-casting, was once regarded as the living hypostasis of the rhythms of 

vegetative growth underlying the eternal process of birth, death and rebirth. In many 

ancient cultures of the world, the deer was the animal equivalent of the Tree of Life 

(symbolized by its ramified horns).325 The iconographic association of one or two deer 

with the early Orissan imagery of Pàrvatì may be connected with the latter’s function 
as a fertility goddess, or better, as the spirit of the vegetable kingdom. As it is well-

known, the post-Vedic goddesses Umà and Gaurì, who in course of centuries became 
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identified with Pàrvatì, were originally Earth or Corn Mothers associated with crops 

and waters; they, like Pàrvatì herself, were also associated with the nourishing lunar 

principle termed as Soma, inherent in the life essence of all plants.326 Deer is a quite 

appropriate vàhana for a goddess endowed with so a strong regenerative power, but 

yet, with the triumph of Çakta-tantrism in Orissa in the Bhauma-kara epoch, its 

place at the foot of Pàrvatì was occupied by the lion, Durgà’s standard mount as per 
the old tradition sanctioned by the Devì-Màhàtmya textual account. 

The attributes assigned to Pàrvatì in her later Orissan images are the nàga-

pàça (a serpent noose, symbolizing the constriction of selfish desire), which replaced 

the akšamàlà in the upper right hand, the aÞkuça (a goad for driving elephants, 

symbolizing the control of aggressiveness), which replaced the ketakì flower in the 

upper left, and the lotus, its stalk being held by the goddess and the flower blooming 

near her shoulder, which replaced the water pitcher in the lower left. The lower right 

hand, like in the early images, displays varada.327 

The most beautiful and best preserved images of Pàrvatì belonging to this class 

are respectively installed as pàrçva-devatàs in the Çaiva temples of Trilocaneçvara at 

Kundesvara (Cuttack district), of Maòinàgeçvara at Bardhanpur (Baleswar district), 

of Buddhanàtha at Garudipanchana near Bhubaneswar, and of Caòweçvara at Tangi 

near Chilika Lake. All of these images are carved out of chlorite schist and date from 

a period ranging from the 11th to the 13th century A.D. 

The image of Pàrvatì acting as the north side deity of LiÞgaràja temple at 

Bhubaneswar (which is probably a later addition to the iconographic project of that 

eleventh-century temple) is notable for its large dimensions and for the great artistic 

skill with which the details of the drapery and ornamentation adorning the goddess’ 
body have been carved out of chlorite schist. Like in other Pàrvatì images dating back 

to the Somava®çì and Imperial GaÞga periods, the backslab of this marvellous piece 

of sculpture is decorated with figures of flying nymphs and divine musicians who 

surround the goddess in a heavenly dance.328 

A deviation from this iconographic standard is constituted by the four-armed 

image of Pàrvatì acting as the presiding deity of Gaurì temple at Bhubaneswar (10th 
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century A.D.329). Though in this cult icon the Devì holds nàga-pàça and aÞkuça with 

its upper pair of hands as it was the norm in the later Pàrvatì images, yet the objects 

held in its major hands are, quite unusually, a mirror (darpaòa) in the left and a 

small cosmetic-stick in vogue among the Hindu married women to mark their heads 

with vermilion (sindùra) in the right. The last two attributes, respectively indicating 

the Goddess’ perfect beauty reflecting in itself and her happy state of enjoying her 

husband’s protection (like any other Hindu woman marked with vermilion does), are 
noticed in this Pàrvatì image only. A pair of deer and a lion lie at Gaurì’s foot, being 
respectively placed on the left and right side of her double lotus pedestal. The goddess 

is here three-eyed like Çiva. 

 

The cults of Gaurì, Bhuvaneçvarì and Annapùròà in Orissa — The temple of 

goddess Gaurì at Bhubaneswar, probably erected by a Somava®çì king, is a specimen 

of the khàkharà order, employed by the early medieval Oriya architects to build the 

shrines consecrated to Çakti cult. Its decorative programme is dominated by female 

figures, erotic motifs and lotus symbols. During the Somava®çì period, this shrine 

must have been the most popular seat of Devì-worship in Bhubaneswar town prior to 

the construction of the khàkharà shrine dedicated to Bhuvaneçvarì in the LiÞgaràja 

temple compound ( early 12th century A.D.). The establishment of a shrine dedicated 

to Gaurì marked a turning point in the development of Çakti cult at Ekàmra kšetra 

(Bhubaneswar); in fact, the Çàkta shrines built in this town during the Bhauma age, 

such as the Vaitàl and Mohinì temples, have goddess Càmuòwà – the most terrific 

among the manifestations of the Devì – as their presiding deity, while all of the Çàkta 

shrines having been built there since the time of erection of Gaurì temple onwards are 

presided over by an image of the Devì in pacific form.330 

Goddess Gaurì (known as Gourì in Orissa), whose name can be translated as 

the Fair-One, the Bright-One, or also as the Gold-Complexioned-One, is mentioned in 

the Mahàbhàrata as a goddess of crops whose abode is located in the South Hills. At 

the time of composition of the great epic she had not been yet identified with Umà-

Pàrvatì, that is, with the consort of Çiva, rather she was sometimes regarded as a 

form of the goddess of liquor Vàruòì or Varuòànì, the wife of the Vedic god Varuòa.331 

In course of time, Gaurì’s benign, lunar, vitalizing and nourishing features caused her  
                                                                 
329  T. E. Donaldson, Hindu Temple Art of Orissa, I, cit., pp. 291-92. 
330  K. C. Panigrahi, Archaeological Remains at Bhubaneswar, cit., pp. 232-33. 
331  A. Danielou, op. cit., p. 121; J. Gonda, Le religioni dell’India. Veda e antico Induismo, Milano, 1981, p. 

337. 
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identification with Umà Haimavatì or Pàrvatì, the partner of Çiva’s amorous aspect, 
the personification of female beauty and voluptuousness, the mild and homely form of 

Çakti, the beneficent protectress of mankind. In the Vàmana and Skanda Puràòas 

Pàrvatì is stated to have won the appellation of Gaurì after she had attained a light 

complexion through the performance of ascetic austerities in reply to an insult from 

Çiva, who, with reference to her original dark skin, had facetiously called her Kàlì 

(the Black).332 Gaurì is, therefore, the purest and most austere form of Pàrvatì, the 

Mistress of Yoga (Yogeçvarì), the principle of integration of the values of asceticism 

and renunciation into the mundane society. She is the perfect symbol of the practice of 

bhakti-yoga, the devotional activity based on self-mortification and renouncement to 

any pleasure, which aims at “winning the earth” of one’s elect deity (the same way as 
Pàrvatì won Çiva’s heart by undertaking tapas). As a possible evidence of this, a 

series of Tantric festivals celebrated in Orissa during the month of Caitra (March-

April), all of them involving different practices of self-injury, rigorous fasts and vows, 

are presided over by Çiva and Gaurì jointly. Fasting as a sign of devotion to Gaurì on 

each Tuesday is a very common religious practice among the Oriyas. 

The cult of Pàrvatì/Gaurì, fostered by the Somava®çì monarchs as the chief 

form of Devì-worship in Ekàmra kšetra, had all the potentialities to spread over the 

coastal regions of the KaliÞgan kingdom as an independent Çàkta cult – a status it 

never reached in any part of India. Yet, the general decline of Çàkta cults in Orissa, 

progressively overwhelmed by the bhakti movement of Vaišòavism supported by the 

Imperial GaÞga dynasty starting from the 12th century A.D., brought about a change 

in the developmental process in the allied Çaiva-Çàkta folds. 

The nàga-pàça and the aÞkuça, associated with the Orissan iconography of 

Pàrvatì starting from the 10th century A.D., approximate the goddess’ later imagery 
to the canonical iconography of Bhuvaneçvarì, a Tantric, but yet benign form of the 

Devì whose worship gained ascendancy in Orissa starting from about the 11th-12th 

centuries A.D. The only relevant difference between the images of the two deities 

regards the major left hand, which in the Pàrvatì icons under discussion holds a lotus 

stalk while in the iconography of Bhuvaneçvarì as fixed in the Bhuvaneçvarì Tantra it 

should display abhaya-mudrà.333 It may be concluded that, by the beginning of the 

Somava®çì period, the Puràòic-Àgamic goddess Pàrvatì had been assimilated by the 
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Çaivas of Orissa to the benign Tantric goddess Bhuvaneçvarì, as is evinced by the 

standardization of the images of the two goddesses into one iconographic form. 

Bhuvaneçvarì, the Lady-of-the-Spheres, is one of the Ten Mahàvidyàs of the 

Tantra tradition, of whom she represents the non-fearful aspect. She is stated to rule 

over the constant evolving of creation, being conceived as the transcendent form of 

nature (prak¡ti) and its inherent power of delusion (màyà). Inasmuch as she shapes, 

feeds and protects the cosmic manifestation, Bhuvaneçvarì embodies the totality of 

the transcendent knowledge sustaining the universe. She is accordingly worshipped 

as the Power-of-Knowledge (jñàna-çakti), the same way as goddess Sarasvatì.334 Her 

name also resembles the epithets Jaganmàtà (Mother-of-the-World) and Jagaddhatrì 

(Sustainer-of-the-World), usually referred to Pàrvatì. According to the opinion of A. 

Bharati, Bhuvaneçvarì was once the tutelary deity of the monarchs of Orissa.335 The 

Sùryava®çì emperor Purušottamadeva (A.D. 1467-1497) is, indeed, credited with the 

composition of a small literary work entitled Bhuvaneçvarì Pùjàpallava, written in 

praise of his tutelary deity Bhuvaneçvarì.336 

The shrine of goddess Bhuvaneçvarì (or Gopàliòì), situated in the LiÞgaràja 

premises to the north of the main temple, is an important Çàkta pìxha of Orissa. As 

earlier indicated, the presiding goddess of this pìxha is mentioned as Kìrttimatì in the 

list of one hundred-eight Çàkta pìxhas appended to the Matsya Puràòa.337 As already 

referred in chapter 2, it is not known whether this twelfth-century shrine, built by 

employing the typically Çàkta-tantric khàkharà order like the coeval shrine dedicated 

to goddess Sàvitrì on the opposite side of the LiÞgaràja temple compound, was erected 

by the last Somava®çì kings or by the first members of the Imperial GaÞga dynasty. 

The presiding deity of the temple is a crudely carved female figure that has replaced 

the original one. However, since this cult icon conforms to the canonical iconography 

of goddess Bhuvaneçvarì, it can be inferred that also the original presiding deity of 

the temple did so. The pàrçva-devatàs of the temple are different forms of a two-

armed Pàrvatì, all of them belonging to the original structure.338 The  identification of 

the figures of Bhuvaneçvarì and Pàrvatì in the cult pattern followed at the LiÞgaràja 

is also testified by the traditional use of the epithets Gaurì and Gopàliòì for the 

worship of the presiding deity of Bhuvaneçvarì temple; in fact, as mentioned in 
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chapter 2, Gopàliòì (the Cowerdhess) is a name of Pàrvatì or Gaurì as a demon-slayer, 

found in a number of Orissan myths, chief among which is the one relating to the 

annihilation of the demons Kìrtti and Vàsa at the hand of the Goddess. 

In the opinion of K. C. Mishra,339 the worship of Bhuvaneçvarì, of the Tantric 

type, was incorporated into the medieval Harihara cult to content the Çàktas, possibly 

under the inspiration of ÇaÞkaràcàrya (ca. A.D. 788-820). Thus the presence in the 

LiÞgaràja temple complex of a shrine dedicated to goddess Bhuvaneçvarì would have 

been motivated by a tradition having been established in former times in relation to 

the cult of Harihara. It appears very likely that the erection of Bhuvaneçvarì temple 

accompanied the process of transformation of the deity worshipped as LiÞgaràja from 

Çiva Kìrttivàseçvara to Harihara form. The GaÞga monarchs completed the work of 

assimilation of Çakti cult into Harihara cult with building an imposing temple for 

Pàrvatì on the north side of the main sanctuary of the LiÞgaràja complex. 

The worship of Bhuvaneçvarì with Tantric mantras was also introduced into 

the Jagannàtha temple complex of Puri. The goddess was, in this case, identified with 

Subhadrà, the younger sister of K¡šòa and Balaràma who forms an integral part of 

the Jagannàtha Trinity. Subhadrà is, in fact, daily worshipped by the priests of the 

temple according to the Bhuvaneçvarì mantra, which is also used for the worship of 

goddess Gopàliòì in the LiÞgaràja complex.340 Moreover, on the occasion of the Snàna 

Yàtrà (bathing festival) of Jagannàtha at Puri, Subhadrà is temporarily represented 

by a painting which depicts goddess Bhuvaneçvarì in its classic form.341 

The interplay of all the aforesaid benign female deities – i.e. Pàrvatì, Gaurì, 

Bhuvaneçvarì, Subhadrà – from the 12th century A.D. onwards was a consequence of 

the syncretistic religious policy undertaken by the GaÞga monarchs, who strove to 

smooth away the differences between the goddess-cults allied with Çaivism and those 

allied with Vaišòavism. Owing to the irresistible ascent of Vaišòavism in Orissa in 

the GaÞga epoch, Pàrvatì herself, formerly venerated as a yogic deity in the Pàçupata-

dominated phase of Orissan Çaivism, and thereafter as the sensual partner of Çiva’s 
erotic play in the subsequent, Kaula-dominated phase, lost many of her genuinely 

Çaiva-Çàkta features and became very similar in essence to Lakšmì, the female deity 

presiding over wealth and prosperity conceived as the consort of Višòu as well as, in 

Orissa, of Lord Jagannàtha. 
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Summing up, when, in the 13th century A.D.,342 the GaÞgas erected a great 

and magnificent temple for Pàrvatì – the only one in Orissa – in the LiÞgaràja temple 

compound in order to show their religious catholicity, this goddess had already lost 

her potential-in-waiting as a cult heroine by full right on the Çaiva side of Orissan 

Hinduism, and was above all venerated as a fertility goddess in accordance with the 

patriarchal views upheld by the Vaišòavas. She had become, in a word, a sort of 

second Lakšmì, of whom she reproduced the food-giving and crop-bestowing qualities 

within the Çaiva fold. The Devì image enshrined in the sanctum of Pàrvatì temple is, 

in fact, worshipped as Annapùròà, a name that can be translated as “Giver-of-Food-

and-Plenty” or also as “Full-of-Nourishment”. This form of the Goddess is worshipped 
elsewhere in India for her power of giving plentiful crops and protecting from the 

want of food, a power that is none the less attributed to Lakšmì of the Vaišòavas as 

well. The conception underlying either the worship of Lakšmì and that of Annapùròà 

is one and the same, and has little to do with the allied Çiva-Çakti cults as they had 

historically developed in Orissa in the centuries preceding the rise to power of the 

GaÞga dynasty. Indeed, the cult of Annapùròà, like that of Lakšmì, is essentially a 

domestic fertility cult, devoid of esoteric or sapiential connotations. The best evidence 

of this is the cult icon placed in the sanctum of Pàrvatì temple at Bhubaneswar, 

representing a two-armed goddess holding a lotus stalk in her left hand and a pot of 

gems in her right. She is seated in lalitàsana on a double lotus cushion, has a lion as 

her vàhana, and wears a tall conical coiffure adorned with gems (kirìxa-mukuxa).343 

According to B. V. Nath,344 this cult icon conforms to the iconography of Saubhagyà 

Bhuvaneçvarì, the divine dispenser of good luck, this being an appropriate epithet for 

Annapùròà and Lakšmì rather than for Pàrvatì as such. 

It can be thus maintained that the worship of Pàrvatì in different iconographic 

forms and under different appellations has a long and uninterrupted history in Orissa 

and is still nowadays prevalent in the State, especially among the Hindu devotees of 

the Çaiva-Çàkta affiliation. Being a benign manifestation of dakšiòàcàra Çàktism, 

starting from the GaÞga period Pàrvatì was also accepted by the devotees of Çrì 

Jagannàtha as an important goddess. In her manifestation as Gaurì she is now dear 

to the Oriya people of all caste and creed. 
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Çrì-Lakšmì 

The benevolent goddess Lakšmì, one of the most popular divinities, is held in high 

esteem in the Hindu world as the deity of beauty, fortune, fertility and plenty. It is 

but natural on the part of the people to propitiate her for material prosperity, which is 

one of the most essential major goals of life. She has many names such as Padmà, 

Padmàlayà, Kamalà, Çrì, Haripriyà, Lokamàtà, Dugdhàdhitanayà, Kširasàgarasùtà, 

Indirà, Bhàrgavì, Kširàbdhitanayà, Ràmà, Jaladhijà, Hariballabhà, Mà, many of her 

appellations signifying her association with the consort Višòu. “Though in the past, 
like Durgà, she was sometimes worshipped in terrible forms she is now-a-days looked 

on as altogether benevolent, a mother goddess without the awesome power of Durgà, 

but with no terrifying aspects a goddess to be loved rather than feared.”345 

 

Origin and development — The origin of Lakšmì cult is tentatively traced from the 

civilization of the Indus Valley, from where were recovered some deities of terracotta 

decked with various ornaments, identified by E. MacKay as forms of a “mother 
goddess”.346 An interesting seal unearthed at Harappa depicts a female deity with a 

sprout issuing from her womb, which feature may indicate she was a deity of 

fertility.347 Another seal, recovered from Mohenjo-daro, depicts a nude goddess with 

long hair and three horns (or two horns with a branch of leaves or a feather in the 

middle) standing in between the two branches of a tree. This surprisingly reminds of 

one of the variant forms of the later Buddhist iconography of Lakšmì, in which the 

goddess is represented as standing on the pericarp of a lotus with lotus flowers and 

leaves issuing from long stalks flanking her on either side.348 

Lakšmì was conceived as Çrì (a term meaning ruling power, beauty, luster, 

glory, majesty, etc.) from the Vedic period; particularly in the Çrì-sùkta,349 she is the 

goddess of all living beings, associated with corn. In the Khila-sùkta the goddess is 

said to be of golden complexion, wearing a garland made of silver and as fickle as the 

deer.350 In the Atharvaveda and Bràhmaòa literature the concept about this deity is 

more clear; she is conceived in these texts as the sister of the gods and is connected 

with such terms as ràšxra (kingdom, nation), kšatra (ruling power), prajà (offspring), 
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anna (food), etc.351 The story of Çrìdevì’s origin is very interestingly recorded in the 
Çatapatha Bràhmaòa.352 The story runs that when Brahmà-Prajàpati was deeply 

engaged in meditation, goddess Çrì, endowed with heavenly beauty, glamour and 

elegance, was born from his body. The other gods were envious of her incomparable 

splendour and plotted to take all her qualities. Prajàpati requested them that they 

should not kill his mind-born daughter, but she became none the less ugly, weak and 

powerless. On the advice of Prajàpati she propitiated the gods and got back her lost 

qualities and the old appearance with more lustre. She then became an emanation of 

all good virtues required by the gods and human beings. 

The Taittirìya Àraòyaka and Vàjasaneyi Sa®hità mention Çrì and Lakšmì as 

two separate identities. No difference whatsoever is, however, noticed between Çrì 

and Lakšmì in the Çrì-sùkta, a late supplement of the Ãg-veda in which the deity is 

addressed to with different epithets (in most cases relating to her main symbol, the 

lotus flower) such as Padminì (the One-Possessed-of-the-Lotus), Padmasambhavà (the 

Lotus-Born), Padmàkšì (the Lotus-Eyed), Padmaùrù (the One-Having-Lotus-Thigh), 

Padmànanà (the Lotus-Faced), Sarasijanilayà (the One-Living-in-the-Lotus-Pond), 

Padmap¡yà (the One-Fond-of-Lotus) and Hastinàdapramodinì (the One-Delighted-in-

Trumpeting-of-Elephants). Decked with ornaments of gold and silver, she is here 

described as the deity of splendour bestowing fame (kìrtti) and success (¡ddhi) and 

granting prosperity, long life, health and offspring to her devotees.353 

In the epics the concept about Çrì-Lakšmì is more clear compared to the earlier 

concept. In the Ràmàyaòa, Lakšmì and Çrì are depicted as two different goddesses. 

When Ràvaòa saw Sìtà for the first time he described her as “lotus like Çrì and 

Padminì”. Sìtà is compared with Çrì and Lakšmì separately. In the version given in 

the Mahàbhàrata, Lakšmì sprang up seated on a lotus throne with nectar from the 

Churning of the Ocean, radiating her splendour to all directions.354 She was anointed 

by heavenly elephants pouring water from the pùròa-kalaça (the Vase of Plenty). The 

gods decked her profusely with ornaments and lotuses, thus stressing her connection 

with the water element. This ritual bath, a sort of “baptism” or “second birth” through 
the purificatory action of heavenly waters poured by cloud-elephants and blessed by 

all the gods, makes Lakšmì – the epiphany of the primordial waters which nourish all 

forms of life – the personification of the active power of supreme consciousness, a role 
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that was attributed to her especially by the Buddhists.355 In some other passages of 

the Mahàbhàrata she is described as the consort of Kubera, the lord and custodian of 

riches. Thus her ideological connection with Kubera is understandable. The epics also 

mention another female manifestation born from the Churning of the Ocean, called 

Alakšmì, having an inauspicious character opposite of Lakšmì’s, and indicate that 
Lakšmì came to the devas and Alakšmì to the asuras.356 

The story about Lakšmì’s origin recorded in the Mahàbhàrata was accepted by 

the writers of the Puràòas, who furthermore incorporated other interesting mythical 

elements in dealing with the origin of the goddess. The Višòu Puràòa enhances the 

importance of Çrì to a great extent. The story in this Puràòa runs that the sage 

Durvàsas offered a garland of santànaka flowers to the god Indra, who, attaching no 

importance to the garland, placed it on his mount the elephant Airàvata; the latter, 

out of ignorance, threw it away. Durvàsas got angry at this incident and thus cursed 

Indra that Çrì would disappear from the three worlds. This Çrì did, creating havoc in 

the universe. The sun and the moon lost their radiance, the gods lost their energy and 

strength and were thus humiliated at the hands of the demons. At such a critical 

juncture Višòu advised the gods to recover the lost Çrì by churning the Ocean. From 

this Lakšmì appeared as the last object of adoration, seated on a full-blown lotus, 

holding a lotus in her hand and beaming forth her radiance and beauty.357 

Other Puràòas like the Bhàgavata358 and the Višòudharmottara359 speak of 

Lakšmì emerging from the Churning of the Ocean. The Brahmavaivarta Puràòa360 

mentions in a different way the origin of Lakšmì, tracing it from the left part of the 

body of K¡šòa. She is there described as extremely beautiful and of golden colour. Her 

limbs are warm in winter and cold in summer. She has hard and bulging breasts and 

big lips. She is ever youthful, her refulgence excelling the radiance of ten million full 

moons of the autumn. According to Višòu’s wishes she appeared in two forms equal in 
beauty, colour, refulgence, age, dress, qualities, virtues, smile and voice. These two 

manifestations came to be known as Lakšmì and Ràdhikà respectively. Lakšmì was 

associated with Višòu and Ràdhikà (or Ràdhà) with K¡šòa. 
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In the course of her evolution the figure of Lakšmì was associated with various 

gods such as Indra, Kubera, and finally with Višòu. The Višòudharmottara Puràòa361 

relates that she dwells in Višòu’s breasts and functions like him with equal status. 
She became his consort in his different manifestations: she was Padmà when Višòu 

appeared as one of the Àdityas, Dhàraòì in his incarnation as Paraçuràma, Sìtà in his 

incarnation as Ràmacandra, Rukmiòì in his incarnation as K¡šòa, and Lakšmì in his 

incarnation as N¡si®ha. In this way she was elevated to a very high status in the 

Vaišòava pantheon. 

 

Forms of Lakšmì — In the Puràòas and Tantras one comes across various aspects of 

the goddess like Çrì, Kamalà, Gaja-Lakšmì, Mahàlakšmì, Siddhalakšmì, 

Yuddhalakšmì. Çrì is four-armed, holding pàça, aÞkuça, akšamàlà and padma; she is 

described as the mother of the three worlds, white-complexioned, extremely beautiful 

and decked with various splendid ornaments.362 Kamalà’s features, as conceived in 
the Tantrasàra,363 are similar or equal to those of Gaja-Lakšmì. She is thus golden-

complexioned and is anointed with nectar sprinkled by four elephants as big as the 

Himàlaya mountain. She holds lotuses in her upraised hands while her lower hands 

are in the poses of varada and abhaya respectively. She is adorned with a mukuxa of 

jewels and with drapery and is seated on a lotus. Gaja-Lakšmì, as described in the 

Matsya Puràòa,364 is two-armed, holding çrìphala (a coconut) and padma in her two 

hands. The Višòudharmottara Puràòa describes the same form of the goddess as four-

armed, seated on a lotus pericarp and holding a lotus stalk in her right hand and a 

pot full of nectar in the left, with a çaÞkha (conch) and a vilva fruit in the remaining 

two hands. Two elephants, one on each side of her head, sprinkle water on the deity 

from a pot being presented by celestial maidens.365 According to the Višòu Puràòa,366 

Sarvalakamaheçvarì Lakšmì appeared from the Churning of the Ocean, after which 

the Ganges and other holy rivers came and bathed her. Two elephants are depicted in 

the pose of bathing her with water from the golden pitcher. This form is also known as 

Subhalakšmì. 
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As the radiant goddess emerging, like an angel, from the abyss of the Cosmic 

Ocean (made of the liquid vital substance from which all the elements of the universe 

are originated and into which they are destined to be finally reabsorbed), the divinity 

of the lotus (a symbol of the purity and the spontaneous fecundity of vegetative life), 

Lakšmì is the active power (çakti) of the divine will (Višòu) that generates again and 

again the phenomenal world. She is the mother of the universe, the pure goddess of 

nature, the radiance of the power inherent in the lotus (the symbolical matrix of the 

whole universe). In many Puràòic narratives, indeed, Çrì-Lakšmì is conceived as the 

personification of the lotus flower which, during the cosmic sleep of Višòu, supports 

Brahmà, the creator of the universe. The lotus symbolizes the manifested universe 

and its purity. The elephants bathing her with heavenly waters are the symbols of 

celestial clouds, blessed by the gods and bringing rains, fertility, life and plenty.367 In 

the words of A. K. Coomaraswamy, “the fundamental conception as expressed in later 

Vedic literature and in the early iconography is that the waters are the support, both 

ultimate and physical, of all life.”368 

The Mahàlakšmì manifestation is very popular in Puràòic and Tantric texts. 

In her iconographic conception she is clearly associated with Çiva. This militant form 

of Lakšmì, endowed with weapons, is conceived in the Devì-Màhàtmya as the chief 

transcendent form of the great Goddess, whereas the other two, Mahàsarasvatì and 

Mahàkàlì, are said to be subordinated to her.369 In the Kùrma Puràòa Mahàlakšmì is 

described as three-eyed, holding a trident and attended by çaktis.370 In the account 

found in the Agni Puràòa the goddess is portrayed in her most terrific appearance. 

She is four-faced with a human being, horse, buffalo and elephant being respectively 

swallowed by her four mouths. She is three-eyed and ten-armed, holding in her right 

hands a book, sword, wamaru, etc., and in her left ones a bell, khetaka, khaxvàÞga and 

trident. She is also termed as Siddha Càmuòwà and is consequently conceived as the 

energy of Rudra-Çiva. As the bestower of siddhi, she is Lakšmì. As holding the book, 

she is Sarasvatì. Thus Lakšmì is here conceived as the consort of Mahàdeva and as 

having similarity with Çivànì and Durgà.371 

At a particular point of time, possibly towards the end of the Puràòic period, 

both the emanations of Çrì and Lakšmì were amalgamated and came since then on to 

                                                                 
367  H. Zimmer, The Art of Indian Asia, 2nd edn., Princeton, 1960, I, p. 165; J. Campbell, op. cit., pp. 8, 

238 and 244. 
368  A. K. Coomaraswamy, “Early Indian Iconography”, Eastern Art, 1928, p. 278. 
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be known only as Lakšmì, the most popular term to designate this deity. Çrì-Lakšmì, 

originally an independent goddess, underwent several vicissitudes assimilating both 

non-Aryan and Aryan traits in the course of her evolution, and came finally to be 

associated with Višòu, probably in the Gupta age. With the rise of Tantrism in the 

late Kušàòa or early Gupta period, she was conceived as the çakti of Višòu, in which 

capacity she played a formidable role in the post-Gupta theological speculations of the 

Pañcaràtra Vaišòavas.372 

The iconographic representation of Lakšmì in Gaja-Lakšmì form is marked in 

the early centuries of the Christian era. The Buddhist relieves of Gaja-Lakšmì in the 

stùpas and other monuments of Sanchi, Bharhut, Bodhgaya, Amaravati, etc. and the 

Jaina ones in the rock-cut caves of Khandagiri hill (lying in the Bhubaneswar area) 

are the earliest remains of this type brought to light so far.373 Thus the goddess in 

Gaja-Lakšmì form came to be depicted in sculpture, either in a seated or in a standing 

pose, on a lotus between two elephants, each standing on either side while pouring 

water from a kalaça on her head. The Gaja-Lakšmì motif is depicted on Indian coins 

starting from the 3rd century B.C.374 From about the 2nd century B.C. the depiction of 

this deity on coins, seals, terracottas and stone gateways became a common feature. 

In the Kušàòa period Lakšmì became a favourite goddess, as illustrated by the 

sculptural remains of the Mathura art (wherein she is sometimes represented with 

Kubera, the god of riches and overlord of yakšas). Çrì-Lakšmì and Gaja-Lakšmì were 

also the favourite female deities of the Guptas, as evinced by their depiction on some 

gold coins dating from the Gupta period. Two gold coins of Samudragupta from Orissa 

(one from Lalitagiri, now preserved in the Orissa State Museum, and the other in a 

private collection at Khallikote) bespeak of the popularity and diffusion of the goddess 

in the peripheral areas of the Gupta empire. The association of yakšas with Lakšmì is 

noticed in the Gupta seals. The association of Lakšmì with Višòu was emphasized by 

the Guptas as seen in the Sarnath stone inscription of Prakàràditya which describes 

Višòu as the abode of Lakšmì and Çrì as the consort of Vàsudeva. The Junagarh 

inscription of Skandagupta and the Gwalior inscription of Mihirakula speak of the 

popularity of Višòu and Lakšmì. The sculptural representation of Lakšmì with Višòu 

                                                                 
372  H. C. Das, “Iconography of Çàkta Divinities”, unpiblished manuscript. 
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on the coils of the serpent Çeša (or Ananta) with Lakšmì seated at her consort’s feet 
while massaging his legs started from the Gupta period. 375 

The sculptural depiction of the goddess in her Gaja-Lakšmì form, which was 

profusely highlighted by the Guptas, became in the medieval period a regular feature 

in Hindu temple architecture. Gaja-Lakšmì is essentially a peaceful and auspicious 

deity, with her benign and smiling presence on the door lintel warding off all adverse 

influences that may approach the temple. Here she stands as a symbol of prosperity, 

auspiciousness and sacredness. 

 

Gaja-Lakšmì in the temple art of Orissa — The earliest representation of Lakšmì 

in sculptural form in the cave architecture of Khandagiri (at Bhubaneswar) has 

already been referred to above. The depiction of this deity in the Hindu temple art of 

Orissa starting from the 7th century A.D. is discussed here as far as possible 

chronologically to give an idea of her eminence as a benevolent manifestation of Çakti. 

The ancient sculptural motif of Gaja-Lakšmì as developed in Buddhistic art was 

continuously reproduced by the Hindu artists of Orissa, and is still today very popular 

there. The horizontal lintel of the standard Orissan temple always bears the Gaja-

Lakšmì motif as a sign of auspiciousness, or of a divinity that has some relationship 

with the divinity presiding over the shrine (in the case of the Vaišòava temples). “In 
many medieval temples, specially in Orissa, this motif... was carved in the centre of 

the architrave over the doorway of the main structure, whatever might have been the 

cult affiliation of the shrines.”376 

The Paraçuràmeçvara temple at Bhubaneswar, the best preserved specimen of 

the earlier group of temples in Orissa and one of the most lavishly decorated religious 

sanctuaries (7th century A.D.), has the Gaja-Lakšmì figure depicted on the lintel of its 

door-jamb. It is more narrative in treatment than the usual hieratic pose. Here one 

elephant is found sprinkling water on the head of the goddess and the other one is 

returning from the lotus pond. The lintel of this Çaiva temple contains the scene of 

liÞga-worship along with that of the capture of wild elephants. The door lintel of 

Svaròajàleçvara temple at Bhubaneswar (7th century A.D.) is decked with the four-

armed image of Gaja-Lakšmì seated in padmàsana. The door lintel of Çiçireçvara 

temple at Bhubaneswar (8th century A.D.) contains a beautiful figure of Gaja-Lakšmì 
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with the usual features but presenting better workmanship. Gaja-Lakšmì images of 

the contemporary period are found in Kanakeçvara temple at Kualo and Bh¡Þgeçvara 

temple at Vajrakot (both situated in Dhenkanal district) as well as in the dilapidated 

Maòikeçvara temple at Suklesvara (Cuttack district). 

The recent excavations conducted at Bankada, the seat of administration of the 

Çailodbhavas of KoÞgada, has brought to light the structure of a temple from where a 

series of Çaiva-Çàkta images belonging to the 6th-7th centuries A.D. along with some 

images of Gaja-Lakšmì in an archaic pose have been recovered. The Çiva temple at 

Badagaon (very similar in style to Paraçuràmeçvara temple) has a series of excellent 

images; among these, Lakšmì in the four-banded doorframe is exquisitely depicted in 

a hieratic pose. The Si®hanàtha temple on the Mahanadi, famous for its artistic 

grandeur, contains the images of Saptamàt¡kàs in its door-jambs (no such feature is 

noticed in other temples of Orissa), flanked by the river goddesses GaÞgà and 

Yamunà on either side and by the Gaja-Lakšmì figure seated in padmàsana. A Gaja-

Lakšmì image in the same pose is also depicted on the door lintel of the temple with 

eight Grahas (planets). 

In the temple of Someçvara at Ranipur-Jharial (Balangir district) Lakšmì is, 

peculiarly enough, depicted with Someçvara (Çiva), Buddha and Kàrttikeya. Seated in 

lalitàsana, the two-armed goddess holds a lotus in her left hand while the right one, 

in varada pose, is flanked by two elephants pouring water from a kalaça. The other 

important Gaja-Lakšmì images so far surveyed in Balangir district are found in 

Koçaleçvara temple at Vaidyanath, Kapileçvara temple at Charda, Nìlamàdhava 

temple at Gandharadi. Bhùdevì (the earth goddess when conceived as the consort of 

Višòu) and Çrìdevì (the equivalent of Lakšmì as the other consort of Višòu) are found 

depicted on the pedestal of the image of Nìlamàdhava (Višòu) worshipped in the 

temple of Gandharadi. It is significant to note that the depiction of Bhùdevì and 

Çrìdevì or of Çrìdevì and Sarasvatì below the cult image of Višòu became a tradition 

in Orissa starting from the GaÞga period, when Vaišòavism spread as the State 

religion with Lord Jagannàtha of Puri at the apex. 

The temples of Khiching in Mayurbhanj district contain excellent images of 

Gaja-Lakšmì in their door lintels. One such figure of the goddess in a three-banded 

frame is illustrated with human beings and animals in alternate pairs on either side 

climbing a vine. The Çàkta-tantric temple of Vàràhì at Chaurasi in Puri district 

contains a cross-legged image of Gaja-Lakšmì flanked on either side by the fierce 
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images of Vàràhì, iconographically similar to that of the presiding goddess of the 

shrine. Finally, among the many images carved in the sanctum and jagamohana of 

Bhìmeçvara temple at Mukhalingam (the ancient capital of the Eastern GaÞgas, now 

situated in Andhra Pradesh), those of N¡si®ha, Mahišamardinì and Gaja-Lakšmì 

depicted on the lintels are of striking importance. In this temple, built between the 

10th and the 11th century A.D., Lakšmì is given more importance by tracing her 

association with Durgà and an avatàra of Višòu. 

I feel it expedient here to mention that, since all the Orissan temples built in 

the Somava®çì and GaÞga cultural epochs invariably present the depiction of Gaja-

Lakšmì in the same fashion (of course with better workmanship), I will not discuss 

them here individually. 

 

Development of Lakšmì cult in Orissa — The Imperial GaÞga period is 

remarkable in raising Çrì-Lakšmì to the status of a cult divinity. A separate temple 

for the worship of this goddess as an individual manifestation was built at Puri in the 

same period in which the great temple of Jagannàtha was constructed. The presiding 

deity of Lakšmì temple represents the four-handed goddess seated in padmàsana on a 

lotus. The architecture of this temple, composed of four different chambers, is superb. 

This appears to be the sole temple dedicated to goddess Lakšmì in the whole territory 

of Orissa. 

Çrì-Lakšmì, the goddess of wealth and prosperity, was since then on given a 

special significance as the consort of Višòu/Jagannàtha. She became a goddess of the 

masses, redeeming them from sufferings and bestowing on them abundance and 

welfare. She was, and still is said to cook food personally in the big kitchen house of 

Jagannàtha temple on as many as two hundred sacred cooking hearths, which are 

always kept alive with the sacrificial fire known as vaišòavàgni; such holy food, after 

having been “tasted” by Lakšmì and offered to Vimalà (the other important goddess 

enshrined in the premises of Jagannàtha temple), becomes mahàprasàda, the nectar-

like food of Çrì Jagannàtha that absolves by all sins those who eat it, irrespective of 

caste, and is for this reason famous all over India. The composition of the Lakšmì or 

Mahàlakšmì Puràòa in Oriya language by the poet Balaràma Dàsa (16th century 

A.D.), recording the importance of the goddess in the socio-religious life of the people 

of Orissa, further heightened the status of Lakšmì cult. The recital of this regional 

Puràòa in the Oriya households, particularly on each Thursday during the month of 
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Màrgaçìra (November-December), still today forms a part of the ritualistic worship of 

the goddess in the folk style. This is associated with the worship of Lakšmì in the 

shape of paddy measures or ears of wheat. 

According to the common sense of the devotees of Çrì Jagannàtha, Lakšmì is 

conceived as a model devoted Oriya housewife. She is believed to have the same 

sentiments and sensitiveness of a faithful and loving Hindu wife, so as that, just to 

make an instance, when she is deprived of the right to accompany her husband on his 

car during the annual car festival (Ratha Yàtrà) of Puri Jagannàtha, she is depicted 

as Adhìrà-nàyikà (the Aggrieved-Heroine) as if she was a jealous woman. Jagannàtha 

(Višòu) is said to keep company with another goddess during this festival, for which 

reason Lakšmì, in anger over her consort’s unfaithfulness, goes in proxy-form to the 

place where the worshipped image of the god is brought at the end of the procession 

(Guòwicà-bàri at Puri), breaks his decorated chariot and thereafter goes back to the 

main temple, temporarily locking him out of it. A very popular ceremony known as 

Lakšmì-Nàràyaòa Beòxha (“meeting of Lakšmì with Višòu”) is subsequently held in 
the premises of Jagannàtha temple in order to make the angry goddess to reconcile 

with her husband when the Lord returns home on his chariot.377 

The annual autumnal worship of Gaja-Lakšmì in the full moon night of Àçvina 

(September-October) as the bestower of prosperity and general welfare has a special 

significance in the religions of India. This day is considered to be the birthday of both 

Lakšmì and Kumàra or Kàrttikeya. In Orissa this festive occasion is more popularly 

known as Kumàrotsava, observed generally by the kumàrìs (unmarried girls) with an 

intention of having her future husbands as beautiful and powerful as Kumàra. The 

girls, after a purificatory bath, wear new clothes and make offerings to the sun. They 

observe fast during daytime and, after offering a special type of cakes and sweetmeats 

to the moon, take pure vegetarian food in the evening. The girls as well as the other 

people enjoy the whole night amidst singing of songs befitting to the occasion and 

dancing. The elderly persons keep themselves awake the whole night with a hope of 

gaining material prosperity through the grace of Lakšmì. This annual ceremonial 

form of Lakšmì-worship, generally termed as Gaja-Lakšmì Pùjà, is a national festival 

celebrated with pomp and grandeur like the Durgà Pùjà. On this occasion clay images 

of the goddess prepared in accordance with the traditional dhyàna are worshipped at 

night only in the individual houses and in the most conspicuous places. In the Lakšmì 
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temple at Puri this annual worship is observed with special offerings amidst a large 

gathering of devotees. 

It is thus seen that Lakšmì, as the benign divinity of fecundity, prosperity, 

abundance and welfare, has an unique place in the religious arena of Orissa since she 

is associated with agricultural wealth (the mainstay of the people). 

 



 

5 

Çàkta Festivals and Rituals 

 

The celebration of religious festivals usually reflects the culture of the people in a 

telescopic form. Vrata (vow), pùjà (worship in sacred places), utsava (celebration), 

entertainment, merry-making, associated with music and dance, keep the traditional 

system continuing, binding the community in a socio-cultural fabric. In essence, the 

performance of a particular festival is the parameter of a society. 

Hindu religious festivals are numerous in Orissa, ranging from the tribal and 

semi-tribal communities to the people of the sophisticated society. Some of them are of 

national importance, some are widespread irrespective of caste and creed, and some 

other are confined to particular communities. Generally most of them are religious by 

nature, are linked with the propitiation of some gods and goddesses, and are observed 

in a ritualistic manner. 

It may also be indicated here, that some traditional festivals observed in the 

urban areas are meant for appreciation and amusement of the onlookers, often 

coming from the outside for this specific purpose; conversely, the festivals in the tribal 

and folk communities are observed for the latter’s own enjoyment, keeping all the 
members of the community itself engaged. This kind of observance is essential in the 

illiterate communities to have pleasure and digression from their monotonous and 

hard routine life. 

In this chapter I make an attempt to touch upon some important Orissan 

festivals, out of many, connected with Çakti cult. Whatever be their origin, they are 

heterogeneous in character. The celebration of these festivals has been prescribed in 

such an interesting manner, that they succeed one another in cyclic order starting 

with the Caitra (spring) festivals. The Çàkta festivals and the connected ritualistic 

observances recorded here are associated with manifestations of Çakti such as Durgà, 

Kàlì, Lakšmì, Pàrvatì, Sarasvatì, Manasà, etc. The system of rituals, vows and fasts 

varies from goddess to goddess, depending on their nature. The rituals connected with 

blood sacrifice, meant to propitiate Durgà, Kàlì and the similar goddesses, are greatly 
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different from the purely vegetarian and non-violent rituals performed in honour of 

the more benevolent forms of the Mahàdevì such as Pàrvatì, Lakšmì, Sarasvatì, etc. 

However, my humble attempt here is to indicate that Hindu religious festivals, 

whatever may be the ritualistic pattern associated with them, keep the cult traditions 

alive providing solace, enjoyment and moral strength to the participants. 

 

The cycle of the Caitra festivals 

The beginning of the new year is traditionally reckoned in India from the end of the 

spring season, when the whole nature blossoms and the never-ending yearly renewal 

of life begins. Yet, owing to the great difference in latitude between the northern and 

the southern regions of the sub-continent, the Indian spring does not start everywhere 

in the same period. It follows that the day conventionally marking the beginning of 

the new year can fall in different periods according to the latitude of the place, all, 

however, being comprised in the Hindu month of Caitra (March-April). 

The Hindu New Year’s Day is everywhere associated with great festivals. In 
the Dravidian countries its celebration coincides with the Holì festival, falling on the 

full moon day preceding the beginning of Caitra. Holì is generally believed to have 

originated out of the Çaivite cycle of festivals, orgiastic in nature, that were anciently 

held at the beginning of the spring season, but has subsequently turned, especially in 

North India, into a festival in honour of K¡šòa. It is believed by tradition that the 

celebration of Holì was given a start by Višòu himself as the special spring festival of 

the çùdras, who on this joyous day are entitled to behave in the most licentious and 

disrespectful manner.1 

It seems likely that the Holì festival, marking the beginning of the new year in 

South India, originated from a process of assimilation of the spring fertility rites of 

the non-Aryan peoples of the Deccan into ancient Çaivism. But in Orissa, where 

spring starts a little later than in South India, the prevalence of Vaišòavism has long 

since turned Holì into a k¡šòaite festival. The tribal communities of Orissa and the 

low-caste Hindus too celebrate their respective spring festivals in the month of Caitra, 

some weeks after the Holì festival. This is a month characterized by the enjoyment of 

abundance, idleness and leisure before the sowing time. 
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In Orissa most of the festivals held in the month of Caitra culminate on the 

day that in North India is generally considered the Hindu New Year’s Day, namely, 
the Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti day, reckoned on a conjunction falling on a different date 

every year, but roughly coinciding with the sun’s equinoctial passage in spring. The 

astrological and mythological importance of this sa®krànti (a term that indicates the 

sun’s passage from a house of the solar Zodiac to another) will be discussed later on; 
for now, suffice it to notice that in Orissa a great deal of non-Vedic religious practices 

having originated in tribal societies (or in the non-Aryan strata of the Hindu society, 

as it was the case with Holì in South India) have merged into a system of yàtràs 

(temple festivals) and vratas (vows) which, peculiarly enough, celebrate the explosion 

of spring and the beginning of the new year with the conjoint worship of Çiva and 

Çakti. 

The rites traditionally observed in Orissa during the celebration of the Caitra 

festivals present a tight admixture of tribal and Tantric elements. Çiva is generally 

regarded as the cult hero of these religious observances, such as it was once the case 

with the spring festivals of southern India; nevertheless, it can be maintained that 

the Mahàdevì, in her multifarious forms, appears to be even more venerated than him 

all through the term of the month. Most of the festivals observed by the Oriya Hindus 

in Caitra, indeed, have their seat at this or that Çàkta temple, which fact leads one to 

classify them as allied Çaiva-Çàkta festivals. Tribal rituals and beliefs have so deeply 

penetrated into these Çaiva-Çàkta festivals, that nowadays it is hard to dissociate the 

“Aryan” cultural elements incorporated in them from the “non-Aryan” ones. Also as to 
the most noticeable feature of these festivals, i.e., the ritual self-infliction of physical 

pain performed by a special class of devotees, it is difficult to separate what derives 

from the influence of Tantrism on the popular forms of devotion from the remainders 

of the rites of possession typical of tribal shamanism. It is thus necessary here to give 

some hints on the most important religious festivals celebrated by the hill tribes of 

Orissa during the month of Caitra so as to individuate the possible local sources of 

inspiration for the peculiar forms of worship being adopted by the low-caste Hindus of 

the plains in the same period of the year. 

 

Tribal festivals in the month of Caitra — The Chait Parab (Sanskrit Caitra 

Parvaòa), the spring festival of the tribals of Koraput district, is the most important 

communal festival of the year there. This is an agricultural festival of the axe-
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cultivators which starts with hunting before the forest is cleared for cultivation by 

means of the use of fire. This is aimed to sum up ritually the entire economic history 

of these tribes, from the food-gathering-plus-hunting stage to the agricultural one. For 

the whole month people sacrifice domestic and wild animals before their fetish gods at 

night and then cook and eat them, feast, drink, sing and dance. Among the Koyas of 

the Malkangiri area this festival, locally known as Bija Pandu, is dedicated to Mother 

Earth, who is then propitiated with the offering of liquors and sacrificial animals.2 

Among the Ollar Gadabas this festival coincides with the ritual spring hunt. Before 

going to hunt, the male of the tribe use to sacrifice animals to their goddess of wild 

beasts, who dwells in the jungle. The offering are made before the guns, bows and 

arrows utilized for hunting.3 It is worth noticing that either among the Dravidian-

speaking Koyas and their Austro-Asiatic-speaking neighbours the Gadabas, women 

only are allowed to dance during the festival; the Gadaba women in particular use to 

get drunk, sing and dance day and night while their husbands and male relatives are 

being engaged in hunting.4 Such an archaic tribal tradition may be related to the past 

dominance of the female gender in the religious sphere and be thus reminiscent of the 

female-dominated form of religion that, as hypothesized in chapter one, might have 

prevailed in eastern India in prehistoric times. 

Caitra is also one of the months reserved by tradition by some important tribal 

groups of Orissa to the sacrifice of the buffalo. The Karja ceremony of the Hill Saoras 

of Ganjam and Koraput districts, held in commemoration of the dead ancestors every 

two-three years in February or March, requires the nocturnal slaughter of a number 

of buffaloes proportionate to the number of families in the village having some of their 

late members, died in the previous six years, to be propitiated. Each family offers a 

buffalo as a sacrifice to its own ancestral spirits. F. Fawcett, while attending a Karja 

ceremony held in 1886 at Kehlakot in Ganjam district, counted about one thousand 

such sacrificial buffaloes. The ceremony is usually conducted by shamanins who fall in 

trance with the use of alcoholic drinks and keep vigil all night with the spirits of the 

dead.5 The buffalo in this case represents the necessary blood offering for making the 

spirits of the dead feel no longer neglected by the living and rest thus in peace in the 

underworld, abstaining from any attack or nuisance. 

                                                                 
2  R. N. Dash, “Folk Festivals of Orissa – A Study”, Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol. XXXIII, Nos. 

3 and 4, p. 71; D. N. Patnaik, Festivals of Orissa, Bhubaneswar, 1982, pp. 82-83. 
3  K. N. Thusu and M. Jha, Ollar Gadba of Koraput, Calcutta, 1972, pp. 115-16. 
4  K. M. Mohapatra, “Tribes of Orissa”, in H. C. Das, ed., Cultural Heritage of Orissa, Cuttack, 1993, p. 

387; K. N. Thusu and M. Jha, op. cit., p. 116. 
5  V. Elwin, The Religion of an Indian Tribe, Bombay, 1955, pp. 378 ff. 
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The other important seasonal ceremony performed by the Hill Saoras of Orissa 

in honour of the dead ancestors, the Guar, is preferably held in February, though it 

can be celebrated at any time during the dry season. Also this ceremony is pivoted 

upon buffalo-sacrifice; moreover, being part of a megalithic tradition, it is associated 

with the erection of menhirs, regarded as the temporary “houses” of the forefathers’ 
shades on the earth before they are permitted to settle in their permanent “houses” in 
the underworld. This appears to be related with the cultus of Mother Earth, who was 

regarded in the neolithic age as the guardian of the dead and, at the same time, of the 

new-life seed.6 So was also regarded the Hindu goddess Kàlì in the historical period, 

starting at least from the time of elaboration of the myth of K¡šòa’s birth, later on 
included in the Hariva®ça, in which this goddess is described as a chthonic being  

having a “black womb” which contains the waters of the infernal regions with their 
population of dead asuras, who are at one time the embryos of new potential human 

beings.7 

Finally, one cannot leave out of our consideration the famous Kedu festival of 

the Kondhs of south-western Orissa, celebrated in the month of Caitra to propitiate 

the earth goddess, known among the Kondhs as Dharni Deota or Dharni Penu (cf. the 

Sanskrit name of the same deity, Dharaòì). This festival was notorious in times past 

on account of its association with the cruel sacrificial rite known as Meriah (human 

sacrifice), which was abolished owing to the resolute repressive intervention of the 

British authorities in the mid-part of the 19th century. Since then onwards the Kondh 

people started sacrificing buffaloes instead of human victims. Yet this forced change 

did not modify the chief beliefs underlying the Kedu festival, namely, that the earth 

goddess incessantly cries out for blood, and that the sacred power contained in the 

blood of the living beings sacrificed to her will bring about fertility and plenty and will 

ensure her protection against famines and epidemics not to the sole Kondhs, rather to 

the whole of the human race. 

Thus, in the past, there appears to have been a close connection between the 

Meriah sacrifice, usually performed by the Kondhs in spring, and the worship of the 

earth goddess in the same season. The Kondh earth goddess is very similar to Hindu 

village goddesses. Under this latter aspect of hers, the Kondhs call her Jakari Penu 

(in Kui, the Dravidian language spoken by these tribesmen, jakar means “founder of a 

                                                                 
6  Ibid., pp. 358 ff. 
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village” or “born under a stone in a village” while penu or pinnu means a deity8). She 

is normally represented by a cairn (Kui dharni) formed by three stones installed on 

the village main street, in front of which sacrifices are offered. There appears to be a 

link between these stones and the patriarchs of each Kondh village, a link which is 

possibly indicative of the past connection of the worship of the earth goddess with 

megalithic rites (which are, however, no longer part of the Kondh religious tradition). 

The Meriah sacrifice, like the sacrifice of a buffalo that nowadays replaces it, was 

performed by the priest-shamans of the earth goddess, who often used to kill the 

victim after having tied him up to a wooden pole, representing Dharni Penu on this 

special occasion.9 This blood-thirsty pillar-form of the earth goddess appears to have 

greatly contributed to the formation of the cult of Stambheçvarì, the Hindu pillar-

goddess worshipped from time immemorial by some tribes of Orissa (the Kondh and 

Gond above all), some hinduized semi-tribal communities and their kšatriya rulers as 

well.10 

From another viewpoint the Kondh earth goddess, one of the subsidiary names 

of whom is Tari Penu or also Tara Penu (the Kui word tara means land, earth11), is 

assimilated in south-western Orissa to the Hindu paired-off goddesses Tàrà-Tàriòì, 

worshipped from the hoary past in aniconic form in a shrine lying on a hill of Ganjam 

district, at which the Meriah sacrificial rite was once the norm.12 Tàrà-Tàriòì temple 

is now the annual seat of a great Hindu yàtrà which is, significantly enough in the 

given context, held in the month of Caitra like the Kedu festival of the Kondhs. The 

special offerings presented to the twin deities on the occasion of this yàtrà consist in 

the blood of sacrificed animals and in fresh coconuts; the latter are broken and opened 

inside the sacrificial pit facing the temple in a yajña ritual symbolizing the sap of 

life’s oozing from the womb of the great Goddess. 
The earth goddess of the Kondhs, in her creator and anthropomorphized aspect 

(under which she is called Nirantali), appears to be one of the major pre-Vedic or non-

Aryan archetypes of the great Goddess worshipped since early epochs by the Çàktas of 

Orissa. Nirantali is described in some Kondh myths as the motherly nourisher of all 

living beings; she is stated to have emerged from the underworld and has, therefore, a 

                                                                 
8  V. Elwin, op. cit., p. 106. 
9  Id., Tribal Myths of Orissa, London, 1954, pp. 545 ff. and 636; B. M. Boal, The Konds, Bhubaneswar, 

1984, p. 91. 
10  N. K. Sahu, “Orissa from the Earliest Times to the Present Day”, in Id., ed., A History of Orissa, 

Calcutta, 1956, pp. 351-56. 
11  V. Elwin, op. cit., p. 641. 
12  H. C. Das, “Religious Movements in Southern Orissa”, Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol. XXXV, 

Nos. 3 and 4, p. 35. 
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chthonic nature; she is the pure goddess of the lotus (like the Hindu Çrì-Lakšmì) and 

the sister of trees (like the Hindu yakšìs); like Durgà/Kàlì, she is fond of wine and 

blood; finally, this form of an earth goddess is fancied to be sustained by a seat made 

of snakes, which feature finds a correspondence in an epithet of the mythical serpent 

Çeša, Dharaòìdhara, i.e., the Sustainer-of-the-Earth.13 

To sum up, the festivals observed by the different tribes of Orissa during the 

month of Caitra can be grouped into three broad classes according to their chief aim, 

namely: 

a) seasonal adoration of an earth or a vegetation goddess presiding over the 

ritual spring hunt and associated with wild animals as well as with animal sacrifices 

(among the Kondhs, until relatively recent times, even with human sacrifices) and, in 

certain cases, with unrestrained drinking, feasting, singing  and dancing (the leading 

characters of which are often the women of the tribe) ; 

b) ancient megalithic ceremonies for the propitiation of the dead ancestors and 

relatives, which are associated with buffalo-sacrifice and with shamanistic possession 

rites as in the case with the Hill Saoras (among whom shamanins play a prominent 

role during the ceremonies in question). Among the Kondhs, the connecting link with 

this archaic female-dominated megalithic complex is represented by the figure of the 

earth goddess herself, who is worshipped by these tribesmen in a cairn of three stones 

and is conceived by them as the Great Ancestress, i.e., the symbolic founder of the 

entire Kondh people; 

c) hunting-agricultural festivals indicating the fundamental importance of the 

use of fire in the traditional tribal economic system (the Chait Parab of the tribals of 

Koraput district). This is connected with the ritual spring hunt and with the firing of 

forests immediately preceding it as a preparatory agricultural work for the cultivation 

of new soil in the ambit of the tribal system of field-shifting. Among the Mundas and 

some Gond tribes of Bastar (Madhya Pradesh) the festivals in question are associated 

with the propitiation of an earth goddess or of a female deity of vegetation and wild 

animals.14 

As stated above, tribal traditions must have influenced the religious practices 

and beliefs followed by the Oriya village folk during the allied Çaiva-Çàkta festivals 

celebrated in Caitra. For instance, on the chief ceremonial occasions of this month 

                                                                 
13  V. Elwin, op. cit., pp. XLVI-XLVII, 76, 101 and 298-99. 
14  R. Rahmann, “The Ritual Spring Hunt of Northeastern and Middle India”, Anthropos, Vol. XLVII 

(1952), pp. 874-76. 
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sacrificial animals, now essentially limited to fowls, are immolated by the villagers 

before goddess MaÞgalà, who during the spring season is generally represented by a 

pot filled with water, taken to be a symbol of good omen.15 However, the nature of 

such offerings has changed very much in course of time. Owing to the progressive 

detribalization of the Caitra festivals, sacrificial animals have been mostly replaced 

by vegetarian offerings to suit the non-violent and vegetarian Hindu believers. Thus, 

for instance, the Caitra MaÞgalvàr Oša (fasting on each Tuesday during this month), 

specially observed by the womenfolk and associated at many places with the purely 

vegetarian conjoint worship of Gaurì and MaÞgalà, is the outcome of a long historical 

conflict between the cult practices prescribed in tribal religions and the moral tenets 

of other ancient religions of Orissa (Jainism, Buddhism and Brahmanical Hinduism), 

which generally preached noninjury and vegetarianism. Some folk stories associated 

with the institution of this oša narrate the rage of the king due to the performance of 

animal sacrifices in honour of MaÞgalà, as well as his final acceptance of this cult for 

his own benefit under pressure of the low-caste women’s devotion to the goddess.16 

The historical basis of these tales appears to be the compromise made by the upper-

caste people of Orissa with the semi-tribal cult of MaÞgalà – too deeply rooted in the 

country to be simply suppressed – after its depuration from some unacceptable form of 

animal sacrifice (perhaps the sacrifice of cows,17 which was once very common among 

some Orissan tribes). 

Nowadays, besides fowls, only goats (but not at all buffaloes) are sacrificed 

here and there in Devì temples at the time of the spring festivals of Caitra, even 

though this ritual custom is now progressively disappearing owing to the recent 

awakening of public consciousness all over India about the question of noninjury in 

worship activities. Thus, just to make some instances of the prevalent trend in Orissa 

in regard to this matter, at the temple of Nàràyaòì in Ganjam district the ancient 

custom of offering the goat’s head and blood directly to the presiding goddess of the 

shrine is still today in vogue, while at MaÞgalà temple of Kakatpur, which is the most 

important sanctuary being dedicated to this deity in Orissa, blood offerings, due to the 

repressive influence of the Vaišòava preaching, are now presented before the fearful 

Càmuòwà image worshipped as Dakšiòà Caòwì, housed in the southern main niche of 

the temple. 

                                                                 
15  R. N. Dash, art. cit., p. 71. 
16  Ibid., pp. 71-72. 
17  V. Elwin, op. cit., pp. 358-64. 
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Besides giving rise to the Çàkta ritual practice of sacrificing animals to the 

Goddess in the month of Caitra, the spring festivals traditionally celebrated in this 

month by the tribal peoples of Orissa appear to have exerted an influence on some 

other important aspects of the corresponding Hindu festivals. The origins of a variety 

of dangerous and painful ordeals (in some cases regarded by the scholars as different 

substitutes for the performance of human sacrifice18), of the superstitious belief in the 

purificatory power of fire, and of a series of tribal-like dance shows, representing as a 

whole the most outstanding cultic features of the community worship in the Çaiva and 

Çàkta temples of Orissa during the month of Caitra, can be traced back, at least in 

part, to the above discussed tribal festivals (the Kedu festival of the Kondhs, the Chait 

Parab of the tribals of Koraput district, the shamanistic ceremonies of the Hill Saoras, 

etc.). 

It is now time to see how the allied Çaiva-Çàkta festivals of Caitra concretely 

articulate in present-day Orissa. 

 

Daòwanàxa — The most famous Tantric festival of Orissa among those being 

celebrated in the month of Caitra is no doubt Daòwanàxa, the Dance-of-the-Pole, a 

name referring to the pole or staff (Sanskrit daòwa) that represents Çiva during this 

holy function. The Devì too is actively worshipped during the festival, though only in 

her subsidiary role as the divine spouse of Çiva. On this occasion, as it is customary in 

Orissa at the time of the Caitra festivals, she is frequently represented by a simple 

earthen pot filled with water. 

The Daòwanàxa tradition probably originated out of the cultural environment 

of the çùdra communities living in the semi-tribal areas of Orissa, who were anciently 

the followers of Tantric (Vajrayàna) Buddhism. During the Somava®çì period (10th-

early 12th centuries A.D.), when Çaivism virtually became the State religion of the 

Orissan kingdom, these groups of Buddhist cattle-rearers and farmers were degraded 

into down-trodden untouchables by the then triumphant Çaivite ruling classes of the 

country, and had to be forcedly converted to the Çaiva faith to survive in the changed 

socio-religious scenario. But they were not permitted to enter Çaiva temples, where 

the liÞga of the great God was worshipped by the “twice-born” Hindus with rites the 
performance of which was precluded to the untouchables; therefore, they introduced a 

new mode of Çiva-worship, an annual religious festival of their own on the occasion of 

                                                                 
18  M. Biardeau, L’Induismo. Antropologia di una civiltà, Milano, 1985, p. 175. 
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which Çiva was represented by a staff. This cultic feature presents some analogy with 

the symbolism of the liÞga, a phallic one. Most probably this religious observance, 

subsequently termed as Daòwanàxa, had in the origin much in common with the well-

known Phallophorias of the Greek tradition (the Dyonisian mass processions held in 

spring and pivoted upon the adoration of a phallic emblem) or with the processions in 

honour of goddess Isis and her consort Osiris which anciently took place in Egypt. The 

common religio-cultural background of this type of festivals, which low-class people 

adhered to all over the ancient Indo-Mediterranean area of civilization, was possibly 

formed by a primitive nucleus of Saturnalia-like festive proceedings which, according 

to a section of scholars, had a wide distribution throughout the geographic area in 

question during the protohistoric epoch.19 

Be that as it may, the original character of Daòwanàxa, which was supposedly 

orgiastic and licentious, has forever been lost in consequence of the influence having 

been exerted on it by the Buddhist faith during the medieval period. Nowadays the 

wandering çùdra devotees, known as bhaktas, who act as the leading characters of the 

festival observe strict fast, abstain from wine or drug intoxication and restrain from 

sexual intercourse and from any other kind of worldly pleasure, fully controlling their 

senses. They focus their attention on dancing vigorously with the daòwa of Çiva 

attached on their back and sing very ancient Oriya folk songs while enacting episodes 

from the Mahàbhàrata, Ràmàyaòa and the main Puràòas. They also perform difficult 

acrobatics and dangerous aquatic feats in honour of Çiva. Thus it will appear clear 

that no vàmàcàra practice is attached to Daòwanàxa.20 

In addition to this, different rites of ordeal, such as piercing sharp iron nails on 

one’s back, using poisonous snakes as garlands, hanging with head downwards over a 
burning flame, etc., are performed by the most zealous bhaktas during the festival.21 

Some of these rituals of self-inflicted penance are also common to the Chadak Pùjà of 

Bengal and to the Pàxuà Yàtrà of Orissa (the latter will be discussed in the next sub-

section). 

During another rite performed on the occasion of the Daòwanàxa festival, the 

so-called Vàsuki-darçana, certain bhaktas bury their heads in the ground and then lie 

prostrate adhering to the soil as if they were enjoying the sight (darçana) of the Nàga 

king Vàsuki, who is stated to dwell in the infernal regions and to sustain the earth on 

                                                                 
19  K. B. Das, A Study of Orissan Folk-Lore, Santiniketan, 1953, pp. 61-64; A. Daniélou, op. cit., pp. 199-

203. 
20  K. B. Das, op. cit., p. 65. 
21  Ibid., p. 64. 
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his many hoods.22 This rite may have some connection with an extremely ancient rite 

of shamanistic initiation that was once in vogue among the Australian aborigines. In 

the latter case the initiate was believed to acquire the power of the serpent – one of 

the chief totemic animals of the Australian tribes – by entering a sinuous 

underground hollow representing the serpent’s mouth, by which he was first 
“swallowed” to be subsequently “vomited out” as a new man.23 As suggested in the 

first chapter of this work, a strong connection between the serpent as a symbol of 

initiation to mysteries and the earth goddess is found in the greater part of the 

religious traditions of the world. Thus it may be concluded that the Vàsuki-darçana 

rite, still today performed by some low-caste Oriya devotees of Çiva-Çakti during the 

month of Caitra, is most probably the relic of a shamanistic ceremony connected with 

the worship of Mother Earth and of her Nàga associates. 

The last mentioned religious feature introduces an aspect of the Daòwanàxa 

festival which is complementary to the worship of Çiva, i.e., the worship of Çiva’s 
consort goddess (representing Mother Earth) in her twofold aspect as Gaurì and as 

Kàlì. Gaurì, the fair-complexioned form of the divine spouse of Çiva, is especially 

worshipped in aniconic form as a cane which, after being paired with another cane 

representing Çiva, is placed in the sacred pitcher full of water (another symbol of the 

great Goddess of life, death and regeneration) which is customarily buried under the 

ground during the festival to be disinterred one year later.24 The black-complexioned 

Kàlì is, on the contrary, mainly worshipped in iconic form: her image, depicting her as 

trampling on the motionless body of Çiva, is generally painted on a bamboo screen 

which is taken in procession during the celebration of Daòwanàxa in South Orissa.25 

The goddess can also be symbolized by a man, dressed as a female, who wears a mask 

reproducing her fearful face; this man performs a dance called Kàlikà N¡tya, during 

which he is believed to be possessed by the spirit of Kàlì. The Kàlì component of the 

festival appears to be more important than the Gaurì one; in this connection, it must 

be mentioned that, during the celebration of Daòwanàxa, the Oriya folk worship Çiva 

as a black-complexioned god (Kàla-Rudra) rather than as a fair-complexioned one as 

per the orthodox Puràòic tradition. Given the context, the black colour of this form of 

Çiva is probably meant to reproduce in a symbolic way the dark complexion of his 

non-Aryan worshippers, whose descendants became the çùdras of the Indian caste 
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Nos. 1 and 2, p. 59. 
23  F. Dilaria, Mito ed iconografia del serpente. Il culto dei nàga nell’India classica, Roma, s.d., p. 10. 
24  K. B. Das, op. cit., pp. 62-63. 
25  D. N. Pathy, “Orissan Painting”, in H. C. Das, ed., Cultural Heritage of Orissa, cit., p. 225. 
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system. Therefore, the association of the black goddess Kàlì to the black form of Çiva 

peculiarly worshipped by the low-caste people of Orissa on the occasion of Daòwanàxa 

appears very appropriate.26 

The age-old association of Daòwanàxa with Çakti cult (and not with Çiva cult 

only) is evinced by the celebration of this festival at such eminent Çàkta shrines of 

Orissa as those of HiÞgulà at Talcher, of Bhaxxàrikà at Baramba, of Carcikà at Banki, 

of Samalei at Sambalpur, of Ràmacaòwì at Konarak, and of Sàralà at Jhankad.27 Thus 

the Daòwanàxa festival can be defined as a synthesis of folk, Tantric Buddhist, Çaiva 

and Çàkta religio-cultural elements having amalgamated in course of centuries 

starting from at least the Somava®çì period. 

 

Pàxuà Yàtrà — As already indicated, the set of Caitra festivals of Orissa has resulted 

from the amalgamation of Çiva and Çakti cults. All of these festivals are characterized 

by rituals invariably officiated to by non-Brahmin priests, rigorous observance of fast, 

self-infliction of physical pain, and display of heroism through tolerance of torture and 

performance of bold deeds. 

The çùdra or the scheduled-caste devotees, penitents and pilgrims who ritually 

inflict injury to their persons are called pàxuàs, a name derived from the Sanskrit 

term paxa, meaning a cloth (for some of these devotees wear on their head a long piece 

of black cloth they use to elegantly wave while dancing).28 Their acts of penance, 

usually performed near a tank or river where all villagers congregate to witness the 

rites of ordeal, can alternatively consist in piercing iron hooks on their back or big 

needles on their tongue; in walking barefoot on thorns and nails or getting prickled all 

over their body; in being carried in palanquins while standing on edged swords; in 

hanging from an horizontal staff fastened at the top of a high wooden pole and 

wheeled round and round by the people below; in dancing on stilts while keeping a 

pitcher on the head; and so on. While doing so, the pàxuàs are morally supported with 

holy cheers by the mass of the onlookers, and they themselves loudly continue singing 

in praise of the great Goddess, who, during the festival, is generally worshipped in her 

form as MaÞgalà.29 Pàxuà Yàtrà, in fact, is specifically meant for the propitiation of 

                                                                 
26  K. B. Das, op. cit., pp. 63-64. 
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28  K. B. Das, op. cit., p. 81. 
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goddess MaÞgalà, the Auspicious-One,30 and can thus be classified among the Çàkta-

tantric festivals of Orissa. This is the main difference between this festival and the 

Daòwanàxa one, which is, on the contrary, primarily meant to glorify Çiva. 

The pàxuàs are sub-divided into different classes according to the religious 

exercises in which they are specialized. They sing songs dealing with epic and Puràòic 

narratives or episodes from folk tales. Only occasionally some of them dance. Two or 

three parties of pàxuàs sometimes compete in the compound of a Devì temple on the 

invitation of some rich man. The latter feature indicates that Pàxuà Yàtrà, though it 

is a festival of the low-class people, is often patronized and supported by the upper-

class Oriyas, who by tradition join the festival for fulfilling a vow made to the Goddess 

at the time of sickness or of some other misfortune. The sanctity and pureness of mind 

of the pàxuàs, the spiritual strength bestowed on them by the Goddess in exchange for 

their ritual self-injuring, their taking upon themselves the sufferings of the people 

irrespective of caste, contribute altogether to draw to the festival the worshippers of 

all walks of life, who generally observe it with much austerity by joining the pàxuàs’ 
fast.31 

The most important religious ceremony observed during Pàxuà Yàtrà, viz., the 

adoration of the sacred water pitcher symbolizing goddess MaÞgalà (maÞgala-kalaça) 

after the latter has been taken in procession around different villages by the pàxuàs 

with great enthusiasm, plays a very important part in all the festivals celebrated in 

Orissa during the month of Caitra.32 

 

Jhàmu Yàtrà — The most sanctified and popular Çàkta-tantric penance among those 

annexed to the cycle of the Caitra festivals of Orissa is no doubt the fire ordeal, 

performed with large gathering of pilgrims particularly during the Jhàmu Yàtràs 

(fire-walking festivals) held at MaÞgalà temple of Kakatpur, Sàralà temple of 

Jhankad and Carcikà temple of Banki.33 On this occasion the pàxuàs or bhaktas walk 

in trance on a bed of burning charcoal amidst a crowd of devotees inciting them with 

holy cheers; their exploit is accompanied by the loud sound of gongs and drums and by 

the dance show of costumed dancers. Customarily seven ditches are dug in the ground 

and filled with red hot charcoal. A mixture of milk and water is poured in another 
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ditch, in which the penitents dip their feet before starting to walk on burning 

charcoals; this is believed to defend them from scalding their feet.34 At the Çàkta 

sanctuary of Kakatpur a smaller hole, dug out in the middle of this ditch, is filled with 

turmeric water and seasonal flowers and is worshipped as an aniconic representation 

of goddess MaÞgalà.35 

Traditionally the scheduled day for the performance of the fire ordeal is the 

Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti day, yet the festival termed as Jhàmu Yàtrà is celebrated for 

about four weeks from the month of Caitra (March-April) to that of Vaiçàkha (April-

May). For weeks before Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti groups of penitents can be observed 

while journeying through the main ritual purification centres of Orissa, particularly 

the Çàkta ones, wearing saffron and yellow garments and carrying huge fronds of 

peacock feathers. On the culminating dates of the festival the pàxuàs practise fasting 

and self-torture, including the fire ordeal, during the day, while at night ritualistic 

worship, dance show and recitation of sacred pantomimes provide the mass of the 

devotees with both spiritual thought and mundane entertainment. A different form of 

fire-worship annually takes place on these same dates at Gopalprasad near Talcher 

(Dhenkanal district) on the occasion of the great yàtrà dedicated to the fire-goddess 

HiÞgulà, which has been already described in chapter 3. 

The main purpose of the low-caste Çàkta devotees who expose themselves to 

the risk implicit in the fire ordeal is to amaze the onlookers and draw their reverence 

through the practical display of the “Tantric” or “magical” power being conferred on 
them by the Goddess – who, it is understood, will normally protect the performers of 

the ordeal from the consequences of their contact with fire. Above all, the fire ordeal is 

a demonstration of a devotee’s will-power, tenacity and fervour to dharma. The fire-

walking ceremony is mentioned in Sanskrit texts as Vahni-parìkšà, and is always 

meant as a process of self-purification or a preparation for higher spiritual purpose. 

According to the Ràmàyaòa, Sìtà, the wife of Ràma, performed this ordeal in LaÞkà to 

prove her purity to the world after she had been repudiated by her husband under the 

charge of having dwelt with the demon Ràvaòa. Also Draupadì, the wife of the five 

Pàòwavas, is said in the Mahàbhàrata to take a daily fire-bath to purify herself.36 

The association of Sìtà and Draupadì, venerated as Çàkta goddesses in some 

areas of India, with the rite of fire ordeal results very interesting when put in relation 
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with the performance of the same rite mostly in the premises of Çàkta temples. In this 

connection, it can be mentioned that fire-walking is considered by some scholars as 

one of the numerous substitutes for human sacrifice. This painful religious exercise is 

believed to have been associated with the ritualistic pattern observed in a section of 

Çàkta shrines after the decline of the practice of human sacrifice in India.37 

However, fire-walking is neither an exclusive ritualistic feature of Çàktism, nor 

is it confined to Orissa only; rather, it is a common religious practice in many areas of 

the world. The fire ordeal is meant in many primitive cultures as a pious exercise for 

purification of body and mind. The practice is, or was in the past, well-known in some 

regions of Oceania, Japan, China and South India. The aborigines of Chota Nagpur, 

among whom are the Mundas, are also accustomed to ritual fire-walking. This may 

result of some interest in the context under discussion, if one thinks that the area of 

settlement of the Mundas overlaps to the south with the tribal belt of North Orissa. 

The archaic belief in the beneficent agency of fire, to which is attributed the faculty of 

consuming all diseases and evil, seems to be at the root of the fire-walking traditions 

diffused from the Indian sub-continent to Polynesia.38 

 

Tantric and tribal cultural elements in the Caitra ordeals — There is no 

unanimity among the scholars as to whether the basic character of the rituals of 

ordeal being customarily performed in Orissa during the month of Caitra is mainly 

tribal or rather Tantric. The second hypothesis, namely, that the devotional practices 

in question have originated out of the religio-cultural environment of the low-caste 

and semi-tribal people of Orissa under the preponderant influence of medieval 

Tantrism, seems to be the prevalent one.39 In fact, the performance of painful vratas 

(vows) near a Çaiva or a Çàkta temple in the time of the Caitra festivals seems first of 

all aimed at drawing the attention of the God or Goddess upon the pàxuà’s or bhakta’s 
heroic deeds. Therefore, one could be induced to recognize in these devotional 

practices the reverberation of the Tantric concept about the vìramàrga, the “path of 
heroes”, the ultimate goal of which is to obtain some siddhi (magical power) by the 

grace of a Tantric deity. At the same time, the Caitra ordeals are also meant to show 

the mass of the onlookers the almost superhuman powers being bestowed by Çiva or 

by the Devì on the penitents in exchange for their unlimited devotion to them. 

                                                                 
37  M. Biardeau, op. cit., p. 175. 
38  K. B. Das, op. cit., pp. 84-85. 
39  Ibid., p. 68; D. N. Patnaik, op. cit., p. 22. 
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The practices of ritual self-mutilation associated with medieval Çakti cult in 

South India, as well as the Haxha-yoga tradition incorporated into Tantrism in the 

course of the medieval period, may also have influenced the self-torture acts and 

physical exercises characterizing the cycle of the Caitra festivals in Orissa. This said, 

still the possibility that the festivals celebrated by some tribal communities of Orissa 

during the month of Caitra may have influenced the development of the Hindu spring 

festivals centring round the performance of painful ordeals, cannot be ruled out. The 

tribals festivals in question are, in fact, characterized in some cases by frenzied and 

unrestrained dancing or by ritualistic spirit-possession, and lay emphasis, in some 

other, upon the sacredness and the socio-economic importance of fire. 

In addition to this, self-torture acts are not at all infrequent in the shamanistic 

religions of Orissa and, more in general, in those of Middle India. Spirit-possession 

must be authenticated by the shaman with demonstrating that his body, powerfully 

reinforced by a visitant from the other world, can resist any injury. Thus the Gond 

shamans prove the genuineness of their possession experiences by piercing pointed 

spikes through their cheeks or arms; the Gadaba, Saora and Bondo shamans rock 

themselves to and fro on swings provided with a seat of thorns; other tribal shamans 

beat themselves with great stones or fill their mouths with fire, while still others fling 

themselves violently to the ground. Rituals of self-injury are also diffused among the 

Kondhs, who customarily perform them on the occasion of the religious festival known 

as Chirik Poja. The ultimate purpose of all of these tribal ordeals is to prove that a 

shaman or a sacred man is out of his own wits, truly possessed by a spirit or a deity 

who is satisfied with what he has been offered.40 

The punctual correspondence between the self-torture acts performed by the 

Oriya pàxuàs and bhaktas and those performed by the tribal shamans and sacred men 

possibly indicate that similar religious principles underlie both these types of ordeal, 

although in the former case one cannot speak of shamanistic possession in a strict 

sense. However, it should appear clear that the Caitra ordeals of Orissa are not 

related to the Tantra culture only, nor it can be maintained, as some Orissan scholars 

do, that “the tribal people have adopted the ritual from the Hindus as such rituals are 
not in the tradition of the tribal culture(!)”41 

Perhaps a still more fitting parallel can be drawn between the ordeals taken by 

the low-caste Hindus of Orissa during the month of Caitra and those performed by the 

                                                                 
40  V. Elwin, The Religion of an Indian Tribe, cit., p. 203; K. B. Das, op. cit., p. 68. 
41  D. N. Patnaik, op. cit., p. 81. 
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low-caste Hindus of the Deccan in honour of their village goddesses or gràmadevatàs. 

“The village-goddess festival is often the time of undertaking heroic vows, which 

greatly heighten the aroused state of the village. Fire-walking, carrying burning pots 

on one’s head, and swinging while suspended on hooks through one’s flesh are all 
common during these festivals and are associated with trance and possession. These 

ordeals invite the presence of the goddess by expressing the devotee’s willingness to 
fully encounter the dangerous power of the goddess, who is aroused, hot and fierce. 

While there is considerable risk involved in so encountering the goddess, it is 

understood that the ordeal is taken in gratitude for her blessing in the past or her 

mercy in the present and that she is particularly fond of those who so approach her 

and will usually see that no harm will come to them. In return for villagers’ taking on 
a part of her excess fury or heat generated by contact with demons, the goddess 

blesses her devotees by protecting them during their ordeal.”42 

At any rate, unlike what happens during the village-goddess festivals of the 

Dravidians, in the Caitra festivals of Orissa the positive virtues embodied by the 

benevolent and merciful aspect of the Goddess (Gaurì, MaÞgalà, etc.) seem to prevail 

over the malevolent and cruel disposition typical of South Indian village goddesses, 

who are generally considered to be the dispensers of smallpox and of other dangerous 

diseases. 

Even so, the power to avert epidemics that is implicit in the auspicious forms of 

the Devì is greatly venerated during these Orissan festivals. For the whole month of 

Caitra, groups of non-Brahmin dancing priests attached to the holiest Çàkta shrines 

of the State, the so-called ghaòxa-pàxuàs, move in procession from village to village 

with the sacred pitcher filled with water symbolizing the Goddess in auspicious form. 

They are named so after the ghaòxa, a brass gong they use to play in accompaniment 

to their dance show. The ghaòxa is traditionally regarded all over India as a powerful 

demon-scarer. This object might have been originally used to scare away wild beasts, 

whereas its later ceremonial use as an evil-driver emblem might have originated on 

the analogy of the tribal conception of a goddess controlling the animal kingdom.43 

Thus there might exist here a connection with the ritual spring hunt of the tribals. 

The ghaòxa-pàxuàs of Orissa perform a peculiar dance on stilts which is very similar 

to a variety of dance in use in Mysore, another Indian region rich in ancient Çàkta 

traditions. Theirs is a Tantric dance characterized by particular ritual hand-poses 
                                                                 
42  D. Kinsley, Hindu Goddesses: Visions of the Divine Feminine in the Hindu Religious Tradition, Delhi 

(etc.), 1986, pp. 206-07. 
43  R. C. Hazra, op. cit., p. 19, n. 72. 
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(mudràs) and difficult yogic postures. One of such priests, known as the ghaxa-pàxuà, 

who is dressed as a female (a religious custom typical of Çàktism), dances on stilts 

with the holy pitcher of the Goddess (ghaxa) “dangerously” balanced on a wooden 

stand being placed on his head.44 

After the performance of the festival, some other non-Brahmin Çàkta priests 

move through the Hindu villages of coastal Orissa carrying with them a proxy-image 

of MaÞgalà (a clothed club) and promising to the people immunity from diseases in 

exchange for their offerings and devotion to the goddess. Finally, if epidemics or other 

natural calamities occur during the period of the Caitra festivals, the shaman of the 

village goddess (kàlasi) is engaged and interprets the will of the deity45. It can thus be 

concluded that the points of contact among the Caitra festivals of Orissa and the 

typical village-goddess festivals of South India are many. 

 

Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti — As already mentioned, the yàtràs held in Orissa in the 

month of Caitra culminate in most cases on the Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti day, the New 

Year’s Day of North India, making a grand finale of the whole celebration. This 
important astronomical conjunction, marking the beginning of the solar month of 

Vaiçàkha (April-May), is already mentioned in the Dasapalla copper plate grant of the 

Orissan king Raòaka Çatrubhañjadeva of the Bhauma-kara dynasty, which was 

probably issued in A.D. 934.46 In Orissa this festive day is otherwise known as Paòà 

Sa®krànti in that a kind of sweetened water, called paòà, is offered on this occasion 

to the Brahmins and the poor people in general along with parasols, fans and wooden 

slippers as a remedy for the scorching sun that in this period of the year heralds the 

torrid season. 

The Bhavišya Puràòa, a Çaiva work principally dealing with ceremonies and 

rituals,47 states that the usage of offering cool sweetened water to the thirsty people, 

common all over India on the Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti day, was established on the 

battlefield of Kurukšetra by Bhìšma, the commander-in-chief of the Kauravas in the 

Mahàbhàrata war and the personification of the ideals of nobility, asceticism and 

obedience to dharma. Having been mortally pierced with innumerable arrows by 

Arjuna, Bhìšma fell from his chariot, but yet he remained upheld from the ground 

                                                                 
44  D. N. Patnaik, “Dance Tradition of Orissa”, in H. C. Das, ed., Cultural Heritage of Orissa, cit., p. 316. 
45  H. C. Das, “Tradition of Folk Music and Dance in Orissa”, in Id., ed., Cultural Heritage of Orissa, cit., 

p. 340. 
46  K. C. Panigrahi, History of Orissa (Hindu Period), Cuttack, 1981, pp. 69-70. 
47  J. Dowson, A Classical Dictionary of Hindu Mythology, New Delhi, reprint 1973, p. 49. 
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thanks to the arrows themselves, which formed a sort of bed of darts under his body. 

As his last act of ascetic penance he survived in this condition for fifty-eight days till 

Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti – the day he had chosen to die – thanks to the magico-yogic 

power to protract his life bestowed on him by the gods. But he felt very thirsty, and 

there was no water at all on the battlefield of Kurukšetra. Then Arjuna, having pity 

on him, shot an arrow deep into the ground so that water sprang forth and quenched 

the dying warrior’s thirst. Thereafter Bhìšma, moved by gratefulness, fixed up by the 

force of his penance that those who would ever since offer cool water to the thirsty 

people on that day will be forgiven all their sins and will please their dead ancestors 

as well as all gods.48 

The association of this epic episode with the day that, in Orissa and in other 

parts of eastern India, marks the culmination of the spring ordeals in honour of Çiva 

and Çakti appears, in a certain sense, very appropriate. One can find in the motif of 

the çara-çayyà, the bed of arrows lying upon which Bhìšma does his last penance, an 

echo of the self-torture acts carried out by the pàxuàs particularly on the Mahàvišuva 

Sa®krànti day. Bhìšma’s power to indefinitely postpone his death is directly related 

to his superhuman yogic power, acquired through heavy ascetic austerities; similarly, 

the pàxuàs “challenge” death in a symbolic sense with the support of their pseudo-

yogic training. 

What originated first, the story about Bhìšma’s ascetic qualities and magic 
ability contained in the Mahàbhàrata, or rather the shamanistic-like and yogic-like 

rites of self-injury and of ordeal typifying the celebration of Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti 

among the low-caste people and the untouchables of eastern India? Unfortunately, 

this important question seems destined to remain unanswered due to the scarcity of 

archaeological and literary evidence regarding the matter. 

It may be finally pointed out that, in the ancient Indian lunisolar calendar, the 

spring equinox – roughly coinciding with Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti – is reckoned on the 

entry of the sun into the nakšatra (lunisolar mansion) of the K¡ttikàs, i.e. the Pleiads, 

identified by the Hindus with the mythical nursemaids of Kàrttikeya, and sometimes 

with the Seven Divine Mothers (Saptamàt¡kàs) too. The sun is in this case identified 

with Agni, who, according to a well-known myth contained in the Mahàbhàrata, was 

accused to have had adulterine sexual intercourse with the K¡ttkàs (here personified 

by the wives of six of the seven Cosmic Ãšis) after the goddess of sacrificial offering, 

                                                                 
48  Ibid., pp. 53-54; M. Stutley and J. Stutley, Dizionario dell’Induismo, Roma, 1980, p. 66; D. N. Patnaik, 

Festivals of Orissa, cit., pp. 19-20. 
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Svàhà, who was burning with passion for the god, assumed in a succession the form of 

each of those honourable ladies to make love with him (who was in his turn burning 

with passion for them). From the seed of Agni was generated Skanda, the god of war, 

whose nursemaids were the K¡ttkàs themselves (for which reason he is also known as 

Kàrttikeya, an epithet meaning “Associated-with-the-Pleiads”). Therefore, a mythic 

link between the Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti festival, celebrated when Agni symbolically 

“enters” (i.e. makes love with) the K¡ittkàs, and the most archaic strata of Çakti cult, 

represented by the Màt¡kà cult of the pre-protohistoric period, may be found on the 

astronomical plane too. It has been calculated that the spring equinox sun began to 

rise in the Pleiads from about 2200 B.C.49 

 

Vàsantì Pùjà and the annexed pot-worship — The worship of the great Goddess 

in the month of Caitra is a characteristic cultic feature in different States of India 

besides Orissa. Vàsantì Pùjà, the spring worship of Durgà, Gaurì or Annapùròà 

through Tantric rites, is performed during this month at several Çàkta centres both in 

the all-India context and in Orissa. The antiquity of this worship pattern is proved by 

its being already mentioned in the Devì Puràòa, a work assignable to the late Gupta 

age.50 Vàsantì Pùjà is sometimes referred to as the second annual Navaràtra (festival 

of nine nights celebrating the glory of the Devì) after the autumnal Durgà Pùjà, but is 

not so popular as the latter festival, which occurs at an interval of six months from it. 

In some States, the Hindu womenfolk use to bring in procession the image of goddess 

Gaurì in the month of Caitra and to make it swing during the festival termed as 

Andolaka Mahotsava (from dola, “swing”). Again Gaurì, the mild and ascetic form of 

the Devì, is propitiated in her food-bestowing aspect (Annapùròà) during the Gaòa 

Gaura festival, held in her honour in the same month in the Ganges Valley and in 

Rajasthan. In the city of Udaipur this was once a grand royal festival celebrated with 

pomp and splendour.51 

In Orissa the Vàsantì Pùjà falls during the cycle of the Caitra festivals. The 

celebrants entrusted with the performance of the pùjà rites are generally Brahmins of 

the Çàkta-tantric affiliation, well-versed in the art of mantra and yantra. The most 

salient characteristic of this pùjà is the adoration of the Devì in the form of a ghaxa or 
                                                                 
49  W. D. O’Flaherty, op. cit., pp. 112 ff.; S. Kramrisch, La presenza di Çiva, Milano, 1999, pp. 386-88 and 

431-33. 
50  C. H. Chakravarti, Tantras: Studies on Their Religion and Literature, Calcutta, 1972, p. 98, n. 10; W. D. O’Flaherty, op. cit., p. 16. 
51  G. S. Ghurye, Gods and Men, Bombay, 1962, pp. 258-60; P. Filippani-Ronconi, Miti e religioni dell’India, 2nd edn., Roma, 1992, p. 202. 
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kalaça (a spherical earthen pitcher) filled with water, which, as above stated, is also 

typically associated with the religious processions held in the State on the occasion of 

Daòwanàxa, Pàxuà Yàtrà and Jhàmu Yàtrà respectively, as well as, it can be added, 

on that of a number of festivals dedicated to local goddess(Xhàkuràòì Yàtràs) held in 

different periods of the year. This tradition seems very old in Orissa, being apparently 

related to the worship of Kumbhamàtàs, the Goddesses-of-the-Pot constituting, as a 

whole, a special class or variant form of village goddesses.52 

To the Indian tribals and semi-tribals, the earthen pot, so important in social 

and domestic life, is a symbol of fertility and increase. Pot-worship probably started 

soon after the invention of pottery in the neolithic age. Among the Saoras, who seem 

to have deeply influenced the religious culture of the Oriya villagers in times past, the 

dedicated pot is an essential element in the ceremonies to avert diseases, to increase 

the fertility of the land and to honour the dead ancestors; a pot is still used by the 

modern Hill Saora shamans and shamanins during divination ceremonies.53 In the 

archaic Çàkta traditions of the non-Aryan peoples, each dedicated pot was regarded as 

an epiphany of the Goddess’ womb, holding the holy sap of life. This sacred object, 

made of simple earthenware and filled with pure water, has represented in all epochs 

the quintessence of the water-plus-earth generative principle. In the ancient Tantric 

tradition the pot is the first maòwala, the symbol of the entire universe, the favourite 

abode of the godhead (particularly when the latter manifests itself as the spirit of the 

great Goddess).54 The offering of sacrificial animals before the Goddess of the Pot is 

the most popular way to periodically renew her fertility power, as it is still today the 

norm in village Orissa during the month of Caitra. 

A pot becomes identified with Durgà and is worshipped by the priests as such 

also during the autumnal Durgà Pùjà as celebrated in North India; this pot is filled 

with seeds, plants and Ganges water, with this clearly showing that the Goddess of 

the Pot is regarded as the matrix of all forms of life. “Durgà, then, in the form of the 

pot, is invoked both as the power promoting the growth of the agricultural grains and 

as the source of the power of life with which the gods achieved immortality. In the 

forms of the navapattrikà and the ghaxa (pot) Durgà reveals a dimension of herself 

                                                                 
52  M. Stutley and J. Stutley, op. cit., pp. 228-29. 
53  V. Elwin, op. cit., pp. 199-202. 
54  M. Stutley and J. Stutley, op. cit., p. 199. 
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that primarily has to do with the fertility of the crops and vegetation and with the 

power that underlies life in general.”55 

The holy ghaxa or kalaça, symbolizing the great Goddess of life, death and 

regeneration, is taken in procession, always accompanied by enthusiastic singing and 

dancing, at most of the aforesaid yàtràs (temple festivals) celebrated in Orissa during 

the month of Caitra. The pot, filled with last year’s holy water, is normally preserved 
in the temple of the folk goddess MaÞgalà. During the allied Çaiva-Çàkta festivals of 

Caitra, it is ceremonially filled with new water without emptying the old to symbolize 

the eternal renewal of life, which is most visible in the spring season. Other times the 

pot is buried under the ground to be brought out only the next year, of course always 

in the month of Caitra. This ritual symbolizes the eternal cycle of death and rebirth. 

The Oriya low-caste people also use to worship the pot along with the sacred fire-pit of 

Çiva inside a temporary structure known as kàmanà-ghar (“house of desires”); the pot 
is in this case termed kàmanà-ghaxa (“pitcher of desires”). Finally, a smaller pitcher, 
from which water is made to drain drop by drop through a hole on the sacred tulasì 

plant (Ocymum sanctum) installed for worship in every traditional Oriya house, is the 

central element of the household rite known as Vasudhàrà (“the stream of the earth”), 
which is customarily performed by the Oriyas on the Mahàvišuva Sa®krànti day.56 

 

The cycle of the Àçvina and Kàrttika festivals 

The autumnal worship of the Mahàdevì as both the representative and the subduer of 

the evil spirits is a seasonal landmark in the Çàkta religion. The utmost importance 

attached by the Hindu devotees of Orissa to this yearly cycle of Devì-worship is 

demonstrated by their simply terming it as “the Pùjà” without the addition of any 
further determinative. The Pùjà period roughly runs from the beginning of the Durgà 

Pùjà proper on the new moon day (Mahàlayà) in the Hindu month of Àçvina 

(September-October) to the festival of Dìpàvalì (modern form Divàlì), falling on the 

new moon day in the month of Kàrttika (October-November). The cycle of the Pùjà 

festivals includes the Çàkta animal sacrifices and other Tantric rituals performed on 

the nights of Mahàsaptamì, Mahàšxamì and Mahànavamì; the festival of Daçaharà, 

during which Durgà was once propitiated in order to achieve success in war (this aim 

has been now replaced by that of success in working activity); the composite festival of 

                                                                 
55  D. Kinsley, op. cit., p. 112. 
56  K. B. Das, op. cit., pp. 62-63, 68 and 82; D. N. Patnaik, op. cit., p. 20. 
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Dìpàvalì, highlighting both Kàlì and Lakšmì; finally, a fortnight of ancestor-worship 

known as Pit¡ Pakša. Our discussion will start from this last religious observance so 

as to point out first the links between the whole set of festivals and the propitiation of 

ancestral spirits; thereafter, an account of the single festivals will be given. 

 

Pit¡ Pakša — A lunar fortnight (pakša) meant for the worship of the dead ancestors 

(pit¡s) is customarily observed by the Oriya Hindus in the month of Àçvina, even 

though it can also fall during the month of Kàrttika or, more often, in between the two 

lunar months.57 Significantly enough, these are the very same months during which 

the worship of ancestral spirits is performed by tradition by some tribal groups of the 

Eastern Ghats with dancing, singing and offering-up before the fetish images of the 

departed souls (often regarded by these tribesmen as dangerous and malevolent 

beings). The most sanctified among such observances, both memorial and apotropaic 

in purpose, are respectively found in the religious cultures of the Kondh, Koya, Gond 

and Bondo tribes.58 Among the Hill Saoras the very important memorial ceremony in 

honour of the dead ancestors known as the Guar (the most auspicious period for the 

celebration of which starts from the autumnal season) is associated with the sacrifice 

of buffaloes.59 Thus the ancestor-worship tradition of the Saoras may have somehow 

influenced the ritual of buffalo-sacrifice as yearly performed by the Çàktas during the 

autumnal Durgà Pùjà. Similarly, also the apotropaic rites performed to propitiate the 

chthonic forces dwelling in the infernal regions, marking the celebration of the Hindu 

festival of Divàlì, may have been influenced by the corresponding spirit-worship rites 

of the tribals. “The ancestor-worship among the primitives is often associated with 

mother goddess and ghost worships for the protection of the crops and propitiation of 

the evil spirits... In Orissa this function is known as Gosani Yàtrà or spirit-festival 

otherwise known among the élites as Devì Yàtrà or Pùjà festival.”60 In Sanskrit, the 

term gosani means “acquiring or procuring cattle”, for which reason it may be inferred 
that, in so far as Orissa is concerned, the total designation of the autumnal cycle of 

Çàkta festivals with the expression Gosani Yàtrà is primarily meant to lay stress on 

the influence exerted by the spirits of the dead on the crops and cattle according to the 

religious views of the tribal and semi-tribal people (which remind, as a whole, of the 

basic belief underlying the ancient Brahmanical sacrificial rite of known as bali). 
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With this discussion on the background, the hypothesis may be put forward 

that the age-old Brahmanical rite consisting in the evening presentation of a bali 

(sacrificial offering) to the spirits wandering about one’s house at night61 is now partly 

reproduced in the rite performed every night by the Oriya Hindus during Pit¡ Pakša. 

The latter rite consists in the offering of a perforated earthen pot, fixed to a pole and 

containing a lamp, to the spirits of the dead ancestors as a help-guide in their annual 

descent toward their respective former villages and homes, which is supposed to occur 

in that fortnight; in the meanwhile, the celebrant lights a bunch of jute-stalks with 

the invocation “Oh! the ancestors come in the darkness and go in the light.”62 The 

purpose underlying this Hindu rite of ancestor-worship appears very similar to that 

underlying the tribal megalithic rites for the propitiation of the ancestors, namely, to 

appease the spirits of the dead by giving them a temporary seat on the earth in the 

course of their tormented journey to their definitive abodes in the underworld, thus 

preventing them from afflicting their descendants or the members of other lineages 

with evil influences. The most important Austro-Asiatic-speaking tribes of Orissa that 

have preserved traits of this archaic megalithic culture are the Mundas, the Hos, the 

Gadabas, the Hill Saoras, the Bondos, just to mention some among them. The Gonds 

settled in northern and western Orissa, who presently speak Dravidian or Indo-Aryan 

dialects, likewise maintain some elements of their old megalithic traditions. 

 

Divàlì and Kàlì Pùjà — Divàlì or the festival of lamps, coinciding in West Bengal 

and Orissa with the celebration of the autumnal Kàlì Pùjà, appears to have a direct 

connection with the above mentioned indigenous traditions of ancestor-worship and 

spirit-worship; consequently, for a question of method, this festival will be here 

treated before the Durgà Pùjà, although the dates scheduled for the celebration of the 

latter festival precede of a few weeks the ones scheduled for the celebration of Divàlì. 

Divàlì is the modern form of the Sanskrit term dìpàvalì, meaning “a row of 
lamps”: in fact, the most conspicuous ritualistic feature of this new-moon festival, 

celebrated all over India from the 14th to the 15th dark tithis (lunar dates) of the 

month of Kàrttika, is the “offering of lights” to propitiate Naraka, an asura conceived 

since Vedic times as a personification of the hell itself (meant by the Hindus as a dark 

and bottomless abyss reserved to the eternal punishment of the evil ones, particularly 
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those belonging to the human stock).63 This rite symbolizes the conquest of light over 

darkness and of good over evil. 

In Orissa, the chthonic and ultramundane powers symbolically personified by 

Naraka are propitiated on the first day of the festival with nocturnal lighting of clay 

lamps on the top of all temples, buildings and houses, as well as with the offering of 

sugar-canes and other ripe fruits to the dead ancestors. The apotropaic use of firelight 

as a means to attract and, immediately after that, drive away the returned spirits of 

the dead has an evident relation with the rites in honour of the forefathers performed 

by the Oriya villagers during the fortnight of ancestor-worship known as Pit¡ Pakša 

(which, as above indicated, is observed during the month preceding the celebration of 

Divàlì). The returned spirits of the dead, personified as evil ghosts, are symbolically 

driven away during the festival by exploding fire-works and making a terrible din 

with pots and pans and musical instruments. 

Some Orissan scholars are of the opinion that the Divàlì festival may have 

originated within the Jaina fold.64 Such a hypothesis does not appear to be peregrine 

or groundless, as the ancient Jainas used to build and consecrate lamp-supporting 

pillars (dìpa-stambhas)65 which were, in all likelihood, very similar in concept and 

shape to the ones being still today erected by the Oriyas during Pit¡ Pakša. The ritual 

offering of such lamps might have some bearing to the Divàlì festival of the Hindus. 

If what earlier stated with reference to the origin and significance of the forms 

of ancestor-worship prevailing in Orissa during the autumnal season holds good, one 

should expect to find in the Divàlì festival some link with the cultus of Mother Earth 

as fashioned in primitive megalithic cultures. Such a link does exist, being formed by 

the adoration of Kàlì during the festival. That is why Divàlì, a festival that, elsewhere 

in India, is chiefly dedicated to Lakšmì, is better known in Bengal and coastal Orissa 

as Kàlì Pùjà – a name indicating its primary linkage to the Çàkta cultic complex. 

The usage of building and worshipping huge wood and clay images of Kàlì on 

Divàlì (or Dìpàvalì Amàvasyà) certainly come into vogue in Orissa after the analogous 

usage became prevalent in Bengal,66 even though the historical period in which this 

ritualistic pattern developed in Bengal cannot be determined on a clear chronological 
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basis. No reference to such a worship pattern has been traced so far in any literary 

work previous to the 18th century A.D.,67 which circumstance, nevertheless, does not 

exclude at all the possibility of an ancient origin of this festival. Kàlì Pùjà, in fact, 

appears to have originated as a folk or non-Brahmanical religious observance, as is 

demonstrated by the animal sacrifices performed on a mass scale on this occasion by 

the Bengali Çàktas; therefore, one should not be surprised at finding no mention of 

this religious festival in old Sanskrit texts. Some scholars even esteem Kàlì Pùjà to be 

the hinduized remnant of an ancient Buddhist festival,68 which fact may explain why 

the festival is never mentioned by medieval Sanskrit authors. 

Whatever may be the origin of this worship, it appears clear that goddess Kàlì 

is greatly revered on Divàlì on account of her link with the spirits of the dead, who are 

said to return and visit the earth during the three days of this festival. In India, all 

new moon nights are sacred to the dead ancestors inasmuch as there is a belief that, 

on such nights, the moon gets thoroughly emptied from the ancestral spirits residing 

on it, who in this way are “awakened” and “put into action”. Besides this, all new 
moon nights are sacred to goddess Kàlì as well; yet, the Dìpàvalì Amàvasyà night, 

regarded by the Hindus as the darkest night in the year, is even more sacred to her: 

this night is, in fact, a very crucial and dangerous moment of the year because of the 

free wandering of spirits and shades on the earth, so that Mother Kàlì – within whose 

black womb the “aquatic” and “lunar” dimension peopled with ghosts and demons is 
believed to be contained – is invoked and worshipped on this occasion as the only one 

who can rescue mankind from the impeding awe-inspiring menace coming from the 

underworld.69 

In Orissa the autumnal rites of Kàlì Pùjà are presently observed at Divàlì in 

the most ceremonious way, thus attracting a larger number of pilgrims, at Bhadrakàlì 

temple near Bhadrak (Baleswar district) and at Çyàmàkàlì temple at Puri, where the 

festival is celebrated with grandeur. A large crowd of devotees gather every year at 

these eminent Çàkta-Vaišòava sanctuaries – by far the most important among those 

dedicated to Kàlì on the Orissan soil – to be present at the ceremonies held during 

this pùjà.70 At the shrine of Bhadrakàlì animal sacrifices are performed on this 
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occasion for general well-being. Besides, wood and clay images of Kàlì are put in 

worship at Divàlì in many towns, villages and shrines of Orissa. 

The second aspect of Divàlì, namely, the worship of Lakšmì (which is far more 

typical of this festival if one takes into account the all-India context, and not only the 

particular cases represented by Bengal and Orissa), is associated with a set of myths 

that, on the analogy of the religious beliefs underlying the celebration of Kàlì Pùjà, 

lay stress on the prominent part taken by chthonic and infernal powers and by the 

manes of the deceased in the genesis and the subsequent observance of this festival. 

This aspect of the festival, being dominated by the figure of the Vaišòava goddess Çrì-

Lakšmì, appears to have undergone a more radical process of sanskritization than its 

Kàlì-worship aspect. 

The leading male character of the festival of Divàlì as it is observed by the 

worshippers of Lakšmì is the asura Bali, who can be considered as a variant form of 

the asura Naraka (to whom the offering of lamps characterizing the festival is made) 

in that he, like the latter, is the lord of the infernal regions. Bali was sunk down into 

the nether world by Višòu, having incarnated as Vàmana (the Dwarf) to defeat him. 

He was, at any rate, a very virtuous asura, so much so that, as it is stated in the 

Mahàbhàrata and in some Puràòas, the goddess of good fortune herself, Çrì-Lakšmì, 

joined him along with her attendant auspicious virtues during the early ages at the 

beginning of the world. Even Bali succeeded in replacing Indra for some time in the 

role as the lord of the three worlds, and he made the universe to prosper under his 

virtuous rule; but when he lost his fortune and was defeated by Višòu, Çrì-Lakšmì 

forsook him, leaving him powerless.71 This original mythic nucleus was subsequently 

changed by some Puràòic authors with depicting Lakšmì as a captive of Bali in the 

underworld, from which she was freed thanks to the victorious intervention of Višòu 

over the demon.72 At any rate, Bali was permitted by the gods to emerge from the 

infernal regions and rule again over the world for three days every year at the time of 

Dìpàvalì Amàvasyà. Ever after, the Hindus have believed him to come out of hell in 

autumn along with his retinue of returned dead, ghosts, goblins and malevolent 

spirits, causing anxiety among the living every year on the eve of the Divàlì festival. 

This being the context, who else but goddess Lakšmì – who, as stated in some Hindu 

holy scriptures, once dwelt with Bali, and is thus esteemed to know his power very 
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well – can be invoked to ward off the dangerous effects of the return of the demon king 

and his hosts?73 

It will appear clear now that, in the Vaišòava perspective, Lakšmì’s mythical 
relationship with Bali represents the exact equivalent of Kàlì’s cultic association with 
the spirits of the underworld, which, unlike the former, originated in a purely Çàkta 

context with some important contributions from the tribal cultures of eastern India. 

To pay homage to both goddess Lakšmì and the demon Bali at Divàlì is just another 

way to express the archaic idea that the great Goddess is the supreme guardian of the 

evil spirits and chthonic entities in that she shares in their asuric nature. Although 

this belief may appear less evident in the case with Lakšmì than in that with Kàlì, the 

myths concerning the ancient cohabitation of Lakšmì and Bali in the bowels of the 

earth testify to the truthfulness of this thesis. 

The odd and sometimes obscene folk ritual customs observed in different parts 

of India during the celebrations of Divàlì, such as the pursuit of young girls by boys 

showing off their penis, the procession of prostitutes, the ritual sport consisting in 

driving bullocks mad, the gambles accompanied by dancing and intoxication, aim in 

all evidence at reviving the mythic age in which the asuras ruled over the three 

worlds with Bali at the apex and the dharma principles established by the devas had 

still to replace the primordial state of chaos.74 In one sense, the liturgical free-setting 

of Bali with his infernal retinue is the same as rousing the pre-Vedic antigods who 

embodied the mysterious forces of nature, presiding over generation and death. It 

appears, therefore, quite logical that the great Goddess, having long since absorbed 

into her complex personality the primitive cults centred round the worship of natural 

powers, is invoked and propitiated at Divàlì to tame the spirits of chaos and restore 

the upset dharma rules. 

However, with giving Lakšmì the pre-eminence in the celebration of Divàlì, the 

Vaišòava ruling classes of India obscured, at least in part, the real meaning of the 

association of the worship of the Mahàdevì with that of the dead ancestors, which had 

characterized the original form of the festival. Divàlì was thus changed by degrees 

into an end-of-the-year festivity believed to bring in fortune, happiness, wealth and 

prosperity, viz., the qualities embodied at best by goddess Lakšmì. As a result of this, 

it has now become a custom for merchants and businessmen to worship their account 

books at Divàlì; for farmers, to worship their crops, dunghills and cattle; for people of 
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all walks of life, to gamble, feast, spend a lot of money and bury old enmities. It is 

understood that goddess Lakšmì will bless the future activities of all these people 

with success. Merchants and businessmen are particularly fond of Divàlì because 

some Vaišòava sacred texts relate that Višòu created it as the special festival of the 

vaiçyas. Finally, it must be pointed out that, in the Vaišòava perspective, the ritual 

lighting of lamps, so characteristic of the Divàlì festival, is believed to banish 

Alakšmì, the malignant sister of Lakšmì symbolizing ill-fortune. Thus also the ancient 

rite of the lighting of lamps has been somehow “vaišòavized” in course of time. 75 

 

Durgà Pùjà and the sacrifice of the buffalo — In the cyclic order of annual 

festivals, Durgà Pùjà comes earlier than Divàlì and Kàlì Pùjà. In spite of this, since 

the festivals of Divàlì and Kàlì Pùjà, which are also a part of the annual ancestor-

worship ceremonies, are connected with the Pit¡ Pakša (which starts from the day of 

Mahàlayà), I have deemed it wise to discuss here Divàlì and Kàlì Pùjà first, before the 

Durgà Pùjà festival. 

The worship of Durgà in the bright fortnight of the month of Àçvina is no doubt 

the most important and popular Çàkta religious festival among those observed on a 

pan-Indian scale. The festival is generally known as Durgà Pùjà in eastern India and 

as Navaràtra (festival of the nine nights) in the rest of the country. This is due to the 

fact that the original festival of four days celebrated in honour of Durgà has enlarged 

its duration up to nine days in the all-India context so as to make a grand festive 

introduction to the celebration of Daçaharà or Vijayadaçamì, the festive day 

commemorating the victory of Ràma over the demon Ràvaòa, which is generally 

considered the tenth and conclusive day of the festival.76 But the worship of goddess 

Durgà is not always a part of the Daçaharà celebrations in certain parts of North 

India, where Daçaharà has progressively obtained an independent status and is now 

celebrated as Ràmalìlà (ritual staging of the military deeds of Lord Ràma) with great 

religious homages and processions.77 

A discussion of the great Devì festival of Àçvina must, therefore, start from the 

proper Çàkta nucleus of Navaràtra, i.e., the three tithis (lunar dates) culminating in 

the animal sacrifices of Mahàšxamì, to be subsequently integrated with some hints on 
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the historical and mythological links between the military-royal festival of Daçaharà 

and the worship of the great Goddess. 

It is not known for a certainty when and where the autumnal Durgà Pùjà 

originated in its present forms. In Bengal, regarded as one of its ancient centres of 

diffusion, the earliest literary evidence of the observance of Durgà Pùjà dates from the 

11th-12th centuries A.D.; since that time onwards, the Durgà, Caòwì, Kàlì and 

Càmuòwà components of the festival have been increasingly highlighted in that region 

of India.78 

Some scholars trace the origin of this festival to the spirit-worship tradition 

(allied with some primitive form of Çakti cult) prevalent in the same period of the year 

among the aboriginal peoples of southern and eastern India, including the tribal belts 

of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.79 The main evidence supporting this thesis would be the 

ritual custom of sacrificing to the great Goddess a very elevated number of animals on 

this occasion. The buffalo, the sacrificial animal par excellence at the time of Durgà 

Pùjà, also acts as the chief sacrificial animal among many non-Aryan tribal peoples, 

particularly during the memorial ceremonies prescribed for the propitiation of the 

dead. Moreover, during this autumnal festival Durgà is above all worshipped as the 

inaccessible Goddess of the Mountain, a deity of the asuras,80 with this testifying to 

the Durgà Pùjà’s linkage to pre-Vedic cultures. 

A sort of invisible thread seems to have united from very early times the 

terrific forms of the Devì having evolved out of the non-Aryan (Dravidian and Austro-

Asiatic) cultures of India, the mythological motif of Durgà slaying the buffalo-demon, 

the practice of buffalo-sacrifice (which appears to be a ritual reiteration of the slaying 

of the buffalo-demon at Durgà’s hand) and the religious beliefs about the exorcization 
of evil spirits. This appears specially true in such regions as Bengal and Orissa, both 

of which have been influenced by age-old tribal religious traditions to a much greater 

extent than other areas of the Indian sub-continent. 

That the cult of Durgà or Caòwì is the result of a process of coalescence of 

several local goddess-cults based on similar mythological conceptions, is a fact upon 

which most of the scholars in the history of the Çàkta religion agree. In particular, the 

ferocious, destructive and warlike side of the personality of the Devì as the slayer of 

the buffalo-demon appears to have gradually developed starting from the basic cult 
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picture of a certain number of non-Aryan goddesses who were originally worshipped 

in the forest-clad mountain tracts of Middle India. In the two Durgà-stotras of the 

Mahàbhàrata, a goddess simply mentioned as Devì is described as a dweller in the 

mysterious and frightful jungles situated on the slopes of the Vindhya mountains. 

Like many tribal female deities or spirits, this goddess is said in this text to be fond of 

meat and wine. The Àryà-stava included in the Hariva®ça suggests that this deity 

was specially worshipped by the hunting non-Aryan tribes, and also that the cultus 

paid to her by the Aryans under the Sanskrit name of Vindhyavàsinì (the Guardian-

of-the-Vindhyas) was, by the time of composition of this Puràòa, already popular all 

over civilized India.81 Also some early Tamil texts, composed in the first centuries of 

the Christian era and, therefore, roughly belonging to the same epoch of the Durgà-

stotras and the Hariva®ça, describe a variety of dreadful goddesses, including Durgà, 

who were associated with demons, forest spirits, oblations of blood and flesh and the 

sacrifice of buffaloes. These goddesses, in certain cases supposed to be married with 

Çiva, are often credited with a warlike character.82 

In the course of the sanskritization process by means of which these ancient 

Munda and Dravidian goddesses were incorporated into the Brahmanical pantheon, 

their blood-thirsty and violent character was counterbalanced by that of a number of 

more benevolent goddesses associated with Çiva or, in the alternative, with Višòu. Yet 

the figure of the Mahàdevì, the final outcome of this process, maintained, in virtue of 

her composite origin, a blood-thirsty and violent side which, starting from the Gupta 

age, found a concrete expression in myths, iconography and ritual practices. Also the 

practice of sacrificing a buffalo to Durgà on the occasion of her autumnal worship is 

supposed to be part of the non-Aryan heritage of Çakti cult. 

According to some early medieval Sanskrit texts, the tribes of Middle India 

worshipped their goddesses in mountainous tracts with dreadful rites that included 

the immolation of human beings and of buffaloes (the latter possibly representing a 

substitute for the former).83 The religious sanction behind this was probably that all 

blood is ultimately human blood, and that every form of blood sacrifice is assimilable 

to the sacrifice of human beings. According to such a view, actual human sacrifice is 

but the most extreme method resorted to by man to ritually reproduce the image of 
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the primeval cosmic sacrifice through which the entire universe was created. This 

belief makes the Brahmanical doctrine of sacrifice virtually equal to the sacrificial 

doctrines of some of the Munda and Dravidian tribes of India. Tribal mind in India is 

still today saturated in the idea that the earth cries for blood, and that the outpouring 

of blood will bring fertility and plenty. If man wants fertility and plenty, he must 

imitate the godhead’s self-sacrifice by offering blood to his elect deity. 

The Çàkta tradition of buffalo-sacrifice appears to bear a direct connection with 

the myth of Durgà killing the buffalo-demon. It is known that the earliest images of 

Mahišamardinì, dating from the Kušàna period, depict the goddess as engaged in 

breaking the spine of a theriomorphic buffalo-demon, and not as beheading him as 

attested in the Devì-Màhàtmya. The very term mardinì is derived from the Sanskrit 

root m¡d-, meaning “to press violently” or also “to crush”.84 Yet the motif of Durgà 

beheading the buffalo-demon with her sword was canonized in the Gupta age as the 

most perfect iconic representation of both the myth narrated in the Devì-màhàtmya 

and the ultimate message of the Brahmanical doctrine of sacrifice. Ever after, the 

iconography of Mahišamardinì Durgà was constantly characterized by the motif of the 

decapitation of the buffalo-demon. In accordance with this trend, the Çàkta tradition 

of buffalo-sacrifice takes the decapitation of the latter animal to be the most correct 

way to satisfy the Devì on the occasion of her autumnal festival. 

With this discussion at the background, the traditional fashions of performing 

the sacrifice of the buffalo on the occasion of Durgà Pùjà will be now expounded with 

special reference to Orissa. 

It must be first of all pointed out that the ritual practice of buffalo-sacrifice, 

when compared with the adoration of huge Durgà idols which is current in many 

Orissan towns during Durgà Pùjà, appears to be much more rooted in the indigenous 

traditions of the State than the latter. Worship for five days of lavishly decorated ten-

armed clay images of Durgà slaying Mahišàsura, which are first installed in special 

pavilions to be subsequently brought in procession to some tank or river bank and 

finally immersed in water, appears, as a matter of fact, to be a cult practice only 

recently introduced from Bengal. This form of adoration of the Goddess was possibly 

adopted in Orissan towns in the period of the British domination.85 The same can be 

said with reference to the custom, rather diffused in present-day Orissa, of paying 

homage to the images of Gaòeça and Kàrttikeya (conceived as Durgà’s sons) and to 
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those of Lakšmì and Sarasvatì (conceived as Durgà’s daughters), placed on either side 
of the image of Mahišamardinì representing the central object of worship during the 

festival. Generally the pùjà proper continues for four days from Mahàsaptamì to 

Daçaharà. The images of Durgà are worshipped in the city streets as well as at most 

of the Çàkta shrines of Orissa, including the gràmadevatà ones. The ceremonies are 

often spectacular and conducted with great pomp. Hindu devotees of all creed offer 

rice, milk and sweetmeats to the great Goddess all through the term of the pùjà while 

vegetable offerings are specially made to her by the married women in order to obtain 

children in return.86 

Some Sm¡ti-çàstras of Orissa testify to the observance of this festival in the 

later medieval period.87 During the period of reign of the last GaÞga monarchs (14th-

15th centuries A.D.) Durgà Pùjà gained prominence as the greatest national festival 

of Orissa.88 Yet the festival, as celebrated in Orissa in earlier times, must have been 

chiefly pivoted upon the sacrifice of the buffalo on the Mahàšxamì night. The Tantric 

form of sacrifice based on bloodshed appears, indeed, to abide by the archaic Çàkta 

sacrificial tradition to a greater extent than the Brahmanical pùjà forms, exclusively 

vegetarian in character, which nowadays prevail all over Orissa in the celebrations of 

Durgà Pùjà. The ritual killing of the buffalo by decapitation is still performed at a 

small number of Çàkta temples in the State, all dedicated to one or another terrific 

manifestation of the great Goddess, by non-Brahmin celebrants, generally belonging 

to a çùdra caste (or, in some cases, to a kšatriya caste too). In the temples dedicated to 

the peaceful forms of the Devì, on the contrary, blood is never shed during Durgà 

Pùjà. The Goddess there receives strictly vegetarian offerings only. 

However, the buffalo-sacrifice tradition is now slowly vanishing in Orissa as 

elsewhere in India. The sacrifice by decapitation of a large number of goats and sheep 

has long since replaced that of the buffalo at most of the Çàkta temples existing in the 

State (it is impossible here to mention all the places where these mass slaughters of 

animals are presently carried out). The animals offered to the Devì by her devotees 

are usually bound to a yùpa (sacrificial pillar) situated before a Devì temple; in some 

cases, such as at Bàliharacaòwì temple on the seashore near Puri, the yùpa has been 

anthropomorphized through the addition of three eyes and a lolling tongue, with this 
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obviously reminding of an image of goddess Kàlì. In a few cases, an animal hecatomb 

is achieved at Mahàšxamì, after which the meat of goats, sheep and fowls is cooked 

and consumed by all the devotees as prasàda (holy food). 

As regards the Çàkta shrines of Orissa belonging to the group of eight Caòwì 

pìxhas officially recognized by the regional Hindu tradition (see chapter 3), the ritual 

killing of a buffalo is presently observed during the Durgà Pùjà at the temples of 

Virajà of Jajpur, Carcikà of Banki and Bhagavatì of Banpur only. An account of the 

rituals performed at each of these three shrines has been already given in chapter 3. 

The case of Virajà appears very interesting since she is the oldest among the 

eight prominent Caòwìs of Orissa; moreover, she has been associated from the hoary 

past with the worship of the dead ancestors. The buffalo-sacrifice performed in Àçvina 

at this very ancient Çàkta pìxha, which is also included among the eminent çràddha-

tìrthas of India (the places recommended in Puràòic texts for the performance of the 

çràddha ceremony, an oblation to the dead ancestors and relatives),89 suggests that 

the cultic link between the worship of Mother Earth and that of the ancestral spirits, 

expressed in pre- and proto-historic times by the megalithic rituals associated with 

buffalo-sacrifice, has become an integral part of Çakti cult in this area of coastal 

Orissa. However, since the cult of Virajà underwent the influence of Vaišòavism from 

the GaÞga period onwards, on the Mahànavamì night at midnight, when the buffalo 

must be slain in accordance with the local tradition, the main portal of the temple of 

the goddess is closed to prevent her from “witnessing” the profanation of the pureness 
of her shrine with bloodshed. According to the local priests, the animal’s blood is not 
directly offered to the image of Mahišamardinì presiding over the temple, but rather 

to an image of Aja-Ekapàda Bhairava serving as the western pàrçva-devatà of the 

same. 

At the temple of goddess Carcikà at Banki the head and a portion of the blood 

of the slain buffalo are, on the contrary, offered to the presiding goddess of the shrine, 

who is a form of Càmuòwà, the blood-thirsty aspect of the Devì par excellence. At the 

temple of Bhagavatì at Banpur, whose presiding goddess can be considered a form of 

Kàlì or of Bhairavì, hundreds of goats are sacrificed in addition to one buffalo; their 

blood, peculiarly enough, is then mixed with rice to obtain pellets that are consumed 

by the devotees as prasàda. Another eminent Caòwì pìxha of Orissa at which buffalo-

sacrifice is stated by local priests to have been once in vogue is the temple of Samalei 
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at Sambalpur, whose presiding goddess, aniconic in form, is represented by a large 

block of stone having a protuberance regarded as Kàlì’s standard protruding tongue. 
As regards the remaining five important Çàkta pìxhas of coastal Orissa discussed in 

chapter 3, nothing can be said for a certainty about the possible observance there of 

the ritual of buffalo-sacrifice in times past. 

Coming now to some minor Çàkta shrines of inner Orissa, the sacrifice of the 

buffalo is still performed on the Mahàšxamì night, or was so until recent times, in 

temples presided over by goddesses associated with royal or kšatriya cults. These are 

the temples of goddess LaÞkesvarì at Junagarh, the original family deity of the Nàga 

dynasty of Kalahandi, in the medieval period occasionally propitiated with human 

sacrifices too;90 of Baœàràul, a hinduized Kondh goddess worshipped in the shape of a 

block of stone in the villages of Balaskumpa and Bandhagarh in Phulbani district, to 

whom the Meriah sacrifice was once offered and before whom the buffalo is now killed 

by a Kondh and a kšatriya priest jointly;91 of Baralà Devì, a form of the pillar-goddess 

Stambheçvarì greatly revered by the tribals and the kšatriyas settled in the district of 

Phulbani;92 of Kanakà Durgà of Jaypur in Koraput district, the tutelary deity of the 

old local ràj family, to whom, prior to the arrival of the British, not only buffaloes, but 

also human beings were sacrificed during the Durgà Pùjà.93 

It is worth noticing, to conclude, that the sacrifice of a buffalo at Mahàšxamì is 

still in vogue especially at Çàkta shrines located in western and south-western Orissa 

(viz., the old districts of Kalahandi, Koraput, Phulbani and Ganjam), namely, in the 

ancient areas of settlement of the Kondh, Gond, Gadaba and Saora tribes. 

 

Daçaharà and its links with Durgà Pùjà — The formerly royal festival called 

Daçaharà or Dasarà (anglicized form Dusserah), which currently marks the 

conclusion of the celebrations of the autumnal Durgà Pùjà, was primarily an occasion 

for impetrating success in military activities in the forthcoming winter season and to 

celebrate the rites of preparation to war. The month of Kàrttika (October-November), 

beginning soon after Daçaharà, has been taken from time immemorial by the Indian 

peoples as the most suitable period for undertaking military expeditions on account of 

its heralding the advent of the cool and dry period of the year after the rainy season. 

                                                                 
90  N. Senapati and D. C. Kuanr, eds., Kalahandi District Gazetteer, Cuttack, 1980, pp. 53, 117 and 449. 
91  Id., eds., Boudh-Khondmals District Gazetteer, cit., pp. 373-74. 
92  Ibid., p. 88. 
93  N. Senapati and N. K. Sahu, eds., Koraput District Gazetteer, Cuttack, 1966, pp. 139-40. 
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Furthermore, on the very first full moon day following Daçaharà, known in Orissa as 

Kumàra Pùròimà, an astronomical conjunction considered very favourable to military 

success occurs: on that day, indeed, the full moon, when high in the sky, is very close 

to the nakšatra of the K¡ttikàs, i.e., the astral projection of the mythical nursemaids 

of the Hindu god of war Kàrttikeya. This autumnal conjunction was once regarded by 

the Hindu warriors as the most propitious celestial sign under which undertaking a 

military expedition.94 

The end-of-the-year military operations were subject, in times gone by, to the 

direct protection of the Goddess in her warlike, non-vegetarian and virginal aspect. 

The fact is that the Goddess – particularly in her manifestation as Durgà, when she is 

shown in full military array as slaying the asura Mahiša – was believed to defend the 

cosmic order exactly the same way as a king was entrusted with the defence of the 

mundane one. Therefore, the festival of Daçaharà, coinciding in most cases with the 

celebrations in honour of the tutelary goddesses of the Hindu royal families, was also 

the chief ceremonial occasion of the year for rendering homage and worship the king’s 
armies and their weapons. The feudatory chiefs of the medieval Hindu kingdoms and 

principalities used to reconfirm every year their loyalty to their respective sovereigns 

with attending the celebrations of Daçaharà before marching for battle.95 

The yearly animal sacrifices performed during the Durgà Pùjà as well as their 

religio-cultural background, constituted by the myth of Durgà’s sanguinary combat 
with Mahišàsura, quite well harmonized with the military nature of the Daçaharà 

festival. “Indeed, the two festivals, Navaràtra [known as Durgà Pùjà in eastern India] 

and Dasarà, probably were often understood to be one continuous festival in which 

the worship of Durgà and the hope of military success were inseparably linked.”96 

According to H. von Stietencron, the interplay of Çakti cult and royal authority 

was one of the main factors which led to the growth, under royal patronage and as a 

part of the Çàkta-oriented bhakti movement, of the cult of a buffalo-killing goddess all 

over India between the 9th and 16th centuries A.D.97 The festival of Daçaharà, with 

superimposing a royal form of Çakti-worship on the more primitive regional forms of 

goddess-worship pivoted upon the sacrifice of the buffalo at the close of the month of 

Àçvina, played an important role in the aryanization of tribal female-oriented cults, 
                                                                 
94  M. Stutley and J. Stutley, op. cit., p. 210. 
95  M. Biardeau, op. cit., pp. 168-69. 
96  D. Kinsley, op. cit., pp. 110-11. 
97  H. von Stietencron, “Die Göttin Durgà Mahišàsuramardinì: Mythos, Darstellung und geschichtliche Rolle bei der Hinduisierung Indiens”, in Visible Religion: Annual for Religious Iconography, Vol. II: 

Representations of Gods, Leiden, 1983, pp. 137-140. 
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linking the sanskritized concept about one universal Çakti to a great deal of regional 

goddesses. The military ceremonies of Daçaharà, indeed, conciliate the bloody ritual 

practices characterizing the most archaic non-Aryan forms of Çakti-worship with the 

chivalrous ideology imbued with mysticism characterizing the kšatriya culture.98 

The mythic origin of Daçaharà, as given in the Puràòas, is closely related to 

both the figure of the Mahàdevì and that of Ràma, Višòu’s royal and epic avatàra. The 

term Daçaharà can be translated as “the tenth tithi (in the bright fortnight of Àçvina) 

consecrated to Harà (the divine spouse of Hara or Çiva)”;99 yet, an alternative and 

equally popular name of this festival, Vijayadaçamì (“Victory-Tenth-Day”), lays 
greater stress upon the mythical victory of Lord Ràma over the demon king Ràvaòa, 

forming the culminating episode of the Ràmàyaòa. The second term reflects, much 

more than the former, the process of vaišòavization undergone by the festival starting 

from the later medieval period. 

Several Puràòic works relate how, on this very day, Ràma defeated and killed 

Ràvaòa with the aid of Durgà, whom he had propitiated before leading his monkey-

army in the invasion of LaÞkà, the capital of Ràvaòa; however, it needs to be specified 

here that no reference to such an episode is found in the Ràmàyaòa’s original version, 
attributed to Vàlmìki. “It is stated that Brahmà awakened the deity [Durgà] during 

the night time of the gods, with a view to seeking favour for Ràma to kill Ràvaòa. The 

goddess rose from her sleep in the bright half of the month of Àçvina and went to the 

city of LaÞkà, where Ràma was already present. Going there, she engaged Ràma and 

Ràvaòa in fighting, while she herself remained invisible. While she looked on the 

game of fighting, the gods worshipped her for seven nights. When Ràvaòa was killed 

on the ninth day of the month the great grand-father of the people, Brahmà, offered 

special worship to Durgà along with all the gods. Then, on the tenth day, the goddess 

was sent back to her abode with festivities fitting the occasion.”100 

A similar story is also recorded in the Bengali version of the Ràmàyaòa written 

by K¡ttivàsa (15th century A.D.), which is still very popular in eastern India. The 

attempt to associating Çàktism with the Ràma-Sìtà legends is also present in Sàralà 

Dàsa’s Oriya version of the Ràmàyaòa (15th century A.D.), in which the great Çàkta 

poet follows a Kashmirian Çàkta tradition according to which it was Sìtà herself, 

identified with the Mahàdevì, who killed Ràvaòa after having assumed the form of 

                                                                 
98  J. Varenne, Le Tantrisme. La sexualité transcendée, Paris, 1977, p. 65. 
99  Ibid., p. 63. 
100  C. H. Chakravarti, op. cit., pp. 96-97. 
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Kàlì (of Bhadrakàlì in Sàralà Dàsa’s version). The common purpose of this kind of 
regional variants of the classic Ràma-Sìtà legends was to find a compromise with the 

Çàkta devotees, who in the later medieval period were enormously increasing their 

number, particularly in eastern India.101 In this connection, it must be noticed that a 

number of later Çàkta temples of Orissa are dedicated to goddess Ràmacaòwì, the 

epiphany of the Devì as the supreme aider of Ràma in his final struggle with Ràvaòa. 

LaÞkeçvarì, a goddess worshipped from very early times at Sonepur and in the Tel 

Valley (north-western Orissa), can be likewise considered to be a form of the goddess 

honoured by Ràma and, at the same time, by Ràvaòa (her name means, in fact, the 

Lady-of-Laòkà, that is, the presiding deity of Ràvaòa’s capital). 
Nowadays, the Orissan town where the Daçaharà festival is celebrated with 

the greatest pomp, splendour and expenditure of money is Cuttack, which served as 

the main political and administrative centre of Orissa for about one thousand years 

till 1948, when the capital of Orissa was shifted to Bhubaneswar. Yet, till the end of 

the princely rule over the country, military power and royal authority were extolled 

with great show and magnificence at Daçaharà also in some ex-States of western and 

south-western Orissa, which were then, and still now are, the less modernized areas 

in the country. Especially in the cities of Jaypur in Koraput district, Bhawanipatna 

and Khariar in Kalahandi district, and Baudh in Phulbani district, this festival was 

once observed in honour of the respective tutelary goddesses of the local ràj families 

with grandiose processions and spectacular animal hecatombs. 

It may be furthermore inferred that, during the early medieval period, the 

Daçaharà festival was observed with great military homages also at Jajpur, the seat 

of goddess Virajà, which served in those times (8th-11th centuries A.D.) as the capital 

of the Bhauma-karas and the Somava®çìs. This may be evinced by the traditional 

performance of a martial-like ceremony consisting in the shooting of an arrow to each 

of the four directions from an elevated platform (on which the processional image of 

Virajà has been placed) at the close of the celebrations of Durgà Pùjà at Jajpur. This 

rite, performed soon after the midnight preceding Daçaharà, is immediately followed 

by the sacrifice of one buffalo, with which it appears to be closely connected from a 

ritualistic viewpoint. A large image of Kàrttikeya, the god of war, is installed at the 

shooting site. The shooting ceremony is, significantly enough, still today performed in 

an open field (to the north-east of Virajà temple) that is believed to be situated just in 

between the two sites at which the royal palace of the Bhauma-karas and that of the 
                                                                 
101  N. N. Bhattacharyya, op. cit., p. 149. 
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Somava®çìs respectively rose. The practice of shooting near the old palace area of 

Jajpur, associated with the joint worships of Durgà and Kàrttikeya, is evidently 

reminiscent of a rich political and military heritage combined with the celebration of 

Daçaharà at the shrine of Virajà, the tutelary goddess of the early medieval monarchs 

of KaliÞga.102 

In their heyday, the rulers, military commanders and simple soldiers of the 

KaliÞga country used to worship ceremoniously their weapons at Daçaharà. This 

tradition still survives in the ritual polish and worship of the sword, shield, spear, etc. 

– altogether representing Durgà, the goddess of army – by the khaòwàyats (a caste of 

warriors) and by other upper castes of Orissa on the occasion of this festival.103 The 

Oriyas used in the past to start their military training as well as their sea voyages 

from the day of Daçaharà. On this occasion, particularly during the Imperial GaÞga 

period, the officials and warriors were invited to the capital of Orissa to exhibit their 

war techniques before the king and his courtiers who, in recognition of their heroic 

deeds, awarded them military titles, land grants and gold coins.104 

Similarly, the Oriya peasants and farmers still now worship their agricultural 

implements – which acted in times past as their rustic weapons as well – on this 

festive occasion. In the times of the GaÞgas and of the Sùryava®çìs, peasants and 

farmers formed an important section of the KaliÞgan imperial army. Though 

agriculture was their main occupation, they used to keep themselves prepared by 

regular training in war techniques under the supervision of district military 

commanders. This type of training was performed in special village gymnasia for the 

youth called akhàwàs, serving as the arenas for physical exercises and fights. As it is 

stated in some later medieval texts, the Oriyas were credited by their Dravidian 

neighbours with great physical strength and were said to be capable of displaying 

wonderful physical skill. This historically documented sportsmanship tradition was 

maintained in the country even after the loss of independence owing to the Muslim 

invasions of the 16th century A.D. Still nowadays, on the day of Daçaharà, great 

shows of martial arts and sporting competitions are held in the village akhàwàs of 

Orissa. Demonstrations based on the display of traditional Orissan gymnastics, 

sword-fighting, stylized battle dances and acrobatic stunts are arranged there by 

                                                                 
102  E. Padhi, “Festivals Connected with Goddess Virajà of Jajpur in the Religio-Historical Perspective”, 
unpublished manuscript, pp. 5 and 11. 
103  K. B. Das, op. cit., p. 48. 
104  H. C. Das, “Iconography of Çàkta Divinities”, unpublished manuscript. 
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various village groups on competitive basis.105 In the neighbouring State of Andhra 

Pradesh, the coastal belt of which was included for centuries in the KaliÞgan empire, 

a similar tradition still survives in the bloody fights performed at Daçaharà by a 

special caste of boxers called jettis.106 

The Oriya workers in general polish and thereafter worship their instruments 

of profession on this festive day, probably because the Goddess’ blessing on military 
activities is understood to extend to all of the working activities. Thus the swords and 

shields of the khaòwàyats as well as the tools of the goldsmith and blacksmith are 

venerated as sacred objects on the day of Daçaharà.107 Indeed, either weapons and 

working implements can be regarded as seats of some divine power, of some çakti. 

This seems to be the purport of the association of the worship of articles of daily use 

with Çakti-worship on the occasion of Daçaharà, a most auspicious day for the Hindus 

of all caste. 

 

Other important Çàkta festivals of Orissa 

Besides the two above discussed cycles of Çàkta festivals, the one of Caitra and the 

one of Àçvina-Kàrttika, Orissa has a great variety of fasts and festivals dedicated to 

Tantric and non-Tantric female deities as well as a large number of local festivals 

dedicated to single gràmadevatàs (village goddesses) or Xhàkuràòìs (plague-goddesses 

of the regional fame). Of course, it is impossible here to give a description of this last 

class of festivals, being them as numerous as the towns and hamlets of Orissa. 

The most important Orissan national festivals among those propitiating non-

Tantric goddesses are the end-of-winter and spring-welcoming Sarasvatì Pùjà (also 

known as Çrì Pañcamì or Vasanta Pañcamì), dedicated to the worship of the goddess 

of learning, Sarasvatì, and the entire cycle of agricultural festivals dedicated to the 

worship of the goddess of abundance, wealth and prosperity, Lakšmì (Akšaya T¡tìyà, 

Nùakhià, Kaumudì Pùròimà, Gaja-Lakšmì Pùjà and, above all, the winter Lakšmì 

Pùjà, which is observed with great austerity and devotion by the Oriya housewives). 

Lakšmì and Sarasvatì, the self-standing female deities acting as the cult heroines on 

the occasion of these religious functions, can be regarded as manifestations of the 

                                                                 
105  K. C. Panigrahi, op. cit., pp. 261-62; D. N. Patnaik, “Dance Tradition of Orissa”, cit., p. 315. 
106  P. Filippani-Ronconi, op. cit., p. 204. 
107  K. B. Das, op. cit., p. 48. 
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Mother Goddess worshipped by the Çàktas even though their annual worship does not 

present Tantric features. 

The present section deals with some of the important fasts, vows and festivals, 

intrinsically Çàkta in their origin and character, being observed by the entire Oriya 

nation, or by conspicuous sections of the population of Orissa, in periods of the year 

other than the months of Caitra, Àçvina and Kàrttika. These socio-religious festivities 

are discussed in a cyclic order in the following manner: 

(a) Vàselì Pùjà 

(b) The marriage festival of Çiva and Pàrvatì 

(c) Sàvitrì Vrata 

(d) Raja Sa®krànti 

(e) Jàgulei Pañcamì 

(f) Khudurukuòì Oša 

(g) Seasonal festivals dedicated to Šašxhì Devì 

(h) Lakšmì Pùjà 

(i) Sarasvatì Pùjà 

 

Vàselì Pùjà — This far-famed communal form of Çakti-worship is observed by the 

people belonging to the kaivarta (fishermen) caste of coastal Orissa from the full moon 

day marking the end of the month of Caitra (March-April) to the eighth day of the 

dark fortnight in the month of Vaiçàkha (April-May) in honour of the tutelary deity of 

the caste, the horse-headed goddess Vàselì or Vàçulì,108 whose name can be 

tentatively translated as She-of-Recovery or She-of-Realization. This name indicates 

the great Goddess’ redeeming power, both in the spiritual field and in the matter of 
epidemics. Vàselì can be thus assimilated on one hand to the Çàkta-tantric goddess 

Bhairavì,109 the çakti of Çiva associated with the latter’s aspect as the all-pervading 

ruler of knowledge and death (Dakšiòàmùrti) and, on the other, with such goddesses 

as the gràmadevatàs and Çìtalà, who are believed to bestow on their worshippers 

                                                                 
108  H. C. Das, “Tradition of Folk Music and Dance in Orissa”, cit., pp. 336-37. Vàçulì is also a popular 

name for the Çakti in Bengal, meant in particular to designate a form of Pàrvatì (G. S. Ghurye, op. cit., p. 

258). 
109  D. N. Patnaik, art. cit., p. 317. The cult icons of Vàselì worshipped in temples normally wear a blood-

red cloth like the Bhairavì ones. 
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recovery from various diseases. As an evidence of this, a cult image of Çìtalà lying 

within the compound of Buwhi Xhàkuràòì temple at Berhampur – a town located in 

the coastal tract of Ganjam district and, therefore, inhabited by many fishermen – 

represents this goddess as horse-headed just as the tutelary deity of the kaivartas, 

Vàselì. 

It is believed that Vàselì Pùjà originated in the 10th-11th centuries A.D. under 

the all-pervading influence of Tantrism. Goddess Vàselì is but one of the many folk 

deities of Orissa whose cults were patronized in that period by the sovereigns and the 

upper classes of the KaliÞgan kingdom.110 During her annual festival, celebrated with 

great profusion of music, singing and dancing, a dummy-horse whose body is formed 

by bamboo sticks covered with clothes, and whose massive head, made of solid wood, 

is beautifully decorated and garlanded with red hibiscus flowers (sacred to the Devì), 

is the central cult object through which the spirit of Vàselì is evoked. The festival is 

accordingly known as Caitighoœànàxa (“horse dance in the month of Caitra”). A man 
or two conceal themselves inside a cavity contained within the dummy-horse frame 

and dance with vigour to the loud and hypnotic sound of drums while displaying 

different movements of a horse. They are accompanied by a couple of singer-dancers, 

one male and one female. Sometimes the dancers get possessed by the goddess and 

fall in trance, being then immediately replaced by other dancers. At the end of the 

festival the horse-head is ceremoniously taken out of its frame and brought back to 

the temple to which it belongs to be utilized again next year.111 

The tradition of the dummy-horse dance – now no longer confined to the sole 

kaivartas since other communities of Orissa have adopted it in their respective Çakti-

worship patterns – is considered to be the oldest in Puri, where munificent land 

grants were issued by the Bhoi kings for the regular ceremonial worship of Vàselì in 

this form. The cult of Vàselì had once a great ascendant on the ràjas of Puri: in fact, 

there is a street in this town which is still named after her, possibly because a temple 

of Vàselì once stood there (even though at present there is no more trace of it). Now 

the shrine of Vàselì in Puri is just a poor thatched house located in one of the 

narrowest streets of the town. This notwithstanding, the local kaivartas still revere 

this deity as much as in the past.112 

                                                                 
110  Id., Festivals of Orissa, cit., p. 23. 
111  Ibid., pp. 25-26. 
112  K. B. Das, op. cit., p. 59. 
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The Oriya mythical accounts about the origin of goddess Vàselì point to her 

association with Višòu rather than with Çiva. The Kaivarta-gupta-gìtà of the mystic 

poet and disciple of Çrì Caitanya, Acyutananda Dàsa – a work of the 16th century 

A.D. which is considered by the kaivartas of Orissa as their most sacred text – states 

that this goddess was born from the carcass of the divine horse donated by Višòu to 

the founder of the kaivarta caste in order that the latter might utilize it as his 

conveyance for trade. This Višòu did while resting on the Cosmic Ocean after the 

pralaya. It is very interesting to notice how, in this communal myth, the horse is 

created with a piece of the large banyan leaf upon which the god was sleeping.113 This 

banyan leaf is likely to be nothing but a mere poetical substitute for Çeša, the Serpent 

Remainder of Puràòic cosmologies, upon which Višòu falls asleep after the pralaya. 

Thus this later medieval tradition about the origin of goddess Vàselì indicates two 

things, viz., that she was conceived at that time as a Vaišòavì Çakti (or, at any rate, 

as an emanation of Višòu), and that she had some relation with the serpent Çeša, the 

one that rests upon the waters of the deluge. 

The Vedic and post-Vedic mythic traditions know several divinities associated 

with horse. Varuòa, regarded as the lord of cosmic waters (àpaz) long before this role 

was attributed to Višòu, has the horse as his favourite sacrificial animal, which 

circumstance appears quite interesting when put in relation with the old belief of the 

kaivartas of Orissa in the birth of the horse-goddess Vàselì from the waters of deluge. 

It is also well-known that the sacrifice of the horse (açvamedha) was a major fertility 

rite among the Vedic Aryans, who identified the generative power of Varuòa with that 

of the sacrificed stallion.114 The beneficent and auspicious divinities called the Àçvins 

(Horse-Owners), described in Vedic texts as the twin sons of a she-horse, are, on the 

contrary, associated with the sun: in their horse-headed form, indeed, they are said to 

drive the chariot of Sùrya, the sun god.115 A post-Vedic mythical being having a horse-

head, Hayagrìva, although he is described in some Puràòas as a demon, was 

ultimately recognized as a minor avatàra of Višòu representing an aspect of the sun 

(as in the case with the Àçvins).116 In this connection, it is worth noticing that goddess 

Durgà is worshipped as Hayagrìvà (the Horse-Necked) in certain regions of eastern 

India next to the Himàlaya Range.117 Finally, the figure of Vàselì, the horse-headed 

caste-goddess of the Oriya kaivartas having risen from the Ocean, might have some 

                                                                 
113  Ibid., pp. 56-57. 
114  M. Stutley and J. Stutley, op. cit., p. 472. 
115  Ibid., pp. 41 ff. 
116  Ibid., p. 162. 
117  K. B. Das, op. cit., pp. 59-60. 
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connection with the Submarine Mare (Vawavà) of Çaiva mythology, personifying the 

all-burning rage of Çiva immersed in the cosmic waters. In correspondence with her 

head, immersed in the South Ocean, the Puràòa authors placed the entrance to the 

infernal regions (Pàtàla), coinciding with the cosmic South (the region of death). From 

the mouth of this mythical she-horse issues the Submarine Fire, which is stated to be 

fed by the asuras.118 

But the Goddess, particularly in eastern and central India, is connected with 

horse symbolism in still another way. Rough votive figures of a horse made of stone, 

clay or metal (màtàghoœàs) are deposited in hundreds in the popular Devì shrines of 

Bengal and Orissa, lying either under a sacred tree in the jungle or in towns and 

villages. This usage is spread as far as the Vindhya and Satpura regions, where the 

tribal Bhils use to place similar clay models of a horse near the stones representing 

their deities. These ex-voto figures of a horse are usually small works of folk art. In 

certain areas, such as in the district of Keonjhar (north-eastern Orissa), they become 

colossal in size. The Oriya villagers believe that when the Devì is invoked for some 

aid, e.g. to eradicate epidemics or to counteract natural calamities, she comes to the 

worshipper’s house riding the horse that has been dedicated to her under a sacred 
tree or in a shrine. The horse thus acts as the “magical” carrier of the Goddess when 
her help is invoked.119 In the folk Çàkta traditions of eastern and central India there 

seems thus to exist a close link between the protective power of the Goddess and the 

apotropaic function traditionally attributed to the horse. 

For all the above listed reasons the horse-headed folk deity Vàselì, despite her 

being currently identified with Bhairavì, the Power of Death, or else with Çìtalà, the 

goddess of epidemics, can be numbered among the benign manifestations of Çakti 

propitiated by the low-caste people of Orissa during the spring festivals held in the 

month of Caitra. Indeed, the auspicious qualities attributed to votive clay horses by 

uncultured people testifiy to that. 

 

The marriage festival of Çiva and Pàrvatì — The marriage festival of Çiva and 

Pàrvatì – a syncretistic, Çaiva-Çàkta one – is annually celebrated all over India in the 

month of Jyešxha (May-June). In Orissa this festival is held on the sixth day of the 

bright fortnight of this month, which is known as Çìtala Šašxhì, that is, “the šašxhì 
                                                                 
118  W. D. O’Flaherty, op. cit., pp. 167-69; S. Kramrisch, op. cit., pp. 418-19. 
119  C. L. Fabri, History of the Art of Orissa, Bombay (etc.), 1974, pp. 12 and 185; H. C. Das, “Heritage of Orissa”, cit., p. 13. 
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(sixth day of a lunar fortnight) of coolness”. This name is derived from a tradition 

according to which Pàrvatì cooled down on this day the rage of Çiva by uniting in 

marriage with him.120 Çiva is believed to have become extremely furious after Jàgara 

Amàvasyà, the “new moon of wakefulness”, during which, according to some of the 

Puràòas, he swallowed and kept in his own throat the deadly halàhala (or kalàkuxa) 

poison having emerged from the churning of the Ocean and representing the death-

wish that is latent in all creatures. This the god did in order to save all living beings 

from certain death, thus obtaining the epithet of Nìlakaòxha (the Blue-throated).121 

Not knowing that the poison would not cause any harm to Çiva, for he is the never-

decaying lord of yoga, all the gods kept vigil all night, going on praying for his life. 

The prayer which is supposed to have been offered Çiva by the gods on that night 

according to this myth is ritually repeated during the Çivaràtri vigil, observed in the 

major Çaiva sanctuaries of India in February-March by crowds of fasting pilgrims. 

Yet another Puràòic tradition traces back the rituals performed at Çivaràtri to 

the devotion of the Mahàdevì, who is said to have offered prayer to Çiva on that night 

to restore light to the world, at that time covered by the darkness of pralaya.122 But 

this mythological link with the figure of the Goddess is not found in the liturgy of the 

Çivaràtri festival as it is presently observed at the LiÞgaràja temple, the greatest 

Çaiva sanctuary of Orissa. Here, due to the influence of Vaišòavism starting from the 

GaÞga period,, the festival is, on the contrary, celebrated in the form of Hari-Hara 

Bheòxa, i.e., Çiva’s meeting with Višòu. 

If Çivaràtri is the most important Çaiva festival of Orissa, the marriage 

festival of Çiva and Pàrvatì, having a mythological connection with the former as just 

stated, is certainly the second in order of importance. This religious festival well 

represents the perennial tension between the ascetic ideal embodied by the “furious” 
Çiva and the householder ideal embodied by the “cooling” Pàrvatì. As enunciated by 

D. Kinsley “Pàrvatì, for the most part, represents the householder. Her mission in 

almost all renditions of the myth is to lure Çiva into the world of marriage, sex, and 

children, to tempt him away from asceticism, yoga, and otherworldly preoccupations. 

In this role Pàrvatì is cast as a figure who upholds the order of dharma, who enhances 

life in the world, who represents the beauty and attraction of worldly, sexual life, who 

cherishes the house and society rather than the forest, the mountains, or the ascetic 
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life. In this role she repeats the feat of Satì in luring Çiva into an erotic relationship, 

which this time eventually brings him within the sacrificial, priestly order 

permanently. Pàrvatì civilizes Çiva with her presence; indeed, she domesticates him... 

The tension between Pàrvatì and Çiva as representatives of the main types of 

religiosity in Hinduism is stated in various ways in the myths. Çiva is always said to 

have no family, no lineage, and no interest in progeny, which is one of the central 

concerns of the order of dharma and the householder’s religion. Pàrvatì, on the 

contrary, is born into an established family and longs for marriage, children and a 

home. Çiva is associated with fire, which dries up or burns up the juices of life... 

Pàrvatì is associated with Soma, the deity or substance associated with the life 

essence of all plants. In many myths it is she who asks Çiva to revive Kàma, as she 

realises that the god of sexual desire is at the root of the householder’s life. In relation 
to Kàma, then, Çiva is a destructive fire, whereas Pàrvatì is a refreshing, liquid 

glance... Çiva is often said to wear on his body the ashes of the burnt Kàma. Kàma is 

resuscitated when Çiva embraces Pàrvatì and the sweat from her body mingles with 

the ashes of the burnt god. Elsewhere it is said that when Kàma was burned by Çiva 

he entered the limbs of Pàrvatì. In the most general terms, Çiva as Agni is the fire 

that destroys the world at the end of each cosmic age. Pàrvatì as Soma, in contrast, is 

the cosmic waters from which the world is inevitably reborn”.123 

The celebration of the marriage festival of Çiva and Pàrvatì is believed to have 

started in Orissa as early as the triumph of Çaivism and Çàktism over Buddhism in 

the post-Gupta period. This can be argued on the basis of the depiction of the scene of 

Çiva’s marriage with Pàrvatì on the walls of the extant Çaiva temples erected by the 

Çailodbhava kings at Bhubaneswar, namely, the Bhàrateçvara, Paraçuràmeçvara and 

Svaròajàleçvara (all dating from the 6th-7th centuries A.D.). This iconographic 

theme, usually termed as Kalyànasundara or Vaivàhikamùrti, was popular in many 

other areas of India. The finest examples of it are found at Elephanta and Ellora in 

Maharashtra.124 

The Çìtala Šašxhì festival is observed by most of the Brahmin communities of 

Orissa, but it reaches its climax in the cities of Bhubaneswar, Puri and Sambalpur. 

The basic feature of the festival is the split of the local elderly Brahmin classes into 

two parties, one acting as the parents of the bride (Pàrvatì), the other as the parents 

of the bride-groom (Çiva). All of the formalities, rites, processions and feasts taking 
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usually place on the occasion of a Brahmin marriage are observed during the festival, 

whose imitative character, as discussed above, appears to be aimed at emphasizing 

the reconcilement, in the community life, between the ascetic ideal embodied by Çiva 

and the household ideal embodied by Pàrvatì. On the fifth night of the festival, the 

processional images of the god and goddess are taken out in procession on palanquins 

and subsequently united in marriage with the prescribed Vedic rites. In full imitation 

of a real Brahmin marriage, a representative image of Višòu acts as the arranging 

mediator of the ceremony,125 yet at Bhubaneswar the same role is peculiarly played by 

the representative image of Kapileçvara, traditionally regarded by local people as the 

“Chief Minister” of Lord LiÞgaràja. 

 

Sàvitrì Vrata — The dharmic ideal of family life, which appears to be an essential 

component of Çìtala Šašxhì festival, is again found in Sàvitrì Vrata, a Çàkta-Vaišòava 

vow significantly observed by the Oriya married women one week before that festival. 

This special vow for the female, involving severe fast, is carried out on Jyešxha 

Amàvasyà (the new moon day in the month of May-June) and is intended for the 

longevity and welfare of husbands.126 The vow is pivoted upon the propitiation of the 

mythical princess Sàvitrì, whose episodes are narrated in the Mahàbhàrata and in 

some of the Puràòas. 

Sàvitrì, conceived on this occasion as a demi-goddess, was the beautiful and 

devoted wife of Satyavàn, an exiled prince. She went and lived in the forest with her 

husband although she knew that he would die young, as forecast by the seer Nàrada. 

When the fixed day for Satyavàn’s death came, the handsome prince expired on his 
wife’s lap. When Yama, the divinity of death, appeared to take Satyavàn’s soul away, 
Sàvitrì, using a stratagem, succeeded in making the god revive her beloved husband 

and, furthermore, got as a boon a hundred sons from Satyavàn as well as the latter’s 
restoration to the throne.127 This legend, very much dear to all Hindus, has profound 

symbolism, enunciated in recent times in the noble work by Çrì Aurobindo entitled 

Sàvitrì. 

The morale underlying this vrata is that the imitation of Sàvitrì can teach a 

married lady how to build a happy and prosperous family. Through the worship of 

Sàvitrì, the husband himself is being worshipped. The model of a perfect wife set up 
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here as an example combines spiritual and sexual love with the care of husband, 

including his family members and his patrimony, and the longing for many sons with 

the strenuous attachment to husband even in misery, starvation and death. The other 

model, represented by Pàrvatì especially on the occasion of the festival in which her 

marriage with Çiva is celebrated, does not seem to be very distant from this. In both 

cases, a typically feminine çakti is evoked and propitiated, namely, woman’s innate 
power to civilize, improve, give sense to man’s life through marriage, love and child-

bearing. This is an universal feature of the eternal feminine, not only of the Hindu 

conception of the same. Sàvitrì is the perfect symbol of the feminine will emitting an 

irresistible force that is the equivalent of the tapas (the heat produced through the 

practice of yoga) of the male ascetics. Even the gods must yield to this force, against 

which the Death itself (Yama of Sàvitrì’s legend) is powerless.128 

Woman’s role can have shaped this way only in a pre-patriarchal society. In 

this connection, it is interesting to notice that Sàvitrì Vrata is believed by some to be 

the Brahmanical adaptation of a primitive gathering festival observed by the tribal 

womenfolk to ensure prosperity to their husbands and children.129 Yet an articulate 

discussion about this matter would require a deeper knowledge of the socio-economic 

background of female-oriented cults in the pre-Vedic society, which is unfortunately 

still beyond the scope of ethno-historical researches. 

 

Raja Sa®krànti — The Orissan Çàkta festival known as Raja Sa®krànti, namely, 

“the sa®krànti of menses”, is the most representative form of earth-worship and the 

most popular festivity among those celebrating the sacredness of the female principle. 

The festival, which starts from the first day in the Hindu month of Àšàwha (June-

July), taken by tradition as the conventional day of beginning of the monsoon season, 

is also meant as an occasion for dancing, feasting and sporting for three days. In the 

Indian astrological tradition this sa®krànti (the day in which the sun enters a new 

zodiacal house) is termed as Mithuna Sa®krànti (from Mithuna, i.e. the Twins or 

Gemini constellation). The festival furthermore marks the beginning of the annual 

agricultural operations following the moistening of the soil – previously parched by 

the scorching summer heat – after the first showers of the monsoon. Though it is clear 

that Raja Sa®krànti is in the first place an agricultural festival of the fertile coastal 

plains of Orissa, yet this is observed by the Hindu peasants all over the State as the 
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most important ceremonial occasion for the invocation of rains (accompanied by earth-

worship). 

The biological symbolism evoked by the Sanskrit term raja (meaning menses 

or menstrual discharge) is openly referred to the earth goddess, who is popularly said 

to be menstruated during the three days of the festival, at which time she is believed 

to get prepared for the next crop. Indeed, there is an archaic pan-Indian belief that 

the first seasonal rains inaugurate the fertile period of the earth exactly as woman’s 
menses inaugurate her fertile cycle, the period in which she is ready to get pregnant. 

Such a naturalistic analogy causes all agricultural operations to be suspended during 

the festival: in fact, a Hindu woman – we should keep in mind that the earth goddess, 

on this occasion, is conceived as such – is considered impure during her menstrual 

period, for which reason she is traditionally not permitted to leave her home or even 

touch anything and is given full rest as soon as menses appear. Peculiarly enough in 

this connection, the Raja Sa®krànti festival is observed by a large number of Oriya 

unmarried girls (the potential receptacles of human fertility) with all the restrictions 

prescribed for a menstruated woman, even though the great majority of these girls is 

not menstruated at all in those days. Young girls are thus assimilated to the earth 

goddess during this three-day festival.130 

The Raja festival of Orissa is the regional variant of the seasonal religious 

observance known as Ambuvàcì in other parts of India. Also on the occasion of this 

national one-day festival, usually celebrated on the fourth day of Àšàwha, the earth is 

considered to be impure, agricultural activities being consequently inhibited.131 The 

pan-Indian festival of Ambuvàcì, involving the suspension of agricultural works, is 

possibly reminiscent of an ancient one-month suspension of any ritual indicating the 

year’s menstrual taboo. In the period of the year marking the advent of rains, in fact, 

the earth goddess was anciently believed to menstruate in conformity with archaic 

matriarchal beliefs that, during the neolithic period, were probably widespread over 

the whole Indo-Mediterranean area of civilization. This suspension for one month of 

all religious ceremonies is stated to have been observed in ancient times at several 

goddess-sanctuaries in West Asia and in the Greek world.132 The most eminent Çàkta 

shrine of India at which this tradition has been integrally preserved is the one of 

goddess Kàmàkhyà in Assam. Here, in the period of the summer season preceding the 

celebration of the Ambuvàcì festival, the natural fissure in the rock forming a part of 
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the inner chamber of the temple, venerated as the yoni of the great Goddess, starts 

oozing a red liquid due to the presence of iron oxide in the rock itself, soaked in the 

water of the first showers of the monsoon; this red liquid substance is regarded as the 

menstrual discharge (raja or ¡tu) of the Devì, and as such is ceremonially drunk by 

the Çàkta devotees who gather at the shrine of Kàmàkhyà on that occasion.133 

Another of the possible archetypes of the festival of Ambuvàcì as well as of the 

Raja festival of Orissa might be represented by the Vedic fertility rites performed in 

honour of the god Varuòa at the beginning of the monsoon season, forming as a whole 

the Varuòapraghasa (“eating of Varuòa”) ceremony. This was one of the càturmàsya 

festivities, three in total, each of which marked the beginning of one of the three 

seasons of the Vedic year. The private household sacrifices performed on the occasion 

of the Varuòapraghasa ceremony were aimed at causing the first monsoon rains to 

fall by the grace of the Vedic god Varuòa. The principal oblations consisted of a ram 

and a sheep made of barley dough, which were adorned with sexual symbols so as to 

express an idea of fecundity. The sacrificer’s wife had to talk about sexual matters – a 

well-known substitute for actual sexual performance that was considered since very 

early times to be as effective as the latter in terms of fertility magic. At the end of this 

rite the sacrificer and his wife stepped down to a water course or tank and washed 

shoulders to each other.134 

It is true that the fertility symbolism of the Varuòapraghasa ceremony has 

little in common with the female-dominated biological symbolism characterizing the 

Ambuvàcì and Raja festivals; this notwithstanding, this Vedic ritualistic observance 

constitutes one of the earliest examples of the generalized sexual symbolism that, in 

India, has been always associated with the seasonal ceremonies for the propitiation of 

the rain-giving deities or spirits. In the case under discussion, Varuòa, regarded by 

some scholars as the lord of the “asuric” gods associated since the Vedic period with 

fertility magic, erotic rites, agricultural festivals, Nàga and Yakša cults,135 might have 

embodied the sacred aqueous principle that, later on in Sanskrit literature, we find 

associated with the figure of Mother Earth (both as Lakšmì and Pàrvatì). 

Some Orissan scholars suggest that the most direct regional archetype of the 

Raja festival could be the so-called Àšàwhì Pùjà, on the occasion of which some of the 

indigenous tribes of Orissa (the Juang, the Kondh, the Bondo and the Santal) bath a 
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simulacrum of the earth goddess with the holy water symbolizing the power of the 

rain god (may the latter figure be paralleled to that of the Vedic Varuòa?). This 

anticipatory rite of imitative-sympathetic magic was adopted in course of time by the 

Oriya Çàktas at some of their holiest sanctuaries: at Bàliharacaòwì temple near Puri, 

for instance, the worshipped image of Mahišamardinì Durgà is ceremonially bathed 

by the priests on the Raja Sa®krànti day.136 Great yàtràs are celebrated on the same 

day also at the shrines of Baruòei near Khurda (Baruòei means She-of-Waters), of 

Ugratàrà at Bushandapur, of Tàrà-Tàriòì in the district of Ganjam, of Maòinàga Devì 

at Ranpur, of Tàriòì at Ghatgaon and at many other Çàkta shrines of Orissa. 

Under many aspects, in Orissa the traditional bathing festival of Àšàwha has 

become a Çàkta religious ceremony on the occasion of which the great Goddess – in 

this case symbolizing the earth itself – is got to take a sacred bath that is believed to 

stimulate the fertility power contained in the earth. The Devì is thus worshipped as 

Mother Earth during this annual rite of invocation of rains, on the eve of which she is 

believed to menstruate. On the total analogy of woman’s physiology, this makes her 
symbolically ready to enter her fertile period, coinciding with the monsoon season 

(inaugurated by Raja Sa®krànti). Raindrops are the liquid “seeds” that fecundate the 
earth, as it is suggested in some Çaivite texts by comparing the sky to an immense 

phallus (àkàçaliÞga) resting on the earth, which is the female organ itself (yoni), the 

matrix of the world.137 On the other hand, also the Manu-sm¡ti (IX, 33) states that the 

female can be considered as the field, and the male, as the dispenser of seeds.138 

The period in which the full sanskritization of the Ambuvàcì festival (the Raja 

of Orissa) was achieved cannot be determined; however, as far as Orissa is concerned, 

this festival is already mentioned in some Sm¡ti-çàstras dating from the 11th century 

A.D. Nowadays, the Oriya national synthesis of all the above mentioned tribal and 

Hindu bathing festivals is the Snàna Yàtrà of Puri Jagannàtha, celebrated more or 

less on the same dates of the Raja Sa®krànti festival. On that occasion, the wooden 

idols representing Jagannàtha, Balabhadra and Subhadrà are ritually bathed with 

one hundred-eight pots of water while their sight remains precluded to the devotees. 

The images of the deities are taboo in those days, just as the earth and women are 

taboo during the Raja festival. Three sacred paintings representing the members of 

the Puri Trinity are hung for the exigencies of daily worship over a bamboo partition 
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wall raised between the idols and the people. Such paintings depict the Puri Trinity in 

its most anthropomorphized and sanskritized form wherein Nàràyaòa stands for Çrì 

Jagannàtha, the serpent-god Ananta for Balabhadra and goddess Bhuvaneçvarì for 

Subhadrà.139 Both Nàràyaòa and Ananta are associated with cosmic waters while 

Bhuvaneçvarì, the Lady-of-the-Spheres, was conceived in the Tantra tradition as the 

transcendent form of nature (prak¡ti). The representative pictures worshipped in the 

sanctum of the main temple of Puri during the Snàna Yàtrà may therefore be meant 

to suggest a water-plus-earth symbolism analogous to that of the Raja festival. Such a 

parallelism of symbols and rituals is likely to have developed as a consequence of the 

later medieval interplay of Vaišòavism and Çàktism in Orissa. 

 

Jàgulei Pañcamì — Jàgulei Pañcamì, otherwise known as Manasà Pañcamì, is an 

apotropaic festival observed in some Orissan villages on the fifth day of the dark 

fortnight of Çràvaòa (July-August) to honour and, at the same time, ward off snakes. 

The month of Çràvaòa, marking the culmination of the monsoon season, presents 

particular risks regarding the possibility of being bitten by poisonous snakes, since 

the latter, in this very period of the year, are forced to come out of their subterranean 

lairs, flooded with water because of heavy rains. Propitiation of snakes during this 

month is, therefore, a very judicious choice in an Indian villager’s logic. 
The practice is very primitive, and has also some Vedic association, which was 

most likely the result of the culture contact of the Aryans with the previous settlers of 

the Indian sub-continent. For instance, the seasonal festival called Nàga Pañcamì, 

celebrated both in Bengal and in the coastal district of Baleswar in Orissa during the 

month of Çràvaòa to propitiate the serpent-goddess Manasà and her associates the 

Ašxanàgas (the eight mythical serpent kings), appears to be the popular counterpart 

of the ancient Sarpabali, an annual rite of serpent-worship performed during the 

monsoon season, which finds mention in the G¡hya-sùtras (the rules, connected with 

the Veda, for the conduct of domestic rites).140 In Orissa, the same folk festival, known 

as Jàgulei Pañcamì or else as Manasà Pañcamì, is now allied with the Çaiva creed,141 

which fact appears logical in view of the ancient linkage of Manasà cult to Çaivism. In 

a Vaišòava variant of the same form of worship in vogue among both the Brahmin 

communities and the royal families of the State, a snake made of earth is worshipped 
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as Baladeva, the anthropomorphic manifestation of the cosmic serpent Ananta.142 The 

worship of Ananta (or Baladeva) seems to have developed in Orissa starting from the 

cult picture of Maòinàga, an indigenous serpent deity associated with the sacred 

primordial waters as well as with the earth goddess.143 

In spite of its being presently mingled with the worship of Çiva, the Jàgulei 

Pañcamì festival appears to have been originally instituted for the propitiation of an 

independent, purely Çàkta serpent-goddess, Jàgulei, whose name is in all evidence a 

corruption of that of JàÞgulì, the Buddhist counterpart of the Brahmanical goddess 

Manasà. It has thus been inferred that this festival might be a Hindu superimposition 

over an earlier Tantric Buddhist vrata (vow).144 JàÞgulì, whose name, deriving from 

the Sanskrit term jaÞgal (jungle), means She-of-Poison or also Knowledge-of-Poison 

(cf. the male form jàÞguli, meaning a snake-charmer),145 was conceived by the Tantric 

Buddhist adepts as an emanation of Akšobhya, the second Dhyànì Buddha. Like the 

Jaina goddess Padmàvatì and the Hindu Manasà, she was the female divinity curing 

snake-bite and also preventing it. She can be regarded as a form of Tàrà, for one of 

the eight kinds of fear that were said to be dispelled by the latter goddess was the fear 

of snakes. Most likely, all of these serpent-goddesses belonging to different faiths had 

a non-Aryan origin, whereas their absorption into the mainstream of Indian religions 

was the work of medieval Tantrism.146 

Traces of an ancient serpent-goddess cult are noticed in the religions of the 

Kondhs and Oraons, two Dravidian-speaking tribal peoples of Orissa. Some of the 

tribes of the State worship Manasà along with her “seven sisters”, which fact results 
of great interest when connected with the Hindu cult of Saptamàt¡kàs or with the 

Dravidian folk cult of the Seven Sisters, the dispensers of all diseases.147 A number of 

tribal myths of Orissa trace the origin of snakes to the hair, intestines, umbilical cord 

or necklace of a woman or girl,148 with this evincing their deep rootedness in female-

oriented tribal cultures. Stone images depicting a serpent-goddesses having a canopy 

of snake hoods above her head are worshipped as gràmadevatàs in many villages of 

Orissa; in some cases, an image of this type is worshipped at the same time by the 
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Hindu folk and by their tribal neighbours, either community recognizing in it the 

image of its own serpent-goddess (nàgamàtà). 

Thus the tradition of serpent-goddess worship – now epitomized in the Çàkta 

folk festival known as Jàgulei Pañcamì – has an ancient and uninterrupted history in 

Orissa, which seems to present no solution of continuity with the pre-Vedic forms of 

ophiolatry. 

In most serpent festivals of India the person acting as the chief celebrant is a 

low-caste villager or, much more rarely, a Brahmin.149 This is also the case with the 

Jàgulei festival of Orissa, on the occasion of which the celebrant is usually the barber 

of the village. He models with mud a three-eyed image of the goddess provided with a 

canopy of serpent hoods over the head, places it in a basket and, with a torch in hand, 

moves from door to door through the village, offering its inhabitants cakes specially 

prepared for this recurrence. The latter rite is believed to constitute a precautionary 

measure against snake-bite: in fact, as the cakes offered by the barber symbolize the 

blessing of goddess Jàgulei, they are believed to protect those who eat them from the 

lethal effects of snake-bite.150 

 

Khudurukuòì Oša — This is a fast observed on each Sunday in the month of 

Bhàdrapada (August-September) especially by the unmarried girls belonging to the 

caste of traders (sàdhavas). The fast is dedicated to both Durgà and MaÞgalà, united 

in one divine person so as to form a composite female deity known as Khudurukuòì. 

This name of the Goddess means “she who is very eager for khuda”, for fried khuda 

(the left out particles of new rice) is customarily offered to the Devì on this festive 

occasion. After having a purificatory bath, the virgins of the village build tiny shrines 

of earth or sand on the bank of a river or pond, decorate them with seasonal flowers 

and finally present before them their offerings to goddess Khudurukuòì, represented 

by a mud fetish modelled by them themselves.151 

Khudurukuòì Oša, which is basically a Çàkta form of earth-worship, appears to 

be related to another form of earth-worship performed by the tribal and semi-tribal 

communities of Koraput district (south-western Orissa) during the celebration of the 

so-called Bàli Yàtrà (festival of sand). In fact, also during the latter festival – which is 

significantly observed in the month of Bhàdrapada, just as Khudurukuòì Oša – an 
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altar of sand (bàli-ghara) is erected, in this case for the worship of different kinds of 

cereals and not of the Devì as such. The observance of this non-Brahmanical form of 

earth-worship is accompanied by singing, dancing, animal sacrifices, painful ordeals 

(similar to those performed during the month of Caitra to honour Çiva and the Devì) 

and shamanistic ceremonies with display of spirit-possession.152 

Another ancient form of earth-worship in vogue among the Oriyas, the Çàkta 

vrata (vow) called Bàli T¡tìyà, appears to have a common strain with Khudurukuòì 

Oša. Just as the latter, indeed, this fast is observed in the month of Bhàdrapada, is 

practised by the female only (in this case, by the married women rather than by the 

unmarried girls as it is the case with Khudurukuòì Oša), and is centred round the 

worship of sand-made images of deities (in this case depicting Çiva and Gaurì). The 

female principle has a pre-eminence over the male one on the occasion of this pùjà rite 

too as is demonstrated by the latter’s alternative designation as Gaurì Vrata.153 

The celebration of Khudurukuòì Oša culminates in the evening with the girls’ 
musical recitation of the story of Durgà killing the buffalo-demon, followed without 

solution of continuity by that of the popular Oriya heroine called Tàpoi. Such ballads 

are recited before a mud image of the Goddess installed on an earthen altar plastered 

with cow-dung and decorated with floral designs and garlands. Tàpoi was a legendary 

sàdhava (merchant) girl who, after having fallen into disfavour with her sisters-in-law 

while her brothers were absent on a sea voyage for the purpose of trade, endured all 

sorts of suffering with courage and patience by the force of her faith in MaÞgalà (the 

išxadevatà of the girls and ladies), to whom she used to offer her only and poor food, 

khuda (whence the Oriya epithet Khudurukuòì, used to designate the Mahàdevì on 

this particular ritualistic occasion). The popular legend of Tàpoi has been also adopted 

as a narrative motif in Orissan cloth paintings, where its episodes are depicted in 

small panels surrounding the figure of goddess MaÞgalà placed in the centre. This 

story is recited during the festival along with that of Durgà slaying Mahiša in order to 

set two moral ideals before the fasting unmarried girls. The first of them is to be 

courageous like the virgin goddess Durgà in fighting the evil forces for the good of the 

community, and the second, to be strong like the legendary heroine Tàpoi in bearing 

all sufferings with patience to ultimately come out successful in life.154 
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Seasonal festivals dedicated to Šašxhì Devì — Goddess Šašxhì is the Hindu 

patroness and protectress of children. Her worship is particularly developed in 

Bengal,155 but it is also very popular in other States of India, Orissa included. The 

worship of Šašxhì Devì can take place on any çukla-šašxhì (sixth day in the bright 

fortnight of a lunar month), as is suggested by the name itself of this manifestation of 

the universal Çakti.156 This peculiar ritualistic usage has been established on the 

analogy of the fact that Šašxhì Devì (a name that can be rendered with the English 

expression “Mother-Sixth”) is considered to be the personification of the sixth day 
following the birth of a child, which is traditionally believed to mark the end of the 

danger of death for both the mother and the new-born. On that day the goddess is 

imagined to come and write the future of a child on his/her forehead; this prodigious 

and propitious intervention of the Çakti in the initial days of one’s life is celebrated in 
some regions of India with a household ceremony called Šašxhìjàgara.157 

The sixth day in the bright fortnight of the month of Bhàdrapada (August-

September) is looked on in Orissa as the most auspicious day for the worship of Šašxhì 

Devì. On this sacred recurrence, termed Bhàdra Çukla Šašxhì, ritual fast is specially 

observed by the Oriya women longing for progeny. Another ritual fast meant to please 

goddess Šašxhì, simply termed Šašxhì Oša, is associated with a peculiar domestic rite 

aimed at drawing the goddess’ protection onto the new-born child soon after birth. 

The rite in question, which has been possibly borrowed by the Oriya Hindus from the 

religious culture of the Gond tribes, consists in drawing a symbolic home for the 

baby’s soul on one of the inner walls of the house in which the baby has been born, 
after which, as a prophylactic measure, a cowrie shell (Cypraea moneta) is fixed to the 

painting in an obverse or reverse position in accordance with the sex of the child.158 

The cowrie is used by the Gonds of Bastar (bordering on the westernmost districts of 

Orissa) and by the Juangs of Orissa as an amulet against magical dangers; the Muria 

and Maria Gonds also use to put a string of cowries round the neck of a baby suffering 

from some disease to avert evil influences from him/her.159 

Another important Oriya festivity dedicated to the propitiation of Šašxhì Devì, 

known as Prathamàšxamì (“the eighth tithi of the eldest child”), is held in the month 
of Màrgaçira (December-January) for the longevity and welfare of the eldest child of a 
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family. The invocation of the blessing of goddess Šašxhì on the child is, in this case, 

associated with kalaça-pùjà (adoration of the sacred pot filled with water symbolizing 

the Goddess in her life-giving and regenerating aspect). The peculiar worship pattern 

adopted at Prathamàšxamì , mention of which is already found in some Sm¡ti-çàstras 

of Orissa dating back to the 14th century A.D., is a further proof of the tribal origin of 

the cult of Šašxhì Devì in Orissa inasmuch as kalaça-pùjà is generally esteemed to be 

a form of worship having originated outside the pale of the Vedic religion during the 

early phases of the Indian Neolithic.160 

The last important yearly occasion for the worship of Šašxhì Devì in Orissa is 

Jyešxha Çukla Šašxhì, that is, the sixth day in the bright fortnight of Jyešxha (May-

June), coinciding with the celebration of the marriage festival of Çiva and Pàrvatì. On 

this day the Oriya Hindus pay homage to a variant form of Šašxhì Devì imagined to 

reside in the Vindhya mountains so that the festival is otherwise known as Àraòyakà 

Šašxhì, i.e., “the day of the Šašxhì belonging to the forest”.161 This circumstance may 

further testify to the tribal origin of this deity, for the Vindhya Range has been ever 

associated by the Hindus with the fearful and blood-thirsty mountain goddess called 

Vindhyavàsinì, initially venerated by the non-Aryan peoples of Middle India. 

It seems thus likely that Šašxhì Devì, long since regarded by the Hindus as a 

divine being influencing children’s lives positively, may have evolved from a class of 
child-affecting ogresses worshipped by the indigenous peoples of Middle India. In a 

word, this deity might have been initially attributed a character similar to that of the 

ancient Buddhist goddess of prosperity and progeny, Hàrìtì, who, as it is well-known, 

was originally a yakšì (ogress) credited with the terrible power of “stealing” children 
from their mothers by affecting them with smallpox and other diseases. According to a 

Buddhist tradition, Hàrìtì was eventually converted by the Buddha himself into the 

divine bestower and protectress of children.162 It is thus very probable that, in ancient 

times, Šašxhì Devì was credited with a malignant character like the Buddhist goddess 

Hàrìtì. A number of relieves recovered from Bengal show that the cult of Hàrìtì was 

anciently widespread over that region of India,163 which, rather significantly, is also 

believed to have been the cradle of the cult of Šašxhì Devì. 

Temples dedicated to goddess Šašxhì as such are not found in Orissa, yet there 

is a very popular Çàkta pilgrimage centre in Dhenkanal district, the city of Kosala, at 
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which goddess Ràmacaòwì is ardently worshipped for her power to bestow children on 

barren women. It is a common sight there to see barren women crying and dancing in 

ecstasy while being presumedly possessed by the great Goddess, whom they seek to 

propitiate this way in order to obtain children in return.164 The occurrence of such 

mass trance phenomena at this goddess-shrine may bear some relation to the age-old 

shamanistic cultures of Orissa, in which woman generally played a very prominent 

role. 

 

Lakšmì Pùjà — During the month of Màrgaçira (November-December) all the crops 

are stored in Orissan rural houses. By that time, farmers generally feel greatly 

satisfied with their yields after six months of hard toil in the fields. Each Thursday in 

that month is consecrated to the worship of goddess Lakšmì, the deity of abundance 

and prosperity, who is then thanked for having grown and protected the crops in all 

stages of cultivation work. 

The winter Lakšmì Pùjà can be considered the conclusive event of a cycle of 

festivities dedicated to Lakšmì in the course of the agricultural year. These have a 

landmark in the Nùakhià (“first eating”) festival, celebrated in western Orissa at the 
culmination of the monsoon season. The cycle of agricultural festivals dedicated to 

Lakšmì starts all over Orissa from Akšaya T¡tìyà, the third day of the bright fortnight 

in the month of Vaiçàkha (April-May). On that day the ceremony of the first sowing 

(especially of rice) is performed by the farmers by directly presenting their offerings to 

Lakšmì in the fields. This very auspicious day, which is traditionally taken to have 

been the initial day of the mythical K¡ta-yuga (Golden Age), is believed to guarantee 

permanence to any action carried out on it. Some Hindu religious texts state that on 

this very day the river Ganges descended to the earth from heaven, thus ensuring a 

perennial supply of water for the exigencies of agriculture. Indeed, the Sanskrit term 

akšaya, from which the worship under discussion draws its name, means “perennial, 
undecaying”.165 

The winter Lakšmì Pùjà is not only aimed at propitiating Lakšmì, the divine 

dispenser of wealth and abundance, but also at paying homage to the accumulated 

crops themselves. In fact, during this festive period Lakšmì is evoked and worshipped 

in every Hindu household of Orissa in the shape of a heap of paddy measures or ears 
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of wheat (which are artistically joined together, covered with red clothes and finally 

decorated with garlands) rather than in the shape of a regular icon. In other words, 

during this festival goddess Lakšmì is believed to manifest herself as harvested rice or 

wheat. When worshipped in this form, the goddess does not require the installation of 

an iconic representation of hers. This deification of cereals means that wealth should 

be always enjoyed properly and not misused, for rice and wheat, the main products of 

Orissan soil, are the gifts made by the goddess to the cultivators and their families in 

exchange for their work, devotion to the gods and observance of dharma. This moral 

teaching is summarized in the evening recitation of the Lakšmì Puràòa, composed by 

the sixteenth-century Oriya poet Balaràma Dàsa, in all Oriya households during the 

period of Lakšmì Pùjà. The greatness of the goddess, as well as of all what she stands 

for in the household religious life, is extolled in this regional Puràòa.166 

The worship pattern observed during Lakšmì Pùjà, as it is the case with the 

greater part the folk festivals of Orissa, is traced back to tribal religions by a section 

of scholars. “The outcome of tribal crop-goddess worship was the non-tribal Lakšmì 

Pùjà during early historic periods. From the community form of worship this has 

travelled to the household Lakšmì worship”.167 The temporary altar made of grains 

forming the central cult object on this occasion is a typical feature of the religion of 

the Saoras of south-western Orissa, who use to pile grains up in a mound on the house 

floor or in baskets at the time of sacrifice.168 The nice designs drawn with rice powder 

mixed with water (jhotis), with which Oriya women, using their fingers, decorate the 

floors and courtyards of their houses on each Thursday during Lakšmì Pùjà, are 

another example of the influence having been exerted by the tribal cultures of Orissa 

on the ritualistic pattern of this festival. These designs generally depict Lakšmì’s 
footprints (a visual representation of the wealth that enters the house in the form of 

harvested cereals), lotus flowers (Lakšmì’s main symbol) or a heap of rice drawn like a 
pyramid with receding dots, representing in a graphic way the central object of 

worship of the pùjà.169 These drawings, on the whole, symbolize goodness, well-being, 

prosperity and auspiciousness, viz., the special çaktis or divine energies embodied by 

Lakšmì. 

Oriya women are the leading characters of the winter Lakšmì-worship. All the 

rituals prescribed for this festival are, in fact, performed by housewives, who observe 
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them with great austerity and devotion. They also use to cook different preparations 

of sweets (rice cakes, khìri, etc.) that are first offered to the goddess and then eaten by 

all the members of the family. The custom of enjoying the offerings exclusively in the 

family context distinguishes Lakšmì Pùjà from other Çàkta festivals having a more 

social or communal character and emphasizes the role of housewives as the sustainers 

of the effort of feeding their families. 

During the Sùryava®çì or Gajapati period (ca. A.D. 1435-1540) each Oriya 

housewife was regarded as a human manifestation of Lakšmì, whose cult was raised 

to the highest status under the influence of the national cult of Jagannàtha. Married 

ladies thus started being regarded as the responsibles for the wealth and prosperity of 

the whole family, for the benefit of which they had to perform the daily religious rites 

properly, especially in so far as the worship of Lakšmì was concerned.170 However, it 

appears clear from the records of the time that the women of the Gajapati epoch were 

specially extolled as the bearers of male sons, of whom the armies of the Gajapatis 

had a great need in an epoch that witnessed continuous wars with the neighbouring 

Hindu and Muslim powers.171 The glorification of woman in the imperial phase of 

Orissan history was, therefore, framed into a patriarchal and military logic and was 

not at all the consequence of an increased importance of woman in the religious 

sphere. 

A celebrated episode from the Oriya Lakšmì Puràòa, composed in the Gajapati 

period, bears reference to the Lakšmì worship observed by Oriya low-caste women on 

each Thursday in the month of Màrgaçira. This works states that one of such days the 

goddess left her abode in the premises of Jagannàtha temple at Puri and went round 

to visit the houses of the city, soon realizing that all of them lacked the cleanliness 

and purity she liked. Only when she reached the poor house of a sweeping woman in 

the outskirts of the holy kšetra she found that the rituals in her honour were properly 

observed; the sweeping woman, in fact, had plastered her mud hut afresh with cow-

dung, drawn lotus flowers in front of her door, lit a lamp with ten wicks and offered 

up ten kinds of fruits and flowers (this arrangement for the worship of the goddess is 

the same one that is now made each Thursday during the Lakšmì Pùjà). The goddess 

was so delighted by the cultus rendered to her by the poor low-caste woman, that she 

changed the latter’s miserable hut into a wonderful palace. Yet, due to her having had 
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intercourse with a low-caste person, she was banished from the temple of Puri by her 

consort Jagannàtha, so instructed by his elder brother Balabhadra.172 

Leaving aside the conclusion of this episode, which is principally purposed to 

explain why the mahàprasàda (holy food) of Lord Jagannàtha can be taken by people 

of all caste, we limit ourselves to point out that this story clearly traces the worship of 

Lakšmì in the month of Màrgaçira to an archaic religious tradition observed from the 

remote antiquity by the low-caste women of coastal Orissa as an heritage from earlier 

goddess-cults (possibly of the tribal origin). 

 

Sarasvatì Pùjà — This North Indian festival is celebrated on the fifth day of the 

bright fortnight in the month of Màgha (January-February) and is, therefore, also 

known as Màgha Çukla Pañcamì. Another popular designation of this festival is Çrì 

Pañcamì. This is held in honour of goddess Sarasvatì, the çakti of wisdom, learning, 

eloquence, literature, arts and science. This goddess is completely ascetic and sattvic 

in her nature. Her pure, milky-white appearance dissociates her from fertility cultus. 

Although she is addressed as Mother, her motherhood is only metaphorical: she is, 

indeed, said to preside over all creations of human thought, among which the most 

sacred and important is the Veda. Sarasvatì is an evolved form of the Vedic goddess 

Vàc (Speech), anciently regarded as the Mother of the Vedas and the power of action 

proceeding from the Supreme Brahman. Sarasvatì is also found in various forms in 

the Buddhist and Jaina pantheons as the goddess of learning. Thus with her origin in 

the Hindu religion, with her attributes of wisdom, knowledge and such other celestial 

qualities, she crept into Buddhism and Jainism maintaining the same characteristic 

features, of course in different names with a little change in iconography. 

Sarasvatì’s presence is sought in libraries and schools by those who create, 
bear and assimilate culture.173 It is, therefore, quite logical that the annual worship of 

Sarasvatì is celebrated in the first place by the students, who on this day observe fast 

and pray the goddess to bestow on them success in learning activities. 

Clay images of Sarasvatì are prepared on this ritual occasion on the basis of 

the prescribed dhyàna (iconographic features). The four-armed goddess is seated on a 

lotus holding in her hands a rosary, a manuscript and two lotuses. She has a crown 

like a dazzling moon and her complexion is like pearl, moon and kunda (jasmine) 
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flowers. She has developed breasts and three eyes, smiling face, and half-moon on her 

forehead symbolizing her association with Çiva. Sometimes she holds vìòà (the Indian 

lute) with two of her arms and is flanked by her mount the swan. 

Being the goddess of arts, culture and learning, Sarasvatì is venerated with 

pomp and grandeur. The clay images made for the most part in accordance with her 

traditional iconographic features are installed on this recurrence in schools, colleges, 

universities, private houses and in public places. In the last mentioned places the 

images are of over-life sizes and made attractive with lights and other modern things 

drawing the people in large number. Such places are turned for about a week to a sort 

of fair with varieties of shops, music, dance performances, acrobatics and so on. Such 

a feature is more common in towns and cities than in rural villages. 

The goddess is generally propitiated with offering of fruits, sweetmeats and 

flowers, preferably white (lily and jasmine above all). The boys and girls frequenting 

educational institutions observe strict fast till the pušpàñjali (offering of flowers to 

the deity), which is made amidst muttering of specific mantras by the priest and 

followed in chorus by the participants. The students on this occasion place their 

books, pens, pencils, etc. in a pavilion prepared by the side of the goddess with an 

intention of gaining her favour or grace. The images are generally taken in procession 

next day to the nearby tanks or rivers for immersion. But exception is marked in the 

sàrvajanìna (public) pùjà, where the images are immersed after eight or ten days 

from the date of their installation. 

Sarasvatì Pùjà is, among other things, also a spring-welcoming festival, being 

celebrated at the time of the first signals announcing the advent of the spring season 

(between January and February). Accordingly, one of the subsidiary names of this 

holy function is Vasanta Pañcamì (vasanta for spring).174 The new-blossomed flowers 

offered to the goddess during this pùjà put into evidence the latter’s season-opening 

character, while the epithet Çrì, designating the lustre that is conferred by Sarasvatì 

on her worshippers on the occasion of the celebration of this festival, also appears 

referred to the auspicious qualities associated with the spring season: general well-

being, good physical health, material prosperity, bodily beauty and ruling majesty. Çrì 

Pañcamì is also the traditional date chosen by the Oriya youth for starting physical 

training. Indeed, sport is a form of learning; furthermore, it is natural for the people 

to start practising sports in this fresh period of the year. 
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The tradition of human sacrifice in Orissa 

The ritual practice of human sacrifice, now practically disappeared from India, was 

not confined to the sole Indian world. Indeed, many primitive cultures as well as a 

certain number of more advanced civilizations, either of the Ancient World and of the 

New one, were characterized by cults prescribing the observance of this bloody 

sacrificial rite. The common derivation of the different traditions of human sacrifice 

from fertility magic complexes of the neolithic origin appears clear from the study of 

the cults that included this practice among their sacrificial rites. Such cults prevailed 

in different historical epochs in the American continent (the Toltec, Aztec, Maya and 

Incaic civilizations), some regions of Black Africa, the eastern and central areas of the 

Mediterranean basin (the ancient Etruscan, Phoenician and Minoan civilizations), the 

Melanesian Archipelago and the greater part of the Indian sub-continent and of the 

Indian Archipelago. 

According to M. Eliade the religious significance of this extreme and dramatic 

form of blood sacrifice derives from the archaic theory of the periodic regeneration of 

the sacred forces of nature. In the opinion of this scholar human sacrifice was but the 

“ritual repetition” of the act of creation as performed at the beginning of the universe 
through the dismemberment of the celestial body of a Supreme Being. The vegetable 

kingdom in particular was believed in many primitive societies to have originated 

from the blood and flesh of a mythical primordial being. The regenerative power of 

plants and crops was esteemed to get powerfully reinforced by the ritual repetition of 

this cosmogonic sacrifice, which was usually achieved through the dismemberment of 

the body of a human victim conceived as the earthly projection of the body of the 

mythic creator of the universe. This conception underlay all forms of blood sacrifice, 

both human and animal; yet in some cultural areas the regenerative power attributed 

to the immolation of human beings, especially in the time of famines, of epidemics, of 

drought or of harvest, is likely to have suited at best to soothe, until recent times, the 

anxiety and fear complex of the people for the ever-dreaded non-perpetuation of the 

sacred forces of nature.175 This archaic sacrificial doctrine also constituted the ground 

for the development of the tradition of human sacrifice in India. 

 

Human sacrifice in ancient India — According to the Vedic cosmogony the 

universe was manifested through the dismemberment of the shapeless body of the 
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cosmic serpent V¡tra, which event constituted, at one time, the prime cause of the 

multiplicity of the creation and the original sin of Indra and the other gods, who broke 

in this way the initial unity (or non-duality) of the cosmos. The sm¡ti texts, such as 

the Sa®hitàs and the Bràhmaòas, give a modified form of the same cosmogonic myth 

in which V¡tra is replaced by the Universal Puruša, offered as a sacrifice by the gods 

in order to manifest the cosmos. The body of the Universal Puruša, like that of V¡tra, 

was dismembered into numberless pieces which originated all what exists in the 

universe. A. K. Coomaraswamy has demonstrated that V¡tra is the same as the 

Universal Puruša, who refused self-sacrifice and was consequently depicted as an 

asura. All the forms of sacrifice having historically developed within the fold of the 

Brahmanical religion, irrespective of whether they are performed in a ritualistic and 

public fashion or, more intimately, inside one’s consciousness, are conceived as ritual 
repetitions of the primeval sacrifice that gave origin to the universal manifestation 

(ç¡sti) and, at the same time, as acts of ritual expiation aimed at restoring the original 

metaphysical equilibrium violated by the sacrifice of the Puruša, viz., at reintegrating 

the Manifold into the One by reconstituting, through Sacrifice, the unity of the 

Absolute from the fragments of the cosmic manifestation.176  

Blood sacrifices involving the ritual killing of animal or human victims were 

rather diffused in India during the Vedic period, most likely as a result of the culture 

contact of the Aryan-speakers with the indigenous peoples of India. The Vedic form of 

human sacrifice, admitted that it has ever existed, was completely abolished in a very 

remote epoch (but a section of scholars question the actual performance of human 

sacrifices in the orthodox spheres of Brahmanism in the course of the Vedic and post-

Vedic periods); be that as it may, this sacrificial rite was subsequently perpetuated 

and continued – more or less openly according to the historical circumstances – by the 

adepts of Çàkta-tantrism, a religious undercurrent closely allied with the non-Vedic 

religions of India.177 

The Vedic Indians termed the rite of human sacrifice as Purušamedha. Some 

passages from the Çatapatha Bràhmaòa and the Taittirìya Sa®hità suggest that the 

sacrifice of human beings, modelled on the myth of the self-sacrifice performed by the 

Universal Puruša to manifest the cosmos, was a way to ensure the periodical renewal 
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of the creative process.178 This ancient mythic tradition appears to be nothing but the 

sanskritized version of the above mentioned archaic theory, the traces of which can be 

found all over the world, about the fundamental importance of the sacrifice of human 

beings as a means to regenerate the exhausted forces of nature. 

The practice of human sacrifice in protohistoric India appears to have been 

closely connected with Yakša cult, that is, with the most ancient strata of folk religion 

connected with the propitiation of tree-spirits and divinities of fertility.179 Human 

sacrifices were possibly performed by the ancient inhabitants of the Indus Valley, as 

may be evinced by a famous seal, unearthed at Harappa (ca. 2000 B.C.), depicting a 

man who is brandishing a sickle-shaped object and approaching a seated figure with 

dishevelled hair and the hands raised in supplication. On the back of this seal is 

depicted a naked female figure shown upside down with legs wide apart, with plants 

issuing from her womb and with two tigers standing at her left side; according to J. 

Marshall, this figure may represent Mother Earth or, at any rate, a divinity of 

fertility connected with the most ancient strata of Yakša cult.180 Thus the seal at issue 

might constitute the earliest archaeological evidence of the practice of human sacrifice 

in India as a way to please Mother Earth. 

 

The Çàkta tradition of human sacrifice — It seems that the ritual practice of 

offering to goddesses human sacrifices, central to the meaning and logic of Çakti-

worship, is extremely ancient in India.181 Human sacrifices meant as a system to 

renew the fertilizing energies of the earth (conceived as a goddess) are known to have 

been performed by tradition until well into the 19th century by some important and 

numerous Dravidian-speaking tribes settled in Middle India, such as the Kondhs and 

the Gonds. In the Assamese region the Naga and Garo tribes still practise a form of 

ritual head-hunting that is followed by the exposure of the skulls of the victims on the 

village huts as a means to propitiate the spirits of the fields. These tribes once used to 

sacrifice by decapitation their prisoners of war and slaves and to render a cultus to 

the skulls of their dead ancestors. Assam is also rich in social relics of the matriarchal 

type, which circumstance authorizes one to draw a connection between the gruesome 

cults under discussion and some pristine form of Çakti cult. Religious traditions akin 

to those prevalent in tribal Assam are also noticed among some Tibeto-Burman and 
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Austro-Asiatic tribes settled in Burma, bordering on Assam to the east. Head-hunting 

(associated in certain cases with fertility magic rites) and the immolation of human 

victims (prisoners of war, slaves) were once much widespread over Indonesia and the 

Philippines too, where mother-right is believed by some scholars to have been once a 

very important institution, if not the dominant one.182 

In India, as discussed in chapter 2, the cultic complex formed by the said 

archaic religious practices (human sacrifice, head-hunting, the veneration of skulls, 

fertility magic and erotic rites associated with spirit- and ancestor-worships) appears 

to have undergone a radical process of sanskritization in the course of the early 

medieval period. Owing above all to the action of proselytism led by the Kàpàlikas 

and other similar Tantric sects, these awe-inspiring tribal rites, the area of diffusion 

of which extended from India to Melanesia, were made subservient to the allied cults 

of Çiva and the Devì. The ancient and medieval maritime contacts between India and 

South-east Asia, which were also of the cultural type, may have contributed to extend 

the influence of the primitive forms of cult practised by the Indonesian tribes over the 

southern and eastern coastal regions of India (Bengal, Orissa, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil 

Nadu). Similarly, the hypothesized culture contact of the Kàpàlika and other Tantric 

sects with the non-Aryan tribes settled in Assam and Middle India may have played a 

prominent role in the phase of aryanization of the practice of human sacrifice. 

The non-Aryan traditions of human sacrifice, connected with the most archaic 

strata of the interrelated Yakša and Mother Earth cults, and the similar traditions 

characterizing, as a whole, the religiousness of a vast range of ethnic groups of South 

and South-east Asia, belonging to the Dravidian, Austro-Asiatic, Tibeto-Burman and 

Austronesian human stocks, were thus amalgamated into the Hindu form of human 

sacrifice, conceived above all as an extreme form of devotion to the universal Çakti in 

her destructive, merciless and blood-thirsty manifestations (above all, Durgà, Caòwì, 

Kàlì and Càmuòwà). 

The historical Çàkta-tantric form of human sacrifice was first of all meant as a 

magical way to potentiate the fertility of crops and the vegetative growth of plants. 

Feeding the great Goddess, identified with Mother Earth, with the blood of sacrificial 

victims, both animal and human, was believed by the Çàkta devotees to ensure the 

cyclic renewal of the life sap contained in rivers, pools, clouds and the whole of the 

vegetable world. The inexhaustible and awesome hunger of the Goddess, personifying 
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the world as a living organism, can be only satisfied through the ritual outpouring of 

blood (“there is no getting without giving”). As the Mahàdevì incessantly nourishes 

the world with her fertility power, so she must be incessantly renourished with fresh 

life energies so as to periodically regenerate the exhausted potentialities of the earth 

as a living organism.183 This somewhat mechanic and organicistic conception of the 

eternal cycle of life, death, birth and rebirth was, in all evidence, deeply influenced by 

the practices of imitative magic associated with fertility rituals resorted to from time 

immemorial by the non-Aryan peoples of the Indian sub-continent to propitiate the 

deities and spirits of the natural world. 

In certain cases, such as at the shrine of goddess Kàmàkhyà in Assam,184 the 

victim of the sacrifice (who, as per the age-old Çàkta tradition, had to be a handsome 

and healthy male youth, and in no case a criminal or an enemy185) became virtually 

deified inasmuch as all the gods were believed to enter his body at the time of his 

immolation. The half-deification of the human victim was also a characteristic feature 

of the Meriah sacrificial tradition prevalent till recent times among the Kondhs of 

Orissa. Also in this case the victim had to be preferably a young boy, although girls 

too are known to have been sacrificed by the Kondhs to their hearth goddess.186 

In the opinion of some scholars,187 however, the veneration of a supposedly 

universal great Goddess of life and death, incessantly demanding animal or human 

sacrifices from man to warrant the continuity of the creative process by her presided 

over, was a later and degenerated form of the religion of the Stone Age, in which life, 

and not death, was at the centre of all things. In such a perspective, the neolithic 

goddess-cults pivoted upon the immolation of animal or human victims would be the 

corruption of an earlier universal religion much more elevated on the spiritual plane 

than the former. The world cannot be governed by death, otherwise life would not be 

so persistent and prolific. Therefore the awful, wrathful and sanguinary forms of the 

Mahàdevì popularized by medieval Tantrism, which were modelled, at least under 

some aspects, on the archetypes provided by the still prevalently neolithic tribal 

societies of India (and, perhaps, of the South-east Asian countries too), might have 

represented the final product of the process of degeneration into violence, cruelty and 

barbarity of the non-violent religiousness, extolling above all the forces of life and 

regeneration, which seemingly prevailed throughout the world during the Stone Age. 
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In North India, the earliest literary mentions of the sacrifice of human victims 

in honour of this or that form of the great Goddess are respectively found in the works 

of Bàòabhaxxa (7th century A.D.), Vàkpati (8th century A.D.) and Bhavabhùti (idem). 

In his works Kàdambarì and Haršacarita the Sanskrit poet Bàòabhaxxa, who lived at 

the court of king Harša of Kanauj, describes the cruel and sanguinary goddess-cult of 

the wild and primitive Çavaras of Middle India, who, according to him, regarded the 

practice of human sacrifice as a very meritorious religious act. Vàkpati, in the Prakrit 

historical poem entitled Gauwavaha he dedicated to Harša’s successor Yaçovarman, 

provides a picture of the awful cave-shrine of goddess Vindhyavàsinì, the slayer of the 

buffalo-demon, worshipped with daily human sacrifices by the Çavaras settled in the 

region of the Vindhyas. The Màlatìmàdhava of Bhavabhùti, a dramatist who also 

lived at the court of king Yaçovarman, relates to a temple presided over by goddess 

Càmuòwà, to whom a group of Kàpàlikas used to offer human sacrifices at regular 

intervals. A Kàpàlika initiate kidnaps the heroine of that drama with the intention of 

sacrificing her to his dreadful goddess.188 

Coming now to South India, a still earlier literary work, the Tamil epic known 

as Maòimekalai (composed around the 2nd-3rd centuries A.D.189), describes a temple 

of the Goddess in which there was a sacrificial altar surrounded by posts from which 

severed human heads were hung. This is probably, if not certainly, a reference to the 

mode of practising human sacrifice in honour of goddesses as anciently current in the 

Tamil country. Other times, especially in South India, self-immolation was performed 

in a symbolic way through self-mutilation or the offering of one’s own blood before the 
Goddess. During the Pallava period (ca. A.D. 325-800) one of the most extreme forms 

of Durgà-worship resorted to by the Tamils was the offering of navakaòwam, i.e., of 

flesh from nine parts of one’s own body, which did not involve the death of the self-
immolating devotee. Yet the existence of ritual suicide too, usually performed by the 

warriors through self-decapitation while hanging from a tree with the head inserted 

in between two of its branches (as is evinced from a series of Pallava sculptural panels 

and by some literary references contained in the Tamil epic narratives), is known to 

have constituted in the past an extreme act of devotion to Durgà in South India. The 

offering of one’s own head to the great Goddess was peculiar to the spirituality and 
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the religious customs of the Dravidian warriors, who in this way paid the deity the 

prize for having conferred them the victory in battle in response to their prayers.190 

The spiritual significance of the Çàkta practice of human sacrifice was finally 

sanctioned by a number of Puràòic and Tantric works composed in the later medieval 

period, chief among which is the Kàlikà Puràòa. Chapter 71 of this text relates to 

human sacrifice (Narabali) and the offering of one’s own blood and pieces of flesh to 
the Goddess. Kings are there given detailed directions for the correct performance of 

Çàkta human sacrifices.191 It seems likely that, in the perspective of later medieval 

Tantrism, the performance of human sacrifices had become a powerful means to 

spiritual self-realization for the initiates in that, with satisfying the Devì’s thirst for 
human blood, the sacrificial victim was believed to cause the obliteration of all the 

sins of the person who offered the sacrifice. In the developed form of human sacrifice 

as performed by the Çàktas, the offering of the victim’s blood to the Goddess thus 
combined a twofold function, namely, that of nourishing the Goddess in order to 

regenerate her power, and that of purifying the karma of the sacrificer who, thanks to 

a process of sympathetic magic, was thought to have the faculty to discharge all of his 

spiritual impurities and imperfections onto the sacrificial victim. While commingling 

with Çàkta-tantrism the practice of human sacrifice, performed in primitive societies 

for the benefit of the entire community, became associated with the satisfaction of the 

sacrificer’s particular desires and with the achievement, by the grace of the Goddess, 

of particular siddhis (superhuman abilities), thus assuming a much more markedly 

“individualistic” character. 
 

Human sacrifice among the tribals of Orissa — Coming now to the case of 

Orissa, it must be firstly pointed out here that the practice of offering to goddesses 

human sacrifices was in vogue among some of the tribal and folk communities of the 

State until the second half of the 19th century. A great deal of mythic and legendary 

traditions, both tribal and Hindu, testify to the past observance of this ritual practice 

all over the territory of Orissa. 

It seems that in ancient times the greater part of the Dravidian and Austro-

Asiatic peoples of KaliÞga resorted to human sacrifice as a way to propitiate the 

spirits of the soil, of waters and of vegetation (all connected in various ways with the 

figure of Mother Earth) and to secure the abundance of crops and food gathering. Also 
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in protohistoric KaliÞga, as elsewhere in the world during the neolithic age, the ritual 

immolation of human victims to female deities or spirits (conceived as projections or 

manifestations of the one and only earth goddess) must have been looked upon as a 

magical means to stimulate the vegetative growth of plants. The practice of human 

sacrifice as a way to pay homage to the autochthonous goddesses and win the support 

of their tribal and semi-tribal worshippers was adopted by the Aryan conquerors of 

Orissa when they came into touch with the aboriginal cultures of the land (let us say, 

from the time of Açoka). During the early medieval period, the Kàpàlikas and other 

similar Tantric sects which flourished in the country under the Bhauma rule made 

human sacrifice a canonical ritualistic performance at many temples dedicated to the 

terrific forms of the Devì, Càmuòwà in particular. These powerful and dreaded figures 

of priest-magicians did but frame the primitive forms of human sacrifice pertaining to 

the autochthonous female-oriented cults of Orissa into an esoteric cult pattern, more 

consonant with the Tantric religiousness of the ruling classes of the country. These 

Tantric ascetics were most likely in constant touch with the tribal and semi-tribal 

communities settled in the forest-clad hill tracts of inland Orissa, from which they 

borrowed a good deal of their magic doctrines and rites. 

The supreme experts in the art of black magic and in the practice of human 

sacrifice in Orissa have been the Kondhs ever since. The Kondh custom of human 

sacrifice in honour of the earth goddess, commonly known as Meriah, was suppressed 

with difficulty by the British authorities in the mid-part of the 19th century; in spite 

of this, new cases of Meriah, or official demands for performing it, were constantly 

recorded by the British till the end of their rule over India. The practice of the Meriah, 

as it was soon clear to the British scholars and authorities, was not confined to the 

sole Kondhs, but extended to a section of their tribal and Hindu neighbours settled in 

western and south-western Orissa. In fact, certain communities of Hindu peasants 

inhabiting those provinces used, from time immemorial, to sacrifice human victims to 

their gràmadevatàs or, at any rate, to terrific forms of the Devì under the impulse of 

tragic events, famines, drought, religious-pattern dreams or the inspiration of their 

shamans and diviners.192 

The cultural significance of the Meriah sacrifice has been discussed by many 

eminent anthropologists, for which reason only a few hints on it will be given here. 

The Meriah was meant to ensure immunity from various diseases and to warrant 

good crops, especially of turmeric (which, according to the Kondh beliefs, could not 
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have a deep red colour unless human blood was outpoured on the fields where it was 

cultivated). The sacrificial rite was performed to propitiate the Kondh earth goddess, 

Tari Penu or Dharni Penu. The victim, he himself called meriah, was often a child or a 

young boy, who had either to be purchased (often after having been kidnapped from 

the plains) or born of a victim father. Some very poor Kondh tribesmen used to sell 

their children as sacrificial victims to the inhabitants of other villages. Sometimes the 

victims were allowed to grow up, lead a happy and well-off life, and even marry. The 

wife of a meriah was destined to become, in her turn, a meriah, and so were the 

children born by the couple. The day preceding the appointed day for the sacrifice, the 

meriah was dressed up in new clothes, taken in procession through the village streets, 

and finally tied up to a wooden pole erected in the wild jungle. There his body was 

besmeared with oil, clarified butter and turmeric, and he was offered flower garlands. 

He was paid homage by the people as if he were a god; the relics made out of his 

clothes and ornaments were considered most sacred. The whole night preceding the 

Meriah sacrifice was spent in dancing, singing and playing music amidst the general 

intoxication of the participants. These orgiastic ceremonies, meant to celebrate the 

fecundity of nature, were protracted till noon the next day, when the sacrifice proper 

started. The young victim, usually intoxicated and stupefied with opium, was killed 

by resorting to a congeries of systems: he could be alternatively strangled, crushed 

while being firmly tied to a wooden pole, cut to pieces while being dragged by the 

frenzied people along the fields or after having been tied to a revolving post, burnt on 

fire, decapitated, beaten violently with heavy metal bangles, etc. All the onlookers, as 

well as the representatives of other villages invited to the ceremony, received from the 

chief priest-shaman of Dharni Penu a bit of the flesh of the meriah; these bleeding 

relics, immediately sent to several other villages besides the one where the sacrifice 

had been performed, were ceremonially buried by the heads of the Kondh clans under 

the fields. The meriah’s head and bones were burnt and subsequently strewn over the 
fields. Both these rituals were believed to ensure good crops in the land in that the 

stripes of flesh as well as the ashes of the meriah were regarded as divine agents of 

fertilization.193 The Meriah sacrifice was believed to bring prosperity and safety not 

only to the Kondh farmers, but also to the rest of mankind. Indeed, the propitiation of 

the earth goddess with human sacrifices was conceived by the Kondhs as necessary to 

protect the world, in that it caused the deity to lay aside, for some time, her inborn 
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anger and to stop bringing calamities to mankind. In the intentions of the Kondhs, 

the Meriah sacrifice was thus offered for the benefit of the entire human race.194 

Also another important Dravidian-speaking tribal people of Orissa, the Gonds, 

are known to have been anciently accustomed to the practice of human sacrifice. The 

Gonds, now settled in the Orissan hill districts bordering upon Bihar and Madhya 

Pradesh, have been from the hoary past the worshippers of the pillar-goddess (or pole-

goddess) Stambheçvarì, who was also greatly venerated by their Dravidian-speaking 

kinsmen the Kondhs.195 It is interesting to notice that Tari Penu or Dharni Penu, the 

earth goddess of the Kondhs, was identified with the wooden pole to which human 

victims were once tied up during the performance of the Meriah sacrifice.196 For all 

the above reasons it seems likely that the propitiation of Stambheçvarì with regular 

human sacrifices was once largely prevalent in the areas of Orissa inhabited by the 

Kondhs and Gonds. As a proof of the correctness of such a hypothesis, some Hindu 

legends of Orissa associated with Stambheçvarì shrines bear covert reference to the 

practice of human sacrifice. Such references can be found, for instance, in the legends 

attached to the shrine of goddess Khambheçvarì of Aska in Ganjam district and to the 

one of the sylvan goddess Birukhomb of Kendupada in Koraput district, who are two 

different forms of the pillar-goddess Stambheçvarì.197 

Myths relating to human sacrifices or to the sacrifice of a semi-divine being as 

a means adopted by the gods to originate rains, plants or seeds are met with among 

the Parengas and the Jhorias, two tribes of Koraput district, as well as among their 

Kondh neighbours.198 On the contrary, from the available records it is not possible to 

ascertain whether the Çavaras or Saoras, a very prominent Austro-Asiatic tribe that 

influenced very much the evolution of folk Hinduism in Orissa, ever practised human 

sacrifice. In fact, even though the historical Çavaras – who were possibly the 

ancestors of the Saora tribesmen now settled in Orissa and Madhya Pradesh – are 

stated in many ancient and medieval literary works to have had an inclination toward 

human sacrifice, the latter practice actually forms no part of the ritual and mythic 

traditions of the Hill Saoras of south-western Orissa (who perhaps constitute the one 

and only still culturally uncontaminated branch of that ancient people). It is probable 

that the Saoras of Orissa never performed human sacrifices, and that the Çavaras 
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mentioned by Sanskrit and Prakrit authors as the champions of this sacrificial 

practice were actually a group of tribes settled in Middle India, some of them half-

hinduized, who worshipped goddesses as their chief divinities and, at the same time, 

fiercely opposed the political and military penetration of the Aryan element into their 

lands.199 Large groups of tribes of different stocks were previously termed together by 

the Aryans as Çavaras. 

In conclusion, the areas of the present State of Orissa where the belief in the 

efficacy of human sacrifices was more rooted in tribal religions were the western and 

south-western ones, populated by the Kondhs and the Gonds. It is thus no wonder 

that the Çàkta temples of Orissa at which human sacrifices were once performed by 

the Hindus are concentrated, for the most part, in those areas, forming the modern 

Ganjam, Koraput, Kalahandi, Phulbani and Sambalpur districts. 

 

Çàktism and human sacrifice in Orissa — The Kondh fashion of human sacrifice, 

or Meriah, was probably being adopted all through the term of the medieval period – 

with some slight modifications in the associated rituals meant to encounter the favour 

of the Hindu rulers and the people at large – at a number of hinduized Çàkta shrines 

scattered over the area of the Màls, a vast region of jungles and hills prevalently 

inhabited by the Kondh ethnic group, which is partly situated in the old district of 

Ganjam and partly in that of Phulbani (another name for which is Boudh-Khondmals, 

from Baudh, the ancient capital of the Hindu rulers of the region, and Khondmals, 

i.e., the Kondh Hills). 

A hinduized form of the Meriah sacrifice was certainly in vogue in the past at 

Tàrà-Tàriòì pìxha, a Çàkta shrine lying on the top of a solitary hillock overlooking the 

river Rishikulya in the vicinity of Purushottampur (Ganjam district), as well as at the 

two shrines dedicated in the Khondmals to the hinduized Kondh goddess Baœàràul, 

the one at Balaskumpa, the other at Bandhagarh.200 The twin goddesses Tàrà and 

Tàriòì, mention of whom has been made on several other occasions in the present 

work, are worshipped in a temple, recently built on the top of a high hill, in the shape 

of two stones, regarded as the breasts of the great Goddess in accordance with the 

well-known theological doctrine about the origin of all Çàkta pìxhas from the severed 

limbs of Satì’s corpse, having fallen from the sky while Çiva was roaming about the 

universe in insanity. A local legend explains the duplication of the representative 
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image of the Devì at this pìxha with maintaining that Durgà herself, after having 

lived for some time at the spot under the guise of two beautiful young sisters, made 

the latter disappear to install them as one deity to be worshipped in the form of two 

stones.201 Tàrà and Tàriòì, two eminently Tantric forms of the Hindu great Goddess, 

find mention in Sanskrit literature since the times of the Mahàbhàrata,202 yet the 

designation of the presiding deity of this Çàkta shrine as Tàrà-Tàriòì might also bear 

some reference to the Kondh earth goddess, Tari Penu or Tara Penu. The fact that 

both deities are crudely fashioned in stone like tribal idols, as well as the prevalence 

of the Meriah tradition at the shrine till the advent of the British rule in Orissa, seem 

to testify to the Kondh origin of this cult, which, as observed in chapter 2, was 

probably sanskritized during the early medieval period. 

At both the sanctuaries of goddess Baœàràul in Phulbani district the Devì is 

worshipped in the shape of an uncarved stone block. The Meriah sacrifice has been 

replaced at both shrines, probably in recent times, by the sacrifice of one buffalo, 

which is performed, as per the Çàkta tradition, during the autumnal Durgà Pùjà. The 

replacement of the meriah victim with the sacrificial buffalo in the Kondh socio-ritual 

customs was achieved by the British military authorities of the Ganjam and Boudh-

Khondmals districts especially in the period of Lord Dalhousie’s governor-generalship 

(1848-56), often with resorting to violent repressive methods that gave rise to a series 

of Kondh rebellions.203 Such a process of replacement of human sacrifice with buffalo-

sacrifice is very likely to have also involved the two shrines dedicated to Baœàràul, a 

Kondh goddess who was, nevertheless, worshipped from centuries also by the Hindu 

kšatriyas living in the area. A local historical legend, relating to a tribal war fought 

for the possession of the representative idol of Baœàràul at Bhandhagarh, is possibly 

reminiscent of the past importance attached to this deity by the warrior clans settled 

in the region of the Màls. Actually, the very name of this goddess appears related to 

the kšatriya tradition: the Prakrit term baœà-ràwal designates, in fact, the rank of a 

class of Hindu princes. Moreover, at both the shrines of Baœàràul the ceremony of 

buffalo-sacrifice is presently performed by some kšatriya priests belonging to the 

Sudha caste, a formerly warrior community that was once dominant in the Baudh 

State, while the first offerings to the goddess are traditionally made by the Kondhs, 

who are regarded as the “owners” of both shrines. At the shrine of Bhandhagarh in 
particular, the Hindu priest who kills the buffalo is a Sudha one, while a Kondh tribal 
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priest is appointed with the task of holding the animal’s tail.204 A similar cult pattern, 

based on the joint propitiation of goddess Baœàràul by the hinduized warriors and 

Kondh tribesmen, may have been prevalent at the two shrines also at the time when 

the practice of human sacrifice was in vogue there. 

Another terrific form of the Devì traditionally worshipped by the people of 

Phulbani district, Bhairavì, is known to have been propitiated with the sacrifice of 

human victims in times past. The most famous Çàkta-tantric centre of the district at 

which Bhairavì was once offered human sacrifices is Purunakatak, a village situated 

about thirty kilometres south-east of the royal city of Baudh (an ancient Buddhist 

centre). Bhairavì of Purunakatak, now represented by a Mahišamardinì image, was 

one of the tutelary deities of the Somava®çìs.205 The goddess is at present venerated 

in a recently built temple, but was previously worshipped, from time immemorial, in 

aniconic form inside a thatched hut.206 Another very eminent Bhairavì temple in the 

district is the one lying near the royal palace of Baudh. The presiding goddess of this 

temple was also the išxadevatà of the local ràjas. Prior to the beginning of the British 

rule over the Baudh region, these ràjas used to perform human sacrifices on special 

occasions, such as before marching for war, building a new village, etc., to obtain the 

protection of Bhairavì.207 This dreadful goddess, belonging to the group of the Ten 

Mahàvidyàs and embodying the power of death according to the Çàkta-tantric esoteric 

doctrine, appears to have gained prominence in the region as a sanskritized form of 

the Kondh earth goddess, just as Tàrà-Tàriòì and Baœàràul. 

Vyàghra Devì of Kuladha, the ancient family deity of the Bhañjas of Ghumsar 

(Ganjam district), is another example of an Orissan tribal goddess having been once 

worshipped with human sacrifices by the Kondhs and their kšatriya rulers jointly. 

This deity, represented by a rock projection outcropping from the hill on which her 

shrine is located, was originally the totemic tiger-goddess of the Kondh tribal chiefs 

inhabiting the Ghumsar region. Starting from the 13th century A.D. Vyàghra Devì of 

Kuladha was adopted by the Bhañja feudal rulers as their išxadevatà in order to win 

the support of the Kondhs and of the Saoras. Still today the priests attached to the 

shrine belong to the Kondh ethnic group.208 The prevalence of the practice of human 

sacrifice at Kuladha in by-gone days is attested in the British records. The practice 
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was stopped only around the middle of the 19th century owing to the intervention of 

the British officers of the Meriah Agency, charged with the hard task of extirpating 

the ritual custom of the Meriah from the region of the Màls. The Meriah Agency had 

its headquarters at Russelkonda (the modern city of Bhanjanagar), very close to the 

royal city of Ghumsar and to the royal Çàkta shrine of Kuladha (which must have 

been thus one of the first goddess-shrines in the Ghumsar kingdom to be affected by 

the British repression of the Meriah).209 

The Meriah sacrifice or some analogous form of human sacrifice, probably more 

sanskritized than the former, was also adopted at the celebrated temple of goddess 

Bhagavatì in the city of Banpur, an ancient religious and political centre situated to 

the east of the region of the Màls. In the early medieval period the village of Bankada, 

lying at a short distance from Banpur, was the capital of the Çailodbhava rulers of 

KoÞgada, due to the patronage work of whom the formerly tribal cult of the goddess 

subsequently called Bhagavatì got sanskritized. This eminent Çàkta-tantric deity of 

Ganjam district, represented till recent times by a shapeless stone simulacrum like 

many other goddesses of the tribal origin, was once propitiated by the Hindu rulers of 

the area through the sacrifice of human victims who were selected, once in a year, 

from the family clan of the Balijenàs. The descendants of this clan claim that their 

ancestors were given land grants in exchange for their sacrificing every year one of 

their family members.210 The practice of selling or exchanging for valuable things the 

young members of a poor family or clan for the purpose of immolating them to the 

earth goddess in the Meriah sacrifice was characteristic of the socio-religious customs 

of the Kondhs till the beginning of the British rule in Orissa, for which reason it may 

be inferred that the Meriah tradition deeply influenced the practice of human sacrifice 

as performed at the shrine of goddess Bhagavatì in the medieval period. 

Human sacrifices in honour of goddesses of the probable tribal origin prevailed, 

still after the beginning of the British domination, also in the territories ruled over by 

the maharàjas of Jaypur (present Koraput district). At Ramgiri near Jaypur human 

victims were sacrificed by the Hindus to a goddess who was supposed to reside at the 

bottom of a three-feet-deep hole. The head of the victim was forced into the hole and 

then the priest of the goddess cut his throat from ear to ear. The blood was made to 

flood to the bottom of the hole where the deity was imagined to dwell. This sacrifice, 

clearly meant as a ritual of fecundation of Mother Earth with the blood of a human 
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being, was hiddenly performed by the priest of the goddess with his assistants. On the 

contrary, at Laksmanpur, another Hindu village lying in the Jaypur area, the whole 

population assisted at the human sacrifices in honour of a local goddess. On the other 

hand, human sacrifices were occasionally performed at the very temple of Kanaka 

Durgà, the išxadevatà of the ràj family of Jaypur. The immolation of human victims in 

honour of the great Goddess was a common ritual performance in the Jaypur ex-State 

on the occasion of Durgà Pùjà. This tradition, besides being influenced by the Kondh 

practice of the Meriah – the flower garlands adorning the animals sacrificed at the 

temple of Kanaka Durgà during Durgà Pùjà are still now called meriah-pušpas, i.e. 

the “flowers of the meriah” -, may have also been influenced by the war rites diffused 

among the Gond feudal chiefs of the neighbouring Bastar, who used to offer extensive 

human sacrifices in honour of their tutelary deity Danteçvarì (a form of Kàlì) before 

marching for battle.211 

The Gond tradition of human sacrifice may also have been at the origin of the 

observance of this sanguinary rite at the temple of goddess LaÞkeçvarì at Junagarh 

(Kalahandi district). In the 11th and 12th centuries A.D., indeed, Junagarh on the 

river Tel, the initial capital city of the Nàgava®çìs of Kalahandi (a royal dynasty of 

the possible Gond origin), was the seat of occasional human sacrifices in honour of 

LaÞkeçvarì, a regional goddess worshipped also at Sonepur on the Mahanadi, who 

acted in that period as the tutelary deity of this Nàga dynasty. The ancient name of 

the city of Junagarh, Junabali (“Old-Sacrifice”), retains a clear memory of this ritual 
practice.212 

During the medieval period the ramifications of the Kondh tradition of the 

Meriah reached, in all probability, some important Çàkta centres situated in the 

middle Mahanadi Valley to the east of the vast area of jungles and hills historically 

inhabited by the Kondhs. For instance, goddess Bhaxxàrikà of Baramba, represented 

till recent times by a portion of the hillock overlooking the Mahanadi, on which her 

temple was subsequently built in such a way as to incorporate the projecting rock in 

question, is stated in some legends to have been worshipped in the past with human 

sacrifices. One of such ancient legends runs that once a crocodile, one of the animals 

sacred to the Devì, caught a twelve-year-old child in the river Mahanadi and left him 

before Bhaxxàrikà temple. The priest of the goddess started feeding the child every 

day to prepare him for the sacrifice. On the night of Mahàšxamì the priest cut the 
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body of the boy into sixteen parts for the sixteen sister goddesses of Bhaxxàrikà. Since 

that day the sacrificing system based on the immolation of human beings started at 

this Çàkta shrine, to be eventually stopped a few centuries back.213 The ritual custom 

consisting in dismembering into many pieces the body of the human victim offered as 

a sacrifice to the Goddess is evidently borrowed from the Meriah tradition. Another 

important Çàkta shrine in this region, at which the practice of human sacrifice is 

known to have been resorted to, is Maòinàga Devì temple at Ranpur, a former feudal 

capital not far from the city of Nayagarh (old Puri district). This serpent-goddess is 

still today greatly revered by the Kondh tribesmen and by other tribal communities 

inhabiting the area.214 

Legends containing covert references to the practice of human sacrifice are also 

attached to the shrines of goddess Samalei at Sambalpur and goddess HiÞgulà at 

Talcher respectively. In the first case, that of Samalei, the goddess is reported to have 

once tried to devour her priest’s daughter when a few drops of sacred water, sprinkled 

by the priest over the offerings, fell inadvertently on the head of the child. The priest, 

astonished at the horrible sight, succeeded in stopping the goddess by throwing at her 

worship image the plate containing the offerings.215 In the case of HiÞgulà the legend 

says that a human sacrifice was actually performed by the founding member of the 

royal dynasty of Talcher to win the favour of the goddess. HiÞgulà in person is stated 

to have suggested the king in dream – thus committing a kind of an “act of treachery” 
– to offer her the head of a fisherman who worshipped the original tutelary deity of 

Talcher, Tàleçvarì Devì, if the king himself wished to defeat in battle the powerful 

rulers of the region, the Nalas, of whom HiÞgulà was then the išxadevatà.216 It is not 

known for a certainty whether human sacrifices were performed in times gone by to 

propitiate these two goddesses; yet, as far as Samalei is concerned, it appears certain 

that this ritual practice was current in pre-British times at the shrine dedicated to 

this goddess in the city of Sundargarh in the Gangpur ex-State, lying some ninety 

kilometres north of Sambalpur.217 

The Çàkta ritual of human sacrifice underwent a more pronounced process of 

sanskritization in the north-eastern areas of Orissa and in the coastal districts of the 

State. Here human victims were specifically sacrificed to Càmuòwà, the chief female 
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deity of the Kàpàlika pantheon. The Kàpàlikas and the cognate sects were most likely 

responsible for the introduction of this unorthodox ritual practice into the Çàkta cult 

pattern adhered to by the Hindu ruling classes of those areas of Orissa. At Badasahi 

near Baripada (Mayurbhanj district), in the medieval period, human sacrifices were 

probably made with daily frequency to propitiate goddess Pàça-Caòwì, a most terrific 

form of Càmuòwà. The site thus became famous as Bali-muòwali or Bali-naramuòwa, 

a name evidently related to the offering of the sacrificed human beings’ heads to the 
Devì. The skulls of innumerable victims are believed to be still buried in a tank filled 

with earth located near the ruins of the medieval Pàça-Caòwì temple, erected by the 

Bhañja rulers of Mayurbhanj in the 10-11th centuries A.D.218 The wonderfully carved 

cult image of this goddess was removed long ago to the old royal palace of Baripada, 

where the members of the Bhañja family still now worship it with devotion. 

The Bhañjas of Mayurbhanj are likely to have celebrated human sacrifices also 

at Khiching, the early medieval capital of their kingdom, either in honour of goddess 

Kicakeçvarì (a form of Càmuòwà) or of her divine consort Bhairava – more probably, 

of the two deities as forming a Tantric oneness, as it was the cultic norm according to 

the Kàpàlika doctrine. This may be inferred from a scrutiny of the numerous awe-

inspiring sculptural panels depicting female figures holding severed heads or kapàlas, 

and possibly, in one case, even a rare scene of human sacrifice, which are presently 

affixed to the outer walls of the reconstructed Kicakeçvarì and Kutàituòwi temples at 

Khiching. Such sculptures altogether suggest the prevalence of human sacrifices in 

this royal town in the 10th century A.D.219 

The practice of human sacrifice, perhaps fashioned after the ancestral religious 

traditions of the Hill Bhuiya tribe, is also known to have been once the norm at the 

shrine of goddess Tàriòì at Ghatgaon, a forest village in Keonjhar district lying about 

seventy kilometres to the south of Khiching. As already indicated in chapter 2, this 

goddess, worshipped from time immemorial in aniconic form, was the tutelary deity of 

the Keonjhar branch of the Bhañja family.220 The Bhuiyas, a partly hinduized Oriya-

speaking tribe, are believed to have originated from the Munda ethnic stock.221 The 

main deity of their pantheon, called Xhàkuràòì or Bàsuki Màtà (the earth goddess), 

was identified with Kàlì by their Hindu neighbours. At certain Kàlì temples situated 

in the ex-States of Gangpur, Bonai and Bamra in northern Orissa, human sacrifices 
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were once celebrated by Bhuiya priests.222 Since the Hill Bhuiyas are known to have 

exerted a great influence on the Bhañja rulers of Keonjhar, so much so that they had 

a prerogative of installing every new ràja on his accession to the throne,223 it seems 

likely that also the family goddess of that royal family, Tàriòì, was propitiated with 

human sacrifices under the direct influence of the Bhuiya religious customs. 

Medieval temples dedicated to Càmuòwà, at which sacrifices of human beings 

were performed by the Çàktas, existed in the past in the district of Baleswar (north-

eastern Orissa). The three-headed cult image of Càmuòwà presently worshipped in 

the name of Brahmàòì in the village of Avana was probably propitiated this way in 

the Bhauma-kara epoch,224 while another early medieval image of the same goddess, 

worshipped as Bhìmà or Kàlikà on the seashore at Bhimpur, was likewise propitiated 

in times past through the sacrifice of human victims as argued by N. N. Vasu.225 The 

latter image, wonderfully carved, has now disappeared from the site. 

The Kàpàlika tradition of human sacrifice in honour of Càmuòwà reached its 

most elaborate form in the coastal plains of central Orissa. As already indicated in 

chapter 4, a large number of shrines dedicated to this fearful and blood-thirsty form of 

the Devì was established in that region in the course of the Bhauma period. Among 

these, the Kàpàlika fashion of human sacrifice was perhaps practised in that period at 

the old temple of Càmuòwà at Niali, having now collapsed. This is suggested by a local 

legend associated with the terrific Càmuòwà image presently worshipped as 

Caòwaghaòxà or as Haracaòwì on the west side of Çobhaneçvara Çiva temple at Niali, 

according to which the Goddess once used to frequent the place in the guise of Mohinì, 

the Enchantress, to attract men and then devour them.226 On the contrary, there can 

be little doubt as to the performance of human sacrifices by the Kàpàlikas attached in 

the Bhauma-kara period to the Vaitàl Deul of Bhubaneswar (which is also presided 

over by a Càmuòwà image). “The temple of the Kàpàlikas, now known as Vaitàla, was 

a shrine for sacrificing human beings... The basement of a stone yùpa which was 

utilized for the sacrifice, is still to be found in front of the door of the Vaitàla temple. 

Unlike the cellas of other temples where light and shade intermingle to create a 

serene atmosphere, the sanctum of the Vaitàla is intensely dark. The seriousness of 
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the awful esoteric rites that were once performed here, must have been heightened by 

the darkness of the cella and by the presence of some images in their most terrific 

forms.”227 The depiction of kapàlas and of uplifted knives in the hands of the Tantric 

deities represented within the sanctum of the temple constitutes a further evidence of 

the past prevalence of human sacrifices there. 

The performance of human sacrifices by the Kàpàlikas at the Orissan temples 

dedicated to the terrific forms of the Devì, chief among which was Càmuòwà, was 

certainly accompanied by magical and esoteric rites of which very little is known. It 

may be tentatively suggested here that such rites marked the difference between the 

practice of human sacrifice as performed at the Kàpàlika-dominated shrines and the 

same practice as performed at the semi-tribal Çàkta shrines of inland Orissa. The 

Bhauma-kara kings, in all likelihood, fostered the ruthless and sanguinary religious 

practices of the Kàpàlikas in the very heart of their dominions on account of their 

representing a culturally more elevated form of the similar religious practices diffused 

in the less hinduized areas of the vast Bhauma kingdom. 

In the Bhauma period the practice of human sacrifice in honour of Càmuòwà 

was probably diffused over the entire coastal belt of Orissa, yet the Somava®çìs and 

their dynastic successors succeeded in confining it by degrees to certain secluded or 

peripheral Çàkta-tantric pockets situated in the hinterlands of the country, with this 

causing the decline of this archaic sacrificial tradition at the main Çàkta pilgrimage 

centres included in the Orissan kingdom. 
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Conclusion 

 

The subject, “Çakti Cult in Orissa” has been studied after the ethno-historical 

approach, tentatively tracing its origin from the pre-proto-historic period down to the 

late medieval epoch with a little annexation of its continuity into the modern period. 

The origin of Çakti cult, which is virtually a conglomeration of various cross-cultural 

trends, non-Aryan and Aryan, having developed over the ages in the Indian sub-

continent, is historically traced back to the Indus Valley civilization, wherein the 

unearthed terracotta seals, bronzes and steatite figurines, as well as the painted 

potteries, clearly identify the prevalence of the worship of the female principle. Sir J. 

Marshall, on the basis of these seals as well as of the ones depicting the yogic god 

identified as the so-called proto-Çiva, was prone to indicate that Çaivism and Çàktism 

were the main forms of religion prevalent in the Indus Valley civilization. This kind of 

cultural tradition of male-female deity worship was found to have developed at the 

same time in the Zhob and Kulli cultures of Baluchistan. This archaeological evidence 

of the earliest known cultural efflorescence of India prompt us to believe that this 

kind of religious tradition was in those times much widespread among the indigenous 

peoples of the sub-continent. 

The archaic spiritual beliefs related to the figure of Mother Earth, who was to 

the neolithic populations of India the summum bonum of life, the dispenser of both 

life and death, the fertile deity of the soil, moon and waters and the guardian of the 

underworld, appear to be still prevalent, in some form or other, among some of the 

primitive Austro-Asiatic and Dravidian tribes as well as other autochtonous ethnic 

groups. In the pre-Vedic period, as we infer from treatises of eminent anthropologists, 

sociologists, archaeologists, historians, the worship of the female principle, possibly 

associated in the socio-cultural sphere with the predominance of mother-right, was 

the main trend of the indigenous peoples of India. The close association and devotion 

to Mother Earth by the present-day non-Aryan tribes, the prevalence of matriarchy 

among some tribes of north-eastern and southern India, the propitiation of aniconic 

goddesses with a system of animal and (in the past) human sacrifices, the propitiation 

of ancestral spirits linked to them, the terrible nàgas and yakšas connected with them 

in the cult for their fertilizing, mysterious and awe-inspiring powers, the shamanistic 

rites meant ecstatically for communion with these deities and their allied spirits, all 
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emphasize the female principle and suggest its continuity among the people of India 

since the times of the Indus Valley civilization. 

The indigenous (Austro-Asiatic-cum-Dravidian) cultural trends dominated by 

the female principle confronted the Vedic male-dominated culture complex in the 

course of the Aryans’ slow advance into the mainland of India. The social and cultural 
confrontation of patriarchal and pre-patriarchal (if not matriarchal) traditions gave 

gradually rise to an assimilation of traits from both sides and finally to an 

integration. Particularly during the period of composition of the Atharvaveda, when a 

great deal of magico-religious elements of the non-Aryan origin were incorporated into 

the Vedic context highlighting both Vedic and non-Vedic deities and religious 

practices, a kind of conglomerated religion with wider scope emerged. The mantra-

yantra element became an essential part of the worship pattern of the divinities in a 

so-called Tantric form. This emerged religion, toward the end of the Atharvavedic 

period, had a great bearing on the autochtonous religious systems of the country. The 

esoteric Tantric system of propitiation of the gods and goddesses appears to have been 

adopted both by the Aryan people and the tribal communities in different regions of 

India. Thus, it is not unreasonable to infer that the autochtonous peoples that once 

lived in the part of the country forming the object of the present work (Orissa) and 

some others who still live in Middle India have been maintaining the ancient rites in 

their traditional religious patterns (possibly including some Vedic rites too). 

With this at the background of religio-cultural evolution in India I have, in the 

beginning of the work, attempted to speak of the propitiation of female deities by the 

Austro-Asiatic- and Dravidian-speaking tribes of the State such as, for instance, the 

Kondhs (the Dravidian-speaking ethnic group distributed over vast tracts of southern 

and south-western Orissa in different branches like Kuttia Kondh, Dongria Kondh, 

Desia Kondh, Pengu Kondh, Takria Kondh, Konda Dora, etc.), the Gonds, Oraons and 

Koyas (also speaking Dravidian languages or dialects), the Gadabas, Bondos and Hill 

Saoras of south-western Orissa (the most primitive Austro-Asiatic-speaking tribes), 

other Austo-Asiatic speakers such as the Mundas, Juangs, Santals, Hill Kharias of 

the northern and north-eastern districts of the State, and the aryanized Hill Bhuiyas. 

All of these tribal groups maintained through the ages their peculiar practices in the 

worship of female deities in aniconic form and with blood sacrifices, which in the past 

gave rise to the development of Hindu goddesses. I feel expedient here to mention how 

certain gods and goddesses of the autochthonous tribal religions of Orissa, such as the 

pillar-deity Stambheçvarì or Khambheçvarì, goddesses represented by large 
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projections of stone (LaÞkeçvarì at Sonepur, Vyàghra Devì at Kuladha, Bhaxxàrikà at 

Baramba) or by smaller pieces of stone (Tàrà-Tàriòì near Purushottampur, Tàriòì at 

Ghatgaon, Kondhuòì Devì at Suruda, Kàlìjài of Chilika Lake, Bhagavatì at Banpur, 

Samalei at Sambalpur) and, lastly, the wooden cult images of the Jagannàtha Trinity, 

originally propitiated by the Saoras, exemplify the anthropomorphization of the tribal 

deities and their final inclusion into the fold of Brahmanical Hinduism. 

To sum up in this context, the Çàkta religion in Orissa, just as elsewhere in 

India, is a conglomeration of indigenous (non-Aryan) trends and Sanskritic or, at any 

rate, more elevated trends of the sophisticated people. Such trends are so inextricably 

commingled that it is not possible to demarcate one from the other. The system of 

interchange, diffusion, assimilation and integration has been a historical process from 

time immemorial. As a consequence of this process, some of the present-day goddesses 

of all-Orissa importance with their origins in the non-Hindu communities have been 

elevated to eminence as forms of the Mahàdevì. 

In the historical period the monarchs, élites and common people made it a 

principle to worship the already established gods and goddesses disregarding their 

complicated origins, but accepting them as their patron deities. A codified system of 

worship pattern was to be necessarily associated with the gods and goddesses to make 

them popular in the society. 

The ancient history of India is generally traced from the time of the Mauryas 

in the 4th century B.C. As such, the gods and goddesses of the historical period came 

to be worshipped from that time onwards. To repeat here once again, the history of 

goddess-cults in Orissa can be traced from the time of Açoka in the 3rd century B.C., 

when nàga-nàgì and yakša-yakšì groups (somewhat in colossal demonic forms) were 

represented for the first time in stone statues along with other forms of sculptural art. 

The sculptures pertaining to these two cults found in large number in and around the 

city of Bhubaneswar, the then centre of the Mauryan power in the KaliÞgan province, 

virtually represent the earliest nucleus of Çakti cult in visual form. 

In fact, in the whole of India Çakti cult and other cults of the Brahmanical 

religion emerged in sculptural form along with the abodes of divinities (the nuclei of 

the later temples) under the direct patronage of the illustrious Gupta monarchs. The 

compilation of the epics, Puràòas, Àgamas, Tantras and other religious texts, the 

carving of the images of gods and goddesses based on the prescribed iconographies 

and their installation in the temples and monasteries (in the case of the Buddhist 
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religion), the popularization of the main centres of religious and cultural importance 

revolutionized the arcane of the Hindu religious system. The monarchs of the Gupta 

dynasty evidently revitalized the Hindu religion, which had got a set back due to the 

spread of Buddhism under the Mauryas, Kušàòas and Sàtavàhanas. They fodstered 

in particular Vaišòavism and Çaivism-Çàktism, as is glimpsed from their epigraphic, 

numismatic, sculptural and architectural remains. The new orientation of the Hindu 

religion, accompanied by vast production of sacred literature, became a mass religion 

attracting people from all strata of the society. 

So far as Orissa is concerned, the earliest Çàkta pilgrimage centre with the 

earliest image of Durgà in Mahišamardinì form (Virajà of Jajpur) is connected with 

the Gupta cultural movement. The Gupta renaissance set in all branches of learning 

became a major trend in the subsequent medieval period and was followed by almost 

all the Hindu dynasties of India. This statement also holds good in the case of Orissa, 

ruled by different dynasties successively from the post-Gupta to the later medieval 

period. 

The post-Gupta period (6th-7th centuries A.D.) was marked in Orissa for the 

rise of Çaivism in close alliance with Çàktism. The Çailodbhavas of KoÞgada, although 

they were staunch Çaivas in their faith, paid reverence to the Çakti in different forms 

and to the Màdhava form of Višòu as attested by sculptural evidence of Çiva, Çakti 

and Višòu in the extant temples at Bhubaneswar, Bankada (their capital city) and on 

the Mahendra mountain. They, in fact, led the foundation of the earliest rekha and 

piwhà temples, an architectural trend that became more prominent in the subsequent 

periods. 

The Bhauma-karas, who succeeded the Çailodbhavas in the 8th century A.D., 

conquered and acquired a vast kingdom known as Owra or Utkala and became more 

prolific in the resurgence of religious faiths, art and architecture. The earlier trends of 

Çaivism and Çàktism were more elaborated with the amalgamation of Tantrism. In 

this glorious epoch Tantric elements were considered essential, to vie with the all-

India context, in reflecting Çaivism, Çàktism and Buddhism in Orissa. As a result of 

this, the terrific forms of Çiva, of the Devì and of Vajrayànic gods and goddesses 

developed and were adored in accordance with the Tantric mode of worship pattern. 

The rapid ascent of Tantric religiousness further led to the erection of Hindu temples 

and Buddhist monasteries and to the emergence of several important Çàkta-tantric 

centres in Orissa. This new system also necessitated the esoteric priestly services of a 
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special class of Tantric practitioners well-versed in magico-religious rituals and blood 

sacrifices. The Kaula-Kàpàlika sects appear to have reinforced the age-old magico-

religious and sacrificial systems, prevalent in the non-Hindu communities, in the 

Çàkta-tantric centres or to have introduced them therein in a sanskritized form. The 

archaeological evidence in support of this are abundant in Orissa. The pañcamakàra 

(five M’s) system of worship stimulated the depiction of erotic couples on the temple 
walls; in the earlier group of Orissan temples erotic imagery was in an experimental 

stage, being depicted inconspicuously, but it was more profusely developed in later 

temples, especially starting from the Somava®çì period 

The Bhauma epoch is also marked for social transformation necessitating the 

allegiance of the people to the newly-developed cults in the Çàkta-tantric centres by 

creating a sort of grim atmosphere with the illustration of many manifestations of 

Çakti such as Sapta- or Ašxamàt¡kàs, Nava Kàtyàyanìs, Sixty-four Yoginìs and so on. 

This was considered essential to control the heterogeneous subjects under the rule of 

the Bhaumas and their feudatories by the multiplication of fierce goddesses in the 

temples. The Bhaumas appear to have been successful in their introducing this new 

religious trend. 

The Somava®çì kings, who ruled over the whole of present-day Orissa and a 

part of Bengal from the middle of the 10th to the beginning of the 12th century A.D., 

reinforced the State administration and adopted a laudable policy of temple building 

activities relating to the Brahmanical religion. Being Çaivas in faith, they could cause 

the construction of a number of magnificent Çaiva temples at the Çaivite centres of 

Bhubaneswar, Jajpur and in several places of coastal and inner Orissa, thus further 

reflecting the scope of Çaivism-Çàktism. The KaliÞga School of Art and Architecture 

initiated in the earlier epochs reached the highest watermark of development under 

their regime. The religious system they introduced, to a great extent changed that of 

the Bhauma-karas, in many case discouraging the esoteric Tantric practices of their 

predecessors. In fact, the benign aspect of Tantrism – what is termed as dakšiòàcàra 

in opposition to the vàmàcàra system – was introduced under their rule in the Çàkta 

shrines of Orissa. 

The Somava®çì monarchs, while consolidating the socio-political structures of 

their State, reinforced Çaivism and Çàktism and revitalized the Brahmanical religion 

as a whole with the performance of the açvamedha-yajña (horse-sacrifice) at Jajpur. 

For the systematic performance of this sacrifice in accordance with the old Vedic rites, 
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thousands of Brahmins from central India (well-versed in the religious scriptures and 

settled in çàsanas, separate settlements for the higher type of imported Brahmins, 

providing them land grants and other necessary facilities) were called to Jajpur. The 

famous Daçàçvamedha ghàx on the bank of the river Vaitarani at Jajpur, adjacent to 

the Saptamàt¡kà shrine, substantiate the fact as recorded in the Màdalà Pàñji (the 

chronicle of the temple of Jagannàtha at Puri). 

Another marked change of this period is noticed in the Çaiva-Çàkta temples. 

Pàrvatì, Gaòeça and Kàrttikeya were invariably installed as the pàrçva-devatàs in 

Çaiva temples, with Pàrvatì replacing the earlier depiction of Mahišamardinì (typical 

of the Bhauma-kara period). The workmanship of the sculptures and the decorative 

programme of the temples, flowering with imagery of animal, vegetative, human and 

celestial worlds, are of superb order. The depiction of various forms of nàyikàs and 

amorous couples in seductive poses (mithunas, maithunas) as well as of the composite 

images of Umàmaheçvara, Ardhanàrìçvara and Harihara became more prominent in 

the temple imagery of this period. Thus the earlier trend of the Kaula-Kàpàlika cult 

system was systematically epitomized in this type of sculptural imagery. 

Another speciality of the Somava®çì period lies in the multiplication of Çàkta 

shrines, both in the premises of Çaiva temples and in independent seats of Çakti-

worship activities. A further salient aspect of this Golden Age of Orissan history, 

somewhat related to the highlighting of the female principle, was the introduction of 

music and dance performance by the maidens as a part of the temple rituals (which 

was turned to a more systematic form of devadàsì system during the GaÞga period). 

To sum up the development of Çàktism in Orissa during this epoch, we clearly notice 

the profuse depiction of females in sculptural art and the introduction of sacred dance, 

exalting feminine beauty, grace, elegance and sensuousness, which were portrayed 

more crudely in the Bhauma-kara period. 

The illustrious GaÞga (ca. A.D. 1110-1434) and Sùryava®çì Gajapati (ca. A.D. 

1434-1540) dynasties, who ruled successively over the KaliÞgan empire stretching 

from the Ganges in the north to the Godavari in the south (up to the Kaveri under 

Kapilendra Gajapati) for a long period of about five centuries, set up syncreticism in 

religions and consolidated the political structure of the State. The GaÞga epoch that 

succeeded the Somava®çì one is the greatest landmark in the history of Orissa for the 

construction of the temple of Jagannàtha at Puri with the introduction of an elaborate 

Vaišòava ritualistic pattern, the amalgamation of the earlier trends of cult of Çaivism 
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and Çàktism with the Vaišòava cult of Jagannàtha (conferred with the status of the 

religious as well as political head of the empire), the spread of Vaišòavism thanks to 

the preaching of great savants like Ràmànuja, Ballabhàcàrya, Nimbàrka and Çrì 

Caitanya, supplemented with popular religious literature as the medium, the eclectic 

and tolerant religious policy with the proliferation of the Pañcadevatà-upàsana (the 

worship system based on the veneration of Višòu, Çiva, Çakti, Sùrya and Gaòapati 

simultaneously) in the Vaišòavite garb. Temple building activities were given only a 

sporadic importance in this period, with the exception of the height of sacred edifices 

(which was generally increased) and the creation of over-life-size deities and secular 

figures bearing the exquisite workmanship. The Sun temple at Konarak, the last, 

greatest and most magnificent monument of the GaÞga period, built by N¡si®hadeva 

I in honour of the sun god in the form of a moving chariot, unmistakably reflects the 

art tradition of the epoch in finality and the syncretistic religious policy that marked 

it thanks to the initiative of the monarchs. 

Syncreticism of the previously developed Çaivism-Çàktism with Vaišòavism is 

well-marked in this epoch. To identify such a syncretistic trend we can mention the 

sculptural representations of Harihara, Umàmaheçvara, Lakšmì-Nàràyaòa, Lakšmì-

N¡si®ha, Lakšmì-Varàha, Durgà-Màdhava and the more elaborate Mahišamardinì 

depicted with Jagannàtha and Çiva liÞga. It is significant to note that, although cult 

syncreticism was the trend of the time, the individuality of Çaiva and Çàkta cults was 

maintained. A great number of Çaiva monuments and a few Çàkta temples were 

erected by the GaÞga monarchs with the Vaišòavite service pattern. 

Another significant trend of this period was the addition of nàxa-maòwapa 

(dancing hall) and bhoga-maòwapa (offering hall) to the main temples with a view to 

highlighting the system of temple dancing (the devadàsì system). The association of 

Çakti in different forms as the consort of the male gods and dikpàlas (the guardians of 

the eight directions) was operated through the erection of great and majestic Çàkta 

shrines in the most important religious centres of Orissa (as, for example, the temples 

of Lakšmì and Vimalà in the premises of Jagannàtha temple, the temple of Pàrvatì in 

the LiÞgaràja complex, and the temple of Chàyà Devì in the Sun temple compound) 

and the addition of female counterparts to the images of the dikpàlas in almost all 

temples built in this period. 

The Sùryava®çìs maintained to a great extent the tradition of the GaÞgas, but 

with more emphasis on the cult of Çrì Jagannàtha as the religious and political head 
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of the KaliÞgan empire. Their political and military activities were merged in their 

religious policy and propounded in the name of Jagannàtha. The feudal rulers under 

the GaÞga and Sùryava®çì Gajapati overlordships were greatly responsible for the 

spread and patronization of the national cult of Puri Jagannàtha in their respective 

principalities as well as for bringing to eminence a number of national or local Çàkta 

goddesses as their patron deities. 

My study of the goddesses of the Hindu pantheon relates that almost all the 

forms of Hindu devìs conceived in the Puràòas and Tantras and having an all-India 

eminence evolved in the KaliÞga country and were nurtured under the patronage of 

the monarchs and the support of the people. The archaeological evidence in the form 

of their sculptural representation in the temples, in the sites and scattered here and 

there throughout the State (which, in my personal estimation, is more complete than 

in any other State of India), the Orissan Çilpa-çàstras, the regional Puràòas, all these 

belonging to different cultural epochs starting from the Gupta age, bespeak the Çàkta 

efflorescence in Orissa. This land has the distinction of possessing and preserving the 

Çàkta deities, temples, shrines and sites even today with their traditional ritualistic 

patterns. The regional goddesses of non-Hindu origin are here as important as the 

manifestations of Çakti of all-India fame. Fortunately most of the shrines (except, of 

course, those consecrated to the cult of Sixty-four Yoginì, now no longer worshipped in 

the traditional form) are all in working order. The eight well-known Çàkta centres of 

Orissa, popularly identified as the eight eminent Caòwì pìxhas, have maintained the 

sanctity of the goddesses, the traditional worship rites and a rich heritage of temple 

legends through the vicissitudes of time, signifying the magnanimity and devotion of 

the monarchs (in the past) and of the people at large. Furthermore, although the 

Vaišòava trend of worship of the Hindu gods and goddesses is now prevalent at most 

of the Çàkta centres of the State, the age-old folk tradition of animal sacrifices still 

continues there. 

The festivals of national and regional character (may be social or religious), 

numerous and with varied origins in the distant past, connected with interesting 

myths, legends and symbolism, are greatly responsible in maintaining the religious 

traditions of Hinduism. The festivals of Orissa, commingling the traditions of the 

Brahmanical religion as well as the folk, rural and tribal ones, reflect through their 

performances in cyclic order round the year the socio-religious milieu. The festivals 

prevalent in Orissa are so numerous and interconnected with various aspects of the 

cultures of the people, that I had to select here just some important ones which are 
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strongly and closely associated with Çakti cult. The festivals, vows, ceremonies and 

rituals discussed in the text, though mainly religious in character, amuse the people 

of Orissa with recreation and entertainment and free them from the drudgery of 

monotonous routine life. In the present context, indeed, some of the festivals are as 

interesting as the video and cinema shows. 

Lastly, I may indicate that my study, though comprehensively giving a graphic 

picture of Çakti cult in Orissa in an ethno-historical perspective, cannot be considered 

a conclusive one. Village goddesses (gràmadevatàs), who form an important aspect of 

Çàktism, could not be dealt with exhaustively, being the writer afraid of the increase 

in volume of the work. 

 

 



Glossary 

 

abhaya — mudrà symbolising a deity’s power to dispel fear 

ahoràtra — the cycle of days and nights, the revolution of time 

akhàwà — village gymnasium or arena used for the sport and fighting training of the 

youth; the tribals also use it for their sacred dance performances 

akša-màlà — a rosary made with large brown berries known as rudràkšas (‘Eyes-of-

Çiva’) 
alasa-kanyà — ‘indolent damsel’, graceful female figure mostly depicted in a series 

on the outer walls of temples, with each figure displaying a different pose 

àlìwha — archer’s posture 

amàvasyà — new-moon day 

añjali — mudrà symbolising reverence to a deity; the hands showing this pose are 

folded in prayer 

aÞkuça — a goad for driving elephants 

ardhaniškrànta — ‘half-emerged’, the form in which the demon Mahiša is depicted 

in a class of Mahišamardinì images showing the demon while emerging in human 

form from the carcass of the slain buffalo 

ardhaparyaÞka — ‘half-divan-pose’, a seated pose with one leg folded sideways 
under the body and the other with uplifted knee 

ašxamì — the eighth day of a lunar fortnight 

asura — originally ‘lord, god’, subsequently ‘anti-god, titan, demon’ 
àsurik — endowed with demoniacal features 

açvamedha — the Vedic horse-sacrifice, performed by kings 

àvaraòa-devatà — secondary deities carved on the outer walls of Hindu temples, 

forming a sort of protective layer or ring around the cult image installed in the 

sanctum; no worship is offered to them 

avatàra — the ‘descent’ of a divinity; an incarnation, especially of Višòu 

àyudha — symbolical weapons and attributes in the hands of divinities 
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àyudha-puruša — smaller male figure, holding a spear, depicted on either side of 

certain Hindu deities 

bali — a form of domestic worship, common to both Hinduism and Buddhism, based 

on the offering of flowers, water, incense as well as blood, meat and liquor to divinities 

and spirits (particularly to yakšas, bhùtas and Hindu goddesses) 

bàli — Oriyà term meaning ‘sand’ 
bàòa — an arrow 

bhadràsana — seated pose with both legs hanging from the seat 

bhakti — the prevalent form of Hindu faith, implying a mutual relationship between 

a divinity’s grace and one’s total devotion to him/her and allowing the devotee 
(bhakta) to attain spiritual liberation even if remaining in the worldly society 

bhoga-maòwapa — the offering hall of a Hindu temple 

bhùta — ‘being’; each of the five gross elements as classified according to the 
Sà®khya-darçana; a class of maleficent demoniacal spirits, ghosts and goblins 

forming a section of Çiva’s suite 

bonga — a class of aniconic divinities/spirits propitiated with sacrifices (generally 

offered in a sacred grove) by large sections of Munda-speaking tribes of the Chota 

Nagpur Plateau 

caitya — ornamental motif resembling the front window of a Buddhist caitya-hall 

(apsidal sanctuary), used in the Hindu temple art of Orissa to frame medallions and 

windows 

cakra — ‘disk, wheel’; a weapon, one of Višòu’s four emblems; a magico-symbolical 

diagram (a sub-type of yantra) consisting of angles, petal-like parts and other 

elements such as letters, mystic symbols, etc.; each of the centres of subtle energy 

situated within man’s subtle body 

chinnamastaka — severed human head 

wàkinì — terrific-looking demoness feeding on raw meat 

dakšiòàcàra — a term indicating the so-called ‘right-hand’ Tàntric schools 

wamaru — drum in the form of an hour glass 

daòwa — ‘stick, staff’ 
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darçana — ‘sight’, reciprocal eye-contact established ritually between the cult icon of 

a deity and its worshipper; ‘way of seeing’, a generic term indicating each of the six 
orthodox conceptual systems of ancient Hinduism 

daçamì — tenth day of a lunar fortnight 

deul — general name for a KaliÞgan temple as a whole; more properly, the temple 

main shrine or vimàna 

devadàsì — ‘maid-servant of God’, sacred dancer-prostitute attached to a Hindu 

temple 

whàla — a kind of shield 

dhanu(s) — a stringed bow 

dharma — socio-cosmic order, righteousness, the complex of Hindu socio-religious 

norms, duties, laws, rites and traditions 

dharni, darni — in Kui (the Dravidian language spoken by the Kutia Kondhs of 

Phulbani district) this term means a cairn or shrine of three stones covered by a 

fourth, in which sacrifice, generally to the earth goddess, is offered 

dhyàna — psychic state of yogic meditation indicating the concentration of the mind 

on a single object; mental representation of a divinity, inward vision through which a 

particular divinity is transfigured and interiorised; set of iconographic prescriptions 

which the carved or painted image of a divinity must conform to 

dikpàla — ‘regent of a direction’, each of the guardians of the eight quarters of the 
universe, represented as deities on the upper wall portion of Hindu temples; also 

known as lokapàla 

dola — worship ritual consisting in oscillating the fetish image of a deity on a sort of 

swing in order to ‘put it into action’ 
gadà — ‘mace’, one of Višòu’s four emblems 

gajasi®ha — sculptural element of Orissan temples formed by a lion trampling over 

a crouching elephant 

gaòa — the ‘group, troop’ of spirits or demi-gods who are the attendants of Çiva 

gàrhapatya — sacred domestic fire, one of the three Vedic sacrificial fires, having a 

circular shape and representing the centre of family ritual 

ghaòxa — a bell or gong 
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ghàx — landing place or bank along a river or coast 

ghaxa — a vessel 

gopì — ‘cowherdess’, a character of the K¡šòaite bhakti representing the individual 

soul; the circular dance of the gopìs around K¡šòa symbolises the abstract 

relationship between God and each of his devotees 

gotipua — Oriyà term indicating a young boy dressed in female attire to perform a 

sacred dance representation 

gràma-devatà — Hindu village goddess 

halàhala — the poison that came to the surface at the time of the Churning of the 

Ocean, and that Çiva swallowed up and kept in his throat; also known as kàlakùxa 

hiÞgu — Ferula asa-foetida L., the plant that produces the asafoetida (likewise 

known as hiÞgu), a poignant-smelling fluid oozing from its root 

hiÞgula — vermilion; cinnabar; a preparation of mercury with sulphur 

homa — Vedic sacrifice performed before a fire-pit 

išxa-devatà — the elect tutelary deity of a family, a lineage, a sect or a single devotee, 

acting as a support or guide in the path leading to spiritual liberation 

jagamohana — frontal porch, hall in front of the sanctum of a temple, from which 

the devotees can enjoy the darçana of the enshrined deity; also known as mukha-çàlà 

jakar, jakari — in Kui (the Dravidian language spoken by the Kutia Kondhs of 

Phulbani district) this term means ‘village founder, patriarch’ 
japa — oral or mental repetition, over and over again, of a specific mantra before the 

cult icon of one’s elect deity 

jaxà — hairdo fashion with hair arranged into matted locks, characteristic of the 

ascetics, of Çiva and also of Pàrvatì 

jhàmu — Oriyà term meaning ‘fire’ (cf. the term jhum, ‘slash-and-burn agriculture’) 
jhoti — a good-omened design drawn with the fingers on the floor or wall of an 

Orissan rural house 

kalaça — a water-pot 

kàlasi — Çàkta diviner-shaman of Orissa, either male or female 

kàmabandha — row of amorous sculptures 
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kamaòwalu — a kind of water vessel 

kanaka — a golden-coloured alloy made up of eight different metals 

kapàla — bowl made with the top of a human skull 

karma(n) — an act, particularly a ritual act, and its result, which will be manifest in 

course of time; the law of repercussion of past actions on the future of an individual 

kart¡ — a kind of chopper 

kaula — the mystic union of the male and female principles, Çiva and Çakti, in a 

sàdhaka’s soul 
kedu — in Kui (the Dravidian language spoken by the Kutia Kondhs of Phulbani 

district) this term means ‘buffalo’ 
khawga — a kind of sword 

khàkharà — KaliÞgan order of temple architecture characterised by an oblong plan 

and a barrel-vaulted or semi-cylindrical elongated roof, used exclusively to enshrine 

the Çàkta divinities (from kakhàra or vaità-kakhàru, Oriyà name for a variety of 

pumpkin resembling in shape the roof of this variety of temple) 

khaxvàÞga — a club made with a long bone topped by a human skull 

khexaka — a kind of shield 

kirìxa-mukuxa — bejewelled tiara or tall conical coiffure adorned with gems 

koxaràkšì — ‘sunken-eyed’, with special reference to Càmuòwà’s outward appearance 

kšetra — ‘field, area of land’, the sacred pilgrimage zone surrounding a Hindu temple 

and depending on the latter in the administration of cult affairs 

kumbha — a jar, water-pot 

kuòwa — a pool, especially a sacred pool or tank for bathing included within a temple 

compound 

kuòwalinì — the power of knowledge, the divine power-essence of Çiva that lies rolled 

up in the shape of a dormant she-snake at the bottom of the microcosmic subtle body 

kuòwikà — a small vase 

kuxhàra — a hatchet 

lakuxa — a staff, club 
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lalitàsana — ‘playful pose’, a seated pose with one leg pendant from the seat and the 

other folded sideways under the body 

lìlà — ‘divine game, play’ 
maithuna — coition, sex-congress image 

maòwala — sacred symmetrical diagram, generally circular in shape, drawn on an 

altar with coloured powders and used to invoke a divinity; a magico-symbolical 

representation of the sacred universe arousing the consciousness of the identity of 

microcosm and macrocosm; also a province, district, any circumscribed area 

maòwapa — frontal porch, hall-shaped pavilion in front of the main shrine (vimàna) 

of a Hindu temple, having usually a pyramidal roof; there can be one or a row of them 

in a single temple 

maÞgala — ‘auspicious’, a class of narrative poems of Bengal meant to popularise the 
folk goddess-cults among the high-caste people and to identify such goddesses with 

different manifestations of the Mahàdevì 

maòi, maòika —a mythical gem generally associated with the nàgas, who act as its 

guardians 

mantra — a magico-mystic formula or utterance formed by one or more syllables and 

representing a divinity in the form of basic sounds 

màtàghoœà — votive clay figurine of a horse, usually deposited under a tree sacred to 

some goddess or yakšì 
maxha — Hindu monastic establishment, cell of an ascetic 

màt¡, màt¡kà, màt¡-gaòa — ‘divine mother’, female deity belonging to a group of 

goddesses (traditionally numbering seven or eight) regarded, according to the 

different contexts, as consorts of the main male divinities, as astral powers or as evil 

forces 

màyà — power of cosmic delusion, in its essence identical to prak¡ti and çakti, which 

gives rise to phenomenal appearances 

meriah — the victim of human sacrifice as it was performed in by-gone days by some 

sections of the Kondh people to propitiate their earth-goddess; also the sacrificial rite 

in question as such 

mithuna — amorous couple, love-play image 
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mokša — total spiritual liberation, freedom from the cycle of life-death-rebirth 

m¡ga — any wild animal or animal of prey, in particular deer and antelope 

mudrà — ‘seal’, hand posture or gesture conveying a specific mystic meaning 

muhùrtta — portion of time, generally the thirtieth part of the period of twenty-four 

hours, into which the cycle of day and night is divided up 

muòwa-màlà — a skull-garland 

nàga — serpent genius, mostly with human features from the waist upwards; his 

female counterpart is known as nàgì 

nàgakanyà — female serpent figure, usually with human features from the waist 

upwards and with a canopy of serpent hoods over her head, depicted on the walls of 

Hindu temples 

nàgamàtà — ‘mother-serpent’, any nàgì holding the cult status 

nàga-pàça — a noose formed by a living snake that was viewed in Vedic times as 

Varuòa’s own favourite weapon 

nàgaràja — any nàga holding the cult status 

nàga-stambha — pillar encircled by one or more nàgas 

nakšatra — lunar mansion or asterism 

nara- vàhana — row of men forming the vàhana of certain deities 

nàxa — ‘dance’ 
nàxa-mandira — the dancing hall of a Hindu temple 

navamì — the ninth day of a lunar fortnight 

navapatrikà — ‘nine plants’, the name of a ceremony held during the autumnal 

Durgà-Pùjà 

nirmà®sà — ‘fleshless’, with special reference to Càmuòwà’s outward appearance 

n¡tya — ‘dance’ 
nyàsa — Tàntric ceremony consisting in a ritual projection of divinities into different 

parts of an adept’s body 

oša — ritual fast 

padma — the lotus flower 
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padmàsana — ‘lotus-pose’, a seated pose with legs crossed and the soles turned 
upwards 

pakša — ‘wing’, a lunar fortnight, which can be further termed as k¡šòa (‘dark’, 
starting from the full-moon day) or çukla (‘bright’, starting from the new-moon day) 

pañca-devatà-upàsana — adoration of the five divinities of the traditional Hindu 

pentad (Çiva-Višòu-Çakti-Sùrya-Gaòeça) 

pañca-makàra — left-hand Tàntric mode of worship based on the ritual use of five 

means to spiritual realisation, whose names all begin with the letter M (mada or 

liquor, matsya or fish, mà®sa or meat, mudrà or grains, maithuna or sexual 

intercourse); also known as pañca-tattva 

pañcamì — fifth day of a lunar fortnight 

paraçu — a battle-axe 

pàrçva-devatà— each of the accessory deities occupying the three outer niches of the 

central projections of the vimàna (the main spire-roofed shrine containing the 

sanctum) of a Hindu temple; they receive worship and are connected in doctrine with 

the main divinity of the temple 

parvaòa (Oriyà parab) — period of change of the lunar phase; any religious festival 

celebrated in one such period 

paryaÞka — ‘divan-pose’, a seated pose with one leg resting on the other and the 
soles turned upwards 

pàtàla — under-world, infernal region, the abode of the mythical nàgas 

pàxuà — Orissan low-caste penitent inflicting himself injury in the course of an 

ordeal taken up to please some form of the Goddess, usually during the Caitra 

(spring) festivals 

penu — in Kui (the Dravidian language spoken by the Kutia Kondhs of Phulbani 

district) this term means generically ‘a deity’ 
piòwa — funerary cake, cooked ball of rice and other grains offered as an oblation to 

the dead in the çràddha ritual 

pìpal — Ficus religiosa L., the sacred fig tree anciently known as açvattha, the bodhi 

tree of the Buddhists 

pìxha — ‘seat, throne, pedestal’, place of pilgrimage at which a form of the Goddess is 
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worshipped 

pit¡ — ‘father’, in the sense of an ancestor, for whose well-being a descendant must 

perform oblation rites (çràddha) 

prak¡ti — natura naturans, cosmic substance, primordial form, the non-caused cause 

of phenomenal existence 

pralaya — the dissolution of the universe at the end of a cosmic aeon (kalpa) 

pràòa — vital breath, energy 

prasàda —‘divine grace’, consecrated food offering taken by the devotees after it is 

offered to the presiding deity of a temple 

pratipada — the initial day of a lunar fortnight 

preta — ghost of a late person, departed soul still roaming about this world awaiting 

to rejoin the pit¡s 

preta-vàhana — the corpse acting as vàhana (mount) of a number of fierce-looking 

Tàntric deities, both Hindu and Buddhist 

pùjà — ‘ritualistic homage, worship, adoration’, normally including the presentation 
of offerings before the cult icon of a deity; ‘religious festival’ when the worship 
encompasses the whole community in a big gathering 

pùròa-ghaxa — ‘full-jar, vase of plenty’, a foliated vase held with both hands in front 
of the chest by some serpent deities or geniuses 

pùròa-rùpa — ‘full-form’, the chief manifestation or aspect of a divinity in the 

outlook of a given religious sect 

pùròimà — full-moon day 

puruša — ‘male, man’, one of the names of the Absolute, the ultimate principle, 
universal spirit; as a proper noun, this term designates the Cosmic Man (Puruša) of 

Vedic cosmogonies 

pustaka — ‘book, manuscript’, one of the emblems of Brahmà and Sarasvatì 

raja — ‘menses, menstrual discharge’, also with reference to the sacred menstrual 
period of the Goddess in her aspect as Mother Earth; also known as ¡tu 

ràkšasa — a kind of wandering demon or ogre, whose vigour reaches its apex at night 

ràšxra-devatà — national deity 
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ratha — processional car 

rekha-piwhà — KaliÞgan order of temple architecture characterised by the 

juxtaposition of a vimàna (known as deul) with the roof shaped as a curvilinear spire 

and a maòwapa (known as jagamohana) with the roof shaped as a pyramid formed by 

receding projecting members 

rohita — a variety of goldfish 

¡ši — mythical seer 

sàdhaka — an ascetic initiated to some Tàntric-yogic mode of worship 

sàdhana — ‘ways to determine or attain a particular object’, the overall religious 
practice in the Tàntric-yogic outlook 

çakti — female divine energy; the active and dynamic power of the godhead, mostly 

conceived as the female aspect or the consort of the male divinity, causing the latter to 

manifest himself in the cosmos; this term also designates a kind of spear 

çàlabhañjikà — the woman-and-tree-motif of Hindu and Buddhist art 

samabhaÞga — body posture in which the body, depicted frontally, appears erect, 

straight and rigid 

sa®krànti — cyclic astronomical conjunction occurring when the sun enters a new 

house of the solar Zodiac in the course of its revolution motion 

samudra-manthana — the mythic Churning of the Ocean 

çaÞkha — ‘conch’, one of Višòu’s four emblems 

saptamì — the seventh day of a lunar fortnight 

çàsana-devatà — each of the twenty-four goddesses acting as the devoted attendants 

of the as many tìrthaÞkaras of Jainism 

šašxhì — sixth day of a lunar fortnight 

çàstra — ‘teaching, treatise’, any sacred treatise or body of learning regarded as most 
authoritative 

sàttvik — endowed with the qualities of sattva (consciousness, intellect, sentiment, 

brilliance) 

saumya — ‘relative to the Soma principle’, a term indicating the propitious and 
benevolent aspect of both Çiva and Çakti 
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çava — a corpse 

çavàrùwha — ‘mounted on corpse’, with reference to deities having a recumbent 
human corpse as their vàhana 

siddhi — any superhuman power or faculty attained through the observance of some 

sàdhana 

çikhaòwaka — a three-lock coiffure worn by Skanda/Kàrttikeya and by his female 

counterpart Kaumàrì 

çilpa-çàstra — treatise of Hindu sacred architecture 

simul, simli, semal (Skr. çàlmali, çalmali) — Bombax malabaricum D.C., the silk-

cotton tree, sacred to the Hindus as Yama’s tree and used in many tribal ceremonies 

snàna — ‘bath’, lustral rite consisting in bathing the cult icon of a deity with water 

snuhi — Euphorbia neriifolia L., a poisonous plant having vomitory, expectorant, 

emetic and purgative qualities, sacred to the Hindu serpent-goddess Manasà 

sphoxa — eternal, transcendental, indivisible and creative sound, the sound-aspect of 

Brahman, the source of all mantras 

çràddha — Hindu oblation rites for the dead performed to nourish the departed souls 

for passage to the world of the ancestors 

çrìcakra — yantra representing the supreme form of ultimate reality, i.e., the 

Universal Goddess 

stambha — ‘pillar’ 
svayambhù-mùrti — aniconic image of a divinity that is said to have self-generated 

tàmasik — endowed with the qualities of tamas (inertia, ignorance, passiveness, 

obscurity) 

tàòwava — the violent dance performed by Çiva after the dissolution of the universe 

tapas — ‘heat’, especially the heat generated by ascetic practices 

tejas— the igneous and radiant energy emanated by the gods, the warriors and the 

ascetics 

xhàkuràòì — ‘Our Lady’, any gràma-devatà or plague-goddess of Orissa enjoying a 

regional fame 

tìrtha — ‘ford, crossing place’, Hindu sacred place of pilgrimage situated on a water-
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course, a pond, or the seashore 

tìrthaÞkara — the twenty-four recognized spiritual teachers of the Jaina tradition, 

each of whom, having attained ultimate spiritual liberation, is termed as Jina (Victor) 

tithi — lunar day 

tribhaÞga — body posture in which the body forms three graceful bends 

triçula — a trident 

t¡tìyà — third day of a lunar fortnight 

ugra — ‘powerful, violent, terrible’, a term indicating the terrific and malevolent 
aspect of Çiva and Çakti 

ulùka — an owl 

ùrdhvaliÞga — Çiva’s erect phallus, or the adjective specifying that the god is 

conceived or depicted with erect phallus 

utsava — ‘beginning, festival’, a term generally indicating the most ritualistic part of 
a religious festival 

vàhana — ‘vehicle, carrier’, the celestial mount (generally an animal) depicted below 

the pedestal of the anthropomorphic image of a deity or associated with him/her in 

sacred literature 

vajra — ‘thunderbolt, diamond’ 
vàmàcàra — a term indicating the so-called ‘left-hand’ Tàntric schools 

varada — mudrà symbolising a deity’s power to bestow boons; the hand showing this 

pose is pendant with palm outward and fingers stretched 

vaxa — Ficus bengalensis L. = Ficus indica L., commonly known as banyan, the 

largest Indian fig tree provided with characteristic aerial roots 

veça — ‘dress, guise’, any attire the cult icon of a Hindu goddess is concealed with 

during the celebration of different rites and festivals 

vetàla — skeleton-like ghost, vampire or ghoul frequenting cemeteries and ascribed 

with the power of revive a dead person; his female counterpart is known as vetàlì 

vìja-pùraka — a ball of meal meaning an offering 

vìòà — the Indian lute 

vìra — ‘hero’, a stage of the Tàntric initiation process 
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viçvapadma — double lotus cushion forming the seat of a divinity 

vrata — religious vow, usually involving a fasting period 

yajña — ‘sacrifice’, especially the Vedic sacrifice 

yakša — genius loci, mostly associated with the vegetable world, regarded as the 

semi-divine guardian of a particular territory; his female counterpart is known as 

yakšì 
yantra — magico-mystic diagram formed by interlocking triangles and straight lines, 

used as a device for keeping the mind engaged in meditation or worship 

yàtrà — Hindu temple festival celebrated to pay homage to the installed deity with 

processions and worship rites 

yoginì — a female adept of yoga; the female partner in the execution of a Tàntric sex 

rite; a witch, sorceress; a demoness, ogress; female deity belonging to a group of 

goddesses (traditionally numbering sixty-four) whose nomenclature is extremely 

varied 

yoni-paxxa — circular- or square-shaped flat pedestal representing the female 

generative organ, upon which the liÞga worshipped in the sanctum of a Çaiva temple 

usually rests; also known as Gaurì- paxxa 

yùpa — sacrificial post or pillar 
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